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This bibliography was prepared by the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility operated for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration by PRC Government Information Systems.
SPECIAL NOTICE
The abstract sections of the monthly supplements of Aerospace Medicine and
Biology can be bound separately. Individual abstracts can be located readily by means
of the page numbers given at each entry, e.g., p 0403 A82-45179. To assist the user in
binding Supplements SP-7011(229) through SP-7011(240), a title page is included in





A CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY ON
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
AND BIOLOGY
This Cumulative index supersedes the indexes
contained in supplements [SP-7011(229) through
SP-7011 (240)] published by NASA during 1982.
f\I/\Ci!/\ Scientific and Technical Information Branch 1983
I \|/ i^ )f \ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, DC
This index is available from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS),
Springfield, Virginia 22161 at the price code of $12.00 domestic;'$24.00 foreign.
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7011 (229) through NASA SP-
7011 (240) of Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A Continuing Bibliography, NASA SP-7011, and by means of
supplements, serves as a current abstracting and announcement journal for references on bioscience and
biotechnology. It has been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics (AIAA), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by
the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N82-10000 series).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A82-10000 series).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author, and corporate source index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that the






2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area,





In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for
particular items, this is because subject terms can readily include more than one class of document. For
example:
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
Vibratory force effect upon biological systems, particularly human organism.
Biological effect of cosmic and solar radiations on human body at high altitudes,
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject term.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index.






HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-
section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational
component) does not appear in the index. For example:
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV., LAS CRUCES. DEPT. OF BIOLOGY. (Source citation entry)
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV., LAS CRUCES. (Source index entry)
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in
the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover of
this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the
second column, the desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 403 will be found in Supplement 240.
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aerospace Medicine and Biology





Personal Author Index B-1
Corporate Source Index C-1
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| TITLE EXTENSION |
I
1DAPTATIOR
I Hunan cardiovascular adaptation to zero qravity










The title is used to provide a description of the subject matter When the title is
Insufficiently descriptive of the document content, a title extension is added,
separated from the title by three hyphens The NASA or AIAA accession number is
Included in each entry to assist the user In locating the abstract In the abstract
section of this supplement If applicable, a report number Is also Included as an aid m
Identifying the document.
1-10 HBCBiFT
S stress on 1-10 pilots during J4BS II exercises
p0210 182-28479
iBDOHEB
Oxygen tension in albino rat abdominal cavity






ability differences and cognitive mapping skill
[1D-AI06389] p0128 B82-I6741
4 rationale for the development of cut-off scores
task mastering
[IZF-1981-3] p0267 N82-24828
On models and methods for performance measurement
[4D-41 13578] p035<» N82-28998
On the modelling of creative behavior
riD-4116896] p0435 H82-34027
assessment and development of oculomotor flying
skills by the application of the channel theory
of vision
[1D-1115325] p0436 H82-34035




Molecular complexes of amino acids with porphyries
as possible precursors of pigment-protein systems
p0020 182-13811
Hydrazines and carbohydrazides produced from
oxidized carbon in earth's primitive environment
p002l 182-14197
From inanimate matter to living systems
p0026 482-15700
'Hot spots' in the problem of the origin of life
p0062 A82-17360
Organic compounds in space and the problem of the
origin of life
p0062 A82-17362
New data on abiogenic synthesis of prebiological
compounds in volcanic processes
p0090 482-20017
4 theory of the origin of life
p0091 182-20023
4 neutral theory of biogenesis
p009l 182-20024
Comets and the origin of life - Bibliography
p0097 182-20871
Origin of life; Proceedings of the Third ISSOL
Heeting and Sixth ICOL Meeting, Jerusalem,
Israel, June 22-27, 1980
P0097 182-20901
Ibiotic organic synthesis in space
p0098 182-20910
Far 0V photolysis of methane-water gaseous
mixtures and the prebiotic synthesis of aldehydes
p0099 482-20913
Chemical evolution and plate tectonics
p0099 182-20918
Photoassisted carbon dioxide reduction and
formation of twoand three-carbon compounds
prebiological photosynthesis
pOIOQ 182-20920
Ibiotic synthesis of phosphoric esters of
monosaccharides according to the 'cold model'
pOlOO 182-20923
Synthesis and degradation of amino acids by
contact glow discharge electrolysis, a possible
route for prebiotic formation of bio-orqanic
compounds
pOlOO 182-20924
Genesis of amino acids in the primeval sea -
Formation of amino acids from sugars and ammonia
in a modified sea medium
p0100 182-20925
Porphyrin-like compounds genesis under simulated
abiotic conditions
pOlOD 182-20926
Potentiometric titration behavior of polyamino
acids prepared by thermal polycondensation
p0102 182-20938
Primitive transfer BN1 and origin of Darwinian
system
p0104 182-20959
Possible impact of cosmochemistry on terrestrial
biology - Historical introduction
p0120 182-21987
Organic matter in meteorites and Precaabrian rocks
- Clues about the origin and development of
living systems
p3 121 182-21988
Problems in the rate of evolution in biological
systems
p0121 482-21989
Modeling of the synthesis of peptide-like
compounds in the primeval lithosphere of the earth
p0149 482-23J36
The appearance of life in the universe
p0157 182-23981
Models for protocellular photophosphorylation
p0195 182-26596
How life began international symposium
p0207 482-28094
Formation of pyrophosphate, tripolyphosphate, and
phosphorylimidazole with the thioester, H,
S-diacetylcysteamine, as the condensing aqent
molecular evolution
p0208 182-28229
4biogenic synthesis of the peptide bond. II
p0317 482-391(26
4biogenic synthesis of the peptide bond. I
p0318 482-39448
The radiolysis of aqueous propionitrile -
Compounds of interest to chemical evolution
studies
P0339 482-41197
Formation of the thioester, H-acetyl,
S-lactoylcysteine, by reaction of
H-acetylcysteine with pyruvaldehyde in aqueous
solution in prebiotic evolution
P0339 482-41200
Protein folding, protein structure and the origin











Absorbent product and articles made therefrom
[ HASA-C&SE-HSC-18223-2] p0294 N82-26960
iBSOBBEBS (HATEBI1LS)
Carbon dioxide absorption characteristics of high







Disclosure of the complex structure of the
absorption spectrum of bacteriorhodopsin
p0231 A82-29806
Structural changes in plasma membrane under









The mass extinctions of the late Hesozoic




Evaluation of the NBC overgarments manufactured by





NI HI3H GRAVITY ENVIBOHBENTS
HT IMPACT ACCELEBATION
HI TBAHSVEBSE ACCELEBATIOH
Early directional influence of visual motion cues
on postural control in the falling monkey
p0067 A82-17459
Bass estimation and discrimination during brief
periods of zero gravity
P0281 A82-35769
Fundamentals of aeronautical and aerospace medical
science
[AD-A102298] p0079 H82-15736
Acceleratior measures and motion sickness incidence
[AD-A107996] p0127 H82-16734
Effects of rectilinear acceleration, optokinetic
and caloric stimuli in space
p0173 H82-18255
Pulmonary function measures before and after




Dynamic preload as an impact protection concept
p0376 A82-44290
Injury and protection of overveightness
p0079 N82-15741
Research on the development of a statistical
impact acceleration injury prediction model fron




Biaxial finite deformations of arterial and venous
segments under + or - G/z/ acceleration stress
p0007 A82-12036
A study of performance effects under G stress
p0023 A82-14805
Nansogenic properties of various dynamic and
static force environments in space
pOOSS A82-16938
Ocular torsion on earth and in weightlessness
p0064 A82-17435
Acceleration induced voltage variations in the
electrocardiogram during exhaustive simulated
aerial combat maneuvering
pOIOS A82-21683
The effect of small rectilinear sign-varying
accelerations on the mucous membrane of the
small intestine of dogs
pOISO A82-23I70
Prediction of shifts in the radiation resistance
of animals under the influence of various factors
p0154 A82-23288
The latency of circular vection during different
accelerations of the optokinetic stimulus
p0157 A82-2403I
Conditioned feeding suppression in rats produced
by cross-coupled and simple motions
p0192 A82-26230
S stress on A-10 pilots during JAiS II exercises
p02IO A82-28479
Post-acceleration chaotic atrial rhythm
p021l A82-28488
An analysis of the risk of human cardiac damage





Cell morphological, ontogenic, and genetic
reactions to 0-g simulation and hyper-q
p0253 A82-32154
A study on human tracking performance in a complex
G field experiment
p0277 A82-34971
Aerobatics in light aircraft - Sensations and
stresses experienced by the pilot
P03I5 A82-38848
Hedico-physiological aspects of stunt-flying
P03I5 A82-38849
In-flight incapacitation and pathology for the
light aircraft stunt-flyer
P3315 A82-38851
Vestibular screening of cosmonauts
P0316 A82-38853
Proceedings of a Meeting of the IDPS Commission on
Gravitational Physiology Book
P0326 A82-40649
Beceptors signaling gravity orientation in an insect
p0328 A82-40668
Cardiovascular responses of the chronically
instrumented mon_key_durinq simulated- space~frigh'tT""
P0328 A82-40670
Effects of high-G on ventilation/perfnsion in the
domestic fowl
p0328 A82-40672
The effects of +G2 acceleration stress on right
ventricular pressrres in conscious miniature
svine.
p0328 A82-40676
The effect of 3 sub z acceleration on pulmonary
perfnsion in the miniature swine
p0329 A82-40681
Instantaneous stroke volume in man during lower
body negative pressure /LBNP/
p3329 A82-40683
Simulated gravitational field influences on the
aging process
p0329 A82-40685
Relations between respiratory and circulatory
control during gravitational load in man
p0332 A82-40714
Some of biochemical parameters in rat brain during
+Gz acceleration
p0333 A82-40717
Alterations in heat loss and heat production
mechanisms in rat exposed to hypergravic fields
p0333 A82-40718
Involuntary and voluntary mechanisms for
preventing cerebral ischemia due to positive
/Gz/ acceleration
p0336 A82-40747
Embryonic development during chronic acceleration
p0337 A82-40755
Cardiac and cerebral vascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses in man
p0337 A82-40765
Chronic acceleration and brain density
p0338 A82-40769
Temperature and behavioral responses of sgnirrel
monkeys to 2Gz acceleration
p0338 A82-40774
The dynamics of certain psychophysiological





Notivational analysis of human volunteers for
centrifuge acceleration research
pOK09 482-46538
Human endocrine responses to acceleration stress
p0416 482-47333
Right ventricular pressure response to *Gz
acceleration stress
p0418 482-47384
Influence of sine, and random, whole-body
vibration on visual acuity
[BnVG-FBHT-79-17] p0038 H82-13653




Fundamenta l s of aeronautical and aerospace medical
science
[ A D - A 102298] p0079 S82-75736
Hedical problems of gravitational changes and
powered flight
p0079 N82-15740
Injury and protection of overueightness
p0079 N82-15741
Cathepsin activity of skeletal muscle and
myocardia myofibrils after exposure to
weightlessness and accelerations
pOI24 N82-16714
Condition of meningeal nervous system during
repeated exposure to transverse accelerations
p0127 N82-16730
Response of the cardiovascular system to vibration
and combined stresses
[AD-AJJ0494] p02»9 H82-23978
USSE report. Space biology and aerospace
medicine, volume 16, no. 3, Hay - June 1982
[JPBS-B1197] p0347 N82-28949
Problem of accelerations in aviation medicine
p03»7 H82-28950
Endurance of *Gz G forces by middle-aged people
before and after 7-day immersion
p0349 H82-28958
Spinal stresses in flight
p0359 N82-29873
Ejection of pilots from combat aircraft
__ p0359 K82-29877
Fractpres of the spine £n~fTi"ght
p0360 N82-29880
Accidents in centrifuges and experiaents (ejection
seat training towers, sleds)
p0360 H82-29881
A performance analysis study of a complex G field
experiment
p0380 082-30852
Hodeling lateral acceleration effects on pilot
performance
p0381 N82-30854
Effects of +6 sub z acceleration and adeutron on
nuclei acid content and other parameters of
mouse peripheral blood
p0395 N82-31909
Responses to harmonic acceleration with varying
head positions
[AD-1II4736] p0432 N82-34010




The significance of the respiratory minute volume
index in the evaluation of vestibular stability
p0006 482-11697
Performance changes during exposure to +Gz stress
p0025 482-15517
Regional distribution of cardiac output in
unanesthetized baboons during »Gz stress with
and without an anti-G suit
p0108 A82-2I681
The efferts of horizontal body casting on blood
volume, drug responsiveness, and *Gz tolerance
in the rhesus monkey
p0108 A82-21682
Cardiorespiratory assessment of 21-hour crash-diet
effects on altitude, +Gz, and fatigue tolerances
p0192 A82-26228
G-tolerance enhancement - Straining ability
comparison of aircrewmen, nonaircrewmen, and
trained centrifuge subjects
p0193 482-26233
Bemodynanic response during combined tilt
table-isometric exercise test and +Gz
acceleration tolerance
p0251 482-3)832
Study of high-g effects in animals
p0326 482-40651
Effect of physical training in cool and hot
environments on +Gz acceleration tolerance in
women
P0327 482-40664
Effect of baroreceptor denervation on +3 sub z
tolerance in dogs
p0328 482-40675
Gravitational adaptation of animals
p0333 A82-407I6
Effect of sustained Gz acceleration on lung fluid
balance - An ultrastructural study
p0337 482-40761
Cardiac and cerebral vascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses in man
p0337 482-40765
acceleration measures and motion sickness incidence
[AD-AI07996] pOI27 N82-16734
Combined effect of simulated weightlessness and
accelerations on energy metabolism enzymes
p013l H82-17820
Human tolerance of rotation at different levels of
hypergravity
p0216 N82-20852
The beginnings of aeromedical acceleration research
[AD-A111048] p0296 S82-26978
ACCBLBBONETEBS




NT 4IRCB4FT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION ~
ACCIDBHJ PBBVEHTIOH
Overview of the biomedical and environmental
, programs at the Oak nidge National Laboratory
[DE81-027864] p0034 N82-12765
Beview of human and operational factors affecting
the feasibility af the see-and-avoid concept
[DFVLfi-HITT-81-13] p0036 N82-12780
Methodical study of the contribution of the human











Laws governing reaiaptation for seamen after a
low-latitude cruise
p0092 482-20310






Effect of sodium fluoroacetate on oxygen












Nicroionophoretic analysis of the chemical
sensitivity of neurons of the medial thalamus
and ventromedial hypothalamus to acetylcholine




Use of acetylene rebreathing method for measuring




ACBTYLSALICYLIC ACID SUBJECT ISDEX
A comparison between acetylene and freon




Electron-histochemical and functional evaluation
of the effects of aspirin on the throabocytes of




Ihe importance of carboanhydrase in regulating the
acid-base equilibrium daring muscular activity
p0158 A82-24485
Ventilation and acid-base equilibrium for upper
body and lover body exercise
p02IO A82-28482
Comparative physiological responses to exercise
stress
p023t 182-29571
Effect of pH on sensation and vastus lateralis
electromyogram daring cycling exercise
p0256 482-32835
Acid-base, metabolic, and ventilatory responses to
repeated boots of exercise
p0341 A82-41219
Effects of various counterneasares against the
adverse effects of weightlessness on central
circulation in the healthy man
p0416 A82-47331
Domestic swine in physiological research. 3:
Blood gas and acid-base values of arterial and
venous blood from young anesthetized pigs




Brain extracellular fluid pH and blood flow daring
isocapnic and hypocapnic hypoxia
p0290 A82-37930
ACIDOSIS
Begulation of Pa/C02/ and ventilation in humans
inspiring lov levels of C02
p0168 A82-24912
Effect of acid-base status on the kinetics of the
ventilatory response to moderate exercise
p0230 A82-29564
Effects of glycogen depletion and pedaling speed
on 'anaerobic threshold'
p0286 A82-36038
Respiratory adaptation to acute metabolic acidosis





























A comparison between the protonophoric and
separating functions of weak dibasic acids
in nitochondrial respiration
p0312 AS2-38590
Haaaalian toxicological evaluation of DISP and
DCPD (Phase 3 - IMPS)
[AD-AI07574] p0133 H82- 17840
Investigation of correlations between chemical









Beport on a visit to Canada of the 10-17 Hay 1980
Second International Symposium on Personal
Hearing Protection in Industry affects of
acoustic trauma
[BAE-TH-FS-377] p0225 N82-21900
A test facility for the objective measurement of
circumaural bearing protector attenuation
[HAE-TH-FS-379] p0225 N82-21902
The importance of ear-like couplers in the design
of an objective test facility for the
measurement of earmuff insertion loss
[ BAE-TH-FS-380] p0225 N82-21903
ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
Seuronal-glial alterations in the cerebral cortex
of animals under the influence of white noise
p0114 A82-2I769
The effect of general vibration combined with
intermittent noise on the human auditory function
pD363 A82-42615
Beport on a visit to Canada of the 10-17 Hay 1980
Second International Symposium on Personal















Velocity and attenuation of sound in arterial
tissues
" p0254 A82-32423
Temporal integration of acoustic power for












Aerobatics in light aircraft - Sensations and
stresses experienced by the pilot
P0315 A82-38848
Medico-physiological aspects of stunt-flying
P0315 A82-38849




Environmental and health aspects of acrylamide: A












Effects of high-frequency ultrasound on adaptive
changes in cell resistance
P0242 A82-3I546
ACTIVATED CARBON





Effects of microwaves on acupuncture points under
conditions of acute emotional stress in rabbits
p0202 &B2-27763
The effect of hyperactivation of the anterior
amygdaloid nucleus on heart activity daring
states of altered reactivity
p0322 A82-40454
Hunan lymphocyte activation is_depressed at low-g
and enhanced at high-g ~ -~
p0327, A82-40658
Effect of spaceflight on lymphocyte stimulation
p033l 482-40700




NT NEHTHOS ACTIVATIOB AHALYSIS
ACTI7AIIOS BBBBGY
The temperature dependence of the kinetics of
isometric myocardium relaxation
p0090 &82-19748
The energy supply of serotonin inactivation
processes in the lungs
pOI86 482-25680
The interrelationship between the pressor response








Artificial hypobiosis as a stable functional state
of reduced vital activity
p0020 482-13699
Concerning a model of human activity
pOOSO 482-16704
The effect of motor activity on the development of
cardiac arrhythmias in experimental emotional
stress
pOIIO A82-21713
Activation of succinate dehydrogenation in rat
liver by noradrenalin, c&HP and acute cooling
p0112 &82-21734
An investigation of the biological activity of
chalones separated from normal livers and from
livers that are being regenerated
p0112 482-21742
Changes with age in the cholin- and adrenergic
innervation of the human heart
pOI52 482-23268
Theoretical and experimental analysis of material
turnover in a closed microecosystem. I -
Construction of a mathematical model
pOI91 482-25821
Systemic brain activity /Experimental investigation/
Eussian book
p0194 A82-26547
Effects of reduced motor activity and water
regimen on the growth of animals and their
skeletal musculature
p0228 A82-29440
Functional properties of T-lymphocytes in patients
with acute myocardial infarction
P0341 482-41459
Hyosatellocytes and cambial properties of skeletal
and muscular tissue
p0342 482-41469
Current problems in hypobiosis
p0366 A82-42171
Individual features in the organization of the
human endocrinal system
p0369 A82-42631
The effect of body position and the administration
of a diuretic on the water-salt status and the
activity of the kidneys
p0372 A82-43238
Thermogenesis and muscle activity during the
adaptation to cold Russian book
p0372 482-43610
Changes of the functional condition of the
neocortex daring direct application of optical
radiation
p0374 A82-436S5
The aechanism of the activating effect of
anti-cardiac antibodies on the electrical and
contractile activity of oyocardial cells
p0374 A82-43665
Aortic body chemoreceptor responses to dopamine,
haloperidol, and pargyline
P0375 A82-44136
Regulation of glycogenolysis in human muscle at
rest and during exercise
p0376 A82-44144
Protein kinase activity in liver of
heat-acclimated hamsters
p0376 A82-44I4S
An investigation of the postirradiation dynamics
of lymphopoiesis using a mathematical model
p0404 482-45778
The metabolism of hydrocortisone in isolated
livers of irradiated rats
p0404 A82-45782
ACTIVITY CYCLES (BIOLOSY)
Diurnal rhythm of sleep and wakefulness in arctic
suslik /citellus parryi/ daring summer season
P0192 A82-25823
Daily rhythms of physiological functions during
shift work
p0203 A82-27771
Biorhythms of rats during and after space flight
P0330 A82-40692
Regulation of circadian rhythmicity
p0372 482-43383
Sleep and motor activity: Stages of the ontogenic
evolution of the supraspinal motor control in
the human sleep cycle Russian book
p0372 A82-43607
Sleep schedules ani peak times of oral temperature
and alertness in morning and evening 'types'
p0403 A82-45575
Cerebral hemispheric activity and automonic
nervous function
p0137 H82-17868
Physical testing of polymers for use in
circulatory assist devices
[ PB82-127069] p0223 K82-21888
Behavioral study of ultradian activity periods of




An overview of artificial intelligence and
robotics. Volume 2: Robotics
[SASA-CB-168727] p0224 N82-2I896
Fracture and viscoelastic characteristics of the
human cervical spine kinematics of the 3
actuator system





Quantum mechanical conformational analysis of
aminoacyladenylates - Implication in the origin
of life
P0102 A82-20941
Selective acylability of amino acids by












Changes in Hageman factor system indicators during
human adaptation to intense physical loading
p3054 A82-16816
Visually induced self-motion sensation adapts
rapidly to left-right reversal of vision
p0067 A82-17455
Psychological problems in the mutual adaptation of
man and machine in control systems Russian
book
p0087 A82-19000
Contractile dysfunction of vascular wall smooth
muscle under emotional nociceptive stress
p0094 A82-20322
Changes in the structure and cellular composition
of the inguinal lymph nodes of white rats
subjected to static and dynamic stresses
A-5
ADAPTIVE COHTBOl SUBJECT IBDBX
p0114 182-21761
Poststimulatory auditory adaptation in hanans
according to conpater andioaetry
p0116 A82-21791
Biological rhythm aspects of adaptation mechanisms
pOI53 482-23277
Features of biorhythms for patients with chronic
nonspecific pulmonary diseases daring adaptation
to the clioato-geographic conditions of the Crimea
POI62 482-24535
Individual variability in reaction norms and
population adaptation tadpole growth in
various environments
p0162 A82-24537
The typological systematization of adaptive
responses - Example of the aotiorthostatic effect
p0165 A82-24835
Population mechanisms of adapting to extreme
environmental conditions /with Clethrionoays
qlareolus Schreb considered as an example/
p0187 182-25692
A psychophysiological analysis of the memory
changes undergone by humans in adapting to new
climatic and geographic conditions
p0187 482-25694
Effects of high ambient temperature on athlete
adaptation to muscular activity
p0188 482-25706
Investigation of the mechanism of auditory
adaptation by the simultaneous recording of
auditory evoked potentials of the brain and
neurotropic potentials of the cochlea
p0189 482-25714
Effects of exercise adaptation on the age
variation of human cardiac contractile function
and left ventricular mass
p0204 A82-27785
Hechanisms for the adaptive and trophic effects of
the sympathetic nervous system on cerebral
vessels and tissue
p0210 482-28458
Adaptation in motion perception - Alteration of
motion evoked by ocular pursuit
p0237 482-31412
Adaptation of skeletal and cardiac muscle to
.elevated motor activity in hypo- and athyreotic
rats
p0241 482-31527
The prevention of dysadaptive changes in sailors
at sea
p0259 A82-33728
Physiological adaptations and maintenance of
vegetative homeostasis
p0281 A82-35826
A classification of behavioral adaptation
p0281 A82-35827
Omrga potential: Quantitative index of states of
brain and organism structures. I - The
physiological significance of the omega
potential when it is recorded from deep
structures and from the scalp
p0282 482-35834
Fatigue and the adaptive possibilities of the
organism during vork
p0282 A82-35835
Dependence of reactions of the organism to
extremal factors on initial state
p0282 482-35839
Hormonal mechanisms of adaptation and training
Russian book
p0289 A82-36976
Changes in man's constant electric field in the
course of adaptation to hypokinesia
P0312 A82-38595
Sapid perceptual adaptation to high
gravitoinertial force levels Evidence for
context-specific adaptation
P0320 A82-40436
State of adaptation in patients with hypertension
p0324 A82-40476
Aspects of cardiovascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses
p0329 482-40687
Adaptation to weightlessness and its physiological
mechanisms - Results of animal experiments
aboard biosatellites
p0329 A82-40688
Physiological mechanisms of adaptation of rat
skeletal muscles to weightlessness and similar
functional requirements
p0330 482-40689
Heightlessness effects on resistance and
reactivity of animals
p033D 482-40690
Gravitational adaptation of animals
p0333 A82-00716
Hetabolic and cardiovascular adaptations in
trained hypophysectomized rats
p0340 A82-41215
Higher plant acclimation to solar nltravialet-B
radiation
p0031 N82-12737
Human cardiovascular adaptation to zero gravity
symposium proceedings, Copenhagen, 20-21
Apr. 1981
[ESA-SP-1033] p0179 H82-19817
Cardiovascular reflexes daring upright position
P0179 H82-19821
Volnne regulating hormones and their role in the
cardiovascular adaptation to zero gravity
pOI79 H82-19822
Protective mechanisms and acclimation to solar
ultraviolet-B radiation in Oenothera stricta
p0213 882-20830
Comparative evaluation of pressure chamber
conditioning and man's adaptation to hypoxia at
high altitude
p02!6 H82-20853
Development and persistence of adaptation to ozone
exposure in ozone-sensitive Southern California
residents
[PB82-125899] p0223 N82-21889
Sleep, circadian cycles of physiological functions
and parameters of human work capacity on first
day after changing from altered to usual
sleep-waking cycle
p0348 H82-28951
Human external respiration and gas exchange in




Attenuation of radioprotective effects of acute
hypoxia on animals adapted to high altitudes
p0357 H82-29855
A comprehensive system model for motion/space
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subjects native to high altutude
p0088 A82-19493
Effect of acid-base status on the kinetics of the









Effect of sensitization on development of stress
gastric ulcers in rats
[HASA-TH-76868] p0385 H82-30892
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Oxygen transport to human tissues
[AD-A 115904] p0432 H82-34007
ALTITDDE ACCLIMATIZATION
Salynt 6 medical monitoring techniques
p0006 A82-11924
An investigation of meiory during the process of
adaptation to mountain conditions
P0061 A82-17138
Alterations in responses to drugs of atria from
white rats accliaated to hypobaric hypoxia
p0089 A82-19497
Functional condition and work capacity under
aountain conditions
p0093 A82-20313
The role of natriuresis in the prophylactic effect
of adaptation to hypoxia in the case of
hereditary hypertension
pOIIO A82-21712
Adaptation to high-altitude hypoxia at different
ambient temperatures /before and during
adaptation/
pOIIO A82-21715
Lysosomes under conditions of stress
I p0114 A82-21770
Mechanisms of adaptation to ergothermic hypoxemia
in athletes specializing in different sports
pOIIB A82-21820
Changes in the activity of monoaninergic systems
of the brain under conditions of adaptation to
high altitude
P0149 A82-23144
Phase characteristics of the response of the
hypophysal-adrenal system under high-altitude
conditions
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pOISO 482-23 166
High altitude and the oxygen dissociation carve of
hemoglobin Modifications in inter-heae
cooperativity
p0167 682-24844
The effect of adapting to high-altitude hypoxia on
certain indicators of catecholamine metabolism
in rats in the case of spontaneous hereditary
hypertension
p0202 482-27758
Adaptive changes in the rat hypophysical-adrenal
system upon altitude hypoxia
p0203 482-27772
Spacing effect of chronic high-altitude exposure
on muscle glycogen utilization
p0229 482-29556
Effects of starvation on human tolerance to acute
hypoxia
P0236 482-31159
women at altitude - Cardiovascular responses to
hypoxia
p0252 A82-32009
Dynamics of blood flow rate in athletes upon
changes in environmental conditions
p0279 482-35669
The hemostasis system in man in high-altitude
conditions
p0282 482-35832
Evaluation of the functional state existing in the
adaptation to high-altitude conditions
p0282 482-35836
Eate of change of physiological functions as an
index of the degree of adaptation
p0283 482-35840
Mechanical properties of the lungs during
acclimatization to altitude
p0284 482-36027
The characteristics of hemodynamic shifts under
physical stress at mountain elevations
p0307 482-38166
Study of BNA synthesis rate and ON4 content in the
myocardium of new-born rats during adaptation to
high-altitude hypoxia
p0308 482-38537
Prevention of heart function abnormalities during
reoxygenation after ischemia by adaptation to
altitude hypoxia
p0322 482-40455
altitude-induced changes in plasma thyroxine,
3,5,3 prine-triiodothyronine, and thyrotropin in
rats
p0340 482-41207
Serum and urinary cation changes on acute
induction to high altitude /3200 and 3771 metres/
p0417 482-47339
The morphology of the submandibular lymph nodes of





Comparative antihypoxic efficacy of pressure
chamber conditioning and fasting of man
p0127 N82-16729




The effect of acetazolamide on the proteinuria of
altitude
p0073 482-18739
Phenytoin - Ineffective against acute mountain
sickness
pOI92 482-26231
intidiuretic hormone responses to eucapnic and
hypocapnic hypoxia in humans
p0417 482-47377
4LTITDDE SIBOLATIOi
Body fluid and hematologic changes in the toad
exposed to 48 h of simulated high altitude
pOOOS 482-11151
Bare cases of serious disturbances in cardiac
rhythm during a hypoxic functional test
p0280 482-35684
Measurement of cardiopnlmonary performance during
acute exposure to a 2440-m equivalent atmosphere
p0283 482-35904
The effect of hypoxic and hypobaric exercises on
the blood-brain barrier in rats
p0332 482-40713
Changes in the lymphoid organs of rats under the
effect of acute hypoxia
p0368 A82-42623
altitude hypoxia and hypercapnic mixtures
p0407 482-46308
Comparative antihypoxic efficacy of pressure
chamber conditioning and fasting of man
pOI27 H82-16729
ALTITUDE TESTS
HT HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS
Probability of caisson disease after pressure drop
from 840 to 308 mm Hg
p0214 N82-20839
ALIIIUDB TOLBHAHCB
Effect of altitude exposure on induction of
Streptococcal endocarditis in young and
middle-aged rats
p0073 482-18740
Elevation of hypoxia tolerance under the influence
of prolonged fasting
pOI86 482-25679
Cardiorespiratory assessment of 24-hour crash-diet
effects on altitude, »Gz, and fatigue tolerances
p0192 A82-26228
Hechanism for the antihypoxic effects of depakin
p0202 482-27761
altitude and hypoxia as phase shift inducers
of human circadian rhythms
p0210 482-28480
The pathophysiology, presentation, and triage of
altitude-related decompression sickness
associated with hypobaric chamber operation
p0253 482-32012
The effect of hypokinesia on the resistance of the
heart to hypoxia
p0307 482-38170
The participation of the lymphatic system in the




Method of assessing individual resistance of rats
to hypoxic hypoxia
pOI33 N82-17837
Differentiated ratings of perceived exertion are
influenced by high altitude exposure
[40-4111075] p0295 N82-26967
ALUMINUM
Five OTEC biofouling and corrosion experiments at







The state of the air-blood barrier in hyperoxia
p0060 482-16970
Breath-by-breath measurement of true alveolar gas
exchange
p0089 482-19498
The significance of airflow resistance to changes
in responses to increasing hypercapnia
p0094 482-20327
Bate of uptake of carbon monoxide at different
inspired concentrations in humans
pOI20 482-21930
Blood-gas C02 equilibration in lungs of
unanesthetized dogs during hypercapnia
P0256 482-32834
Oxygen toxicity and lung collagenous protein
[4D-4104702] p0033 N82-12756
ALVEOLI
analysis of lung vasomotor responses to alveolar
hypoxia and hypercapnia
p0002 A82-10749
The ventilation-perfusion relation in residents of
the Arctic coast of the north-east OSSB
p0236 482-31154
Changes in mineralized tissues in the case of
calcitonin and somatotropic hormone injections
under hypokinesia
p0325 482-40503
Hyperoxia inhibits stimulated superoxide release
by rat alveolar macrophages
p0376 482-44143
4SBIBHT TBBPBBATUBB
Metabolism and thermoregnlation during stages of
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sleep in humans exposed to heat and cold
p0006 482-11157
adaptation to high-altitude hypoxia at different
ambient temperatures /before and daring
adaptation/
pOIIO 482-21715
The effects of elevated environmental temperature
combined with radiation on the organism
P0113 A82-2I752
Effects of temperature on the duration of arousal
episodes during hibernation
P0120 182-21934
A mechanism for the stimulation of the immune
response under the influence of high ambient
temperature
p016<l A82-24557
Effects of high ambient temperature on athlete
adaptation to muscular activity
p0188 £82-25706
Trace reactions and the ambient temperature
organism, organ and tissue thermoregnlatory
reactions
p0209 &S2-28454
Regional redistribution of blood flow in the cat
under conditions of high ambient temperature
p0231 482-29697
Task categorization and the limits of human
performance in extreme heat
p032l 482-40439
Skin temperature and thermal comfort in
weightlessness
p0334 A82-40726
Effect of high ambient temperature on carbohydrate
metabolise in rat liver and skeletal muscles
p0351 M82-28975
alBIGOITI
Ambiguity and the evolution of the genetic code
p0305 182-38 120
AHBOLAHCBS
Physical and physiological features of long-range







Principles of enzyme stabilization -
Polyacrylamide-gel-immobilized trypsin and
chymotrypsin with high catalytic activity at
elevated temperatures
p0228 A82-29446
Environmental and health aspects of acrylamide: A










Biogenic monoaBine concentrations in antonomic
nervous system ganglia daring acute experimental
emotional stress
pOOS4 &82-16817
Brain monoamine oxidase activity during cold
adaptation and under the combined effects of
cold and hyperbaric oxygenation
p0090 A82-19746
The effect of lov temperature on the activity and
substrate specificity of monoamine oxidases in
rat brain mitochondria
p0112 A82-21735
The effect of repeated episodes of emotional
stress on heart activity and the content of
monoaaines in the heart
p0307 A82-38163
PolyaBines and plant stress - Activation of
pntrescine biosynthesis by osmotic shock
p0376 A82-44450
The effect of cholestyramine on the metabolism of
lipoproteins in the blood of rats
p0413 482-46887
Carcinogenic effects of coal-conversion materials
[DE81-028108] p0076 B82-14803
Biogenic monoamime content of the ganglia in the

















& working hypothesis on the interdependent genesis
of nucleotide bases, protein amino acids, and
primitive genetic code
p0020 A82-13839
Are there structural analogies between amino acids
and nucleic acids
p0020 A82- 13840
Molecular complexes of amino acids with porphyrins
as possible precursors of pigment-protein systems
p0020 482-13841
Primordial transport of sugars and ammo acids via
Schiff bases role in the origin of an early
protocell
p0021 A82-13844
The effects of bicycle ergometer exercise on
plasma ammo acid contents in athletes
p0062 482-17 145
The effects of hypokinesia on the spectral
characteristics of free amino acids in the
skeletal muscles and the blood
p007l A82-1866I
Free amino acid concentrations in the livers of
animals subjected to certain extremal factors
p0072 A82-18662
Amino acids derivatives synthesis from nitrogen,
carbon and water by electric discharges
p0090 482-20018
Search for effect of longitudinally polarized
protons on optically active amino acids
p0091 A82-20021
Origin of translation - The hypothesis of
permanently attached adaptors proposed
prebiotic amino acid synthesis
p0091 A82-20022
4 theory of the origin of life
p0091 482-20023
The Strecker synthesis in the primitive ocean
chemical evolution
p0099 482-20919
Synthesis and degradation of amino acids by
contact glow discharge electrolysis, a possible
route for prebiotic formation of bio-organic
compounds
pOlOO A82-20924
Genesis of amino acids in the primeval sea -
Formation of amino acids from sugars and ammonia
in a modified sea medium
pOlOO A82-20925
Factors influencing the rate of non-enzymatic
activation of carboxylic and amino acids by ATP
pOIOI A82-20929
Cyanamide mediated syntheses of leu, ala, and phe
peptides under plausible primitive earth
conditions
pOIOI 482-20931
The polymerization products of
alpha-aminopropionitrile - The component
separation using cation-exchange resin
pOIOI 482-20934
Terrestrial evolution of polymerization of amino
acids - Heat to ATP
pOIOI A82-20937
Potentiometric titration behavior of polyamino
acids prepared by thermal polycondensation
p0102 482-20938
On the polycondensation of amino acid adenylates
on montmorillonites
p0102 A82-20939
Polymerization of serine gnanylate in the presence
of montmorillonite
pOI02 A82-20940
Quantum mechanical conformational analysis of
aminoacyladenylates - Implication in the origin
of life
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pOI02 &82-20911
Environmental conditions foe the formation of
marigranules and kinetic studies on the formation
chemical evolution of amino acids in sea
medium
p0102 A82-20942
Resolution of nnderivatized amino acids by high
pressure liquid chromatography, using chiral
eluants
p0102 A82-20944
Possible selective adsorption of enantiomers by Ba-
montmorillonite
P0103 182-20946
Origin and evolution of the genetic code
P0103 A82-20955
Evolutionary processes of the genetic code
pOIOil A82-20957
Summary of evidence for an anticodouic basis for
the origin of the genetic code
p0104 A82-20958
Selective acylability of amino acids by
non-enzymic model reactions of biochemical
transacylations
pOIOK 482-20965
The multiple forms of tyrosine aminotransferase in
rat liver cells and their role in cellular
homeostasis
pOH7 182-21807
The dynamics and physiological importance of the
activation of the gamma-amino-butyric acid
system in the brain and cardiac muscle under
pain and emotional stress
POI17 482-21808
Temperature dependence of alanine and aspartate
aminotransferase activities in rat brain during
hypothermia of various durations and adrenalectomy
p0118 482-21812
Biochemical keys to the emergence of complex life
pOI49 482-22996
Modeling of the synthesis of peptide-like
compounds in the primeval lithosphere of the earth
p01U9 A82-23136
A model for protocellular coordination of nucleic
acid and protein syntheses
pOI95 482-26583
Copolyamino acid fractionation and protobiochemistry
p0195 482-26589
Formation of peptides from aoino acids by single
or multiple additions of ATP to suspensions of
nucleoproteinoid microparticles
p0195 A82-26597
Amino acid codes in mitochondria as possible clues
to primitive codes
p0208 482-28227
Distribution and enantiomeric composition of amino
acids in the Hutchison meteorite
p0253 A82-32210
Effects of acute cold exposure on muscle amino
acid and protein in rats
p0256 A82-32840
Kainic acid as a tool in brain research
p0278 A82-35662
Contents of protein and amino acids in
methanobacterial biomass
p0284 482-36011
A specific radioimmunoassay for osteocalcin with
advantageous species crossreactivity
p0286 482-36307
Beta decay and the origins of biological chirality
- Experimental results
p0290 A82-37420
The changes in the concentration of free amino
acids in muscles during exercise
p0320 &82-40314
Bhythms of electrolytes and hydroxyproline
excretion in urine of rats after three weeks of
weightlessness - Biosatellite Cosmos-1129
p0330 A82-40693
Molecular basis for the genetic code
p0339 A82-41195
Origins of the protein synthesis cycle
p0408 482-46330
Neurotransmitter mechanisms in the nucleus
accumbens septi and related regions in the rat
brain
[BDRE/POBL-8 1/1001] p003 1 H82-12738
All-Onion Conference on Hew Sources of Food
Protein and Their Application
p0082 H82-15765
Protein folding, protein structure and the origin
of life: Theoretical methods and solutions of
dynamical problems
[ BASA-CB-166318] p02U5 N82-22867
Effect of 48-day flight on blood amino acid
content in the crew of Salyut-5
p0270 H82-25757
Amino acids of femoral quadriceps of rats
following flight aboard the Cosmos-936
biosatellite
p0271 N82-25766
Indices of the rat central nervous system
metabolism during 36- and 60-day hypokinesia
[NASA-TH-76870] p0384 N82-30883
AMHOBIA
Photolysis of CHU-SH3 mixtures and PH3 as models
for the photochemical transformations on the
primitive earth and Jupiter
p0099 A82-209I4
Genesis of amino acids in the primeval sea -
Formation of amino acids from suqars and ammonia
in a modified sea medium
pOlOO 482-20925
Pulmonary oxygen toxicity - Possible role of
ammonia in desorbing lung surfactant
p0283 A82-35908
Hays to increase the work capacity of persons




Biochemical, physiological and ecological aspects
of ammonium regeneration by marine crustaceans
pOI77 N82-19808
Dorphology and coagulant function of human blood
system during long exposure to low ammonia
concentrations in a sealed environment
p0394 H82-31903
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Neurochemical background and approaches in the











The effects of narcotic analgesics on animal
sensitivity to hypoxia
p0093 A82-20316
The effect of dipilodor, diazepam, pipolphen, and
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Pathological anatomy and ultrastrncture of the
heart /Combined morphological investigation of
the general pathological process in the
uyocardinin/ Bnssian book
p019i) A82-26525
Regulation of circadian rhythmicity
p0372 A82-43383
HOBSIM: A simulator of three-dimensional hominoid
dynamics
[CSIB-SB-SWISK-23] p0219 N82-20879
Segmentation and analysis of stereophotometric
body surface data
[AD-A 111)9 16] p0358 N82-29868
A dynamic model of the cervical spine and head
[AD-Atl»887] p0432 N82-31008
ABBHIiS
Sickle cell anemia and aviation
p0233 A82-29996
Sickle cell trait and aviation
p0409 A82-H6539
Inborn anemias in mice
[DE31-029128] p0009 N82-10705
Inborn anemias in mice





Anesthesia, surgical aid and resuscitation ID
Banned space missions
P0059 A82-16950
Computer-aided analysis of the effect of the
initial narcosis on the central hemodynamics
p0117 A82-21797
The effect of dipilodor, diazepam, pipolphen, and
their combinations on the vasomotor reflex and
respiration
p0189 A82-25721
Equipment for artificial pulmonary ventilation and
inhalation anesthesia
P0191 A82-25822





A comparative evaluation of the hemodynaaic
effects of large doses of morphine, dipidolor,
pentazocine, and phentanyl
p0117 A82-21795
The pharmocokineti: characteristics of trimecain
as compared to lidocain in patients vith
nyocardial infarction
p0280 A82-35682
Evaluation of immnnological methods for toxicity
studies in animals: Inhalation studies vith
benzene and halothane in rats
[HBL-1980-4] p0266 N82-248I4
Inhalation studies vith halothane in female rats.
Part A: lexicological data
p0266 N82-2Q817
Inhalation study vith halothane in female rats.
Part B: Immunological data
p0266 N82-24818
ASGINi PECIOBIS
Hicrocirculation, tolerance to physical strain,
and certain hoaeostasis parameters in patients
vith angina pectoris
p009» A82-20324
A aethod for the study of the pharaacodynamics of





The dynames of several electrocardiographic,
cardiohemodynamic, and biochemical parameters
under the inflaence of intensive training on the
bicycle ergometer in patients with angina pectoris
p04ll 482-46724
AHGIOGBAPBY
Limitations of echocardiographic techniques in
evaluation of left atrial masses
p0169 482-25135
The use of ultrasonic Doppler techniques in the
diagnosis of arterial occlusions in the basis
cerebri - A Doppler angioqraphy stady
P020I 482-27756
Computer assessment of atherosclerosis from
angiographic images
p0403 482-1)5200
Examining arterial function by Doppler
velociaetry: The advantage in aerospace medicine
p0399 082-31938
ANGOLAB ACCELEB4TIOH
Nonlinear characteristics of single neurons in the
vestibnlar nuclei
p0064 682-171*38
Discomfort judgments of translational and angular
whole-body vibrations
P0252 A82-32006






Determination of the angular orientation of the
body of a walking machine
p0049 482-16288
Vestibular habituation in man and monkey during
sinusoidal rotation
p0066 &82-17453
The use of nondamping sinusoidal rotation in the




























Artificial hypobiosis as a stable functional state
of reduced vital activity
p0020 482-13699
The influence of the type of trophic interactions
on" the dynamics of a two-level ecosystem
p0190 A82-25803
Effects of reduced motor activity and water
regimen on the growth of animals and their
skeletal musculature
p0228 A82-29440
The effect of space flight factors on quiescent
nuclei of certain plant and animal test objects
p0290 A82-37372
Study of high-g effects in animals
p0326 A82-40651
A compendium of hypokinetic and hypodynaoic animal
studies
[NASA-CB-3485] p0076 1182-15709
The use of animals in medical research and testing
[GPO-87-598] p0265 H82-24813
Plastic properties of motivation as prime
component in systemic organization of purposeful
behavioral acts
p039l N82-30937






Removal by negative air ions of changes in
mitochondrial respiration under stress
p0028 A82-157I6
Properties of multiphase polyurethane systems
p0423 N82-32962
ANNUAL VARIATIONS
Diurnal and seasonal rhythms in adrenal cortex
activity in albino rats undergoing physical
training
POI55 A82-23295
Seasonal differences in the adaptive changes of
the thermal effect of muscle contraction
pO157 A82-23647
Circadian and seasonal rhythms in plasma androgen
levels in the rhesus macaque monkey
pOISI A82-24525
The inflaence of the seasonal factor and the
intensity of work on the basic physiological
functions of agricultural workers
p0186 A82-25685
Characteristics of iron and copper metabolism
during athletic training
p0237 482-31165
Hormonal mechanisms of seasonal rhythms in rats
p0240 482-31518
Seasonal variations of human cardiorespiratory
indices in the North
p0282 482-35838
ANOXIA
Kinetics of lipid peroxidation in cellular
organelle anoxia under different conditions
p0190 482-25809
The sensitivity of silent and spontaneously active
cat cerebral cortex neurons to anoxia
p0195 482-26751
The oxygen effect in E. coli cells. II - The role
of the genotype and the suspension medium
pOKll A82-46851
The structural-functional characteristics of the
bush-like interoceptors in the initial period of
anoxia
p0421 A82-48223
The physiological effect of low-air-pressure anoxia
pOOSO N82-15748
ANTARCTIC REGIONS
The reorganization of EEG structure during
adaptation to the Antarctic
p0053 482-16810
The circadian organization of the circulatory and
respiratory systems of Antarctic workers
p0061 A82-17139
Organic analysis of the Antarctic carbonaceous
chondrites
p0098 482-20908
Hycelial fungi, isolated from the ice sheet of the
central Antarctic
P0317 A82-39428
The microflora of the central Antarctica glacier
and control methods for the sterile isolation of
an ice core for microbiological analyses
P0318 A82-39430
Study of the morphological and biological
properties of obligate and facultative
psychrophylic bacteria found in the Antarctic
p0374 A82-43671
Hicrobial ecology of extreme environments:








The importance of volumetric and anthropmetric
techniques in the measurement of lean body mass
p0007 482-12313
A strength and anthropometric comparison of young




analysis of haoan movements for workplace design
p0288 482-36966
Anthropometric sizing systems for Army women's
field clothing
[AD-A102104] p0048 H82-1372«
Scatter diagrams based on the anthropometric
survey of 2000 Boyal Airforce aircrew (1970/1971)
[BAE-TB-81017] P0175 H82-18857
Female and male size, strength and performance: A
review of current literature
[AD-A109270] p0218 882-20868
4 comparison of B4F and Italian aircrew:
Anthropometric data
[BAE-TH-FS-367] p0219 H82-20882
Anthropometric profile of the British car occupant
[HIB4-1979/2] p0225 S82-21904
The inverse dynamics of three-dimensional hominoid
motion
[CSIB-SBISK-24] p02«7 H82-22887
Anthropometric data error detecting and correction
with a computer
p0248 N82-23I15
Anthropometric program analysis of reach and body
movement
p0248 H82-23I24
Simulation of the motion of the center of mass of
an occupant under ejection accelerations
[AD-A113806] p03S2 H82-28989








Application of preference tree methodology to





Blectrophysiological studies of the
auditory-receptor function in the case of the
combined injection of kanamycin and lasiz
p0242 A82-31537
Effect of the combined administration of
antibiotic-resistant bifidobacteria and the
corresponding antibiotics on the survival of
irradiated mice
p0311 A82-38S81
The mechanism of the microwave effect on the
conductivity of bilayer lipid membranes
p0312 A82-38587
Gramicidin A-induced conductance of the muscle
fiber membrane
P03I3 A82-38605
Occult bacterial persistence and resistance to
colonization after antibiotic therapy
p0323 A82-40460
Effects of combination of antibiotic-resistant
bifidobacteria and corresponding antibiotics of
survival of irradiated mice
p0430 H82-33994
AHTI BODIES
The effects of successive ionizing radiation and
heat on antibody formation
P01I3 A82-2I751
A specific radioimmnnoassay for osteocalcin with
advantageous species crossreactivity
p0286 A82-36307
The mechanism of the activating effect of
anti-cardiac antibodies on the electrical and
contractile activity of myocardial cells
p0374 A82-43665
OSSB report: Life sciences. Effects of
nonionizing electromagnetic radiation, no. 6
[JPBS-81300] p0386 H82-30899
Stimulating effect of exposure of rat sternum to




A comparison of the antionscarinic properties of




Age-related features of blood-coagulation changes




Effects of vasopressin administration on diuresis
of water immersion in normal humans
pOOSS A82-I949I
4DB suppression under immersion combined with
dehydration antidiaretic hormone secretion
p0339 A82-40776
Antidinretic hormone responses to eucapnic and
hypocapnic hypozia in humans
P0417 A82-47377
ABTIFOOLIBG
(litigation of biofonling using coatings
[DEB 1-027900] p0038 B82-13647
Technical assessment of the prevention of
micro-fouling on OTEC heat-transfer surfaces
through the use of ultraviolet radiation
[OE82-005489] p0356 N82-29850




A study of tropomyosins in human muscular and
nonouscnlar organs
pOII7 A82-2I806
Features of the reaction of the blood serum of a




The effect of a dysentery divaccine as a
therapeutic agent for experinental radiation




The effect of dipilodor, diazepam, pipolphen, and




Changes in regional and central heoodynamics
during the treatment of hypertensive patients
with obsidan, apressin and their combination
pO 153 A82-23271
The effect of Clonidine on peripheral vasomotor
reactions during simulated zero gravity
p0337 A82-40763
Cardiovascular effects of Clonidine during 20
hoars head down tilt /-5 deg/
p0337 A82-40764
A system of methodological approaches to the
evaluation and prognostication of the




The use of trenthalum in acute vestibulocochlear
disorders in patients with meningococcal infection
p0280 A82-3S689
The effect of a dysentery divaccine as a
therapeutic agent for experimental radiation






Prevention of hypoxic heart damage by the use of
oxypyridine-class antioxidants
p0055 A82-16821
Elevation of hypoxia resistance with the use of
gntimine
p0093 A82-20319
Evaluation of the antioxidant system of the body
p0188 A82-25709
Features of microcircnlatory hemostasis and of the
clotting and fibrinolytic properties of blood
and the activity of the antioxidant system in
people of various ABO blood groups
p0307 A82-38I64
Protection from 02 toxicity by preexposure to







The effectiveness of various radio-protective
agents in protecting the gecn cells of male nice
against the genetic effects of radiation. II -
The incidence of reciprocal translocations in
irradiated spermatogonia
p0186 &82-25681
The indication of radiation resistance modified by
radio-protective agents. Ill - analysis of the
relationship between hypoxic and
radio-protective effects in the rat bone narrow
for hypoxias of different origin
pOI86 482-25682
The therapeutic application of heterologons serum
globulin against the acute radiation sickness of
•ice
pOI86 &S2-25684
Study of the simultaneous effects of hormones and
radioprotectors in the exposure of animals to
ionizing radiation
p0234 A82-30032
The survival of dogs irradiated with lethal doses
of gamna radiation under conditions of chemical
radioprotection and subsequent therapy
p0234 A82-30033
Ihe effect of several pharmacologically active
substances on the transformation of cystamine in
mouse tissues and sulfur-containing
antiradiation drug metabolism
p0278 A82-35654
Comparative evaluation of the efficiency of
radio-protectors on the basis of criteria of the
protection of bone marrow and the
gastrointestinal tract
p0278 A82-35658
Investigation of the radio-protective effect of
cystamine on a model of thermally induced
prophage lambda
p0278 482-35659
The influence of activators of cAMP accumulation
on individual stages of genome expression in
animal cells in the presence of acute ionizing
radiation. IV - & study of the cytosol factors
controlling the transcription and release of BBA
from the nuclei in irradiated animals and in
conditions of the action of the radioprotective
agent serotonin
pO«OI» A82-45776
The radio protectiveness of cystamine injected
intramuscularly in mice
p0404 &82-U5781
The metabolism of hydrocortisone in isolated
livers of irradiated rats
pOUQit A82-45782
The modification of radiation damage by dibasic
sulfur-containing phenol acids
pOIOI A82-45784
The role of endogenous substances in creating a
background of enhanced resistance to
radioactivity. XIII - The effect of various
radiation protective agents on lipid peroxidation
pO"0« A82-45785
The increase in the endurance for static loads in
irradiated rats treated vith gas hypoxic mixture
/GHB-10/, an anti-irradiation agent
p0404 682-45786
The effect of a dysentery divaccine as a
therapeutic agent for experimental radiation
sickness on the immune response to a
heterologous antigen
pOtll 482-46854
Effect of radioprotective agents on reactivity to
space flight factors
P02I3 N82-20835
Effects of *G sub x acceleration and adeutron on




Comparative evaluation of antimicrobial activity
of some urine preservatives
p0132 N82-17830
Study of chlorine dioxide and its metabolites in man
[PB82-109356] p0175 B82-18863
ASTISOBSABISE IABFABE
An evaluation of the Bimrod Maritime Crew Trainer












Adapting a scale for measuring competition anxiety
p0322 482-40450





BNA-content distribution of cells from the normal
and atherosclerotic human aorta
p0308 A82-38535
Aortic and tibial bloodflow response to lower body
negative pressure /LBNP/
p0334 A82-40727
Aortic body chenoreceptor responses to dopamine,
haloperidol, and pargyline
p0375 482-44136
Evaluation of left ventricular assist device pump
bladders cast from ion-sputtered
polytetrafluorethylene mandrels
[NASA-CB-167904] p0249 B82-23976
Effect of immobilization on the development of























The effect of visual information on the manual
approach and landing
tSLB-TB-80055-D] p0181 B82-19836
Training aircraft design considerations based on
the successive organization of perception in
manual control
p0437 B82-34043
PBOCRD: A model for analyzing flight crew
procedures in approach to landing
p0441 B82-34066
APPBOACH COBTBOL
Identification of oultiloop pilot describing
functions obtained from simulated approaches to
an aircraft carrier
p0043 N82-13686
The effect of visual information on the manual
approach and landing
P0379 H82-30837
Effects of higher order control systems oa




BT FINITE DIFFEBEBCE THEORY
8T FINITE ELEnBHl HETBOD
BT BEBTOB-BAPHSOB METHOD
APTITODE
weighting of aptitude components based on
differences in technical school difficulty
[ AD-1I020H5] p0048 N82-13725
Aptitude requirements based on task difficulty:
Methodology for evaluation
[AD-A110568] p0297 B82-26983
The formation of homogeneous item sets when
guessing is a factor in item responses
[AD-A107134] p0298 B82-26986
A-25
&QUEOOS SOLOIIOHS SUBJECT IHDBI
4QOEOOS SOLOIIOHS
Constant 4HP synthesis in aqueous solution by
electric discharges simulating primitive
earth conditions
p002! 482-13842
Enzymatic characterization of peptidic materials
isolated from aqueous solutions of ammonium
cyanide /pH9/ and hydrocyanic acid /pH6/ exposed
to ionizing radiation
p0257 482-33277
Selecting optimal conditions for heart
conservation in weak aldehyde solutions by using
nathematical methods of experimental design
p0308 482-38534
attributing macroscopic fluctuations in agueons
solutions of proteins and other substances to
the class of flicker noise
p0312 482-38592
An investigation of the conformational stability
of immnnoglobulin G in the monolayers at the
phase boundary between aqueous solutions of Had
and octane
p0313 482-38607
The radiolysis of aqueous propionitrile -
Compounds of interest to chemical evolution
studies
p0339 482-41197
Formation of the thioester, H-acetyl,
S-lactoylcysteine, by reaction of
H-acetylcysteine with pyruvaldehyde in aqueous
solution in prebiotic evolution
p0339 482-41200
4BCBITBCTOBB (COHPOTEBS)
4 methodology for decision augmentation system
design airborne computer as aircrew
performance aid
(4144 81-2201] pOOOl 482-10139
Project 04SIS: The design of a signal detector
for the search for extraterrestrial intelligence
[H4S4-TM-8U738] p0250 H82-23987
4BCIIC BBGIOHS
Northern pulmonary arterial hypertension
pOOei 482-17143
Diurnal rhythm of sleep and wakefulness in arctic
suslik /Citellns parryi/ during summer season
p0192 482-25823
Physiological, hygienic and psychological
questions in the adaptation of sailors to
conditions of year-round arctic navigation
p0206 482-27805
The ventilation-perfusion relation in residents of
the Arctic coast of the north-east DSSB
p0236 482-31154
Stages of the adaptation of human lungs in
conditions of the Far North
p0282 482-35829
Begional changes of pulmonary functions in
inhabitants of the North
p0282 482-35830
The bioenergetics of erythrocytes in inhabitants
of the North
p0282 482-35831
Seasonal variations of human cardiorespiratory
indices in the North
p0282 482-35838
The effect of the natural and climatic conditions




The significance of the changes in the
chorioretinal structures for the mechanism of






Seasonal vascular tension variations in patients
with cerebral circulatory disorders under the
conditions of an arid zone
p0189 482-25715
Human adaptation in arid regions
p0281 482-35828
The nltrastructure of the inner medullary









Final-position of a single degree-of-freedom
tendon arm
p0185 482-25619
The permeability of the lymphatic vessels of the
muscles of the upper extremities in vibration
sickness
p0190 482-25804
Critical assessment of common methods to determine
vibrational stress of hand-arm system
p0260 482-33766
X-ray study of loaded skeletal portions in the
upper extremities of athletes engaging in karate
p0325 482-40490
Transmission of vibrations in the human
extremities under vibrational loading
Eussian book
p0421 482-48250




NT 4BHED FOBCES (FOBEI6N)
NT HJVY
Spontaneous pneumothorax in a military environment
p0233 482-29994
4BBED FOBCES (FOBEIGH)
Factor calculation of the test variables in use by
the legal medicine institutes of the Italian 4ir
Force
pOI67 482-24847
In the struggle for the health of sailors
p0233 482-30026
Perforated gastric and duodenal ulcers in servicemen
P0234 482-30031
&BODS4L
Hypoxic arousal in intact and carotid
chemodenervated sleeping cats
pOOI9 482-13236
Effects of temperature on the duration of arousal
episodes during hibernation
pOI20 482-21934
The physiological mechanisms of the arousal
response in animals under conditions of hypobiosis
p0320 482-40311
4BBHYTHHI4
Investigation and evaluation of cardiac
arrhythmias in healthy young persons
pOIIO 482-21710
The effect of motor activity on the development of
cardiac arrhythmias in experimental emotional
stress
pOIIO 482-21713
The diving response in clinical medicine
p0194 482-26241
Post-acceleration chaotic atrial rhythm
p0211 482-28488
The diagnosis and treatment of heart-rhythm
disorders - The role of intracardial
electrophysiological investigation
p0279 482-35676
The first clinical experience with a new Soviet
antiarrhythmic drug, the diethylamine analog of
ethmosine, in patients with different disorders
of the heart rhythm
p0279 482-35678
Bare cases of serious disturbances in cardiac
rhythm during a hypoxic functional test
p0280 482-35684
Electrophysical and hemodynamic factors
conditioning cardiac arrhythmias daring
centrifuging
p0287 482-36689
Diagnostics of disturbances of heart rhythm and
conductance and their professional evaluation in
flight personnel
p0319 482-40309
The effect of diethylamine analog of ethmozine on
the functional condition of myocardium /Clinical
and experimental study/
p0343 482-41488
The protective effect of psychotropic drugs
diazepam, sodium hydroxybutyrate, and mebicar
daring experimental arrhythmia
4-26














Biological availability of nickel arsenides:




Biaxial finite deformations of arterial and venous
segments under * or - G/z/ acceleration stress
p0007 A82-12036
Northern pulmonary arterial hypertension
p006l A82-171U3
The role of extracellular 02 and C02 tensions in
membrane mechanisms of cerebral arterial smooth
muscle regulation
P0090 A82-19747
Parameters of the interaction of bradykinin Kith
cardiovascular system receptors
p0095 A82-20332
The effect of blood pressure in the pulmonary
artery on gas exchange in functionally
heterogeneous lungs
pOH2 A82-21738
Criterion for the evaluation of arterial pressure
response to bicycle ergometer exercise during
treatment for hypertension
P0152 A82-23267
Uicrocirculatory pathology under conditions of
tissue arterial blood flow insufficiency
p0153 A82-23272
Besponse of the cat femoral artery to increased
circulation rate
p0188 A82-25712
Oxygen, carbon dioxide and the calcium control of
relaxation mechanisms in cerebral artery smooth
muscles
P0196 A82-26754
Ihe effects of systemic arterial and venous
pressures on blood volume in the cerebral vessels
P0196 A82-26755
Arterial C02 response to low levels of inspired
CO2 in awake beagle dogs
p0197 A82-26815
Stenoses of the carotid artery and disorders of
the cerebral circulation /clinical and
angiographic comparisons/
p0201 A82-27752
The use of ultrasonic Doppler techniques in the
diagnosis of arterial occlusions in the basis
cerebri - A Doppler angiography study
p020l A82-27756
Incidence of ischemia heart disease and arterial
hypertension in sedentary workers
p0205 A82-27793
Velocity and attenuation of sound in arterial
tissues
p0254 482-32423
Thermoregulatory influences on common carotid
blood flow in the dog
p0255 A82-32829
The influence of the speed of blood flow in the
carotid artery on the hematocrit of the blood
being delivered to the brain
p0309 482-38550
Effect of baroreceptor denervation on »G sub z
tolerance in dogs
p0328 A82-40675
Hicrocirculatory state in the case of chronic
obliteration of arteries
p0369 A82-42626
A morphological investigation of the regulatory
mechanisms of the intracerebral blood circulation
p0369 482-42627
The morphological characteristics of the terminal
respiratory bronchioles and the arteries
accompanying them during individually graded
muscular activity
p0420 482-48220
Three-dimensional stress distribution in arteries:
Badial compression experiments of arterial vail;
stress concentration in lung near a cylindrical
cavity: finite element analysis of plenral
surface pressure distribution in dog1s lung
during electrophrenic stimulation
p0032 H82-12750
Non-invasive pulmonary arterial pressure measurement
[PB81-239410] p0083 N82-15776
Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on resistance of
resistive vessels in rats
[HASA-TH-76849] • p0383 1182-30878
Examining arterial function by Doppler
velocimetry: The advantage in aerospace medicine
p0399 N82-3-1938
Bespiratory adaptation to acute metabolic acidosis
in goats with ablated carotid bodies
[AD-A116657] p0428 N82-33984
ASTEBIOSCLEBOSIS
The effects of immobilization on the development
of experimental atherosclerosis in rabbits
p0054 A82-t6815
Phasic energy analysis of rheoencephalograms in
the detection of the decompensation of cerebral
hemodynamics
P0113 A82-21754
Relation between high density lipoprotein
cholesterol and coronary artery disease in
asymptomatic men
P0169 A82-25134
Velocity and attenuation of sound in arterial
tissues
P0254 A82-32423
Glyceroaldehyde phosphatedehydrogenase from human
muscles in atherosclerosis
P0262 A82-34681
BNA-content distribution of cells from the normal
and atherosclerotic human aorta
p030B A82-38535
State of adaptation in patients with hypertension
p0324 A82-40476
The use of an audio-frequency magnetic field in
certain diseases
" p0343 A82-41473
Imuunological reactions to lipoproteins and
heparin in young men with a hereditary tendency
to atherosclerosis
p0343 A82-41487
The use of biochemical monitoring methods in the
ergometry of patients with atherosclerosis
p0344 A82-41494
Hicrocirculatory state in the case of chronic
obliteration of arteries
p0369 A82-42626
Computer assessment of atherosclerosis from
angiographic images
P0403 A82-45200
Immune complexes and atherosclerosis
p0410 A82-46714
Effect of restricted cobility on the composition
and metabolism of blood lipoproteids in rabbits
[NASA-TH-76846] p0382 H82-30871
Effect of immobilization on the development of
experimental arteriosclerosis in rabbits
[HASA-TH-76901] p0383 H82-30876
ABTBBITIS
The use of an audio-frequency magnetic field in
certain diseases
p0343 A82-41473
















Biomedical aspects of artificial gravity
p0059 A82-1695I
Characteristics of the lifting reflex in albino
rats following prolonged space flight /Effects
A-27
ABTIFICIAL IBTBLLIGEHCE SDBJECT IBDEX
of weightlessness and artificial gravity/
p0152 482-23262
Artificial gravity in space flight
p0330 £82-40691
Effects of space flight factors and artificial
gravity on deoxyribonncleoprotein in lymphoid
organs of rats
p0333 A82-40723
Plasma and tissue lipids of rats following flight
aboard Cosaos-936 biosatellite
p027l H82-25767
Plasaa and tissue lipids of rats following flight
aboard the Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0271 H82-25768
Deoxyribonucleoprotein and nucleic acid content of





Artificial intelligence - Utilization in advanced
space missions
p0415 482-47278
& computational theory of visual surface
interpolation
[AD-A 103921] pOOtO H82-10710
Equation counting and the interpretation of
sensory data
[AD-A103924] pOOlO B82-10713
The intelligent use of intelligent systems:
Problems in engineering man/machine symbiosis
p0037 N82-13058
Structure of the knowledge base for an expert
labeling system
p0047 N82-13723
Symbolic reasoning among 3-D models and 2-0 images
[AD-A110316] p0222 N82-21881
An overview ot artificial intelligence and
robotics. Volume 2: Robotics
[HASA-CB-168727] p0224 H82-21896
APO Han-Computer Studies Group Seminar Proceedings I
conference proceedings, leddington, England,
Feb.-Apr., 1980
[AHTB(E)-TH-80109] p0274 B82-25790
The representation of knowledge: Goldstein's
genetic graph related to computer assisted
instruction
p0274 B82-25792
The representation of knowledge: Pask's L sub p
artificial intelligence
p0274 H82-25793
An overview of expert systems artificial
intelligence
[BASA-CB-169197] p0362 H82-29899
•orkshop on the Design and Control of Dexterous
Hands
[AD-A114973] p0362 H82-29901
Human factors and robotics: Current status and
future prospects
[AD-A115042] p0392 H82-30945
Five papers on human-machine interaction
[AD-A 11603 I] p0427 B82-32995.
Zero-crossings and spatiotemporal interpolation in
vision: Aliasing and electrical coupling
between sensors
[AD-A117608] p0434 B82-34019







BT COSdOS 782 SATELLITE
BI COSHOS 936 SATELLITE
BT COSHOS 1129 SATELLITE
BT OBBITAL SPACE STATIOBS
BT OBBITAL IOBKSHOPS




Application ot preference tree methodology to













A study of personal physiological protection
equipment for a world record balloon ascent
p0408 A82-46311
ASCOBBIC ACID
Effects of ascorbic acid on the elevation of human
cold tolerance
p0233 482-30027
The assimilation of vitamin C in seamen during
voyages at high latitudes
P0342 A82-41465
Hetabolic changes in experimental animals as




The effect of potassium orotate on the metabolism
of certain vitamins in patients with fractures
of the long tubular bones
P0310 A82-38563
Vitamin C, B sub 1 and B sub 6 excretion in urine
during 182-day aatiorthostatic hypokinesia
P0131 H82-17824
ASPHYXIA
The possible mechanisms of lipid peroxidation in






Application of ATP assay technique, developed to
detect extraterrestrial life, for rapid










Development of the Automated Performance
Assessment and Remedial Training System
(APABTS): A landing signal officer training aid
[AD-A106224] p0138 S82-17873
The airline pilot's view of flight deck workload:
t preliminary study using a questionnaire
[HAE-TH-FS(B)-465] p0400 B82-3I945
ASSOCIATIOH BEACtTOBS
Higher integrative systems of the brain
Russian book
P0326 A82-40642
The role of temporal overlap of visual and





Application of optimal control principles to






Impact of an asteroid or comet in the ocean and
extinction of terrestrial life
[HASA-CB-169086] p0293 B82-26955
ASTHHA
Heaodynamics and external respiration in patients
with bronchial asthma at rest and during exercise
P0205 A82-27791
Effects of physical factors in the environments on




Prevalence of astigmatism among aviators and its
limiting effect upon visual performance with the
AB/PVS-5 flight vision goggles
A-28









The otolith reflex and space perception xn
cosmonaats
p0028 A82-15717
Sstronaut activity in flight and enhancement of
its efficiency Bossian book
pOO«9 482-16701
Basic principles and methods for assuring the
eficiency of astronaut activity in flight
pOOSO 482-16702
Current problems in the psychophysiology of space
work /status and future prospects/
pOOSO »82-16703
Psychophysiological correlates of the control
activity of the astronaut
pOOSO 482-16707
Certain aspects of the visual activity of astronauts
pOOSO 482-16708
Problems of the control of operator state
pOOSO 482-16710
Optimization of astronaut operator activity and
systems of semiautomatic control of manned
spacecraft on the basis of probabilistic criteria
pOOSO 482-16711
Investigation of the statistical characteristics
of astronaut operator activity directed towards
the control of a manned spacecraft
pOOSO A82-I6712
Information model of the dynamics of autonomous
extravehicular activity
pOOSI 682-16718
Simulation of manual autonomous control of an
extravehicular propulsion unit /EFD/
pOOSI 482-16719
Investigation of the functions of an astronaut
operator in information systems
pOOSI &82-16721
The effect of emotional stress on astronaut
activity in a radio-telegraphy system
pOOSI 482-16722
Concerning the rationalization of the work and
rest schedule of cosmonauts
p0052 482-1672<J
4n investigation of the visual observations made
by cosmonauts under experimental and actual
conditions
P0156 482-23305
The modeling of operator activity in referenceless
space
p0156 482-23306
Investigations of the visual identification of
abstract spacecraft models
p0156 682-23307
The psychological selection of French astronauts
for a Franco-soviet scientific space mission
p0171 A82-25498
Central nervous system reactivity ia the image of
the visual evoked potential and the
perceptual-motor performance of pilots and
cosmonaut candidates under conditions of sleep
deprivation
P0251 482-31831
4 day off in space
P0281 482-35698
Gravitational scale effects moving organism
performance as function of gravity and size
p0326 482-1*0650
Psychophysiological performance examination
onboard the orbital complex Salyut-Soynz
[I4P PAPEB 82-171] p0377 482-41(686
The relationship of notion sickness susceptibility
to learned antonomic control for symptom
suppression
P04I7 482-47338
Design and development of a six degree of freedom
hand controller
p0045 H82-13706
Preflight examination results used to forecast




Certain theoretical features of astronaut
preparation
pOOSO 482-16705
Investigation of astronaut activity under
conditions of the hydrosimnlation of
weightlessness
pOOSI 482-16713




Scientific-technical and organizational problems
of cosmonaut training
pOI98 482-27503
Selection and training of European astronauts
p0319 482-39507
Medical monitoring and therapy of space motion
sickness
[I4F PAPEB 82-169] p0377 482-44684
In class, in the air, and in orbit cosmonaut









The clinical selection of astronauts at the
C.P.E.H.P.N
p0316 482-38852
Vestibular screening of cosmonauts
p0316 482-38853














Validation of predictive tests and conntermeasures




Biochemistry and endocrinology results
p0077 N82-1572I
Hematological and immnnological analyses
p0078 N82-15722




Space navigation medical guarantees and medical
supervision
p0082 H82-15762
Analysis of evaporative vater loss in the Skylab
astronauts










Correlation between individual distinctions of
functional asymmetry of cerebral hemispheres and
pilot performance
p0215 N82-20844
Significance of vestibular asymmetry to genesis of
vestibular dysfunction
p0215 N82-20850




4 mathematical model of the dynamics of the inner
4-29
ISYHCHBOHOOS BOTOBS SUBJECI IHDBZ
p0227 182-29153
ISrHCHBOHOUS BOTOBS
Cardiorespiratory responses and handgrip isometric










Honinvasive assessment of l-wave abnormalities on
pcecordial electrocardiograms in middle-aged
professional bicyclists
pOOOS A82-11200
Effect of physical fitness and training on
physiological responses to hypogravity
p0057 182-16933
In electron microscope study of hyperplasia in
fibers of the skeletal muscles of athletes
p0114 182-21764
The dynamics of heart rate recovery following vork
of various aerobic intensities
p0118 S82-21815
Trial on the use of stabilography in the medical
supervision of boxers
p0118 182-21817
Effect of the functional properties of the
vestibular analyzer on the effectiveness of
instruction in gymnastics
p0118 182-21819
Mechanisms of adaptation to ergothermic hypoxenia
in athletes specializing in different sports
p0118 182-21820
Stress and immunity in athletes
p0118 182-21821
Badiometric determination of potassium content in
athletes
P0119 182-21822
The role of sleep in the adaptation system and in
the prognosis of psychological readiness of
athletes in competition
pOI54 182-23279
The effect of athletic training on the mass
distribution of athletes' bodies
p0154 182-23280
Indicators of the T system of immunity during
physical overstraining
p0154 182-23281
Control of the number of discharges of individual
motor units in skeletal muscles as a test of
coordination in athletes
pOI54 182-23282
The role of the vestibular analyzer in the spatial
analysis of gymnastic exercises
p0154 182-23283
Directed training of wrestlers in the biofeedback
control of physical work intensity according to
heat rate
p0158 182-24480
Hethadological aspects of studying the immune
system in athletes
p0158 182-24481
Quantitative criteria for evaluating the
candidates granted admission and the
effectiveness of athletic training among
students in institutes of physical culture
pOISS 182-24483
1 discussion of the nature of sports medicine
pOISS 182-24484
Training athletes to make quick decisions
pOISS 182-24487
Hatural immunity in athletes of different age groups
p0159 182-24489
Sports morphology on the rise /On the work of the
Hocphological Section at the International
Congress "Sports in Contemporary Society1/
p0159 182-24499
Expenditure of energy and the state of the
neuromuscular system in athletes who use
low-calorie diets to control their weight
p0187 182-25688
Effects of high ambient temperature on athlete
adaptation to muscular activity
p0188 182-25706
Impairment of orthostatic posture regulation in
boxers following closed craniocerebral injury
P0188 182-25710
Thyroid and hypophysial thyrotropic function in
athletes during bicycle ergometer exercise
pOI89 182-25716
Effects of periodization in the yearly training
cycle on cardiac volume in young athletes
p0204 182-27779
1 model of the dynamics of athlete condition
during the yearly cycle and its role in the
management of training
p0204 182-27780
The determination of overall physical endurance in
athletes
p0204 182-27781





The functional reserves of athletes
p0239 182-31504
Specialized acidophilic products for the
nourishment of athletes
p0240 182-31514
The efficiency of the training of young athletes
when vitamins and trace elements are included in
their diet
p0263 182-34693
Dynamics of blood flow rate in athletes upon
changes in environmental conditions
p0279 182-35669
Characteristics of hemapoiesis in athletes
undergoing endurance-training
p0279 182-35670
Discriminative biomechanical characteristics in
middle-distance running
p0279 182-35672
Specialized laboratory for the educational and
research activity of students and the
psychodiagnostic study of athletes
p0279 182-35673
Evaluation of the functional state existing in the
adaptation to high-altitude conditions
p0282 182-35836
Sympathetic and parasympathetic cardiac control in
athletes and nonathletes at rest
p0286 182-36041
Idapting a scale for measuring competition anxiety
p0322 182-40450
In automated system for the collection and





Psychic stress in athletic activity
p0325 182-40489
Output and efficiency of the heart in young
athletes as a function of the type of athletic
training
p0344 182-41497
Problems in the metrology of the training load of
ski racers
p0344 182-41502
Optimizing conditions for athletic activity with
an allowance made for nenrodynamic peculiarities
/using bicycle sports as a model/
p0344 182-41503
The speed of blood flow in athletes subjected to
the combined action of a training regime and
high-altitude climatic factors
p0344 182-41505
Certain psychological and tactical aspects of
athlete activities during competitions
p0345 182-41506
Inatomic perspective of the female athlete: In




Hydrazines and carbohydrazides produced from
oxidized carbon in earth's primitive environment
p0021 182-14197
Comets and the photochemistry of the paleoatmosphere
p0097 182-20866
Formation of prebiotic precursors from model




Photolysis of CH4-NH3 mixtures and FH3 as models
for the photocheaical transformations on the
primitive earth and Jupiter
p0099 182-20914
Possible role of phosphine in chemical evolution
p0099 482-20915
Organic synthesis from reducing models of the
atmosphere of the primitive earth with 0V light
and electric discharges
p0257 482-33282
Uodel systems in photosynthesis research
[DE81-023889] p0009 B82- 10706
Overview of the biomedical and environmental




Hydrazines and carbohydrazides produced from
oxidized carbon in earth's prinitive environment
p0021 482-14197
Biologically damaging radiation amplified by ozone
depletions
p0029 482-15788
Atmospheres and evolution of microbial life on
earth
P0148 482-22981
Constraints on early life by earth's accretional
and preaccretional development
p0148 482-22986
Determination of oxygen content in air on the
basis of meterological parameters /pressure,
temperature, and moisture/ in order to predict
the hypoxic effect of the atmosphere
p0162 482-24534
The effect of positive and negative ions of air on
the content of catecholamines in the brain and
adrenal glands
p0287 482-36690
Methane flux in the Great Dismal Svamp
p0290 482-37423
Subjective response to negative air ion exposure
p0321 482-40446
Planetary atmospheres and the search for life
[I4F P4PEE 82-268] p0378 482-44708
Prebiotic organic matter - Possible pathways for
synthesis in a geological context
p0408 482-46413
Cabin ozone and tropopause definition
p0220 N82-2IIS1
Zoological effects of variations in atmospheric
oxygen levels
[N4S4-CR-169020] p0293 N82-26954
Exposure to atmospheric benzene vapour associated
vith motor gasoline
[PB82- 174244] p0434 H82-34025
ITIOSPBBBXC EFFECTS






Bemoval by negative air ions of changes in
mitochondria! respiration under stress
p0028 482-15716
ITBOSPHEHIC BOOBLS
4biotic synthesis of phosphoric esters of
monosaccharides according to the 'cold model'
pOlOO 482-20923
Organic synthesis from reducing models of the




Indicators of the erythrocytic system of rabbits





Dangers of explosive decompression
pOOSO H82-15750
4TBOSPBBBIC tEBPEB4TOBE
Certain features of cerebral hemodynamics in doing
•ental vork at different air temperatures
p0114 482-21759
Finger temperature after a finger-cooling test -
Influence of air temperature and smoking
p0256 482-32833
4TOBIC BE4BS




The mechanism of the interaction of the triplet








Effects of disuse by limb immobilization on
different muscle fiber types
p0055 482-16830
Becovery tine coarse in contractile function of
fast and slov skeletal nuscle after hindlimb
immobilization
p0197 482-26816
Effect of limb immobilization on skeletal muscle
p0255 482-32826
Changes in mineralized tissues in the case of
calcitonin and somatotropic hormone injections
under hypokinesia
p0325 482-40503
Effect of immobilization on the nonhistone protein
composition in different types of skeletal muscles
p0332 482-40711
Immobilization effects upon aerobic and anaerobic
metabolism of the skeletal muscles
p0332 482-40712
The effects of human growth hormone administration
on the functional status of rat atrophied muscle
following immobilization
p0332 482-40715
4trophy of rat skeletal muscles in simulated
weightlessness
p0335 482-40738
Hindlimb immobilization - Length-tension and
contractile properties of skeletal muscle
p0340 482-41209
The oetabolic mechanisms of several types of
muscle atrophy daring muscle inactivity
p0413 482-46879
Oltrastructure of blood vessels and muscle fibers
of rat skeletal muscles after flights aboard
Cosmos-605 and Cosmos-782 biosatellites
p0063 H82-17835




Vegetative reactions to the adainistration of
atropine and propranolol in rats that exhibit
different types of behavior
p0323 482-40463
4 comparison of the antimuscarinic properties of










Ejection of pilots from combat aircraft
p0359 H82-29877
4TTEBTIOS
Control and automatic processing during tasks
requiring sustained attention - 4 new approach
to vigilance
P0088 482-19225
On the training of the sharing skills - 4n
attention viewpoint
p0141 482-22925
The effects of social facilitation on vigilance
performance
pOI46 482-22963
New approaches to the electrophysiological
characterization of vigilance behavior
pOI46 482-22965
4 selective attention test as a predictor of




The effects of the direction of attention on the
transmission of cutaneous information French
thesis
P0366 A82-42083
A model of the hunan observer and decision maker
p0046 H82-13714
Hodeling human attention allocation strategies
uith competing criteria
[AD-A108509] p0177 N82-18875
A model of human decision making in multiple
process monitoring situations
p0381 H82-30862









Some contributions of touch, pressure and
kinesthesis to human spatial orientation and '
oculomotor control
p0024 482-15280
Human orientation in space
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0422] p007 I A82-17940
Bonifications in systolic time intervals induced
by the transition to weightlessness
pOI7l A82-25495
Evidence for a boundary effect in roll vection
p0212 A82-28500
Conditioned tilt naming - A modified absolute
judgment method is used to measure the oblique
effect
p0281 A82-35768
Contrast influence on perceived orientation of
gratings obtained by dichoptic fusion of two
monocular images
P03I4 A82-38796
Gravity and the tilt aftereffect comparison
between monocular, binocular and interocular
exposures
p0318 A82-39440
Short term gravity effects on volume homeostasis
in man Assessment of transvascular fluid shifts
after graded tilt
p0337 A82-40760
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[PB82-1I0123] p0181 B82-19835
Environmental and health aspects of chloroform: A
comprehensive bibliography of published
literature, 1930 - 1981
[PB82-II0115] p0218 H82-20870
Genetic engineering possibilities for CELSS: A
bibliography and summary of techniques
[HASA-CB-166306] p0219 H82-20876
Publications of the exobiology program for 1981:
A special bibliography
[HASA-TH-84895] p0299 B82-26995
Epidemiology feasibility study: Effects of noise
on the cardiovascular system: Appendix B:
Annotated bibliography. Literature. The
effects of noise on the cardiovascular system
[PB82-147760]
 P0301 B82-27975
Bionedical research publications: I960 - 1982
[NASA-CB-3587] p0356 B82-29848
Human/computer transaction tasks: An annotated
bibliography
[AD-A114800] p0362 B82-29902
Aeronautical Engineering: A continuing
bibliography vith indexes
[HASA-SP-7037(148) ] p0389 B82-30917
Aerospace gedicine and Biology: A continuing
bibliography vith indexes
[HASA-SP-7011 (234) ] p0397 B82-31922
Aerospace medicine and biology. A continuing
bibliography vith indexes, supplement 235,
August 1982
[HASA-SP-7011 (235) ] p0430 B82-33995
BICYCLE
The application of bicycle ergometry to the early
detection of ischemic heart disease
p31 15 A82-21775
A hand-operated electric bicycle ergometer
POI58 A82-24486
BIFOBCAIIOB (BIOLOGY)
Computerized ultrasonic arteriography - A nev
technique for imaging the carotid bifurcation
p0257 A82-32880
BIBABY CODES
IBTOOS: A computer code for estimating internal
radiation dose using recommendations of the




Human auditory brainstem electric responses to
binanral and monaural stimuli
p0136 B82-17861
BIBDIBS
The effects of Li, Bb, and temperature on the




The effects of binocular and motion-generated
information on the perception of depth and height
p0019 A82-13423
Binocular connterrolling in humans vith unilateral
labyrinthectomy and in normal controls
P0064 »82-17434
Hatural retinal image motion - Origin and change
p0066 A82-17452
A computational model of binocular depth perception
p0264 A82-34834
Contrast influence on perceived orientation of
gratings obtained by dichoptic fusion of tvo
monocular images
p0314 482-38796
Gravity and the tilt aftereffect coaparison
betveen monocular, binocular and interocnlar
exposures
p0318 A82-39440
An analysis and modeling of the binocular system
in human sagittal vision French thesis
p0366 A82-42090
Threshold models of spatial vision
p0371 A82-43230
Absence of depth processing in the large-frame
rod-and-frame effect human space perception
p0378 A82-44823
Inhibition of the rod-and-frame effect by circular





Lack of effect of poised ultrasound on the
mammalian BEG
pOOOS A82-11030
Auditory depth perception - Localization of
nonffloving and moving sound sources
pOIII 482-21727
Features of the reaction to noise of the spinal
capillaries of vhite rats
pOU4 A82-21767
Characteristics of the structure and functions of
the middle ear of lizards
p0119 A82-2I823
Evaluation of certain indices used in experinental
and field conditions to detect the effects of
noise
P0188 482-25703
Neurophysiological basis for determining the
biological significance of acoustic stimuli
p0189 482-25719
Velocity and attenuation of sound in arterial
tissues
P0254 482-32123
Histoen^ymological changes in experimental animals
exposed to variable noise
p03ll A82-38577
An on-line procedure for the extraction of
acoustically evoked potentials from the
electroencephalogram German thesis
p0365 A82-41688
Potential for interaction of Ion-level impulse and
continuous noise
[AD-AI09430] p0222 H82-21883




JD attempt at tie classification of 'patient
pharmacokinetic capacities'
p0310 A82-38562
Inborn anemias in mice
[DE81-029128] p0075 H82-14795
Evaluation of short-term bioassays to predict
functional impairment, development of pulmonary
bioassays in small animals: Directory of
Institutions; individuals involved in utilization
[&D-&103767] p0075 H82-14798
Elemental analysis of samples of biological origin
relative to their protein content by means of
charged particle bombardment
[KFKI-1981-26] p0269 N82-25752
Freeze-than induced damage to endothelial cells in
vitro. 1. Development of a suitable system
[AD-A111074] p0293 H82-26957
Modification of method for assaying ozone by the
diacetyl dihydrolutidine reaction
p0351 H82-28973
Investigation on the carcinogenic effect of




Advanced Hicrobial Check Valve development for
Space Shuttle
[ASHE PAPER 81-ENAS-45] pOOOS A82-10929
Human factors of outer space production Book
p0029 A82-15851
Basic environmental problems of man in space;
Proceedings of the Sixth International
Symposium, Bonn, Rest Geroany, November 3-6, 1980
p0056 482-16926
D.S. manned space flight: The first twenty years -
A biouedical status report
pOOSS 482-16927
Summary of experiments onboard Soviet biosatellites
p0056 A82-16929
D.S. biological experiments in space
p0056 A82-16930
Hematological and imaunological changes during
space flight
p0057 A82-16937
Coping with space motion sickness in Spacelab
missions
pOOSS &82-16939
Pathophysiology of motor functions in prolonged
Banned space fligits
pOOSS 482-16915
Bone effects of space flight - Analysis by guantnm
concept of bone remodelling
p0059 A82-16947
Bioaedical aspects of artificial gravity
p0059 A82-I695I
Trends in space life support
p0059 482-16953
Future investigations onboard Soviet biosatellites
of the Cosmos series
p0060 A82-16954
Experimental biology and medicine in space
p0060 432-17123
Han in weightlessness - Physiological problems,
clinical aspects, prevention and protection
pOI67 A82-24846
Hodifications in systolic tine intervals induced
by the transition to weightlessness
p017l A82-25495
Problems of the development of life support and
safety assurance system for space crews
pOI98 A82-27518
Space biology and medicine
-, p0263 482-34695
Bechanical chemical and bio-hazards
space-probe related planet and earth
contaminations
p0316 A82-39159
Space gastroenterology Russian book
p0326 A82-40643
Proceedings of a Heating of the IDFS Commission on
Gravitational Physiology Book
p0326 A82-40649
Methodological aspects of future cardiovascular
research in space
p0326 A82-40652
Dynamics of weight loss luring prolonged spaceflight
p0328 482-40673
Effect of simulated weightlessness on energy
metabolism in the rat
p0328 482-40677
Effect of space flight on bone strength
p0329 482-40680
International Onion of Physiological Sciences,
Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July
13-19, 1980, proceedings
p0329 482-40686
Biorhythms of rats during and after space flight
p0330 A82-40692
Oltrastrnctnral qualitative and quantitative
evaluation of cytoplasaatic structures of heart
muscle of rats living aboard biospntnik Kosmos 936
p0330 A82-40694
International Onion of Physiological Sciences,
Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria,
September 29-October 2, 1981, Proceedings
p0335 482-40734
Results of investigations of weightlessness
effects during prolonged manned space flights
onboard Salyut-6
p0336 482-40750
Mechanisms of the effects of weightlessness on the
motor system of man
p0336 482-40752
Evidence for arrested bone formation during
spaceflight
p0338 A82-40767
Medical monitoring and therapy of space motion
sickness
[IAF P4PEB 82-169] p0377 482-44684
The first joint Franco-Soviet manned flight - The
posture experiment
[I4F P4PEB 82-183] p0377 482-44689
The Biorack programme - A European contribution to
space biology
p0403 482-45179
The echography - Doppler experiment on Salynt 7
to monitor cardiac function and
cardiovascular circulation by ultrasonic means
[IAF PAPER 82-23] p04 14 482-46916
4 French primate study program for physiological
problems encountered in weightlessness
[I4F P4PEB 82-184] p0414 482-46976
The psychology and safety of weightlessness
[I4F P4PEB 82-252] p0415 482-47004
The effect of microgravitation on the reproduction




OSSB Space Life Sciences Digest
[HASA-TM-84080] p0076 H82-15708
4-39
BIOCHEHICiL OIIGEH DEHiHD SUBJECT ISDEI
Fundamentals of aeronautical and aerospace medical
science
[AD-A 102298] p0079 H82-15736
Environmental conditions of aviation and space
navigation
p0079 H82-15738
General laws of aviation and space navigation
environmental effects on the human bod;
p0079 H82-15739
DSSH report: Space biology and aerospace
medicine, volume 15, no. 6, Hovember - December
1981
[JPBS-79849] pOI23 882-1670*
Question of redistribution of blood in orthostatic
position
POI23 N82-16705
Rays and Deans of maintaining heat balance in
pilots and cosmonauts
p0123 H82-16706
Systemic and cerebral hemodynamics in flight
personnel exposed to moderate hypozia
p0124 H82-16707
Effect of transmeridional flights on biorhythm of
zone formation by Streptomyces levoris
p0124 M82-16711
Simulation.of some of man's movements in different
gravity fields
p0124 H82-I67I2
Positions, movements and equilibrium of rats after
flights aboard biosatellites
p0124 H82-I6713
Cytokinetic evaluation of erythropoiesis daring
long-term orbital flights
p0125 H82-167I5
Horepinephrioe and enzymes of synthesis and
degradation thereof in the rat hypothalamus
following flight aboard the Cosmos-936
biosatellite
p0125 H82-16716
Hygienic principles of ongoing monitoring of
quality of recycled water daring space flights
pOI25 H82-16717
Toxicological and hygienic aspects of improving
additional purification of water reclaimed from
urine
POI25 H82-I67I8
Possible use of house fly larvae for utilization
of organic waste in biological life-support
systems
P0125 H82-16719
Distinctions of regeneration of confined
atmosphere by means of photosynthesis of
unicellular algae
pOI~25 H82-16720
Phenomena of fluctuation of human reaction to
antiorthostatic position
p0125 H82-16721
Besults of study of hemodynanics and phase
structure of the cardiac cycle during functional
test with lower body negative pressure during
140-day Salyut-6 station flight
p0126 H82-16722
Effects of rectilinear acceleration, optokinetic






The influence of space flight on erythrokinetics
in man
pOI73 H82- 18258
Beasurement of central venous pressure and
determination of hormones in blood serum daring
weightlessness
p0173 H82-18259
Effects of prolonged weightlessness on the humoral
immane response of humans
p0173 H82-18260




Analysis of evaporative water loss in the Skylab
astronauts
[HASA-CB-167462] pO178 H82-19814
USSB Report: Space biology and aerospace
medicine, volume 16, no. 1, January - February
1982
[JPHS-80323] p0213 H82-20834
Results of studies of cosmonauts' vestibolar
function and spatial perception
p0214 H82-20838
Ion regalating function of haman kidneys daring
long-term space flights and in model studies
p0214 H82-20810
Structural and functional properties, and energy
aetabolism of erythrocytes during space flights
varying in duration
p0214 H82-2084I
Belationship between microflora and immunity of
cosmonauts carrying staphylococcns<aareus in the
nasal cavity
p0214 H82-20843
An approach to the mathematical modelling of a
controlled ecological life support system
[HASA-CB-16633 I] p0250 H82-23984
USSB report: Space biology and aerospace
medicine, volume 16, no. 2, flarch - April 1982
[JPBS-80822] p0269 H82-25754
Effect of hypokinesia on man's nutritional status
p0270 H82-25760
USSB report: Space Biology and Aerospace
Bedicine, volume 16, no. 4, July - August 1982
[JPBS-81599] p0393 H82-3I892
BIOCBBBICAL OXISEH DEBAHD
Belationship between muscle QO2 and fatigue daring








Endurance training in the rat. I - Hyocardial
mechanics and biochemistry
P0006 A82-I1I55
Nearophysiological bases for the effects of trace
elements Bussian book
p0007 A82-12223
Hypoxic arousal in intact and carotid
chemodenervated sleeping cats
p0019 A82-13236
Bathematical model of the spatial distribution and
accumulation of assimilates in plants
p0026 A82-15702
The effects of immobilization stress on diacyl and
plasoogenic phospholipids in various organs and
tissues of the rat
p0052 A82-16802
flicrodisc gel electrophoresis in sodium dodecyl
sulfate of organic material from rat otoconial
complexes
p0070 A82-17482
Hev data on abiogenic synthesis of prebiological
compounds in volcanic processes
p0090 A82-20017
Bioenergetic characteristics of various kinds of
physical loads
p0095 A82-20334
The role of analytical procedures in the formation
of biochemicals from experiments simulating the
chemical evolution of primeval earth
pOlOO A82-20927
Chemical evolution of model systems of primeval
earth periphery and thermal polymerisation of
aqueous solutions of cyanides
pOIOI A82-20933
The appearance of protobiopolyoers and
protooembranes in accordance with the 'cold
theory' of the origins of life
pOIOI A82-20936
Emergence of flavin catalysis - An approach based
on the concept of bioorganic evolution
p0104 A82-20964
Selective acylability of amino acids by
Don-enzymic model reactions of biochemical
transacylations
p0104 A82-20965
On the origin of photosynthetic eukaryotic cells -
Cyanidiua caldarius as a 'bridge* alga between
prokaryotic cyanobacteria and eukaryotic
rhodophytes: Evidence from environmental,





Could tha biochenical metabolism be different
p0106 A82-20976
Differentiation of muscles on the basis of
trace-element composition
p0109 A82-21704
Ihe dynamics of protein and nucleic acid content
in rat raphe nucleus cells after total
deprivation of sleep /in a rotating cylinder/
and selective deprivation of its paradoxical phase
pOIIO 182-21718
The correlation between hematologic and
biochenical indicators in the turtles lestndo
horsfieldi
p0112 182-21733
Betabolic change in test animals as an indicator
of the biological effect of an electronagnetic
field having a frequency of 50 Hz
pOlia 482-21758
The multiple forns of tyrosine aminotransferase in
rat liver cells and their role in cellular
honeostasis
p0117 A82-21807
Biochemical keys to the emergence of complex life
p0149 482-22996
Changes in the activity of monoaminergic systems
of the brain under conditions of adaptation to
high altitude
p0149 A82-23144
The role of the lung in the metabolism of
vasoactive substances
pOISO A82-23171
The condition of pulmonary surfactant and the
ultrastructure of the blood-air barrier in acute
hypoxia
P0151 S82-23259
The modeling of membranes and membrane engineering




Evaluation of the antioxidant systea of the body
pOISB 482-25709
Effects of whole-body vibration and noise on the
toxicity and risk parameters of chemical
substances
p0191 482-25814
Physiological, biochemical, and performance
responses to a 24-hour crash diet
P0192 482-26229
Copolyamino acid fractionation and protobiochemistry
p0195 A82-26589
The interaction of alpha-actinin and tropoayosin
with F-actin
p0199 A82-27727
The magnetic susceptibility of rhodopsin
P0199 i82-27729
Physical model of the initial stages of energy
transformation during oxidative phosphorylation
p0200 A82-27738
Phosphorylating oxidation during changes in
physiological condition
p0202 A82-27762
The interaction of tubnlin with G-actin
p0228 482-29444
Theoretical conformational analysis of the
nenropeptide inducing delta sleep
p0241 A82-31531
The role of methylation and Ca/2»/ in the
photoaxis of Halobacterium halobinm
p0243 A82-31S98
The Ha/+/-induced release of Ca/2V from the
sarcoplasmic reticulnm during the excitation of
phasic muscle fibers
p02«3 A82-31599
Synthesis of phosphatidylcholine under possible
primitive earth conditions
p0258 482-33285
Lipid peroxidation and retinal damage under stress
p0262 482-34682
Changes in the microelement content of muscles
under denervation
p0312 A82-38598
Conditions leading to kinetic and thermodynamic
isotopic effects in a cell
p0313 482-38601
Bistamine in biochemistry and physiology
Russian book
p0317 A82-39290
Heurochemical mechanisms of learning and memory
Russian book
P0326 482-40646
Body composition of rats flovn aboard Cosnos-1129
P0330 482-40695
Biochemical aspects of the mechanism by which
cholinolyptics affect the brain
p0342 482-41468
The use of biochemical monitoring methods in the
ergometry of patients with atherosclerosis
p0344 A82-41494
The influence of afferent visual impulses on the
morphological and biochemical parameters of the
development of the neurons of the visual, motor,
and parietal cerebral cortices
P0369 A82-42636
Regulation of circadian rhythmicity
P0372 482-13383
A protective function of the coacervates against
DV light on the primitive earth
p0403 482-45592
Chromosome aberrations in myelocaryocytes caused
by the chronic action of tritium oxide at
various dose rates
t-v, p04 11 482-46856
Influence of exercise intensity and duration on
biochemical adaptations in skeletal muscle
P04I7 482-17378
Bioelectrochemical activity of the brain
Russian book
P042I 482-48249
Biochemistry and endocrinology results
P0077 H82-I572I
USSR report: Life sciences biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 13
[JPRS-79639] p0082 H82-15763
Comparative biochemistry and metabolism. Part 2:
Naphthalene lung toxicity
[AD-A107673] p0133 N82-17842
Cytologic and biochemical genetic effects of
chemical carcinogens
[AD-A107615] p0136 N82-17864
Comparative biochemistry and metabolism. Part I:
Carcinogenesis
[AD-A 107614 J p0136 H82-17865
Body composition data from the rat subjects of
Cosmos 1129 experiment K-316
[HASA-CR-168678] p0213 N82-20832
OSSS report. Life sciences biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 16
tJPRS-80789] p035l H82-28977
Monograph on new direction of chemistry and
biology of peptide and protein bioregulators
reviewed
P0351 H82-28979
OSSR report. Life sciences. Biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 18
[JPRS-81428] p0357 N82-20857
Distinctions of nervous system reactions to
artificially intensified magnetic fields
P0387 N82-30902
USSR report. Life sciences: Biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 19
[JPHS-81442] p039l 882-30935
Activities of the Institute for Research in
Molecular Biology
p0424 N82-32969
OSSB Report: Life sciences. Biomedical and
behavioral sciences
[JPRS-81775] p0429 H82-33988




Features of biorhythms for patients with chronic
nonspecific pulmonary diseases during adaptation
to the climato-geographic conditions of the Crimea
P0162 482-24535
Population mechanisms of adapting to extreme
environmental conditions /with Clethrionomys
glareolus Schreb considered as an example/
P0187 482-25692
Seasonal vascular tension variations in patients
with cerebral circulatory disorders under the
conditions of an arid zone
P0189 482-25715
Indicators of the erythrocytic system of rabbits




Results of the treatment of patients with chronic
bronchitis at health resorts in contrasting
climatic zones daring different seasons
p0192 A82-25825
Effects of physical factors in the environments on
the diurnal and seasonal periodicity of
bronchial asthma attacks
p0205 A82-27795
Thermal shock and gene operation
p0234 482-30302
The effect of the natural and climatic conditions
of the Far Borth on the human cardiovascular
system
p0342 482-111(66
Principles of biological and medical climatology
Russian book
p0365 482-12065
Study of the morphological and biological
properties of obligate and facultative
psychrophylic bacteria found in the Antarctic
p0374 A82-43671
BIOC01P4TIBILITY
Disturbances in biological rhythms as a result of
a conflict of incompatible stimuli
p O I I I 482-21720
BIOCOBTBOL STSTEBS
A chamber design for closed ecological systems
research
[4SHE PAPER 81-EHAS-37] pOOOM 482-10923
An approach to the preliminary evaluation of
Closed-Ecology Life Support System /CELSS/
scenarios and control strategies
[ASHE PAPER 81-EHAS-38] p0004 A82-10924
EEC-correlates of training in the voluntary
control of heart rate in man
p0026 A82-15703
The role of biofeedback in the adaptive regulation
of pathological bioelectric brain activity
p0094 A82-20328
Pulmonary shunting and its regulation
pOII1 A82-2I728
A histochemical investigation of the microvascular
effectors regulating the supply of blood to the
cerebral cortei
pOI12 A82-21744
A three-dimensional model for the arrangement of
the vascular and tubular components of the renal
osmoregulatory apparatus
pOII3 482-21715
Respiratory regulation Russian Book
p0139 A82-22400
The statistical structure of EEG rhythm
interaction and individual features of brain
autoregulation mechanisms
p0157 A82-23643
Directed training of wrestlers in the biofeedback
control of physical work intensity according to
heat rate
pOISS A82-24480
The role of proprioceptive afferentation in
maintaining the equilibrium of unstable
mechanical systems
p0166 A82-24838
Final-position of a single degree-of-freedom
tendon arm
pOI85 A82-25619
Corrective saccades - Effect of shifting the
saccade goal
pOI85 482-25647
Comments on the theory for the accuracy of rapid
motor acts of Schmidt et al
p0187 A82-25691
The participation of estradiol and progesterone in
animal body mass regulation mechanisms
p0189 A82-25801
Etegnlation of heart rhythm in depressor baroreflex
pOI90 A82-258I2
Model of the mechanism of the regulation of the
human cardiovascular system. I - Concerning the
heart-regulation mechanism
p0197 A82-26799
Electromyographic pattern of muscular activity
during pushing-off and methods for its directed
correction in young ski-jumpers on a trampoline
p0203 A82-27776
Chemoreceptor involvement in cortisol responses to
hypozia in ventilated dogs
p0231 A82-29572
The voluntary regulation of heart rate
P0236 482-31161
Psychosomatic self-regulation - An effective
•ethod for sustaining pilot work capacity daring
a prolonged flight
P0259 A82-33727
Regulation of the functional activity of stem
cells which are the precursors of
qranulomonopoiesis by polypeptide thymic and
bone marrow factors
p0262 482-34684
The nervous regulation of the liquid state of the
blood and its coagulation
p0263 A82-34697
Cultivation of the luminescent bacterium
Photobacterium leiognathi with control by
luminescence
p0280 A82-35687
The cortical regulation of human motion
Russian book
p0316 A82-39283
Systemic mechanisms of homeostasis
P03I7 A82-39417
The contraction, regulation, and functional role
of lymph vessels
p0367 A82-42603
A morphological investigation of the regulatory
mechanisms of the intracerebral blood circulation
p0369 A82-42627
Computer simulation of respiratory control system
p0371 A82-43145
Regulation of circadian rhythmicity
P0372 A82-43383
The intracentral connections of the brain
structures participating in cardiovascular control
P0372 A82-43627
The role of the integrity of the central synaptic
and direct influences in the regulation of
henodynamics
p0373 A82-43628
The adaptive control of vegetative processes
biofeedback control of cardiovascular system
P0374 A82-43652




(litigation of biofDoling using coatings
[DE81-027900] p0038 B82-13647
Ecological and technological problem of biodaaages
p0082 H82-15766
Fifth International Biodeterioration Symposium
[AD-A109858] p0213 H82-20833
BIODIHAHICS
Concerning a model of human activity
pOOSO A82-16704
Possible model representations of the
nenrophysiological mechanisms for the analysis
of the direction and speed of a moving visual
object
p0053 A82-16807
A modified kinetic model of muscular contraction
P0054 A82-16818
The effects of hypokinesia in primates and bone
strength
p0059 A82-16946
A physical model of human postural dynamics
p0069 A82-17478
Functional characteristics of receptors connected
with sustaining the flight of the roach
Periplaneta Americana L
pOIIO 482-21716
The influence of the type of trophic interactions
on the dynamics of a two-level ecosysten
p0190 A82-25803
Diffusion model of the dynamics of initial
fibroblast attachment
p0200 A82-27740
A model of the dynamics of athlete condition
during the yearly cycle and its role in the
management of training
p0204 A82-27780
A mathematical model of the dynamics of the inner
ear
P0227 A82-29153




SUBJECT IBDBX BIOELECIBIC POTBMTI4L
Effect of base oscillations on the human skeletal
muscle and joint forces in a standing posture
p0259 682-337511
Hechanoreceptor systems of the organism froo the
viewpoint of vibrational bionechanics
p0259 482-33755
Immediate effects of vibration transmitted to the
hand
p0260 482-33756
The determination of the equivalent biomechanical
characteristics of the ankle joint muscles by
vibration tests
p0260 482-33760
Non-linear effects connected Kith the spatial
vibrations of biomechanical systems
p0260 482-33763
Variation of the biomechanical characteristics of
an 800-m run under the influence of fatigue
p0279 482-35671
Discriminative biomechanical characteristics in
middle-distance running
p0279 482-35672
an empirical equation of elementary notion of
human body
p0279 482-3567*
Sravitational scale effects moving organism
performance as function of gravity and size
p0326 482-10650
Dynamics of weight loss during prolonged spaceflight
p0328 482-40673
in investigation of the mechanical meaning of the
surface electromyogram French thesis
p0365 482-42078
The relationship between postural components and
voluntary movement
p0372 482-43239
Internal stresses and contractility of myocardium
p0372 482-43513
The age-related changes of biochemical and
biomechanical parameters of human sclera in
normal and myopic individuals
p04IO 482-46713
The elasticity of the foot during the modelling of
human movement
p0420 482-48211
The changes in the mechanical properties of the
brain during the development of edema induced by
repeated venous congestions
p0420 482-48216
4u engineering study of bacterial kinetics and
energetics
p0031 N82-12740
User's guide to BIODIH-80: in interactive
software package for modeling biodynamic
feedthrongh to a pilot's hands, head and eyes
[40-4104933] p0037 882-12786
Determination of efficient methods of lift by
comparing trained and untrained male and female
lifters
[40-4100349] p0038 H82-13650
H4S4 biomedical applications Team advisory Center
for Medical Technology and Systems
[N4S4-CR-166755] p0082 H82-15770
F/FB-111 ejection experience (1967-1980). Part 1:
Evaluation and recommendations
[40-4110199] p0222 M82-21879
Physical testing of polymers for use in
circulatory assist devices
[PB82-127069] p0223 H82-21888
Preliminary study of the effects of prolonged
acceleration on spinal dynamics of baboons. 1:
acceleration. 2: Biomechanical analysis
[&D-4101766] p0245 N82-22871
Fracture and viscoelastic characteristics of the
human cervical spine kinematics of the 3
actuator system
[&D-4110980] p0299 H82-27965
Simulation of the motion of the center of mass of
an occupant under ejection accelerations
[40-4113806] p0352 N82-28989
Task analysis and the ability requirements of
tasks: Collected papers
[40-4111181] p0354 N82-29000
Biomechanical analysis of tasks involving manual
materials handling
[40-4113955] p0355 H82-29009
Physiopathology and pathology of spinal injuries
in aerospace medicine
[4G4BD-4G-250(EHG) ] p0359 H82-29870
Biomechanics of the spine
p0359 B82-29872
4 software package for evaluating the
transmissibility between vehicle vibration and
motions of hands (in controls), limb, head and
eyes
P0380 1182-30853
Status and prospects of research on biological and
therapeutic effects of magnetic fields
p0386 1182-30901
Diffusion mediated localization on membrane surfaces
[H4S4-CH-166386] p0393 HB2-31888
Geometrical considerations in the separation of
biological particles by affinity partitioning
p0402 1182-32069
4 dynamic model of the cervical spine and head
[40-4114887] p0432 882-34008
Dynamic response of vertebral elements response of
the intervertebral joint to torsion
[40-4115125] p0433 H82-34016
Biodynamic data bank feasibility study
[40-4117921] p0434 1182-34020
Description/demonstration of BIODYH-80. 4
software package for evaluating the
transmissibility between vehicle vibration and
motions of hands (in controls), limbs, head and
eyes
p0439 H82-34057




Dipole localization of average and single visual
evoked potentials
p0071 482-17570
Functional model of the temporal and amplitude
characteristics of the cardiac electric field
p0072 482-18699
analysis of the electrographic correlates of
thought activity
p0165 482-24832
The effects of a flashing light on the spectral
composition of brain biopotentials and the
biomechanical effectiveness of balancing
p0166 482-24837
Detection and recognition - Concurrent processes
in perception
p0170 482-25162
Intracellular local changes in resistance in
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Brain-stem auditory evoked potentials in persons
with normal hearing
p0371 482-43234
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p0374 482-43651
The mechanism of the activating effect of
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The effect of adrenergic substances on cardiac
activity and brain electrical activity in the
rabbit under hypoxia
p0007 482-12299
Mechanisms of temporal discrimination in the
visual analyzer
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The role of biofeedback in the adaptive regulation
of pathological bioelectric brain activity
p0094 A82-20328
Electroencephalographic correlates of the
hemispheric functional asymmetry in the human
brain
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The effects of emotional activation on the spatial
synchronization of human brain biopotentials
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The influence of physical stress on the dynamics
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Effect of air ions on the ratio between direct and
reverse electron transport in mitochondria under
stress
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Electrophysiological studies of the
auditory-receptor function in the case of the
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Characteristics of brain electric activity in
different otoneurologic syndromes with
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The effect of drugs altering the exchange of cAHP
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Electrode unit for testing human H reflex
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Human auditory brainstem electric responses to
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investigating the mammalian visual system
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Fabrication and wear test of a continuous
fiber/particnlate composite total surface hip
replacement
[ISLE PBEPBINT 81-LC-2D-1] p0071 182-18402
Bioengineering approach to the study of the
oculomotor apparatus of the human visual analyzer
p0196 182-26798
The effect of morphological adaptation of personal
flight equipment on the performance of oxygen
systems
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In engineering study of bacterial kinetics and
energetics
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Pupillometry, a bioengineering overview
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NISI biomedical applications team. Applications
of aerospace technology in biology and medicine
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'Hot spots' in the problem of the origin of life
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Organic geochemistry of the Isna snpracrnstals
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The appearance of life in the universe
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Pyrolysis of Precanbrian kerogens - Constraints
and capabilities
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Bethane flux in the Great Dismal Swamp
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Digital spirometec foe automatic pulmonary function
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Evaluation of the parallel conductor theory for
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waveguide technique for the calibration of
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p0097 482-20893
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Training athletes to make quick decisions
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Autonomous biotechnological means for the
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physiological systems
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MSB-imagery - A new method of biophysical
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Interaction of eleztroiagnetic fields with
biological bodies
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Chronic exposure of a honey bee colony to 2.45 GHz
continuous wave microwaves
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Survival, development, and teratology of honey bee
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Future investigations onboard Soviet biosatellites
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The biological effects of low-level ionizing
radiation
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Summary of a discussion on the problem of the
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Perception and performance in the heat
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The radio protectiveness of cystamine injected
intramuscularly in mice
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prospects
p0368 182-42611
Bicrocircnlation daring acute blood loss and hypoxia
p0370 182-42997
Liver microcirculation in normoxia and hypoxia
p0373 182-43638
The echography - Doppler experiment on Salynt 7
to monitor cardiac function and
cardiovascular circulation by ultrasonic means
1-54
SUBJECT IBDEI BLOOD FLOi
[I&F P&PEB 82-23] p0414 482-46916
The use of inosine daring resuscitation for the
prevention of post-resuscitation circulator;
insufficiency
p0420 482-48215
On the active part played by the heart in the
venous return of the blood
[BAE-LIB-TB4HS-2017] p0012 M82-11766
Question of redistribution of blood in orthostatic
position
P0123 H82-16705
Systemic and cerebral hemodynaaics in flight
personnel exposed to moderate hypozia
pOI2a N82-16707
Results of study of hemodynamics and phase
structure of the cardiac cycle during functional
test with lower body negative pressure daring
UO-day Salyut-6 station flight
p0126 N82-16722
Positive pressure breathing as a means of
preventing adverse reactions to antiorthostatic
position
p021U N82-20842
Reaction to diminished circulating blood volume in
individuals who are susceptible and
insusceptible to motion sickness (seasickness)
p0349 N82-28960
Begional redistributions of the blood in blood
loss and mechanical trauma against the
background of various functional states of the
body
[NAS4-TH-76880] p0382 H82-30872
Dehydration therapy for subjects exposed to
simulated spaceflight conditions
p0394 N82-31897
The advantage of the tilt table test in examining
circulatory function
p0400 H82-3I941
Some potential blood flow experiments for space
[UB-3490-1720] p0402 N82-32068
BLOOD C04GOL4TIOH
The role of urokinase in the regulation of the
fibrinolytic activity of blood under normal
conditions
p0117 482-21799
Certain neurohormonal and blood-coagulation
changes in the case of early symptoms of
vibration-related pathology in miners
p0160 482-24504
Coagolopathy in miners with vibration sickness
p0188 482-25704
Age-related features of blood-coagulation changes
in the treatment of cerebral ischemias with
indirect-action anticoagulants
P020I 482-27754
The nervous regulation of the liquid state of the
blood and its coagulation
p0263 482-34697
The hemostasis system in man in high-altitude
conditions
p0282 482-35832
Fibrinopeptide 4 after strenuous physical exercise
at high altitude
P0290 482-37926
Features of microcirculatory hemostasis and of the
clotting and fibrinolytic properties of blood
and the activity of the antioxidant system in
people of various 4BO blood groups
P0307 482-38164
Evidence of an immune mechanism of
euzyme-hemostasis regulation
p0309 482-38552
Characteristics of the blood rheology, platelet
function, and hemodynamics in patients with
ischemic heart disease during extended
hypokinesia following amputations of the limbs
p0410 482-46721
Blood fibrinogen as related to immersion in water
for seven days and short-term space flight
pOU3 N82-17836
Studies on structure and function relationship in
fibrinogen
POI35 H82- 17859
Borphology and coagulant function of human blood
system during long exposure to low ammonia
concentrations in a sealed environment
p0394 1182-31903
BLOOD FLOi
Factors determining temporal pattern of isobaric
supersaturation in tissue blood gas
transport models of bubble production
p0006 482-11153
Biaxial finite deformations of arterial and venous
segments under + or - G/z/ acceleration stress
p0007 482-12036
Oxygen deficiency in tissues and their blood supply
p0020 482-13700
Evaluation of the parallel conductor theory for
measuring human limb blood flow by electrical
admittance plethysmography
p0070 482-17568
Changes of the aggregation and orientation
structure of blood in pulsating flow
p0095 482-20333
Begional distribution of cardiac output in
unanesthetized baboons daring +Gz stress with
and without an anti-G suit
p0108 482-21681
Regulation of blood supply in the extremities
during exercise in women
p0158 482-24479
Cerebral hemodynamics in healthy individuals and
the recognition of subclinical signs of
insufficient blood supply to the brain
p0201 482-27751
Ultrasonic method for measuring of hepatic portal
blood flow in rats under conditions of contact
biomicroscopy
P0202 482-27760
Begional redistribution of blood flow in the cat
under conditions of high ambient temperature
p0231 482-29697
Effects of novodrine and physical exercise on
hemodynamics and coronary blood supply in the
healthy human catecholamine effects
p0236 482-31157
Characteristics of adjustment of lung diffusing
capacity to work
p0255 482-32827
Thermoregulatory influences on common carotid
blood flow in the dog
pD255 482-32829
Effects of hyperventilation on pulmonary blood
flow and recirculation time of humans
p0255 482-32832
Dynamics of blood flow rate in athletes upon
changes in environmental conditions
p0279 482-35669
Begional blood flow in the domestic fowl
immediately following chronic acceleration
p0284 482-35909
Splanchnic vasoconstriction in heat-stressed men -
Bole of renin-angiotensin system
p0285 482-36028
in automated, indirect assessment of cardiac
output during rest and exercise
p0285 482-36030
Intrapulmonary blood flow redistribution during
hypoxia increases gas exchange surface area
p0285 482-36036
Brain extracellular fluid pH and blood flow daring
isocapnic and hypocapnic hypozia
p0290 482-37930
Local cerebral blood flow dynamics during
experimental ischemia
p0309 482-38544
The influence of the speed of blood flow in the
carotid artery on the heiatocrit of the blood
being delivered to the brain
p0309 482-38550
Prostoglandins and regulation of cerebral
circulation under conditions of the altered
gaseous composition of the blood
P0310 482-38561
The response of the venous walls in the
extremities to a disturbed venous outflow
p0325 482-40493
The effect of G sub z acceleration on pulmonary
perfusion in the miniature swine
p0329 482-40681
aortic and tibial bloodflov response to lower body
negative pressure /LBBP/
p0334 482-40727
Seduction in renal artery blood flow impedance
during upright tilt in man
p0335 482-40735
Vestibular effects of water immersion and Clonidine
p0337 482-40762
a-55
BLOOD SHODPS SUBJECT IHDEI
The rate at which exogeneous hydrocortisone is
eliminated from peripheral blood flov in
patients suffering from an acute nyocardial
infarction
p034U A82-41498
The cole of the energy transport system in changes
of the contractile function of the heart in the
case of the measured limitation of coronary
blood floH
p034<l &82-t11199
Circa lation and energetics of forearm nnscles in man
p0367 A82-42604
Effect of exercise conditioning on coronary
resistance
p0375 A82-44139
Logic-controlled occlusive caff system
[HASA-CASE-BSC-14836-1] p0013 H82-11770
A monitor for noninvasive estimation of palmonary
blood floH
p0039 H82-13656
Algorithms for imaging nyocardial blood flov using
X-ray computed tomography
p0039 N82-13661
In vivo recording of blood velocity profiles and
studies in vitro of profile alterations induced
by knovn stenoses
[PB81-244139] p0128 H82-16738
The role of intestinal nerves in the nutrient
induced intestinal hyperemia
p0137 H82-17869
Ultrasonic blood flov imaging using correlation
processing
p0217 H82-20861
& quantitative analysis of transcutaneous oxygen
measurement
p0217 B82-20862
Percutaneous measurement of partial oxygen tension
and local blood flov in man during orthostatic
test
p039S H82-31904
Noninvasine techniques for cardiovascnlar
examination of interest in aerospace medicine
[AGABD-AG-277(FB) ] p0398 882-31930
Examining arterial function by Doppler








Plasma norepinephrine response to exercise before
and after training in huaans
pOOOS A82-11I52
Changes in Hageman factor system indicators during
human adaptation to intense physical loading
pOOSO A82-168I6
The effects of bicycle ergometer exercise on
plasma amino acid contents in athletes
p0062 A82-17145
Plasma erythropoietins during training for
hyperoxic conditions
p0062 482-17147
The effects of hypokinesia on the spectral
characteristics of free amino acids in the
skeletal muscles and the blood
p0071 A82-18661
The effects of daily blood sampling on creatine
phosphokinase, aspartate aminotransferase and
alanine aminotransferase activities in the blood
serum of the monkey
p0118 482-21811
Blood serum nuclease activity in healthy persons
and patients vith various hematological diseases
pOIIS 482-21813
Preparation of purified erythropoietin from rabbit
blood plasma
p0152 A82-23261
The blood plasma protein spectrum of dogs under
treatment for hypoxia vith the membrane
oxygenator Sever-OHB
POI52 A82-23264
The fatty acid composition of blood serum from
intact rats and rats adapted to hypoxia under
the conditions of acute hypoxia
p016t A82-24523
Circadian and seasonal rhythms in plasma androgen
levels in the rhesus macaque monkey
pOlbl A82-24525
Changes in blood sodium and potassium
concentrations daring emotional stress induced
by nociceptive stimali in rats
p0164 A82-24550
The isoenzyme spectrum of serum lactate
dehydrogenase as a function of age in healthy
individuals
POI64 A82-24554
Effects of vitamin P on the enzyme spectrum of the
blood serum of irradiated animals
pOI64 A82-24560
Change in protein-lipid interactions upon the
peroxide oxidation of blood serum lipoproteins
p0228 A82-29447
Acute hypervolemia, cardiac performance, and
aerobic pover during exercise
P0256 482-32836
Increases in plasma beta-endorphin/beta-lipotropin
immunoreactivity after treadmill running in humans
p0256 A82-32839
Structural changes of the plasmatic membrane under
the effect of ionizing radiation
p0278 A82-3566I
Change in plasma cANP and catecholamines in men
subjected to the same relative amount of
physical vork stress
p0284 A82-35912
A measurement of the size distribution of
lipoproteins in the plasma of human blood
p0313 A82-38603
Space flight effects upon plasma and tissue lipids
in rats
p0333 A82-40722
Short term gravity effects on volume homeostasis
in man Assessment of transvascular fluid shifts
after graded tilt
p0337 A82-40760
AOB suppression under immersion combined with
dehydration antidinretic hormone secretion
p0339 A82-40776
Altitude-induced changes in plasma thyroxine,
3,5,3 prime-triiadothyronine, and thyrotropin in
rats
p0340 A82-41207
Effect of dosed physical loading on plasma and
liver lipids and lipoproteins in rats
p0370 A82-43045
Plasma prostaglandins, renin, and catecholamines
at rest and during exercise in hypertensive humans
p0418 A82-47382
A model of the regulation of the blood glucose
level during physical exercise
p0419 A82-48201
Biochemistry and endocrinology results
p0077 H82-15721
Catecholamine content of rat blood after flight
aboard Cosmos-936 biosatellites
p0216 082-20855
Effect of 48-day flight on blood amino acid
content in the ere* of Salynt-5
p0270 H82-25757
Effects of acute plasma volame expansion on
altering exercise heat performance
[AO-AI10558] p0296 H82-26975
Effect of restricted mobility on the composition
and metabolism of blood lipoproteids in rabbits
[BASA-TH-76846] p0382 H82-30871
Catecholamines in the blood plasma of August and
Ristar rats during emotional stress
[HASA-TB-76872] p0384 N82-30885
Changes of blood plasma renin activity in August
and Bistar rats under emotional stress
[BASA-TB-76873] p0384 H82-30886
Renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system and
electrolyte metabolism in rat blood after flight
aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0397 H82-319I8
Bat blood plasma corticosterone after flight
aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0397 H82-31920
Hechanisms of change in plasma volume to acute and
chronic exercise in man
p0430 H82-33999
Acute albumin-induced plasma volume expansion and









HI LOiEE BOD! HEGAIIVE PBESSDBE
HI SYSTOLIC PRESSURE
A follov-ap on blood pressure in t«o groups of air
traffic controllers
pOOOS 482-123114
Cardiovascular reflexes during rest and exercise
modified by gravitational stresses
p0057 482-16932
Parameters of the interaction of bradykinin vith
cardiovascular system receptors
p0095 482-20332
Ihe possibility of using mathematical methods for
predicting the results of the surgical treatment
of patients with vasorenal hypertension
pOI09 A82-21709
Ihe effect of blood pressure in the pulmonary
artery on gas exchange in functionally
heterogeneous lungs
p0112 482-21738
Suomated circulatory responses of thermal and
baroreflexes in humans
p0120 &82-21933
Criterion for the evaluation of arterial pressure
response to bicycle ergometer exercise during
treatment for hypertension
p0152 482-23267
Exploration of cardiovascular function in subjects
exposed to plus Gz accelerations in a human
centrifuge by new noninvasive technigues
p0166 482-24839
Ihe effects of systemic arterial and venous
pressures on blood volume in the cerebral vessels
pOI96 A82-26755
Functional diagrams of flow and volume for the
dog's lung
p0230 182-29567
Attenuation of blood pressure increases in Dahl
salt-sensitive rats by exercise
p0286 482-36039
Effects of a weightlessness simulation on the
velocity curves measured by Doppler sonography
at the level of the carotid system
p0327 A82-40656
Ihe effects of +G2 acceleration stress on right
ventricular pressures in conscious miniature
svine.
p0328 A82-40676
& systems analysis of individual vascular
reactions in animals under experimentally
induced emotional stress
p0367 482-42610
Ihe state of hemodynamics under the effect of
laser radiation
p0368 482-112613
Ihe interrelationship between the pressor response
and energy metabolism during isometric muscle
contractions
p0373 A82-43636
Postexercise blood pressure as a predictor of
hypertension
p04!7 482-47342
Bight ventricular pressure response to +Gz
acceleration stress
p0418 A82-47384
Effects of curative treatment emphasizing
endurance training on the performance and blood




Hon-invasive pulmonary arterial pressure measurement
[PB81-2394 10] p0083 H82-15776
Jugular, right atrial pressure and cerebral
hemodynamics of healthy man submitted to
postural tests
p0131 H82-17825
Portable medical status and treatment system
[HASA-CB-167496] p0136 H82-17862
A model for essential hypertension: Metabolic
studies
p0137 H82-17867
Measurement of central venous pressure and
determination of hormones in blood serum during
weightlessness
p0173 H82-18259
Tenons pressure as an indicator of circulating
blood volume
p0272 H82-25777
Perception of effort during isometric contractions
as related to heart rate and blood pressure
responses
[AD-AI11033] p0296 H82-26974
Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on resistance of
resistive vessels in rats
(HASA-TB-76849] p0383 H82-30878
Catecholamines in the blood plasma of August and
listar rats during emotional stress
[HASA-TH-76872] p038<; H82-30885
Changes of blood plasma renin activity in August
and Kistar rats under emotional stress
[HASA-TM-76873] p0384 N82-30886




Fabrication of cardiovascular devices
[PB82-120148] p0218 N82-20869
Evaluation of left ventricular assist device pump








Biaxial finite deformations of arterial and venous
segments under * or - G/z/ acceleration stress
P0007 482-12036
A three-dimensional model for the arrangement of
the vascular and tubular components of the renal
osmoregulatory apparatus
POI13 A82-2I745
Ihe role of the lung in the metabolism of
vasoactive substances
pOISO 482-23171
Structural and functional organization of the
microcirculatory bed in skeletal muscle
p0201 A82-27749
A study of cerebral miirovessels by means of
automatic image analysis
p0202 A82-27766
Ihe information content of indicators of cerebral
vascular responses to adeguate influences
p0210 A82-28459
Functional-morphological characteristics of
microvessels of the rat liver under kypokinesia
p0242 482-31515
Ihe effect of leienkephalin and thyrosine on the
lymphatic and blood microvessels
p0344 482-41490
Features and variations of the local hematocrit
P0367 482-42601
Ihe coronary vessels and the contractile apparatus
of the myocardium in immune heart damage
/Histochemical and ultrastructural studies/
p0367 482-42605
Biomicroscopy of a microcirculatory bed in
experiments - Possibilities, limitations, and
prospects
p036S A82-4261I
Ihe responses of the coronary vessels in dogs to
hypothalamic stimulation in acute and chronic
experiments
p0373 482-43634
Conjugated changes of the resistance and blood
filling of cerebral vessels during shifts in the
blood gas composition
p0373 482-43635
Ihe resistance and capacity function of the
vessels of the small intestine and the
filtration and absorption relations during
short-term myocardial ischemia in cats
P0420 A82-48213
Dltrastructure of blood vessels and muscle fibers
of rat skeletal muscles after flights aboard
Cosmos-605 and Cosmos-782 biosatellites
P0063 H82-17835
Ihe interaction of Purkinje cells, capillaries and




Magnetic measurement of cardiac volume changes
A-57
BLOOD-BBUH BiBBIEB SDBJECT IHDEI
pOOVO 482-17569
Effect of blood volume on sweating rate and bod;
fluids in exercising humans
p0089 482-19495
The effects of horizontal bod; casting on blood
volume, drug responsiveness, and +Gz tolerance
in the rhesus monkey
pOIOS S82-21682
The effects of systemic arterial and venous
pressures on blood volume in the cerebral vessels
p0196 482-26755
Mechanism for the change in pulnonary blood volume
upon the stimulation of the vagosympathetic trunk
p0231 482-29698
Acute hypervolemia, cardiac perforDance, and
aerobic power during exercise
p02S6 482-32836
Changes in blood volume and response to
vaso-active drags in horizontally casted primates
p0327 A82-40657
Effects of lower body negative pressure on the
reliability of cardiovascular system using x-ray
kymograms
p0334 A82-40728
The dynamics of the development of postischeaial
cerebrovascular phenomena during the perfnsion
of the cerebral vessels with a stable volume of
blood
p0366 482-42173
Hicrocicculation during acute blood loss and hypoxia
p0370 482-42997
Hematological and immunological analyses
p0078 882-15722
Heasurement of central venous pressure and
determination of hormones in blood serum daring
weightlessness
p0173 N82-18259
Venous pressure as an indicator of circulating
blood volume
p0272 H82-25777
Reaction to diminished circulating blood volume in
individuals who are susceptible and
insusceptible to motion sickness (seasickness)
P0349 H82-28960
Mechanisms of change in plasma volume to acute and
chronic exercise in man
p0430 H82-33999
BLOOD-BB4IB BABBIBB
An experimental study of the human blood-cerebral
barrier using scanning electron microscopy
p0369 482-42638
BLOB GBEEH 4LSAE




Apparent instrument horizon deflection during and
immediately following rolling maneuvers
p0416 A82-47335
BHC
D BONE BINEB4L CONTEST
BOO
0 BIOCHEMICAL OXIGEN DEHAND
BOUT COMPOSITION (BIOLOGY)
The concentration of adenyl nucleotides and
creatioe phosphate in the cerebral hemispheres
daring different manifestations of stress
p0310 A82-38560
Dynamics of weight loss during prolonged spaceflight
p0328 482-40673
Plasticity of fast and slow muscle myofibrillar
proteins in model experiments simulating
weightlessness
p0332 A82-40709
Protein composition of mBHA containing 18S-40S
snbribosomal particles in solens muscle before
and after immobilization
p0335 482-40742
Besponse of rat body composition to sioaltaneoas
exercise and centrifugation at 3.14g
p0338 482-40766
Tritium oxide distribution and excretion kinetics
in the exposure of animals to noise
p0342 482-41463
Features and variations of the local hematocrit
p0367 482-42601
Heasurement of energy expenditure in humans by
doubly labeled water method
p0418 482-47389
The effects of varying exercise intensities and
durations on plasma high density
















BT EBITE BLOOD CELLS
Body fluid and heeatologic changes in the toad
exposed to 48 h of simulated high altitude
pOOOS 482-11151
Bhinopneumometric indicators daring repeated
antiorthostatic exposures
p0029 482-15719
Current views and future programs in
cardiovascular physiology in space
p0056 482-16931
Effects of vasopressin administration on diuresis
of water immersion in normal humans
P0088 482-19491
Orthostatic fluid-electrolyte and endocrine
responses in fainters and oonfainters
p0088 A82-19492
Effect of blood volume on sweating rate and body
fluids in exercising humans
p0089 482-19495
Evidence for the involvement of central alpha2
mechanisms in intrathoracic volume
expansion-induced diuresis - 4 study with
clonidine and propranolol
p0210 482-28481
Body fluid and hematologic adjustments during
resting cold acclimation in rhesus monkey
p0230 482-29565
Brain extracellular fluid pB and blood flow during
isocapnic and hypocapnic hypoxia
p0290 482-37930
Computer simulations of postural change, water
immersion and bedrest - An integrative approach
for understanding the spaceflight response
p0327 482-40659
Effect of sustained Gz acceleration on long fluid
balance - An ultrastructnral study
p0337 482-40761
Dehydration-induced drinking in humans
P040B 482-46329
The measurements of fluid shifts and of the tissue
compliance along body axis in man
[BHFI-FB-B-80-011] p0039 N82-13654
Analysis of volatile metabolites in biological
fluids as indicators of prodromal disease
condition
[N4S4-CB-167513] p0175 N82- 18859
Analysis of evaporative water loss in the Skylab
astronauts
[NASA-CB-167462] p0178 N82-19814
Current views and future programs in
cardiovascular physiology in space
plethysmography
p0179 N82-19818
An evaluation of localized sweating rates for
predicting total body sweating rates
[AD-4111902] p0300 N82-27968
Effects of low-intensity electromagnetic fields on
human and animal erythrocytes
p035l N82-28974
BODY KIHEiATICS
4rticulated hands - Force control and kinematic
issues
p0018 482-13110
The phase structure in the process by which a
system of motions is formed in gymnasts
P0158 482-24482
Influence of a visual display and fregnency of




SUBJECT IBOEI BOOT TBHPBBATUBE
Determination of efficient nethods of lift by
comparing trained and untrained sale and female
lifters
[AD-A100349] p0038 N82-13650
Simulation of some of nan's movements in different
gravity fields
p0124 H82-I6712
Positions, movements and equilibrium of rats after
flights aboard biosatellites
pOI24 1182-167 13
Aerodynamic forces experienced daring ejection
[AFABBL-TB-80-16] p0246 U82-22878
Ihe inverse dynamics of three-dimensional hominoid
motion
[CSIR-SffISK-24] p0247 N82-22887






Morphological features of the individual structure
of the human brain
p0369 A82-42637
Anthropometric sizing systems for Army women's
field clothing
[AD-A102104] p0048 N82-13721
Female and male size, strength and performance: A
review of current literature
[AD-A109270] p0218 S82-20868
Measurement of the headband force of circumanral
hearing protectors
[BAE-TH-FS-378] p0225 H82-21901
Anthcopometric profile of the British car occupant
(HIRA-1979/2] p0225 1182-21904




Ihe effect of athletic training on the mass
distribution of athletes' bodies
p0154 A82-23280
Sravitational scale effects moving organism
performance as function of gravity and size
p0326 A82-40650
Gravity, metabolic rate and body size of mammals
p0328 A82-40678
Anthropometric sizing systems for Army women's
field clothing
[AD-A102104] p0048 H82-13724
Anthropometric profile of the British car occupant
[HIBA-1979/2] p0225 H82-2190<(
BODY SBAY TEST
A physical model of human postural dynamics
p0069 A82-17478
The role of the plantar mechanoreceptor in
equilibrium control
p0070 A82-17483
Postural control related to the different tilting
body positions
p033<l A82-40732
The regulation of equilibrium in humans on a small
supporting surface
p0420 A82-48210
Dse of a television multipoint x-y tracker for
determining the transmission of vibrations on




detabolism and thermoregulation during stages of
sleep in humans exposed to heat and cold
p0006 482-11157
Arm and leg intravascular temperatures of nen
during sub maximal exercise
pOOIS A82-13227
The theory of radiometric contact measurements of
the internal temperature of bodies for human
body
p0020 482-13636
Harmful effects of temperature under conditions of
elevated pressure in a helium-oxygen environment
p0027 A82-I5706
Evaluation of natural convection under hyperbaric
conditions
p0029 A82-15720
Enhanced heat production in physically restrained
rats in hypoxia
p0089 A82-19496
Body temperature changes during the practice of g
rum-mo yoga
p0106 482-21213
The effect of synaptically active drugs on the
hyperthermic effect of prostaglandin E2 in rats
p0112 A82-21741
Effects of temperature on the duration of arousal
episodes during hibernation
p0120 A82-21934
Application of a predictive core temperature model
to heat stress experimentation
p0143 A82-22941
Core temperature, heart rate and sweatsuits
p0143 A82-22942
The regulation of body temperature during physical
work
p0166 A82-24836
The physiology and hygiene of the individual
protection of man from the cold Bussian book
p0194 A82-26522
Adjustments in metabolic heat production by
sgnirrel monkeys exposed to microwaves
p0230 A82-29569
Effects of decimetcic waves on the temperature of
the brain and adjoining tissues /Experimental
study/
p0239 A82-31510
Head-temperature effects on physiology, comfort,
and performance during hyperthermia
p0283 A82-35901
Circadian changes in resting heart rate and body
temperature, maximal oxygen consumption and
perceived exertion
p0308 A82-38268
Thermoregulation and the menstrual cycle
p0321 A82-40441
Alterations in heat loss and heat production
mechanisms in rat exposed to hypergravic fields
p0333 482-40718
Core temperature and brainstem auditory evoked
potentials as complimentary noninvasive measures
of central neural function during exposure to
hypergravic fields
p0338 A82-40772
Temperature and behavioral responses of sguirrel
monkeys to 26z acceleration
p033B A82-40774
The role of the extrapolation and dynamic
stereotype in the mechanism of the formation and
improvement of adequate motor coordination
p0374 A82-43S51
Head cooling and heat
p0376 A82-U4292
Sleep schedules anl peak times of oral temperature
and alertness in morning and evening 'types'
p0403 A82-45575
The effect of head cooling on deep body
temperature and thermal comfort in man
p0417 A82-47341
Cutaneous vascular response to exercise and acute
hypoxia
p0418 A82-47385
The role of skin temperature in the control of
sweating in man
p0009 H82-10708
The effects of cold- and exercise-induced
alterations in skin and core temperature on
substrate mobilization and utilization
pOOII H82-10719
The relationship of body temperature to
environmental temperature
p0080 882-15752
Comfortable temperature and tolerable temperature
p0081 N82-15753
The physiological effect of heat and its prevention
pOOSI H82-15754
The effect of cold and the cold prevention
pOOSI H82-15755
Bays and means of maintaining heat balance in
pilots and cosmonauts
pOI23 N82-16706
A statistical model of the controller functions of
the human temperature regulating system
p0248 H82-23972
Safe wearing times for impermeable chemical
protective clothing
[IZF-1980-11] p0250 H82-23986
Effects of acute plasma volume expansion on
altering exercise heat performance
A-59
BODY TEBPBBATOBE BEGOLATIOH SUBJECT IHDEZ
[AD-A110558] p0296 B82-26975
Effects on heat tolerance of physical training in
water and on land
[AD-A110556] p0296 H82-26976
Scute albumin-induced plasaa volnme expansion and






Ihe importance of volumetric and anthropmetric
techniques in the measurement of lean body mass
p0007 482-12313
Short term gravity effects on volume homeostasis
in man Assessment of transvascnlar fluid shifts
after graded tilt
p0337 &82-U0760
Output and efficiency of the heart in young
athletes as a function of the type of athletic
training
p0344 A82-41497




The importance of volumetric and anthropmetric
techniques in the measurement of lean body mass
p0007 A82-12313
BOH important are changes in body weight for mass
perception
p0058 482-169114
The role of the plantar mechanoreceptor in
equilibrium control
p0070 A82-17483
Expenditure of energy and the state of the
nenromuscular system in athletes who use
low-calorie diets to control their weight
pOI87 182-25688
The participation of estradiol and progesterone in
animal body mass regulation mechanisms
p0189 482-25801
Physiological, biochemical, and performance
responses to a 24-hour crash diet
pOI92 482-26229
Dynamics of changes in animal body mass and
skeletal musculature under conditions of
hypokinesia
p0241 A82-3I533
Sravity, and metabolic scale effects in mammals
p0286 482-36319
Dynamics of weight loss during prolonged spaceflight
p0328 A82-40673
Besponse of rat body composition to simultaneous
exercise and centrifnqation at 3.14g
p0338 A82-40766
Quantitation of tissue loss during prolonged space
flight
[HASA-CB-167460] p0033 H82-12752
Stimulation of body weight increase and epiphyseal












Bone effects of space flight - Analysis by quantum
concept of bone remodelling
p0059 A82-16947
Effect of space flight on bone strength
p0329 A82-40680
Evidence for arrested bone formation during
spaceflight
p0338 A82-40767
fleasurement of the bone mineral density of




A discrete model of the circadian kinetics of
human bone marrow
p0027 A82-15704
The influence of same triterpenic glycosides on
C-14-alauine inclusion into the bone-marrow
cells of rats
p0092 A82-20306
Characteristics of the relations of the primary
responses of the pentose phosphate pathway to
glycolysis in the bone marrow of irradiated rats
pOIII A82-21725
Effects of dioxalim and oxamide on snccinate and
lactate dehydrogenase activities in rat liver,
kidney and brain tissues and on the chromosomal
apparatus of bone marrow cells
p0115 A82-21778
The effects of immobilization of mice of various
radiation sensitivities and the shielding of
portions of their bone marrow on survival rate
and the formation of splenic colonies following
irradiation
pOI52 A82-23265
Lipid levels in the bone marrow meqakaryocytes and
thrombocytes of healthy people
p0164 A82-24555
Investigation of the effects of space flight
factors on rat bone marrow cell chromosomes
pOI70 A82-25321
The indication of radiation resistance modified by
radio-protective agents. Ill - Analysis of the
relationship between hypoxic and
radio-protective effects in the rat bone marrow
for hypoxias of different origin
pOI86 A82-25682
The dynamics of rat bone marrow CFOc content
during prolonged fractionated irradiation
p0206 482-27811
The role of lymphocytes in the regeneration of
hematopoiesis under condition of local irradiation
P0241 A82-31535
Effects of traumatic shock on cytogenetic
processes in the epithelial cells of the cornea
and tongue and the bone marrow cells of albino
rats
P0262 A82-34676
Begalation of the functional activity of stem
cells which are the precursors of
grannlomonopoiesis by polypeptide thymic and
bone marrow factors
p0262 A82-34684
The effect of repeated snblethal overheating on
cytogenetic processes in the epithelium of the
cornea and in bone marrow cells in white rats
P0262 A82-34685
Bone-marrow haemopoiesis in dogs exposed to
various repeated total-body nonuniform
irradiations
p0278 A82-35656
Comparative evaluation of the efficiency of
radio-protectors on the basis of criteria of the
protection of bone marrow and the
gastrointestinal tract
p0278 A82-35658
The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondria! DBA and
BHA, and the synthesis of heme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow during the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
p0307 A82-38169
Separation of bone marrow cells in mice by
free-flow electrophoresis
p0308 A82-38536
The effect of long-wave ultraviolet radiation on
cyclophosphamide-induced levels of chromosome
aberrations in the bone marrow cells of mice
p0310 482-38556
The circadian rhythm of the sensitivity of the
chromosome apparatus of mice to the mntaqenic
effect of measles
p0323 A82-40462
The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondria! DBA and
BBA, and the synthesis of heme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow during the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
p0325 482-40501
Chromosome aberrations in myelocaryocytes caused
by the chronic action of tritium oxide at
various dose rates
p041l A82-46856
The determination of the number of stem cells by
the number of colonies of nndifferentiated cells




Heasurement of gonadal and bone-marrow doses froa
dental radiography
[ABL/TB-0221 p003<t H82-12761
Genetic and mean bone-marrow doses from medical
use of unsealed radioisotopes
[ABL/TB-023] p0034 N82-12763
Absorbed dose to active red bone marrow from
diagnostic and therapeutic uses of radiation
[ABL-TB-021 ] p0038 N82-13651
Bole of immobilization of irradiated rats in the
protective effect of bone marrow shielding
[NAS&-TH-76828] p0220 N82-2I866
Postradiation recovery of human bone marrow and
morphological dynamics of undifferentiated cell
pool
p0265 N82-24811
Cytogenetic effects of high-energy charged particles
P0396 N82-31911
BOSS BIHEBAL COBTEBT
The role of C02 in the mechanism of the reparative
regeneration of bone tissue /a radioisotopic
study/
p0117 A82-21800
Bone growth and composition in weanling and nature
rats exposed to chronic centrifugation
p0328 A82-40669









Digital image processing of bone - Problems and
potentials
p0026 A82-15697
The effects of hypokinesia in primates and bone
strength
p0059 A82-16916
Fabrication and wear test of a continuous
fiber/particulate composite total surface hip
replacement
[ASLE PREPRINT 81-LC-2D-1 ] p007 1 A82- 18402
A specific radioiomunoassay for osteocalcin with
advantageous species crossreactivity
p0286 A82-36307
The effect of potassium orotate on the metabolism
of certain vitamins in patients with fractures
of the long tubular bones
p0310 A82-38563
Changes in mineralized tissues in the case of
calcitonin and somatotropic hormone injections
under hypokinesia
p0325 A82-U0503
Altered bone turnover during spaceflight
p0328 A82-U0679
Bone resorption and calcium absorption in rats
during spaceflight
p0331 A82-1070H
Bone growth in the rat mandible during space flight
p0331 482-40705
Adaptation of the rat skeleton to weightlessness
and its physiological mechanisms * Besults of
animal experiments aboard the Cosmos-1129
biosatellite
p0336 A82-40753
Suppression of osteoblast differentiation during
weightlessness
p0337 A82-40756
Application of laser therapy to patients with
osteoarthrosis deformans
p0343 A82-Q1475
Intercomparison of techniques for the non-invasive
measurement of bone mass
[DE81-02992I] p0013 H82-11773
Thresholds of hearing by air conduction and by
bone conduction under different masking conditions
[NPL-AC-IOO] p0034 H82-12768
An investigation of the status of bone conduction
audiometer calibration in the Bational Health
Service
[NPL-AC-101] p0034 H82-12769
Significance of bone density to spinal trauma
related to pilot ejection
P02I5 N82-20849
F/FB-111 ejection experience (1967-1980). Part 1:
Evaluation and recommendations
[AD-A110199] p0222 N82-21879
Preliminary study of the effects of prolonged
acceleration on spinal dynasties of baboons. 1:
Acceleration. 2: Biomechanical analysis
[AD-A10I766] p0245 H82-2287I
Hineral phase and protein matrix of rat osseous
tissue following flight aboard the Cosmos-1129
biosatellite
p0271 H82-25769
Long bone and joint response to mechanical loading
[AD-A111551] p0300 H82-27969
Stereological analysis of rat bone tissue after





Effects of a high-frequency electromagnetic field




The dependence of the productivity of repetitions
activity and tolerance to monotonous labor on
the individual characteristics of the human
operator
pOI65 A82-24833
Development of the hypothesis of the system
quantization of behavior with reference to human







Genetic engineering possibilities for CELSS: A







Autonomic mechanisms of training bradycardia -
Beta-adrenergic receptors in humans
p0019 A82-13233
Modulation of human sinus node function by
systemic hypoxia
pOI97 482-26812
Sex differences in cardiac responses to successive
apnea periods
p0252 A82-320II
Sympathetic and parasynpathetic cardiac control in
athletes and nonathletes at rest
p0286 482-3601(1
The effect of repeated episodes of emotional
stress on heart activity and the content of
monoamines in the heart
p0307 A82-38163
Alterations in heart work rhythm during
hyperactivation Df the anterior amygdaline nucleus
p0309 A82-38545
Functional means for the regulation of heart
rhythm during burst stimulation of the vagus
nerves
p0373 A82-43632
The participation of the hypothalamus in the
regulation of parasympathetic cardiac reflexes
in nnanesthetized cats
p0373 A82-U3633
Influence of the diving response and submersion on








The effect of adrenergic substances on cardiac
activity and brain electrical activity in the
rabbit under hypoxia
p0007 A82-12299
The influence of scopolamine on the formation and
fixation of temporary connections in rats with
altered brain serotonin levels
p0026 A82-15701
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Effects of the diet on brain function
p0058 £82-16942
The health; and the diseased human brain
Bussian book
p0087 182-18872
Brain monoamine oxidase activity daring cold
adaptation and under the combined effects of
cold and hyperbaric oxygenation
p0090 482-19706
Electroencephalographic correlates of the
differentiation between verbal stimali daring
natural night sleep in humans
p0093 182-20315
The ase of linear models for EEG analysis
p0094 182-20326
Electroencephalographic correlates of the
hemispheric functional asymmetry in the human
brain
p0106 482-21451*
The structural and functional organization of the
ventrolateral nucleus of the thalamos
pOI07 182-21155
Change in the nature of the psychotropic effect on
the emotional reactivity and behavior in stress
situations depending on the state of the
catecholaminergic systems of the brain
p0112 182-21739
The circadian rhythm of activity of adrenergic
nerve fibers in the dura mater of rats
pOH2 182-217*3
Effects of diozalio and ozamide on succinate and
lactate dehydrogenase activities in rat liver,
kidney and brain tissues and on the chromosomal
apparatus of bone marrow cells
p0115 182-21778
The effects of emotional activation on the spatial
synchronization of human brain biopotentials
pOM6 182-21785
The dynamics and physiological importance of the
activation of the gamma-amino-butyric acid
system in the brain and cardiac muscle under
pain and emotional stress
p0117 182-21808
Temperature dependence of alanine and aspartate
aminotransferase activities in rat brain during
hypothermia of various durations and adrenalectomy
pOI18 182-21812
Speculations on the evolution of intelligence in
multicellular organisms
p0149 182-22993
Changes in the activity of monoaminergic systems
of the brain under conditions of adaptation to
high altitude
p0149 182-23144
The effects of cold on catecholamine fluorescence
in several structures of the rat brain
pOISO 182-23172
The response of the microstrncture of the cerebral
subcommisural organ to a change in light cycle
pOISO 182-23173
Changes of the catecholaffline level in
epinephrine-synthesizing oblongatal structures
of rats, reacting differently to prolonged
single immbolization
p0155 182-23296
The statistical structure of EEC rhythm
interaction and individual features of brain
autoregulation mechanisms
p0157 182-23643
Onset and offset of brain events as indices of
mental chronometry
pOI65 182-24800
Characteristics of cerebral somato-sensory evoked
potentials under various conditions for the
formation of simple motor reactions
p0165 182-24830
Systems analysis of the EEG during signal
discrimination tasks alpha and beta rhythms
pOI65 182-24831
The effects of a flashing light on the spectral
composition of brain biopotentials and the
biomechanical effectiveness of balancing
p0166 182-24837
Dynamics of brain cell oxygen tension and
electrical activity in the norm and in hypoxia
pOI86 182-25678
1 psychophysiological analysis of the memory
changes undergone by humans in adapting to new
climatic and geographic conditions
p0187 182-25694
Investigation of the mechanism of auditory
adaptation by the simultaneous recording of
auditory evoked potentials of the brain and
neurotropic potentials of the cochlea
p0189 182-25714
Nutrients that modify brain function
P0189 182-25722
Changes in the level of catecholamines in the
noradrenaline-synthesizing structures of the rat
brain following immobilization
P0202 182-27764
The interaction of tnbnlin with G-actin
p0228 182-29444
The state of vegetative functions with
hypertension under the action of decimetric
naves on the region of the brain /Experimental
study/
p0239 182-31508
Effects of decimetric waves on the temperature of
the brain and adjoining tissues /Experimental
study/
p0239 182-31510
Brain mechanisms of visual attention
p0253 182-32075
Dynamics of changes in the prostaglandin content
of the brain tissue under cervical sympathectomy
and circulatory hypoxia
p0262 182-34677
Oltracvtochemical changes in the brain and liver
under the influence of low-intensity nonionizing
nicrowave radiation
p0262 182-34687
Kainic acid as a tool in brain research
p0278 182-35662
Characteristics of brain electric activity in
different otonenrologic syndromes with
vestibnlar asymmetry
p0280 482-35693
Omega potential: Quantitative index of states of
brain and organism structures. I - The
physiological significance of the omega
potential when it is recorded from deep
structures and from the scalp
p0282 182-35834
In electron-microscopic study of the brain of the
fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, exposed to
high-LET krypton /Kr-84/ particle radiation
p0287 182-36320
Studies on the interaction of pemoline and
centrophenoxine with some flight factors
p0287 182-36688
The effect of positive and negative ions of air on
the content of catecholamines in the brain and
adrenal glands
p0287 182-36690
Brain hypoxia and control of breathing - Bole of
the vagi
p0290 182-37928
Brain extracellular fluid pH and blood flow during
isocapnic and hypocapnic hypoxia
p0290 182-37930
The protective role of the forebrain with respect
to pathological cardiac reflexes
p0309 182-38543
llterations in heart work rhythm during
hyperactivation of the anterior amygdaline nucleus
p0309 182-38545
The thermal pulsation method in the study of
several physiological mechanisms of the brain stem
p03IO 182-38559
The content of clHP and cGHP in brain tissues
during adaptation to ischemia
p0320 182-40310
1 factor of resistance to emotional stress in the
brain of rats
p0322 182-40452
The anti-stress role of the gamoa-aminobntyric
acid system of the brain
p0323 182-40468
Higher integrative systems of the brain
Bussian book
p0326 182-40642
Heurochemical mechanisms of learning and lemory
Russian book
p0326 182-40646
Effect of prolonged weightlessness on certain
aspects of brain metabolism of the rat
p0331 182-40699
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Chronic acceleration and brain density
P0338 482-40769
The incorporation of P-32 into various sections of
the brain upon exposure to intermittent noise of
low intensity
p0342 482-11167
Biochemical aspects of the mechanism by which
cholinolyptics affect the brain
p0342 482-41468
Features of information processing in the right
and left hemispheres of the human brain /A
survey of the literature/
p0369 482-42632
Functional conditions of the brain and cerebral
pathology
p0369 482-42634
Horphological features of the individual structure
of the human brain
p0369 482-42637
Catecholamines and their enzymes in discrete brain
areas of rats after space flight on
biosatellites Cosmos
[IAF P&PER 82-180] p0377 482-44688
Happing the primate visual system with /2 - C-
14/deoxyglucose
p0403 482-45626
The induction of tumors in the brain of rabbits by
chronic local irradiation from implanted
radioactive sources
pOdll 482-46859
Bioelectrochemical activity of the brain
Russian book
p0421 482-48249
Condition of meningeal nervous system during
repeated exposure to transverse accelerations
p0127 H82-16730
& comparison of the antimuscarinic properties of
aprophen with those of some other
anticholinergic drugs
[H8L-B-794] p0221 H82-2I877
Nitrogen compound levels in tissues of rat
cerebral hemispheres and cerebellum after flight
aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0350 N82-28967
Effect of immobilization stress on diacyl- and
plasmalogen-derivatives of phospholipids in
vacioas rat organs and tissues
[N4S4-TB-76852] p0385 H82-30891
Chromatin of rat brain neurons and nucleic acids
of muscles as related to localization of
decimeter waves during exercise
p0387 B82-30908
BRAIN CIHCOL4TIOH
Potential for the use of biorhytha structures tor
the prognosis of the course of a disease
p0028 682-15715
The functional state of some snbcortical cerebral
structures during adaptation and deadaptation to
physical loading
p0055 A82-16823
Models of a functional lapse in one hemisphere and
of the neuropharmocological effects on the deep
structures of the brain
p0094 482-20325
Bespiration of brain synaptosomes under conditions
of depolarization in rats deprived of paradoxal
sleep
p0095 &82-20336
Changes in the main characteristics of the central
hemodynamics of healthy individuals and
hypertension patients during physical exercise
pOllO A82-21711
The effect of low temperature on the activity and
substrate specificity of monoamine oxidases in
rat brain mitochondria
P0112 482-21735
4 histochemical investigation of the microvascular
effectors regulating the supply of blood to the
cerebral cortex
p0112 482-21744
Echoencephalographic indices in patients with
hypertensive disease under the effect of
functional loads
p0113 482-21753
Phasic energy analysis of rheoencephalograms in
the detection of the decompensation of cerebral
heaodynaeics
p0113 482-21754
Certain features of cerebral hemodynamics in doing
mental work at different air temperatures
p0114 482-21759
Effects of pyrroxane and methylapogalantanine on
cerebral blood circulation and oxygen regime
p0115 482-21776
Additional criteria of cerebral hemodynamic
disorders limiting physical loads in patients
with hypertension
p0159 482-24495
Changes in peripheral henodynamics during
transient disturbances in cerebral circulation
P0159 482-24497
Some characteristics of cardiovascular system
activity and adaptive antihypoxic mechanisms in
keyboard computer operators during the course of
a work shift
p0188 482-25705
Seasonal vascular tension variations in patients
with cerebral circulatory disorders under the
conditions of an arid zone
p0189 482-25715
Systemic brain activity /Experimental investigation/
Russian book
p0194 482-26547
Oxygen, carbon dioxide and the calcium control of
relaxation mechanisms in cerebral artery smooth
muscles
p0196 482-26754
The effects of systemic arterial and venous
pressures on blood volume in the cerebral vessels
p0196 A82-26755
Cerebral hemodynamics in healthy individuals and
the recognition of subclinical signs of
insufficient blood supply to the brain
p0201 A82-27751
Stenoses of the carotid artery and disorders of
the cerebral circulation /clinical and
angiographic comparisons/
p0201 482-27752
Bilateral disturbances of the perception function
of the brain in patients with unilateral
disorders due to acute disturbances of the
cerebral circulation
p020l A82-27753
Rheoencephalographic signs of inadeguate cerebral
blood supply in incipient cerebrovascular
insufficiency
p0201 482-27755
The use of ultrasonic Doppler techniques in the
diagnosis of arterial occlusions in the basis
cerebri - A Doppler angiography study
p0201 482-27756
4 study of cerebral microvessels by means of
automatic image analysis
p0202 482-27766
dechanisms for the adaptive and trophic effects of
the sympathetic nervous system on cerebral
vessels and tissue
p02IO 482-28458
The information content of indicators of cerebral
vascular responses to adequate influences
p0210 482-28459
Decimetric waves in the combined therapy of
patients with cerebral circulatory insufficiency
p0239 482-31507
Changes of cardiac activity and regional cerebral
circulation under gravitational effects
simulated by antiorthostasis
p0239 482-31513
Dynamics of changes in the prostaglandin content
of the brain tissue under cervical sympathectomy
and circulatory hypoxia
p0262 482-34677
flicrocirculation and oxygen tension in the rat
brain cortex during hemorrhagic shock
P0262 482-34683
The influence of the speed of blood flow in the
carotid artery on the henatocrit of the blood
being delivered to the brain
p0309 482-38550
Diagnosis and organization of the therapy of
patients with disorders of blood circulation in
the brain
p0310 482-38554
Prostoglandins and regulation of cerebral
circulation under conditions of the altered
gaseous composition of the blood
p0310 482-38561
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State of adaptation in patients with hypertension
p0324 682-40476
Effects of a weightlessness simulation on the
velocity carves neasared by Doppler sonography
at the level of the carotid system
p0327 482-40656
The effect of hypozic and hypobaric exercises on
the blood-brain barrier in rats
p0332 A82-407I3
Effects of prolonged bedrest in antiorthostatic
position on rCBF measured by 133Xe inhalation
technigne - Effects of clonidine regional
Cerebral Blood Flow
p0335 A82-40743
Involuntary and voluntary mechanisms for
preventing cerebral ischemia due to positive
/Gz/ acceleration
p0336 A82-40747
Cardiac and cerebral vascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses in man
p0337 A82-40765
The dynamics of the development of postischemial
cerebrovascnlar phenomena during the perfnsion
of the cerebral vessels with a stable volume of
blood
p0366 482-42173
Studies directed toward improving hygienic
standards pertaining to total-body vibration
resulting from heavy moving eguipment
p0368 182-42619
A morphological investigation of the regulatory
mechanisms of the intracerebral blood circulation
p0369 A82-42627
An experimental study of the human blood-cerebral
barrier using scanning electron microscopy
p0369 482-42638
Conjugated changes of the resistance and blood
filling of cerebral vessels during shifts in the
blood gas composition
p0373 A82-43635
The compensatory reactions following focal
vascular lesions of the cerebral hemisphere as
evaluated by electroencephalography
pO<K>9 A82-46705
The effect of acute brain hypoxia on the
permeability of the blood-opthalmic barrier
p0414 482-46896
Cerebrovascnlar responses to C02 after inhibition
of sympathetic activity
p0418 A82-47380
The changes in the mechanical properties of the
brain during the development of edema induced by
repeated venous congestions
p0420 482-48216
Regulation of cerebral circulation in erect position
P0348 H82-28957
Regional hemodynanic changes after spaceflights
lasting up to eight days
p0394 H82-31895
BBAIH DAHA6B
Potential for the use of biorhythm structures for
the prognosis of the course of a disease
p0028 482-15715
The differential diagnosis of an asymmetrical
trend in vestibnlar responses in peripheral and
central hemispheric lesions
pOOS4 482-16813
Input-output activity of the primate flocculus
during visual-vestibular interaction
p0068 A82-17466
Effect of frontal-eye-field lesion on eye-head
coordination in sguirrel monkeys
p0069 A82-17475
The role of biofeedback in the adaptive regulation
of pathological bioelectric brain activity
p0094 A82-20328
Trial on the use of stabilography in the medical
supervision of boxers
pOIIS 482-21817
Changes in the posture of healthy rats after the
intracranial introduction of brain extracts from
animals with experimental vestibnlopathy
p0151 A82-23257
Stereotactic biopsy of brain tumors based on
COBpaterized tomography
p0165 482-24561
Impairment of orthostatic posture regulation in
boxers following closed craniocerebral injury
p0188 A82-25710
Bilateral disturbances of the perception function
of the brain in patients with unilateral
disorders due to acute disturbances of the
cerebral circulation
p0201 A82-27753
Destructive and reparative processes in the
hippocampus upon prolonged exposure to
nonionizing microwave radiation
p0241 A82-31536
Intrahemispherical relations of EEG slow-wave
components in patients with local brain lesions
p0324 A82-40472
Some of biochemical parameters in rat brain during
tsz acceleration
p0333 A82-40717
Dynamics of the brain electric activity in
patients with cerebral insults under the effect
of muscle stimulation with sinusoidal modulated
currents
p0343 A82-4I477
Stereological analysis of interneuronal contacts
in the cerebral cortex of rats during the
posthypoxic period
p0368 482-42622
Changes of the functional condition of the
neocortex daring direct application of optical
radiation
p0374 A82-43655
The compensatory reactions following focal
vascular lesions of the cerebral hemisphere as
evaluated by electroencephalography
P0409 482-46705




Cat medial pontine neurons in vestibalar nystagmus
P0065 A82-17443
Core temperature and brainstem auditory evoked
potentials as complimentary noninvasive measures
of central neural function during exposure to
hypergravic fields
p0338 482-40772
Brain-sten auditory evoked potentials in persons
with normal hearing
p037l A82-43234
Forward masking of auditory nerve (N sub 1) and
brainstem responses (Have V) in humans
p0136 H82-17860
Human auditory brainstem electric responses to
binaural and monaural stimuli
pOI36 H82-I786I
BRAZIL
Studies on the flight medical aspects of the
German Lufthansa non-stop route from Frankfurt
to Bio de Janeiro, part 1
[HASA-TH-76659] p0217 H82-20863
BBEATHIBG
Phase V of the single-breath washout test
p0119 A82-21928
Pulionary gas exchange during altered density gas
breathing
pOI20 A82-21935
Respiratory regulation Russian Book
p0139 A82-22400
Physiological criteria and methods for increasing
the effectiveness of correction of hypoxic states
p0205 A82-27797
Influence of the diving response and submersion on




Steady and unsteady pressure-flow relations in
bronchial tree models
p0023 A82-14804
D.S. Havy molecular sieve on-board oxygen
generation system - An update
p0024 482-14973
Equipment for artificial pulmonary ventilation and
inhalation anesthesia
pOI9l 482-25822
A respirator for training in conditions of
changeable respiratory mixture
p0324 A82-40485
The effect of morphological adaptation of personal





Recommended guidelines foe oxygen self-rescuers.
Volume Is Underground coal mining
[PBS 1-225872] p0015 H82-11782
Recommended guidelines for oxygen self-rescuers.
Volune 2: appendices
[PB8I-225880] pOOIS H82-11783
Carbon dioxide absorption characteristics of high
performance sodasorb at 1 atmosphere
[AD-A107488] p0298 H82-26989
Low temperature tests of rescue breathing apparatus
[PB82-172727] p0444 N82-34086
BBEEDIHG (BEPBODOCTIOI)
. The generation function as a biologically
significant parameter for the hygienic
normalization of a lo»-frequency electric field
p0412 &82-16872








Color fusion under conditions of egnal brightness
p0237 A82-3II64
BHOBCHI
Steady and unsteady pressure-flov relations in
bronchial tree models
p0023 A82-14804
An asymmetrical model of the airways of the dog long
p0119 A82-21926
Besnlts of the treatment of patients with chronic
bronchitis at health resorts in contrasting
climatic zones during different seasons
pOI92 A82-25825
Effects of physical factors in the environments on
the diurnal and seasonal periodicity of
bronchial asthma attacks
P0205 A82-27795
The anatomy and topography of the human
bronchopulmonary lymph nodes
p0368 A82-42624
The morphological characteristics of the terminal
respiratory bronchioles and the arteries




Factors determining temporal pattern of isobaric
supersaturation in tissue blood gas
transport models of bubble production
p0006 A82-1I153
Central venous bubbles and mixed venous nitrogen
in goats following decompression
p0019 A82-13234
Evaluation of safety of decompression from the
critical volume of gas bubbles formed in the
organism
pOIIO 482-21717
Homogeneous nncleation of gas bubbles in vivo
pOitlS A82-47387
BOOYAHCY
The assembly of large structures in space - An
evaluation of hardware configurations and
assembly techniques through neutral buoyancy
simulation
pOI41 A82-22918
Anthropometric program analysis of reach and body
movement
p0248 B82-23124




Five OTEC biofouling and corrosion experiments at
Keahole Point, 1976 to 1980
[DE82-008086] p0429 H82-33987
BJBBS (IBJOBIBS)
Structural changes of the thynus of irradiated
animals that were also subjected to heat trauma
p0278 A82-35651
Ultrasonic determination of thermodynamic
threshold parameters for irreversible cutaneous
burns
p0339 A82-11I22
& heat transfer analysis of scald injury
[PB81-238503] p0083 H82-15777
Disturbances in the carbohydrate metabolism in
shock. 3: Experimental hemorrhagic shock and
some shock models. Review of the literature
[HB1-1980-IO] p02«9 H82-23975
OSSB Beport. Life sciences: Biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 14
CJPHS-79973] p0265 H82-24806




Activation of the metabolism of the
gamma-aminobntyric acid system in the cerebral
hemispheres under various types of stress
pOU3 A82-21746
The dynamics and physiological importance of the
activation of the gamna-amino-butyric acid
system in the brain and cardiac muscle under
pain and emotional stress
p0117 A82-21808
BYPASSES
Pulmonary shunting and its regulation
p0111 A82-21728
C-135 AIRCRAFT




NT SPACECRAFT CABIN ATMOSPHERES
The wearing of hydrophilic contact lenses aboard a
commercial jet aircraft. I - Humidity effects on
fit
p0193 A82-26234





A review of aircraft cabin conditioning for
operations in Australia
[ AD-A109044] p02!9 H82-20880
Cabin ozone and tropopause definition
p0220 S82-21151
CAD (DESISH)
0 COMPUTER AIDED DESI3H
CADBIOB
NT CADMIUM ISOTOPES
Mechanisms of cadmium absorption in rats
CPB82-108184] p0123 S82-16703




Cadmium analysis in vivo neutron activation
analysis, tissues




The effect of drugs altering the exchange of cAMP
on the bioelectrogenesis of skeletal muscles
p0374 A82-43653
CAI
U COHPUTEB ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
CALCIFEROL
Spectral character of sunlight modulates
photosynthesis of previtamin 03 and its
photoisouers in human skin
p0255 A82-32692
CALCIFICATIOH





The role of uethylation and Ca/2+/ in the
photoaxis of Halobacterium halobium
p0243 A82-31598
The Na/+/-induced release of Ca/2+/ from the
sarcoplasmic reticulum during the excitation of
phasic muscle fibers
p0243 A82-31599
Proof of the existence of Ca/2+/-induced
structural changes in stems of myosin-containing
filaments of vertebrate skeletal muscles
p03!2 A82-38599
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CALCIUB ISOTOPES SUBJECT IHDEX
Some mechanisms of calcium transport by the
cardiac sarcolemma
pOI29 N82-I7810
Effects of experimental stationary magnetic field
on metabolism of some ions in blood and myocardium
p0267 H82-24822
CALCIUH ISOTOPES
Dtoconial complexes as ion reservoirs in endolymph
p0328 A82-40674
CALCIDB BBTABOLISB
The temperature dependence of the kinetics of
isometric myocardium relaxation
p0090 A82-19748
Effect of calcium on the temporal characteristics
of muscle contraction
p0109 £82-21708
Bechanisms for the regulation of the intracellular
calcium distribution
p0115 »82-2177it
In vitro Ca-45/t*/ uptake and exchange by
otoconial complexes in high and Ion K/+/Na/+/
fluids
p0121 A82-22249
Energy-dependent transport of Ca/2*/ and lipid
peroxidation in sarcoplasmatic reticnlar muscle
membranes in hypokinetic rats
pOI51 482-23258
Damage to the Ca/2+/-transporting system in the
sarcoplasmic reticulum of the heart during
emotional and nociceptive stress
p0190 A82-25810
Oxygen, carbon dioxide and the calcium control of
relaxation mechanisms in cerebral artery smooth
muscles
p0196 482-26754
The role of calcium in the activity of the sBooth
muscles of the pulmonary veins
p0196 182-26756
Orientation of Ca/2+/-dependent ATPases in
sarcoplasmic reticulum membranes and
reconstructed proteoliposomes
p0228 482-29143
Changes in electrically neutral Ca/2*/-H/+/
exchange in rat liver mitochondria following
gamma irradiation
p0306 682-38151
Two phases of the inotropic effect of adrenaline -
The calcium dependence
p0309 482-38519
The regulation of calcium exchange in the cells of
different regions of the warm-blooded animal heart
p0320 A82-40313
Altered bone turnover during spaceflight
p0328 482-40679
Effect of space flight on bone strength
p0329 482-40680
Effect of immobilization on the ATPase activities
and Ca-uptake of sarcoplasmic reticnlum in
different types of muscles
p0332 482-40708
Human lymphocyte calcium metabolism
p0013 N82-11769
Begulation of calcium current and calcium activity
in heart cells
p0137 N82-17870
Effects of 1 alpha-hydroxycholecalciferol and
different amounts of phosphorus in food
allonance on some parameters of phosphorus and
calcium metabolism in hypokinetic rats
p0270 N82-25762
Osteoporosis in unsupported extremities
p0350 H82-28970
Sorphological distinctions of Hacaca rhesus monkey











Waveguide technique for the calibration of
miniature implantable electric-field probes for
use in microwave-bioeffects studies
p0097 A82-20893
An investigation of the status of bone conduction




Expenditure of energy and the state of the
nenromuscular system in athletes who use
low-calorie diets to control their weight
p0187 A82-25688
The energy requirements of railway-bridge assemblers
p0240 A82-31515
Energy requirements of workers at an oil field in
western Siberia
p0324 482-40481
Energy expenditure and dietary change
[PB81-218471] pOOlO H82-10717
CALOBIC STIMULI
A caloric vestibnlar test using air
p0262 A82-31474
Caloric methods for stimulation of the vestibalar
apparatus /Survey of the literature/
p0281 A82-35697
Hystagmometry of optovestibnlar interaction
p0349 H82-28962
















Distraction in visual search
[IZF-1981-7] p0268 N82-24830
Visual search: Clutter and proximity effects
[AD-AI15799] p0425 N82-32979
CABCEB
Electrical stimulation of the urinary bladder
following radical surgery for cancer of the rectum
p0343 A82-41479
Radiation physics, biophysics and radiation biology
[DE81-025259] p0009 N82-10704
Cytologic and biochemical genetic effects of
chemical carcinogens
[AD-A107615] p0136 H82-17864
Comparative biochemistry and metabolism. Part 1:
Carcinogenesis
[AD-A107614] p0136 N82-17865
Probabilistic methodology for estimating radiation
induced cancer risk
[DB82-OOI474] p0398 N82-31929
Hyperthermia heating apparatus cancer therapy
[NAS4-C4SE-HPO-14549-2] p0430 N82-33996
CANOPIES
Canopy induced displacement evaluation visual
displacement of targets for fighter aircraft
pOI45 482-22958
CAPACITI
The resistance and capacity function of the
vessels of the small intestine and the
filtration and absorption relations during
short-term myocardial ischemia in cats
p0420 A82-48213
CAPILLABIES (IB4TOBI)
Features of the reaction to noise of the spinal
capillaries of white rats
p0114 482-21767
The permeability of the lymphatic vessels of the
muscles of the upper extremities in vibration
sickness
p0190 A82-25804
The determination of capillary resistance
p0279 A82-35667
Bionicroscopy of a microcircnlatory bed in
experinents - Possibilities, limitations, and
prospects
p0368 A82-42611
Pathomorphological reactions of cerebrocortical
neural elements to alternating magnetic field
p0266 N82-24820
A-66
SOBJBC1 IBDBX C1BBOH DIOXIDE COHCEHTBATIOH
Influence of fiber type conposition and capillary
density on onset of blood lactate accuanlation
[ AD-A111038] p0296 H82-26973
The interaction of Purkinje cells, capillaries and
glia in the cerebellar cortex of normal and
hypokinetic cats
[NASA-TB-76882] p0382 H82-30873
Changes in tracscapillary metabolism in patients
with chronic venous insufficiency of legs under





Intrapulmonary blood flow redistribution during





Some indicators of carbohydrate metabolism in rat
lung during repeated and chronic hypozia
p0092 A82-20302
Change in the cytochemical indicators of
carbohydrate metabolism in the peripheral blood
neutrophils of pilots
p0107 A82-21457
The relationship between carbohydrate and lipid
metabolisms in muscle cell energetics under the
influence of ATPase loading - Mathematical model
p0109 A82-21706
Characteristics of the relations of the primary
responses of the pentose phosphate pathway to
glycolysis in the bone narrow of irradiated rats
pOlll &82-21725
Effects of increased carbohydrate resources on
aerobic work capacity /Carbohydrate loading
method/
J>0203 482-27777
The carbohydrase system of the small intestine of
rats of various ages following heat and cold
exposures
P0257 A82-33135
Local cerebral glucose utilization in non-rapid
eye movement sleep
p0264 A82-34831
Studies of specific hepatic enzymes involved in
the conversion of carbohydrates to lipids in
rats exposed to prolonged spaceflight aboard
Cosmos 1129
p033t A82-40698
Effects of beta-adrenergic receptor blockade on
glycogenolysis during exercise
p0374 &82-44133
Regulation of glycogenolysis in human muscle at
rest and during exercise
p0376 A82-44144
A model of the regulation of the blood glucose
level during physical exercise
pOi|19 A82-48201
Qaantitation of tissue loss daring prolonged space
flight
[NASA-CB-167460] p0033 H82-12752
Activity of some enzymes of carbonhydrate
metabolism in rat skeletal muscles after space
flight
pOI32 H82-17834
Features of metabolic disturbances in rat
myocardium under effect of alternating magnetic
fields of different parameters
p0134 N82-17846
Change in blood glucose level in rats after
immobilization
[NASA-TH-75997] p0245 N82-22872
Disturbances in the carbohydrate metabolism in
shock. 3: Experimental hemorrhagic shock and
some shock models. Review of the literature
[BBL-1980-10] P0249 H82-23975
Hetabolic distinctions related to intake of
low-calorie 'survival* rations consisting only
of readily assimilated carbohydrates
p0348 H82-28953
Effect of high ambient temperature on carbohydrate
metabolism in rat liver and skeletal muscles
P0351 H82-28975
Insulin resistance for glucose metabolism in
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Ammo acids derivatives synthesis from nitrogen,




Bates of fixation by lightning of carbon and
nitrogen in possible primitive atmospheres
p0090 A82-20016
Evolution of the terrestrial atmosphere and its
fossils in biosystems
p0104 A82-20960
Experiments on transfer of organic molecular
information into crystal lattice superstructures
pOIOS A82-20966
CABBOI) DIOXIDE
Begenerable C02 collection for spacecraft
application
[ASHE PAPEB 81-ENAS-28] p0004 A82-10915
Experimental studies on the survival capacity in
the sealed environment. Ill
p0025 A82-15515
Photoassisted carbon dioxide reduction and
formation of twoand three-carbon compounds
prebiological photosynthesis
pOlOO A82-20920
The role of C02 in the mechanism of the reparative
regeneration of bone tissue /a radioisotopic
study/
p0117 A82-21800
Mass mortality and its environmental and
evolutionary conseguences at end of
Cretaceous period
p0227 A82-28596
Bole of the carotid chemoreceptors in regulation
of inspiratory onset
p0229 A82-29557
Prostoglandins and regulation of cerebral
circulation under conditions of the altered
gaseous composition of the blood
p0310 A82-38561
Distinctions of regeneration of confined
atmosphere by means of photosynthesis of
unicellular algae
p0125 H82-16720
Carbon dioxide absorption characteristics of high
performance Sodasorb at 1 atmosphere
[AD-A107488] p0298 N82-26989
Position paper: The toxic effects of chronic
exposure to low levels of carbon dioxide
[AD-A 115053] p0390 N82-30930
CABBOH DIOXIDE COHCB»BAIIOR
Breath-by-breath measurement of true alveolar gas
exchange
p0089 A82-19498
The elimination of metabolic products in expired
air in relation to the carbon dioxide content in
a sealed chamber
p0155 A82-23294
Regulation of Pa/C02/ and ventilation in humans
inspiring low levels of C02
p0168 A82-24912
Instrumentation simultaneously measuring carbon
dioxide excretion and oxygen uptake in humans
using titration methods
p0197 A82-268I9




CABBOH DIOIIDE LiSEBS SUBJECT IHDEI
Blood-gas CO2 equilibration in longs of
unanestbetized dogs daring hypercapnia
p0256 182-32834
in automated, indirect assessaent of cardiac
output daring rest and exercise
P0285 182-36030
CiBBOB DIOXIDE I. A SEES
Sword and scalpel laser surgery
p0310 A82-38564
Corneal endothelium after infrared laser exposure.
Evaluation of techniques to study corneal lesions
[AD-1116748] pO<!23 H82-32964
CiBBOH DIOXIDE BBBO?1L
Development of an advanced Sabatier C02 reduction
subsystem
[ISHE PiPEB 81-EHAS-11] p0002 i82-10899
Lightside atmospheric revitalization system for
Space Shuttle Orbiter
[1SHE PiPEB 81-BNiS-26) p0003 182-10913






The role of extracellular 02 and CO2 tensions in
membrane mechanisms of cerebral arterial smooth
muscle regulation
p0090 i82-19747
The measurement of oxygen and carbon dioxide
partial pressures in tissues by the gas depot
method
p0093 182-20318
Evaluation of a method for estimating cardiac
output from a single breath in hnaans
pOU19 182-47392
CiBBOB FIBEB BEIHFOBCBD PLASTICS
Carbon fibre reinforced epoxy prepregs and
composites - Health risk aspects
p0165 482-24823
CiBBOH FIBEBS
Carbon/graphite fibers: Environmental exposures
and potential health implications
[PB81-229692] pOOII N82-11780
Development of the carbon fibre polysnlphone




Comets and the origin of life - The stable isotope
approach
p0096 482-20864
Carbon isotopic fractionation in the biosynthesis
of bacterial fatty acids - Ozonolysis of
nnsaturated fatty acids as a means of
determining the intramolecular distribution of
carbon isotopes
p017l i82-25372
Conditions leading to kinetic and theraodynamic
; isotopic effects in a cell
p03!3 482-38601
CiBBOH HOHOXIDE
iCTH and cortisol responses to hypoxia in dogs
p0019 482-13235
Bate of uptake of carbon monoxide at different
inspired concentrations in humans
p0120 482-21930
CiBBOH lOHOXIDB POISOHIH6
Paradoxical akinesia syndrome in cases of acute
carbon monoxide poisoning
p0242 482-31544
Brain hypoxia and control of breathing - Bole of
the vagi
p0290 182-37928
The combined effect of carbon monoxide and
total-body vibration on the organism
p0324 182-40475
Toxicity of carbon monoxide, hydrogen cyanide and
Ion oxygen
p0404 182-46200
Evaluation of short-tern bioassays to predict
functional impairment, development of pulmonary
bioassays in small animals: Directory of
Institutions; individuals involved in utilization
[1D-1103767] p0075 H82-14798
Health effects of carbon monoxide and ozone
[PB82-114265] p0137 H82-17866
CIBBOH 14
The influence of some triterpenic glycosides on
C-14-alanine inclusion into the bone-marrow
cells of rats
p0092 182-20306
The role of CO2 in the mechanism of the reparative




Organic analysis of the Antarctic carbonaceous
chondrites
p0098 182-20908




Could the biochemical metabolism be different
pOI06 182-20976
CIBBOB1CEOOS HETEOBIIBS
Nitrogen compounds in carbonaceous meteorites - 1
reassessment
p0098 182-20909
Distribution and enantiomeric composition of amino
acids in the Hnrchison meteorite
p0253 182-32210
C1BBOHIC 1HHTDBISB
The importance of carboanhydrase in regulating the
acid-base equilibrium during muscular activity
p0158 182-24485








Potentioaetric titration behavior of polyamino






Factors influencing the rate of non-enzymatic
activation of carboxylic and amino acids by ATP
pOIOI 182-20929
The condition of certain glycolytic and
tricarboxylic acid cycle enzymes in intact and




The biological effects of low-level ionizing
radiation
p0091 182-20146
Hutagens and carcinogens - Occurrence and role
during chemical and biological evolution
p0106 182-20975
Bepair of chemical damage in mammalian cells
[DE81-030823] p0033 H82-12757
Bepair of radiation damage in mammalian cells
[DE81-030824] p0075 N82-14800
Carcinogenic effects of coal-conversion materials
[DE8I-028108] p0076 N82-14803
Cytologic and biochemical genetic effects of
chemical carcinogens
[ID-1107615] p0136 H82-17864
Comparative biochemistry and metabolism. Part 1:
Carcinogenesis
[ID-A107614] p0136 N82-17865
Molecular interactions of high energy fuels and
jet fuels with oncogenic viruses and endogenous
viruses
flD-1108377] p0174 H82-18855
Chemical and molecular biological aspects





Biological availability of nickel arsenides:
Toxic effects of particnlate Ni5As2
[DE82-000580] p0391 N82-30932
Investigation on the carcinogenic effect of
tricnlorethylene by inhalation and mechanisms of
oetabolic bioactivation
[BHFT-FB-HA-82-007] p0391 N82-30933








alterations in responses to drags of atria from
Hhite rats acclimated to hypobaric hypoxia
p0089 A82-19497
Limitations of echocardiographic techniques io
evaluation of left atrial masses
P0169 A82-25135
Two dimensional echocardiographic detection of
intraatrial masses
p0169 A82-25136




The electrocardiographic diagnosis of myocardial
infarction in the presence of ventricular
conduction defects - A new attempt to solve an
old problem
p0006 482-)1199
The significance of echocardiography in the
detection of left ventricular blood supply
disorders during bicycle ergometry
pOI59 &82-24492







The effect of nitroglycerine on the functional
state of the left ventricle in patients with
acute nyocardial infarction according to
ultrasonic studies of the heart
P0279 A82-35679
Effect of habitual exercise on left ventricular
response to exercise
p0286 A82-36040
Tvo phases of the inotropic effect of adrenaline -
The calcium dependence
p0309 482-385149
A study of the mechanism governing the different
types of behavior exhibited by the spiral
excitation nave period in auricle and ventricle
P03I2 182-38597
Echocardiographic characterization of heart
hypertension
P03I9 482-40307
The effect of inotropic factors on the
postexercise characteristics of the heart
p0322 A82-40451
The effects of *G2 acceleration stress on right
ventricular pressures in conscious miniature
swine.
p0328 A82-40676
Effect of warm-up on left ventricular response to
sudden strenuous exercise
p0340 &82-41212
The significance of postextrasystolic poteutiation
in the preoperative assessment of the reversal
of left-ventricle asynergy in patients Kith
ischemic heart disease
p0343 A82-41483
An evaluation of the informativeness of EKG
parameters in diagnosing a oyocardial infarction
of the back nail of the left ventricle
p0344 &82-41493
A comparison of echo* and kinetocardiographic
indicators of the nyocardial contractility of
the left ventricle in patients suffering froa
various forms of ischemic heart disease
p0344 A82-41496
The topography of elements of the cardiac
conduction system
p0369 A82-42625
Internal stresses and contractility of myocardium
P0372 A82-43513
The mechanisms of the development of the
cardiogenic vagosympathetic reflexes
p0373 A82-43631
Bight ventricular pressure response to *Gz
acceleration stress
p0418 A82-47384
Begulation of calcium current and calcium activity
in heart cells
p0137 H82-17870
Dynamics of left ventricular systolic phase






Computer-enhanced thallium scintigrams in
asymptomatic men with abnormal exercise tests
p0049 482-16167
The prognostic significance of
electrocardiotopoqram parameters in macrofocal
myocardial infarction
p0204 A82-27783











Iterative reconstrnction-repro]ection - An
algorithm for limited data cardiac-computer
tomography
p0257 482-32879
A modification of Sonns* method of selective
coronarography
p0343 482-41485
4 comparison of echo- and kinetocardiographic
indicators of the myocardial contractility of
the left ventricle in patients suffering from
various forms of ischeuic heart disease
p0344 482-41496
Informativeness of ultrasonic Doppler cardiography
in evaluation of coronary circulation
p0132 N82-17828
Honinvasine techniques for cardiovascular
examination of interest in aerospace medicine
[AGABD-AG-277(FB) ] p0398 N82-31930
Cybernetic analysis of cardiac rhythm of Salyut-6
orbital station crew during graded exercise test
P0402 N82-32282
CABDIOLOGI
Progress in computer analysis of the exercise
electrocardiogram
pOOOl 482-10630
Evaluation of abnormal exercise electrocardiogram
in apparently healthy subjects - Labile
repolarization /ST-T/ abnormalities as a cause
of false positive responses
pOOOl 482-10631
Computer guantitation of Q-T and terminal T wave
/aT-eT/ intervals during exercise - Methodology
and results in normal Ben
p0002 482-10633
Autonomic mechanisms of training bradycardia -
Beta-adrenergic receptors in humans
p0019 482-13233
The ergometric determination of myocardial reserves
P0052 482-16805
Experience vith the development and application of
telemetric computing systems in cardiology
p0053 A82-16806
The role of physical training in the prevention of
ischemic heart disease
p0071 482-18525
The dynamics of heart rate recovery following work
of various aerobic intensities
P0118 482-21815
A sino-auricular block vith Samoilov-Henkeback
periods - Diagnosis with the aid of an automated
analysis of the structure of heart rhythms and
clinical assessment
p0153 482-23270
Computer analysis of tests involving physical stress
in cardiology
p0190 482-25807
Pathological anatomy and ultrastructure of the
heart /Combined morphological investigation of
the general pathological process in the
myocardium/ Russian book
p0194 482-26525




CABDIQVASCULAB SISIEH SOBJBCT IHDEI
Heart antigens
p0374 A82-43666
Imnuno-enzymological comparisons in the
differential diagnosis of various myocardial
lesions
p0409 182-<(6709
On the active part played by the heart in the
venous return of the blood
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-2017] p0012 H82-11766
Cardio-respiratory physical training in water and
on land
[AD-A111064] p0295 N82-26968
Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on resistance of

























Central venous babbles and mixed venous nitrogen
in goats following decompression
pOOI9 A82- 13234
The; application of a combined passive orthostatic
test in the flight medical examination
p0020 A82-13550
Cardiovascular responses to mixed static and
dynamic exercise
p0022 482-111803
Current vievs and future programs in
cardiovascular physiology in space
p0056 A82-16931
Cardiovascular reflexes during rest and exercise
modified by gravitational stresses
p0057 A82- 16932
Functional model of the temporal and aoplitode
characteristics of the cardiac electric field
p0072 482-18699
Problems of the regulation of hemodynamics during
a passive orthostatic test - Study of a
mathematical model
p0072 A82-18700
Parameters of the interaction of bradykinin vith
cardiovascular system receptors
p0095 482-20332
Cardiovascular origins of heatstroke
pathophysiology - An anesthetized rat model
pOIOS A82-21687
Investigation and evaluation of cardiac
arrhythmias in healthy young persons
pOllO 482-21710
The state of the vegetative functions during sleep
pOlll A82-2I771
Emotional stress as a factor in cardiovascular
disorders
pOI17 A82-2I796
Evaluation of the functional state of the
cardiovascular system in patients vith ischemic
heart disease vith reference to the nature of
their occupational activity
p0117 482-21803
Acute experimental enotional stress in rabbits
/physiological and cytocheiical aspects/
p0119 A82-2I825
Snnmated circulatory responses of thermal and
baroreflexes in humans
p0120 A82-21933
aicrocirculatory pathology under conditions of
tissue arterial blood flov insufficiency
p0153 A82-23272
Genetic and individual differences in
cardiovascular disturbances in rats during
experimental eaotional stress
p0153 482-23278
Exploration of cardiovascular function in subjects
exposed to plus Sz accelerations in a human




Systemic mechanisms of eaotional stress
Eossian book
p0170 482-25231
The nature of autonomic effects produced by
sonbrevin daring narcosis
p0187 A82-25693
Sooe characteristics of cardiovascular system
activity and adaptive antihypoxic mechanisms in
keyboard computer operators during the course of
a vork shift
p0188 A82-25705
The significance of the pulmonary gas-exchange
response in physical exercise testing for the
evaluation of the effectiveness of mitral
commissarotomy
p0190 A82-25805
Hodel of the mechanism of the regulation of the
human cardiovascular system. I - Concerning the
heart-regulation mechanise
P0197 482-26799
Structural and functional organization of the
microcirculatory bad in skeletal muscle
p020l 482-27749
Stenoses of the carotid artery and disorders of
the cerebral circulation /clinical and
angiographic comparisons/
p0201 482-27752





Relationship of personality factors and some
social habits to cardiovascular risk in
submariners
p02ll 482-28487
Hemodynamic responses to methoxamine in
exercise-conditioned and aorta-constricted rats
p0230 482-29562
Use of an active orthostatic test in aeromedical
examinations
p0233 482-30028
Age characteristics of fatigue during local
muscular vork in humans
p0238 A82r31487
The effect of decimeter vaves on the functional
state of the cardiovascular system, and some
biochemical and immanological indices of
patients vith ayocardial infarction in the
recovery phase
p0239 482-31512
An analysis of the risk of human cardiac damage
during »Gz stress - A reviev
p0251 A82-3200I
Romen at altitude - Cardiovascular responses to
hfpoxia
p0252 482-32009
Effect of aerobic conditioning on cardiovascular
response to isometric exercise
p0256 482-32841
Induced venous pooling and cardiorespiratory
responses to exercise after bed rest
p0256 A82-32842
Early diagnosis of overstrain of the
cardiovascular system in athletes engaging in
cyclic forms of sport
p0278 A82-35664
Seasonal variations of human cardiorespiratory
indices in the North
p0282 482-35838
Beasnrement of cardiopnlmonary performance during
acute exposure to a 2440-m equivalent atmosphere
p0283 482-35904
The characteristics of hemodynamic shifts under
physical stress at mountain elevations
P0307 482-38166
The detection of premorbid states and
cardiovascular diseases during medical
examinations of seamen
A-70
SUBJECT IBDEX CABDIOVASCOLAB STSIEH COHTD
p0309 482-38553
Investigation of the cardiovascular system daring
prolonged space flights on board the Salyot
space stations
p0317 A82-39429
An automated system for the collection and
processing of cardiovascular information from
athletes
p0324 482-40484
Hethodological aspects of future cardiovascular
research in space
p0326 482-40652
Cardiovascular responses to isometric exercise
daring simulated zero gravity
p0327 482-40662
Cardiovascular responses of the chronically
instrumented monkey during simulated space flight
p0328 482-40670
Aspects of cardiovascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses
p0329 482-40687
Body composition of rats flown aboard Cosmos-1129
p0330 482-40695
4utonomic reactions in labyrinthectomized rabbits
during centrifuge acceleration
p0333 482-40720
Effects of lover body negative pressure on the
reliability of cardiovascular system using X-ray
kymoqrams
p0334 482-40728
Otthostatic tolerance and exercise response before
and after 7 days simulated weightlessness
p0334 482-40731
Analysis of transient cardiovascular response to
orthostatic stress using noninvasive methods
p0335 482-40740
Effects of prolonged bedrest in antiorthostatic
position on rCBF measured by 133Xe inhalation
technique - Effects of clonidine regional
Cerebral Blood Flow
p0335 482-40743
Cardiovascular effects of Clonidine during 20
hours head down tilt /-5 deg/
p0337 482-40764
Cardiac and cerebral vascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses in man
p0337 482-40765
Effect of warm-up on left ventricular response to
sudden strenuous exercise
p0340 482-41212
The effect of the natural and climatic conditions
of the Far North on the human cardiovascular
system
p0342 482-41466
The effect of ultrasound and phonophoresis of
ganglioblockers on the cardiovascular system in
patients with cervical osteochondrosis
p0343 482-41476
Sources of an artificial magnetic field for
implantation /experimental study/
p0343 482-41480
Blood circulation and aging
p0367 482-42609
The condition of the cardiovascular system in air
traffic controllers according to data acquired
at the workplace
p0368 482-42611
The intracentral connections of the brain
structures participating in cardiovascular control
p0372 482-43627
The adaptive control of vegetative processes
biofeedback control of cardiovascular system
p0374 482-43652
The use of echocardiography for the evaluation of
flight fitness of pilots with cardio-vascular
anomalies in reference to four cases
p0407 482-46309
The nltrastructural bases of cardiac insufficiency
p0409 482-46703
4 comparative evaluation of the structural
features of the diurnal rhythms of the
cardiovascular system in healthy individuals and
in patients with ischemic heart disease
p0410 482-46715
Concerning the investigation of the condition of
the cardiovascular system in experiments on
animals pesticide effects
p0412 482-46873
Side effects of cardiovascular drugs on the eye
p0414 482-46898
Presentation of 'echography' experiment for
monitoring human cardiovascular system under
zero-gravity
p0415 482-47065
Bight ventricular pressure response to +Gz
acceleration stress
p0418 482-47384
Cardiorespiratory responses and handgrip isometric
component for various wheelchair propulsion
systems
pOOII S82- 10718
Superconducting magaetoaetry for cardiovascular
studies and an application of adaptive filtering
p0038 H82-136U8
Besults of study of hemodynamics and phase
structure of the cardiac cycle during functional
test with lower body negative pressure daring
140-day Salyat-6 station flight
pOI26 H82-16722
Cardiac output and cardiac cycle phase structure
of pilots during flights
p0131 H82-17821
Effects of embient parameters on man
pOI31 H82-17826
Age related distinctions of cosmonauts regional
hemodynamics
p0132 N82-17829
Current views and future programs in
cardiovascular physiology in space
plethysmography
p0179 H82-19818
Adaptation to zero gravity as simulated by
head-down tilt
pOI79 H82-198I9
Clinical physiology of the
renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system
p0179 N82-19820
Cardiovascular reflexes daring upright position
p0179 H82-19821
Volume regulating hormones and their role in the
cardiovascular adaptation to zero gravity
p0179 H82-19822
Cardiovascular responses to isometric exercise in
sitting and lying position
pOISO H82-19823
Cardiovascular reactions to tilt and lower body
positive pressure (LBPP)
pOISO H82-19825
Cerebral hemodynamics at zero gravity
pOISO H82-19827
Ose of acetylene rebreathing method for measuring
cardiac output during physiological and clinical
studies
pOISI H82- 19830
4 comparison between acetylene and freon
rebreathing for measuring cardiac output during
exercise in space
pOI81 N82-19831
Body composition data from the rat subjects of
Cosmos 1129 experiment K-316
[HASA-CE- 168678] p0213 N82-20832
Physical testing of polymers for use in
circulatory assist devices
[FB82-127069] p0223 N82-21888
Cardiovascular adaptations in weightlessness: The
influence of in-flight exercise programs on the
cardiovascular adjustments during weightlessness
and upon returning to Earth
p0248 N82-23IIO
Response of the cardiovascular system to vibration
and combined stresses
[AD-4110494] _p0249 H82-23978
Nan's adaptive reactions to acoustic parameters of
isolated habitats
p0271 H82-25773
4ge-related distinctions of echocardiographic
parameters of healthy man
p0272 H82-25774
Epidemiology feasibility study: Effects of noise
on the cardiovascular system
[PB82-147752] p0301 H82-27974
Epidemiology feasibility study: Effects of noise
on the cardiovascular system: appendix B:
Annotated bibliography. Literature. The
effects of noise on the cardiovascular system
[PB82-147760] p0301 H82-27975
C&B60 SOBJBCI IHDBX
Epidemiology feasibility study: Effects of noise
OD the cardiovascular system. Appendix C:
Beview of non-noise related research of
cardiovascular disease
[PB82-147778] p030J H82-27976
Regional redistributions of the blood in blood
loss and mechanical trauma against the
background of various functional states of the
body
[H4S4-TH-76880] p0382 H82-30872
Influence of stress on the blood system reaction
in adrenalectomized nice
[H»Si-TB-76902] p0383 H82-30877
Reaction of the blood system to single and double
effect of a stress agent
[H4S4-TM-76866] p0383 H82-30880
Bnotional stress as a factor in cardiovascular
disturbances
[H4S4-TH-76910] p0385 H82-30889
Genetic and individual differences in
cardiovascular disturbances of rats daring
experimental emotional stress
[H4S4-TH-769in p0385 N82-30890
Possible use of magnetobiological effects in
nenrosurgery
p0387 N82-30905
Detailed research plan: Cardiovascular effects of
noise
[PB82-I63379] p0391 H82-30934
Norphology and coagulant function of human blood
system during long exposure to low anaemia
concentrations in a sealed eovironnent
p0394 H82-3I903
Honinvasine techniques for cardiovascular
examination of interest in aerospace medicine
[4G4BD-4G-277(FH)] p0398 H82-31930
Principal electrocardiographic anomalies in the
evaluation of pilots
p0398 H82-31931
The contribution of cardiac nechanograms in the
evaluation of pilots
p0399 N82-31936
Echocardiogcaphy in the examination of pilots
p0399 N82-31937
Ballistocardiography: 4 nonintrnsive method
moving towards clinical applications
p0400 H82-31940
the advantage of the lower body negative pressure
test in aerospace medicine
pOUOO H82-3I942
Techniques for cardiovascular examination in human
centrifuges and the principal results obtained
pOtOO N82-3I943
Cybernetic analysis of cardiac rhythm of Salyut-6







Bypoxic arousal in intact and carotid
chemodenervated sleeping cats
p0019 482-13236
Bole of the carotid chemoreceptors in regulation
of inspirator; onset
p0229 482-29557
Computerized ultrasonic arteriography - 4 new
technique for imaging the carotid bifurcation
p0257 482-32880
Effects of a weightlessness simulation on the
velocity curves measured by Doppler sonography
at the level of the carotid system
p0327 182-40656
The intracentral connections of the brain
structures participating in cardiovascular control
p0372 482-43627
Respiratory adaptation to acute metabolic acidosis
in goats with ablated carotid bodies
[ID-ill6657] p0428 H82-33984
SIBUS BEFLBI
Modulation of human sinus node function by
systemic hypoxia
p0197 182-26812
Changes in the hemodynamics and efferent activity
in the renal nerve with acute hypoxic hypoxia
under the stabilization of perfusion pressure in
carotid sinuses
p0306 482-38161
Baroreflex regulation of hemodynamics under




Stimulation of body weight increase and epiphyseal







The use of echocardiography for the evaluation of
flight fitness of pilots with cardio-vascnlar
anomalies in reference to four cases
p0407 482-46309
C4SCS
The effects of horizontal body casting on blood
volume, drug responsiveness, and »Gz tolerance
in the rhesus monkey
pOIOS 482-21682
C4f4BOLISB
Increased excretion of urea and
H/tau/-methylhistidine by rats and humans after
a bout of exercise
pOI19 482-21927
Immobilization effects upon aerobic and anaerobic
metabolism of the skeletal muscles
p0332 482-40712
C4T4LOGS (POBLIC4TIOHS)





Template-directed synthesis of oligoguanylic acids
- Hetal ion catalysis
pOIOI 482-20932
On the polycondensation of amino acid adenylates
on montmorillonites
p0102 482-20939
Emergence of flavin catalysis - 4n approach based
on the concept of bioorganic evolution
p0104 482-20964
Formation of peptides from amino acids by single
or multiple additions of 4TP to suspensions of
nncleoproteinoid microparticles
p0195 482-26597




Clays as prebiotic photocatalysts
p0099 482-20916
Template-directed synthesis of oligoguanylic acids
- Hetal ion catalysis
pOIOI 482-20932
Terrestrial evolution of polymerization of amino
acids - Heat to 4TP
pOIOI 482-20937
Polymerization of serine guanylate in the presence
<- of montmorillonite
pOI02 482-20940
Histidyl-histidine catalysis of glycine
condensation in fluctuating clay environments
POI03 482-20952
Experiments on transfer of organic molecular
information into crystal lattice superstructures
pO 105 482-20966
Modeling of the synthesis of peptide-lite
compounds in the primeval lithosphere of the earth
p0149 482-23136
Principles of enzyme stabilization -
Polyacrylamide-gel-immobilized trypsin and
chymotrypsin with high catalytic activity at
elevated temperatures
p0228 482-29446
Beactions of O-I8 exchange in the myosin systems
of skeletal, cardiac, and smooth muscles
p03J3 482-38614
C4T4B4CTS
4phakia in the flier - Its consequences and
correction
pOOOS 482-12316
Comparative analysis of the biological effects of




SUBJECT IBDEI CELL DIVISIOH




Activation of succinate dehydrogenation in rat
liver by noradrenalin, clSP and acute cooling
\ p0112 A82-21734
Change in the nature of the psychotropic effect on
the emotional reactivity and behavior in stress
situations depending on the state of the
catecholaminergic systems of the brain
\ p0112 A82-21739
The effects of cold on catecholamine fluorescence
in several structures of the rat brain
p0150 182-23172
Variation in catecholanine excretion in
adolescents under mountain conditions
P0150 182-23174
Changes of the catecholanine level in
epinephrine-synthesizing oblongatal structures
of rats, reacting differently to prolonged
single immbolization
POI55 182-23296
Free and conjugated catecholaoines and metabolites
in cat urine after hypoxia
p0168 482-2U913
The effect of adapting to high-altitude hypoxia on
certain indicators of catecholamine metabolism
in rats in the case of spontaneous hereditary
hypertension
p0202 182-27758
Changes in the level of catecholanines in the
noradrenaline-synthesiziug structures of the rat
brain following immobilization
p0202 182-27764
Effects of novodrine and physical exercise on
hemodynamics and coronary blood supply in the
healthy human catecholamine effects
p0236 182-31157
Early diagnosis of overstrain of the
cardiovascular system in athletes engaging in
cyclic forms of sport
P0278 182-3566H
Change in plasma clHF and catecholamines in men
subjected to the same relative amount of
physical work stress
p0284 182-35912
The effect of positive and negative ions of air on
the content of catecholanines in the brain and
adrenal glands
p0287 182-36690
Effects of beta-adrenergic receptor blockade on
glycogeuolysis during exercise
p0374 182-44133
Catecholamines and their enzymes in discrete brain
. 'areas of rats after space flight on
biosatellites Cosmos
[I&F PIPER 82-180] p0377 482-141688
Catecholamine levels in fit and nonfit males when
exposed to an emotional stress
p0178 N82-19813
Catecholamine content of rat blood after flight
aboard Cosnos-936 biosatellites
p0216 N82-20855
Catecholamines and enzymes of their metabolism in
rat myocardium after flight aboard the
Cosmos-936 biosatellite
p0350 N82-28966
Catecholamines in the blood plasma of lugust and
Histar rats during emotional stress
[NASA-TB-76872] p0384 H82-30885
Changes of blood plasma renin activity in August
and Wistar rats under emotional stress
[NASA-TB-76873] p0384 N82-30886




Task categorization and the limits of human
performance in extreme heat
p0321 182-40439
CirHETESIZATIOH




Eye movement measurement of readability of CRT
displays
pOOI7 182-12869
Visual fatigue and cathode ray tnbe display
terminals
p0017 182-12870
An evaluation of alphanumeric, graphic, and color
information displays
pOOI7 182-12871
Effects of extended practice on dual-task tracking
performance
p0017 A82-12875
Visual acuity in color contrast on cathode ray
tabes - Bole of luminance, hue, and saturation
contrasts
P0252 A82-32010
Health hazards of visual display units with




Bechanisms for the regulation of the intracellular
calcium distribution
pOIIS 182-21774
Specificity of action of nonovalent cations on the
ATPase activity of myosin HBS-S-1
p0312 A82-38594
The effect of monovalent cations on the ATPase
activity and superprecipitation of actomyosin
p031« A82-38615
Serum and urinary cation changes on acute
induction to high altitude /3200 and 3771 metres/
p0117 A82-47339
CATS
Condition of meningeal nervous system during


















A discrete model of the circadian kinetics of
human bone marrow
p0027 A82-15704
A mathematical model of cell populations with stem
cells
pOI09 182-21702
In electron microscope study of hyperplasia in
fibers of the skeletal muscles of athletes
p011« 182-21764
The source of reparative regeneration in skeletal
muscle tissue
p0114 182-21768
Approaches to the removal of G2-chalone from the
liver of rats
pOIIS 182-21810
Bechanism for fluctuations in cell cycle duration
p0241 A82-31529
Diurnal changes in the duration of the S and G2
phases of the nitotic cycle in mononuclear and
binuclear hepatocytes of normal and
thyroxine-treated rats
p0323 A82-40459
The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondria! DNA and
BNA, and the synthesis of heme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow daring the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
p0325 A82-40501
Horphogenesis of a higher plant from cultured
cells and embryos in space
p0327 A82-40666
Suppression of osteoblast differentiation during
weightlessness
p0337 A82-40756
Byosatellocytes and canbial properties of skeletal
and muscular tissue
p0342 A82-41469




CELLS (BIOLOGY) SUBJECT IBDEI
A model of noDomecic tissue growth
p0419 482-48203


















The effects of space flight factors on the stress
reaction of the nuclear nucleic acids in the rat
liver
p0007 482-12279
Nucleic acid and protein concentrations in rat
raphe nuclei neurons and gliocytes during
complete sleep deprivation in the cylindrical
tretbahn
p0024 482-15352
DN4 and RN4 synthesis in the isolated nuclei of
rat skeletal muscle fibers during hypokinesia
p002U 482-15353
Neurotrophic factor - Characterization and partial
purification
p0026 482-15698
The function of the endolymphatic duct - An
experimental study using ionic lanthanum as a
tracer: 4 preliminary report
p0063 482-17428
Visual-vestibular interactions in visual cortical




The influence of some triterpenic glycosides on
C-14-alanine inclusion into the bone-marrow
cells of rats
p0092 482-20306
Phylogenetic sequence of metabolic pathways in
Precambrian cellular life
pOIOS 432-20967
DNA-protein complex from an extreme halophile - 4
histone-like protein in archaebacteria
pOIOS 482-20970
On tUe origin of pbotosynthetic euKaryotic cells -
Cyanidium caldarium as a 'bridge' alga between
prokaryotic cyanobacteria and eukaryotic
rhodophytes: Evidence from environmental,
polysaccharide biochemistry and ultrastructural
studies
p0106 482-20973
Cellular mechanisms of the Frank-Starling phenomenon
p0107 482-21456
Changes in the structure and cellular composition
of the inguinal lymph nodes of vhite rats
subjected to static and dynamic stresses
p0114 482-21761
Cellular and molecular bases of local immunity
p0115 482-21773
Mechanisms for the regulation of the intracellular
calcium distribution
pOIIS 482-21774
The existence of an endogenous biorhythn in
chromatin-positive cells of the buccal
epithelium in nomen
p0116 482-21783
The multiple forms of tyrosine aoinotransferase in
rat liver cells and their role in cellular
homeostasis
pOII7 482-21807
The modeling of membranes and membrane engineering
incorporation of foreign substances into cells s
p0159 482-24498
Dynamics of brain cell oxygen tension and
electrical activity in the norm and in hypoxia
p0186 482-25678
Models for protocellular photophosphorylation
pOI95 482-26596
Intracellular local changes in resistance in
auscle fibers as a function of membrane potential
p0200 482-27736
Syabiosis in cell evolution: Life and its
environment on the early earth Book
p0207 482-28113
Effects of space flight factors at the cellular
level - Results of the Cytos experiment
p0211 482-28485
Structural features of the receptor cells of the
saccular macula of the conmon frog
p0228 482-29433
The effect of abnormal cell proportion on specimen
classifier performance
P0234 482-30296
Evidence for a biological clock
P0234 482-30301
Effects of high-freguency ultrasound on adaptive
changes in cell resistance
p0242 482-31546
Cell morphological, ontogenic, and genetic
reactions to 0-g simulation and hyper-g
P0253 482-32154
Seduction of the edema of acnts hyperoxic lung
injury by grannlocyte depletion
P0256 482-32838
Encapsulation of macromolecules by lipid vesicles
under simulated prebiotic conditions
P0258 482-33286
The nature of radiation damage of haemopoietic
stem cells under continuous irradiation at lov
dose rate
P0259 482-33600
Begulation of the functional activity of stem
cells which are the precursors of
granulomonopoiesis by polypeptide thymic and
bone marrow factors
P0262 '482-34684
Distribution of nucleolar nucleic acids in
Parkinje cells under vestibnlar stimulation and
immobilization of rats
p0262 482-34686
Dltracytochemical changes in the brain and liver
under the influence of low-intensity nonionizing
microwave radiation
p0262 482-34687
Magnetic-field effect on photophysical processes
ID the light-harvesting pigment apparatus of
purple photosynthetic bacteria
p0264 482-34917
Structural changes of the thymus of irradiated
animals that were also subjected to heat trauma
P0278 482-35651
Modeling of the recovery of cells from radiation
damage and the principle of effective-dose
reduction. I - Models of the recovery of cells
after acute irradiation
p0278 482-35657
Onega potential: Quantitative index of states of
brain and organism structures. I - The
physiological significance of the omega
potential when it is recorded from deep
structures and from the scalp
P0282 482-35834
Cell-mediated immune reactions in ground squirrels
in winter lethargy - Two-way transplantation
reaction
p0286 482-36229
The effect of space flight factors on guiescent
nuclei of certain plant and animal test objects
p0290 482-37372
Optimization of the conditions of modified cell
irradiation
p0306 482-38154
Eadiation damage and recovery of mouse T-cells. IV
- Elimination of radiation-induced migration
abnormalities in T-lymphocytes
p0306 482-38156
Effects of cAMP accumulation activators on certain
stages of genome expression in cells upon acute
radiation damage to the organism. Ill
Comparative study of the properties of EN4
synthesized in a system of isolated liver and
spleen cell nuclei from irradiated rats and
animals having been treated with serotonin prior
to irradiation
p0306 482-38157
The dynamics of quantitative changes of RH4 in rat
cerebellum Pnrkinje cells in different
4-70
SUBJECT IHDEX CEHTBB OF GB4VITI
functional states
\ p0308 482-38538
The concentration of adenyl nncleotides and
creatine phosphate in the cerebral hemispheres
during different manifestations of stress
p0310 482-38560
Temperature characteristics of the
ouabain-insensitive sodium flux in frog muscles
p0312 482-38600
Conditions leading tokkinetic and thermodynamic
isotopic effects in a cell
' p0313 482-38601
P-actin is a helix with a random variable twist
p0314 482-38694
The regulation of calcium exchange in the cells of
different regions of the warm-blooded animal heart
P0320 482-40313
The toxic properties of rabbit and dog sera under
controlled hyperthermia
p0322 482-40458
Changes of intracellular rest potential and the
length of isolated muscle under different loads
p0324 482-40480
Some of biochemical parameters in rat brain during
•fSz acceleration
p0333 482-40717
Changes of periodic protoplasmic movements on the
fast clinostat
p0334 482-40725
{loot cell gravireaction - Hormone interaction
p0336 482-40745
Cellular aspects of gravitational biology
p0336 482-40754
The intracellular responses of frog eggs to novel
orientations to gravity
p0337 482-40758
Gravity sensing system formation in tadpoles /Bana
temporaria/ developed in weightlessness simulation
p0337 482-40759
Response of cultured cells to hyper- and hypogravity
i p0338 482-40773
& hygienic evaluation of the biological effects of
nonionizing microwave radiation
p0342 482-41464
The mechanism of the activating effect of
anti-cardiac antibodies on the electrical and
contractile activity of myocardial cells
p0374 482-43665
The early reactions of cells to ionizing radiation
and their role in protection and sensitization
Russian book
p0404 482-45772
The oxygen effect in E. coli cells. II - The role
of the genotype and the suspension medium
pOIII 482-46851
Hodels for the recovery of cells from radiation
damage and the principle of the diminution of
the effective dose. II - 4 model of the recovery
of cells under arbitrary conditions of irradiation
pOKll 482-46855
The nonadditive effects of neutron and gamma
radiation on Ehrlich ascites tumor cells
p0411 482-46857
The microdosimetric characteristics of sources of
aonoeoergetic neutrons
p0411 482-46862
Several new features of the comparison of cell
survival dose parameters /statistical analysis
and extrapolation number modification factor/
p0411 482-46863
Different modifiability of point and structural
radiation mutations in eukaryotes under
radioprotective agents
p0412 482-46864
The molecular mechanisms of the interphase death
of lymphoid cells. V - Determination of the
lifespan of nuclear and polysomal BB4 in
irradiated thymocytes
p0412 482-46867
The cellular composition of lymphoid organs and
the parameters of the immune response of mice at
later times following irradiation
p0412 482-46868
Cell dynamics in the lymphoid organs during
long-term administration of tritium oxide in
varying doses
p0412 482-46869
The activity of the microsomal hydroxylases
according to age in healthy individuals
P04I3 482-46878
The relationship between the formation of 4TP that
is stimulated by insulin and the effect of
insulin on the accumulation of creatine in
cytoplasmic-membrane-enriched particles from rat
skeletal muscles
p0413 482-46880
The induction of the formation of morphine-binding
spleen cells as a manifestation of the immune
response
p0413 482-46888
The effect of humoral factors of the lymph tissues
on hemopoietic stem cells
P04I3 482-46890
The transforaation of lipids into glycogen in
animal and human cells
p0413 482-46892
4 study in motion sickness - Saccular hair cells
in the adult bullfrog
p0416 482-47280
The effect of the dispersion of the electric
parameters of bacterial cells on their
orientation in an alternating electric field
p0419 482-48205
The nltrastructure of the inner medullary
substance of the kidneys in several rodents in
arid zones
p0420 482-48219




Chemical protection of cells in culture and nice
against X-irradiation
[BEL-1979-2] p0032 N82-12743
Studies in erythropoiesis: The influence of the
glycocalyx of the red cell membrane
[DE81-030668] p0033 N82-12760
Studies in in vivo electrochemistry
p0075 H82-14793
Inborn aoeaias in nice
[DE81-029128] p0075 N82-14795
4 hydrodynamic model of an outer hair cell
[U4S4-TH-82773] p0129 H82-16743
Some mechanisms of calcium transport by the
cardiac sarcolemna
p0129 N82-17810
Bolecular events basic to cellular radiation
response
[DE8I-0298I3] p0221 H82-21875
Intracellular mechanism of the action of inhibin
on the secretion of follicular stimulating
hormone and of luteinizing hormone induced by
LH-BH in vitro
[B4S4-TB-76847] p0245 H82-22869
DSSB Beport. Life sciences: Biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 14
[JPBS-79973] p0265 N82-24806
Oltrastructural changes in central nervous system
cells induced by arboviruses
p0265 H82-24807
Some physiological and biochemical features of
cells of carrot gall developed in weightlessness
p0270 H82-25764
Feasibility study: SHE imaging microscope
[PB82-125915] p030I H82-27973
Glncocorticoid receptors and metabolic
disturbances in the (rat) liver and heart during
immobilization
[H4S4-TH-76874] p0384 H82-30887
Diffusion mediated localization on membrane surfaces
[H4S4-CB-166386] p0393 N82-31888
Morphological distinctions of Bacaca rhesus monkey
thyroid under normal and various types of
hypokinetic conditions
p0395 H82-31908
Enhanced benzoapyrene metabolism in hamster
embryonic cells exposed in culture to
fossil-synfnel products
[DB82-002904] p0424 H82-32967
Lack of induction of single-strand breaks in
mammalian cells by sodium azide and its proximal
mntagen
[DE82-001721] p0424 B82-32968
Bioelectric fields: Their sources, nature and
purpose
p0429 B82-33991
4ir pollutant production by algal cell cultures
[H4S4-CB-166384] p0442 H82-34076
4-75
CBBtBfi Ot GBAVITY SOBJECt IHDEI
CBHtEB OF GBAVITT
The relationship betveen postaral components and
voluntary movement
P0372 A82-43239
Simulation of the motion of the center of mass of
an occupant under ejection accelerations
[AD-A113806] p0352 H82-28989
CBNTIBBTBB liVBS













Nenrophysiological bases for the effects of trace
elements Bnssian book
p0007 A82-12223
Investigation of physiological compensation
processes following the surgical destruction of
the labyrinth
p0053 482-16811
Nonlinear characteristics of single neurons in the
vestibular nuclei
p0064 A82-17K38
Computer-aided analysis of the effect of the
initial narcosis on the central hemodynaoics
p0117 A82-21797
Some mechanisms of central inhibition
p0209 482-28456
Beflection of individual characteristics of human
and animal higher nervous activity in the nature
of heart rate changes
P0238 482-31486
Central nervous system reactivity in the image of
the visual evoked potential and the
perceptual-motor performance of pilots and
cosmonaut candidates under conditions of sleep
deprivation
P0251 A82-3I831
Test for the study of the efficiency of the
tactile-motor analyzer
p0263 482-3469 I
Investigation of the functional state of the
central nervous system and the motor apparatus
for various regimes of rest and physical exercise
P0279 482-35668
Classification of vestibular disorders as a
function of the phase of the disease and the
degree of vestibular compensation
p0280 482-35691
& method of evaluating the functional state of the
central nervous system of a person performing work
p03ll 482-38579
Otoneurological symptoms and syndromes Bnssian
book
P03I7 482-39286
Central nervous dysfunctions after near-miss
accidents in diving
p0321 482-40443
The correlations of the central nervous system and
thyroid functions in conditions of chronic
emotional stress
p0322 482-40453
Relation betveen sensoric and motoric function of
Histar rats after space flight by biosatellite
Cosmos 1129
p0335 482-40737
Functional conditions of the brain and cerebral
pathology
p0369 482-42631
Binor peptides under normal and pathological
conditions
P0420 482-48214
Beurotransmitter mechanisms in the nucleus
accambens septi and related regions in the rat
brain
[NDBE/POBL-81/1001] p0031 B82-12738
Stationary magnetic fields and reticular
influences on adrenergic and cholinergic systems
P0126 N82-16725
Indices of the rat central nervous system
metabolism during 36- and 60-day hypokinesia
[BASA-TB-76870] p0384 H82-30883
Possible use of magnetobiological effects in
nenrosnrgery
p0387 N82-30905
Bain directions of Soviet research on biological
effects of microiiave radiation
p0388 N82-30914
Begional hemodynamic changes after spaceflights





Effects of gravitational atelectases on the
expiratory closure of respiratory tracts
P0152 482-23260
Exploration of cardiovascular function in subjects
exposed to plus Gz accelerations in a human
centrifuge by new noninvasive techniques
P0166 482-24839
S-tolerance enhancement - Straining ability
comparison of aircrewmen, nonaircrewmen, and
trained centrifuge subjects
P0193 482-26233
Human tracking performance changes during combined
*Gz and + or - Gy stress
p0251 482-32003
Begional blood flow in the domestic foul
immediately following chronic acceleration
p0284 482-35909
Electrophysical and hemodynamic factors
conditioning cardiac arrhythmias during
centrifuging
p0287 482-36689
Study of high-g effects in animals
p0326 482-40651
Bone growth and composition in weanling and mature
rats exposed to chronic centrifugation
p0328 482-40669
Centrifuge high-g effects on temperature
regulation in unanesthetized rats
p0328 482-40671
4rtificial gravity in space flight
p0330 482-40691
Stress in space flight - Betabolic aspects
p0330 482-40696
Gravitational adaptation of animals
p0333 482-40716
Sone of biochemical parameters in rat brain during
*Gz acceleration
p0333 482-40717
4ntonomic reactions in labyrinthectomized rabbits
during centrifuge acceleration
p0333 482-40720
Effect of sustained Gz acceleration on lung fluid
balance - An ultrastrnctural study '
p0337 482-40761
Response of rat body composition to simultaneous
exercise and centrifngation at 3. 14g
p0338 482-40766
Preliminary study of the effects of prolonged
acceleration on spinal dynamics of baboons. 1:
acceleration. 2: Biomechanical analysis
[4D-AI01766] p0245 N82-22871
Accidents in centrifuges and experiments (ejection
seat training towers, sleds)
p0360 N82-29881
Techniques for cardiovascular examination in human







The brain-stea projection to the cerebellar
flocculus relevant to optokinetic responses in
cats
p0068 482-17463
Bossy fiber activation of the cerebellar flocculus
from the visual system
p0068 482-17465
Directional plasticity of the vestibulo-ocular
reflex in the cat
p0068 482-17467
The interaction between accuracy of gaze with and




SUBJECT IHDEX CEBBBBAL VASCOLAB ACCIDBHTS
the dynamics of quantitative changes of BN& in cat
cerebellun Purkinje cells in different
functional states
p0308 482-38538
Spatial organization of the vestibnlar influences
on the cerebellar fastigial neurons of cats
p0320 482-10312
The effect of a physiological load on the exchange
and phosphorylation of cell membrane proteins in
the brain of rats
P0374 482-43654
Nitrogen compound levels in tissues of rat




Frequency analysis of EEG in rats daring the
preconvalsive period of 02 poisoning
pOOOS 482-11029
The functional state of some subcortical cerebral
structures daring adaptation and deadaptation to
physical loading
p0055 482-16823
Visual-vestibular interactions in visual cortical
cells in the cat
p0066 482-17108
Frequency characteristics of visual evoked
potentials in different regions of the human
cerebral cortex
p0093 482-20311
Models of a functional lapse in one hemisphere and
of the neuropharmocological effects on the deep
structures of the brain
p0094 482-20325
A histochemical investigation of the microvascolar
effectors regulating the supply of blood to the
cerebral cortex
p0112 482-21741
Neuronal-glial alterations in the cerebral cortex
of animals under the influence of white noise
p0114 482-21769
The relationship between cardiac and motor
components of a conditioned reflex upon the
local cooling of various zones of the cerebral
cortex in cats
p0116 &82-21787
Correlation of behavioral rest-activity phases and
the characteristics of the spatial organization
of cortical potentials in the case of
experimental neurosis
p0155 A82-23291
Heuromorphological evidence of individual
differences in human vision
pOI59 482-24500
Dynamics of brain cell oxygen tension and
electrical activity in the norm and in hypoxia
pOI86 482-25678
Effect of white noise on the auditory cortex
ultrastructure in rats
p0188 482-25711
Oltrastructural organization of II and AIV zone
projections of the cat auditory cortex to the
posterior colliculi of the tectum opticum
p0189 482-25718
The sensitivity of silent and spontaneously active
cat cerebral cortex neurons to anoxia
p0195 &82-26751
Effects of acoustic stress on rat sensorimotor
cortex morphology
p0202 482-27765
Mechanisms for the adaptive and trophic effects of
the sympathetic nervous system on cerebral
vessels and tissue
p0210 482-28458
The effect of decimeter waves and sinusoidal
modulated currents on the nuclear DN4 content of
cerebral nerve cells /Experimental study/
p0239 482-31509
Hicrocirculation and oxygen tension in the rat
brain cortex during hemorrhagic shock
p0262 482-34683
The effect of acute hypoxia on the EEG and unit
impulse activity of neurons of different brain
structures in rats
p0286 482-36172
Local cerebral blood flow dynamics daring
experimental ischemia
p0309 482-38544
The cholinergic nature of hypothalamo-cortical
excitatory influence
p0309 482-38551
Oltrastructural changes in the brains of rats
subjected to acute emotional stress
p03IO 482-38558
Prostoglandins and regulation of cerebral
circulation under conditions of the altered
gaseous composition of the blood
p0310 482-38561
Changes in the human visually evoked cortical
potential in response to chromatic modulation of
a sinusoidal grating
P03I4 482-38795
The cortical regulation of human motion
Bussian book
P03I6 482-39283
Neurons in cat visual cortex toned to the
direction of motion in depth - Effect of
positional disparity
p0318 482-39434
Participation of the prefrontal cortex in delayed
spatial choice and differentiation of time
intervals in rhesus monkeys
p0323 482-40470
Afferent associative and commissural projections
of the cortical vestibular zone VI of cats
p0325 482-40495
Age changes in the cerebral cortex of humans and
cats /A comparative electron-microscopical
investigation/
p0325 482-40496
Stereological analysis of interneuronal contacts
in the cerebral cortex of rats daring the
posthypoxic period
p0368 482-42622
A morphological investigation of the regulatory
mechanisms of the intracerebral blood circulation
p0369 A82-42627
Functional conditions of the' brain and cerebral
pathology
p0369 A82-42634
The influence of afferent visual impulses on the
morphological and biochemical parameters of the
development of the neurons of the visual, motor,
and parietal cerebral cortices
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cardiovascular system in healthy individuals and
in patients with ischemic heart disease
p0410 482-46715
The effect of microgravitation on the reproduction
rhythm of plant cells
p0415 482-4706'
Preliminary characterization of persisting
circadian rhythms during space flight:
Henrospora as a model system
p0174 H82- 18266
Behavioral study of ultradian activity periods of
mice enclosed in experimental cages of different
dimensions
[H4S4-TS-76848] p0245 N82-22870
Local serial correlation in behavioral states in
the mouse
[40-41 1102 I] p0294 N82-26959
Sleep and wakefulness handbook for flight medical
officers
f4GABD-AG-270(E) ) p030D H82-27972
OSSB report. Space biology and aerospace
medicine, volume 16, no. 3, Hay - June 1982
[JPBS-81197] p0347 N82-28949
Sleep, circadian cycles of physiological functions
and parameters of human work capacity on first
day after changing from altered to usual
sleep-waking cycle
p0348 N82-2895I






















The circadian organization of the circulatory and
respiratory systems of Antarctic workers
p0061 482-17139
A study of temporary absences from work arising
from disorders of the circulatory system
p0310 A82-38555
Relevance of aldosterone on circulatory, renal and
blood reactions during simulated weightlessness
and on aerobic metabolic rate
p0335 A82-40736
Presentation of 'echography1 experiment for






Changes in peripheral circulation of limbs during











Effects of relative metabolic rate and heart rate
variation on the performance of flight attendants
P0108 482-21680
Twenty years of aviation medicine serving civil
aviation of the GOB
pOISS A82-23469
Conductors of the airways air traffic
controllers
p0207 A82-27812




Physiological stresses linked to flight on airliners
p0314 A82-38842
Hedical emergencies on board an airliner -
Procedures when a doctor is on board
p0315 482-38844
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SUBJECT IBDBX CLIIICAL HBDICIBB
Bedical emergencies on board airliners -
Procedures in the absence of a doctor
p03!5 A82-38845
Hedical emergencies on board airliners - Ground
management
p0315 A82-38846









The classification of hypoxic conditions
p0027 &82-15708
Method for improving the reliability of the
recognition and classification of worker
physiological condition in problems of vork
physiology
P0236 &82-31156
A classification of behavioral adaptation
p0281 482-35827













Clays as prebiotic photocatalysts
p0099 &82-20916
Clay-mediated reactions of HCN oligooers - The
effect of the oxidation state of the clay
p0099 A82-20917
Histidyl-histidine catalysis of glycine
condensation in fluctuating clay environments
pOI03 A82-20952
Clay and the origin of life
p0305 482-38115











Population mechanisms of adapting to extreme
environmental conditions /with Clethrionomys
glareolus Schreb considered as an example/
p0187 A82-25692
A psychophysiological analysis of the memory
changes undergone by humans in adapting to new
climatic and geographic conditions
p0187 A82-25694
Etecording basic climatic parameters and their





Apparent instrument horizon deflection during and
immediately following rolling naneuvers
p0416 A82-47335
CLINICAL HEDICIHE
'The electrocardiographic diagnosis of myocardial
infarction in the presence of ventricular
conduction defects - A new attempt to solve an
old problem
p0006 482-11199
Trial of an automated EKG analysis system in a
cardiological clinic
P0052 A82-16804
The ergometric determination of myocardial reserves
p0052 A82-16805
Investigation of the otolith apparatus in clinical
practice
p0053 482-16812
Honitoring the condition of the organism under
hyperoxic conditions
p0061 A82-1714I
EEG description algorithm for use in clinical
practice and studies of work capacity
p0092 A82-20304
The functional condition of the ampullar apparatus
in Heniere's disease
p0092 A82-20308
Deontology in the practice of otorhinolaryngoloqy
p0093 A82-20312
Special and clinical physiology of hypoxic states
P0093 A82-20317
Elevation of hypoxia resistance with the use of
gutimine
p0093 A82-20319
Some indicators of protein metabolism in
erythrocytes during radiation sickness and
following cystamine injection
p O l l l A82-21724
Clinical results on thymectomy in patients with
myopathy in relation to the degree of muscular
weakness
P0113 A82-21755
Mechanisms of compensation and adaptation in
relation to the hyperfunction of the heart
p0113 A82-21756
The role of urokinase in the regulation of the
fibrinolytic activity of blood under normal
conditions
P0117 A82-21799
Predicting the potentials of young swimmers based
on clinical and physiological data
p0118 A82-21814
Criterion for the evaluation of arterial pressure
response to bicycle ergometer exercise during
treatment for hypertension
P0152 182-23267
A sino-auricular block with Samoilov-Wenkeback
periods - Diagnosis with the aid of an automated
analysis of the structure of heart rhythms and
clinical assessment
p0153 A82-23270
Changes in regional and central hemodynamics
during the treatment of hypertensive patients
with obsidan, apressin and their combination
p0153 A82-23271
The central hemodynamics of patients with sepsis
and acute renal insufficiency
p0153 A82-23276
Improving the medical care of navy personnel
p0155 A82-23301
A discussion of the nature of sports medicine
p0158 A82-24484
Changes in peripheral hemodynamics during
transient disturbances in cerebral circulation
p0159 A82-24497
Clinical-physiological characterization of the
auditory-analyzer function of workers of various
occupations at the Hikhailovskii concentration
mill
p0160 A82-24503
Progress in the study of occupational diseases at
the F. F. Erisman Hygiene Besearch Institute in
Moscow
POI60 A82-24505
Evaluation of the information content of the
clinical signs and the probability of noise
sickness
p0160 A82-2U51I
Evaluation of the effectiveness of the complex
treatment of patients with ischemic heart
disease by the bicycle ergometer method
pOI6l A82-245I7
Cardiac function in surgical tuberculosis patients
under conditions of prolonged bed rest
pOI61 A82-245I9
Combined rehabilitative and therapeutic measures
in space medicine
p0163 A82-24547
Stereotactic biopsy of brain tumors based on
computerized tomography
p0165 A82-24561
Tissue hypoxia and its correction Russian book
pOI68 A82-24910
Basic principles of hypoxia control during shock
pD185 A82-25676
Clinical characteristics of neurotic disorders in
female long-distance telephone operators
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CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEHS SUBJECT IHDEI
P0187 A82-25697
Clinical and epidemiologic analysis of ischemic
EK3 responses to physical exercise in Bales
pOI88 482-25707
The coabined ase of salfamonoaethoxine and UV
radiation in the treatment of chronic pnennonia
p0190 A82-25808
Clinical and experimental evidence for the ase of
hypothermia in decompression sickness
pOI93 A82-26239
Electroacnpnnctare in the complex treatment of
trifacial neuralgia
p0203 i82-27775
The norm and pathology in sports
p0204 482-27782
Use yf a constant magnetic field for the treatment
of vibration sickness
p0205 A82-27796
BSB imaging in medicine
p023l A82-29574
Current clinical approaches to
mediastino-pulmonary sarcoidosis
p0232 A82-29993
The organization of blood transfusions and blood
substitutes on board ships at sea
p0233 A82-30029
The value of spiroergography in the diagnosis of
the initial stage of cardiac insufficiency
p0233 482-30030
Perforated gastric and duodenal ulcers in servicemen
p0234 482-30031
Clinical features of the effect of factory noise
as a function of its type and spectral
characteristics
P0240 482-31519
Foreign body extraction from the left
ptergopalatine fossa under fluoroscope control
p0242 482-31539
Psychotherapentic use of sleep deprivation in
treating insomnia produced by psychic soporific
dependence
p02<12 482-31513
Rapid diagnostic systems - A principle for
diagnostic preparations and an analysis of the
rapid systems for disease-causing
microorganisms
p0243 482-315«8
Reducing motion sickness - A comparison of
autogenic-feedback training and an alternative
cognitive task
p0252 A82-32005
Seduction of the edema of acute hyperoxic lung
injury by granulocyte depletion
p0256 A82-32838
An autoradiographic and electron-microscope
experimental study of the effect on wound
healing of various Soviet dressings
pt>263 482-31688
The first clinical experience with a new Soviet
antiarrhythmic drag, the diethylamine analog of
ethmosine, in patients with different disorders
of the heart rhythm
P0279 A82-35678
Bechanisms of the development of hypersensitivity
to strophanthin in experimental myocardial
infarction and its pharmacological correction
p0280 A82-35683
Postural vertigo as a specific symptom of
Heniere's disease
p0280 A82-35690
Classification of vestibular disorders as a
function of the phase of the disease and the
degree of vestibnlar compensation
p0280 A82-3569I
Some questions open to discussion in clinical
labyrinthology
p0280 A82-35694
The potential of radionuclide diagnosis of acute
myocardial infarction
p03«l 482-11158
Optimization of medicinal electrophoresis
enhancement of cutaneous penetration
p03l»3 482-41172
Present-day magnetic-field sources, used in
medical treatment
p0343 A82-41481
The significance of postextrasystolic potentiation
in the preoperative assessment of the reversal
of left-ventricle asynergy in patients with
ischemic heart disease
p03<!3 482-11183
A modification of Souns' method of selective
coronarography
p0313 482-11185
The achievements of investigations carried out in
the years 1976-1980 on the problem of
insufficient blood circulation and heart rhythm
disturbances
( p0344 A82-4I501
Thermography and microwave heating - The design
and fabrication of systems intended for





vegetative-vascular and visceral paroxysms
p0110 A82-46706
Clinical aspects of the effects of an alternating
magnetic field on post-operation complications
in eye
p0414 A82-46897
Gastrointestinal allergy in the experimental
animal: The use of radioiodinated sec an albumin
in the assessment of nev drags
[IAEA-H-2067-F] p0031 882-12741
Inventory of medical technological research in the
Netherlands
p0034 882-12767
HASA biomedical applications team. Applications
of aerospace technology in biology and medicine
[HASA-CH- 152663] p0076 H82-I57IO
NASA biomedical Applications Team Advisory Center
for Hedical Technology and systems
[NASA-CD-166755) p0082 882-15770
Sen approaches to treatment of chronic pain: A
review of multidisciplinary pain clinics and
pain centers
[PB8I-240913] p0083 H82-15778
Development of the carbon fibre polysnlphone
toggle for ligament repair operations
[CSIH-HE-1709] p0246 H82-2288 I
Survey of the experimental shock research
performed at the Hedical Biological Laboratory
TBO and at the Pharmacological Laboratory,
University of Amsterdam
[HBL-1981-9] p0273 H82-25782
Clinical examination of spinal injuries
p0360 N82-29882
OSSB report: Life sciences. Effects of
nonionizing electromagnetic radiation, no. 6
[JP8S-8I300] p0386 H82-30899
Efficacy of cimetiiin in the prevention of ulcer
formation in the stomach daring immobilization
stress
[BASA-TH-76864] p0389 882-30923
Effect of optokinetic stimulation on operator's





Ballistocardiography: A nonintrusive method
moving towards clinical applications
p0400 H82-31910
Effects of combination of antibiotic-resistant
bifidobacteria and corresponding antibiotics of
survival of irradiated mice
p0430 882-33994
Beoote Hedical Diagnosis System (BODS) Advanced
Development Hodel (ADH) laboratory test results
[AD-AI14073] pO<432 882-34012
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SISTEIS
A regenerative life support system for Space
Operations Center /SOC/ A probable first flight
application
[4SHE PAPEB 81-E8AS-12] p0002 A82-10900
Treatment of CELSS and PCELSS waste to produce
nutrients for plant growth Controlled
Ecological Life Support Systems and Partially
Controlled Ecological Life Support Systems
fASHE PAPEB 8I-BBAS-19) p0003 A82-10907
The potential role of aerobic biological waste
treatment in regenerative life support systems
[ASnE PAPEB 81-EBAS-20] p0003 482-10908
Ion-exchange chromatography separation applied to
mineral recycle in closed systems
C A S H E PAPEB 8I-E8AS-21] pOoo3 482-10909
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SOBJECT ISDEX COCHLEA
Ret oxidation as a waste treatment in closed systems
[ASME PAPEB 8I-ENAS-22] p0003 682-10910
Generic waste management requirements for a
controlled ecological life support system /CELSS/
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-EMAS-23] pOOOS A82- 109 11
Regenerable C02 collection for spacecraft
application
[ASHE PAPER 81-EHAS-28] p0004 A82-I0915
Onconventional processes for food regeneration in
space - An overview
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-35] p0004 A82-10921
The CELSS program - An overview of its structure
and use of computer modelling
[ A S H E PAPEB 81-ENAS-36] p0004 A82-10922
A chamber design for closed ecological systems
research
[ASHE PAPER 81-ENAS-37] p0004 A82-10923
An approach to the preliminary evaluation of
Closed-Ecology Life Support System /CELSS/
scenarios and control strategies
[ASHE PAPEfi 81-ENAS-38] pOOOU A82-10924
Oxygen generation subsystem for spacecraft
[ASHE PAPEB 81-ENAS-40] pOOOl 482-10925
Design and control strategies for CELSS -
Integrating mechanistic paradigms and biological
complexities
[ A S H E PAPEfi 81-ENAS-43] pOOOS A82-10927
Nutritional criteria for closed-loop space food
systems
p0030 A82-15856
Rationale for evaluating a closed food chain for
space habitats
p0030 A82-15857
Theoretical and experimental analysis of material
turnover in a closed microecosystem. I -
Construction of a mathematical model
p019l 682-25821
Competition between algae in a flow system
p02«0 A82-31517
The stability of a model with time lag, with the
phytoplankton-phosphorous system considered as
an example
p0420 A82-48209
Genetic engineering possibilities for CELSS: A
bibliography and summary of techniques
[NASA-Cfi-166306] p0219 N82-20876
Sensitivity analysis as an aid in modelling and
control of (poorly-defined) ecological systems
closed ecological systems
[NASA-CR-166308] p0224 H82-2I895
An approach to the mathematical modelling of a
controlled ecological life support system
[KASA-CR-166331] p0250 H82-23984
Nutritional and cultural aspects of plant species
selection for a controlled ecological life
support system
[NASA-CR-166324) p0250 H82-23985
Plant diversity to support humans in a CELSS
ground based demonstrator
[NASA-CB-168918] p0268 H82-24833
Controlled Ecological Life Support System: Use of
Higher Plants
[NASA-CP-2231] p0268 H82-24834
Controlled Ecological Life Support System:
Research and Development Guidelines
[HASA-CP-2232] p0268 N82-2U835
Controlled ecological life support system -
biological problems
[NASA-CP-2233] p0268 N82-24836
Evaluation of engineering foods for closed
" Ecological Life Support System (CELSS)
[NASA-CR-167626] p0354 N82-29003
Nutrition and food technology for a Controlled
Ecological Life Support System (CELSS)
[NASA-CR-167392] p0354 N82-29004
Evaluation of engineering foods for Controlled
Ecological Life Support Systems (CELSS)
[NASA-CR-166359] p0355 N82-29006
An approach to the preliminary evaluation of
Closed Ecological Life Support System (CELSS)
scenarios and control strategies
[NASA-CB-166368] p0361 N82-29897
Algal culture studies related to a Closed
Ecological Life Support System (CELSS)
[NASA-CR-166375] p0392 N82-30943
Horkshop on Closed System Ecology
[NASA-CH-169280] p0393 N82-31887
Hineral separation and recycle in a Controlled
Ecological Life Support System (CELSS)
[NASA-CR-166388] p0426 H82-3298''
Preparation and analysis of standardized waste
samples for Controlled Ecological Life Support
Systems (CELSS)
[NASA-CR-166392] p0426 N82-32988
Application of control theory to dynamic systems
simulation




Training aircraft design considerations based on




















Core temperature, heart rate and sweatsuits
p0143 A82-22942
Dse of mathematical modeling for the determination
of allowable quantities of chemical fibers in
clothing
pOI91 A82-25818
The bactericidal activity of various clothing
fabrics and dressing materials
p0206 A82-27801
& method for the determination of the
antimicrobial activity of clothing fabrics
p0206 A82-27803
CLOTTING
Features of microcirculatory hemostasis and of the
clotting and fibrinolytic properties of blood
and the activity of the antioxidant system in




Aircrew ionizing doses from radioactive dust cloud
generated by nuclear burst
[AD-AI15541] p0390 N82-30929
CLUTTER




Biophysical fundamentals^ and instrumentation for




The effects of underwater explosions on marine










Measurement of radio frequency permittivity of
biological tissues with an open-ended coaxial
line. I
p0097 A82-20891
Measurement of radio frequency permittivity of
biological tissues with an open-ended coaxial






Beissner's membrane and the spiral ligament in
»-87
COCKPIT SIBOLATOBS SOBJBCT INDEX
normal rats and those treated with ethacrynic acid
pOOSS A82-16833
The function of the endolymphatic duct - An
experimental study using ionic lantbanuo as a
tracer: A preliminary report
p0063 A82-17428
Cochlear analysis of sound intensity and some
mechanisms of auditory sensations
p01!6 482-21792
This strange cochlea laboratory investigations
p0163 A82-24540
Investigation of the mechanism of auditory
adaptation by the simultaneous recording of
auditory evoked potentials of the brain and
neurotropic potentials of the cochlea
p0189 A82-25714
A mathematical model of the dynamics of the inner
ear
p0227 A82-29153
Electrophysiological studies of the
auditory-receptor function in the case of the
combined injection of kanamycin and lasiz
p0242 A82-3I537
Hormone levels in the blood of patients with
Neniere's disease and cochleovestibulopathies
p0262 A82-34475
The use of trenthalum in acute vestibulocochlear
disorders in patients with meningococcal infection
p0280 482-35689
Pathomorphological investigation of the mechanism
of cochlear damage caused by noise
P03I6 482-39211
Potential for interaction of low-level impulse and
continuous noise
[ AD-AI09430] p0222 N82-21883
COCKPIT SIHDLAIOBS
Findings from a study of tactical symbology for
fighter aircraft displays
p0139 A82-22903
What do pilots see in displays
p0139 482-22906
An application of manned simulation in crew
station conceptual development
p0144 A82-22943
In-trail following during profile descents with a
cockpit display of traffic information
p0405 A82-46260
Pilot estimates of glidepath and ail point during
simulated landing approaches
[NASA-TH-81325] p0035 N82-12772
Influence of display and control compatibility on
pilot-induced oscillations
[NASA-TP-1936] p0076 N82-14804
Transmission of sinusoidally changing vertical
specific force to the heads of seated men
measured in a flight simulator
[VTH-LB-319] pOI83 N82-19847
Combined discrete network. Continuous control
modelling of operator behavior
pQ440 N82-34064
COCKPITS
Factors affecting seat-man dynamics during
emergency egress
p0024 A82-14964
Method for the analysis of pilot postural behavior
based on head-up - head-down simulations
p0171 A82-25494
Cockpit antooation and workload reduction - Too
much of a good thing
p0192 A82-26047
Ergonomic aspects in cockpit lay-out
p0405 A82-46257
General aviation cockpit design features related
to inadvertent landing gear retraction accidents
p0405 A82-46259
An organization development approach to resource
management in the cockpit
p0406 A82-46269
Modeling of the aircraft in-trail-following task
during profile descent
p0043 H82-13690
Functional structure and dynamics of the human
nervous system
p0043 H62-13692
Physiological and hygienic evaluation of vibration
in the cockpit of a cargo helicopter
p0124 882-16709
Analysis of pilot input concepts and devices into
integrated display/control systems
[BBB-FE-301/S/POB/40] p0247 H82-22884
Flight crewmember workload evaluation
[AD-A114167] p0356 H82-29012




Functional characteristics of receptors connected













The dynamics of the amount and several aspects of




Evolution of man and its implications for general
principles of the evolution of intelligent life
p0149 A82-22998
Fractional rates of change as functional optical
invariants deceleration and descent judgment
experiments on flight simulator
p0406 A82-46268
Sex as a moderator variable in the selection and
training of persons for a skilled task
p0406 A82-46271
Pupillometric measurement of operator workload
pOOUO H82-13666
The cognitive demands of second order manual
control: Applications of the event related
brain potential
pOOHO N82-13667
Identification of cognitive factors related to
remote work performance using closed circuit TV
displays
p0042 N82-13679
An analysis of cognitive napping skill
[AD-A106145] p0128 082-16740
Cognitive performance, sleep quality and nood
during deep oxy-helium diving
[BHP-1/81] p0389 N82-30920
A theory of diagnostic interference. 1:
Imagination and the psychophysics of evidence
[AD-A115940] p0435 N82-34026
Combined discrete network. Continuous control-
modelling of operator behavior
p0440 N82-34064
COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY
Beducing motion sickness - A comparison of
autogenic-feedback training and an alternative
cognitive task
p0252 A82-32005
Perceptual components of computer displays
P0254 A82-32413
Bode of mutual influence of
stimulation-characteristics in the visual
processing system German thesis
p0341 A82-4I445
Instructional design for aircrew judgment training
p0406 A82-46264
Towards an internal model in pilot training in
cognitive analysis of instrument scanning
p0407 A82-46276
Cognitive performance, sleep quality and mood
during deep oxy-helium diving
tBPH-l/81] p0224 N82-21893
Personalised task representation: Developments
knowledge representation language
(SMTE(E)-TB-8I lOt] p0247 N82-22885
COHEBBNT HADIATIOH
Other biological effects of radiation
pOOBI N82-15757
COHEBBNT SC4TTBBING
Measurement of the bone mineral density of










Changes in the heat resistance of rats under
various regimes of cold adaptation
p0018 482-12952
Experimental studies on the survival capacity in
the sealed environment. Ill
p0025 482-15515
The reorganization of EEG structure during
adaptation to the Antarctic
p0053 482-16810
The circadian organization of the circulatory and
respiratory systems of Antarctic workers
p0061 A82-17139
northern pulmonary arterial hypertension
p0061 482-17143
Glycogen and nonspecific adaptation to cold
p0089 A82-19494
Brain monoamine oxidase activity during cold
adaptation and under the combined effects of
cold and hyperbarie oxygenation
p0090 A82-19746
The influence of muscular vork on the vestigial
effects of cold acclimation
p0090 &82-19749
Hicrabial life in cold saline environments
p0106 482-20971
The effect of cold stress on the level and
activity of microsomal cytochrome P-450 in the
rat liver
pOI!2 A82-2I732
Peroxidation of lipids in the liver and lungs of
rats during prolonged adaptation to the cold
p0112 482-21736
Lysosomes under conditions of stress
p0114 482-21770
LOB isoenzyme spectrum in intact and denervated
skeletal muscles o£ rats of various age during
cold adaptation
pOH7 A82-21798
Seasonal differences in the adaptive changes of
the thermal effect of muscle contraction
pOI57 A82-23647
Effect of low ambient temperatures on
sleep-vakefnlness periodicity in lemming
/Dicrostonyx torguatus/
p0192 482-25821*
The physiology and hygiene of the individual
protection of man from the cold Bussian book
p0194 A82-26522
The state of alpha 1' and beta 1-adrenergic
reactions upon cold acclimatization
p0196 A82-26752
Physiological, hygienic and psychological
questions in the adaptation of sailors to
conditions of year-round arctic navigation
p0206 A82-2780S
Thermal insulation and shivering threshold in
Greek sponge divers
p0229 A82-29555
Adaptive changes in cats after long-term exposure
to various temperatures
p0230 A82-29563
Body fluid and hematologic adjustments during
resting cold acclimation in rhesus monkey
p0230 482-29565
The ventilation-perfusion relation in residents of
the Arctic coast of the north-east DSSB
' p0236 482-31151!
Problems of human biology in Polish polar research
p0251 A82-31837
Stages of the adaptation of human lungs in
conditions of the Far North
p0282 A82-35829
The bioenergetics of erythrocytes in inhabitants
of the North
p0282 A82-35831
"he physiological mechanisms of the arousal
response in animals under conditions of hypobiosis
p0320 A82-40311
'race reactions of the frog tissue metabolisa on
changes of ambient temperature in the frog Bana
ridibunda Fall
p0320 A82-40316
The role of nutrition in the changes of energy
metabolism during stress
p0324 A82-40482
Leucine and urea metabolism in acute human cold
exposure
p0340 482-01211
The effect of the natural and climatic conditions
of the Far North on the human cardiovascular
system
p0342 A82-41466
Analysis of methods for evaluating thermal stress
effects on human beings
p0370 A82-42994
Thermogenesis and muscle activity during the
adaptation to cold Russian book
p0372 482-13610
Hormone response of normal and intermittent
cold-preadapted humans to continuous cold
p0375 482-44137
The effect of cold and the cold prevention
p0081 N82-15755
COLD PLASBAS
The cold theory of the origins of life -
Assumptions for the theory and experimental
evidence
pOIOI 482-20935
The appearance of protobiopolymers and
protomembranes in accordance with the 'cold
theory1 of the origins of life
pOIOI 482-20936
COLD TOLEBAHCE
Adaptation to high-altitude hypoxia at different
ambient temperatures /before and during
adaptation/
pOIIO 482-21715
The possibility of maintaining the temperature and
work capacity of the extremities
p0206 482-27806
Effects of ascorbic acid on the elevation of human
' cold tolerance
p0233 482-30027
Finger temperature after a finger-cooling test -
Influence of air temperature and smoking
p0256 482-32833
Effects of acute cold exposure on muscle ammo
acid and protein in rats
p0256 482-32840
The carbohydrase system of the small intestine of
rats of various ages following heat and cold
exposures
p0257 482-33135
Effects of endogenous glucagon on glucose kinetics
in shivering dogs
p0285 482-36029
Hormone response of normal and intermittent
cold-preadapted humans to continuous cold
p0375 482-44137
The effects of cold- and exercise-induced
alterations in skin and core temperature on
substrate mobilization and utilization
pOOII N82-I07I9
The physiological effect of heat and its prevention
pOOSI N82-15754
The effect of cold and the cold prevention
pOOSI B82-15755
COLD WATEB
Thermal insulation and shivering threshold in
Greek sponge divers
p0229 482-29555
Superficial shell insulation in resting and
exercising men in cold water
p0285 482-36034
COLD iE4THEB
Effect of physical training in cool and hot
environments on *Gz acceleration tolerance in
women
P0327 482-40664
Cold weather goggles. 1: Optical evaluation
[AD-A111333] p0274 N82-25794




Dynamics of the condition of granulation tissue
after injuries sustained at different times of
the day
p0114 A82-21763
The temperature dependence of the H-1 NUB spectrum
of hydrated collagen
p0313 A82-38611




Condition of rats connective tissue daring
long-term hypokinesia and in recovery period
p0350 H82-28969
COLLIBATIOB
Other biological effects of radiation
pOOSI H82-15757
COLLISIOH AVOIDABCB
Automatic planning of manipulator transfer noveaents
p0025 A82-15391
Separation monitoring with four types of






Beviaw of haman and operational factors affecting






The dynamics of rat bone narrow CFOc content
daring prolonged fractionated irradiation
p0206 482-27811
Effects of combination of antibiotic-resistant
bifidobacteria and corresponding antibiotics of
survival of irradiated nice
p0430 N82-33994
COLOB CODIHG
Color coding of information on electronic display
devices German thesis
p0365 A82-41681
An evaluation of the effectiveness of color coded
tactical syabology applied to military naps
[AD-&109675] - p02!8 N82-20872
The effects of color and contrast on target
recognition performance using monochromatic
television displays




Disappearance of stabilized chromatic gratings
visual contrast sensitivity
pOOU9 682-16125
Psychophysical evidence for more than two kinds of
cone in dichromatic color blindness
p0089 A82-19608
The effect of inter-stimulus intervals on the
perception of short flashes of red and green light
pOIU2 A82-22927
Recognition of VDU presented colors by color
defective observers visual Display Dnit
p0146 482-22966
Comparison of flicker-photometric and
flicker-threshold spectral sensitivities while
the eye is adapted to colored backgrounds
p0208 A82-28123
Evidence for transient luminance and
quasi-sustained color mechanisms in human
vision
p0235 A82-30871
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P0006 482-11697




Postnrography of atazia induced by Coriolis- and
Purkinje-effects
pOIOS 482-21684
Vestibalar screening of cosmonauts
p0316 482-38853
The dynamos of certain psychophysiological
indicators under the cumulative effect of
Cociolis accelerations
p0370 482-12995
The relationship of motion sickness susceptibility
to learned antonomic control for symptom
suppression
p0417 482-17338
Investigation of spatial disorientation of F-15
Eagle pilots
[40-4104684] p0014 H82-11781
Validation of predictive tests and conntereeasares
for space motion sickness
p0077 H82-157I9
COBNE4
Differences in eye movement data recorded by
electro-oculography and corneal reflection
techniques
p0088 482-19224
Calculation of the isochrooatics and isoclinics of
the cornea
p0241 482-31530
Effects of traumatic shock on cytogenetic
processes in the epithelial cells of the cornea
and tongue and the bone marrow cells of albino
rats
p0262 482-34676
The effect of repeated sublethal overheating on
cytogenetic processes in the epithelium of the
cornea and in bone marrow cells in vhite rats
p0262 482-34685
Hitotic activity and volume of epithelial cell
nuclei of rat cornea following spaceflights in
biosatellites
p0350 H82-28965
Cytogenetic effects of high-energy charged particles
p0396 H82-31911
Corneal endothelium after infrared laser exposure.
Evaluation of techniques to study corneal lesions
[40-41167*8] p0423 H82-32964
C080S4HI 4HtBBI DISEASE
Evaluation of abnormal exercise electrocardiogram
in apparently healthy subjects - Labile
repolarization /SI-T/ abnormalities as a cause
of false positive responses
pOOOl 482-10631
Variations in normal electrocardiographic response
to treadmill testing
pOOOl 482-10632
Noninvasive assessment of T-wave abnormalities on
precordial electrocardiograms in middle-aged
professional bicyclists
p0006 482-11200
Computer-enhanced thallium scintigrams in
asymptomatic men vith abnormal exercise tests
p0049 482-16167
The effects of daily blood sampling on creatine
phosphokinase, aspartate aminotransferase and
alanine aminotransferase activities in the blood
serum of the monkey
pOIIB 482-21811
Relation between high density lipoprotein
cholesterol and coronary artery disease in
asymptomatic men
p0169 482-25134
Coronary risk in flight personnel: Epidemiologic
approach - Incidence upon screening and prevention
p0171 482-25496
Stress testing and coronary artery disease - Study
of 110 cases on tread mill
p0253 482-32288
Hyocardial perfusion scintigraphy using a new
technique, the mesh chamber
[DE81-027995] p0083 H82-15773
C >N4BY CIBCOL4TIOH
The significance of echocardiography in the
detection of left ventricular blood supply
disorders during bicycle ergometry
p0159 482-24492
Comparative physiological responses to exercise
stress
p0231 482-29571
Effects of novodrine and physical exercise on
hemodynamics and coronary blood supply in the
healthy human catecholamine effects
p0236 482-31157
Diagnostics of disturbances of heart rhythm and
conductance and their professional evaluation in
flight personnel
p0319 482-40309
The rate of coronary perfnsion as a factor
determining the extent to which the contractile
function of the heart is decreased in energy
formation disorders
p0344 482-41489
The role of the energy transport system in changes
of the contractile function of the heart in the
case of the measured limitation of coronary
blood flow
p0344 482-41499
The coronary vessels and the contractile apparatus
of the myocardium in immune heart damage
/Bistochemical and nltrastrnctural studies/
p0367 482-42605
The responses of the coronary vessels in dogs to
hypothalaoic stimulation in acute and chronic
experiments
p0373 482-43631
Effect of exercise conditioning on coronary
resistance
p0375 482-44139
Evaluation of a method for estimating cardiac
output from a single breath in humans
p0419 482-47392
Informativeness of ultrasonic Doppler cardiography
in evaluation of coronary circulation
p0132 N82-17828








Intelligent tutoring for programming tasks: Using











Correlation of behavioral rest-activity phases and
the characteristics of the spatial organization
of cortical potentials in the case of
experimental neurosis
pOI55 482-23291
in analysis of the role of genetic and
environmental factors in predicting the
effectiveness of arterial hypertension treatments
pOIIO 482-16719







OTEC-1 power system test program: Biofoaling and
corrosion monitoring on OTEC-1
[DE82-007035] p0356 N82-29851
COBBOSION PBBTEHTIOH
Ecological and technological problem of biodamages
p0082 N82-15766
Settlement of fouling organisms at the JITTBE
North Barnard Island raft site
[H8L-TN-450] p0220 N82-21870




Five OTEC biofouling and corrosion experiments at
Keahole Point, 1976 to 1980
[DB82-008086] p0429 N82-33987
COBTBXES
Diurnal and seasonal rhythms in adrenal cortex
activity in albino rats undergoing physical
training
4-97
COBTI OBG1B SOBJECt ISDBX
pOI55 A82-23295
COBTI OBG18
Alterations of histochemical organization in the
organ of Corti under the influence of chronic
noise
p0316 £82-39242
The reactions of the cat auditory cortex neurons
to the electrical stimulation of nerve fibers
which innervate the receptoi cells of different






Certain nenrobormonal and blood-coagulation
changes in the case of earl; symptoms of
vibration-related pathology in miners
pOI60 482-24504
Chemoreceptor involvement in cortisol responses to
hypoxia in ventilated dogs
p0231 482-29572
Hormonal mechanisms of seasonal rhythms in rats
p0240 182-31518
The rate at which ezogeneons hydrocortisone is
elioinated from peripheral blood flow in
patients suffering from an acute ayocardial
infarction
p0344 182-41498
The influence of prostaglandins and
polyunsaturated fatty acids on the
corticosteroid metabolism of normal and * '
spontaneously hypertensive rats
p0366 182-42174
Influence of stress on the blood system reaction
in adrenalectomized mice
[N1S1-TH-76902] p0383 1182-30877
Glucocorticoid receptors and metabolic
disturbances in the (rat) liver and heart during
immobilization
[N1S4-TH-76874] p0384 N82-30887
Specific cytoplasmic glucocorticoid receptors of
rat liver under conditions of immobilization
stress
[H4Sl-Tn-76863] p0385 N82-30893
Specific cytoplasmic glucocorticoid receptors of
the rat liver during immobilization stress
[N4S4-TH-76869] p0385 N82-30894




The gradualness of the reaction of the
pitnitary-adrenocortical system to activating
and inhibiting signals
p0320 182-40315
The metabolism of hydrocortisone in isolated '
livers of irradiated rats
p0404 A82-45782
The inhibition of the biosynthesis of cholesterol




Comets and the origin of life - The stable isotope
approach
p0096 182-20864
Organo-siliceons biomolecules and the infrared





D BXTB4TEBBESTBIAI. B1BIO WIVES
COSHIC BITS
The role of BZE particles in space flight -
Besults from spaceflight and ground-based
experiments
p0059 182-16949
Cosmic ray measurements on board the Concorde
/results after four years/
p0171 182-25500
Interpretation of Viking biology experiments
p0371 182-43221







Medical-biological investigations under space
conditions: Present and future significance
' p0362 N82-30275
Cytogenetic effects of heavy charged particles of




Possible impact of cosmochemistry on terrestrial
biology - Historical introduction
p0120 182-21987





How life began international symposium
p0207 182-28094
COSHOSAOTS
The otolith reflex and space perception in
cosmonauts
p0028 182-15717
Astronaut activity in flight and enhancement of
its efficiency Bussian book
P0049 182-16701
Basic principles and methods for assuring the
eficiency of astronaut activity in flight
pOOSO 182-16702
Current problems in the psychophysiology of space
work /status and future prospects/
pOOSO 182-16703
Certain theoretical features of astronaut
preparation
pOOSO 482-16705
Psychopbysiological correlates of the control
activity of the astronaut
pOOSO 482-16707
Certain aspects of the visual activity of astronauts
pOOSO 482-16708
Problems of the control of operator state
pOOSO 182-16710
Optimization of astronaut operator activity and
systems of semiautomatic control of manned
spacecraft on the basis of probabilistic criteria
pOOSO 182-16711
Investigation of the statistical characteristics
of astronaut operator activity directed towards
the control of a manned spacecraft
pOOSO 182-16712
Investigation of astronaut activity under
conditions of the hydrosimulation of
weightlessness
pOOSI 182-16713
Information model of the dynamics of autonomous
extravehicular activity
pOOSI 182-16718
Investigation of the functions of an astronaut
operator in information systems
pOOSI 182-16721
Concerning the rationalization of the work and
rest schedule of cosoonants
p0052 482-16724
Vestibnlar tests in the selection of cosmonauts
P0058 182-16941
Badiation - Bisk and protection in manned space
flight
p0059 182-16948
Cybernetic analysis of cardiac rhythm during a
graded exercise test in Salynt-6 crew members
pOI53 182-23273
In investigation of the visual observations made
by cosmonauts under experimental and actual
conditions
p0156 482-23305
The modeling of operator activity in referenceless
space
p0156 182-23306
Scientific-technical and organizational problems
of cosmonaut training
p0198 182-27503
Seventy-five days in space technical and
medico-biological experiments
p0203 182-27773
4 contribution to the history of Bussian and
Soviet aviation psychology: Documents and
- materials Bussian book
P0235 182-30875
4-98
5DBJECT IBDBX CBBB PBOCEDOBBS (IBFLIGHT)
& day off in space
p0281 182-35698
Orthostatic tests during cosmonaut selection
p0316 182-38854
Investigation of the cardiovascular system daring
prolonged space flights on board the Salynt
space stations
p0317 182-39429
As if in weightlessness simulation through
hypnosis
p0324 182-40474
Space gastroenterology Bassian book
p0326 182-40643
Hechanisms of the effects of weightlessness on the
motor system of man
P0336 A82-40752
In class, in the air, and in orbit cosmonaut
training for remote sensing tasks
POH09 182-46701
Basalts of studies of pulmonary ventilation in
cosmonauts during the period of acute adaptation
to weightlessness
[IAF P1PEB 82-431] p04 IS 182-47061
Investigations of the vascular reactions or the
nasal mucous membranes of cosmonauts
p04!9 182-47576
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest
[NASA-IH-84080] p0076 H82-15708
Rays and means of maintaining heat balance in
pilots and cosmonauts
pOI23 882-16706
Serotonin and histamine metabolism in cosmonauts
P02I7 N82-20858
Determination of oxygen tension in the
subcutaneous tissue of cosmonauts during the
Salynt-6 mission
CHASA-ra-76793] p0217 B82-20864
Psychological aspects of aerospace orientation
p0265 H82-24258
Effect of 18-day flight on blood amino acid
content in the crew of Salyut-5
p0270 1182-25757




NT COSMOS 1129 SATELLITE
Future investigations onboard Soviet biosatellites
of the Cosmos series
p0060 182-16954
Adaptation to weightlessness and its physiological
mechanisms - Besnlts of animal experiments
aboard biosatellites
p0329 A82-40688
Results of morphological investigations aboard
biosatellites Cosmos
P0330 A82-40697
Status of space biomedical programs
p0129 H82-17239
COSHOS 782 SATELLITE
Biomedical aspects of artificial gravity
p0059 A82-I695I
COSHOS 936 SATELLITE
Biomedical aspects of artificial gravity
p0059 182-16951
Dltrastructnral qualitative and quantitative
evaluation of cytoplasmatic structures of heart
. muscle of rats living aboard biosputnik (Cosmos 936
p0330 A82-40694
COSBOS t129 SATELLITE
Study of contractile properties and composition of




An evaluation of some experimental-data on the
cost effectiveness of flight simulators
p0227 A82-29256
COST EPFECTIVEHESS
Airline pilot disability - Economic impact of an
airline preventive medicine program
p0211 A82-28489
An evaluation of some experimental data on the
cost effectiveness of flight simulators
p0227 A82-29256
The aerospace screening electroencephalogram - An




Life-cycle costing of life support equipment
(AD-A116404] p040l H82-3I948
COSTS





Evaluation of materials proposed for use in space
flight
[ HASA-CE-167537] p0178 H82-19815
COOItBBBBASUBBS
HI J1HHIHG
Validation of predictive tests and countermeasures








Blue Flight Coverall Program
[1D-A116856] p0443 H82-34082
COTBBIB6S






Hepato-splenic injury in aircraft accidents
v p0072 182-18735
Spinal stresses in flight
p0359 H82-29873
Theories of the pathogeoesis of fractures of the
spine
p0359 H82-29874





Badiology of spinal trauma in aviation medicine
p0360 H82-29883
Analytical study of traumatic lesions of C3-C7
p0360 N82-29884
Badiological study of fractures of C1 and C2
p0360 H82-29885
Sequelae of vertebral fractures and trauma
p0363 H82-29886




Beviev of literature and regulation relating to
thoracic impact tolerance and injury criteria
[PB82-108697] pOI28 H82-16736
CBBHIBB
The effects of daily blood sampling on creatine
phosphokinase, aspartate aminotransferase and
alanine aminotransferase activities in the blood
serum of the monkey
p0118 482-21811
Effects of creatine phosphate on action potential
duration and myocardial contractile force in the
frog under hypoxia
p0241 A82-31532
The concentration of adenyl nncleotides and
creatine phosphate in the cerebral hemispheres
during different manifestations of stress
p0310 A82-38560
The relationship between the formation of ATP that
is stimulated by insulin and the effect of
insulin on the accumulation of creatine in











In analysis of aircrew procedural compliance
p0406 182-46263
1-99
CBEi SlatTOVS SOBJECt IHDEZ
Crew activities in space
p003l H82-12129
An investigation into pilot and systea response to
critical in-flight events. Volume 1: Ezecative
summary
[HIS1-CB-160993] p0036 H82-12782
Sn investigation into pilot and systea response to
critical in-flight events. Volume 2: Appendix
[H1SA-CB-I64994] p0036 H82-12783
Studies of planning behavior of aircraft pilots in
normal, abnormal and emergency situations
[H1SA-CB-169319] p0425 H82-32981
CBBi STIIIOHS
HI CBEB ROBK ST1TIOHS
Factors affecting seat-nan dynamics daring
emergency egress
p0024 182-14964
&n application of Banned simulation in crew
station conceptual development
p01«4 i82-22943




1 strength and anthropometric comparison of young





The work capacity of sailors under conditions of
varying work-rest cycles
p0071 182-18524
State of the hearing function in diesel locomotive
crewmen
p0280 182-35688









Mechanisms of temporal discrimination in the
visual analyzer
p0028 182-15714
1 procedure for the measurement of the critical
flicker fusion frequency
p0053 182-16809
Human vertical fnsional response under open and




Interaction of gravitic and mechanical stimuli in
tropic and nastic responses in beans
p0327 182-40665
florphogenesis of a higher plant from cultured
cells and embryos in space
p0327 182-40666
Sravity perception and asymmetric growth in plants
- 1 model derived from the grass palvinus
p0339 182-40775
Literature review of human microbes' interaction
with plants
[HASA-C8-I66330] p0250 H82-23983
Butritional and cultural aspects of plant species








Bethod for the determination of muscle
cross-sectional area and deraato-adipose layer
thickness using ultrasonic scanning
p0204 182-27778
CBDDB OIL

















Experiments on transfer of organic molecular






Beguired performance levels for antocueing devices
target acquisition in synthetic aperture radar
pOI45 182-22953




Logic-controlled occlnsive cuff system
[HASA-CASE-HSC-14836-l] pOO 13 S82-11770




The controlled cultivation of plants in an
artificial medium Biotechnological foundations
Bussian book
p0170 182-25230
Cultivation of the luminescent bacterium
Photobacterium leiognathi with control by
luminescence
p0280 182-35687
OSSB report. Life sciences biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 16
[JPBS-80789] p0351 H82-28977




The dynamics of rat bone marrow CFDc content
during prolonged fractionated irradiation
P0206 182-27811
Occult bacterial persistence and resistance to
colonization after antibiotic therapy
p0323 182-40460
Morphogenesis of a higher plant from cultured
cells and embryos in space
p0327 182-40666
Method and apparatus for detecting coliform
organisms
[HASA-C1SE-ABC-11322-1] p003l H82-I2739
Chemical protection of cells in culture and mice
against Z-irradiation
CHBL-1979-2] p0032 H82-12743
Genetic engineering possibilities for CELSS: 1
bibliography and summary of techniques
[HASA-CB-166306] p0219 H82-20876
Development of gnaynle (partheninm argentatum)
[HAS1-CB-168926] p0265 H82-24812
Technique for the aerobic cultivation of
microorganisms in water-in-oil emulsions
[HBC/CHB-TT-2031] p0428 H82-33980
COSES
Problems in the therapy of sonan poisoning
[HBL- 1981-1] p0267 H82-24824
COBTISS-iBIGHI IILIIABT UBCB1FT
0 HI LIT IB Y AIBCBAFI
COBV1TDBB
Contour curvature analysis - Byperacnities in the




Weighting of aptitude components based on













Cyanamide mediated syntheses of lea, ala, and phe




Formation of. cyanate and carbamyl phosphate by
electric discharges of model primitive gas
p0305 482-38116
CYAHIDBS
Chemical evolution of model systems of primeval
earth periphery and thermal polymerisation of
aqueous solutions of cyanides
pOIOI A82-20933
Chemical evolution, XL - Clay-mediated oxidation
of diaminomaleonitrile
p0339 482-41196
Hydrogen cyanide health effects
[PB82-I16039] pOI76 H82- 18864
CI&HO COHPOBHDS
HT CYAH4BIDES
Acceleration of BCM oligomerization by
formaldehyde and related compounds -
Implications for prebiotic syntheses
p0339 482-41199
CYABOPHYT4
0 BLOB GREEfi ALGAE
CYBBBBBTICS
Cybernetic analysis of cardiac rhythm daring a
graded ezercise test in Salyut-6 crew members
pOI53 482-23273
A Honte-Carlo simulation investigating means of
human-computer communication for dynamic task
allocation
[4D-4103890] pOOU S82-10721
Cybernetics and car driving: 4 mathematical
(computer) model for the system to be controlled
[IZF-1980-4] P0035 N82-12775
Cybernetics and car driving: 4 driver model and
its experimental validation
[IZF-1980-13] p0035 N82-12776
Cybernetics and car driving: Perspective
perception and the output vector of the system
to be controlled
[IZF-1980-19] p0036 N82-12778
& model for the control mode man-computer
interface dialogue
P0047 H82-13722
Identification of the adaptive feedback of the
human motor system using the Response Difference
Bet hod (RDH)
[HrHD-134] pOI76 H82-18869
4PD Han-Computer Studies Group Seminar Proceedings 1
conference proceedings, Teddington, England,
Feb.-Apr.. 1980
[4HTE(E)-TII-80109] p0274 N82-25790




HT ACTIVITY CYCLES (BIOLOGY)
HT HOBK-EEST CYCLE
CYCLIC COBFOOIDS
Emergence of flavin catalysis - An approach based
on the concept of bioorganic evolution
pOIOH 482-2096(1
Ion currents through a neuron membrane during the
injection of cyclic nucleotides
p0312 482-38588
CYSrEAHIBE
Some indicators of protein metabolism in
erythrocytes during radiation sickness and
following cystamine injection
pOIll 482-21724
The effect of several pharmacologically active
substances on the transformation of cystamine in
mouse tissues and sulfur-containing
antiradiation drug metabolism
p0278 482-35654
.ooparative evaluation of the efficiency of
radio-protectors on the basis of criteria of the
protection of bone narrow and the
gastrointestinal tract
p0278 482-35658
Investigation of the radio-protective effect of
cystamine on a model of thermally induced
prophage lambda
P0278 482-35659




Effect of 48-day flight on blood amino acid
content in the crew of Salyut-5
P0270 N82-25757
CYIOCHBOBES
The evolution of blue-greens and the origins of
chloroplasts
P0105 482-20971
The effect of cold stress on the level and
activity of microsomal cytochrome p-450 in the
rat liver
P0112 482-21732
Snccinate dehydrogenase and cytochrome oxidase




Changes in morphological and cytogenetic
hematopoietic indicators in hamadryas baboons
exposed to chronic low-level radiation
pOIll 482-21726
Effects of traumatic shock on cytogenetic
processes in the epithelial cells of the cornea
and tongue and the bone marrow cells of albino
rats
P0262 482-34676
The effect of repeated sublethal overheating on
cytogenetic processes in the epithelium of the
cornea and in bone marrow cells in white rats
p0262 482-34685
Cytogenetic effect of 5-fluoro-2desoxy uridine in
the G2 phase on intact and X-irradiated crepis
capillaris 1 cells
P0323 482-40461
The circadiau rhythm of the sensitivity of the
chromosome apparatus of mice to the mutagenic
effect of measles
p0323 482-40462
Cytoarchitectronics of the epidermis and the
epidermal proliferative units /EPD/
p0325 482-40491
Suppression of osteoblast differentiation during
weightlessness
p0337 482-40756
Effect of weightlessness on lymphocyte proliferation
p0173 H82-18261
Methodological aspects of testing erythrocyte
balance by counting incubated reticulocytes
p0350 H82-28972
Cytogenetic analysis of peripheral blood
lymphocytes of individuals exposed to low doses
of ionizing radiation
p0357 N82-29856
Cytogenetic effects of high-energy charged particles
p0396 N82-319M
Cytogenetic effects of heavy charged particles of






The source of reparative regeneration in skeletal
muscle tissue
p0114 482-21768
Study of the initial stage of fibroblast
attachment by means of reflective interference
microscopy
p0200 482-27739
Symbiosis in cell evolution: Life and its
environment on the early earth Book
p0207 482-28113
Effects of space flight factors at the cellular
level - Results of the Cytos experiment
p02ll 482-28485
The interaction of tubnlin with G-actin
p0228 482-29444
The effect of abnormal cell proportion on specimen
classifier performance
p0234 482-30296
Regulation of the functional activity of stem
cells which are the precursors of





Distribution of nacleolar nucleic acids in
Purkinje cells under vestibnlar stimulation and
immobilization of rats
p0262 A82-34686
Oltracytochemical changes in the brain and liver
under the influence of low-intensity nonionizing
microwave radiation
p0262 A82-34687
Optimization of the conditions of modified cell
irradiation
p0306 182-38154
Badiation damage and recovery of mouse T-cells. IT
- Elimination of radiation-induced migration
abnormalities in T-lymphocytes
p0306 A82-38I56
Effects of cABP accumulation activators on certain
stages of genome expression in cells upon acute
radiation damage to the organism-. Ill
Comparative study of the properties of BHi
synthesized in a system of isolated liver and
spleen cell nuclei from irradiated rats and
animals having been treated Kith serotonin prior
to irradiation
p0306 &82-38157
BBA-content distribution of cells from the normal
and atherosclerotic human aorta
p0308 A82-38535
Conditions leading to kinetic and thermodynamic
isotopic effects in a cell
p0313 A82-3860I
Light curves for photosynthesis under intermittent
illumination
p0313 A82-38608
Approaches to the study of the
hypothalamns-pitnitary gland relationship
p0319 482-39569
Cellular aspects of gravitational biology
p0336 A82-40754
The structure and function of macrophages
p0342 A82-4I470
The organization of the afferent snbcortical
inputs of the visual region of the cat cerebrum
p0368 A82-4262I
The early reactions of cells to ionizing radiation
and their role in protection and sensitization
Bussian book
pOUOK A82-45772
Synthesis of adriamycin-conpled polyglntaraldebyde
mizrospheres and evaluation of their cytostatic
activity
pOK09 A82-46540
The determination of the number of stem cells by
the number of colonies of nndifferentiated cells
in the bone marrow of irradiated animals
P04I2 482-46866
The ultrastrncture of the inner medullary
substance of the kidneys in several rodents in
arid zones
p0420 A82-48219
The morphology of the submandibnlar lymph nodes of
white rats during adaptation to high-altitude
conditions
p0420 A82-4822I
Compilation of cell data bank for automation in
diagnostic cytology
[BHFT-FB-T-80-158] p003I H82-12742
Spectrophotometric studies of the BBA structure in
B.coli ribosomes. Fart 2: Influence of ions
and proteins on the BHA secondary structure
[ISS-B-80/3-PT-2] p0079 B82-15735
Possible mechanism for chemical induction of
chromosome aberrations in male meiotic and
postmeiotic germ cells of mice
[DE81-031399] p0123 882-16700
Cytologic and biochemical genetic effects of
chemical carcinogens
[AD-A107615] p0136 H82-17864
Effect of weightlessness on lymphocyte proliferation
p0173 N82-18261
CITOPLASH
Sew data on reverse electron transport in the
respiratory chains of yeast mitochondria - The
induction of reverse transport by exogenous BAD-B
p0228 A82-29445
The dynamics of quantitative changes of BBA in rat
cerebellum Pnrkinje cells in different
functional states
p0308 A82-38S38
Gravity sensing, polar transport and cytoplasmic
streaming in plant cells
p0328 482-10667
Oltrastrnctnral qualitative and quantitative
evaluation of cytoplasmatic structures of heart
muscle of rats living aboard biospntnik Kosoos 936
p0330 A82-40694
Specific cytoplasmic glncocorticoid receptors of
rat liver under conditions of immobilization
stress
[HASA-TH-76863] p0385 B82-30893
Specific cytoplasmic glncocorticoid receptors of










Begeneration of skeletal muscle after mechanical
trauma in reptiles
p0203 A82-27767
Freeze-thaw induced damage to endothelial cells in












Color vision in the peripheral retina under
photopic conditions
p0314 A82-38798
Landing airplanes, detecting traffic, and the dark
focus experiments on pilot visual
misperception in darkness accommodation
p0406 A82-46265
Pnpillometry, a bioengineering overview
p0046 B82-13711
Direct and neighboring sensitivity changes
produced by red and blue-white adapting fields
[AD-AI11880] p0299 N82-26993
DABKBBSS
Hodifications of vestibular nystagmus produced by
fixation of visual and nonvisnal targets
p0069 A82-17477




An automated system for the collection and
processing of cardiovascular information from
athletes
P0324 A82-40484
The condition of the cardiovascular systen in air
traffic controllers according to data acgnired
at the workplace
p0368 A82-426I4
On-line, real-time determinations of
breath-to-breath gas exchange
p O I S I H82- 19832
Anthropometric data error detecting and correction
with a computer
p0248 B82-23115
A functional video-based anthropometric measuring
system
[HRSA-CB-167637] p0361 H82-29896
A general purpose data acquisition and analysis
system for nystagmus and related data
[B4SA-CB-16770a] p0389 H82-30919












DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
The Clinical Practice Librae? of Medicine (CPLH):




Microelectronics and computers in medicine
pOlOB A82-21268
Development of an automatic data bank for managing
physical education of students
p0118 482-21816
The Clinical Practice Library of Medicine (CPLM):
An on-line biomedical computer library. System
documentation
[NASA-CB-169018] p0294 N82-26964
A performance analysis study of a complex G field
experiment
p0380 N82-30852
Behavioral studies following ionizing radiation
exposures: A data base
[AD-AI15825] p0423 H82-32965
Biodynamic data bank feasibility study
[AD-AI17921] p0434 N82-34020
DATA BOSSES




Effects of video bandwidth compression processing
on operator performance in the Mini-BPV system
p0145 A82-22957
DATA CONVEBSION ROUTINES
Simple geometric algorithms to aid in clearance




Weighting of aptitude components based on












NT VOICE DATA PBOCESSING
An approach to algorithms for processing data from
the visual sensor of an integrated robot
p0026 A82-15681
Monitoring the condition of the organism under
hyperoxic conditions
p0061 482-17141
Control and automatic processing during tasks
requiring sustained attention - A nev approach
to vigilance
p0088 A82-19225
The structure of processing resources -
Implications for task configuration and workload
effects on human performance in man machine
systems
p0141 A82-22923
Perceptual components of computer displays
p0254 A82-324I3
Signal analysis at the periphery of the auditory
system Bussian book
p0277 A82-35248
SAM: A configurable experimental text editor for
investigating human factors issues in text
processing and understanding
[AD-A10933I] p0182 H82-19846
Becording basic climatic parameters and their
processing into integrated heat stress indices
[DBIC-T-6292] p0223 H82-21885
Combined discrete network continuous control
modelling of operator behavior
p0381 H82-30861











Operator performance on tuo office data entry






A general purpose data acquisition and analysis
system for nystagmus and related data
[NASA-CB-167704] ' p0389 N82-30919
DATA STOBAGE
Development of an automatic data bank for managing
physical education of students
pOIIS A82-21816
DATA SYSTEMS
Iterative reconstruction-reprojection - An




Investigation of the functions of an astronaut
operator in information systems
pOOSI A82-16721












Mathematical modeling and analysis of death
dynamics in irradiated mouse populations
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DECELERATION
Fractional rates of change as functional optical
invariants deceleration and descent judgment
experiments on flight simulator
p0406 A82-46268
Harmfulness of violent impact and airflow shocks
p0079 H82-15742
DECIHETEB HAVES
Decimetric waves in the combined therapy of
patients with cerebral circulatory insufficiency
p0239 A82-31507
The state of vegetative functions with
hypertension under the action of decimetric
waves on the region of the brain /Experimental
study/
p0239 A82-31508
The effect of decimeter waves and sinusoidal
modulated currents on the nuclear DNA content of
cerebral nerve cells /Experimental study/
p0239 A82-3I509
Effects of decioetric waves on the temperature of
the brain and adjoining tissues /Experimental
study/
p0239 A82-31510
Immnnodepressive and imnnnostimnlatory effects of
decimetric waves on the primary immnnological
response
p0239 A82-3I511
The effect of decimeter waves on the functional
state of the cardiovascular system, and some
biochemical and immunological indices of
, patients with myocardial infarction in the
recovery phase
A-103
DBCISIOH 8AKIHB SOBJECI IHDBI
p0239 482-31512
Chromatin of rat brain neurons and nucleic acids
of muscles as related to localization of
decineter waves daring exercise
p0387 H82-30908
DBCISIOH H1KIH6
A methodology for decision augmentation system
design airborne computer as aircrew
performance aid
[1IA4 81-2201] pOOOl 182-10139
Hicroelectronics and computers in medicine
pOI06 A82-2I268
Design criteria for decision aids - The users
perspective
pOlaO 482-22912
Application of preference tree methodology to
choice behavior in a 111 supervisory control task
*nti-»ircraft Artillery
p0144 182-22944
Training athletes to make quick decisions
pOISS 182-24487
Establishing methods of investigating individual
characteristics of making decisions in
situations of conflict
p0162 182-24528
1 mediation method for solving problems of 'quick-
wittedness'
pOI62 182-24530
The dependence of the strategy by which a solution
is sought on the type of intellection
pOI62 182-24533
Dynamic approach to the analysis of the signal
detection process in psychophysics
p0168 182-24905
1 model of human decisionmaking in multiple
process monitoring situations
p0231 182-29671
Linguistic decision structures for hierarchical
systems
p0277 182-34968
1 test for the prediction of risk-taking attitude
in operators
p0322 182-40449
Assessing emergency interface design operator
response-machine interaction model
p0405 182-46256
A study of decision-making behavior of aircraft
pilots deviating froa a planned flight
p0406 A82-46262
A Honte-Carlo simulation investigating means of
human-computer communication for dynamic task
allocation
[1D-1I03890] pOOll S82-10721
Pilot estimates of glidepath and aim point during
simulated landing approaches
[NAS&-TH-8I325] P0035 H82-12772
In investigation into pilot and system response to
critical in-flight events. Volume 1: Executive
summary
[HASA-CH-164993] p0036 882-12782
The intelligent use of intelligent systems:
Problems in engineering man/machine symbiosis
p0037 H82-13058
Identification of cognitive factors related to
remote work performance using closed circuit TV
displays
p0042 882-13679
Decision aids for airborne intercept operations in
advanced air crafts
p0042 882-13683
1 model of the human observer and decision maker
p0046 H82- 13714
Choosing among alternatives with uncertain
outcomes: Effect of prior curing and estimation
requirements
[10-4106143] p0128 H82-16739
Bodeling human attention allocation strategies
with competing criteria
[1D-1108509] p0177 H82-18875
Guidelines for man-machine interface design
[VTT-EB-23/81] p0225 B82-21906
Recognition of vehicle targets from the air: 1
field test
[F01-C-56027-H2] p0247 H82-22889
Contingent decision behavior: I review and
discussion of issues
[ID-ill 1655] ?°?73 "82-25787
An overview of expert systems artificial
intelligence
[H1SA-CB-169197] p0362 H82-29899
Subjective scaling of mental workload in a
multi-task environment
p0380 H82-30844
& model of human decision making in multiple
process monitoring situations
p0381 H82-30862
Application of optimal control principles to
describe the supervisory control behavior of AAA
crew members
p0381 H82-30864
A theory of diagnostic interference. 1:
Imagination and the psychophysics of evidence
[AD-A115940] p0435 H82-34026
Sixteenth Annual Conference on Hanual Control
[HASA-TH-84273] p0436 H82-34037
Combined discrete network. Continuous control
modelling of operator behavior
p0440 H82-34064
A model of human decision making in multiple
process monitoring situations
p0440 H82-34065
PBOCBO: 1 model for analyzing flight crew
procedures in approach to landing
p0441 N82-34066
Application of optimal control principles to
describe the supervisory control behavior of 111
crew members
pD44l M82-34067
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Choosing among alternatives with uncertain
outcomes: Effect of prior curing and estimation
requirements
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Contingent decision behavior: A review and
discussion of issues
[ID-1111655] p0273 H82-25787
& theory of diagnostic interference. 1:
Imagination and the psychophysics of evidence
[4D-1I15940] p0435 H82-34026
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The stability of a model with time lag, with the






Central venous bubbles and mixed venous nitrogen
in goats following decompression
P0019 182-13234
Evaluation of safety of decompression from the
critical volume of gas bubbles formed in the
organism
pOIIO 182-21717
Air embolism - Possible role of surfactant on
recompression
p0120 182-21931
Clinical and experimental evidence for the use of
hypothermia in decompression sickness
p0193 182-26239
The pathophysiology, presentation, and triage of
altitude-related decompression sickness
associated with hypobaric chamber operation
p0253 182-32012
Vibration and decompression gas bubbles
p0334 182-40729
Serum ferritin increases daring deep saturation
dives
p0409 182-46537
Homogeneous nucleation of gas bubbles in vivo
P04I8 A82-47387
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Dangers of explosive decoapression
pOOBO H82-15750
Probability of caisson disease after pressure drop



















The effects of'catting or of stretching skeletal
nnscle in vitro on the rates of protein
synthesis and degradation
pOISO A82-23244
Norepinephrine and enzymes of synthesis and
degradation thereof in the rat hypothalamus




Final-position of a single degree-of-freedoa
tendon arm
p0185 682-25619




Six degree of freedom oanual controls study report
[NASA-CB-167532] pOISl H82-19837
DBBTDBaTBD FOOD
Amino acid netabolism during prolonged intake of
dehydrated foods and siaalation of some space
flight factors
pOUO B82-17816
Diet of crew in Salyut-6 orbital station
p0269 H82-25756
Biological value and shelf life of cultured dairy
products in the diet of cosmonauts
p0270 H82-25759
DBBTDBATIOB
Significance of the rehydration rate of the inner
ear in the choice of method of surgical
intervention in the endolymphatic system in
Heniere's disease
p0261 482-31173
ADH suppression under immersion combined with
dehydration antidinretic hormone secretion
p0339 182-40776
Dehydration-induced drinking in humans
pO<t08 A82-46329




Activation of snccinate dehydrogenation in rat
liver by noradrenalin, CAMP and acute cooling
P01I2 A82-2I734
The effect of urea and heat on the activity of
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Chronic acceleration and brain density
P0338 A82-40769
Significance of bone density to spinal t rauma
related to pilot ejection
P02I5 N82-208II9
Visual search: Clutter and proxioity effects
CAD-A115799] p0425 N82-32979
DEBSITY (HOBBBB/TOLOHE)
NT PABTICLE DENSITY (CONCBNTBATIOH)
DBBSITT DISTBIBOTION
Some computer applications and digital image
processing in nuclear medicine
pD431 H82-34000
DBBTISTBY
Forensic dentistry in aircraft accident
fatalities identification
p0073 A82-18737






Damage and repair of heart muscle DNA dur ing
emotional-pain stress
p0055 A82-16822
DNA-protein complex fron an extreme halophile - A
histone-like protein in archaebacteria
P0105 A82-20970
Genetic damage in Escherichia coll K12 AB2480 by
broad-spectrum near-ultraviolet radiation
pOI21 A82-22200
The effect of decimeter naves and sinusoidal
modulated currents on the nuclear DNA content of
cerebral nerve cells /Experimental study/
p0239 A82-3I509
Preventing disturbances to the structure of DNA in
the cardiac muscle from emotional-nociceptive
stress by blocking beta-adrenoreceptors and the
peroxidation of lipids
p024l A82-3I528
Liquid-crystal state of nucleic acids in solution
P0243 A82-31597
Taxonomic relations betveen archaebacteria
including 6 novel genera examined by cross
hybridization of DHAs and 16S rRNAs
p0257 A82-J3276
Investigation of the radio-protective effect of
cystamine on a model of thermally induced
prophage lambda
p0278 A82-35659
Changes in the relations of pyrimidine blocks in
DBA of the hematopoietic system immediately
following gamma irradiation of the animal
p0306 A82-38152
The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondrial DNA and
SNA, and the synthesis of heme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow during the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
p0307 A82-38169
Study of BBA synthesis rate and DNA content in the
myocardium of netf—born rats during adaptation to
high-altitude hypoxia
p0308 A82-38537
Ligation of oligonucleotides by pyrimidine dimers
- A missing 'link' in the origin of life
p0317 882-39423
The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondrial DNA and
SNA, and the synthesis of heme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow during the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
p0325 A82-40501
Effects of space flight factors and artificial
gravity on deoxyribonucleoprotein in lymphoid
organs of rats
p0333 A82-40723
Bepair of chemical damage in mammalian cells
{DB81-030823] p0033 S82-12757
Bepair of radiation damage in mammalian cells
[DE81-030824] p0075 H82-14800
Spectrophotooetric studies on the BNA structure in
E.coli ribosomes. Fart 1: Fundamentals of
ultraviolet spectrophotometry of nuclei acids
[ISS-B-80/2-PT-1] p0078 N82-15734








Hicrobial ecology of extreme environments:
Antarctic dry valley yeasts and growth in
substrate limited habitats
rNASA-CB-168742] p0220 N82-21869
DNft and BKA synthesis in isolated nuclei of rat
skeletal muscles during hypodynamia
t NASA-rii-76875] p0385 H82-30888
Changes in rat tissue deozyribonncleoprotein and
nucleic acids following flight aboard
Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0395 H82-31907
Oeoxyribouucleoprotein and nucleic acid content of
rat tissues after flight aboard Cosmos-936
biosatellite
P0397 N82-31921
Lack of induction of single-strand breaks in
mammalian cells by sodium azide and its proximal
mutagen









Respiration of brain synaptosomes under conditions












Vegetative reactions to the administration of
atropine and propranolol in rats that exhibit








A model far the submarine depthkeeping team
p0043 N82-13689
Belative depth and local surface orientation from
image motions








In-trail following during profile descents with a
cockpit display of traffic information
p0405 A82-46260
DESCRIPTIONS
Rock paradigms in human factors research
p0182 N82-19844
DESEBT ADAPTATIOH
Human adaptation in arid regions
p028l A82-35828
DESEBTS
Dnder the hot sun human heat acclimatization
in deserts
p0234 A82-30303
Physical performance tasks required of 0. S.
Marines operating in a desert environment
[AD-A107866] pO>36 N82-17863
DESIGN ANALYSIS
The design of extravehicular propulsion units
pOOSI A82-I6716
Information and display requirements for aircraft
terrain following
p0044 N82-13695
Ergonomic considerations in product design and
evaluation product adaptation to nan and his
real needs and abilities
p0182 N82-19842
Study of protective mask type 33
tFOA-C-40!34-C2] p0247 N82-22888
p0362 N82-29903





Pulmonary oxygen toxicity - Possible role of
ammonia in desorbing lung surfactant
p0283 A82-35908
DESYHCBBOHIZED SLEEP





Detection and recognition - Concurrent processes
in perception
p0170 A82-25I62
The transfer of failure-detection skills between
monitoring and controlling dynamic systems
P0196 A82-26776
Detection/discrimination in the long-wavelength
pathways human color vision tests
p0318 A82-39439
Analytical detection of organic species by means
of laser-induced mnltiphoton ionization
p0038 N82-13646
& model of human decision making in multiple
process monitoring situations
p0381 N82-30862
Investigation of behaviorally modified rats for
use in explosives detection systems
[SD-Al 14632] p0386 N82-30895
DETERIORATION
Fifth International Biodeterioration Symposium
[ AD-A109858] pQ213 N82-20833
DEUTEBIOH
fteasurenent of energy expenditure in humans by
doubly labeled water method
p0418 A82-47389
DEDTEBOH IBBADIATIOH
Cytogenetic effects of high-energy charged particles
p0396 N82-319H
DIABETES HELLITOS i
Diabetes mellitas and the examination of flight
personnel
p0232 A82-29990
Diabetes and flight personnel - Ophthalmologic
aspects
p0232 A82-2999I
The prognostic value of the glucose tolerance test
P0263 A82-34698
The transformation of lipids into glycogen in
animal and human cells
p0413 482-46892
DIAGNOSIS
Potential for the use of biorhythm structures for
the prognosis of the course of a disease
p0028 A82-1571S
A sino-anricnlar block with Samoilov-Henkeback
periods - Diagnosis with the aid of an automated
analysis of the structure of heart rhythms and
clinical assessment
p0153 A82-23270
Evaluation of the information content of the
clinical signs and the probability of noise
sickness
POI60 A82-24511
The role of multiple recording devices in the
complex equipping of functional-diagnostic
facilities
p0163 A82-24545
A conplex of instruments for psychophysiological
studies
pOI63 A82-24546
Computer analysis of tests involving physical stress
in cardiology
pOI90 A82-25807
Follow-up of 14 abnormal electroencephalograms in
asymptomatic U.S. Air Force Academy cadets
pOI94 A82-26242
NHB-imagery - A new method of biophysical
investigation
p0200 A82-27745
The use of ultrasonic Doppler techniques in the
diagnosis of arterial occlusions in the basis
cerebri - A Doppler angiography study
p0201 A82-27756
Bicycle ergometry in the differential diagnosis of
cardialgia
A-106
SUBJECT IBDEX DIFFEBEHTIiL BQUATIOBS
p0205 482-27792
BMB imaging in medicine
p0231 A82-29574
The value of spiroergography in the diagnosis of
the initial stage of cardiac insufficiency
p0233 &82-30030
Bapid diagnostic systems - A principle for
diagnostic preparations and an analysis of the
rapid systems for disease-causing
microorganisms
p0243 482-315*8
Hyoglobinemia as a criterion for the early
diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction
/literature review/
p0259 A82-33726
Early diagnosis of overstrain of the
cardiovascular system in athletes engaging in
cyclic forms of sport
p0278 182-35664
Specialized laboratory for the educational and
research activity of students and the
psychodiagnostic study of athletes
p0279 &82-3S673
The diagnosis and treatment of heart-rhythm
disorders - The role of intracardial
electrophysiological investigation
p0279 A82-35676
Electrocardiographic diagnosis of the chronic
pulmonary heart
p0230 S82-35681
Diagnosis and organization of the therapy of
patients with disorders of blood circulation in
the brain
p0310 £82-38554
application of zylite for the detection of
labyrinthine hydrops
p0316 A82-39243
Diagnostics of disturbances of heart rhythm and
conductance and their professional evaluation in
flight personnel
p0319 A82-40309
The use of byperozic mixtures for the diagnosis of
latent disturbances in the external respiration
system
p0322 482-40457
The diagnostic value of phonoenterography in acute
renal failure
p0324 A82-40478
The potential of radionuclide diagnosis of acute
myocardial infarction
p034l A82-41458
Functional properties of T-lymphocytes in patients
with acute myocardial infarction
p0341 A82-41459
A modification of Sonns' method of selective
coronarography
p0343 A82-41485
An evaluation of the inforoativeness of EKG
parameters in diagnosing a nyocardial infarction
of the back wall of the left ventricle
p0344 A82-41493
Morphological criteria for diagnosing pathologies
of the thymus with myasthenia
p0369 A82-42633
Ultrasonic scanning in the diagnosis of
retinoblastomas
p0410 A82-46710
Remote Medical Diagnosis System BODS design review
meeting minutes
[AD-A104555] pOOI3 H82-1I772
Compilation of cell data bank for automation in
diagnostic cytology
[BHFT-FB-T-80-158] p0031 N82-12742
Hedical diagnostic application of radiofreguency
range electromagnetic waves
p0032 H82-12746
Remote Hedical Diagnosis System (BUDS) utilization
study
[AD-A105559] p0082 1182-15771
Detection of amblyopia utilizing generated retinal
reflexes
[HASA-CB-161944] p0127 H82- 16732
Analysis of volatile metabolites in biological
fluids as indicators of prodromal disease
condition
[HASA-CB-167513] p0175 H82-18859
In vivo X-ray fluorescence analysis for medical
diagnosis. & non-invasine method for
quantitative determination of kidney function
after radiographic examinations with iodinated
contrast media
[LUBFD6/HFBA-1013/1-21/(1981) ] p0272 B82-2578I
Diagnostic use of enzymatic test in experiments on
monkeys
p0396 B82-31915
Bemote Hedical Diagnosis System (BUDS) Advanced
Development Hodel (ADH) laboratory test results
C A D - A I 14073] pO<»32 882-34012
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Screening designs used to estimate the relative









A comparison between the protonophoric and




Linear dichroism of absorption changes upon the
photoreduction of pheophytiu in oriented







Benromorphological evidence of individual
differences in human vision
pOI59 A82-24500
Statistical analysis of neuronal impulse activity
in the diencephalon during
immobilization-produced emotional stress in rats
P0323 A82-40467
DIETS
Changes in blood indicators upon the inclusion of
trace elements in the diet
P0049 A82-16274
Effects of the diet on brain function
pOOSB &82-169U2
Expenditure of energy and the state of the
neuromuscular system in athletes who use
low-calorie diets to control their weight
p0187 482-25688
Cardiorespiratory assessment of 24-hour crash-diet
effects on altitude, tGz, and fatigue tolerances
P0192 A82-26228
Physiological, biochemical, and performance
responses to a 24-hour crash diet
p0192 A82-26229
Energy expenditure and dietary change
[PB81-218471] pOOlO H82-10717
In-flight diets and guantitative adeguacy thereof
to pilot expenditure
p0130 H82-17813
Dynamic of nutritional status during simulation of
long-term aircraft flights
P0215 H82-20846
Diet of crew in Salynt-6 orbital station
p0269 N82-25756
Biological value and shelf life of cultured dairy
products in the diet of cosmonauts
p0270 1182-25759
Effects of 1 alpha-hydroxycholecalciferol and
different amounts of phosphorus in food
allowance on some parameters of phosphorus and
calcium metabolism in hypokinetic rats
p0270 H82-25762




A heat transfer analysis of scald injury
[PBS 1-238503] p0083 H82-15777
DIFFBBEHIIAL BQOAIIOBS
HT FOKKEB-PLABCK EQOATIOB
An empirical equation of elementary motion of
human body
A-107





Effect of weightlessness on lyaphocyte proliferation
p0173 M82-18261
DIFFERENTIATION (BIOLOGY)
Hematopoietic tissue development in Japanese quail
embryogenesis
p0201 A82-27748
Cytoarchitectronics of the epidermis and the
epidermal proliferative units /EPU/
p0325 482-40491
Suppression of osteoblast differentiation daring
•eightlessness
p0337 A82-40756
Hew methodological aspects of the investigation of
organ specificity of the lymphatic pathways
p0367 A82-42602
The determination of the number of stem cells by
the number of colonies of undifferentiated cells
in the bone marrow of irradiated animals
p0412 482-16866





The accuracy of laser diffraction measurements of
sarcomere lengths in contracting muscles
p0200 A82-27737
DIFFUSE BADIATIOB
Byocardial perfusion scintigraphy using a new






A monitor for noninvasive estimation of pulmonary
blood flow
p0039 N82-13656
Facilitated diffusion of small non-electrolytes in
the human red blood cell
p0135 H82-17855
Diffusion mediated localization on membrane surfaces
[NASA-CB-166386] p0393 N82-31888
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Progress in computer analysis of the exercise
electrocardiogram
pOOOl A82-10630
Microelectronics and computers in medicine
p0106 A82-21268
DIGITAL DATA




Superconducting magnetometry for cardiovascular
studies and an application of adaptive filtering
p0038 N82-13648
DIGITAL SIBOLATION
SAINT, a digital simulation language for the study
of manned systems
p0287 A82-36957
Cybernetics and car driving: A mathematical




Sole computer applications and digital image
processing in nuclear medicine
p0431 N82-34000
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
Digital spirometer for automatic pulmonary function
p0022 A82-14746
Digital image processing of bone - Problems and
potentials
p0026 A82-15697
Soae computer applications and digital image
processing in nuclear medicine
p0431 H82-34000
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Effect of polynncleotides on the dimerization of
glycine abiological protein synthesis in
primitive earth conditions
p002l A82-13843
Ligation of oligonucleotides by pyrimidine dimers
- A missing 'link' in the origin of life
p0317 482-39423
DIBEBS
Statistical mechanics of biomembrane phase
transition. I - Excluded volume effects of lipid
chains in their conformation change
p0199 A82-27561
DIBETHTLHIDBAZIBES
Chemical and molecular biological aspects











How do we avoid confounding the direction we are
looking and the direction we are moving
p0071 482-18024
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An introduction to disaster - Some considerations
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Disturbances of eye-head coordination daring
lateral gaze in labyrinthine disease
p0069 A82-17471
The functional condition of the ampullar apparatus
in Meniere's disease
p0092 A82-20308
Connection of motor regimen with morbidity in
workers
pOI87 A82-25695
Coagnlopathy in miners with vibration sickness
pOISS A82-25704
Rapid diagnostic systems - A principle for
diagnostic preparations and an analysis of the
rapid systems for disease-causing
microorganisms
p0243 A82-31548
Postural vertigo as a specific symptom of
Meniere's disease
p0280 682-35690
Classification of vestibnlar disorders as a
function of the phase of the disease and the
degree of vestibular compensation
p0280 A82-35691
Application of xylite for the detection of
labyrinthine hydrops
p0316 482-39213
Alterations in the labyrinth receptors after laser
irradiation as detected by electron microscopy
P03I6 A82-39244
The circadian rhythm of the sensitivity of the
chromosome apparatus of mice to the mutagenic
effect of measles
p0323 A82-40462
Aeromedical considerations of malaria prophylaxis
with mefloguine hydrochloride
p0409 A82-46536
Analysis of volatile metabolites in biological
fluids as indicators of prodromal disease
condition
[N4SA-CR-167513] pOI75 H82-18859




















Effects of reference lines on displacement
thresholds at various durations of movement
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Visual fatigue and cathode ray tube display
terminals
p0017 A82-12870
An evaluation of alphanumeric, graphic, and color
information displays
p0017 A82-12871
Effects of visual display units on the eyes - A
bibliography /1972-1980/
P0017 A82-12873
The interaction between the edge effect and target
conspicuity in visual search
p0017 A82-12874
Is recognition accuracy really impaired when the
target is repeated in the display
P0056 A82-16893
Visual technology and the future for flight
simulators
p0095 A82-20538
What do pilots see in displays
p0139 A82-22906
A strength and anthropometric comparison of young
men and women examined for work station design
pOI39 A82-22907
Computer assisted displays enabling
internalizatiou and reduction of operator
workload in higher order systems, or, pushing
the barrier of human control beyond second order
systems
p0140 A82-22910
The event-related brain potential as an index of
attention allocation in complex displays
p0142 A82-22928
Recognition of VDO presented colors by color
defective observers visual Display Unit
p0146 482-22966
The evaluation of information display on the basis
of the transinformation German book
p0209 A82-28394
Perceptual components of computer displays
p0254 A82-32413
User response characteristics for sequential
displays
p025U 482-32496
Statistical technigues for instrument panel
arrangement
p0287 482-36959
Screening designs used to estimate the relative
effects of display factors on dial reading
p0269 482-37183
Color coding of information on electronic display
devices German thesis
P0365 482-41681
Ergonomic aspects in cockpit lay-out
p0405 482-46257
A comparison of tracking with visual and
kinesthetic-tactual displays
p0405 482-46258
In-trail following during profile descents with a
cockpit display of traffic information
p0405 A82-46260
Functional optical invariants - A new methodology
for aviation research in visual perception
psychology
p0406 482-46267
Influence of a visual display and frequency of
whole-body angular oscillation on incidence of
motion sickness
p0416 482-47337
Color vision and image intensities: When are
changes material?
[&D-AI03926] p0010 N82-10711
How to display digital SONAR signals. Some
primary threshold measurements
[IZF-1979-16] p0035 N82-12773
Equipment design must incorporate ease of operation
p0037 N82-12790
Evaluation of a pilot workload assessment device
to test alternate display formats and control
handling qualities
p0037 N82-13062
Proceedings of the Seventeenth Annual Conference
on Manual Control
[N4SA-CH-165005] p0040 N82-13665
Horizontal conflict resolution maneuvers with a
cockpit display of traffic information
p004l N82-13671
Predictor symbology in computer-generated
perspective displays
i-109
DISPLAY SYSTEMS SOBJBCT IHDEI
pOOII H82- 13674
Bodeling of the aircraft in-trail-following task
during profile descent
p0043 H82-13690
Functional structure and dynamics of the human
nervous system
p0043 N82-13692
Information and display requirements for aircraft
terrain following
p0044 882-13695
Pilot scanning patterns while viewing cockpit




Review of health and safety aspects of video
display terminals
[CBC-TH-712-E] pOI79 H82-198I6
in evaluation of the effectiveness of color coded
tactical symbology applied to military maps
[AD-A109675]
 P0218 S82-20872
Display-control compatibility in 3-0 displays. 1:
Effects of orientation
[AD-A109491] p0219 882-20875
System simulation applied to the evaluation of
displays for guidance and control
[ES4-TT-659] p0220 H82-20883
Sonrcebook of temporal factors affecting
information transfer from visual displays
[ A D - A I 0 9 9 0 7 ] p0222 H82-21880
perception of spatial features with stereoscopic
displays
[ A D - A I I O I 9 1 ] p0222 882-21882
Human engineering guides to design of displays for
underwater applications
[ A D - A 1 I 0 3 I 7 J p022H 882-21898
Analysis of pilot input concepts and devices into
integrated display/control systems
[BBB-FE-30I/S/POB/40] p0247 882-22884
Health hazards of visual display units with
particular reference to office environments
[PB82-I20627] p02U9 882-23979
The constancy of stereoscopic depth perception
[ A D - A I 11484] p0302 H82-27984
Visual Technology Besearch Simulator (VIES) human
performance research: Phase 3
[ A D - A 1 1 2 4 7 5 ] p0352 882-28988
Unconventional visual displays for flight training
[40-4111392] p0354 882-28999
Proceedings of the Sixteenth Annual Conference on
Hanual Control
[BASA-CB-169243] p0379 882-30833
A gunner model for an AAA tracking task with
interrupted observations
P0379 882-30835
The effect of visual information on the manual
approach and landing
p0379 H82-30837
PHP study of pilot workload. Qualification of
workloaa via instrument scan
[HASA-CB-169254] p0392 882-30944
A comparison of display formats for the electronic
master monitor and advisory display system
C&0-A115127] p0392 882-30946
The effects of color and contrast on target
recognition performance using monochromatic
television displays
C&D-A116238] pOIQl 882-31946
Beading text from visual display units
[FOA-C-53006-H2] p0402 882-31951
An experimental evaluation of tactical
symbol-design features
C A D - A I 1 5 8 9 5 ] p0427 882-32993
An automated optical display system for visual
physiology experiments
[ A D - & I 1 6 4 9 9 ] p043l 882-34004
A gunner model for an AAA tracking task with
interrupted observations
p0436 H82-34039
Design, simulation and evaluation of advanced
display concepts for the F-16 control configured
vehicle
p0440 882-31062
Separation monitoring with four types of
predictors on a cockpit display of traffic
information
p0440 B82-34063
Evaluation of SHABT sensor displays for
multidimensional precision control of Space
Shuttle remote manipulator
p0442 882-34074
Evaluation of four-color plan view display console












Visual depth sensitivities of various cues for
depth perception
p0238 A82-3H47
Evaluation of the visual acguisition range of
enronte air traffic from cockpit observations
collision avoidance
[ESA-TT-691] p0175 882-18861
Distance estimation in projected photographs
visual estimates
[FOA-C-5603I-H2] p0426 882-32982





Preprototype Vapor Compression Distillation
Subsystem development
fASHE PAPEB 81-E8AS-25] p0003 A82-10912
DISTILLATIOI BQOIPHEBT
Application of improved technology to a
preprototype vapor compression distillation
/VCD/ water recovery subsystem
[ASME PAPEB 81-EBAS-10] p0002 482-10898
DISTBIBOTED PAB1BBTBB SYSTBBS
Vibration defence Df man - Questions of modeling
P0260 A82-33764
Operator performance on two office data entry
system testbeds: Preliminary analyses












On the mathematical modelling of microbial age




Method for improving the reliability of the
recognition and classification of worker




Effects of rasapressin administration on diuresis
of water immersion in normal humans
p0083 A82-1949I
The role of natrinresis in the prophylactic effect
of adaptation to hypoxia in the case of
hereditary hypertension
pOIIO A82-21712
Evidence for the involvement of central alpha2
lechanisms in intrathoracic volume




Beiss. er's membrane and the spiral ligament in
norna* rats and those treated with ethacrynic acid
p0055 A82-16833
Effects of vasopressin administration on diuresis
of water immersion in normal humans
pOOBB A82-1949I
The effect of body position and the administration
of a diuretic on the water-salt status and the







Diurnal variation in vigilance efficiency
p0022 882-14275
The influence of physical stress on the dynamics
of work capacity and electrical activity of
skeletal muscles in the coarse of an entire day
pOISt 482-23284
The effect of the circadian rhythm of
physiological functions on the mental vork
capacity of operators
p0203 182-27769
Daily rhythms of physiological functions daring
shift work
p0203 A82-2777I
Eight-hoar rhythm of aatonomic regulation
p0242 A82-31542




The living response in clinical medicine
p0194 482-26241
Ihe contribution of V. N. Chernigovskii to the
development of diving physiology and medicine
p0210 A82-28457
Thermal insulation and shivering threshold in
Greek sponge divers
p0229 482-29555
Central nervous dysfunctions after near-miss
accidents in diving
p0321 482-40443
Serum ferntin increases during deep saturation
dives
p0409 482-46537
4 human being in the sea. Part 2: Development
trends in submarine technology diving
apparatus, rescue techniques, marine resources
[FOA-C-58008-H3-PT-2] p0010 N82-10714
Research predictions for underwater activities in
the 1980's
[FOA-C-58010-H1 ] pOI75 N82-18862
Cognitive performance, sleep quality and mood
during deep ozy-helium diving
[BPN-1/81] p0224 N82-21893
Stress, information processing and diving
[IZF-I981-4] p0268 M82-24829
Cognitive performance, sleep quality and mood
during deep oxy-helium diving
[SNP-t/81] p0389 N82-30920
4 Trimix saturation dive to 660 meters: Studies
of cognitive performance, mood and sleep quality
[BPN-2/82]
 P0397 H82-3I923
Effect of local vibration on divers working under
water
p0429 N82-33992
Influence of the diving response and submersion on












NT DSEB MANUALS (COflPDTEE PBOGBAMS)
DOGS
4 technique for long-term measurements of thyroid
function in beagle dogs using iodine 125
[FOA-A-59003-H3] p0393 H82-31890
DOBI8AHCB
Correlation between individual distinctions of




Examining arterial function by Doppler




Measurement of gonadal and bone-marrow doses from
dental radiography
[ABL/TB-022] p0034 N82-I276I
Epidemiology feasibility study: Effects of noise
on the cardiovascular system
[PB82-147752] p0301 H82-27974






Microdosimetric analysis of the variability of
radiobiological effects in experiments with
high-energy radiation in space
p0206 A82-27810
Neutron radiation dosinetry in high altitude
flight personnel
P0321 482-40444
Badiation physics, biophysics and radiation biology
[DE81-025259] p0009 N82-10704




Variations in noise dosimeter readings of
fluctuating noise
[4D-41 15763] p0431 N82-34002
Tables of energy-deposition distributions in water
phantoms irradiated by point-monodirectional
electron beams with energies from 1 to 60 HeV,









The cause of zero drift in a visual polarimeter
p0420 482-48212
DBIBKISG
The effectiveness of perspiration in a hot
environment
p0307 482-38178





An electron-microscopic study of the brain of the
fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, exposed to
high-LET krypton /Kr-84/ particle radiation
p0287 A82-36320
Radiation-induced shortening of the life span of




Population mechanisms of adapting to extreme
environmental conditions /with Clethrionomys
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rhe effect of picacetaa on the body's resistance
to hypoxia
pOH5 A82-21777
The effect of the prolonged administration of
sodium hydrozybatyrate on the physical work
capacity and muscle tissue state of rats
p0115 A82-21779
The nature of autonomic effects produced by
soabrevin during narcosis
pOI87 482-25693
The conbined use of sulfamonomethoxine and 0V
radiation in the treatment of chronic pneumonia
p0190 A82-25808
Hechanisffl for the antihypoxic effects of depakin
p0202 582-27761
Ihe extraction and identification of drags in
aviation toxicology
p0210 A82-28478
The organ of vision and medicines used in treating
psychological disorders /Survey/
p02<40 A82-3I525
Psychotherapentic use of sleep deprivation in
treating insomnia produced by psychic soporific
dependence
p0242 A82-31543
Comparative study of the gas-transport
characteristics of models of an
extraerythrocytic oxygen carrier
p0262 282-34680
The combined effect of medicines
p0279 482-35665
Effects of horizontal body casting on the
baroreceptor reflex control of heart rate
p0285 &82-36033
Experimental and clinical study of a new
imannoregulatory preparation - thyoalin
p0307 &82-38177
The influence of the GABA-receptor blocker
bicnculline on the effects of fenibnt and diazepan
p0308 A82-38539
The effect of potassium orotate on the metabolism
of certain vitamins in patients with fractures
of the long tubular bones
p0310 A82-38563
Application of xylite for the detection of
labyrinthine hydrops
p0316 482-39243
Participation of the prefrontal cortex in delayed
spatial choice and differentiation of time
intervals in rhesus monkeys
p0323 A82-40470
In vivo and in vitro characteristics of eccrine
sweating in patas and rhesus monkeys
p0340 482-41211
The effect of diethylamine analog of ethmozine on
the functional condition of myocardium /Clinical
and experimental study/
p0343 A82-41488
The effect of leienkephalin and thyrosine on the
lymphatic and blood microvessels
p0344 A82-41490
Current problems in hypobiosis
p0366 A82-42171
Hemodynamic response to converting enzyme
inhibition at rest and exercise in humans
p0375 482-44135
Aortic body chemoreceptor responses to dopamine,
haloperidol, and pargyline
p0375 A82-44136
Synthesis of adriamycin-conpled polyglutaraldehyde
microspheres and evaluation of their cytostatic
activity
p0409 482-46540
An analysis of the role of genetic and
environmental factors in predicting the
effectiveness of arterial hypertension treatments
p0410 A82-46719
Side effects of cardiovascular drugs on the eye
p04ld A82-46898
The use of inosine daring resuscitation for the
prevention of post-resuscitation circulatory
insufficiency
P0420 482-48215
Hannal control analysis of drug effects on driving
performance
p0046 H82- 13709
Chemicals Identified in Hunan Biological Media
[DE8I-030813] p0127 H82-I6735
An exaaination of the feasibility of administering
prophylactic pyridostigmine by the percutaneous
route
[HBL-TH-449] p0221 H82-21878
Dosinetric and behavioral analysis of
microwave-drug synergistic effects on operant
behavior in the rat
[SD-41 15115] p0429 H82-33986
OBI BEAT
Acclimatization to dry heat - Active men vs.
active woman
p0229 A82-29553
Auxiliary cooling - Comparison of air-cooled vs.
water-cooled vests in hot-dry and hot-wet
environments
p032l A82-40440
Effects of whole and partial body exposure to dry
heat on certain performance measures
[AD-A100305] p0246 H82-22880
Auxiliary cooling: Comparison of air-cooled
versus water cooled vests in hot-dry and hot-wet
environments
[AD-A110554] p0275 H82-25797
Effectiveness of five water-cooled undergarments
in reducing heat stress of vehicle operating in





The role of temporal overlap of visual and
auditory material in dual media comprehension
[AD-AI 15714] p0425 H82-32978
DOHMIBS
numerical and experimental studies of









Acridine orange inhibition of the ATPase activity











Dynamics of vestibalo-ocular, vestibulocollic, and
cervicocollic reflexes
p0067 A82-17458
The dynamics of forming a prediction system in
goal-directed behavior
pOIII A82-21730
Determination of efficient methods of lift by
comparing trained and untrained male and female
lifters
[AD-A 100349] p0038 N82-13650
The inverse dynamics of three-dimensional hominoid
motion
[CSIB-SBISK-24] p0247 H82-22887
Dynamics of left ventricular systolic phase
structure daring long-term (140-185 days)
spaceflights
p0348 H82-28954
Does nan always close the loop in trying to pilot
a large ship?
P0441 H82-34068
Supervision of dynamic systems: Monitoring,
decision-making and control
A-112
SUBJECT IIDEI EiBTB BIDBOSPHEBE
pO»4l H82-30069
Analysis of driver perfornance under reduced
visibility
p0442 H82-34075




Biped walking - Model problems of dynamics and
control
p0087 A82-18977
Development of an integrated walking robot
p0087 482-18988
A stochastic nodel of a human operator in the
manual control of a dynamic system
p0229 182-29469
:ontrol of a walking machine with almost




1 comparative characterization of hemodynaiics and
respiration under static and dynamic loads
p0238 A82-31503
Dynamic preload as an impact protection concept
p0376 A82-44290
DIBASIC BODBLS
Information model of the dynamics of autonomous
extravehicular activity
p0051 A82-16718
Simulation of manual autonomous control of an
extravehicular propulsion unit /EPO/
pOOSI 682-16719
4 physical model of human postural dynamics
p0069 182-17478
Dynamic modeling and vibratory response of human
subjects in heave mode
p0260 182-33761
Don-linear effects connected with the spatial
vibrations of biomechanical systems
p0260 A82-33763
Vibration defence of man - Questions of modeling
p0260 182-33764
Benefits of detailed models of muscle activation
and mechanics
p0046 H82-13713
1 model of the human observer and decision maker
p0046 882-137 14







In vitro Ca-45/+V uptake and exchange by
otoconial complexes in high and lov K/+/Ha/+/
fluids
pOI21 182-22249
Don-linear effects connected with the spatial
vibrations of biomechanical systems
p0260 182-33763
Identification of the adaptive feedback of the
human motor system using the response difference
method
p0033 H82-12754
User's guide to BIODIH-80: In interactive
software package for modeling biodynamic
feedthrongh to a pilot's hands, head and eyes
[1D-1104933] p0037 H82-12786
Dynamic measurement of human vertical fnsional
response
p0039 H82-13660
Simulation of the motion of the center of mass of
an occupant under ejection accelerations
[1D-1113806) p0352 882-28989
The role of antagonist coactivation in the control
of natural movement
P0382 882-30867
& dynamic model of the cervical spine and head
[40-4114887} p0432 H82-34008
Dynamic response of vertebral elements response of







Development of an integrated walking rooot
pOQ87 182-18988
DTSPBEA










The functional condition of the ampnllar apparatus
in Meniere's disease
p0092 182-20308
Vestibulovascnlar responses in inner ear dysfunction
P0151 A82-23255
Significance of the rehydration rate of the inner
ear in the choice of method of surgical
intervention in the endolymphatic system in
Beniere's disease
p026l 182-34473
Mechanical impedance of the human outer ear
[B1E-LIB-TB1HS-2065] p03 13 H82-11767
1 hydrodynauic model of an outer hair cell
[H1SA-TB-82773] p0129 N82-I6743
Preparation of labyrinthectomied animals for
flight aboard Cosmos-936 biosatellite
p0350 H82-28971
EAB PBOTECTOBS
The landing signal officer - Auditory aspects




Beport on a visit to Canada of the 10-17 Hay 1980
Second International Symposium on Personal
Hearing Protection in Industry affects of
acoustic trauma
[B1E-TB-PS-377] p0225 H82-2I900
Measurement of the headband force of circunaural
hearing protectors
[B1E-TB-FS-378] p0225 N82-21901
1 test facility for the objective measurement of
circumaural hearing protector attenuation
[B1E-TH-FS-379]
 P0225 H82-21902
The importance of ear-like couplers in the design
of an objective test facility for the
measurement of earmuff insertion loss
[HAE-TH-FS-380] p0225 N82-21903




Characteristics of the structure and functions of
the middle ear of lizards
p0119 182-21823
Effect of flight on the Enstachian tube function




From inanimate matter to living systems
p0026 182-15700
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Are the 3,800-Nyr-old Isua objects microfossils,
limonite-staiued fluid inclusions, or neither
pOOOl A82-10550
Origin and evolution of continents and oceans
p0148 182-22982
BABTB BYDBOSPHEBE
Origin and evolution of continents and oceans
P0148 182-22982
1-113
BABtB OBSEB?ATIONS (FBOB SPiCB) SOBJECI IHDEI
EABTB OBSEBVATIOBS (FB08 SPACE)
An investigation of the visual observations made
by cosmonauts under experimental and actual
conditions
p0156 482-23305
In class, in the air, and in orbit —? cosmonaut
training for remote sensing tasks
p0409 A82-4670I
EABTB PLAHETABT STBOCTOBE
The mass extinctions of the late Mesozoic














NT COSHOS 782 SATELLITE
ST casaos 936 SATELLITE
NI COSHOS 1129 SATELLITE
NT SCLAB POMEB SATELLITES
EATING
Conditioned feeding suppression in rats produced
by cross-coupled and simple motions
p0192 A82-26230
Comparative antihypoxic efficacy of pressure
chamber conditioning and fasting of nan
pOI27 H82-16729
ECCESTBICITI




Method for the determination of muscle
cross-sectional area and dermato-adipose layer
thickness using ultrasonic scanning
p0204 A82-27778
BCHOCABDIOGBAPBY
Ibe significance of echocardiography in the
detection of left ventricular blood supply
disorders during bicycle ergooetry
p0159 A82-24492
Limitations of echocardiographic techniques in
evaluation of left atrial masses
p0169 A82-25135
Two dimensional echocardiographic detection of
intraatrial masses
pOI69 482-25136
Computerized ultrasonic arteriography - A new
technique for imaging the carotid bifurcation
p0257 A82-32880
Echocardioqraphic characterization of heart
hypertension
p0319 A82-40307
The amplitude of the B wave and the contractile
function of the left ventricle in patients with
ischemia heart disease
p0343 A82-41486
A comparison of echo- and kinetocardiographic
indicators of the myocardial contractility of
the left ventricle in patients suffering from
various foras of ischemia heart disease
p0344 A82-41496
The use of echocardiography for the evaluation of
flight fitness of pilots with cardio-vascular
anomalies in reference to four cases
p0407 A82-46309
The echography - Doppler experiment on Salyut 7
to monitor cardiac function and
cardiovascular circulation by ultrasonic means
[IAF PAPEB 82-23] p041« A82-46916
Presentation of •echography1 experiment for
monitoring human cardiovascular system under
zero-gravity
P04I5 A82-47065
Age-related distinctions of echocardiographic
parameters of healthy man
p0272 N82-25774
£chocardiography in the examination of pilots
p0399 N82-31937
ECHOEHCEPHALOGBiPHI
Echoencephalographic indices in patients with









Ecological and technological problem of biodamages
p0082 882-15766
Eiochenical, physiological and ecological aspects
of ammonium regeneration by marine crustaceans
p0177 882- 1980S
Hicrobial ecology of extreme environments:
Antarctic dry valley yeasts and growth in
substrate limited habitats
[NASA-CB-168742] p0220 H82-21869
Application at Guided Inquiry System Technigue
(GIST) to Controlled Ecological Life Support
Systems (CELSS)
[NASA-CB-166312] p0247 N82-22886
CELSS scenario analysis: Breakeven calculations
CHASA-CH-I663I9J p0250 V82-23982
A design methodology for nonlinear systems
containing parameter uncertainty: Application
to nonlinear controller design
tNASA-CB-166358] p0355 N82-29005
DSSB report. Life sciences: Biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 19
[ JPBS-81442] p039l N82-30935
ECOiOHIC IHPACT
Human capital adjustments to technological change




Introduction prognosis and its methodological
aspects plant growth in new habitats
p0111 A82-21722
The effect of the evolution of inherited
characteristics on the stability of a
predator-prey system - A mathematical model
pOI62 A82-24538
The stability of a very simple freshwater
ecosystem model
p0163 A82-24539
The influence of the type of trophic interactions
on the dynamics of a two-level ecosystem
pOISO A82-25803
Biophysical methods for the study of ecosystems
and the control of biosynthesis within them
p0191 A82-25820
A bilocal model of a dissipative structure in
ecosystems
pOI99 A82-27726
Competition between algae in a flow systen
p02«0 A82-31517
EDEHA
Bypoxic vasoconstri=tion and fluid filtration in
pig lungs
pOOIS A82-13226
Benin, aldosterone, and converting enzyme during
exercise and acute hypoxia in humans
p0168 A82-24914
Bradykinin-indnced increase in pulmonary vascular
permeability in hypoxic sheep
p0169 A82-24918
Protective effects of unsatnrated fatty acids in
adrenaline pulmonary edema and hypobaric hypoxia
/The biological significance of catecholamine
hyperlipidemia/
p0204 A82-27786
Beduction of the edema of acute hyperoxic lung
injury by grannlocyte depletion
p0256 A82-32838
Causes of high-altitude acute pulmonary edema
p0307 A82-38167
The cause of high-altitude acute pulmonary edema
p0325 A82-40498
The changes in the mechanical properties of the
brain during the development of edema induced by
repeated venous congestions
p0420 A82-48216
Fluid distribution in progressive pulmonary edema:




SUBJECT IHDBX EJECTIOB IBJOBIBS
EDITING BOOTIBES (COHPOTEBS)
SAH: A configurable experimental text editor foe










HI SPACE FLI6BT TBAINING
The physical activity of humans as a social and
biological problem
pOUU A82-21760
Development of an automatic data bank for nanaging
physical education of students
P0118 A82-2I816
Rationalizing physical regimen of sedentary workers
POI18 A82-21818
Teaming athletes to make guick decisions
pOISS 482-21487
Specialized laboratory for the educational and
research activity of students and the
psychodiagnostic study of athletes
P0279 482-35673
Output and efficiency of the heart in young
athletes as a function of the type of athletic
training
P0344 182-41497
Variability in human response to whole-body
vibration - The effects of instructions
p0374 A82-43675
Performance measurement and Navy's Tactical
Aircrew Training System
[AD-A110669] P0273 H82-25786
Intelligent tutoring for programming tasks: Osing
plan analysis to generate better hints
CAD-1114020] P0302 N82-27983
Instructor's role in individualized training: &
survey of two computer managed courses
[AD-A1I4917] P0361 H82-29894
Advanced Instructional System: Applications for
the future
[AD-A117I44] p0425 H82-32980
Human capital adjustments to technological change





EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED HOISE LEVELS
Beport on a visit to Canada of the 10-17 Hay 1980
Second International Symposium on Personal










Pathophysiology of motor functions in prolonged
manned space flights
pOOS8 A82- 16945
The effect of the motor activity regime on the
development, conservation, and regeneration of
defensive conditioned reflexes in rats
P0092 A82-20305
A systems analysis of human motor reactions in
various modes of operation of goal-directed
behavioral acts
pOllI A82-2I729
The relationship between cardiac and aotor
components of a conditioned reflex upon the
local cooling of various zones of the cerebral
cortex in cats
P0116 482-21787
Perception and performance in the heat
pOI43 A82-22940
Control of the number of discharges of individual
motor units in skeletal muscles as a test of
coordination in athletes
pOI54 A82-23282
Comments on the theory for the accuracy of rapid
motor acts of Schmidt et al
P0187 A82-25691
Changes in the hemodynamics and efferent activity
in the renal nerve with acute hypoxic hypoxia
under the stabilization of perfusion pressure in
carotid sinuses
p0306 482-38161
The cortical regulation of human motion
Bussian book
p0316 A82-39283
Bechanisms of the effects of weightlessness on the
motor systea of man
P0336 A82-40752
A morphological investigation of the regulatory
mechanisms of the intracerebral blood circulation
p0369 A82-42627
Neurophysiological mechanisms of the compensation
of motor disturbances in the presence of lesions
of the pyramid system /An electromyographic
analysis/
P0369 A82-42635
Sleep and motor activity: Stages of the ontogenic
evolution of the supraspinal motor control in
the human sleep :ycle Russian book
P0372 A82-43607
The role of the integrity of the central synaptic
and direct influences in the regulation of
hemodynanics
P0373 A82-43628
The influence of motion cues on driver-vehicle
performance in a simulator
P0042 N82-13681
Load compensating reactions to perturbations at
wrist joint in normal man
P0045 N82-13708
Neurophysiological characteristics of sensorimotor
cortex of rats submitted to early motor
deprivation and conditioning
P0271 N82-25770
Bole of the thyroid gland during adaptation of
skeletal muscles to increased motor activity
[NASA-TM-76871] p0384 H82-30884
OSSE report: Space Biology and Aerospace
Bedicine, volume 16, no. 4, July - August 1982
[JPBS-81599] p0393 N82-31892
EFFICIENCY
The deterioration of the working efficiency of
stereophotogrammetrists and their professional
selection
pOUlO A82-46709




Perception of effort during isometric contractions




Clinostat exposure and symmetrization of frog eggs
P0337 A82-40757
EGBESS




Harmfnlness of violent impact and airflow shocks
P0079 H82-15742
Torso experienced aerodynamic forces experienced
during ejection
' [AD-A098942] p0267 N82-24823
EJECTION INJOBIBS
Betro-hyperflexion luxation - Bechanism of
cervical spinal cord contusion injury during
ejection sequence
pOOOS A82-11032
System to measure head motion during parachute
opening shock
[4144 PAPEB 81-2517] p0021 A82-13914
Bechanism of vertebral fracture in the F/FB-111
ejection experience
P0252 A82-32004
Significance of bone density to spinal trauma
related to pilot ejection
P0215 N82-20849
Aerodynamic forces experienced during ejection
[AFAHHL-TB-80-16] - p0246 H82-22878




EJBCJIOH SEATS SUBJECT IHDBI
Long bone and joint response to mechanical loading
[AD-AI11551] p0300 N82-27969
Spinal stresses in flight
p0359 H82-29873
Ibeocies of the pathogenesis of fractures of the
spine
p0359 H82-29874
Ejection of pilots from coabat aircraft
p0359 H82-29877
EJECTION SEATS
Pactars affecting seat-man dynamics daring
emergency egress
p0024 &82-1496Q
Harofalness of violent impact and airflow shocks
p0079 H82-157*2
Significance of bone density to spinal trauma
related to pilot ejection
pOZIS 882-2081)9
F/FB-111 ejection experience (1967-1980). Part 1:
Evaluation and recommendations
[AD-4110199] p0222 H82-21879
Simulation of the notion of the center of mass of
an occupant under ejection accelerations
[AD-A113806] p0352 H82-28989




Operator indoctrination daring introduction of new
or modified aviation life support systems /ALSS/
p0291 A82-37968
Accidents in centrifuges and experiments (ejection
seat training toners, sleds)
p0360 N82-2988I
ELASTIC BODIES




The determination of the egnivalent biooechanical




Biaxial finite deformations of arterial and venous























Tennis elbow in aviators
p0194 A82-26243









The effect of decimeter waves and sinusoidal
modulated currents on the nuclear DBA content of
cerebral nerve cells /Experimental study/
P0239 A82-31509
The magnetostatic force produced by current loops





Constant 4HP synthesis in aqueous solution by
electric discharges simulating primitive
earth conditions
P0021 482-13842
Anino acids derivatives synthesis from nitrogen,
carbon and water by electric discharges
P0090 A82-20018
Organic chemical evolution of reducing model of
the atmosphere of the primitive earth - Hole of
DT light and electric discharges
p0099 A82-20912
Formation of cyanate and carbamyl phosphate by
electric discharges of model primitive gas
p0305 482-38116
ELECTBIC FIELD STBEHGIB
The generation function as a biologically
significant parameter for the hygienic
normalization of a low-freguency electric field
p0412 A82-46872
The effect of the dispersion of the electric
parameters of bacterial cells on their
orientation in an alternating electric field
P04I9 A82-48205
ELECTBIC FIELDS
Waveguide technique for the calibration of
niniature inp Ian table electric-field probes for
use in licrowave-bioeffects studies
p0097 A82-20893
Hunan reactions to elf electric and magnetic
fields: An annotated bibliography of current
literature
[PB82-102567] pOI28 N82-16737
Effects of low-freguency (50 Hz) electric fields
on animals of different ages
p0388 N82-30910
Cytogenetic and gonadotoxic effects of static
electric fields
p0388 N82-30915

















Acceleration induced voltage variations in the
electrocardiogram daring exhaustive simulated
aerial combat maneuvering
pOIOS A82-21683
Omega potential: Quantitative index of states of
brain and organism structures. I - The
physiological significance of the omega
potential when it is recorded from deep
structures and from the scalp
p0282 A82-35834




NT HOCLEAB POBEB PLAHTS
Soae indices of the functional physiological state
of inspectors at a thermal power plant
p0161 A82-24515
ELECTRIC POIEB SUPPLIES
HT SPACECBAFT POBEB SOPPLIES
ELECTBIC POIEB TBAHSBISSIOH
Effect of commercial frequency electromagnetic
field on androgen function of rat tests
p0134 N82-17845
ELECTBIC POLSBS
The effect of acute hypoxia on the EEG and unit
impulse activity of neurons of different brain
structures in rats
p0286 A82-36172




Heuronal interaction between ipsilateral medial
A-116
SUBJECT INDEX ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH!
and lateral vestibular nuclei
p0064 682-17136
Reticnlovestibnlar organization participating in
generation of horizontal fast eye movement
P0065 A82-17439
Acute experimental emotional stress in rabbits in
a modulated electromagnetic field
p0092 182-20307
Acute experimental emotional stress in rabbits
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Model of the accommodative mechanism in the human
eye ^ <~
p0318 A82-39432
The age-related changes of biochemical and
biomechanical parameters of human sclera in
normal and myopic individuals -
" p0410 A82-467I3
The effect of acute br'ain hypoxia on the
permeability of the blood-opthalmic barrier
p0414 A82-46896
Side effects of cardiovascular drugs on the eye
p0414 482-16898






Peripheral chorioretinal lesions and aeronautical
flight personnel Consequences for fitness
pOOOB A82-12315
The organ of vision and medicines used in treating
psychological disorders /Survey/
p0240 A82-31525
Effects of high-frequency ultrasound on adaptive
changes in cell resistance
p0242 A82-31546
Comparative analysis of the biological effects of
electromagnetic radiation. II - Eye damage.
Cataractogenesis
p0371 482-43222
Therapeutic-prophylactic measures in regard to eye
diseases among flight personnel
p0409 482-46697
Ultrasonic scanning in the diagnosis of
retinoblastooas
p0410 A82-46710
The significance of the changes in the
chorioretinal structures for the mechanism of
the therapeutic action of the argon laser
/experimental study/
p0410 A82-46712
Clinical aspects of the effects of an alternating
magnetic field on post-operation complications
in eye
p0414 A82-46897











NT SACCADIC EXE MOVEMENTS
Eye movement measurement of readability of CBT
displays
p0017 A82-12869
Eye-muscle geometry and compensatory eye movements
in lateral-eyed and frontal-eyed animals
P0063 A82-17429
Physiological mechanisms of the nystagmus produced
by rotations about an earth-horizontal axis
p0213 A82-17431
Effects of gravity on rotatory nystagmus in monkeys
pp213 A82-17432
Dynamic characteristics of the otolithic
oculomotor system
p0064 A82-17433
Binocular connterrolling in humans with unilateral
labyrinthectomy and in normal controls
p0064 A82-17434
Ocular torsion on earth and in weightlessness
p0064 A82-17435
The ascending tract of Deiters' and horizontal gaze
maintenance during head movement via neurons
p0064 A82-17437
Reticnlovestibular organization participating in
generation of horizontal fast eye movement
p0065 A82-17439
Horizontal eye movement signals in second-order
vestibular nuclei neurons in the cat
p0065 A82-17440
Some thoughts about the three neurons in the
vestibnlar ocular reflex
p0065 482-17442
Visual-vestibular interaction in vestibnlar
neurons - Functional pathway organization
p0066 A82-17446
Neural activity in the nucleus reticularis
tegmenti pontis in the monkey related to eye
movements and visual stimulation
>p0066 »82-17447
Circnlarvection - Psychophysics and single-unit
recordings in the monkey vestibular effects
of rotation
p0066 A82-17449
Sigma-movement and Sigma-nystagmns - A new tool to
investigate the gaze-pursuit system and
visual-movement perception in man and monkey
p0066 A82-17450
Velocity storage, nystagmus, and visoal-vestibnlar
interactions in humans
p0067 A82-17460
The role of the dentate nucleus and y-group in the
generation of vertical smooth eye movements
p0068 A82-17462
The brain-stem projection to the cerebellar
flocculus relevant to optokinetic responses in
cats
A-135
BIB PBO1ECTIO8 SOBJECT IBDEX
p0068 482-17463
Visual mossy fiber inputs to the flocculus of the
monkey
p0068 482-17464
Input-output activity of the primate flocculus
daring visual-vestibular interaction
p0068 482-17466
Directional plasticity of the vestibule-ocular
reflex in the cat
p0068 182-17467
The 'Error1 signals subserving adaptive gain
control in the primate vestibule-ocular reflex
p0068 482-17468
Active head rotations and eye-head coordination
p0068 A82-17469
Disturbances of eye-head coordination during
lateral gaze in labyrinthine disease
p0069 A82-17471
Nystagmus, gaze shift, and self-motion perception
during sinusoidal head and neck rotation
p0069 482-17473
A hypothetical explanation for periodic
alternating nystagmus - Instability in the
optokinetic-vestibnlar system
p0069 482-17474
Effect of frontal-eye-field lesion on eye-head




Ocular torsion in the cat after lesions of the
interstitial nucleus of Cajal
p0070 A82-17484
The effect of prolonged practice of pursuit eye
movement
pOI57 482-24030
Bioengineering approach to the study of the
oculomotor apparatus of the human visual analyzer
pOI96 A82-26798
Ocnloparalytic illusion - Visual-field dependent
spatial nislocalizations by humans partially
paralyzed vith curare
p0208 482-28250
Electrical stimulation of the exterior genicnlate
body induces eye movements
p0229 482-29448
adaptation in motion perception - Alteration of
motion evoked by ocular pursuit
p0237 A82-31412
Simulation of two forms of eye motion and its
possible implication for the automatic
recognition of three-dimensional objects
p0277 A82-34965
Human visual orientation Book
p0277 482-35272
Measurement of eye movement with a ferromagnetic
contact ring
p0281 482-35810
A procedure for the analysis of nystagmus and
other eye movements
p0284 A82-3591I
Statistical techniques for instrument panel
arrangement
p0287 482-36959
A method for semi-automatic analysis of eye
movements
p0288 482-36960
Eye movement measurement in the assessment and
training of visual performance
p0288 482-36962
Current problems concerning the vestibule-ocular
interaction
p0317 482-39416
Betinal location and visual localization during
pursuit eye movement
p0318 482-39436
4n analysis and modeling of the binocular system
in human sagittal vision French thesis
p0366 482-42090
4 new eye movement recording system for vestibnlar
research
[IAF F4PEB 82-173] p0414 482-46973
Dynamic measurement of human vertical fnsional
response
p0039 H82-13660
Method of recording rotatory eye reflexes
pOI26 H82-16727
Optokinetic factors and development of seasickness
symptoms
p0215 H82-20851
Pnrkinje image eyetracking: 4 market survey
[SASA-CB-166338] p0272 H82-25779
Eye movements and visual information processing
C4D-4112399] p0300 N82-27967
4 procedure for the analysis of nystagmus and
other eye movements '
[4D-4112603] p0352 N82-28987
4 softvare package for evaluating the
transmissibility between vehicle vibration and
motions of hands (in controls), limb, head and
eyes
p0380 882-30853
Effect of optokinetic stimulation on operator's
functional state and professional work capacity
p0394 N82-31896
Clinical ophthalmic ultrasound improvements
[NASi-CB-170432] p0424 H82-32972
EZB PBOTECTIOB
Holographic laser eye protection
p0024 A82-14971
Holcjraphic laser visor mock-up
[4D-4112422] p0303 H82-27990
Cold veather goggles. 2: Performance evaluation
[4D-A114067] p0355 H82-29008
F-16 AIRCRAFT
Design, simulation and evaluation of advanced











Fabrication of cardiovascular devices
[PB82-120148] p0218 N82-20869
FABRICS ~~>
Use of mathematical modeling for the determination
of allowable quantities of chemical fibers in
clothing
p0191 A82-25818
The bactericidal activity of various clothing
fabrics and dressing materials
p0206 A82-27801
4 method for the determination of the
antimicrobial activity of clothing fabrics
p0206 482-27803
4n antoradiographic and electron-microscope
experimental study of the effect on wound
healing of various Soviet dressings
p0263 482-34688






Vestibnlar responses of neurons in the feline
anterior snprasylvian gyms and their
interaction with responses to acoustic and
facial stimuli
p0092 482-20309
The existence of an endogenous biorhythm in
chromatin-positive cells of the bnccal
epithelium in women
pOII6 482-21783
Electroacnpnncture in the complex treatment of
trifacial neuralgia
P0203 482-27775
Foreign body extraction from the left
ptergopalatine fossa under flnoroscope control
p0242 482-31539
Respiratory movements of the facial muscles and
respiratory resistance
p0322 482-40456
Evaluation of chemical protective facelets and
comparison of four prototpyes
[IZF-1980-15] p0084 H82-15784




SUBJECT IBDBI FEEDBACK CONTROL
PACIOB ANALYSIS
Factor calcolation of the test variables in use by
the legal medicine institates of the Italian Air
Force
\ p0167 £82-24847
Dimensionality of measured achievement over tine
[AD-A110955] p02«9 H82-23981
The 'formation of hoaogeneons item sets when
guessing is a factor in item responses
[1D;-1107134] p0298 H82-26986
Changes in psychometric coefficients and factor
structure dne to practicing perfornance tests
[ES1-TI-686] p0426 H82-32983
FACIOEIAL DESIGN
Screening designs used to estimate the relative







Computer simulations for fault diagnosis training
- From simulation to live system performance
pOIUO 482-22911
Analysis and classification of human errors in







Aircrew ionizing doses from radioactive dust cloud
generated by nuclear burst
[AD-4115541] p0390 H82-30929
FAB ULTRAVIOLET BADIATIOH
Far HV photolysis of aethane-water gaseous




Solar bacterial biomass farm for space vehicles
p026l A82-3389S








Tisual fatigue and cathode ray tube display
terminals
p0017 482-12870
Effect of exhaustive exercise on myocardial
performance
p0018 182-13228
Certain features of cerebral heoodynamics in doing
mental work at different air temperatures
p0114 182-21759
Functional state of the hippocanpal-reticnlar
conplex under submaximal physical load and fatigue
p0116 182-21786
Indicators of the T system of immunity during
physical overstraining
p0154 182-23281
The use of correlation analysis for the detection
of signs of changes in the physiological
condition of workers exposed to vibration
p0160 182-24509
Psychophysiological characteristics of the fatigue
state based on activation indicators
p0162 182-24529
Effects of emotional stress in bus drivers
P0191 182-25819
Variation of the biomechanical characteristics of
an 800-m run under the influence of fatigue
p0279 182-35671
Fatigue and the adaptive possibilities of the
organism during work
p0282 182-35835
Rays to increase the work capacity of persons
subjected to prolonged sensory overloads
p0409 182-46696





Superficial shell insulation in resting and





Nonesterified fatty acid metabolism during
exercise in humans
p0117 A82-21809
The fatty acid composition of blood serum from
intact rats and rats adapted to hypoxia under
the conditions of acute hypoxia
POI61 A82-24523
Carbon isotopic fractionation in the biosynthesis
of bacterial fatty acids - Ozonolysis of
nnsaturated fatty acids as a means of
determining the intramolecular distribution of
carbon isotopes
p0171 182-25372
Protective effects of nnsatnrated fatty acids in
adrenaline pulmonary edema and hypobaric hypoxia
/The biological significance of catecholamine
hyperlipidenia/
p0204 182-27786
Effect of dietary fat on pulmonary enzymes and
toxicity during nornobaric hyperoxia
P0283 182-35902
The influence of prostaglandins and
polyunsaturated fatty acids on the
corticosteroid metabolism of normal and
spontaneously hypertensive rats
p0366 182-42174
Effect of dosed physical loading on plasma and
liver lipids and lipoproteins in rats
p0370 182-43045




Design and evaluation of an onboard computer-based
information system for aircraft
p0376 182-44512
FEAR
NT FEAR OF FLYING
FEAR OF FLYIBG
A study of self-initiated elimination from the




Evaluation of synthesized voice approach callouts
/SYNCALL/
p0289 182-36967
An examination of the feasibility of administering
prophylactic pyridostigmine by the percutaneous
route
[HRL-TN-449] p0221 N82-21878
In analytic framework for allocating B and D
resources at GRI
[PB82- 168428] p0386 N82-30898
Development of nitrogen sensor for determination
of PN (2) in body tissues
[10-1116607] p0431 N82-34005








Effects of task feedback and stringency of
external pacing an mental load and work
performance
p0071 182-18325
Technique for the self-stimulation of subcortical
structures in immobilized rats based on
biofeedback
p0155 182-23290
The production of specified electrocortical
activity as a measurable task
[AD-A111422] p0294 N82-26965
FEEDBACK COHTBOL
The use of a psychophysiological feedback system
for purposes of activity optimization
p0050 A82-16706
i-137
FEEDFORWARD COHIBOL SUBJECT IBDEX
Robot with sense of touch
P0061 A82-I7133




Corrective saccades - Effect of shifting the
saccade goal
pOI85 A82-25647
Identification of the human operator in a
closed-loop system
p0195 £82-26611
Electromyographic pattern of muscular activity
during pushing-off and methods for its directed
correction in young ski-jumpers on a trampoline
p0203 A82-27776
Discrete models of a human operator /Survey of
foreign research/
p0238 482-31501
Beducing motion sickness - A comparison of
autogenic-feedback training and an alternative
cognitive task
P0252 A82-32005
Comparison of closed loop model with flight test
results
p0043 N82-13691
Functional structure and dynamics of the human
nervous system
p0043 N82-13692
3n tne use of the OCH's guadratic objective
function as a pilot rating metric
p0043 N82-13693
Information and display requirements for aircraft
terrain following
p0044 N82-13695
The cole of manipulator characteristics in
selecting the ideal effective vehicle
p0045 N82-13704
Computer aided manual tracking
p0045 N82-13705
Experimental results with a six-degree-of-freedom
force—reflecting hand controller
p0045 N82-13707
Control of a direct-drive arm
[AD-4114969] p0362 N82-29903
FEEDFOBRUD COHTBOL
Identification of the adaptive feedback of the
human motor system using the response difference
method
p0033 H82-12754
Evaluation of a trajectory command concept for





Vibration and comfort. Ill - Translational
vibration of the feet and back. IV - Application
of experimental results
p0374 A82-43674




The physiological response of anthropometrically
selected female military personnel to the test
parachuting environment
p0023 A82-14957
Comparative study of several physiological
parameters in the evaluation of functional
condition in nurses
POII9 A82-21826
Regulation of blood supply in the extremities
during exercise in women
pOI58 A82-24479
Working conditions and health of female workers in
the sawmill sections of the wood-working industry
pOI60 A82-24508
Acclimatization to dry heat - Active men vs.
active woman
p0229 A82-29553
Women at altitude - Cardiovascular responses to
hypoxia
p0252 A82-32009
Horphometrical investigations on the reproductive
activity of the ovaries in rats subjected to
immobilization and to motion activity
[NASA-TH-76831] p0220 H82-21867
Inhalation studies with halothane in female rats.
Part A: Toxicological data
p0266 H82-24817
Inhalation study with halothane in female rats.
Part B: Inmunological data
p0266 N82-24818
Anatomic perspective of the female athlete: in
approach to muscnloskeletal profiling of women
in sports
[AD-S110630 ] p0298 N82-26992
Twenty years of manned space flight from the
viewpoint of space medicine
p0362 H82-30276
FEBDB











Reference book for the Nitrogen Industry Worker,
volume 2 producing nitric acid and fertilizers
[iD-A 113749] p0303 N82-2799 I
FIBEB COMPOSITES
NT CABBON FIBEB REINFORCED PLASTICS
FIBEB OPTICS




Carbon fibre reinforced epoxy prepregs and







Localization of adeninnucleotides in striated
fibers of skeletal muscles
p0200 A82-27733
Intracellular local changes in resistance in
muscle fibers as a function of membrane potential
p0200 A82-27736
FIBRILLATION
The role of membrane structures in the formation
of the myofibrillar system in myogenesis
p0200 A82-27743
FIBBIH
Fibrinopeptide A after strenuous physical exercise
at high altitude
p029D A82-37926




The role of urokinase in the regulation of the
fibrinolytic activity of blood under normal
conditions
p0117 A82-2I799
Features of microcirculatory hemostasis and of the
clotting and fibrinolytic properties of blood
and the activity of the antioxidant system in
people of various ABO blood groups
p0307 A82-38164
Blood fibrinogeu as related to immersion in water
for seven days and short-term space flight
p0133 N82-17836





Dynamics of the condition of granulation tissue
after injuries sustained at different times of
the day
p0114 A82-21763
Study of the initial stage of fibroblast
attachment by means of reflective interference
microscopy
p0200 A82-27739




SUBJECT INDEX PLIGHT CLOTHIHG
Investigation by means of a fluorescent probe of
changes in cellular membranes of fibroblasts of
the Chinese hamster under laser and Z-ray
irradiation
^ p0278 682-35660
Radiation physics, biophysics and radiation bioloqy
[DE8I-025259] p0009 N82-10704
Chemical and molecular biological aspects




Horphology of experimental pnenmoconiosis arising









Some effects of Field Of View (FOV) and target
size on lateral tracking at hover
pOO«J H82- 13672
Conceptual ergonomics: Early detection of field
of vision restrictions by means of ergoscopy
photography of scale models through endoscopes
[DRIC-T-6253] p0225 H82-2I899
FIELD STBEH6TH
NT ELECTRIC FIELD ST8EHGTH
HI HAGHETIC FLUX
Hechanism of biological effects of magnetic fields
p0387 H82-30903
FIGHTER AIBCRAFT
NT ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT
HI 7-16 4IRCH&FT
NT F-111 AIRCRAFT
Kevlar aramid composites in life-saving equipment
helmets for fighter aircraft crews
p0008 482-12648
Findings from a study of tactical symbology for
fighter aircraft displays
p0139 A82-22903
Canopy induced displacement evaluation visual
displacement of targets for fighter aircraft
p0145 A82-22958
Operational performance measures for air combat -
Development and application
p0145 A82-22959
Aerial combat simulation in the U.S. Air Force
p0369 A82-42794
The cervical column of pilots of combat aircraft
p0361 N82-29888
Structures of memory for critical flight information
[AD-A116510] p0435 N82-34028
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The economy of muscular work during unfnsed tetanus
p0109 A82-2I701
The dynamics of nuscular relaxation following
unfused tetannses of different durations
p0109 A82-2I707
Finger temperature after a finger-cooling test -
Influence of air temperature and smoking
p0256 A82-32833
FIBITE DIFFEBBHCB THEORY
A heat transfer analysis of scald injury
[PB81-238503] p0083 N82-15777
Impact of an asteroid or comet in the ocean and
extinction of terrestrial life
[HASA-CR-169086] p0293 K82-26955
FINITE BLEBEHI HETHQD
Finite element analysis of the visco-elastic
interaction of the annnlus fibrosis and nucleus
pulposis within the human intervertegral joint
[AD-A111161] p0300 H82-27971
FIBE CONTROL
Application of preference tree methodology to











First aid for thorax traumas: Thorax drainage
through suction - Beport on 25 cases
p0087 A82-19016
Diagnosis and organization of the therapy of
patients with disorders of blood circulation in
the brain
P0310 A82-38554
Hedical emergencies on board an airliner -
Procedures when a doctor is on board
p0315 182-38844
Hedical emergencies on board airliners -
Procedures in the absence of a doctor
p0315 A82-38845
Shuttle orbital medical system
p0077 N82-15718






Evaluation of crew health
p0077 H82-15712
Catecholamine levels in fit and nonfit males when
exposed to an emotional stress
p0178 N82-19813
FITTING
The Hearing of hydrophilic contact lenses aboard a








Evaluation of materials proposed for use in space
flight

















Comparison of flicker-photometric and
flicker-threshold spectral sensitivities while
the eye is adapted to colored backgrounds
P0208 A82-28123
FLICKER FUSION FBEQDEHCI
U CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
FLIGHT
Functional characteristics of receptors connected




Further tests of a model-based scheme for
predicting pilot opinion ratings for large
commercial transports
p0043 N82-13687
Comparison of closed loop model with flight test
results
p0043 H82-13691




Thermal test of flying helmet for two different
types of impact protection devices - Nylon sling
and polystyrene liner
p0025 A82-15519
Hays and means of maintaining heat balance in
pilots and cosmonauts
A-139
FLIGHT COHPOTEBS SOBJBCI IHDEI
p0123 H82-16706
Scatter diagrams based on the anthropometric
survey of 2000 Boyal Airforce aircrew (1970/1971)
[B&E-TB-81017] p0175 H82-18857
Evaluation of materials proposed for use in space
flight
[NASA-CB-167537] p0178 H82-19815
absorbent product and articles Bade therefroo
[HASA-CASE-HSC- 18223-2] p0294 N82-26960
Development of the helicopter crewman jacket
[AD-A115635] p0427 H82-32992





HT AOTOSATIC FLIGHT COHTBOL
HI POIHTIHG COHTHOL SISTEHS
Design and evaluation of an onboard computer-based
information system for aircraft
p0376 A82-44512
Functional structure and dynamics of the human
nervous system
p0043 H82-13692
On the use of the OCB's quadratic objective
function as a pilot rating metric
p0043 H82-13693
Combined discrete network. Continuous control
modelling of operator behavior
P0440 H82-34064
PBOCBO: A model for analyzing flight crew




Sarcoidosis and aeronautical risk
p0007 682-12310
Presbyopia in flight personnel - Its repercussions
and correction
p0007 A82-I2312
Peripheral chorioretinal lesions and aeronautical
flight personnel Consequences for fitness
pOOOS 482-12315
Kevlar aramid composites in life-saving equipment
helmets for fighter aircraft crevs
pOOOS A82-12648
Automated item recognition as a secondary task for
objective assessment of aircrew workload in
flight simulators
p0023 A82- 14837
Evaluation of imbedded radio communications
activities as secondary tasks for objective
assessment of aircrew workload in simulators,
trainers, and actual systems
p0023 A82-14839
In-flight physiological monitoring of tactical jet
aircrewmen
p0024 A82-14962
Holographic laser eye protection
p0024 A82-14971
Liver pathology in aircrew
p0072 A82- 18734
The reliability of flight personnel during the
operation of the Hi-4 helicopter
p0087 A82-19014
Effects of relative metabolic rate and heart rate
variation on the performance of flight attendants
pOIOS A82-21680
Flying skill maintenance for combat tasks of
fighter pilot and bomber crews
P0141 A82-22915
The measurement of aircrew task loading during
operational flights
pOI41 A82-22922
Current questions in the problem of flight crew
fatigue
p0170 A82-25188
Cockpit automation and workload reduction - Too
much of a good thing
p0192 A82-26047
S-tolerance enhancement - Straining ability







Tennis elbow in aviators
p0194 A82-26243
Beta adrenergic blocking agents to control
hypertension in aviation personnel
p0211 A82-28490
An evaluation of the Himrod Maritime Crew Trainer
- A case study
p0227 A82-29255
The role of information feedback in aircrew ,
training and its impact on the debriefing
facilities
p0227 A82-29257
A preliminary study on noise induced hearing loss
in serving aircrew of Indian Air Force
p0253 A82-32289
Health advice for aircrew on refugee flights
P0284 A82-35915
Operator indoctrination during introduction of new
or modified aviation life support systems /ALSS/
p0291 A82-37968
Diagnostics of disturbances of heart rhythm and
conductance and their professional evaluation in
flight personnel
p0319 A82-40309
Synposium on Aviation Psychology, 1st, Ohio State
University, Columbus, OB, April 21, 22, 1981,
Proceedings
p0405 A82-4625I
The role of communications, socio-psychological,
and personality factors in the maintenance of
crew coordination
p0405 A82-46252
An analysis of aircrew procedural compliance
p0406 A82-46263
An organization development approach to resource
management in the cockpit
p0406 A82-46269
Automated visual field screening in the flying
Dutch population
p0408 A82-46535
An investigation into pilot and system response to
critical in-flight events. Volume 1: Executive
summary
[NASA-CB-164993] p0036 N82-12782
An investigation into pilot and system response to




Causes of fatigue among crews of civil aviation
helicopters
pOI24 N82-16708
Physiological and hygienic evaluation of vibration
in the cockpit of a cargo helicopter
p0124 N82-16709
Fatigue in Flight Inspection Field Office (FIFO)
flight crews
[AD-A106791] p0127 H82-16733
Scatter diagrams based on the anthropometric
survey of 2000 Boyal Airforce aircrew (1970/1971)
[BAE-TB-81017] p0175 N82-18857
Statistical tools for determining fitness to fly
(AD-A108599] p0175 1182-18860
Studies on the flight medical aspects of the
German Lufthansa non-stop route from Frankfurt
to Bio de Janeiro, part 1
[NASA-TH-76659] p02!7 B82-20863
A comparison of BAF and Italian aircrew:
Anthropometric data
[RAE-TH-FS-367] p02!9 H82-20882
Performance measurement and Davy's Tactical
Aircrew Training System
[AD-A110669] p0273 N82-25786
The evaluation of studies of flight personnel of
the German Lufthansa on the question of stress
during flights on the short European routes
[NASA-TB-76660] p0299 H82-27963
Training improvements for the Tactical Aircrew
Training System (TACTS): Project summary report
[AD-A107003] p0301 H82-27978
Development of a methodology for assessing aircrew
workloads
[AD-A114364] p0355 N82-29010
Aircraft and crew scheduling during airlift
operations
[ A D - A 1 1 4 I I 4 ] p0355 B82-290I1
Procru: A model for analyzing flight crew
procedures in approach to landing
p0381 H82-30863
A-140
SDBJECI IHDEX FLISHT SAFETY
Aircrew ionizing doses from radioactive dust cloud
generated by nuclear burst
[AD-A115541] p0390 H82-30929
Aircrew windblast protection concepts, development
and evaluation
[4D-&115424] p040l H82-31947
Life-cycle costing of life support equipment
[AD-4116404] p0401 H82-3I948
Development of the helicopter crewman jacket
[4D-4II5635] p0427 H82-32992
FBOCBD: A aodel for analyzing flight ere*
procedures in approach to landing
p0441 H82-34066




Effect of the Circutone seat on hemodynamic,
subjective and thermal responses during
prolonged sitting
p0147 482-22969
Current questions in the problem of flight crew
fatigue
p0170 482-25188
Cardiorespiratory assessment-of 24-hour crash-diet
effects on altitude, +Gz, and fatigue tolerances
p0192 A82-26228
3 stress on A-10 pilots during JARS II exercises
p0210 482-28479
Psychosomatic self-regulation - in effective
method for sustaining pilot work capacity during
a prolonged flight
p0259 482-33727
Causes of fatigue among crews of civil aviation
helicopters
p0124 N82-16708
Physiological and hygienic evaluation of vibration
in the cockpit of a cargo helicopter
p0124 H82-16709
DOT/FAA Human Factors Workshop on Aviation.
Transcript, volume 2
[AD-A 107803] p0138 H82-17877
Some features of evaluation of work capacity and
fatigue in helicopter pilots
p0215 N82-20847
Effects of prior physical exertion on tolerance to
hypoxia, orthostatic stress, and physical fatigue
[AD-A114741] p0432 H82-34009
PLI6HI FITHESS
Aphakia in the flier - Its consequences and
correction
pOOOS 482-12316
A study of treadmill exercise protocols for
Chinese males
p0107 A82-21677
Cybernetic analysis of cardiac rhythm during a
graded exercise test in Salyut-6 crew members
p0153 »82-23273
New ideas on the psychological selection of
aircraft pilots
p0166 482-24840
The extraction and identification of drugs in
aviation toxicology
p0210 482-28478
Airline pilot disability - Economic impact of an
airline preventive medicine program
p0211 482-28489
Ftiological aspects of in-flight discomforts
p0232 A82-2998S
Diabetes mellitus and the examination of flight
personnel
p0232 482-29990
Diabetes and flight personnel - Ophthalmologic
aspects
p0232 482-29991
Sarcoidosis and aeronautical aptitude
p0232 482-29992
Idiopathic spontaneous pneumothorax and the
examination of flight personnel
p0233 482-29995
Sickle cell anemia and aviation
p0233 482-29996
Standards of physical condition for private pilots
of aircraft and gliders
p0315 482-38847
Aging and visual function of military pilots - 4
review
p0320 482-40435
The use of echocardiography for the evaluation of
flight fitness of pilots with cardio-vascnlar
anomalies in reference to four cases
p0407 A82-46309
Statistical tools for determining fitness to fly
[AD-A 108599] p0175 H82- 18860





The contribution of standard radiograph? in
cardiovascular exploration during the
examination of pilots
P0399 N82-31935
The contribution of cardiac mechanograms in the
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p0305 682-38116
Study of the radioprotective effectiveness of an
hypoxic gas mixture during combined radiation
and thermal injuries to rats
p0306 482-38159
The use of hyperoxic mixtures for the diagnosis of
latent disturbances in the external respiration
system
p0322 282-40457
& respirator for training in conditions of
changeable respiratory mixture
p0321 482-10185
The increase in the endurance for static loads in
irradiated rats treated with gas hypoxic mixture
/GHH-10/, an anti-irradiation agent
pOIOI 482-15786
& Trimix saturation dive to 660 meters: Studies
of cognitive performance, mood and sleep quality
[HPB-2/82] p0397 H82-31923
G&S PBESSUBB
The measarement of oxygen and carbon dioxide
partial pressures in tissues by the gas depot
method
p0093 &82-20318
Effect of breathing patterns on the perceived
magnitude of added loads to breathing
pOI97 &82-26813
Temperature effects on long mechanics in air- and
liquid-filled rabbit longs
p0375 482-14134
Homogeneous nucleation of gas bubbles in vivo
p0418 182-47387
Preprototype nitrogen supply subsystem development
[NASA-CB-166379] p0427 N82-32989
G&S IB&BSPOBI
Oxygen transport in dogs native to high altitudes
during exercise
pOIIO A82-21719
Comparative study of the gas-transport
characteristics of models of an
extraerythrocytic oxygen carrier
p0262 A82-34680
Changes of the oxygen transport function of the
blood and some metabolic values in patients vith
hypertension and chronic ischenic heart diseases
during ergometric exercise
p0279 A82-35666
A critical value for O2 transport in the rat
p0375 A82-44I4I
Study of the kinetics of oxygen saturation of







Factors determining temporal pattern of isobaric
supersaturation in tissue blood gas
transport models of bubble production
p0006 A82-11153
Pulmonary diffusing capacity under conditions of
restricted motor activity
p0061 A82-I7140
Rate of uptake of carbon monoxide at different
inspired concentrations in humans
p0120 482-21930
The ventilation-perfusion relation in residents of
the Arctic coast of the north-east DSSH
p0236 A82-3I154




































Comparative evaluation of the efficiency of
radio-protectors on the basis of criteria of the





Sword and scalpel laser surgery
P03IO &82-38564
the diagnostic value of phonoenterography in acute
renal failure
p032« A82-40478
Space gastroenterology Russian book
P0326 A82-40643
Gastrointestinal allergy in the experimental
animal: The use of radioiodinated serum albumin
in the assessment of nev drags
[I&Ei-B-2067-F] p0031 1182-12741
State of digestive system following long-term
space flights
P0270 H82-25758
Functional state of rat gastrointestinal tract












The Link-Biles driver training simulator for






Storage stability and improvement of intermediate




The prevalence of visual deficiencies among 1979
general aviation accident airmen
P0109 A82-21688
General aviation cockpit design features related
to inadvertent landing gear retraction accidents
P0405 A82-46259
An organization development approach to resource
management in the cockpit
P0406 A82-46269
in adaptive private pilot certification exam
pO»07 A82-46275
Measures of effectiveness in evaluating a




GEBEBAL DIBiHICS BILITABI AIBCBAFT
D BILITABY AIBCKAFT
GEBETIC CODE
A working hypothesis on the interdependent genesis
of nucleotide bases, protein amino acids, and
primitive genetic code
P0020 A82-13839
Origin of translation - The hypothesis of
permanently attached adaptors proposed
prebiotic amino acid synthesis
P0091 A82-20022
A theory of the origin of life
P0091 A82-20023
A mathematical method for the enumeration of
doublet codes in genetic coding theory
P0103 A82-20953
Origin and evolution of the genetic code
P0103 A82-20955
The origin and evolution of the genetic code
p0103 A82-20956
Evolutionary processes of the genetic code
POI04 A82-20957
Seminary of evidence for an anticodonic basis for
the origin of the genetic code
pOlOl A82-20958
Evolution of the terrestrial atmosphere and its
fossils in biosystems
P0104 A82-20960
Emergence of flavin catalysis - An approach based
on the concept of bioorganic evolution
P0104 A82-20964
Biochemical keys to the emergence of complex life
P0149 A82-22996
The effectiveness of various radio-protective
agents in protecting the germ cells of male mice
against the genetic effects of radiation. II -
The incidence of reciprocal translocations in
irradiated spermatogonia
p0186 482-25681
A model for protocellular coordination of nucleic
acid and protein syntheses
p0195 A82-26583
Ammo acid codes in mitochondria as possible clues
to primitive codes
P0208 A82-28227
Comparative bioseguence metrics molecular
evolution
p0208 A82-28230
The current status of BEH theory Bandom
Evolutionary Bits in biological molecular
evolution
p0208 A82-28231
Ambiguity and the evolution of the genetic code
p0305 A82-38120
Molecular basis for the genetic code
p0339 A82-4I195
Evolution of early mechanisms of translation of
genetic information into polypeptides
p0341 A82-41324
Origins of the protein synthesis cycle
p0408 A82-46330
The chemical basis for the origin of the genetic
code and the process of protein synthesis
(NASA-CB- 168748] p0220 H82-21868
GEBETIC EBGIBEEBIBG
Taxonomic relations between archaebacteria
including 6 novel genera examined by cross
hybridization of DNAs and 16S rBNAs
p0257 A82-33276





Genetic damage in Escherichia coli K12 AB2480 by
broad-spectrum near-ultraviolet radiation
P0121 A82-22200
Genetic and individual differences in
cardiovascular disturbances in rats during
experimental emotional stress
p0153 A82-23278
Strain difference in thermoregulation of rats
surviving extreme heat
P0169 A82-24920
Investigation of the effects of space flight
factors on rat bone marrow cell chromosomes
p0170 A82-25321
Cell morphological, ontogenic, and genetic
reactions to 0-g simulation and hyper-g
p0253 A82-32154
Similar genes for a mitochondrial ATPase subnnit
in the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes of
Neurospora crassa
p03!4 A82-38698
Sickle cell trait and aviation
p0409 A82-46539
An analysis of the role of genetic and
environmental factors in predicting the
effectiveness of arterial hypertension treatments
p0410 A82-46719
Biological effects of low doses of ionizing
radiation: Three review papers
[AECL-7059] p0033 N82-12758
Genetic and mean bone-marrow doses from medical
use of unsealed radioisotopes
[ABL/TB-023] p0034 H82-12763
Possible mechanism for chenical induction of
chromosome aberrations in male meiotic and
postmeiotic germ cells of mice
[DE8I-031999] pOI23 N82-16700
Cytologic and biochemical genetic effects of
chemical carcinogens
[AD-A107615] p0136 N82-17864
Third decade of space biology
p0269 B82-25755
Natural and social determination of human psyche
p0352 N82-28983
Genetic and individual differences in




GBSITOOBIHABI SISIBH SOBJBCI IBOBI
Cytogeoetic and gonadotozic effects of static
electric fields






The effectiveness of using various radioprotective
agents for protecting the genital cells of male
mice from the genetic effects of radiation. I -
Investigation of the yield of dominant lethal




Mass mortality and its environmental and
evolutionary COB sequences --- at end of
Cretaceous period
p0227 A82-28S96
Publications of the exobiology program for 1981:
A special bibliography
[UASA-TB-84895J p0299 N82-26995
The mass extinctions of the late flesozoic ---








&re the 3, 800-Hyr-old Isna objects microfossils,
limonite-stained fluid inclusions, or neither






Effects of geomagnetic field disturbances on the
diurnal rhythm of physiological functions
p0235 A82-31152
The relation between cardiac and respiratory
rhythms as a function of the state of the
geomagnetic field
p0236 A82-3II53
Mortality in acute oyocardial infarction as
function of geomagnetic field activity in Yerevan
pOI34 H82- 17852
Effect of hypogeomaqnetic field on activity of
some cerebral enzymes
p0135 N82-17853













Interaction of gravitic and mechanical stimuli in
tropic and nastic responses in beans
p0327 A82-40665
Initiation of nutation in sunflower hypocotyls
p0333 A82-40724
Ihe effect of gravity on the distribution of plant
growth substances in plant tissues
p0336 A82-40746
gravity perception and asymmetric growth in plants
- A model derived from the grass polvinns
p0339 A82-40775






The ultraviolet radiation environment of pollen
and its effect on pollen germination
p02!3 N82-20829
GLACIEBS
The microflora of the central Antarctica glacier
and control methods for the sterile isolation of











Innervation of skin glands of the hedgehog
/Erinaceus europaeus/ and its histocheaical
changes induced by hibernation
p0170 A82-25244
The histochemistry of enzymes in specific skin
glands of the European hedgehog /Erinaceus
europeaas/ during hibernation
P0319 A82-39792
In vivo and in vitro characteristics of eccrine
sweating in patas and rhesus monkeys
p0340 AB2-41214
Beat-activated sweat gland densities detected
through macrophotography in lean and obese men
exposed to a warm, humid environment
p0246 N82-22876
GLABB














Physiological stresses in flying a sailplane
P0315 A82-38850
GLOBAL AIB POLLUTION
Effects of ultraviolet-B irradiances on soybean.
IV - Leaf ontogeny as a factor in evaluating




The therapeutic application of heterologons serum
globulin against the acute radiation sickness of
mice
pOI86 A82-25684
An investigation of the conformational stability
of immnnoglobnlin G in the monolayers at the




Preparation of ultraclean gloves for precision
assembly operations
P04I5 A82-47075
Heat resistant protective hand covering
[BASS-CASE-SSC-20261-I] p0426 H82-32985
Beat resistant protective hand covering
[HASA-CASE-HSC-2D261-2] p0426 B82-32986
GLOB DISCHARGES
Synthesis and degradation of amino acids by
contact glow discharge electrolysis, a possible




Glncocorticoid receptors and metabolic
disturbances in the liver and heart during
immobilization
P0002 A82-10750
Effect of muscle glycogen content on glucose
uptake following exercise
P0169 A82-24921
The prognostic value of the glucose tolerance test
P0263 A82-34698
Local cerebral glucose utilization in non-rapid
eye movement sleep
p0264 A82-34331





Happing the primate visual system with /2 - C-
14/deoxyglucose
p0403 A82-45626
i model of the regulation of the blood glucose
level during physical exercise
pOQ!9 A82-48201
Change in blood glucose level in rats after
immobilization
[NASA-TH-75997] p0245 H82-22872
Testosterone enhances C-14 2-deoxyglucose uptake
by striated muscle sex hormones and auscle
[NASA-CR-169101] p0352 R82-28986
Hypo-and hyperglycemia in rats: Effects on the
ability to work in the heat
[ A D - A I 1 1 7 I 1 ] p0356 N82-29849
Insulin resistance for glucose netabolisn in
disused solens nuscle of nice
[MSS&-CE-I69353] p0428 H82-33979
6LDCOSIDES
The influence of some triterpenic glycosides on
C-14-alanine inclusion into the bone-marrow
cells of rats
p0092 &82-20306
Condition of rats connective tissue during
long-tern hypokinesia and in recovery period
p0350 H82-28969
GLDTABATBS
Neurotransmitter mechanisms in the nucleus




The effect of ionizing radiation on glutathione
peroxidase activity in rat tissues
p0404 &82-45780
GLYCERIDBS






Lipoprotein JLipase bydrolyzes endogenous
triacylglycerols in muscle of exercised rats
p0230 182-29570
GLICIBE
Effect of polynncleotides on the dimerization of
glycine abiological protein synthesis in
primitive earth conditions
p0021 A82-13843
Histidyl-histidine catalysis of glycine
condensation in fluctuating clay environments
p0103 A82-20952




Slycogen and nonspecific adaptation to cold
p0089 A82-19494
Change in the cytochemical indicators of
carbohydrate metabolism in the peripheral blood
neutrophils of pilots
p0107 A82-21457
Effect of muscle glycogen content on glucose
uptake following exercise
P0169 A82-24921
Sparing effect of chronic high-altitude exposure
on muscle glycogen utilization
p0229 A82-29556
The role of protein phosphorylation in neutral and
hormonal control of cellular activity
p023U A82-30766
Effects of glycogen depletion and pedaling speed
on 'anaerobic threshold1
p0286 A82-36038
Effects of beta-adrenergic receptor blockade on
glycogenolysis during exercise
p0374 A82-44133
Regulation of glycogenolysis in human auscle at
rest and during exercise
p0376 A82-44144
The transforaation of lipids into glycogen in
animal and human cells
pO»13 682-46892
Metabolic changes in experimental animals as
indicators of biological effects of 50 Hz
electromagnetic fields
p0266 882-24821
Sparing effect of chronic high-altitude exposure
on muscle glycogen utilization during exercise
[AD-A111063] p0295 N82-26969
GLXCOLS
The snbchronic inhalation toxicity of polyethylene
glycol 200 in the rat and mouse
[AD-A 110668] p0293 H82-26956
GLICOLYSIS
Characteristics of the relations of the primary
responses of the pentose phosphate pathway to
glycolysis in the bone marrow of irradiated rats
pOIII A82-2I725
The condition of certain glycolytic and
tricarboxylic acid cycle enzymes in intact and






Hedical microbiology of crevmembers
p0078 N82-15723
GOALS
A systems analysis of hunan motor reactions in
various modes of operation of goal-directed
behavioral acts
pOIII A82-21729
Information of mission and functions of the
National Bureau of Standards
[PB81-228207] p0012 N82-11761
GOGGLES
PAVE LOR III - Interior lighting reconfiguration
for night lighting and night vision goggle
compatibility
P0405 A82-46261
Cold weather goggles. I: Optical evaluation
[AD-A111333] p0274 H82-25794
Prevalence of astigmatism among aviators and its
limiting effect upon visual performance with the
AH/PVS-5 flight vision goggles
[AD-AI12836] p0300 N82-27966
Cold weather goggles. 2: Performance evaluation
[&D-A114067] p0355 H82-29008
Cold weather goggles. Part 3: Resistance to
fogging
[AD-A 115898) p0443 H82-34078
GOIADS
Circadian and seasonal rhythms in plasma androgen
levels in the rhesus macague monkey
p0161 A82-24525
The effectiveness of various radio-protective
agents in protecting the gem cells of male mice
against the genetic effects of radiation. II -
The incidence of reciprocal translocations in
irradiated spermatogonia
p0186 A82-25681
The effect of the intravenous injection of
neptunium-237 oxalate on the gonads of rats and
on their progeny
P04I2 482-4687 I
Heasurement of gonadal and bone-marrow doses from'
dental radiography
[ARL/TB-022] p0034 H82-12761
Gonadal doses from radiotherapy
CABL/TR-020] p0034 H82-12762
Influence of level of mineralization of
desalinated, high quality vater of the
hydrocarbonate class on functional state of male
white rat gonads
p0270 H82-25763











The representation of knowledge: Goldstein's





Carbon/graphite fibers: Environmental exposures
and potential health implications
i-151
GRAPHS (CHiHIS) SOBJBCI IHDBI
[PB81-229692) pOOlt H82-11780
GBAPHS (CHABTS) ;




Gravity perception and asymmetric growth in plants
- & model derived from the grass pnlvinus
p0339 A82-40775
GH&riHSS
& single-channel nodel does not predict visibility
of asynchronous gratings
p0024 A82-15358
Contrast influence on perceived orientation of




Holographic laser eye protection
p0024 182-14971





In vitro Ca-45/++/ uptake and exchange by
otoconial complexes in high and low K/*/Ha/V
fluids
pOI21 A82-22249
Gravity sensing, polar transport and cytoplasmic
streaming in plant cells
p0328 182-40667
Beceptors signaling gravity orientation in an insect
p0328 A82-40668
Otoconial complexes as ion reservoirs in endolymph
p0328 A82-40674
Gravity sensing system formation in tadpoles /Sana
temporaria/ developed in weightlessness simulation
p0337 482-40759
Gravity only dependent receptor field of the







Cardiovascular reflexes daring rest and exercise
modified by gravitational stresses
p0057 A82-16932
How important are changes in body weight for mass
perception
p0058 A82-16944
Effects of gravity on rotatory nystagmus in monkeys
p02!3 482-17432
Gravity, lignification, and land plant evolution
p0149 A82-22997
Biological effects of space travel /The B. Bnpert
Turnbnll Lecture/
p0157 A82-23769
Bechanisn for the change in pulmonary blood volume
upon the stimulation of the vagosympathetic trunk
p0231 A82-29698
For a prolonged stay in space
p0234 A82-30298
Biological experiaents in space biology and
gravitation
p0254 A82-32349
Gravity, and aetabolic scale effects in mammals
p0286 A82-36319
Gravity and the tilt aftereffect comparison
between monocular, binocular and interocnlar
exposures
p0318 A82-39440
Lockheed involvement in Shuttle life sciences
flight experiments
p0319 A82-39S41
Bapid perceptual adaptation to high
gravitoinertial force levels Evidence for
context-specific adaptation
p0320 A82-40436
Proceedings of a fleeting of the IOPS Commission on
Gravitational Physiology Book
p0326 A82-40649
Gravitational scale effects moving organism
performance as function of gravity and size
p0326 A82-40650
Study of high-g effects in animals
p0326 A82-406S1
flethodological aspects of future cardiovascular
research in space
p0326 A82-40652
Besearch opportunities and limitations of
protracted hypogravity simulations for plant
gravitational physiology
p0326 A82-40653
Human lymphocyte activation is depressed at low-q
and enhanced at higb-g
P0327 A82-40658
Interaction of gravitic and mechanical stimuli in
tropic and nastic responses in beans
p0327 A82-40665
Gravity sensing, polar transport and cytoplasmic
streaming in plant cells
p0328 A82-40667
Gravity, metabolic rate and body size of lammals
p0328 &82-40678
Simulated gravitational field influences on the
aging process
p0329 A82-40685
International Onion of Physiological Sciences,
Annual fleeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July
13-19, 1980, Proceedings
P0329 A82-40686
Aspects of cardiovascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses
p0329 A82-40687
Artificial gravity in space flight
p0330 A82-40691
Effect of spaceflight on lymphocyte stimulation
p0331 A82-40700
Variability of physiological properties of rat
skeletal muscles at different gravity levels
P033I A82-40702
Gravitational adaptation of animals
P0333 A82-40716
Alterations in heat loss and heat production
mechanisms in rat exposed to hypergravic fields
p0333 A82-407I8
Labyrinth plugging as a model of suspended
vestibular sensory input
p0333 A82-40721
Initiation of nutation in sunflower hypocotyls
P0333 A82-40724
Belation between physiological effects of
gravitational forces and that of magnetic forces
p0334 482-40730
Postural control related to the different tilting
body positions
p0334 A82-40732
International Onion of Physiological Sciences,
Annual fleeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria,
September 29-October 2, 1981, Proceedings
p0335 A82-40734
Bednction in renal artery blood flow impedance
during upright tilt in man
p0335 A82-40735
Boot cell gravireaction - Hormone interaction
p0336 A82-40745
The effect of gravity on the distribution of plant
growth substances in plant tissues
P0336 A82-40746
Besnlts of biosatellite studies of
gravity-dependent changes in the
anscnlo-skeletal system of mammals
p0336 A82-40751
Cellular aspects of gravitational biology
p0336 A82-40754
Clinostat exposure and symmetrization of frog eggs
p0337 A82-40757
Ihe intracellnlar responses of frog eggs to novel
orientations to gravity
p0337 A82-40758
Short term gravity effects on volume homeostasis
in man Assessment of transvascnlar fluid shifts
after graded tilt
p0337 A82-40760
Cardiac and cerebral vascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses in man
p0337 482-40765
Gravity only dependent receptor field of the
vestibular sensors Its significance in orbital
flight
p0338 A82-40770
Belation between physiological effects of





Core temperature and brainstem auditory evoked
potentials as complimentary noninvasive Measures
of central neural function daring exposure to
hypergravic fields
p0338 A82-40772
Response of cultured cells to hyper- and hypogravity
p0338 A82-40773
Gravity perception and asymmetric growth in plants
- A model derived from the grass pulvinns
p0339 A82-40775
Radical probleas of gravitational changes and
powered flight
p0079 B82-15710
Injury and protection of ovemeightness
p0079 H82-157i»1






Nutation of Helianthus Anouus in a microgravity
environment
p0174 H82-18265
Human tolerance of rotation at different levels of
hypergravity
p0216 N82-20852
Anthropometric program analysis of reach and body
movement
p0248 N82-23124
Endurance of +Gz G forces by middle-aged people
before and after 7-day immersion
p0349 N82-28958
The influence of varied gravito-inertial fields on
the cardiac response of orb-weaving spiders
[NASA-CB-169314] p0423 H82-32963
GB&VITATIOH4L FIELDS














Perceived rate of movement depends on contrast
p0185 482-25648
GBIIDING (HATBBIAL BEMOVAL)
Hnmanization of working places in the foundry by
use of an automatic fettling eguipment
[BMFT-PB-HA-81-004] p0084 N82-I578I
GBOOND BASED COHTBOL
NT AIB TBAFFIC CONTBOL
Human-machine interface issues in the




Hazards of chemicals used in agricultural aviation
- A review
pOOOS A82-11026
Image orientation for BPV ground station crew
p0319 A82-39743
An investigation into pilot and system response to
critical in-flight events. Volume 2: Appendix
[NASA-CB-164994] p0036 N82-12783
Nonanditory effects of high intensity noise on
ground crews at a naval air station
[AD-A108996] pOISI N82-19834
GBOOHD OPBBAIIONAL SOPPOBT SISTEH
Application of optimal control principles to




Image orientation for BFV ground station crew
p0319 A82-39743
Human factors of an BPV ground control station
p0319 A82-39749
GBOOND SDPPOBI EQOIFHEHT
NT GBODND OPERATIONAL SDPPOBT SISTEH
GBOOHD SOPPOBT SYSTEMS
Hedical emergencies on board airliners - Ground
management
p0315 A82-38846
Logistics support productivity improvement
p0366 A82-42196
Emergency Hedical Services System (EHSS)
p0077 N82-15716
GBOOND-TO-AIB HISSILES




The level of group development as a factor
influencing the relation between group size and
snccessfnlness
p0263 A82-34689
The role of communications, socio-psychologi.cal,
and personality factors in the maintenance of
crew coordination
p0405 A82-46252
Modeling human attention allocation strategies
with competing criteria
[AD-A108509] pOI77 N82-18875
Organizational climate: Another look at a
potentially important constant
[AD-4113953] p0302 N82-27982
Experimental analysis of team performance:
Methodological developments and research results
[AD-A116915] p0436 N82-34034








Characteristics and patterns of the individual
development of male and female rats in the light
of the energy rule of skeletal muscles
pOIII 682-21721
Bone growth and composition in weanling and mature
rats exposed to chronic centrifugation
P0328 A82-40669
Bone growth in the rat mandible during space flight
p0331 A82-40705
The effect of gravity on the distribution of plant
growth substances in plant tissues
p0336 A82-40746
Evidence for arrested bone formation during
spaceflight
P0338 A82-40767
Response of cultured cells to hyper- and hypogravity
p0338 A82-40773
Stimulation of body weight increase and epiphyseal





Template-directed synthesis of oligognanylic acids
- Metal ion catalysis
pOIOI A82-20932
GOAYOLE
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Cervix-to-rectnm measuring device in a radiation
applicator for use in the treatment of cervical
cancer




6YBO HOBIZOHS SOEJECT INDEX
GIRO HOBIZOHS
Old and new directions in the engineering
psychology of artificial horizons and their
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Habitability support for manned missions of space
2000
[IAF P&PEB 82-170] p0377 682-44685
HABITATS
Introduction prognosis and its methodological
aspects plant growth in new habitats
pO I I I 682-21722
The effects of underwater explosions on marine
life in Shoalvater Bay, Queensland
[HHL-B-795] p0221 M82-2I872
HABITUAHOH (LEASHING)
Vestibular habituation in man and monkey daring
sinusoidal rotation
p0066 A82-17453
Unilateral habituation of vestibulo-ocular
responses in the cat
p0067 482-17454
H&IB
Ihe influence of beard, beard-stubble and age
wrinkles on the adjustment of protective masks
[FOA-A-40034-C2/A2/B2] pOOII H82-10722












Biologically damaging radiation amplified by ozone
depletions
p0029 682-15788
Metabolism summaries of selected halogenated
organic compounds in human and environmental
















Metabolism summaries of selected halogenated
organic compounds in human and environmental








DHA-protein complex from an extreme halophile - A
histone-like protein in archaebacteria
pOIOS 682-20970
HiHD (ABATOBI)
The effects of left hand fatigue on right hand
performance
p0147 &82-22970
Immediate effects of vibration transmitted to the
hand
p0260 682-33756
Critical assessment of common methods to determine
vibrational stress of hand-arm system
p0260 482-33766
The effect of certain characteristics of work
motions on the tolerance of hand muscles to
static exertions
p031l 682-38568
The conditions attending muscular strain ia vork
involving only a few types of movements
p031l 482-38569
Transmission of vibrations in the human
extremities under vibrational loading
Russian book
p0421 482*48250
lorkshop on the Design and Control of Dexterous
Hands
[AD-A114973] p0362 N82-2990t
4 software package for evaluating the
transmissibility between vehicle vibration and




NT OSEB MANUALS (COMPDTEB PBOGB4HS)
HAHDICSPS
A data collection scheme for identification of





Besponses to harmonic acceleration with varying
head positions
[AD-A1 14736] p0432 N82-340IO
HABflOSIC HOTIOS











Methods for diagnosing hearing loss in workers
exposed to high noise levels in accordance with
state standards
pOI16 A82-21793
Mechanical chemical and bio-hazards
space-probe related planet and earth
contaminations
p0316 A82-39I59
Airborne ultrasound: Measurement and possible
adverse effects
[PB8 1-240459] p0083 N82-15775
Nonauditory effects of high intensity noise on
ground crews at a naval air station
C4D-4108996] pOISI H82-19834
Health hazards of visual display units with
particular reference to office environments
[PB82-120627] p0249 N82-23979




Head-temperature effects on physiology, comfort,
and performance daring hyperthernia
p0283 A82-35901
Head cooling and heat
p0376 A82-44292
The effect of head cooling on deep body
temperature and thermal comfort in man
p0417 A82-47341
A homeomorphic finite element model of impact head
injury
p0009 H82-10707
Evaluation of man's endurance of local pressure to
the head and objective assessment of hygienic
specifications for protective helmets
P0124 H82-16710
Effects of whole and partial body exposure to dry
heat on certain performance measures
[4D-A10030S] p0246 N82-22880
A-154
SOBJECT IB DEI BB1LTH PHYSICS
& dynamic model of the cervical spine and head
[4D-A1I4887] p0432 N82-34008
Responses to harmonic acceleration Kith varying
head positions
[AD-A114736] p0432 H82-340 10
HEAD HOVBHEHT
The effects of binocular and motion-generated
information on the perception of depth and height
p0019 682-13423
System to measure head motion daring parachute
opening shock
[4144 P&PER 81-2517] p0021 182-13914
Dynamic characteristics of the otolithic
oculomotor system
p0064 482-17433
Binocular counterrolling in humans Kith unilateral
labyrinthectomy and in normal controls
p0064 482-17434
The ascending tract of Belters' and horizontal gaze
maintenance during head movement via neurons
p0064 482-17437
Some thoughts about the three neurons in the
vestibnlar ocular reflex
p0065 &82-17442
The role of the dentate nucleus and y-group in the
generation of vertical smooth eye movements
p0068 482-17462
Directional plasticity of the vestibulo-ocular
reflex in the cat
p0068 A82-17467
The 'Error' signals subserving adaptive gain
control in the primate vestibulo-ocular reflex
p0068 &82-17468
Active head rotations and eye-head coordination
p0068 482-17469
Vestibular influence upon head-eye coordination
p0069 A82-17470
Disturbances of eye-head coordination daring
lateral gaze in labyrinthine disease
p0069 A82-17471
The interaction between accuracy of gaze with and
vithout head movements in patients with
cerebellar ataxia
P0069 »82-17472
Kystagoms, gaze shift, and self-motion perception
during sinusoidal head and neck rotation
p0069 482-17473
Effect of frontal-eye-field lesion on eye-head
coordination in squirrel monkeys
p0069 482-17475
Modifications of vestibular nystagmus produced by
fixation of visual and nonvisual targets
p0069 A82-17477
Different effects involved in the interaction of
saccades and the vestibulo-ocular reflex
p0070 A82-17480
Dcular torsion in the cat after lesions of the
interstitial nucleus of Cajal
p0070 A82-17484
Method for the analysis of pilot postural behavior
based on head-up - head-down simulations
p0171 A82-25494
The effect of convergence on the vestibulo-ocular
reflex and implications for perceived movement
p0235 482-30873
Dynamics of subjective discomfort in motion
sickness as measured with a magnitude estimation
method
p0321 482-40438
Gravity only dependent receptor field of the
vestibular sensors Its significance in orbital
flight
p0338 A82-40770
The vestibule-ocular reflex in man during
voluntary head oscillation under three visual
conditions
p0416 A82-47334
4 comparison of head and manual control for a
position-control pursuit tracking task
p0047 H82-13720
4 software package for evaluating the
transmissibility between vehicle vibration and




4 case for early objective evaluation of candidate
display formats of head-up displays based on
pilot performance experiments
p0139 A82-22904
4pplication of a pilot control strategy
identification technique to a joint FAA/HASA
ground-based simulation of head-up displays for
CTOL aircraft
p0440 H82-34061
Design, simulation and evaluation of advanced





Basic principles of hypoxia control during shock
pO185 482-25676
Efficacy of ciaetidin in the prevention of ulcer







Emotions, sleep, and health
p0117 482-21804
Physical health of track drivers in the open-pit
mining industry of the far north
p0117 482-21805
Morbidity involving a temporary loss of work
capacity among drivers of automotive passenger
vehicles
p0161 482-24522
Cerebral hemodynamics in healthy individuals and
the recognition of snbclinical signs of
insufficient blood supply to the brain
p0201 482-27751
• STS-1 medical report
[HASA-TH-58240] p0076 H82-1571 I




Hydrogen cyanide health effects
[PB82-116039] p0176 N82-18864
4mmonia health effects
[PB82-116047] pO 176 H82-18865
4n industrial hygiene evaluation of aircraft
refueling inside closed aircraft shelters at
elevated ambient temperatures
[AD-4114396] p0353 H82-28994
4irline pilot age, health, and performance:






4n empirical relationship for electromagnetic
energy absorption in man for near-field exposure
conditions
p0018 482-13175
Working conditions and health of female workers in
the sawmill sections of the wood-working industry
p0160 482-24508
Hematological and chromosomal analysis of a sample
population working at radar installations
p0167 482-24843
Meteorological radars as a source of microwave
electromagnetic field energy and questions of
environmental health
p0206 482-27802
In the struggle for the health of sailors
p0233 482-30026
Industrial hygiene and the prophylaxis of
occupational diseases in vork with lasers
Russian book
p0258 482-33394
The health condition of apparently healthy workers
at oil-processing plants
p0414 482-46893
Contributions to the genetic and mean bone-marrow
doses of the 4nstralian population from
radiological procedures
[ARL/IB-017] p0034 H82- 12764




Problems in evaluating health effects of




airborne altrasoand: Heasareaent and possible
adverse effects
[PB81-240459] p0083 H82-15775
Mechanisms of cadmium absorption in rats
[PB82-108184] p0123 H82-16703
Clinical distinctions of radiation sickness with
exposure of different parts of the huoan body to
radiation
p0126 N82-16726
Health hazards of visual display units with
particular reference to office environments
[PB82-120627] p0249 H82-23979





HI B I N A U R A L HE4BIHG
Characteristics of the structure and functions of
the middle ear of lizards
p0119 A82-2I823
Heurophysiological basis for determining the
biological significance of acoustic stimuli
p0189 A82-25719
Clinical features of the effect of factory noise
as a fauction of its type and spectral
characteristics
p0240 A82-3I519
The state of hearing in pilots in civil aviation
p0240 A82-31520
The landing signal officer - Auditory aspects
of aircraft carrier flight operations
p0284 A82-35910
Thresholds of hearing by air conduction and by
bone conduction under different masking conditions
[HPL-AC-100] p0034 H82-12768
An investigation of the status of bone conduction
audiometer calibration in the Rational Health
Service
[HPL-AC-101 ] p0034 H82-12769
Boise and sense of hearing
pOOBO H82-157*7
Potential for interaction of low-level impulse and
continuous noise
[4D-AI09430] p0222 N82-2I883
Effect of caloric stinulation of vestibalar system
on hearing
p0349 N82-28963










Pathological anatomy and ultrastructure of the
heart /Combined morphological investigation of
the general pathological process in the
myocardium/ Russian book
p0194 482-26525
The regulation of calcium exchange in the cells of
different regions of the Barn-blooded animal heart
p0320 482-40313
On the observability of electrical cardiac sources
Thesis
p0341 482-41450
The variations in the content of histamine in the
tissues of the heart and stomach during the
excessive stimulation of the organism and the
influence of hexamethonium on these variations
p0413 482-46886
On the active part played by the heart in the
venous return of the blood
[B4E-LIB-TH4NS-2017] p0012 H82-11766
Investigation of radiofregnency radiation effects
on excitable tissues
[4D-A1098I3] P0221 H82-21873
Effect of immobilization stress on diacyl- and
plasmalogen-derivatives of phospholipids in
various rat organs and tissues
[HASA-TH-76852] p0385 S82-30891
The contribution of standard radiography in





NT CORONARY ABTEBY DISEASE
Computer gnantitation of Q-T and terminal T wave
/aT-eT/ intervals during exercise - Hethodology
and results in normal men
P0002 A82-10633
Glucocorticoid receptors and metabolic
disturbances in the liver and heart during
immobilization
p0002 482-10750
Sarcoidosis and aeronautical risk
P0007 482-12310
Trial of an automated EKG analysis system in a
cardiological clinic
p0052 482-16804
Prevention of hypoxic heart damage by the use of
oxypyridine-class antioxidants
pOOSS 482-16821
Damage and repair of heart muscle DNA during
emotional-pain stress
p0055 482-16822
The role of physical training in the prevention of
ischemic heart disease
P0071 482-18525
Effect of altitude exposure on induction of
Streptococcal endocarditis in young and
middle-aged rats
P0073 482-18740
4 study of treadmill exercise protocols for
Chinese males
p0107 482-21677
Investigation and evaluation of cardiac
arrhythmias in healthy young persons
pOIIO A82-21710
The effect of motor activity on the development of
cardiac arrhythmias in experimental emotional
stress
pOIIO 482-21713
Effect of cooling of the rhythmo-inotropic ratio
in a pathologically altered myocardium
pOI 12 482-21740
Hechanisms of compensation and adaptation in
relation to the hyperfunction of the heart
p0113 482-21756
The application of bicycle ergometry to the early
detection of ischemic heart disease
p0115 A82-21775
Emotional stress as a factor in cardiovascular
disorders
p0117 482-21796
Seasonal rhythm of the immune reactivity and heart
tolerance to physical load in patients with
ischemic heart disease
p0117 482-21802
Evaluation of the functional state of the
cardiovascular system in patients with ischemic
heart disease vith reference to the nature of
their occupational activity
p0117 482-21803
4 sino-anricnlar block with Samoilov-Henkeback
periods - Diagnosis vith the aid of an automated
analysis of the structure of heart rhythms and
clinical assessment
p0153 482-23270
The significance of echocardiography in the
detection of left ventricular blood supply
disorders daring bicycle ergometry
p0159 482-24492
Oxygen supply of the muscle tissue in patients
uith chronic ischemic heart disease daring
graded physical loads
p0159 482-24496
Evaluation of the effectiveness of the complex
treatment of patients vith ischemic heart
disease by the bicycle ergometer method
p0161 482-24517
Limitations of echocardiographic technignes in
evaluation of left atrial masses
p0169 482-25135
4 bicycle-ergometer evaluation of the physical
adjustment made by patients after an inner
uitral commissnrotomy
p0187 482-25690
Bicycle ergometry in the differential diagnosis of
cardialgia
P0205 482-27792
Incidence of ischemic heart disease and arterial
hypertension in sedentary workers
1-156
SUBJECT IBDBX HBABT FDHCTIOH
p0205 A82-27793
Relationship of personality factors and soae
social habits to cardiovascular risk in
submariners
p0211 482-28487
The value of spiroergography in the diagnosis of
the initial stage of cardiac insufficiency
p0233 482-30030
The cole of stress in the pathogenesis of ischemic
heart disease
p0279 482-35677
Becent developoents in assessing the myocardial
dystrophy encountered in athletes as a
consequence of chronic physical overexertion
p0280 482-35680
Electrocardiographs diagnosis of the chronic
pulmonary heart
p0280 482-35681
The protective role of the forebrain with respect
to pathological cardiac reflexes
P0309 482-38513
The impulse activity of neurons in the nodose
ganglion during acute hemodynamic and
respiratory disorders
p0309 A82-385U6
The detection of premorbid states and
cardiovascular diseases during medical
examinations of seamen
p0309 482-38553
& study of temporary absences from work arising
from disorders of the circulatory system
p0310 482-38555
Diagnostics of disturbances of heart rhythm and
conductance and their professional evaluation in
flight personnel
p0319 482-1)0309
The significance of postextrasystolic potentiation
in the preoperative assessment of the reversal
of left-ventricle asynergy in patients with
ischemia heart disease
p0343 482-41483
A modification of Souns* method of selective
coronarography
p0343 A82-41485
The rate of coronary perfusion as a factor
determining the extent to which the contractile
function of the heart is decreased in energy
formation disorders
p0344 182-41489
The achievements of investigations carried out in
the years 1976-1980 on the problem of
insufficient blood circulation and heart rhythm
disturbances
p0344 £82-41501
The coronary vessels and the contractile apparatus
of the myocardium in immune heart damage
/Histochemical and ultrastructnral studies/
p0367 A82-42605
Emotional stress and hypokinesia in the
origination of cardiac disorders and
hypertensive states
p0367 482-42608
The ultrastructural bases of cardiac insufficiency
p0409 A82-46703
The results of the exercise test and further
outcomes in patients with chronic ischemic heart
disease
p04IO A82-46720
Characteristics of the blood rheology, platelet
function, and hemodynamics in patients with
ischemic heart disease during extended
hypokinesia following amputations of the limbs
p0410 A82-46721
Disturbances in the carbohydrate metabolism in
shock. 3: Experimental hemorrhagic shock and
some shock models. Review of the literature
[HBJ.-1980-10] p0249 H82-23975




HT HE4BT HI MOTE VOLOHE
Endurance training in the rat. I - Byocardial
mechanics and biochemistry
p0006 882-11155
Endurance training in the rat. II - Performance of
isolated and intact heart
p0006 A82-II156
The effect of adrenergic substances on cardiac
activity and brain electrical activity in the
rabbit under hypoxia
p0007 A82-12299
Comparison of impedance ventricular function
indices with systolic time intervals
p0023 A82-14806
Characteristics of indicators of cardiac rhythm in
the norm and in mental maladjustment
P0062 A82-17144
The dynamics of cardiac rhythm parameters during
work under various loads by air traffic
controllers
p0062 482-17146
Functional model of the temporal and amplitude
characteristics of the cardiac electric field
p0072 A82-18699
Problems of the regulation of hemodynamics during
a passive orthostatic test - Study of a
mathematical model
p0072 A82-18700
Hechanisms of compensation and adaptation in
relation to the hyperfunction of the heart
p0113 A82-21756
The relationship between cardiac and motor
components of a conditioned reflex upon the
local cooling of various zones of the cerebral
cortex in cats
p0116 482-21787
Cardiac output increase and gas exchange at start
of exercise
P0120 A82-21936
Changes with age in the cholin- and adrenergic
innervation of the human heart
P0152 482-23268
Cybernetic analysis of cardiac rhythm during a
graded exercise test in salynt-6 crew members
p0153 A82-23273
Cardiac function in surgical tuberculosis patients
under conditions of prolonged bed rest
p0161 482-24519
Age norms of cardiac chamber volumetric parameters
p0163 A82-2454I
Pathogenesis and prevention of the hypozic
contraction of the heart
POI64 A82-24552
Expansion of the experimental possibilities of
evaluating cardiac output by means of integral
rheography using a high-pass filter
pOI85 A82-25677
Damage to the Ca/2*/-transporting system in the
sarcoplasmic reticulum of the heart during
emotional and nociceptive stress
P0190 A82-25810
Regulation of heart rhythm in depressor baroreflex
P0190 A82-25812
Bodel of the mechanism of the regulation of the
human cardiovascular system. I - Concerning the
heart-regulation mechanism
p0197 A82-26799
Effects of periodization in the yearly training
cycle on cardiac volume in young athletes
p020<l A82-27779
Effects of exercise adaptation on the age
variation of human cardiac contractile function
and left ventricular mass
p0204 A82-27785
The relationship between circadian and circanian
rhythms of some parameters of the heart
contractile function and vascular tension
p0231 482-29807
The first clinical experience with a new Soviet
antiarrhythmic drug, the diethylamine analog of
ethmosine, in patients with different disorders
of the heart rhythm
p0279 A82-35678
The effect of nitroglycerine on the functional
state of the left ventricle in patients with
acnte myocardial infarction according to
ultrasonic studies of the heart
p0279 A82-35679
Effect of habitual exercise on left ventricular
response to exercise
p0286 482-36040
The effect of repeated episodes of emotional
stress on heart activity and the content of




The effect of hypokinesia on the resistance of the
heart to hypozia
p0307 482-38170
Alterations in heart work rhythn daring
hyperactivation of the anterior amygdaline nucleus
p0309 &82-385a5
Horphological and functional factors contributing
to a hypertonic heart
p0310 A82-3B557
A study of the mechanism governing the different
types of behavior exhibited by the spiral
excitation wave period in auricle and ventricle
p0312 A82-38597
The effect of inotropic factors on the
posterercise characteristics of the heart
p0322 A82-40451
Prevention of heart function abnormalities daring
reaxygenation after ischemia by adaptation to
altitude hypoxia
p0322 A82-404S5
The effect of hypokinesia on the resistance of the
heart to hypoxia
p0325 A82-40502
Effects of lover body negative pressure on the
reliability of cardiovascular system using X-ray
kyaograas
p0334 A82-40728
The amplitude of the B wave and the contractile
function of the left ventricle in patients with
ischemic heart disease
p0343 A82-41486
The effect of diethylanine analog of ethaozine on
the functional condition of myocardium /Clinical
and experimental study/
p0343 A82-4I488
A comparison of echo- and kinetocardiographic
indicators of the myocardial contractility of
the left ventricle in patients suffering from
various forms of ischemia heart disease
p0344 A82-41496
Output and efficiency of the heart in young
athletes as a function of the type of athletic
training
p0344 A82-41497
The cole of the energy transport system in changes
of the contractile function of the heart in the
case of the measured limitation of coronary
blood flow
p0344 482-41499
Functional condition of the heart mitochondria in
the dynamics of emotional and pain stress
p0344 A82-41500
Analysis of load characteristics and development
of Dew indicators of cardiac function
P0367 482-42606
Internal stresses and contractility of myocardium
p0372 482-43513
Functional means for the regulation of heart
rhythm during burst stimulation of the vagus
nerves
p0373 A82-43632
The participation of the hypothalaaus in the





Prevention of stress damage to the heart and its
hypoxic contracture with the natural antioxidant
alpha-tocopherol
p0410 482-46716
The echogcaphy - Doppler experiment on Salyut 7
to monitor cardiac function and
cardiovascular circulation by ultrasonic means
[IAF PAPER 82-23] p04!4 A82-469 16
Presentation of 'echography1 experiment for
monitoring human cardiovascular system under
zero-gravity
p04tS 482-47065
A method for the objective evaluation of
vestibulo-cardiac reflexes
P0419 A82-U7575
Use of acetylene rebreathing method for measuring
cardiac output during physiological and clinical
studies
p0181 H82-19830
A comparison between acetylene and freon
rebreathing for measuring cardiac output during
exercise in space
pOISI H82-19631
The efficiency coefficient of the rat heart and
muscular system after physical training and
bypokinesia
{HASA-TB-76843 J p0245 B82-22868
Continuous ECG registration according to the
Bolter method
p0399 H82-31934
Ballistocardiography: A nonintrusive method
moving towards clinical applications
p0400 882-31940
HEART ISPLABIAtlOH
Selecting optimal conditions for heart
conservation in weak aldehyde solutions by usinq
mathematical methods of experimental design
p0308 A82-38534
HEART HIHDTB 70L08E








Effect of exhaustive exercise on myocardial
performance
P0018 A82-I3228
Performance changes daring exposure to +Gz stress
P0025 A82-15517
EEG-correlates of training in the voluntary
control of heart rate in man
P0026 A82- 15703
Bagnetic measurement of cardiac volume changes
p0070 A82-17569
Pulse rate evaluation of the relative
physiological intensity of aerobic muscular work
p0094 A82-20331
Effects of relative metabolic rate and heart rate
variation on the performance of flight attendants
pOIOS A82-2I680
The dynamics of heart rate recovery following work
of various aerobic intensities
p0118 482-21815
Core temperature, heart rate and sweatsuits
POI43 482-22942
New approaches to the electrophysiological
characterization of vigilance behavior
P0146 682-22965
Directed training of wrestlers in the biofeedback
control of physical work intensity according to
heat rate
P0158 482-24480
An evaluation of the total stress involved in
certain types of precision work
P0161 482-24514
Exploration of cardiovascular function in subjects
exposed to plus Sz accelerations in a haman
centrifuge by new noninvasive techniques
P0166 482-24839
Heart contractility at pressure loads induced by
ischemia of exercised muscle in hamans
POI69 482-24916
Modifications in systolic time intervals induced
by the transition to weightlessness
P0171 A82-25495
Regulation of heart rhythm in depressor baroreflex
P0190 482-25812
Modulation of human sinus node function by
systemic hypoxia
P0197 A82-26812
Determination of the anaerobic threshold by a
noninvasive field test in runners
p0229 A82-29558
The relation between cardiac and respiratory
rhythms as a function of the state of the
geomagnetic field
p0236 482-31153
Cardiac rhythm regulation at rest and during
orthostasis
P0236 482-31160
The voluntary regulation of heart rate
P0236 482-31161
An approach to the determination of the reflex
reactions of cardiac rhythm
P0237 482-31162
Reflection of individual characteristics of human
and animal higher nervous activity in the nature
of heart rate changes
A-158
SUBJECT ISDEX HEiT ACCLIHATIZATIOB
p0238 182-31486
Effects of creatine phosphate on action potential
duration and myocardial contractile force in the
frog under hypoxia
p024l A82-3I532
Eight-hoar rhythm of autonomic regulation
p0242 A82-3I542
Acute hypervolemia, cardiac performance, and
aerobic pover daring exercise
p0256 482-32836
Dynamics of cardiac, respiratory, and metabolic
function in men in response to step work load
p0256 482-32837
Induced venous pooling and cardiorespiratory
responses to exercise after bed rest
p0256 A82-32842
The diagnosis and treatment of heart-rhytha
disorders - The role of intracardial
electrophysiological investigation
p0279 482-35676
The measurement of heart rate variability spectra
with the help of a personal computer
p028l 482-35809
Bate of change of physiological functions as an
index of the degree of adaptation
p0283 A82-35840
Postural stability during slow-onset and
rapid-onset hypoxia
p0283 &82-35906
An automated, indirect assessment of cardiac
output during rest and exercise
p0285 482-36030
Effects of horizontal body casting on the
baroreceptor reflex control of heart rate
p0285 482-36033
Sympathetic and parasympathetic cardiac control in
athletes and nonathletes at rest
p0286 A82-36041
Circadian changes in resting heart rate and body
temperature, maximal oxygen consumption and
perceived exertion
p0308 482-38268
Two phases of the inotropic effect of adrenaline -
The calcium dependence
p0309 A82-38549
The effect of hyperactivation of the anterior
amygdaloid nucleus on heart activity during
states of altered reactivity
p0322 A82-40454
Vegetative reactions to the administration of
atcopine and propranolol in rats that exhibit
different types of behavior
p0323 A82-40463
Increasing the efficiency of running on the basis
of learning algorithms and information tools
p0324 482-40488
Instantaneous stroke volume in man during lover
body negative pressure /LBHP/
p0329 482-40683
Tentilatory and heart rate responses to hypoxia
and hypercapnia during sleep in adults
p0339 A82-4I206
Evaluation of the heaviness of physical work with
marked nervous-emotional stress
p0372 482-43240
A composite assessment of heart rhythm regulation
daring dosed functional loads
p0373 482-43637
Maximal cardiac function in sedentary normal men
and women - Comparison of age-related changes
p0417 482-47376
Cardiorespiratory responses and handgrip isometric
component for various wheelchair propulsion
systems
pOOIl H82-I0718





Fatigue in Flight Inspection Field Office (FIFO)
flight crews
[AD-A106791] p0127 H82-16733
Perception of effort during isometric contractions
as related to heart rate and blood pressure
responses
[40-4111033] p0296 H82-26974
Slow waves of cardiac rhythm in healthy man under
different conditions
p0348 R82-28955
Genetic and individual differences in
cardiovascular disturbances of rats during
experimental emotional stress
[H4S4-TH-769I1] p0385 N82-30890
Cybernetic analysis of cardiac rhythm of Salyut-6
orbital station crew daring graded exercise test
pO«02 N82-32282
The influence of varied gravito-inertial fields on
the cardiac response of orb-weaving spiders
[NASA-CB-169314] p0423 1182-32963
Dual physiological rate measurement instrument
[NASA-CASE-HSC-20078-1] p0424 N82-32971
Sustained blood pressure responding daring
synthetic work
£40-4115733] p0424 S82-32974




Effect of altitude exposure on induction of





The biological effects of nonionizing radiation
[AD-A111898] p0300 H82-27970
Acute albumin-induced plasma volume expansion and




Some characteristics of thermal adaptation in
small laboratory animals
p0060 A82-16971
Mechanisms of adaptation to ergothermic hypoxemia
in athletes specializing in different sports
pOl 18 A82-21820
The role of aldosterone in the regulation of the
water and salt balance in hot-shop workers of
the metallurgical industry
P0151 A82-23251
Acclimatization to dry heat - Active men vs.
active woman
p0229 482-29553
4daptive changes in cats after long-term exposure
to various temperatures
p0230 482-29563
Comparative characteristics of respiratory and
circulatory changes upon acute hyperthermia in
cats
P0231 482-29699=
Thermal shock and gene operation
p0234 482-30302
Under the hot sun human heat acclimatization
in deserts
p0234 482-30303
Some indicators of human adaptation to hunid
tropical conditions
P0238 482-31495
Evolutionary significance of the adaptation of
animals to heat
p0278 482-35663
Human adaptation in arid regions
p0281 482-35828
Strain on the regulation systems as a condition of
successful adaptation to heat
p0282 482-35837
The effectiveness of perspiration in a hot
environment
p0307 A82-38I78
Hethods of human adaptation to heat
p0370 A82-42993
Analysis of methods for evaluating thermal stress
effects on human beings
p0370 A82-42994
Individual features of the vegetative regulation
of body functions during the adaptation of
sailors in the tropics
p0370 A82-42996
Protein kinase activity in liver of
heat-acclimated hamsters
p0376 482-44145
Sweating responses of aen and women during
exercise in humid and dry heat
p0032 H82-12745
The physiological effect of heat and its prevention
p0081 H82-15754
A-159
HEAT BALANCE SOBJBCt IHDEI
Physical performance tasks required of 0. S.
Marines operating in a desert environaent
[AD-A107866] p0136 H82-17863
Effects on beat tolerance of physical training in
water and on land
[AD-A110556] p0296 H82-26976
Does heat acclimation lover the rate of metabolism
elicited by nnsenlar exercise
[AD-A110555] p0296 H82-26977
Effectiveness of five Mater-cooled undergarments
in reducing heat stress of vehicle operating in
a hot vet or hot dry environaent
C&D-&107105] p0299 N82-26994
Physiological studies of heat stress acclination
daring a specific exercise regimen
[AD-AII1897] p0353 H82-28991
















Mitigation of biofouling using coatings
[DE81-027900]
 P0038 H82-13647
OTEC biofouling, corrosion, and materials study
from a moored platform at Pauta Tuna, Pnerto Bico
[DE82-007037] p0347 N82-28947
Technical assessment of the prevention of
micro—foaling on OTEC heat-transfer surfaces
through the use of ultraviolet radiation
[DE82-005489] p0356 U82-29850








Hicrocalorimetry in biomedical investigations
p0342 A82-41471
An examination of heat exchanges in man -
Establishment of a reference technique for
measuring average cutaneous temperatures using







Cardiovascular origins of heatstroke
pathophysiology - An anesthetized rat model
pOIOS 482-21687
The physiological effect of heat and its prevention
pOOBl N82-15754
Acute heat/exercise stress in rats: Effects on
fluid and electrolyte regulatory hormones
[AD-A110559] p0293 N82-26958
HEAT TESTS
D HIGH TEMPEBATOBE TESTS
BEIT TOLEfiAHCE
Ihe effects of heat stress on the morphogenetic
potencies of the nephron epithelium
p0055 A82-16825
dental performance impairment in heat stress
p0143 A82-22939
Application of a predictive core temperature model
to heat stress experimentation
p0143 A82-22941
Strain difference in thermoregulation of rats
surviving extreme heat
p0169 A82-24920
Effects of high ambient temperature on athlete
adaptation to muscular activity
p0188 A82-25706
A longitudinal analysis of TH Index and
identification of period of acute heat stress
p0253 A82-32290
Thermoregulatory influences on common carotid
blood flow in the dog
p0255 A82-32829
The carbohydrase system of the small intestine of
rats of various ages following heat and cold
exposures
p0257 482-33135
Task categorization and the limits of human
performance in extreme heat
pD321 A82-40439
Methods of human adaptation to heat
p0370 A82-42993
The physiological effect of heat and its prevention
pOOSl N82-15754
Becording basic climatic parameters and their
processing into integrated heat stress indices
[DRIC-T-6292] p0223 B82-21885
Scute heat/exercise stress in rats: Effects on
fluid and electrolyte regulatory hormones
[4D-A110559] p0293 1182-26958
Effects of acute plasma volume expansion on
altering exercise heat performance
CiD-A110558] p0296 N82-26975
Effects on heat tolerance of physical training in
water and on land
[AD-A 110556] p0296 N82-26976
Acclimatization to dry heat: Active men versus
active women
fAD-Al 11708] p0353 N82-28993
Hypo-and hyperglycemia in rats: Effects on the
ability to work in the heat
[AD-AI 11711] p0356 N82-29849
Microclimate cooling for combat vehicle crewmen
[AD-A117156] p0443 N82-34083
BEAT TBAHSFEB
HI COHYECTIVE HEAT TBANSFEB
NI BADIAIITE HEAT TBA8SFEB
Arm and leg intravascalar temperatures of men
during submaximal exercise
pOOIB 482-13227
A heat transfer analysis of scald injury
[PB81-238503] p0083 H82-15777
Safe wearing times for impermeable chemical
protective clothing
[IZF-1980-11] p0250 B82-23986
OTEC-I power system test program: Biofouling and
corrosion monitoring on OTEC-1
[DB82-007035] p0356 H82-29851
Superior heat-transfer fluids for solar heating




A heat transfer analysis of scald injury
[PB81-238503] p0083 H82-15777
BEAT TRANSMISSION
NT CONVECTITE HEAT TBANSFEB
NT HEAT TBANSFEB










The effects of binocular and motion-generated





Interactions between helmet mounted sight display
and sensor platform under the influence of a
human pilot helicopter low altitude flights
[ DFTLB-FB-8 1-30 ] p0183 N82- 19848
BELZCOPTEB PEBFOBHAHCE
The reliability of flight personnel daring the




Causes of fatigue among crews of civil aviation
helicopters
p0124 N82-16708
Physiological and hygienic evaluation of vibration




in evaluation of helicopter noise and vibration
ride qualities criteria
[U4S4-TH-8325U p0137 1182-17871
Some features of evaluation of work capacity and
fatigue in helicopter pilots
p0215 H82-20847
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HIGH IEHPEBATOBE EHVIBOHBEITS
Changes in the heat resistance of rats under
various regimes of cold adaptation
P0018 A82-12952
The effects of elevated environmental temperature
combined with radiation on the organism
p0113 A82-21752
Some indices of the functional physiological state
of inspectors at a thermal power plant
p0161 A82-24515
A mechanism for the stimulation of the inonne
response under the influence of high ambient
temperature
p0164 A82-24557
Indicators of the erythrocytic system of rabbits
in hot, humid climates
P0191 A82-25813
Begional redistribution of blood flov in the cat
under conditions of high ambient temperature
p0231 A82-29697
Evolutionary significance of the adaptation of
animals to heat
P0278 A82-35663
Dependence of reactions of the organism to
extremal factors on initial state
P0282 A82-35839
The effectiveness of perspiration in a hot
environment
P0307 A82-38178
Task categorization and the limits of human




Thermoregulation and the menstrual cycle
p032l 482-40141
Effect of physical training in cool and hot
environments on »Gz acceleration tolerance in
women
p0327 682-40664
Effects of whole and partial body exposure to dry
heat on certain performance measures
[AD-A100305] p0246 H82-22880
Auxiliary cooling: Comparison of air-cooled
versus Hater cooled vests in hot-dry and hot-net
environments
[AD-A110554] p0275 H82-25797
Effectiveness of five Hater-cooled undergarments
in reducing heat stress of vehicle operating in
a hot vet or hot dry environment
[AD-A107105] p0299 N82-26994
HIGH TBHPEB&TUBE TESTS
Thermal test of flying helmet for tyo different




Mechanism of the effects of vacuum on microorganisms
p0164 A82-24551
HIGH VOLTAGES
USSR Beport. Life sciences: Effects of
nonionizing electromagnetic radiation, no. 5
[JPHS-80525] p0266 H82-24819
Betabolic changes in experimental animals as










Functional state of the hippocampal-reticular
complex under submaximal physical load and fatigue
p0116 482-21786
Destructive and reparative processes in the
hippocampus upon prolonged exposure to
nonionizing micronave radiation
p0241 A82-31536
The influence of a constant magnetic field on the
epileptogenic foci in the hippocampus of rabbits
p0323 A82-40466
The effect of the electrical stimulation of
afferent pathways on neurons in septal slices
p0323 682-40469
Neurotransmitter mechanisms in the nucleus




Uistamine in biochemistry and physiology
Bussian book
p0317 A82-39290
The variations in the content of histamine in the
tissues of the heart and stomach during the
excessive, stimulation of the organism and the
influence of hexamethonium on these variations
p0413 482-46886
Serotonin and histamine metabolism in cosmonauts
p0217 H82-20858
BISTIDINE
Histidyl-histidine catalysis of glycine
condensation in fluctuating clay environments
p0103 682-20952
Increased excretion of urea and
H/tau/-methylhistidine by rats and humans after
a bout of exercise
p0119 A82-21927
HISTOCBEHICAL ANALYSIS
A histochemical investigation of the microvascular
effectors regulating the supply of blood to the
cerebral cortex
p0112 482-21744
Innervation of skin glands of the hedgehog
/Erinaceus europaeus/ and its histochemical
changes induced by hibernation
p0170 682-25244
Electron-histochemical and functional evaluation
of the effects of aspirin on the thrombocytes of
healthy people and patients with ischemic heart
disease
p0204 482-27784
Histoenzyaological changes in experimental animals
exposed to variable noise
p0311 A82-38577
Alterations of histochemical organization in the
organ of Corti under the influence of chronic
noise
p0316 A82-39242
The histochemistry of enzymes in specific skin
glands of the European hedgehog /Erinaceus
europeaus/ during hibernation
p0319 A82-39792
Changes in neurons of the spinal cord and spinal
ganglia under hypokinesia /neuromorphological
and histochemical investigation/
p0325 482-40494
A hygienic evaluation of the biological effects of
nonionizing microwave radiation
p0342 A82-4I464
The organization of the afferent snbcortical
inputs of the visual region of the cat cerebrum
p0368 A82-42621
Inborn anemias in mice
[DE81-029128] p0075 N82-14795
Electron paramagnetic resonance assignment: An
analysis of methods used for biological samples
[ISS-T-82/2] p0393 N82-31889
HISTOLOGY
Digital image processing of bone - Problems and
potentials
p0026 A82-15697
A study of cerebral microvessels by means of
automatic image analysis
p0202 A82-27766
Regeneration of skeletal muscle after mechanical
trauma in reptiles
p0203 A82-27767
Principles of the definition and classification of
tissues
P0368 &82-42620
The topography of elements of the cardiac
conduction system
p0369 A82-42625





Contribution to the history of the theoretical
evolution of the psychological selection of
aircraft pilots in Italy
P0166 A82-24841
The developmental history of aeronautical and
aerospace medical science
p0079 H82-15737
X-ray measurements and protection, 1913-1964: The




Holographic laser eye protection
p0024 482-14971
HOBEOSTASIS
An investigation of the biological activity of
chalones separated from normal livers and froa
livers that are being regenerated
p01!2 A82-21742
The multiple forms of tyrosine aminotransferase in
rat liver cells and their role in cellular
homeostasis
p0117 482-21807
Enzymatic capacities of skeletal muscle - Effects
of different types of training
p0121 A82-22248
Competition between algae in a flow system
p0240 482-31517
Evolutionary significance of the adaptation of
animals to heat
p0278 A82-35663
Physiological adaptations and maintenance of
vegetative homeostasis
p0281 A82-35826
A classification of behavioral adaptation
p0281 A82-35827





Systemic mechanisms of hooeostasis
P0317 A82-39I»17
Short tern gravity effects on voluoe homeostasis
in man Assessment of transvascolar flaid shifts
after graded tilt
P0337 A82-40760
Biomiccoscopy of a nicrocirculatory bed in
experiments - Possibilities, limitations, and
prospects
P0368 482-42611
Bays and means of maintaining heat balance in
pilots and cosmonauts
P0123 B82-16706
Volnne regulating hormones and their role in the
cardiovascular adaptation to zero gravity
pOI79 H82-19822
Recording basic climatic parameters and their
processing into integrated heat stress indices
[DHIC-r-6292] p0223 1182-21885
A statistical model of the controller functions of
the human temperature regulating system
P0248 1182-23972
Effect of high ambient temperature on carbohydrate
metabolism in rat liver and skeletal muscles
p0351 H82-28975








The formation of homogeneous item sets when





Effects of experimental stationary magnetic field
on metabolism of some ions in blood and myocardium
P0267 H82-24822
BOBIZOST&I, OBIEBTATIOH
The ascending tract of Oeiters' and horizontal gaze
maintenance during head movement via neurons
P0064 &82-17437
Horizontal eye movement signals in second-order
vestibnlar nuclei neurons in the cat
P006S 482-17440
Effects of horizontal body casting on the
baroreceptor reflex control of heart rate
P0285 482-36033
Changes in blood volume and response to
vaso-active drugs in horizontally casted primates
P0327 482-40657
Influences of horizontal hypokinesia on
performance and circadian physiological rhythms
in female humans
P0329 482-40682




the effect of the prolonged administration of
sodium hydroxybntyrate on the physical work
capacity and muscle tissue state of rats
P0115 482-21779
the multiple forms of tyrosine aminotransferase in
rat liver cells and their role in cellular
homeostasis
P0117 482-21807
Circadian and seasonal rhythms in plasma androgen
levels in the rhesus macaque monkey
P0161 482-24525
Dynamics of aerobic vork capacity and changes in
the functional stability of the oxygen-supply
mechanism and hypophysical adrenocortical system
in skiers
P0187 482-25696
Thyroid-and hypophysial thyrotropic function in
athletes during bicycle ergometer exercise
P0189 482-25716
Ihe participation of estradiol and progesterone in
animal body mass regulation mechanisms
P0189 S82-25801
Hormonal mechanisms of seasonal rhythms in rats
P0240 482-31518
Changes of the oxygen transport function of the
blood and some metabolic values in patients with
hypertension and chronic ischemic heart diseases
during ergometric exercise
p0279 482-35666
Experimental and clinical study of a new
immnnoregulatory preparation - thymalin
p0307 482-38177
Delayed effects of the internal irradiation of
endocrine system in female rats
p03!1 482-38582
Stress in space flight - Betabolic aspects
p0330 482-40696
ADH suppression under immersion combined with
dehydration antidinretic hormone secretion
p0339 482-40776
Altitude-induced changes in plasma thyroxine,
3,5,3 prime-triiodothyronine, and thyrotropin in
rats
p0340 482-41207
Betabolic and cardiovascular adaptations in
trained hypophysectomized rats
p0340 482-41215
Horione response of normal and intermittent
cold-preadapted humans to continuous cold
p0375 482-44137
The sympathico-adrenal and the hypophysial-adrenal
systems in the pathogenesis of the post-ischemic
syndrome
p0410 482-46717
The hypophysial-thyroid system in the course of a
complicated and an uncomplicated myocardial
infarction
p04tO 482-46718
The content of the Inteinizing hormone in the
hypothalaaos depending on the physiological
condition of rats
p0412 482-46877
Human endocrine responses to acceleration stress
p0416 482-47333
Antidinretic hormone responses to eucapnic and
hypocapnic hypoxia in hnmans
p0417 482-47377
Plasma prostaglandins, renin, and catecholamines
at rest and daring exercise in hypertensive hnmans
p0418 482-47382
Binor peptides under normal and pathological
conditions
p0420 482-48214
Synpathoadrenal system of cosmonauts following
7-day flights
p0272 H82-25776
Effect of hypokinesia on some red blood indices











Effects of vasopressin administration on diuresis
of water immersion in normal hnmans
. pOOSS A82- 19491
Bechanisms for the regulation of the intracellnlar
calcium distribution
P0115 482-21774
Study of the simultaneous effects of hormones and
radioprotectors in the exposure of animals to
ionizing radiation
p0234 &82-30032
The role of protein phosphorylation in neutral and
hormonal control of cellular activity
P0234 482-30766
Bormone levels in the blood of patients with
Beniere's disease and cochleovestibnlopathies
p0262 482-34475
Hormonal mechanisms of adaptation and training
Bussian book
p0289 A82-36976
The regulation of calcium exchange in the cells of
different regions of the warm-blooded animal heart
p0320 482-40313
Changes in mineralized tissues in the case of





Boot cell gravireaction - Hormone interaction
p0336 A82-40745
Ibe effect of gravity on the distribution of plant
growth substances in plant tissues
p0336 A82-H0746
Heasurement of central venous pressure and
determination of hormones in blood serum daring
weightlessness
pOI73 H82-18259
Volaae regulating hormones and their role in the
cardiovascular adaptation to zero gravity
p0179 H82-19822
Intracellular mechanism of the action of inhibin
on the secretion of follicular stimulating
horoone and of luteinizing hormone induced by
LH-BB in vitro
[HASA-TB-76847] p0245 H82-22869
Acute heat/exercise stress in rats: Effects on
fluid and electrolyte regulatory hormones
[AD-A11Q559] p0293 H82-26958
Honograph on nev direction of chemistry and
biology of peptide and protein bioregulators
reviewed
p035l H82-28979
Testosterone enhances Oil 2-deozyglncose uptake
by striated muscle sex hormones and muscle
CHASA-CK-169101] p0352 H82-28986






Characteristics of skin function in sailors in the
tropics
p0170 482-25189
Indicators of the erythrocytic system of rabbits
in hot, humid climates
pOI91 482-258 13
Onder the hot sun human heat acclimatization
in deserts
p0234 A82-30303
A longitudinal analysis of IB Index and
identification of period of acute heat stress
p0253 A82-32290
Effect of physical training in cool and hot
environments on +Gz acceleration tolerance in
women
p0327 482-40664
Individual features of the vegetative regulation
of body functions during the adaptation of
sailors in the tropics
p0370 482-42996
BOWITZEES
Becoiueudations to avoid hearing damage during






Instructor pilot teaching behavior and student
pilot stress in flight training
pOOOS A82-11028
Bell-being and privacy in space - Anticipating
conflicts of interest
p0030 A82-15851
Emotions, sleep, and health
p0117 482-21801
The effects of social facilitation on vigilance
performance
p0146 A82-22963
Hew approaches to the electrophysiological
characterization of vigilance behavior
p0146 A82-22965
Problems of the psychic reflection of the
properties of the objective world on the
sensory-perception level
pOI67 A82-24902
Studies of planning behavior of aircraft pilots in
normal, abnormal, and emergency situations
Book
p0261 A82-33905
Ihe level of group development as a factor
influencing the relation between group size and
successfulness
p0263 482-34689
Behavioral and biological interactions with
confined microsocieties in a programmed
environment
P0277 A82-35639
& classification of behavioral adaptation
P0281 482-35827
A test for the prediction of risk-taking attitude
in operators
p0322 482-40449
Certain psychological and tactical aspects of
athlete activities during competitions
p0345 A82-41506
The psychology and safety of weightlessness
[IAF PAPEB 82-252] pO<» 15 A82-47004
Close-range cine-photogrammetry: A generalized
technigne for quantifying gross human notion
p0036 N82-12781
Human control and regulation tasks
p0037 H82- 12787
A theory of human error
p0046 N82-13716
Analysis of sickness rates in West German
industry
[PNH-90097] p0247 H82-22882
Combined discrete network continuous control
modelling of operator behavior
p0381 N82-30861
A model of human decision making in multiple
process monitoring situations
p0381 N82-30862
Procru: A model for analyzing flight crew
procedures in approach to landing
p0381 N82-30863
New aspects of functional system theory
p039l H82-30936
Systemic mechanisms of human subconscious activity
p0391 H82-30938
BOHAB BBIBGS
Human roles in future space operations
p0060 A82-16955
Functional condition and work capacity under
mountain conditions
p0093 A82-20313
Frequency characteristics of visual evoked
potentials in different regions of the human
cerebral cortex
p0093 A82-20314





Effects of exercise adaptation on the age
variation of human cardiac contractile function
and left ventricular mass
p0204 A82-27785
Circadian rhythm dynamics under conditions of an
altered gaseous median and hypokinesia
p0235 482-31 151
The formation in human ontogeny of the ability to
reproduce a given rhythm
P0240 482-31523
Effects of hyperventilation on pulmonary blood
flow and recirculation time of humans
P0255 482-32832
Human visual orientation Book
P0277 482-35272
A method of evaluating the functional state of the
central nervous system of a person performing work
p0311 482-38579
Model of the accomiodative mechanism in the human
eye
p0318 482-39432
Morphological features of the individual structure
of the human brain
p0369 482-42637
Sleep and motor activity: Stages of the ontogenic
evolution of the supraspinal motor control in
the human sleep cycle Russian book
P0372 482-43607
Dehydration-induced drinking in humans
pOUOB 482-46329
The regulation of equilibrium in humans on a small
supporting surface
pOl»20 482-48210
Human auditory brainsten electric responses to
binanral and monaural stimuli
p0136 N82-17861
Literature review of human microbes' interaction
with plants
[HASA-CB- 166330] p0250 H82-23983
A-169
HOHAH BOD; SUBJECT IHDEI
Effects of impulse noise on human beings: A pilot
study on annoyance ratings in the laboratory
[IZF-1981-9] p0267 H82-24825
Natural and social determination of human psyche
p0352 N82-28983
Position paper: The toxic effects of chronic
exposure to low levels of carbon dioxide
[AD-A115053] p0390 H82-30930




In empirical relationship for electromagnetic
energy absorption in man for near-field exposure
conditions
pOOIS A82-13I75
A discrete model of the circadian kinetics of
human bone marrow
P0027 A82-J5704
Evaluation of natural convection under hyperbaric
conditions
p0029 A82-15720
The age characteristics of physical thecmoregulation
p0053 A82-16808
A physical model of human postural dynamics
p0069 A82-17U78
Difference between eye closure and visual
stabilization in the control of posture in man
pOIOS 682-21686
Ihe economy of muscular work daring unfased tetanus
p0109 A82-21701
Decussations in the human muscular system
p0114 A82-21762
Comparison of some technical methods for the
evaluation of whole-body vibration
p0156 A82-23400
Sports morphology on the rise /On the work of the
Horphological Section at the International
Congress 'Sports in Contemporary Society'/
pOI59 A82-24499
The functional state of the segmental apparatus of
the spinal cord in hamans during local work
after a short period of rest
pOI60 A82-24501
Lipid levels in the bone marrow megakaryocytes and
thrombocytes of healthy people
POI64 A82-24555
Pulmonary carbonic anhydrase in the human, monkey,
and rat
p0169 A82-24917
Isotopic analysis of lencine and urea metabolism
in exercising humans
p0169 A82-24923
Evaluation of the antioxidant system of the body
pOI88 A82-25709
Effect of upper body posture on forced inspiration
and expiration
p0229 A82-29559
Age characteristics of fatigue during local
muscular work in humans
p0238 A82-31487
Effects of muscle vibration and joint oscillation
on human motor mechanisms
p0259 A82-33753
Some problems of identification and modelling of
the human body
p0260 482-33762
Vibration defence of man - Questions of modeling
p0260 A82-33764
Automatic system for study and measurement of
vibration parameters affecting human body
p0260 A82-33765
Ihe combined effect of medicines
p0279 A82-35665
Changes in man's constant electric field in the
course of adaptation to hypokinesia
P03I2 A82-38595





Peculiarities of the relief of the trabecular
surface of the spongy substance of the human
vertebrae
p0325 A82-40492
An analog tracking filter for a swept-sine human
vibration test
p0365 A82-41808
Subjective response to whole-body vibration - The
effects of posture
p0370 A82-42831
Sinusoidal and random whole-body vibration -
Comparative effects on visual performance
p0408 A82-46534
Methods used in hygiene for the investigation of
the nonspecific resistivity of the body
p0412 A82-46874
The measurements of fluid shifts and of the tissue
compliance along body axis in man
[BSFT-FB-H-80-011] p0039 H82-13654
Clinical distinctions of radiation sickness with
exposure of different parts of the human body to
radiation
p0126 H82-16726
Chemicals Identified in Human Biological Hedia
[DE81-030813] p0127 H82-16735
Hemodynamic effects of lower body positive pressure
pOISO H82-19824
Transmission of sinusoidally changing vertical
specific force to the heads of seated men
measured in a flight simulator
[VTH-LH-319] pOI83 H82-19847
HOBSIM: A simulator of three-dimensional hominoid
dynamics
tCSIB-SB-SBISK-23] p02!9 N82-20879
Beat-activated sweat gland densities detected
through macrophotography in lean and obese men
exposed to a warm, humid environment
p0246 H82-22876
Torso experienced aerodynamic forces experienced
daring ejection
[AD-A098942] p0267 H82-24823
Analysis of the polarization dependence of the
interaction between human frame targets and
radio frequency sensor fields
[ID-Alt 1590] p0275 M82-25796
Segnentation and analysis of stereophotometric
body surface data
[iD-At 14916] p0358 N82-29868
Anatomy of the spine
p0359 B82-2987I
Biooechanics of the spine
p0359 H82-29872
BOHAH CEHTBIFOGBS
Exploration of cardiovascular function in subjects
exposed to plus Gz accelerations in a human
centrifuge by new noninvasive techniques
p0166 A82-24839
Post-acceleration chaotic atrial rhythm
p02ll A82-28488
Hotivational analysis of human volunteers for
centrifuge acceleration research
p0409 A82-46538
Techniques for cardiovascular examination in human
centrifuges and the principal results obtained
pOUOO H82-3I943
BOHAH E8GIHEEBIH6
0 HOHAH FACTOBS ENGINEERING
BOHAB FACTOBS EBGIHBEBIHG
Eye movement measurement of readability of CBT
displays
p0017 482-12869
Validating manned system design and engineering
change proposals
[SD-A100997] p0022 A82-14703
The physiological response of anthropometrically
selected female military personnel to the test
parachuting environment
p0023 A82-14957
In-flight physiological monitoring of tactical jet
aircrewmen
P0024 A82-14962
Factors affecting seat-man dynamics during
eoergency egress
p0024 A82-14964
Human factors of outer space production Book
p0029 A82-15851
Basic principles and methods for assuring the
eficiency of astronaut activity in flight
pOOSO A82-16702
A physical model of human postural dynamics
p0069 A82-17478
Psychological problems in the mutual adaptation of
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Evaluation of maximal and submaximal static auscle
exertions
p0088 482-19223
Control and automatic processing daring tasks
requiring sustained attention - A new approach
to vigilance
p0088 182-19225
Advanced aviation concepts evaluation through
con pater driven sinulation human factors
consideration in flight training simulator design
p0088 »82- 19258
Survival in space spacesuit development
p009l A82-20257
A program for assessing pilot mental state in
flight simulators
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0257] p0121 A82-22078
Human Factors Society, Annual Beeting, 24th, Los
Angeles, CA, October 13-17, 1980, Proceedings
pOI39 482-22901
A case for early objective evaluation of candidate
display formats of head-up displays based on
pilot performance ezperiaents
pOI39 A82-22904
& strength and anthroponetric comparison of young
men and women examined for work station design
pOI39 A82-22907
Computer assisted displays enabling
internalization and reduction of operator
workload in higher order systems, or, pushing
the barrier of human control beyond second order
systems
pOI40 A82-22910
The structure of processing resources -
Implications for task configuration and workload
effects on human performance in Ban machine
systems
pOIKI A82-22923
Instrument scan - Is it an indicator,of the
pilot's workload
p014l A82-22924
' The event-related brain potential as an index of
attention allocation in complex displays
p0142 482-22928
Convergence-divergence with extended practice -
Three applications human psychomotor task
correlation with external measures
p0143 A82-22938
An application of manned simulation in crew
station conceptual development
p0144 £82-22943
Finding a needle in a haystack when you've never
seen a needle - A human factors analysis of SB1I
p0144 &82-22950
Geguired performance levels for autocneiag devices
target acquisition in synthetic aperture radar
p0145 582-22953
Operational performance measures for carrier
landing - Development and application
pOI46 A82-22960
Becognition of TDD presented colors by color
defective observers Visual Display Onit
p0146 A82-22966
Effect of the Circutone seat on hemodynamic,
subjective and thermal responses during
prolonged sitting
p0147 A82-22969
Some current issues in workload assessment
p0147 A82-2297I
Enhancing operator acceptance and noninterference
in secondary task measures of workload
p0147 A82-22972
Ihe physiological condition of press operators
pOI54 A82-23285
Objectives and structure of a radiation safety
service in medical institutions
p0155 482-23298
A method for automatically evaluating operator
performance
p0156 A82-23304
Comparison of some technical methods for the
evaluation of whole-body vibration
p0156 882-23400
Simplicity in command and control systems - A
human factors consideration for nan computer
interfare design
pOI98 482-27222
The evaluation of information display on the basis
of the transinforoation German book
p0209 A82-28394
The strength-endurance relationship in skeletal
muscle - Its application to helmet design
p021l A82-28484
An empirical equation of elementary motion of
human body
p0279 A82-35674
Banned systems design: Methods, equipment, and
applications; Proceedings of the Conference,
Freiburg im Breisgao, Best Germany, September
22-25, 1980
p0287 A82-3695I
Methods - Past approaches, current trends and
future reguirements —- in human factors
engineering
p0287 A82-36952
The human operator simulator - An overview
p0287 A82-36956
Statistical techniques for instrument panel
.arrangement
p0287 A82-36959
Analysis of human movements for workplace design
p0288 A82-36966
Screening designs used to estimate the relative
effects of display factors on dial reading
p0289 A82-37183
Using realistic sensor, target, and scene
characteristics to develop a target acquisition
model
p0289 A82-37185
Perceptual discriminability as a basis for
selecting graphic symbols
p0289 A82-37I86
Achievements and possibilities in the research
being carried out to protect workers in the 11th
five-year plan from noise and vibration
p0311 A82-38573
Human factors of an BPV ground control station
p0319 A82-39749
From a man-machine system to a social-engineering
system
p0322 A82-40447
Psychological investigation of pilot behavior
during integration of control systems in the
cockpit of passenger airliners German thesis
P0326 A82-40560
Human factor and flight safety
p0339 A82-40885
Vibration and comfort. I • Translational seat
vibration
p0370 A82-42829
Vibration and comfort. II - Rotational seat
vibration
p0370 A82-42830
Habitability support for manned missions of space
2000
CIAF PAPEH 82-170] p0377 A82-44685
Symposium on Aviation Psychology, 1st, Ohio State
University, Columbus, OB, April 21, 22, 1981,
Proceedings
p0405 A82-46251
Human factors and aviation safety - A program of
research on human factors in aviation
pO«05 A82-46253
Assessing emergency interface design operator
response-machine interaction model
p0405 A82-46256
Ergonomic aspects in cockpit lay-out
p0405 A82-46257
General aviation cockpit design features related
to inadvertent landing gear retraction accidents
p0405 A82-46259
PAVE LOB III - Interior lighting reconfiguration
for night lighting and night vision goggle
compatibility
p0405 A82-46261
Simulation technology and the fixation phase
skill acquisition during pilot training
p0407 482-46274
The effect of morphological adaptation of personal
flight equipment on the performance of oxygen
systems
p0408 A82-463I2
USSB report. Life sciences biooedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 12
CJPBS-793383 p0012 H82-11762
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Beview of human and operational factors affecting
the feasibility of the see-and-avoid concept
[DFVLB-HITT-81-13] p0036 H82-12780
Anti-exposure technology identification for
mission specific operational requirements
[AD-i 105070] p0036 H82-12781
Baoan control and regulation tasks
p0037 B82-12787
Sethodical study of the contribation of the human
system to the insecurity of technological systems
computerized accident analysis
p0037 H82-12788
:hina report: Science and technology, no. 128
[JPBS-790U7] p0037 H82-12789
Equipment design mast incorporate ease of operation
p0037 H82-12790
Determination of efficient methods of lift by
comparing trained and untrained male and female
lifters
[40-6100319] p0038 B82-13650
Linguistic and human performance considerations in
the design of an anticipatory communication aid
p0039 H82-13657
An investigation into pilot and system response to
critical in-flight events, volume 1
[NASA-CB-166243-VOL-1] pOOlO H82-13662
in investigation into pilot and system response to
critical in-flight events, volume 2
[BASA-CB-166243-VOL-2] p0040 B82-13663
Visual/motion cue mismatch in a coordinated roll
maneuver
[HASA-CH-166259] pOOMO H82-13664
Supervisory control of remote manipulation: A
preliminary evaluation
p0041 H82-13675
Design and development of a six degree of freedom
hand controller
p0045 N82-13706
Human supervision and microprocessor control of an
optical tracking system
p0046 B82-13715
A model for the control mode man-computer
interface dialogue
p0047 N82-13722
Taxonomy of the human factors in man machine systems
pOO»8 H82-13726
Harmfulness of violent impact and airflow shocks
p0079 H82-15742
Human body reaction to vibration
pOOSO B82-15743
The effects of rotation and oscillation: Aerial
sickness
pOOSO B82-15744




Evaluation of chemical protective facelets and
comparison of four prototpyes
[IZF-1980-15] p0084 H82-15784
Simulator data on human error probabilities
(DE81-026094] p0085 B82-15786
Ose of a television multipoint x-y tracker for
determining the transmission of vibrations on
human beings human factors in man machine
systems
p0085 N82-15787
Evaluation of man's endurance of local pressure to
the head and objective assessment of hygienic
specifications for protective helmets
p0124 H82-16710
Pilot workload: & survey of operational problems
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hypertensive states
p0367 482-42608
Characteristics of the blood rheology, platelet
• function, and hemodynamics in patients with
ischemic heart disease daring extended
hypokinesia 'following amputations of the limbs
p0410 182-46721
Cyclic nncleotides in tissues during long-term
hypokinesia
CH1S4-TH-76726] pOOII H82-11757
Electron microscopical and histochemical studies
on the transverse striated muscles of birds
after prolonged hypokinesis
[H4S4-TH-76717] pOOI2 H82-11759
Polyploidization delay in rat hepatocytes under
liver growth inhibition by hypokinesia
CH1S1-TH-76515] p0075 H82-14794
4 compendium of hypokinetic and hypodynamic animal
studies
[N1S1-CH-3485] p0076 H82-15709
Succinate dehydrogenase and cytochrome oxidase
activity in tissues of rats submitted to
long-term hypokinesia *
p0126 N82-16723
Human lipid metabolism during confinement in
pressure chamber
P0131 N82-17822
Vitamin c, B sub I and B sub 6 excretion in urine
during 182-day antiorthostatic hypokinesia
p0131 H82-17824
The efficiency coefficient of the,rat heart and
muscular system after physical training and
hypokinesia
[N1S1-TM-76843] p0245 N82-22868
Change in blood glucose level in rats after
immobilization
CH1S1-TB-75997] p0245 H82-22872
Effect of hypokinesia on man's nutritional status
p0270 N82-25760
Clinicophysiological changes in man during
long-term antiorthostatic hypokinesia
p0270 M82-25761
Effects of 1 alpha-hydroxycholecalciferol and
different amounts of phosphorus in food
allowance on some parameters of phosphorus and
calcium metabolism in hypokinetic rats
p0270 H82-25762
Condition of rats connective tissue during
long-term hypokinesia and in recovery period
p0350 N82-28969
Effect of restricted mobility on the composition
and metabolism of blood lipoproteids in rabbits
[H1S4-TB-76846] p0382 H82-30871
Regional redistributions of the blood in blood
loss and mechanical trauma against the
background of various functional states of the
body
[H1S1-TH-76880] p0382 H82-30872
The interaction of Purkinje cells, capillaries and
glia in the cerebellar cortex of normal and
hypokinetic cats
[HIS1-TH-76882] p0382 N82-30873
Influence of hypokinesia on the content of
electrolytes in animal organs
[H1S4-TB-76899] ' p0383 H82-30874
Effect of immobilization on the development of
experimental arteriosclerosis in rabbits
[H1S1-TH-7690I] p0383 H82-30876
Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on resistance of
resistive vessels in rats
[N1SI-TH-76849] p0383 H82-30878
Reaction of the blood system to single and double
effect of a stress agent
[H1S1-TH-76866] p0383 H82-30880
Specificity of ultrastructural changes in rat ,-




Indices of the rat central nervous system




OB& and BNA synthesis in isolated nuclei of rat
skeletal muscles daring hypodynamia
[HASA-TH-76875] p0385 H82-30888
Specific cytoplasoic glacocorticoid receptors of
cat liver under conditions of immobilization
stress
[HASA-rB-76863] p0385 H82-30893
Specific cytoplasnic glncocorticoid receptors of
the rat liver daring immobilization stress
[HASA-TB-76869] p0385 (182-30890
Effect of hypokinesia on sone red blood indices
and the condition of regulatory systeas
[H&S&-TH-76752] p0389 H82-30918
BNA accaoulation in the body of neurons as an
indicator of their functional deaffecentation
[H&S&-TH-76850] p0389 882-30922
Beaction to hypokinesia and hypeckinesia of
somatochrome neurons in the motor zone of the
cerebral cortex in rabbits
[HASA-TB-76885] p0390 H82-3092S
State of the endocrine glands in hypodynamia (A
review of the literature)
[HASA-TB-76906J p0390 H82-30926
Seismocardiographic evaluation of contractile
function of the myocardium of hypokinetic cats
p039<l H82-3I902
Hocphological distinctions of Bacaca rhesus nonkey
thyroid under normal and various types of
hypokinetic conditions
p0395 H82-31908
Insulin resistance for glucose metabolism in
disused soleus muscle of Bice
[H&SA-CB-169353] p0428 H82-33979
HIPOBEIABOLISB
Beflexometry as an additional method of
investigating hypoactivity in the thyroid gland
pOI90 A82-25802
Current problems in hypobiosis
P0366 A82-42171
BIPOTEHSIOi




Functional characteristics of the pilot
hypothalamns-hypophysis-adrenal cortex system
p0049 482-16275
Acute experimental emotional stress in rabbits in
a nodulated electromagnetic field
p0092 A82-20307
Suprachiasaatic stimulation phase shifts rodent
circadian rhythms
p0165 482-24799
Some physiological mechanisms for the effects of
the hypothalamns on erythron
p0196 A82-26753
Hiccoionophocetic analysis of the chemical
sensitivity of neurons of the medial thalamus
and ventroaedial hypothalamas to acetylcholine
in the case of immobilization-produced emotional
stress in rats
p0203 A82-27770
Self-stimulation response as an anti-stress factor
in animals
p0205 A82-27799
Evidence for a biological clock
p0234 A82-30301




The protective role of the forebrain with respect
to pathological cardiac reflexes
p0309 482-38503
The cholinergic nature of hypothalano-cortical
excitatory influence
p0309 A82-385S1
Approaches to the study of the
hypothalanus-pituitary gland relationship
p0319 A82-39569
The intracentral connections of the brain
structures participating in cardiovascular control
p0372 A82-43627
The participation of the hypothalaaus in the
regulation of parasyapathetic cardiac reflexes
in nnanesthetized cats
p0373 A82-43633
The responses of the coronary vessels in dogs to
hypothalanic stimulation in acute and chconic
experiments
p0373 A82-43634
The content of the loteinizing horaone in the
hypothalamas depending on the physiological
condition of rats
P04I2 882-06877
Horepinephrine and enzymes of synthesis and
degradation thereof in the rat hypothalamus
following flight aboard the Cosmos-936
biosatellite
pOI25 H82-16716
State of the endocrine glands in hypodynania (A
review of the literature)
[HASA-TS-76906] p0390 B82-30926
Significance of magnetic field paraneters to
change in evoked bioelectric activity of the brain
P0395 H82-31910
HIPOTHEBBIA
Artificial hypobiosis as a stable functional state
of reduced vital activity
p0020 A82-13699
Effect of cooling of the rhythoo-inotropic ratio
in a pathologically altered myocardium
p0112 482-21700
The effect of cholinomimetics on the development
of hypothermia
P0115 A82-21781
The relationship between cardiac and motor
components of a conditioned reflex upon the
local cooling of various zones of the cecebral
cortex in cats
P0116 A82-21787
Temperature dependence of alanine and aspartate
aminotransferase activities in rat brain during
hypothermia of vacious dncations and adrenalectomy
p0118 482-21812
Clinical and experimental evidence for the use of
hypothermia in decompression sickness
P0193 A82-26239
Hechanisas of the reaction of dividing cells to
hypothermia
P0201 &82-27750
Trace reactions and the ambient temperature
organism, organ and tissue tbermoregulatory
reactions
P0209 482-28050
Current problems in hypobiosis
p0366 482-02171
Anti-exposure technology identification for
mission specific operational reguirements
[AD-A105070] P0036 N82-12784
The effect of cold and the cold prevention
pOOBI H82-15755
Effectiveness of lie (water) packets vests in
reducing heat stress
f 4D-611786U] p0434 H82-34021
BIPOVOLEBIA
Effect of blood volume on sweating rate and body
fluids in exercising humans
P0089 A82-19495
Hicrocirculatory pathology under conditions of
tissue arterial blood flow insufficiency
P0153 A82-23272
Decinetric waves in the combined therapy of
patients with cerebral circulatory insufficiency
P0239 482-31507
BYPOXBBIA
Oxygen tension in albino rat abdominal cavity
organs in normo- and hyperoxybaria
P0060 A82-16969
Bechanisms of adaptation to ergotheroic hypoxemia
in athletes specializing in different sports
P0118 A82-21820
The biological significance of physiological
hypoxenia
P0160 482-20558
Dependence of reactions of the organism to
extremal factors on initial state
P0282 A82-35839
BTPOIIA
Analysis of lung vasomotor responses to alveolar
hypoxia and hypercapnia
P0002 A82-10749
The effect of adrenergic substances on cardiac
activity and brain electrical activity in the
rabbit under hypoxia
P0007 A82-12299
Bypoxic vasoconstriction and fluid filtration in
pig lungs
A-184
SUBJECT IBDEI HYPOXIA COHTD
pOOIS A82-13226
Steady-state vascular responses to graded hypoxia
in isolated longs of five species
pOOIS &82-13231
AC1H and cortisol responses to hypoxia in dogs
pOOIS A82-13235
Bypozic acoasal in intact and carotid
chemodeaervated sleeping cats
p0019 682-13236
Oxygen deficiency in tissues and their blood supply
p0020 682-13700
The sensitivity of the retinal nerve fibre layer
to elevated intraocular pressure and graded
hypozia in the cat
p0025 A82-15475
Experimental studies on the survival capacity in
the sealed environment. Ill
p0025 A82-I5515
The classification of hypozic conditions
p0027 A82-15708
The oxygen regine of the human organism under
conditions of extreme hypobaric hypozia
p0027 A82-15709
Influence of 15-day alimentary starvation on human
tolerance to the breathing of pure nitrogen
p0027 A82-15710
Prevention of hypozic heart damage by the use of
ozypyridine-class antioxidants
p0055 A82-16821
Characteristics of loading hypozia
p0060 A82-16968
Check your ozygen oxygen supply eguipoent and
aircraft safety
p0073 A82-18736
Pinbedil-induced anti-hypozic protection in rats
p0073 A82-18738
Ihe effect of acetazolamide on the proteinnria of
altitude
p0073 A82-18739
Enhanced heat production in physically restrained
rats in hypozia
p0089 482-19496
Alterations in responses to drugs of atria from
white rats acclimated to hypobaric hypozia
p0089 A82-19497
Ihe role of extracellular 02 and C02 tensions in
membrane mechanisms of cerebral arterial smooth
muscle regulation
p0090 A82-19747
Some indicators of carbohydrate metabolism in rat
lung during repeated and chronic hypozia
p0092 A82-20302
Physiology and pathology of respiration and means
of correcting ozygen deficiencies in an organism
/Meeting of the Interdepartmental Commission on
the Coordination of studies in Medicine of the
Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSB and the
Ministry of Health of the Ukrainian SSR/
p0092 A82-20303
Ihe effects of narcotic analgesics on animal
sensitivity to hypoxia
p0093 A82-20316
Special and clinical physiology of hypozic states
p0093 A82-20317
Elevation of hypozia resistance vith the use of
gutimine
p0093 A82-20319
Ihe influence of adaptation on the periodic effect
of hypozia on the poststress activation of the
primary immune response
p0093 A82-20320
A combined method for the study of tissue
respiration under conditions corresponding to
natural gas homeostasis
p0093 482-20321
Psychological testing at high altitudes
p0107 A82-2I679
Ihe role of natrinresis in the prophylactic effect
of adaptation to hypozia in the case of
hereditary hypertension
pOIIO 482-21712
Adaptation to high-altitude hypozia at different
ambient temperatures /before and during
adaptation/
pOIIO 482-21715
The effect of piracetan on the body's resistance
to hypoxia
p0115 A82-2I777
Adaptogenic effect of mebicar during emotional
stress, exercise, and hypozia
pOIIS A82-21780
Phase characteristics of the response of the
hypophysal-adrenal system under high-altitude
conditions
p0150 A82-23166
Variation in catecholanine excretion in
adolescents under oountain conditions
pOISO A82-23174
Ihe condition of pulmonary surfactant and the
ultrastrncture of the blood-air barrier in acute
hypoxia
p0151 A82-23259
Ihe blood plasma protein spectrum of dogs under
treatment for hypozia Hith the membrane
ozygenator Sever-OBH
pOI52 A82-23264
Ihe fatty acid composition of blood serum from
intact rats and rats adapted to hypoxia under
the conditions of acute hypozia
p0161 A82-24523
Determination of oxygen content in air on the
basis of meterological parameters /pressure,
temperature, and moisture/ in order to predict
the hypozic effect of the atmosphere
p0162 A82-24534
Pathogenesis and prevention of the hypoxic
contraction of the heart
p0164 A82-24552
High altitude and the oxygen dissociation curve of
hemoglobin Modifications in inter-heme
cooperativity
pOI67 A82-24844
Tissue hypoxia and its correction Russian book
p0168 A82-24910
Free and conjugated catecholamines and metabolites
in cat urine after hypoxia
pOI68 482-21913
Benin, aldosterone, and converting enzyme during
exercise and acute hypoxia in humans
pOI68 A82-249I4
Bradykinin-induced increase in pulmonary vascular
permeability in hypozic sheep
P0169 A82-24918
Ventilatory responses at rest and during exercise
in marathon runners
p0169 A82-24919
Basic principles of hypozia control during shock
p0185 A82-25676
Dynamics of brain cell ozygen tension and
electrical activity in the norm and in hypoxia
p0186 A82-25678
Elevation of hypozia tolerance under the influence
of prolonged fasting
P0186 A82-P5679
The energy supply of serotonin inactivation
processes in the lungs
p0186 A82-25680
Ihe indication of radiation resistance modified by
radio-protective agents. Ill - Analysis of the
relationship between hypozic and
radio-protective effects in the rat bone marrow
for hypozias of different origin
pOI86 A82-25682
Hain trends in combatting oxygen hunger
p0186 A82-25686
Some characteristics of cardiovascular system
activity and adaptive antihypoxic mechanisms in
keyboard computer operators during the course of
a work shift
p0188 A82-25705
Effects of pharmacological agents on the
development of hematic hypoxia
p0189 A82-25720
Modulation of human sinus node function by
systemic hypoxia
p0197 A82-26812
Ihe effect of adapting to high-altitude hypoxia on
certain indicators of catecholamine metabolism
in rats in the case of spontaneous hereditary
hypertension
p0202 A82-27758
Mechanism for the antihypoxic effects of depakin
p0202 S82-2776I
Adaptive changes in the rat hypophysical-adrenal
system upon altitude hypoxia
p0203 A82-27772
A-185
HTPOXIA COBTD SDBJECt IIDEZ
Protective effects of unsaturated fatty acids in
adrenaline pulmonary edeoa and hypobaric hypozia
/The biological significance of catecholamine
hyperlipidemia/
p0204 482-27786
Conplez technigae for studying the oxygen reginen
and hemodynanics of the oral eocosa andec hypozia
p0204 A82-27789
Physiological criteria and methods for increasing
the effectiveness of correction of hypozic states
p0205 A82-27797
41titnde and hypozia as phase shift inducers
of human circadian rhythns
p02(0 462-28480
Bo effect of nalozone on hypoxia-induced
ventilatory depression in adults
p0230 482-29566
Theoretical analysis of optiaal P50 for
maximizing oxygen unloading in hypoxia
p0230 182-29568
Chenoreceptor involvement in cortisol responses to
hypozia in ventilated dogs
p0231 482-29572
Effects of starvation on human tolerance to acute
hypozia
p0236 482-31159
Effects of creatine phosphate on action potential
duration and myocardial contractile force in the
frog under hypozia
p024l 462-31532
ROBED at altitude - Cardiovascular responses to
hypozia
p0252 482-32009
The effects of hypozia on serial response time
p0254 482-32390
Dynamics of changes in the prostaglandin content
of the brain tissue under cervical sympathectomy
and circulatory hypoxia
p0262 482-34677
Investigation of the general fitness of the
progeny of irradiated animals. Ill - The
resistance of nice to irradiation, hypoxia,
endotoxin, and physical stress
p0278 482-35652
Protective effect of a gaseous hypozic mixture
under the combined effect on the organism of
radiation and physical stress
p0278 482-35653
Bare cases of serious disturbances in cardiac
rhythm during a hypoxic functional test
p0280 482-35684
The hemostasis system in man in high-altitude
conditions
p0282 482-35832
Bate of change of physiological functions as an
index of the degree of adaptation
p0283 482-35840
Investigation of the combined effects of bedrest
and mild hypozia
p0283 482-35905
Postural stability during slow-onset and
rapid-onset hypoxia
p0283 482-35906
Han at extreme altitude
p0284 482-36026
Evidence for dioinished sensitivity of the hamster
pulmonary vascnlatnre to hypoxia
p0285 482-36035
Intrapulmonary blood flow redistribution during
hypoxia increases gas exchange surface area
p0285 482-36036
The effect of acute hypozia on the EEG and unit
impulse activity of neurons of different brain
structures in rats
p0286 482-36172
Comparison of human vocal cord movements during
isocapnic hypozia and hypercapnia
p0290 482-37927
Brain hypozia and control of breathing - Bole of
the vagi
p0290 482-37928
Brain extracellular fluid pB and blood flow daring
isocapnic and hypocapnic hypozia
p0290 482-37930
Study of the radioprotective effectiveness of an
hypoxic gas mixture daring combined radiation
and thermal injuries to rats
p0306 482-38159
Changes in the hemodynanics and efferent activity
in the renal nerve with acute hypoxic hypoxia
under the stabilization of perfasion pressure in
carotid sinuses
p0306 482-38161
The characteristics of heaodynamic shifts under
physical stress at mountain elevations
p0307 482-38166
The effect of hypokinesia on the resistance of the
heart to hypoxia
p0307 482-38170
Study of BH4 synthesis rate and DHA content in the
myocardium of new-born rats daring adaptation to
high-altitude hypoxia
p0308 482-38537
The participation of the lymphatic system in the
resistance of an organism to hypoxia
P03I9 482-39793
Prevention of heart function abnormalities during
reoxygenation after ischenia by adaptation to
altitude hypoxia
p0322 482-40455
The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondria! DBA and
BN4, and the synthesis of heme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow during the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
p0325 482-40501
The effect of hypokinesia on the resistance of the
heart to hypoxia
p0325 482-40502
The effect of hypoxic and hypobaric exercises on
the blood-brain barrier in rats
p0332 482-40713
The effect of hypokinesis and hypoxia on the
function of mascles
P0335 482-40739
Ventilatory and heart rate responses to hypozia
and hypercapnia daring sleep in adults
p0339 482-41206
Altitude-induced changes in plasma thyrozine,
3,5,3 priee-triiodothyronine, and thyrotropin in
rats
p0340 A82-41207
Pulmonary stretch receptor discharge patterns in
eupnea, hypercapnia, and hypozia
p0340 482-41210
Protection from 02 tozicity by preezposnre to
hypozia - Lung antiozidant enzyme role
p0341 A82-41217
Effect of induced erythrocytheoia on hypozia
tolerance daring physical ezercise
p0341 482-41218
The rate of coronary perfosion as a factor
determining the eztent to which the contractile
function of the heart is decreased in energy
formation disorders
p0344 482-41489
Stereological analysis of interneuronal contacts
in the cerebral cortex of rats daring the
posthypoxic period
p0368 482-42622
Changes in the lymphoid organs of rats under the
effect of acute hypozia
p0368 482-42623
Hicrocirculation daring acute blood loss and hypoxia
p0370 482-42997
Conjugated changes of the resistance and blood
filling of cerebral vessels daring shifts in the
blood gas composition
P0373 482-43635
Liver microcirculation in normozia and hypozia
p0373 482-43638
Hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction and the size of
hypoxic compartment
p0375 482-44138
A critical value for 02 transport in the rat
p0375 482-44141
The increase in the endurance for static loads in
irradiated rats treated with gas hypoxic nixtnre
/GHH-10/, an anti-irradiation agent
pOUOQ 482-45786
loxicity of carbon monoxide, hydrogen cyanide and
lov oxygen
p0404 482-46200
Altitude hypoxia and hypercapnic mixtures
p0407 482-46308
Prevention of stress damage to the heart and its
hypoxic contractnre with the natural antioxidant
alpha-tocopherol
4-186
SUBJECT IBDEI IMAGE RESOLUTION
p04IO A82-46716
The effect of acute brain hypozia on the
permeability of the blood-opthalaic barrier
p0414 482-46896
4ntidiuretic hormone responses to eacapnic and
hypocapnic hypoxia in humans
p0417 482-47377
Control of ventilation in clinbers to extreme
altitnde
p0418 482-47381
Cutaneous vascular response to exercise and acute
hypoxia
p04)8 482-47385
4 hereditary defect in the sensitivity to hypoxia
during normal sensitivity to hypercapnia
p0420 482-48217
Systemic and cerebral henodynamics in flight
personnel exposed to moderate hypoxia
p0124 N82-16707
Lipid spectrum of the myocardium of white rats
exposed to hypoxic hypoxia
p0126 H82-16724
Comparative antihypoxic efficacy of pressure
chamber conditioning and fasting of man
p0127 N82-16729
Intihypoxic efficacy of intermittent mode of
pressure chamber conditioning of nan
pOI31 N82-17827
Method of assessing individual resistance of rats
to hypoxic hypoxia
pOI33 H82-17837
Comparative evaluation of pressure chamber
conditioning and man's adaptation to hypoxia at
high altitude
p0216 N82-20853
Attenuation of radioprotective effects of acute
hypoxia on animals adapted to high altitudes
p0357 H82-29855
Effect of mebicac on animals under extreme
conditions
[NASA-TM-7685n p0383 N82-30879
Effects of prior physical exertion on tolerance to

















0 INSTRUMENT FLIGHT BOLES
ILLOHINATING
The flavin-dependent consumption of oxygen in
mitochondria under illumination
p0312 A82-38589
New look at models of visual performance
[DE82-001337] p0397 H82-31924
ILLOBINATIOB











0 INSTBUMEHT LANDING SYSTEMS
IMiSE COMTBAST
Flov visualization technigues in medical and
biological applications
p0096 A82-20778
Perceived rate of movement depends on contrast
p0185 A82-25648
Fading of stabilized retinal images
P0207 482-28116
Contrast sensitivity at high velocities
measurement of visual sensitivity to rapidly
moving stimuli
p0235 A82-30874
Visual acuity in color contrast on cathode ray
tubes - Bole of luminance, hue, and saturation
contrasts
P0252 482-32010
Changes in the human visually evoked cortical
potential in response to chromatic modulation of
a sinusoidal grating
P03I4 A82-38795
Contrast influence on perceived orientation of
gratings obtained by dicboptic fusion of two
monocular images
p0314 482-38796
Effect of chromatic adaptation on the achromatic
locus - The role of contrast, luminance and
background color
P0318 A82-39433
Contrast increment thresholds of rhesus monkeys
p0370 A82-43099
Recognition experiments vith thermal images. Part
3: Effect of contrast rendition
[IZF-1981-5] p0274 N82-25789
IMAGE BBHANCEHEHT
Enhancement processes in the visual detection of
barely perceptible targets
p0145 A82-22955
Image orientation for BPV ground station crew
p0319 482-39743
Evaluative studies in nuclear medicine research.
Emission-computed tomography assessment
[DE81-030168] p0076 N82-1480 1
I8AGE IBTEBSIFIEBS
Finding the illnminant direction
, ' p0207 A82-28117




Natural retinal image motion - Origin and change
p0066 482-17452
IMAGE PROCESSING





Becognition of thermal images - Effects of
scan-line density and signal-to-noise ratio
p0254 A82-32529
Computer assessment of atherosclerosis from
angiographic images
p0403 482-45200
4 computational theory of visual surface
interpolation
[4D-4103921] pOOlO N82-10710
Evidence relating subjective contours and
interpretations involving occlusion
[AD-4103925] pOOlO N82- 10712
Structure of the knowledge base for an expert }
labeling system
p0047 H82-J3723
4 study of the human visual system in support of
automated feature extraction
[AD-A109139] p0218 B82-20867
Belative depth and local surface orientation from
image notions
[AD-4109565] p02 18 N82-20873
Determining the instantaneous direction of motion
from optical flow generated by a curvilinearly
moving observer
[4D-4 109566] p0218 N82-20874
An overview of artificial intelligence and
robotics. Volume 2: Bobotics
[H4S&-CE-168727] p0224 N82-21896
Sone computer applications and digital image




Iterative reconstrnction-reprojection - An




Is image quality important predicting
4-187
IBAGE8Y SUBJECT IHDEX
air-to-ground target acquisition performance
xitb electro-optical system
p0145 482-22954
Video framerate, resolution and grayscale
















Symbolic reasoning among 3-D models and 2-D images
[AD-AI10316] p0222 H82-21881
Eye movements and visual information processing
[ AD-A112399] p0300 H82-27967
IBAGI86 BiDAB
0 SYHTHETIC APEBTUBB B&DAB
IBA6IBG TECHHIQOES
HI IH4GE EHHAHCEBEHT
Visual technology and the future --- for flight
simulators
p0095 A82-20538
Sufi-imagery - ft new method of biophysical
- investigation
P0200 A82-27745
HUB imaging in medicine
p0231 A82-29574
Computerized ultrasonxc arteriography - A new
technique for imaging the carotid bifurcation
P0257 A82-32880
Ultrasonic blood flov imaging using correlation
processing
p0217 H82-20861
Symbolic reasoning among 3-D models and 2-D images
[AD-A110316] p0222 S82-2J88!
Spin imaging equipment for small animal experiments
CISBH-95I-41-0420-X] p0293 H82-26951
Clinical ophthalmic ultrasound improvements
[HASA-CB-170432] p0424 H82-32972
IBISES
Primordial transport of sugars and amino acids via








Glacocorticoid receptors and metabolic
disturbances in the liver and heart daring
immobilization
p0002 582-10750
Structural changes in motor neurons during hind
limb immobilization
p0027 A82-15707
Beaoval by negative air ions of changes in
mitochondrial respiration under stress
p0028 A82-15716
Ihe effects of immobilization stress on diacyl and
plasmogenic phospholipids in various organs and
tissues of the rat
p0052 A82- 16802
The response of the hematic system of
adrenalectomized mice to stressor activity
p0054 482-16814
Ihe effects of immobilization on the development
of experimental atherosclerosis in rabbits
p0054 482-16815
Ihe effects of immobilization of mice of various
radiation sensitivities and the shielding of
portions of their bone marroir on survival rate
and the formation of splenic colonies following
irradiation
p0152 A82-23265
Changes of the catecholaaine level in
epinephrine-synthesizing oblongatal structures
of rats, reacting differently to prolonged
single immbolization
p0155 A82-23296
Becovery time course in contractile function of
fast and slow skeletal muscle after hindlimb
immobilization
p0197 A82-26816
principles of enzyme stabilization -
Polyacrylamide-gel-immobilized trypsin and
chymotrypsin with high catalytic activity at
elevated temperatures
p0228 A82-29446




Effect of limb immobilization on skeletal muscle
p0255 A82-32826
Oltrastructnral changes in the brains of rats
subjected to acute emotional stress
p0310 482-38558
Statistical analysis of nenronal impulse activity
in the diencephalon during
immobilization-produced emotional stress in rats
p0323 A82-40467
Ihe early reaction of the hemopoietic organs to
stress, depending on the condition of the
peripheral H-cholinergic systems
p0325 &82-40499
Effect of immobilization on the ATPase activities
and Ca-nptake of sarcoplasmic reticulum in
different types of muscles
p0332 482-40708
Effect of immobilization of the excitatory
parameters of different type skeletal muscle
p0332 482-40710
Immobilization effects upon aerobic and anaerobic
metabolism of the skeletal muscles
p0332 482-40712
Ihe effects of human growth hormone administration
on the functional status of rat atrophied muscle
following immobilization
p0332 482-40715
Protein composition of mBHA containing I8S-40S
subribosomal particles in soleus muscle before
and after immobilization
p0335 482-40742
Hindlimb immobilization - Length-tension and
contractile properties of skeletal muscle
P0340 482-41209
Heuromascnlar adaptation in human thenar muscles
following strength training and immobilization
p0340 482-41213
Daily in vivo nenromuscnlar stimulation effects on
immobilized rat hindliab muscles
p0419 482-47390
Participation of the hypophyseal-adrenal cortex
system in thrombin clearance during
immobilization stress
[HASA-TB-76729J p0012 H82-I1760
Succinate dehydrogenase and cytochrome oxidase
activity in tissues of rats submitted to
long-term hypokinesia
pOI26 H82-16723
Bole of immobilization of irradiated rats in the
protective effect of bone marrow shielding
[HASA-TH-76828] p0220 H82-21866
Horphometrical investigations on the reproductive
activity of the ovaries in rats subjected to
immobilization and to motion activity
[HASA-TH-76831] p0220 H82-21867
Change in blood glucose level in rats after
immobilization
[HAS&-TH-75997] p0245 H82-22872
Effect of immobilization on the development of
experimental arteriosclerosis in rabbits
[HASA-TB-76901] p0383 H82-30876
Catecholamines in the blood plasma of August and
Bistar rats during emotional stress
[HftSA-TB-76872] p0384 H82-30885
Glacocorticoid receptors and metabolic
disturbances in the (rat) liver and heart during
immobilization
[HASA-tB-76874] p0384 H82-30887
Effect of immobilization stress on diacyl- and
plasmalogen-derivatives of phospholipids in
various rat organs and tissues
[HASA-TB-76852] p0385 H82-30891
IHBUBITY
Ihe influence of adaptation on the periodic effect
of hypoxia on the poststress activation of the
4-188
SUBJECT IHDEI IHPiCT 4CCELEB4TIOH
primary immune response
Stress and immunity in athletes
p0093 &82-20320
p0118 A82-21821
Indicators of the 1 system of immunity daring
physical overstraining
p0154 482-23281
nethodological aspects of studying the immune
system in athletes
p0158 482-24481
Natural immunity io athletes of different age groups
p0159 482-24489
Vitamins and natural immnnity
P0159 482-24490
4 mechanism for the stimulation of the immune
response under the influence of high ambient
temperature
pOI64 182-24557
Experimental and clinical study of a new
immnnoregulatory preparation - thymalin
p0307 482-38177
Migration kinetics of hemopoietic stem cells in
mice after severe mechanical trauma
p0309 482-38541
Evidence of an immune mechanism of
enzyme-hemostasis regulation
p0309 482-38552
The influence of a deficit of vitamins on immnnity
/4 review of the literature/
P0344 482-41504
The coronary vessels and the contractile apparatus
of the myocardium in immune heart damage
/Histochemical and ultrastructural studies/
p0367 482-42605
Immuno-enzymological comparisons in the
differential diagnosis of various myocardial
lesions
p0409 482-46704
The cellular composition of lyaphoid organs and
the parameters of the immune response of mice at
later times following irradiation
p0412 482-46868
The effect of humoral factors of the lymph tissues
on hemopoietic stem cells
p0413 482-46890
Effects of prolonged weightlessness on the humoral
immune response of humans
p0173 H82- 18260
Relationship between microflora and immnnity of
cosmonauts carrying staphylococcus aureus in the
nasal cavity
p0214 882-20843
Effect of single exposure to microwaves on
quantity and functional properties of T and B





Hematological and immunological changes during
space flight
p0057 482-16937
Natural resistance of the organisms of seanen
during postcruise rest
p0093 482-20311
Cellular and molecular bases of local immnnity
p0115 482-21773
Seasonal rhythm of the immune reactivity and heart
tolerance to physical load in patients with
ischemic heart disease
p0117 482-21802
4 study of tropomyosins in human muscular and
nonmnscnlar organs
pOUV 482-21806
The mathematics of immnnity response to viral
intrusion
p0119 482-21824
Vitamins and natural immunity
pOI59 482-24490
Immunodepressive and immnnostimnlatory effects of
decimetric waves on the primary immnnological
response
p0239 482-31511
The effect of decimeter waves on the functional
state of the cardiovascular system, and some
biochemical and immnnological indices of
patients with myocardial infarction in the
recovery phase
p0239 482-31512
The prevention of dysadaptive changes in sailors
at sea
p0259 482-33728
Features of the reaction of the blood serum of a
healthy person with epidermis
p0262 482-34678
Effect of thymalin on the system of cyclic
nucleotides in the mouse spleen
p0262 482-34679
Cell-mediated immune reactions in ground squirrels
in winter lethargy - Two-way transplantation
reaction
P0286 482-36229
in investigation of the conformational stability
of immunoglobnlin S in the monolayers at the
phase boundary between agueous solutions of NaCl
and octane
p0313 482-38607
Factors of the natural resistance of the body and
methods for studying them
p0319 482-40308
The effect of products erythrocyte destruction on
immnnological processes
p0325 482-40500
weightlessness effects on resistance and
reactivity of animals
P0330 482-40690
Effect of spaceflight on lymphocyte stimulation
p0331 482-40700
Functional properties of T-lymphocytes in patients
with acute myocardial infarction
P0341 482-41459
The structure and function of macrophages
P0342 482-41470
Immunological reactions to lipoproteins and





Immune complexes and atherosclerosis
P0410 482-46714
The effect of a dysentery divaccine as a
therapeutic agent for experimental radiation
sickness on the immune response to a
heterologons antigen
p0411 482-46854
Methods used in hygiene for the investigation of
the nonspecific resistivity of the body
P0412 482-46874
The induction of the formation of morphine-binding
spleen cells as a manifestation of the immune
response
p0413 482-46888
Current views of anaphylazis as one of the forms
of manifestation of the body's reactivity
p0413 482-46891
Hinor peptides under normal and pathological
conditions
p0420 482-48214
The morphology of the submandibnlar lymph nodes of
white rats during adaptation to high-altitude
conditions
p0420 482-48221
Hematological and immunological analyses
p0078 N82-15722
Effect of weightlessness on lymphocyte proliferation
p0173 N82-18261
Evaluation of immunological methods for toxicity
studies in animals: Inhalation studies with
benzene and halothane in rats
[MBL-1980-4] p0266 N82-248I4
Inhalation studies with benzene in rats. Part 4:
Toxicological data
p0266 N82-24815
Inhalation studies with benzene in rats. Part B:
Immnnological data
p0266 N82-24816
Inhalation study with halothane in female rats.
Fart B: Immunological data
p0266 N82-24818
Stimulating effect of exposure of rat sternum to






Dynamic preload as an impact protection concept
4-189
IHPiCT DAHAGE SUBJECT IBDEX
P0376 A82-44290
A Honte Carlo study of the use of auxiliary
information in the developent of an impact
acceleration injury prediction model
[AD-A105463] P0033 N82-12755
Problem of accelerations in aviation medicine
P0347 N82-28950
IHPACT DAHAGE
Trial on the use of stabilography in the medical
supervision of boxers
P0118 A82-218I7
Oltra-high impact free-fall survival
P0329 A82-40684
A hoieomorphic finite eleaent model of iipact head
injury
p0009 B82-10707
BevieH of literature and regulation relating to






& Koate Carlo study of the ase of auxiliary
inforoatioD in the developent of an impact
acceleration injury prediction model
[&D-&105163] P0033 N82-12755
Impact of an asteroid or comet in the ocean and
extinction of terrestrial life
[NASA-CB-169086] p0293 H82-26955
IHPiCT RESISTANCE





Limits of human tolerance for impacts in free fall
p0360 1182-29879
IHPAIRHENT
Detecting human operator impairment with a
psychomotor task
p0047 N82-13718
Evaluation of short-term bioassays to predict
functional impairment. Selected short-term
pulmonary toxicity tests













Waveguide technique for the calibration of
miniature implantable electric-field probes for
use in microwave-bioeffects studies
p0097 A82-20893
Intraretinal recordings of slot* electrical
responses to steady illumination in monkey -
Isolation of receptor responses and the origin
of the light peak
pOI85 182-25649





A cortically implantable mnltielectrode array for
investigating the mammalian visual system
[40-4115184] p0390 H82-3093I
IHPDLSBS
Potential for interaction of low-level impulse and
continuous noise
[AD-A109430] P0222 H82-21883
Effects of impulse noise on human beings: A pilot
study on annoyance ratings in the laboratory
[IZF-198I-9] P0267 B82-24825
If-FLIGHT BOMITOBXHG
A self-contained, nan-borne bionedical
instrumentation system in the flight testing of
naval weapons systems
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2403] p0021 A82-13890
In-flight physiological monitoring of tactical jet
aircrewmen
p0024 A82-14962
Development of a secondary task method for
measuring operator workload. 7 - Measurement of
pilot workload during take off and landing by
C-1 jet carrier
p0025 A82- 15516
Instrument scan - Is it an indicator of the
pilot's workload
p0141 A82-22924
Problems of the operational medical in-flight
monitoring of pilots
P0203 A82-27768





Cardiac output and cardiac cycle phase structure
of pilots during flights
pOI3l N82-I782I
ISCBITIVES






A gnasi-Bewton procedure for identifying
pilot-related parameters of the optimal control
model
p0044 B82-13694
Tvo-D results on human operator perception
p0044 882-13697
IBDBXES (DOCDBEITATIOHI
Evaluation of short-term bioassays to predict
functional impairment, development of pulmonary
bioassays in small animals: Directory of
Institutions; individuals involved in utilization
[AD-A103767] p0075 B82-14798
IHDEIBS (RATIOS)
•eighting of aptitude components based on







Hodeling interactions between protein molecules
Investigating complexes of indole and its






Human engineering procedures guide
[AD-A 108643] p0177 B82-18873
IHDOSTBIAL PLANTS
HI FOOHDRIES
The role of aldosterone in the regulation of the
water and salt balance in hot-shop workers of
the metallurgical industry
pOISI A82-23251
Investigation of noise sickness
p0159 A82-24494
Clinical features of the effect of factory noise
as a function of its type and spectral
characteristics
p0240 A82-315I9
The health condition of apparently healthy workers
at oil-processing plants
p0414 A82-46893
The age-related features of the incidence of
sickness for female workers in the main branches
of the clothing industry
p0414 A82-46894
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
Bethods for diagnosing hearing loss in workers
exposed to high noise levels in accordance with
state standards
p0116 A82-21793
Hygienic standards for industrial noise
p0116 A82-21794
Vibration sensitivity of workers in the main
occupations of shipbuilding
p0155 A82-23299
Clinical-physiological characterization of the
auditory-analyzer function of workers of various
A-190
SUBJECT INDEX IHFBABED SPBCTBOSCOPY
occupations at the Hikhailovskii concentration
mill
pOieO 482-21503
Progress in the study of occupational diseases at
the F. F. Erisman Hygiene Research Institute in
Moscow
p0160 182-24505
Vestibular dysfunctions in caisson workers
subjected to a combination of occupational hazards
p0187 182-25689
Industrial hygiene and the prophylaxis of
occupational diseases in work vith lasers
Bussian book
p0258 182-33394
Basic principles for hygienic rating of industrial
•hole-body vibration in the O.S.S.R.
p0260 182-33757
Setting safety standards for ionizing radiation
P031I &82-38580
Studies directed tovard improving hygienic
standards pertaining to total-body vibration
resulting from heavy moving egaipoent
p0368 482-12619
Carbon/graphite fibers: Environmental exposures
and potential health implications
[PB81-229692] p0014 N82-11780
Methodical study of the contribution of the human
system to the insecurity of technological systems
computerized accident analysis
p0037 H82-12788
Beport on a visit to Canada of the 10-17 Hay 1980
Second International Symposium on Personal
Hearing Protection in Industry affects of
acoustic trauma
[BAE-TH-FS-377] p0225 N82-2I900




Beference book for the nitrogen Industry Worker,





Bapid perceptual adaptation to high

















Sarcoidosis and aeronautical risk
p0007 A82-123IO
Health advice for aircrew on refugee flights
p0284 A82-35915
Application of ATP assay technique, developed to
detect extraterrestrial life, for rapid
detection of human infections adenosine
triphosphate
p04!5 182-47277
Aspects of the body's defence mechanisms as




NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS
INFLATING
Pulmonary function measures before and after




Signal analysis at the periphery of the auditory
system Bussian book
p0277 A82-35248
Features of information processing in the right
and left hemispheres of the human brain /A
p0347 N82-289U8
survey of the literature/
P0369 A82-42632
INFOBMATIOH DISSEMINATION
The organizing of conferences
[PB82-142696]
INFOBHATIOH FLOi
Control and automatic processing during tasks
requiring sustained attention - A new approach
to vigilance
pOOSB A82-19225
The role of information feedback in aircrew








The event related brain potential as an index of
information processing, cognitive activity, and
skill acquisition: A program basic research
[AD-A111057] p0267 N82-24827
A general purpose data acquisition and analysis
system for nystagmus and related data
[NASA-CB-167704] p0389 N82-30919
IBFORHATIOH SYSTEMS
Design and evaluation of an onboard computer-based
information system for aircraft
P0376 A82-44512
Remote Medical Diagnosis System BUDS design review
meeting minutes
[AD-A104555] p0013 N82-11772
Operator performance on two office data entry
system testbeds: Preliminary analyses
[AD-A111535] p0274 N82-25795
INFOBHATIOH THEOBI
Equation counting and the interpretation of
sensory data
[AD-A103924] pOO 10 N82-10713
DABTAB: A program to combine airborne
radionuclide environmental exposure data with
dosimetric and health effects data to generate
tabulations of predicted health impacts
[DEB 1-030434] p0014 H82-11774
A model of the human observer and decision maker
p0046 N82-13714
The ranking of displays based on transinformation







Organo-siliceous biomolecules and the infrared
spectrum of the Trapezium nebula
p0404 A82-46182
INFBABED IHIGEBY
Becognition of thermal inages - Effects of
scan-line density and signal-to-noise ratio
" p0254 A82-32529
Becognition experiments vith thermal images. Part
4: Effect of signal to noise ratio
[IZF-1981-8] p0268 N82-24831




An examination of heat exchanges in man -
Establishment of a reference technique for
measuring average cutaneous temperatures using
infrared thernometry French thesis
p0365 A82-42080




Corneal endothelium after infrared laser exposure.
Evaluation of techniques to study corneal lesions
[AD-A 116748] p0123 H82-32964
liFBABED SPECTBA
Organic and inorganic interpretations of the
Martian DV-IR reflectance spectrum
p0106 A82-21208
IIFBAiED SPECTBOSCOPY
Modeling interactions between protein molecules
Investigating complexes of indole and its
derivatives through infrared spectroscopy
1-191










Some mechanisms of central inhibition
p0209 A82-28456
IBBIBITOBS
4 mathematical model of cell ^populations with stem
cells
p0109 482-21702


















Some characteristics of the aerial evacuation of
the sick and otorhinolaryngologically injured
,. p0028 482-15711
Dynamics of the condition of granulation tissue
after injuries sustained at different times of
the day
p0114 A82-2J763
An autoradiographic and electron-microscope
experimental study of the effect on vound
healing of various Soviet dressings
p0263 A82-34688
The effect of potassium orotate on the metabolism
of certain vitamins in patients with fractures
of the long tubular bones
pOJIO &82-38S63
A Honte Carlo study of the use of auxiliary
information in the developent of an impact
acceleration injury prediction model
[AD-A105463] p0033 N82-12755
Limits of human tolerance for impacts in free fall
p0360 H82-29879
Besearch on the development of a statistical
impact acceleration injury prediction aodel from
-G(x) accelerator runs
[AD-A 116440] pOQ31 B82-34D03
IBOBGABIC COBPOOIDS
BT ABHOHIA
Organic and inorganic interpretations of the
Bartian OV-IB reflectance spectrum
p0106 A82-21208
IIOIGUIC PBBOIIDES
Byperoxia inhibits stimulated snperoxide release
by rat alveolar nacrophages
p0376 A82-44143
The snperoxide radical and snperoxide disnntase in
the free radical theory of ageing /Beviei/
P04I2 A82-46876
IBPOT/OOTPDT BOOTIIES












Zoological effects of variations in atmospheric
oxygen levels
CHASA-CB-169020] p0293 H82-26954
Insects: A nutritional alternative
[HASA-CB-169056] p0298 B82-26988
OSSB report. Life sciences biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 16
[JPBS-80789] p0351 H82-28977






The importance of ear-like couplers in the design
of an objective test facility for the
measurement of earmuff insertion loss
[BAE-TH-FS-380) p0225 B82-2I903
IHSOHBIA
Psychotherapeutic use of sleep deprivation in








Objectives and structure of a radiation safety





Instructor pilot teaching behavior and student
pilot stress in flight training
pOOOS 482-11028
Instructor's role in individualized training: A





The effects of pilot experience of acquiring
instrument flight skills, phase 2
[iD-A113576] p0436 B82-34033
IBSTBOBBBT LAHDI86 SISTEBS
FHP study of pilot workload. Qualification of
workload via instrument scan
CHASA-CB-169254] p0392 N82-30944
IISTBOBEBI OBIEBTATIOH
Statistical techniques for instrument panel
arrangement
p0287 A82-36959














The relationship between the formation of ATP that
is stimulated by insulin and the effect of
insulin on the accumulation of creatine in






Insulin resistance for glucose metabolism in
disused solens muscle of mice
[HASA-CB-169353] p0428 H82-33979
Stinnlation of body weight increase and epiphyseal
cartilage growth by insulin like growth factor
(HASA-TB-84285] p0428 B82-33983
IBTEGB4L EQOAIIONS










OSSB report. Life sciences biomedical and
A-192
SUBJECT IBDBX IRTBABOLECULAB STBDCTUBBS
behavioral sciences, no. 16
tJPBS-80789] p035l H82-28977
natural and social determination of human psyche
P0352 N82-28983












Increase in jammed word intelligibility due to
training of listeners
p0193 A82-26235








The finite intersection test - A new oultivariate
statistical technique applicable to the
evaluation of complex systems of man and
machine
p01«l» A82-22947
Statistical optimization of interaction in
man-machine systems
p0208 A82-28218
A study of interactive control scheduling and >












Interruption as a test of the user-computer
interface
pOO«7 H82-13721
A model for the control mode man-computer
interface dialogue
pOO«7 N82-13722





Homogeneous nucleation of gas bubbles in vivo
pOi»18 A82-"17387
IBTE8FBBEHCE
Is recognition accuracy really impaired when the





Evolving nncleotide binding surfaces
p0103 A82-20954
ISTBaSAITOBAL COOPBBATIOS
The psychological selection of French astronauts
for a Franco-Soviet scientific space mission
p0171 A82-25498
Hicrogravity as an additional tool for research in
human physiology: simulation on ground;








NT LOB3 DOBATIOB SPACE FLIGHT
IITBSPBOCESSOB COHBOBICATIOB
SHL& host-to-host transfer system
[DE82-000089] p0397 B82-31925
IHIBBBDPTIOH




Chemical evolution of interstellar dust - A source
of prebiotic material
p0096 A82-20863
Bature and origin of organic molecules in comets
p0098 A82-20906




Comets - A vehicle for panspermia
p0097 A82-20868
IHTEBSIELLAB SATTEB
Prospects for the detection of interstellar
biological molecules
p0062 A82-17361
Chemical evolution of interstellar dust - A source
of prebiotic material
p0096 A82-20863
Cometary material and the origins of life on earth
p0097 A82-20867
Interstellar molecules and the origin of life
p0098 A82-20902
On the origin of organic molecules in interstellar
space and some of its consequences
p0098 A82-2090U







Validation of a new method for studying the
effects of vibration on the primate spine
p0338 A82-40768
Finite element analysis of the visco-elastic
interaction of the annulus fibrosis and nucleus
pulposis within the human intervertegral joint
[AD-AI1H61] p0300 N82-27971




The nyenteric plexus - Basic principles of
modeling neuronal organization
p0095 A82-20337
The effect of small rectilinear sign-varying
accelerations on the mucous membrane of the
small intestine of dogs
pOISO A82-23170
The carbohydrase system of the small intestine of
rats of various ages following heat and cold
exposures
p0257 A82-33135
The radiation sensitivity of animals exposed to a
modified gas environment. 17 - A comparative
study of the effect of the respiration of pare
oxygen at normal pressures on the proliferating
activity of hemopoietic tissues and epithelial
cells of the small intenstine
pOUOU A82-45783
The role of intestinal nerves in the nutrient
induced intestinal hyperemia
p0137 N82-17869
Effects of combination of antibiotic-resistant
bifidobacteria and corresponding antibiotics of
survival of irradiated nice
pOU30 N82-33994
IBTOIICATIOI
Liver pathology in aircrew
p0072 A82-18734




Cerebral hemodynamics at zero gravity
p0180 B82-19827
IHTB&SOLECDLAB STBOCTOBES
Carbon isotopic fractionation in the biosynthesis
of bacterial fatty acids - Ozonolysis of
unsaturated fatty acids as a means of




IBTBAOCOLAB PEESSDBE SOBJBCr IBDBX
liTBAOCOLAB PBESSOBB
the sensitivity of the retinal nerve fibre layer
to elevated intraocular pressure and graded
hypoxia in the cat
p0025 A82-15475








Hethod for the analysis of pilot postural behavior
based on head-up - head-down simulations
p017l A82-25494
cre« activities in space
p0031 H82-12129
IHTBAVEHOOS PBOCEDDBBS




Analysis of the polarization dependence of the
interaction between human frame targets and
















NT AIBCBAFT ACCIDEBT IBVESTIGATIOB
Heat-activated sweat gland densities detected
through macrophotography in lean and obese men







The state of vegetative functions with
hypertension under the action of decimetric







Comparative evaluation of antinicrobial activity




In vivo Z-ray fluorescence analysis for nedical
diagnosis. A non-invasine method for
gnantitative determination of kidney function
after radiographic examinations with iodinated
contrast media
[LOHFD6/SFBA-I013/I-2I/(I981) ] p0272 B82-2578I
IODIDE 125
A technigne for long-term aeasurenents of thyroid
function in beagle dogs using iodine 125
[FOA-A-59003-H3] p0393 B82-31890
ION CONCEHTBATIOB
The effect of monovalent cations on the ATPase
activity and superprecipitation of actomyosin
P03I4 A82-38615
IOH COBBEHTS
Ion currents through a neuron membrane during the
injection of cyclic nncleotides
p0312 A82-38588
I0» KXCHAB6B HBHBBAHE ELECTROLYTES
In vitro Ca-45/»»/ uptake and exchange by
otoconial complexes in high and lov K/+/Sa/+/
fluids
p0121 482-22249
Orientation of Ca/2*/-dependent ATPases in
sarcoplasmic reticnlun aeabranes and
reconstructed proteoliposomes
p0228 A82-29443
The mechanisn of the nicrowave effect on the
conductivity of bilayer lipid membranes
p03!2 A82-38587
ATPase activity and the potassium ion permeability




The polymerization products of
alpha-aminopropionitrile - The component
separation using cation-exchange resin
pOIOI A82-20934
IOB EICHAH6IBG
Ion-exchange chromatography separation applied to
mineral recycle in closed systems
(ASHE PAPER 8I-ENAS-21] p0003 A82-10909
A nev concept in life support systems - The BGL
molecular sieve oxygen generator
p0156 A82-23370
Changes in electrically neutral Ca/2+/-H/*/
exchange in rat liver mitochondria following
gamna irradiation
p0306 &82-38151
Ha/*/-K/+/ dependent ATP-ase modifications of
skeletal nuscle and myocardium of hypokinetic rats
p033l A82-40707




Effects of reversible manganese extraction on the





Mathematical modeling and analysis of death
dynamics in irradiated mouse populations
p0206 A82-27809
IOB BICBOSCOPES




Energy-dependent transport of Ca/2»/ and lipid
peroxidation in sarcoplasmatic reticnlar muscle





Bonthermal effect of nanosecond microwave pulses
on the transepithelial transport of sodium ions
p03!2 A82-38586
Temperature characteristics of the
ouabain-insensitive sodium flux in frog muscles
p0312 A82-38600





Analytical detection of organic species by means









Effect of air ions on the ratio between direct and








BI FAR OLTBATIOLET RADIATION
BT GAHHA BAYS





Ihe biological effects of low-level ionizing
radiation
p0091 482-20146
The effects of successive ionizing radiation and
heat on antibody formation
p0113 A82-21751
Ihe combined effects of ionizing radiation and
certain other environmental factors /Review of
the literature/
p0205 A82-27794
Study of the simultaneous effects of hormones and
radioprotectors in the exposure of animals to
ionizing radiation
p0234 482-30032
Enzymatic characterization of peptidic materials
isolated from aqueous solutions of ammonium
cyanide /pH9/ and hydrocyanic acid /pH6/ exposed
to ionizing radiation
p0257 182-33277
Structural changes of the plasmatic membrane under
the effect of ionizing radiation
p0278 A82-35661
Badiogenic changes in the behavior and physiology
of the spontaneously hypertensive rat - Evidence
for a dissociation between acute hypotension and
incapacitation
p0283 A82-35903
Study of the radioprotective effectiveness of an
hypoxic gas mixture during combined radiation
and thermal injuries to rats
p0306 A82-38159
Equivalent doses, dose rates and times of chronic
exposure to ionizing radiation for various mammals
p0306 482-38160
Setting safety standards for ionizing radiation
p031l 482-38580
Dynamics of a stabilized motor defensive
conditioned reflex for different levels of
motivation in irradiated rats
p0323 A82-40464
The early reactions of cells to ionizing radiation
and their role in protection and sensitization
Bussian book
p0404 482-45772
Ihe influence of activators of cSHP accumulation
on individual stages of genome expression in
animal cells in the presence of acute ionizing
radiation. IV - A study of the cytosol factors
controlling the transcription and release of BNA
from the nuclei in irradiated animals and in
conditions of the action of the radioprotective
agent serotonin
p0404 A82-45776
An investigation of the postirradiation dynamics
of lymphopoiesis using a mathematical model
p0404 A82-45778
The effect of ionizing radiation on glutathione
peroxidase activity in rat tissues
p0404 482-45780
Ihe induced synthesis of tyrosine aminotransferase
in the liver of irradiated rat embryos
p041l A82-468S2
The dynamics of the amount and several aspects of
the exchange of nicotinamide coenzymes in
irradiated organisms
p0411 482-46853
Biological effects of low doses of ionizing
radiation: Three review papers
[AECL-7059] p0033 1182-12758
Ionizing radiation and its biological effects
p0081 882-15756
Cytogenetic analysis of peripheral blood
lymphocytes of individuals exposed to low doses
of ionizing radiation
p0357 H82-29856
OSSB report: Life sciences. Effects of
nonionizing electromagnetic radiation, no. 6
[JPBS-81300] p0386 H82-30899
Effects of microwave radiation on mouse
hemopoietic stem cells and on animal resistance
to ionizing radiation
p0388 B82-30912
Aircrew ionizing doses from radioactive dost cloud
generated by nuclear burst
[4D-4115541 ] p0390 H82-30929
Behavioral studies following ionizing radiation
exposures: A data base
[AD-A115825] p0423 H82-32965
X-ray measurements and protection, 1913-1964: The
role of the Rational Bureau of Standards and the
national radiological organization
[PB82-165036] p0425 H82-32977
Structural changes in plasma membrane under
influence of ionizing radiation
pO«30 H82-33993
Biological Effects of nonionizing Electromagnetic
Badiation: A digest of current literature, July
through September 1981, volume 6, number 1











Spectrophotoaetric studies of the BNA structure in
E.coli ribosomes. Part 2: Influence of ions
and proteins on the BNA secondary structure
[ISS-R-80/3-PT-2] p0079 N82-15735
Ion regulating function of human kidneys during
long-term space flights and in model studies
p0214 N82-20840
Effects of experimental stationary magnetic field
on metabolism of some ions in blood and myocardium
p0267 N82-24822
Development of nitrogen sensor for determination
of PH(2) in body tissues






The mass extinctions of the late Hesozoic






Extra-erythrocytic hemoglobin and iron-bearing
hemoglobin destruction products - A system for
the amplification of the toxic effects of
hyperoxia
p0052 A82- 16803
Characteristics of iron and copper metabolism
during athletic training
p0237 A82-31165
Hetabolic changes in experimental animals as





Clay-mediated reactions of HCN oligomers - The
effect of the oxidation state of the clay
p0099-A82-20917
Use of nuclear resonant scattering of Gamma rays
for in vivo measurement of'iron
[DEB 1-026051] p0014 N82- 11775
IBOH ISOTOPES
NT IBON 59
Studies in erythropoiesis: The influence of the
glycocalyx of the red cell membrane
[DE81-030668] p0033 N82-12760
IBOH BBTEOBITBS
Abiotic organic synthesis in space
p0098 A82-209IO
IBOB 59
Studies in erythropoiesis: The influence of the
glycocalyx of the red cell membrane
[DE81-030668] p0033 H82-12760
IBBADIAHCE
Effects of nltraviolet-B irradiances on soybean.
IV - Leaf ontogeny as a factor in evaluating









IBBEVEBSIBLE PBOCESSES SUBJECT IBDEI
HT PBOION IBB&DI4TIOH
HI X BAY IRB4DIATION
asymmetrical radical formation in beta-irradiated
D- and L-alanines
p0103 482-20949
The dynamics of rat bone marrow CFOc content
daring prolonged fractionated irradiation
p0206 482-27811
Optimization of the conditions of modified cell
irradiation
p0306 A82-38I54
Biophysical fundamentals and instrumentation for
the endovesical Hd:Y46-laser application
tumor therapy
[HBB-Di-581-81-0] . p(M33 H82-17843
Cytogenetic effects of heavy charged particles of




Competition, coexistence and irreversibility in
models of early molecular evolution
P0103 182-20951
IBBITATIOH
NT TOXICITY AHD S4FEIY HAZARD
Hammalian toxicological evaluation of DIHP and
OCFD (Phase 3 - IHPA)
[AD-A107574] p0133 H82-17840
ISCHEHIA
The role of physical training in the prevention of
ischemia heart disease
p0071 A82-18525
Hicrocirculation, tolerance to physical strain,
and certain homeostasis paraoeters in patients
vith angina pectoris
p009U A82-20324
lechanisms of compensation and adaptation in
relation to the hyperfunction of the heart
p0113 &82-21756
The application of bicycle ergometry to the early
detection of ischemic heart disease
pOIIS A82-21775
Seasonal rhythm of the immune reactivity and heart
tolerance to physical load in patients with
ischemic heart disease
p0117 A82-21802
Evaluation of the functional state of the
cardiovascular system in patients with ischemic
heart disease with reference to the nature of
their occupational activity
p0117 482-21803
Neurohnmoral regulation of microcircnlation in
ischemic illness
p0159 A82-24493
Oxygen supply of the muscle tissue in patients
with chronic ischemic heart disease daring
graded physical loads
pOI59 A82-24496
Evaluation of the effectiveness of the complex
treatment of patients with ischemic heart
disease by the bicycle ergometer method
pO!61 482-21517
Changes in the activity of kidney enzymes during
temporary ischemia of the extremities
p0163 A82-24542
Heart contractility at pressure loads induced by
ischemia of exercised muscle in humans
p0169 482-24916
Clinical and epidemiologic analysis of ischemic
EKG responses to physical exercise in males
p0188 482-25707
Characteristics of oxygen metabolism in patients
vith chronic ischemic heart disease daring
physical exercise
p0190 A82-25806
Computer analysis of tests involving physical stress
in cardiology
p0190 A82-25807
Bilateral disturbances of the perception function
of the brain in patients with unilateral
disorders due to acute disturbances of the
cerebral circulation
p020I A82-27753
Age-related features of blood-coagulation changes
in the treatment of cerebral ischemias with
indirect-action anticoagulants
p020t A82-27754
Electron-histochemical and functional evaluation
of the effects of aspirin on the throubocytes of
healthy people and patients with ischemic heart
disease
p0204 A82-27784
Incidence of ischemic heart disease and arterial
hypertension in sedentary workers
P0205 A82-27793
Changes of the oxygen transport function of the
blood and some metabolic values in patients with
hypertension and chronic ischemic heart diseases
during ergometric exercise
p0279 A82-35666
The role of stress in the pathogenesis of ischemic
heart disease
P0279 A82-35677
Enzymes that detoxify active forms of oxygen and
lipoperoxide in experimental ischemia and
myocardial infarction i
p0308 A82-38540
Local cerebral blood flow dynamics daring
experimental ischemia
p0309 A82-38544
A study of temporary absences from work arising
from disorders of the circulatory system
p03IO A82-38555
The content of cABP and cGHP in brain tissues
daring adaptation to ischemia
p0320 A82-40310
Prevention of heart function abnormalities during
reoxygenation after ischemia by adaptation to
altitude hypoxia
P0322 A82-40455
Involuntary and voluntary mechanisms for
preventing cerebral ischemia due to positive
/Gz/ acceleration
p0336 A82-40747
The significance of postextrasystolic potentiation
in the preoperative assessment of the reversal
of left-ventricle asynergy in patients with
ischemic heart disease
p0343 A82-41483
The ultrastrncture of the myocardium in the
restorative period following aorto-coronary
shunting in patients with chronic ischemic heart
disease
p0343 A82-4I484
The amplitude of the B wave and the contractile
function of the left ventricle in patients with
ischemic heart disease
p0343 A82-41486
A comparison of echo- and kinetocardiographic
indicators of the myocardial contractility of
the left ventricle in patients suffering from
various forms of ischemic heart disease
p0344 482-41496
The dynamics of the development of postischemial
cerebrovascular phenomena during the perfnsion
of the cerebral vessels with a stable volume of
blood
p0366 A82-42173
Hicrocirculatory state in the case of chronic
obliteration of arteries
p0369 A82-42626
Metabolism of the myocardium in the case of
ischemia /Beview of the literature/
p0409 A82-46702
A comparative evaluation of the structural
features of the diurnal rhythms of the
cardiovascular system in healthy individuals and
in patients with ischemic heart disease
p0410 A82-46715
Prevention of stress damage to the heart and its
hypoxic contractnre with the natural antioxidant
alpha-tocopherol
p0410 482-46716
The sympathico-adrenal and the hypophysial-adrenal
systems in the pathogenesis of the post-ischemic
syndrome
p0410 A82-46717
Characteristics of the blood rheology, platelet
function, and hemodynamics in patients with
ischemic heart disease during extended
hypokinesia following amputations of the limbs
p0410 482-46721
Isoenzymes following exercise in patients with
ischemic heart disease
pOUII A82-46723
The effect of myocardial ischemia on the





The resistance and capacity function of the
vessels of the snail intestine and the
filtration and absorption relations during
short-tern myocardial ischemia in cats
p0420 482-48213
Nyocardial perfusion scintigraphy asing a new
technique, the mesh chamber
[DE8I-027995] p0083 H82-15773
Lipid spectrum of the myocardium of unite rats
exposed to hypozic hypozia
p0126 H82-16724
Synchronization of cardiovascular accidents with
physical clocks
p0348 N82-28956














A model for the enantiomeric enrichment of
polypeptides on the primitive earth
p0090 482-20020
Search for effect of longitudinally polarized
protons on optically active amino acids
p0091 482-20021
Stereoselective interactions of small biological
molecules
p0102 A82-20945




Conditions leading to kinetic and thernodynanic



























Measurement of energy expenditure in humans by
doubly labeled water method
p0418 A82-47389
Contribution of nuclear medicine in cardiology
p0399 N82-31939ir&LY
Contribution to the history of the theoretical
evolution of the psychological selection of
aircraft pilots in Italy
p0166 482-24841




















Sone characteristics of the aerial evacuation of
the sick and otorhinolaryngologically injured
P0028 A82-15711
JET AIBCBAFT NOISE
4 preliminary study on noise induced hearing loss
in serving aircrew of Indian Air Force
p0253 A82-32289
Nonanditory effects of high intensity noise on
ground crews at a naval air station
[AD-A108996] p0181 N82-19834
Possibility of hearing loss from exposure to
interior aircraft noise
[4D-41 16504] p0424 N82-32973
JET ENGINE FUELS
Molecular interactions of high energy fuels and






0 JET ENGINE FUELS
JET NOISE











Fabrication and wear test of a continuous
fiber/particulate composite total surface hip
replacement
[4SLE PBEPBINT 81-LC-2D-1] p0071 A82-18402
Effects of muscle vibration and joint oscillation
on human motor mechanisms
p0259 A82-33753
The determination of the eguivalent biomechanical
characteristics of the ankle joint muscles by
vibration tests
p0260 482-33760
Computational problems in autoregressive moving
average (ARHA) uodels
p0044 N82-13698
The inverse dynamics of three-dimensional hominoid
motion
[CSIB-SBISK-24] p0247 N82-22887
Long bone and joint response to mechanical loading
[AD-A111551] p0300 082-27969
Finite element analysis of the visco-elastic
interaction of the annalus fibrosis and nucleus
pulposis within the human intervertegral joint
[4D-41H161] p0300 N82-27971
Dynamic response of vertebral elements response of
the intervertebral joint to torsion
[AD-AI15125] p0433 N82-340I6
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
Pressure suit joint analyzer
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11314-1] p0298 N82-26987
JUDGMENTS
Scales of subjective intensities and judgment
processes
pOI67 A82-24904
Pilot judgment - Training and evaluation
p0196 482-26777
Human visual orientation Book
p0277 A82-35272
Conditioned tilt naming - A modified absolute





Instructional design foe aircrew judgment training
p0406 A82-46264
Fractional rates of change as functional optical
invariants deceleration and descent judgment
experiaents on flight simulator
p0406 £82-46268
Choosing among alternatives with uncertain
outcomes: Effect of prior caring and estimation
requirements
[AD-A106143] pOI28 H82-I6739
Diagnosticity and the base-rate effect
CAD-A109731] p0223 H82-2I89I
Contingent decision behavior: A review and
discussion of issues
[AD-AIII655] p0273 H82-25787
Perforaance test objectivity: A coaparison of
rater accuracy and reliability using three
observation foras
[AD-A1I1077] p0301 H82-27977
An overview of expert systems artificial
intelligence
[HASA-CB-169197] p0362 H82-29899
proceedings of the Sixteenth Annual Conference on
Banual control
[HASA-CB-169243] p0379 B82-30833
Hodeling of huaan operator dynaaics in sinpie
Banual control utilizing time series analysis
p0379 N82-30834
& theory of diagnostic interference. 1:
Imagination and the psychophysics of evidence
[AD-A115940] p0435 N82-34026
in analytical prediction of pilot ratings
utilizing human pilot model
p0438 B82-34051






Photolysis of CH4-NU3 mixtures and PH3 as models
for the photochemical transformations on the






Organic geochemistry of the Isua snpracrnstals
p0104 A82-20961






Kevlar aramid composites in life-saving eguipment
helaets for fighter aircraft crews
pOOOS A82-12648
EIDHEI DISEASES
Changes in the activity of kidney enzynes during
temporary ischeaia of the extremities
pOI63 A82-24542
Ihe diagnostic value of phonoenterography in acute
renal failure
p0324 A82-40478
Apparatus for disintegrating kidney stones
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12652-l] p0294 B82-26961
KIDBBTS
The effects of an aqueous potassina loading test
on kidney function
p0094 A82-20329
The possibility of using mathematical methods for
predicting the results of the surgical treatment
of patients with vasorenal hypertension
p0109 482-21709
A three-diaensional model for the arrangement of
the vascular and tubular components of the renal
osaoregnlatory apparatus
P0113 A82-21745
Effects of dioxalia and oxaaide on snccinate and
lactate dehydrogenase activities in rat liver,
kidney and brain tissues and on the chronosoaal
apparatus of bone Barrow cells
p0115 A82-2I778
Changes in the heaodynaaics and efferent activity
in the renal nerve with acute hypoxic hypoxia
under the stabilization of perfnsion pressure in
carotid sinuses
p0306 482-38161
Beduction in renal artery blood flow impedance
during upright tilt in man
p0335 A82-40735
The effect of body position and the administration
of a diuretic on the water-salt status and the
activity of the kidneys
p0372 A82-43238
The nltrastrnctnre of the inner medullary
substance of the kidneys in several rodents in
arid zones
p0420 482-48219
Applications of nuclear techniques for in vivo
body composition studies at Brookhaven Rational
Laboratory
[DE8 1-029922] p0083 H82- 15772
Ion regulating function of hnaan kidneys during
long-term space flights and in oodel studies
p02!4 B82-20840
In vivo X-ray fluorescence analysis for medical
diagnosis. A non-invasine method for
quantitative determination of kidney function
after radiographic examinations with iodinated
contrast media
tLOHFD6/HFBA-1013/r1-21/{1981) ] p0272 H82-25781




An overview of artificial intelligence and
robotics. Volume 2: Bobotics
[BASA-CB-168727] p0224 H82-21896
Fracture and viscoelastic characteristics of the
human cervical spine kinematics of the 3
actuator system
[AD-AII0980] p0299 B82-27965
iorkshop on the Design and Control of Dexterous
Bands





An engineering study of bacterial kinetics and
energetics
p0031 B82-12740








0 BOCLE4B B4GBETIC BBSOBABCE
KiOlLEDGE
The representation of knowledge: Goldstein's
genetic graph related to computer assisted
instruction
p0274 B82-25792
The representation of knowledge: Pask's L sub p
artificial intelligence
P0274 H82-25793
Empirical studies of procedural flaws, impasses,
and repairs in procedural skills
[AD-A1 13791] p0302 H82-2798 1
An overview of expert systems artificial
intelligence
[ BASA-CB-169197] p0362 N82-29899
KOLH060BOFF-SHIBBOFF TEST




The activities of the dehydrogenases of the Krebs
cycle and the enzymes of tissue respiration
during myocardial necrosis in stress-impaired rats
p0413 A82-46881
KBYPtOS
BT KBIPTOB ISOTOPES t
KBYPTOH ISOTOPES
An electron-aicroscopic study of the brain of the
fruit fly, Orosophila aelanogaster, exposed to












BT BAHHLD ORBITAL LABOR&TOBIES
Specialized laboratory for the educational and
research activity of students and the
psycbodiagnostic study of athletes
p0279 482-35673
Programs in education and training of manpower and
personnel, including logistics and group aspects
of human 'factors engineering
[&D-J116275] p0427 N82-32990
LABOBATOBf EQUIPMENT
& device for laboratory investigations of
technical-diagnostic activity
p016l A82-24527






Disturbances of eye-head coordination during
lateral gaze in labyrinthine disease
p0069 A82-17471
Temporal bone characteristics in Beniere's disease
p0070 A82-I748I
The role of the plantar mechanoreceptor in
equilibrium control
p0070 A82-17483
A caloric vestibnlar test using air
p0262 A82-34474
Some guestions open to discussion in clinical
labyrinthology
p0280 482-35691*
Application of xylite for the detection of
labyrinthine hydrops
p03!6 482-39213
Labyrinth plugging as a model of suspended
vestibular sensory input
p0333 A82-40721
Preparation of labyrinthectonied animals for
flight aboard cosmos-936 biosatellite
p0350 H82-28971
LiBIBIHTHECTOBY
Investigation of physiological compensation
processes following the surgical destruction of
the labyrinth
p0053 A82-16811
Binocular counterrolling in humans with unilateral
labyrinthectomy and in normal controls
p0064 482-17434
Significance of the rehydration rate of the inner
ear in the choice of method of surgical
intervention in the endolymphatic system in
Beniere's disease
p0261 A82-34473
Alterations in the labyrinth receptors after laser
irradiation as detected by electron microscopy
p0316 182-39244
Autonomic reactions in labyrinthectomized rabbits
during centrifuge acceleration
p0333 A82-40720
Preparation of labyrinthectomied animals for
flight aboard Cosmos-936 biosatellite
p0350 H82-28971
L&CI&TES
The isoenzyme spectrum of serum lactate
dehydrogenase as a function of age in healthy
individuals
p0164 A82-24554
Effects of glycogen depletion and pedaling speed
on 'anaerobic threshold*
p0286 482-36038
State of the lactate dehydrogenase reaction in the
muscular tissue of irradiated animals
p0306 482-38158
Influence of fiber type composition and capillary





Study of the morphological and biological
properties of obligate and facultative



















NT INSTRUMENT LANDING SISTEHS
NT LANDING INSTRUMENTS
LANDING GEAB
General aviation cockpit design features related
to inadvertent landing gear retraction accidents
p0405 A82-46259
LANDING IISIBOBEBIS




Flight simulator runway visual teztnral cues for
landing
pOI42 A82-22926
Effect of different runway sizes on pilot
performance during simulated night landing
approaches
p0252- A82-32008
Pilot estimates of glidepath and aim point during
simulated landing approaches
[NASA-TH-81325] p0035 N82-12772
Pilot reaction to attitude gyro failure: A flight
experiment
p0381 N82-30858
Procrn: A model for analyzing flight crew
procedures in approach to landing
P038I N82-30863
LABDIBG SITES







NT HIGH LEVEL L A N G U A G E S
NT PBOGRASMING L A N G U A G E S
NT WORDS (LANGUAGE)
LANTHANUB
The function of the endolynphatic duct - An
experimental study using ionic lanthanum as a
tracer: A preliminary report
P0063 A82-17428
LABGE SPACE STBOCTOBES
The assembly of large structures in space - An
evaluation of hardware configurations and
assembly techniques through neutral buoyancy
simulation
pO!41 A82-229I8
Life support system considerations for space station
P0415 A82-47276
LARVAE
Possible use of house fly larvae for utilization










Sword and scalpel laser surgery
p0310 A82-38564
The effect of laser radiation on lipid synthesis
in yeast
A-199
LASBB DAMAGE SOBJECT ISDEI
p0311 482-38585
alterations in the labyrinth receptors after laser
irradiation as detected by electron aicroscopy
P03I6 482-392111
Application of laser therapy to patients with
osteoarthrosis deformans
p0343 A82-U1475
The mechanism of action of laser radiation on the
sonatic membranes of neurons
p0410 A82-46707
Laser retinometry for cataracts
p04IO A82-4671I
The significance of the changes in the
chorioretinal structures for the nechanism of
the therapeutic action of the argon laser
/experimental study/
pOaiO A82-46712
Laser induced fluoroescence from algae: Eesults
of a ship-borne field test
[H&SA-TB-76626] pOO 11 H82-I1758
Other biological effects of radiation
pOOSI H82-15757
Biophysical fundamentals and instrooentation for
the endovesical Hd:YAG-laser application
tumor therapy
I HBB-OA-581-81-0] p0133 H82-17843
LASEB DAMAGE
Industrial hygiene and the prophylaxis of
occupational diseases in work vith lasers
Russian book
p0258 A82-33394
Long-term and progressive changes in Bhesus
spectral sensitivity after low-level coherent
light (514nm exposure) effects of laser
exposure on visual function
[AD-A111639] p0347 H82-28946
LASBB IHTBBFBBOHBTBY
The accuracy of laser diffraction measurements of
sarcomere lengths in contracting muscles
p0200 482-27737
L&SEB OUTPUTS
Low-level l^ser light effects - Long-term effects
on visual acuity of behaviorally trained
monkeys
p0140 A82-22913
Changes in spectral acuity following laser
irradiation
p0140 A82-22914
Investigation by means of a fluorescent probe of
changes in cellular membranes of fibroblasts of




A measurement of the size distribution of




HI CABBOH DIOXIDE LASEBS
HI HELIDH-NEON L&SEBS
NT HEODYHIOB LASEBS
NT Q SWITCHED LASEBS





Human tracking performance changes during combined
+Gz and + or - Gy stress
p0251 482-32003
LAIEBAL STABILITY
workshop on the Design and Control of Dexterous
Hands
[AD-A114973] p0362 H82-29901




























NT TBAHSFEB OF TBAIHIHG
The direction of the process of computer operator
training
p0263 A82-34690
Increasing the efficiency of running on the basis
of learning algorithms and information tools
p0324 A82-40488
Neu^'ochemical mechanisms of learning and nemory
Bnssian book
p0326 A82-40646
The representation of knowledge: Goldstein's
genetic graph related to computer assisted
instruction
p0274 N82-25792
Aptitude requirements based on task difficulty:
Bethodology for evaluation
[AD-A110568] p0297 H82-26983
Empirical studies of procedural flaws, impasses,
and repairs in procedural skills
[AD-A 113791) p0302 B82-27981
Adapative motivation theory
[AD-A111195] p0354 H82-28997
Instructor's role in individualized training: A
survey of two computer managed courses
[AD-A114917] p0361 N82-29894
An overview of expert systems artificial
intelligence
[NASA-CB-169197] p0362 N82-29899
Pursuit tracking and higher levels of skill
development in the human pilot
p0379 N82-30839
Systemic mechanisms of human subconscious activity
p0391 N82-30938
LBABHIHG MACHINES




Theories of vigilance - A modern perspective
pOI46 A82-22964




Effects of nltraviolet-B irradiances on soybean.
IV - Leaf ontogeny as a factor in evaluating
nltraviolet-B irradiance effects on net
photosynthesis
P0195 A82-26602




0 LIGHT EMITTING DIODES
LES (AHATOHY)
NT KNEE (AHATOHY)
Structural changes in motor neurons during hind
limb immobilization
p0027 A82-15707
The regulation of equilibrium in humans on a small
supporting surface
p0420 A82-482IO





Legibility of smoke-obscured emergency exit signs
p0144 A82-22949
LEGOBIHOOS PLAHIS
Interaction of gravitic and mechanical stimuli in





SUBJECT INDEX LIFE SaPPOBT SISTEHS
\
4;hakia in the flier - Its consequences and
'correction
X pOOOS 482-12316







Sarcaidosis and aeronautical risk
\ p0007 A82-I2310
Peripheral chorioretinal lesions and aeronautical
flight!personnel Consequences for fitness
! pOOOS 482-12315
The differential diagnosis of an asymmetrical
trend in-vestibnlar responses in peripheral and
central hemispheric lesions
p0054 482-16813
Ocular torsion in the cat after lesions of the
interstitial nucleus of Cajal
p0070 &82-17484
Sarcaidosis and aeronautical aptitude
p0232 &S2-29992
Intrahemispherical relations of EEC slow-wave
components in patients with local brain lesions
p0324 A82-40472
Nenrophysiological mechanisms of the compensation
of motor disturbances in the presence of lesions
of the pyramid system /An electromyographic
analysis/
p0369 482-42635
Computer assessment of atherosclerosis from
angiographic images
p0403 A82-45200
Immuno-enzymological comparisons in the
differential diagnosis of various nyocardial
lesions
p0409 A82-46704
The compensatory reactions following focal
vascular lesions of the cerebral hemisphere as
evaluated by electroencephalography
p0409 482-16705
Bematogical lesions as a function of dosage of
long-term radiation
p0216 082-20857
Limits of human tolerance for impacts in free fall
p0360 N82-29879
Corneal endothelium after infrared laser exposure.
Evaluation of techniques to study corneal lesions
[AD-AI16748] p0423 H82-32964
LETHALITY
Investigation of the radio-protective effect of
cystamine on a model of thermally induced
prophage lambda
p0278 482-35659
the induction of reversions to prototrophy in
Escherichia coli cells under the influence of
neutrons and gamma radiation
p0404 A82-45777






The radiolysis and radioracenization of amino
acids on silica surfaces
p0090 482-20019
Isotopic analysis of leucine and urea metabolism
in exercising humans
p0169 A82-24923
The radiolysis and racemization of leucine on
proton irradiation
p0305 482-38118
Lencine and urea metabolism in acute human cold
exposure
p0340 482-11211





Natural resistance of the organisms of seamen
during postcrnise rest
p0093 482-20311
The effects of noise on the physiological
condition of blood leucocytes
p0163 482-24544
Effects of +G sub x acceleration and adeutron on




NT 4TOBIC ENEBGI LEVELS
NT EFFECTIVE PEBCEI7ED BOISE LEVELS
NT INTERHOLECDLAB FOBCES














Design, development, and verification of Life
Sciences experiments
pOOOS 482-12538
From inanimate matter to living systems
p0026 482-15700
'Hot spots' in the problem of the origin of life
p0062 482-17360
Constraints on early life by earth's accretional
and preaccretional development
p0148 482-22986
Criteria for a healthy way of life and
prerequisites for establishing it
p0161 482-24521
Chronobioloqical aspects in the science of health
resorts and physiotherapy
pOI62 482-24536
How life began international symposium
p0207 482-28094
United States and Soviet Life Sciences factors in
long-duration space flights
p0277 482-35638
Lockheed involvement in Shuttle life sciences
flight experiments
p0319 482-39541
Current problems in hypobiosis
p0366 482-42171
Health and safety research division
[DE81-026088] p0038 N82-13652
Feasibility study (phase 4) for a Life Science
Doable Back envisaged for the Spacelab mission 01
CBHFT-FB-B-81-037] p0078 N82-15732
DSSB report: Life sciences biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 13
[JPBS-79639] p0082 N82-15763
Life sciences passive GH2 freezer thermal
performance test
fHASA-CB- 167546J pOI78 N82-19809
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest, volume 2, no. 3
[HASA-CB-168582] p0293 N82-26952
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest, volume 2, no. 4
[NASa-CB-168691] p0293 N82-26953
USSR report. Life sciences. Biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 18
[JPBS-81428] p0357 H82-29857
LIFE SPAN
Bechanism for the antihyporic effects of depakin
p0202 S82-27761
Evidence for a biological clock
p0234 482-30301
Radiation-induced shortening of the life span of
D. melanogaster. II - Sensitizing effects of 5-
bromo-2-deoxynridine
p0306 482-38155
Several new features of the comparison of cell
survival dose parameters /statistical analysis
and extrapolation number modification factor/
p0411 482-46863
The molecular mechanisms of the interphase death
of lymphoid cells. V - Determination of the




NT CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SISTEHS
NT EMERGENCY LIFE SOSTAIHIHG SISTEHS
NT PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SISTEHS
A- 201
LIFI SUBJECT IHDBI
Development status of a preprototype vatec
electrolysis subsystem
[ A S B E P&PEE 81-EHAS-9] p0002 482-10897
Application of IBproved technology to a
preprototype vapor compression distillation
/VCD/ uater recovery subsystem
[ASHE P&PEE 81-ENAS-10] p0002 482-10898
Development of an advanced Sabatier CO2 reduction
subsystem
[4SHE P4PER 8I-EN4S-1I] p0002 482-10899
the potential role of aerobic biological waste
treatment in regenerative life support systeas
[4SHE P4PEH 81-ENAS-20] p0003 482-10908
Generic waste management requirements for a
controlled ecological life support system /CELSS/
[ASHE P4PEE 81-ENAS-23] p0003 482-10911
Preprototype Vapor Compression Distillation
Subsystem development
[4SHE P4PEE 81-ENAS-25] p0003 482-10912
Lightside atmospheric revitalization system for
Space Shuttle Orbiter
[ASBZ P4PEH 81-ENAS-26] p0003 482-10913
Nitrogen supply system based on hydrazine
dissociation
[ASBE PAPER 81-ENAS-27] pOOOIt A82-10914
The CELSS program - An overview of its structure
and use of computer modelling
[ASHE PAPER 8I-ENAS-36] pOOOd 482-10922
An approach to the preliminary evaluation of
Closed-Ecology Life Support System /CELSS/
scenarios and control strategies
[ASBE PAPER 81-ENAS-38] p0004 A82-10924
Design and control strategies for CELSS -
Integrating mechanistic paradigms and biological
complexities
[ASHE PAPER 81-EN4S-43] pOOOS A82-10927
Advanced Microbial check Valve development for
Space shuttle
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-45] pOOOS A82-10929
U.S. Navy molecular sieve on-board oxygen
generation system - An update
p002<t 482-14973
Trends in space life support
p0059 482-16953
Survival in space spacesuit development
p0091 A82-20257
A new concept ic life support systeas - The NGL
molecular sieve oxygen generator
pOI56 A82-23370
Problems of the development of life support and
safety assurance system for space crews
pOI98 A82-27518
Operator indoctrination during introduction of new
or modified aviation life support systems /ALSS/
p029 I A82-37968
Regenerable life support for the space station - A
technology status summary
[I4F P4PER 82-45] p0377 482-44658
Sensitivity analysis of physiological factors in
space habitat design
[IAF PAPEB 82-179] p0414 482-46975
Life support system considerations for space station
p0415 482-47276
Evaluation of chemical protective facelets and
comparison of four prototpyes
[IZF-1980-15] p0084 N82-15784
USSR report: Space biology and aerospace
medicine, volume 15, no. 6, November * December
1981
[JPBS-79849] p0123 N82-16704
Toxicological and hygienic aspects of improving
additional purification of water reclaimed from
urine
p0125 N82-16718
Possible use of house fly larvae for utilization
of organic waste in biological life-support
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P0094 A82-20323
Peroxidation of lipids in the liver and lungs of
rats during prolonged adaptation to the cold
POII2 A82-21736
A coopntational model for expiratory flow
P01I9 A82-2I929
Bate of uptake of carbon monoxide at different
inspired concentrations in humans
POI20 A82-21930
Respiratory regulation Russian Book
POI39 A82-22400
The role of the lung in the metabolism of
vasoactive substances
pOISO A82-23171
Effects of gravitational atelectases on the




The energy supply of serotonin inactivation
processes in the lungs
P0186 482-25680
Functional diagrams of flow and volume for the
dog's lung
P0230 A82-29567
Characteristics of adjustment of lung diffusing
capacity to work
P0255 A82-32827
Blood-gas C02 equilibration in lungs of
nnanesthetized dogs during hypercapnia
P0256 A82-32834
Stages of the adaptation of human lungs in
conditions of the Far Borth
P0282 A82-35829
Effect of dietary fat on pulmonary enzymes and
toxicity during normobaric hyperoxia
P0283 A82-35902
Pulmonary oxygen toxicity - Possible role of
ammonia in desorbing lung surfactant
P0283 A82-35908
The microcirculatory bed of the lungs after an
effect exerted on the right vagus nerve
P0325 482-40497
Effect of sustained Gz acceleration on long fluid
balance - An nltrastructnral study
P0337 A82-40761
A nonlinear model combining pulmonary mechanics
and gas concentration dynamics
P0341 A82-41230
The radiobiological effect of alpha-emitting
radionnclides incorporated in the lungs. I - The
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Diccodistribation in the lungs of insoluble dust
vhicb contains thorium-232
P04I2 182-46870
INTDOS: & computer code for estimating internal
radiation dose using recommendations of the
International Commission on Badiological
Protection
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Changes in the structure and cellular composition
of the inguinal lymph nodes of white rats
subjected to static and dynamic stresses
p011« 182-21761
The permeability of the lymphatic vessels of the
muscles of the upper extremities in vibration
sickness
p0190 182-25804
Cell-mediated immune reactions in ground squirrels
in winter lethargy - Two-way transplantation
reaction
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The participation of the lymphatic system in the
resistance of an organism to hypozia
p0319 182-39793
The effect of leienkephalin and tbyrosine on the
lymphatic and blood microvessels
p0344 182-41490
New methodological aspects of the investigation of
organ specificity of the lymphatic pathways
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The contraction, regulation, and functional role
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The influence of adaptation on the periodic effect
of hypozia on the poststress activation of the
primary immune response
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Indicators of the T system of immunity during
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p0154 482-23281
Methodological aspects of studying the immune
system in athletes
pOI58 182-24481
The role of lymphocytes in the regeneration of
hematopoiesis under condition of local irradiation
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Radiation damage and recovery of mouse T-cells. IV
- Elimination of radiation-induced migration
abnormalities in T-lymphocytes
p0306 182-38156
Experimental and clinical study of a new
inmunoregulatory preparation - thymalin
p0307 182-38177
Migration kinetics of hemopoietic stem cells in
mice after severe mechanical trauma
p0309 482-38541
Human lymphocyte activation is depressed at low-g
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p0327 482-10658
Effect of spaceflight on lymphocyte stimulation
p0331 482-40700
Gravitational adaptation of animals
p0333 182-40716
Response of cultured cells to hyper- and hypogravity
p0338 182-40773
Functional properties of T-lymphocytes in patients
with acute myocardial infarction
p0341 182-41459
Changes in the lymphoid organs of rats under the
effect of acute hypozia
p0368 182-42623
In investigation of the postirradiation dynamics
of lymphopoiesis using a mathematical model
p0404 182-45778
The effect of humoral factors of the lymph tissues
on hemopoietic stem cells
p0413 182-46890
Human lymphocyte calcium metabolism
p0013 N82-11769
Effect of weightlessness on lymphocyte proliferation
pOI73 N82-18261
Cytogenetic analysis of peripheral blood
lymphocytes of individuals ezposed to low doses
of ionizing radiation
p0357 N82-29856
Influence of stress on the blood system reaction
in adrenalectomized mice
[NASl-TH-76902] p0383 N82-30877
Stimulating effect of exposure of rat sternum to
variable magnetic field on antibody production
in the spleen
P0386 H82-30900
Effect of single exposure to microwaves on
quantity and functional properties of T and B
lymphocytes of guinea pig and mouse spleen
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The structure and function of macrophages
p0342 182-41470
Uyperozia inhibits stimulated superozide release
by rat alveolar macrophages
p0376 182-44143
HACBOSCOPIC EQUATIONS
Attributing macroscopic fluctuations in aqueous
solutions of proteins and other substances to
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Effects of geomagnetic field disturbances on the
diurnal rhythm of physiological functions
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BAGNETIC EFFECTS
Use of a constant magnetic field for the treatment
of vibration sickness
p0205 A82-27796
/H-3/-noradrenaline release potentiated in a
clonal nerve cell line by low-intensity pulsed
magnetic fields
p0207 A82-28099
The organism and magnetic fields
p0263 A82-34696
Magnetic-field effect on photophysical processes
in the light-harvesting pigment apparatus of
purple photosynthetic bacteria
p0264 A82-34917
The absence of the magnetic-field effect on Na/*/,
K/*/-dependent ATPase
p0312 A82-38591
Belation between physiological effects of
gravitational forces and that of magnetic forces
p0334 182-40730
Belation between physiological effects of
gravitational forces and that of magnetic
forces. II
p0338 182-40771
The use of an audio-frequency magnetic field in
certain diseases
P0343 182-41473
Present-day magnetic-field sources, used in
medical treatment
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Clinical aspects of the effects of an alternating
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The sequence of the pa thomorphological reactions
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Sources of an artificial aagnetic field for
implantation /experimental study/
p0343 482-411(80
Present-day magnetic-field sources, used in
medical treatment
p0343 482-41481
A device for producing the action of static
magnetic fields on biological objects
p0343 A82-41482
Stationary magnetic fields and reticular
influences on adrenergic and cholinergic systems
p0126 B82-I6725
Human reactions to elf electric and magnetic
fields: An annotated bibliography of current
literature
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Effect of stationary aagnetic field on the
endocrine system
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USSB Report. Life sciences: Biomedical and
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Biotropic parameters of magnetic fields
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OSSR Report. Life sciences: Effects of
nonionizing electromagnetic radiation, no. 5
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nonionizing electromagnetic radiation, no. 6
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Status and prospects of research on biological and
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Distinctions of nervous system reactions to
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Formation of systemic adaptation reactions in
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Possible use of oagnetobiological effects in
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bone regeneration under influence of
low-frequency magnetic fields
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Changes in tcanscapillary metabolism in patients
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Use of a constant aagnetic field for the treatment
of vibration sickness
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The relation between cardiac and respiratory
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Superconducting aagnetometry for cardiovascular
studies and an application of adaptive filtering
P0038 H82-13648
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and is medical applications
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Analysis and classification of human errors in
troubleshooting live aircraft power plants
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Life-cycle costing of life support equipment
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A study of treadmill exercise protocols for
Chinese males
p0107 A82-21677
Acclimatization to dry heat - Active men vs.
active woman
p0229 A82-29553
Phenomena of fluctuation of human reaction to
antiorthostatic position
p0125 B82-16721
Catecholamine levels in fit and nonfit males when















Lack of effect of pulsed ultrasound on the
nannalian EEG
pOOOS A82-11030
Respiratory mechanics of a snail carnivore - The
ferret
p0229 482-29554
Gravity, and metabolic scale effects in mammals
p0286 182-36319
Low-G simulation in mammalian research
p0326 A82-40654
Gravity, metabolic rate and body size of mammals
p0328 482-40678
Bestraint of aninals in space research
p0336 A82-40748
Mammalian tozicological evaluation of DIHP and
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A cortically implantable naltielectrode array for
investigating the mammalian visual system
[&D-A115484] p0390 N82-30931
Enhanced benzoapyrene metabolism in hamster
embryonic cells exposed in culture to
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A methodology for decision augmentation system
design airborne computer as aircrew
performance aid
[4144 81-2201] pOOOl 482-10139
The CELSS program - An overview of its structure
and use of computer modelling
[ASHE PAPER 81-EH4S-36] p0004 482-10922
An approach to the preliminary evaluation of
Closed-Ecology Life Support System /CELSS/
scenarios and control strategies
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-38] p0004 482-10924
S4DT/S4JHT simulation technique Structural
Analysis Design Technique/System analysis of
Integrated Network of Tasks for man-machine
systems
P0022 A82-14677
Automated item recognition as a secondary task for
objective assessment of aircrev workload in
flight simulators
p0023 A82-14837
Astronaut activity in flight and enhancement of
its efficiency Russian book
p0049 A82-16701
Basic principles and methods for assuring the
eficiency of astronaut activity in flight
pOOSO 482-16702
The use of a psychophysiological feedback system
for purposes of activity optimization
pOOSO A82-16706
Problems of the control of operator state
pOOSO 482-16710
Investigation of the statistical characteristics
of astronaut operator activity directed towards
the control of a manned spacecraft
pOOSO 482-16712
Visual scanning behavior and mental workload in
aircraft pilots
p0073 &82-1874I
Psychological problems in the mutual adaptation of
man and machine in control systems — Russian
book
p0087 A82-19000
Advanced aviation concepts evaluation through
computer driven simulation hnnan factors
consideration in flight training simulator design
p0088 A82-19258
Human Factors Society, Annual Beeting, 24th, Los
Angeles, CA, October 13-17, 1980, Proceedings
p0139 A82-22901
Evaluating operator performance on automated
tactical systems
p0140 482-22908
Hini-renotely piloted vehicle precision tracking
evaluation
pOI40 A82-22909
The measurement of aircrew task loading during
operational flights
pOltl A82-22922
The structure of processing resources -
Implications for task configuration and workload
effects on human performance in man machine
systems
p0141 A82-22923
The event-related brain potential as an index of
attention allocation in complex displays
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Itei recognition as a Performance Evaluation Test <
for'Environmental Research •.
P0143 A82-22934
An application of manned simulation in crew
station conceptual development
p0144 A82-22943
Task taxonomies and modeling for system
performance prediction
pOI44 482-22946
The finite intersection test - A new multivariate
statistical technique applicable to the
evaluation of complex systems of man and
machine
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seen a needle - A human factors analysis of SETI
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Cognitive styles and the acquisition of a complex
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p0146 A82-22962
Some current issues in workload assessment
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Identification of the human operator in a
closed-loop system
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Simplicity in command and control systems - A
human factors consideration for man computer
interfare design
p0198 A82-27222
Hode of flight and a mathematical model of pilot
activity relating to flight-vehicle control
p0198 A82-27513
Statistical optimization of interaction in
man-machine systems
p0208 482-28218
The evaluation of information display on the basis
of the transinformation German book
p0209 A82-28394
A stochastic model of a human operator in the
manual control of a dynamic system
p0229 A82-29469
A model of human decisionmaking in multiple
process monitoring situations
p.0231 A82-2967I
Perceptual components of computer displays
p0254 A82-32413
Han under vibration: Suffering and protection
Book
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Hodern problems of vibrations in the systems 'man-
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p0259 A82-33752
Automatic system for study and measurement of
vibration parameters affecting human body
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On the measuring of contact forces between human
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p0261 A82-33767
Optimization of stochastic nan-machine systems
p0261 A82-33769
Vibration machines and man •
p0261 A82-33770
The direction of the process of computer operator
training
p0263 A82-34690
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Manned systems design: Methods, eguipment, and
applications; Proceedings of the Conference,
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22-25, 1980
P0287 482-36951
Methods - Past approaches, current trends and
future requirements in human factors
engineering
P0287 A82-36952
The human operator simulator - in overview
P0287 A82-36956
SAIHT, a digital simulation language for the study
of Banned systems
P0287 A82-36957
A method for semi-automatic analysis of eye
movements
P0288 A82-36960
Physiological monitoring and the concept of
adaptive systems
P0288 482-36963




Experimentally determined pilot models using
hovering VTOI. flight data
[AI&A PAPEB 82-1294] p0319 A82-40277
From a man-machine system to a social-engineering
system
P0322 A82-40447
A command and control device for a man-machine
system - Fabrication of a platform and trials
French thesis
P0365 A82-41699
Dse of physiological information in man-machine
systems
P0372 482-43388
A finite-state description of coordination in a
tno-handed target acguisition task
P0376 A82-44514
Symposium on Aviation Psychology, 1st, Ohio State
University, Columbus, OH. April 21, 22, 1981,
Proceedings
P0405 A82-46251
Human factors and aviation safety - A program of
research on bnnan factors in aviation
P0405 482-46253
Assessing emergency interface design operator
response-machine interaction model
P0405 482-46256
Ergonomic aspects in cockpit lay-out
P0405 A82-46257
A comparison of tracking with visual and
kinesthetic-tactnal displays
P0405 A82-46258
The cause of zero drift in a visual polarimeter
P0420 A82-48212
Transmission of vibrations in the human
extremities under vibrational loading
Russian book
P0421 A82-48250
A Monte-Carlo simulation investigating means of
human-computer communication for dynamic task
allocation
[AD-AI03890] pOO11 H82-10721
Buman control and regulation tasks
P0037 H82-12787
The intelligent use of intelligent systems:
Problems in engineering man/machine symbiosis
P0037 H82-13058
Proceedings of the Seventeenth Annual Conference
on Hanual Control
[N6S4-CE-I65005] p0040 H82-13665
Supervisory control of remote manipulation: A
preliminary evaluation
P0041 H82-13675
Besearch issues in implementing remote presence in
teleoperator control
P0041 H82-13676
The persistence of a visual dominance effect in a
telemanipulator task: A comparison between
visual and electrotactile feedback
P0041 H82-13677
Ban/machine interface development for the EEHOfEX
concept
P0042 H82-13678
Identification of cognitive factors related to
remote work performance using closed circuit IV
displays
p0042 H82-13679
The influence of motion cues on driver-vehicle




Decision aids for airborne intercept operations in
advanced aircrafts
p0042 H82-13683
Dsing rewards and penalties to obtain desired
subject performance
p0042 H82-13684
A gnasi-Hewton procedure for identifying
pilot-related parameters of the optimal control
model
p0044 H82-13694
Information and display requirements for aircraft
terrain following
p0044 H82-13695
A data collection scheme for identification of
parameters in a driver model
pOOUK N82-13696
Haiti-axis manual controllers: A state-of-the-art
report
p0044 H82-13701
Theoretical linear approach to the combined
Dan-manipulator system in manual control of an
aircraft
p0045 H82-13702
The influence of ship motion of manual control
skills
p0045 H82-13703
The role of manipulator characteristics in
selecting the ideal effective vehicle
p0045 H82-13704
Experimental results with a six-degree-of-freedom
force-reflecting hand controller
P0045 H82-13707
Manual control analysis of drug effects on driving
performance
p0046 H82-13709
Human supervision and microprocessor control of an
optical tracking system
p0046 N82-13715
A theory of human error
P0046 H82-13716
Stability analysis of automobile driver steering
control
p0047 N82-13717
Detecting human operator impairment with a
psychomotor task
p0047 K82-13718
4 comparison of head and manual control for a
position-control pursuit tracking task
p0047 N82-13720
Interruption as a test of the user-computer
interface
p0047 S82-13721
A model for the control mode man-computer
interface dialogue
p0047 N82-13722
Taxonomy of the human factors in man machine systems
p0048 N82-13726
Simulator data on human error probabilities
[DE81-026094] p0085 N82-15786
Dse of a television multipoint x-y tracker for
determining the transmission of vibrations on
human beings human factors in man machine
systems
p0085 N82-15787
Human-machine interface issues in the
Hultisatellite Operations Control Center-1
(HSOCC-1)
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Modeling human attention allocation strategies
with competing criteria
[4D-4108509] p0177 H82-18875
The effect of visual information on the manual
approach and landing
[MLB-TB-80055-0] pO 181 -S82- 19836
Human factors and the real world limitations
on the man machine systems design process
P0182 H82-19840
S&H: A configurable experimental text editor for
investigating human factors issues in text
processing and understanding
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Interactions between helmet mounted sight display
and sensor platform under the influence of a
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A study of the human visual system in support of
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Project OASIS: The design of a signal detector
for the search for extraterrestrial intelligence
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Driving experience and task demands in simulator
and instrumented car: & validation study
[IZF-1980-9] p0269 N82-24838
Purkinje image eyetracking: & market survey
[NASA-CR-166338] p0272 N82-25779
APO Han-Computer Studies Group Seminar Proceedings 1
conference proceedings, leddington, England,
Feb.-Apr., 1980
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The representation of knowledge: Goldstein's
genetic graph related to computer assisted
instruction
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system testbeds: Preliminary analyses
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Crew workload prediction study
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system performance
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Rule-based programming for human-computer
interface specification
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An overview of expert systems artificial
intelligence
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Human/computer transaction tasks: An annotated
bibliography
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A computer simulation approach to measurement of
human control strategy
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Combined discrete network continuous control
modelling of operator behavior
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The role of antagonist coactivation in the control
of natural movement
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A coiparison of control modes for time-delayed
remote manipulation
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Experimental evaluation of the concept of
supervisory oanipnlation
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Supervisory control: Problems, theory and
experiment for application to human-computer
interaction in undersea remote systems
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The bench mining system: Progress in
two-dimensional simulation of steering
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A systems Engineering evaluation method for
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and machines. Appendix D: A unifying set of
hypotheses for dynamic system test and
evaluation; the rating and measurement of system
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their interrelationships *"
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An experimental evaluation of tactical
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Five papers on human-machine interaction
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The effect of visual information on the manual
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Parametric identification of human operator models
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Supervision of dynamic systems: Bonitoring,
decision-making and control
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Experimental evaluation of the concept of
supevisory manipulation
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Evaluation of SBABT sensor displays for
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Bobotics: Problems and prospects
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The role of oanipulator characteristics in
selecting the ideal effective vehicle
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Design and development of a six degree of freedon
hand controller
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Experimental results with a six-degree-of-freedom
force-reflecting hand controller
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Six degree of freedom aanual controls study report
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A study of interactive control scheduling and
economic assessment for robotic systems
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An overview of artificial intelligence and
robotics. Volume 2: Bobotics
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The cole of antagonist coactivation in the control
of natural movement
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The potential role of aerobic biological waste
treatment in regenerative life support systems
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Subsystem development
[ASHE PAPEB 81-ENAS-25] p0003 A82-I0912
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application
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An approach to the preliminary evaluation of
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scenarios and control strategies
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Basic principles and methods for assuring the
eficiency of astronaut activity in flight
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work /status and future prospects/
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2000
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Cytoarchitectronics of the epidermis and the
epidermal proliferative units /EPO/
p0325 182-40491
The response of the venous walls in the
extremities to a disturbed venous outflow
p0325 182-40493
dltrastructural qualitative and quantitative
evaluation of cytoplasmatic structures of heart
muscle of rats living aboard biospntnik Kosmos 936
p03JO 182-40694
Besults of morphological investigations aboard
biosatellites Cosmos
p0330 182-40697
The ultrastructnre of the myocardium in the
restorative period following aorto-coronary
shunting in patients with chronic ischemic heart
disease
p0343 182-41484
The topography of elements of the cardiac
conduction system
p0369 182-42625
Horphological criteria for diagnosing pathologies
of the thymns with myasthenia
p0369 182-42633
The influence of afferent visual impulses on the
morphological and biochemical parameters of the
development of the neurons of the visual, motor,
and parietal cerebral cortices
p0369 182-42636
Borphological features of the individual structure
of the human brain
p0369 182-42637
Che morphology of the connections of the cortical
vestibular zone Russian book
p0372 182-43611
1 comparative evaluation of the structural
features of the diurnal rhythms of the
cardiovascular system in healthy individuals and
in patients with ischemic heart disease
p0410 182-46715
The structural-functional characteristics of the
bush-like interoceptors in the initial period of
anoxia
p0421 182-48223
Polyploidization delay in rat hepatocytes under
liver growth inhibition by hypokinesia
[H1S1-TB-76515] p0075 H82-14794
Cytokinetic evaluation of erythropoiesis during
long-term orbital flights
pOI25 882-16715
Condition of meningeal nervous system during
repeated exposure to transverse accelerations
p0127 H82-16730
Structural and functional properties, and energy
oetabolism of erythrocytes during space flights
varying in duration
P02I4 H82-20841
Horphometrical investigations on the reproductive
activity of the ovaries in rats subjected to
immobilization and to motion activity
[HlSl-TH-76831] p0220 H82-21867
Evaluation of left ventricular assist device pump
bladders cast from ion-sputtered
polytetraflnorethylene mandrels
[H1S1-CB-167904] p0249 H82-23976
Morphology and coagulant function of human blood
system during long exposure to low ammonia
concentrations in a sealed environment
p0394 H82-31903
Borphological distinctions of Hacaca rhesus monkey




Bass mortality and its environmental and
evolutionary consequences at end of
Cretaceous period
P0227 182-28596
Behavioral studies following ionizing radiation
exposures: 1 data base
[4&-III5825] p0423 H82-32965
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The phase structure in the process by which a
system of motions is formed in qymnasts
p0158 182-24482
Retinal location and visual localization during
pursuit eye movement
p0318 182-39436




Conditioned feeding suppression in rats produced
by cross-coupled and simple motions
P0192 182-26230
Gravity and the tilt aftereffect comparison




Possible model representations of the
nenrophysiological mechanisms for the analysis
of the direction and speed of a moving visual
object
p0053 182-16807
flodel for the perception of moving and fixed objects
p0054 182-16820
Directional sensitivity of individual vertebrate
hair cells to controlled deflection of their
hair bundles in frog vestibules
p0063 182-17427
Circnlarvection - Psychophysics and single-unit
recordings in the monkey vestibular effects
of rotation
p0066 182-17449
Visually induced self-motion sensation adapts
rapidly to left-right reversal of vision
p0067 182-17455
Early directional influence of visual motion cues
on postural control in the falling monkey
p0067 182-17459
How do we avoid confounding the direction we are
looking and the direction we are moving
p0071 182-18024
luditory depth perception - Localization of
nonmoving and moving sound sources
pOIII 182-21727
The effect of prolonged practice of pursuit eye
movement
p0157 182-24030
The latency of circular vection during different
accelerations of the optokinetic stimulus
P0157 482-24031
Perceived rate of movement depends on contrast
p0185 182-25648
Orientation perception during aircraft coordinated
turns
[1111 P1PEB 82-0258] p0198 182-27096
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flotian and vision. IV - Isotropic and anisotropic
spatial responses
p0207 482-28115
Evidence for a boundary effect in roll vection
P02I2 482-28500
The effect of convergence on the vestibnio-ocular
reflex and implications for perceived movement
p0235 482-30873
Adaptation in motion perception - Alteration of
motion evoked by ocular pursuit
p0237 482-31412
Effects of reference lines on displacement
thresholds at various durations of movement
in human visual perception
p0314 482-38797
Heucons in cat visual cortex tuned to the
direction of motion in depth - Effect of
positional disparity
p0318 482-39434
Characteristics of human auditory evoked
potentials during the lateralization of a
'moving* auditory image
p0323 482-40465
Three stimuli for visual notion perception compared
p0370 482-42900
Effect of motion sweep duration and number of
stations upon interpolation in discontinuous
motion visual tracking notion perception
p0403 482-45674
Close-range cine-photogrammetry: a generalized
technique for quantifying gross human notion
p0036 N82-12781
Optokinetic factors and development of seasickness
symptoms
p0215 H82-20851




4 comprehensive system model for motion/space
sickness: Preliminary results
p0381 N82-30855
Effect of optokinetic stimulation on operator's
functional state and professional work capacity
p0394 N82-31896




Nausoqenic properties of various dynamic and
static force environments in space
p0058 482-16938
Coping with space motion sickness in Spacelab
missions
p0058 482-16939
Vestibular tests in the selection of cosmonauts
p0058 482-16941
Motion sickness due to vision reversal - Its
absence in stroboscopic light
p0066 482-17451
Vestibular habituation in man and monkey during
sinusoidal rotation
p0066 482-17453
Human orientation in space
[4144 P4PEH 82-0422] p007 I &82-17940
4 statistical examination of three approaches for
predicting motion sickness incidence
p0108 482-21685
The effect of small rectilinear sign-varying
accelerations on the mucous membrane of the
small intestine of dogs
pOISO 482-23170
Bechanisms of motion sickness
p0171 482-25497
Conditioned feeding suppression in rats produced
by cross-coupled and simple motions
p0192 482-26230
Seducing motion sickness - 4 comparison of
autogenic-feedback training and an alternative
cognitive task
p0252 482-32005
notion sickness, its prevention and treatment
Russian book
p0289 482-36971
4ntimotion-sickness efficacy of scopolamine 12 and
72 hours after transdermal administration
p0320 &82-40437
Dynamics of subjective discomfort in motion
sickness as measured Kith a magnitude estimation
method
p032l 482-40438
Vestibular effects of water immersion and Clonidine
P0337 482-40762
Bedical monitoring and therapy of space motion
sickness
[I4P P4PEE 82-169] p0377 482-44684
4 study in motion sickness - Saccular hair cells
in the adult bullfrog
p0416 482-47280
(lotion sickness incidence induced by complex
periodic vavefoms
p0416 482-47336
Influence of a visual display and frequency of
•hole-body angular oscillation on incidence of
motion sickness
p0416 482-47337
The relationship of motion sickness susceptibility





Validation of predictive tests and countermeasures
for space motion sickness
p0077 N82-15719
The effects of rotation and oscillation: aerial
sickness
pOOSO N82-15744




Significance of Vestibular asymmetry to genesis of
vestibular dysfunction
p0215 N82-20850
Optokinetic factors and development of seasickness
symptoms
p0215 N82-20851
Human reaction to low frequency motion:
Preliminary studies slip motion and sea
roughness
[R4E-TB-FS-365] p0222 N82-2 1884
Reaction to diminished circulating blood volume in
individuals vho are susceptible and
insusceptible to motion sickness (seasickness)
P0349 1182-28960
Significance of minute volume parameters to
evaluation of vestibular stability
p0357 H82-29860
Neurochemical background and approaches in the
understanding of motion sickness
[N4S4-CR-3569] p0358 N82-29865
4 comprehensive system model for motion/space
sickness: Preliminary results
p0381 H82-30855
Effect of optokinetic stimulation on operator's
functional state and professional work capacity
p0394 H82-31896
Airsickness during Naval flight officer training:
Advanced Squadron VT86-BIO (nev syllabus)
£40-4114685] p0432 H82-34011




Coping vith space motion sickness in Spacelab
missions
p0058 482-16939
The effects of rotation and oscillation: Serial
sickness
pOOBO H82-15744




4 command and control device for a man-machine
system - Fabrication of a platform and trials
French thesis
p0365 482-41699
The influence of motion cues on driver-vehicle
performance in a simulator
p0042 H62-13681
The influence of ship motion of manual control
skills
D0045 N82-13703
The Link-Biles driver training simulator for
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Dynaoics of a stabilized motor defensive
conditioned reflex for different levels of
motivation in irradiated rats
p0323 A82-40464
Botivational analysis of human volunteers for
centrifuge acceleration research
pO«09 182-46538




[ID-All 1195] p0354 H82-28997
Plastic properties of motivation as prime
component in systemic organization of purposeful
behavioral acts
p0391 H82-30937
Experimental analysis of team performance:
aethodological developments and research results
[&D-AI16915] p0436 H82-34034
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Complex technique for studying the oxygen regimen





A finite-state description of coordination in a
tiro-handed target acquisition task
p0376 A82-445I4
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The effect of small rectilinear sign-varying
accelerations on the mucous membrane of the
small intestine of dogs
pOISO 582-23170
Complex technique for studying the oxygen regimen
and hemodynamics of the oral mncosa under hypoxia
p0204 A82-27789
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Analytical detection of organic species by means







The finite intersection test - A new multivariate
statistical technique applicable to the
evaluation of complex systems of man and
machine
pOI44 A82-22947





Oxygen deficiency in tissues and their blood supply
p0020 A82-13700
DHA and BRA synthesis in the isolated nuclei of
rat skeletal muscle fibers during hypokinesia
P0024 A82-15353
Nenrotrophic factor - Characterization and partial
purification
p0026 A82-15698
Effects of disuse by limb immobilization on
different muscle fiber types
P0055 A82-16830
Eye-muscle geometry and compensatory eye movements
in lateral-eyed and frontal-eyed animals
pp063 A82-17429
Cellular mechanisms of the Frank-Starling phenomenon
p0107 482-21456
Differentiation of muscles on the basis of
trace-element composition
p0109 482-21704
The relationship between carbohydrate and lipid
metabolisms in mascle cell energetics under the
influence of ATPase loading - Mathematical model
p0109 A82-21706
Oecussations in the human muscular system
p0114 A82-21762
S study of tropomyosins in human muscular and
nc-imuscular organs
p0117 A82-21806
The condition of certain glycolytic and
tricarboxylic acid cycle enzymes in intact and
denervated skeletal muscles of the rat during
cooling
pOISO A82-23168
Oxygen supply of the muscle tissue in patients
with chronic iscbemic heart disease during
graded physical loads
p0159 A82-24496
Guinea pig so leas and gastrocnemins
electromyograms at varying speeds, grades, and
loads
P0169 A82-24922
The interaction of alpha-actinin and tropomyosin
with F-actin
pOI99 A82-27727
Localization of adeninnncleotides in striated
fibers of skeletal muscles
p0200 A82-27733
intr&cellular local changes in resistance in
muscle fibers as a function of membrane potential
p0200 A82-27736
The role of membrane structures in the formation
of the myofibrillar system in myogenesis
p0200 A82-27743
Structural and functional organization of the
microcircnlatory bed in skeletal muscle
p0201 A82-27749
Sparing effect of chronic high-altitude exposure
on muscle glycogen utilization
p0229 A82-29556
Time coarse of ultrastrnctnral changes in skeletal
muscle after two types of exercise
p0229 A82-29560
Lipoprotein lipase hydrolyzes endogenous
triacylglycerols in muscle of exercised rats
p0230 A82-29570
Effects of muscle vibration and joint oscillation
on human motor mechanisms
p0259 A82-33753
Glyceroaldehyde phosphatedehydrogenase from human
muscles in atherosclerosis
p0262 A82-34681
State of the lactate dehydrogenase reaction in the
muscular tissue of irradiated animals
p0306 A82-38158
Changes in the microelement content of noscles
under denervation
p03!2 A82-38598
Temperature characteristics of the
ouabain-insensitive sodium flux in frog muscles
P0312 482-38600
Gramicidin A-induced conductance of the muscle
fiber membrane
P0313 A82-38605
The effect of urea and heat on the activity of
lactate dehydrogenase and glucose 6-phosphate
dehydrogenase
P03I3 A82-386I2
Acridine orange inhibition of the ATPase activity
of myosin and its fragments
p0313 A82-38613
Beactions of 0-18 exchange in the myosin systems
of skeletal, cardiac, and smooth muscles
p0313 A82-38614
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The changes in the concentration of free aaino
acids in muscles during exercise
P0320 482-40314
The effect of denervation and tendotomy on
ozidative phosphorylation in the skeletal
muscles of the rabbit and on the resistance of
phosphorylation to uncoupling agents
p0326 482-40504
Horphometric analysis of rat anscle fibers
following space flight and hypogravity
p0331 A82-40703
Ha/*/-K/*/ dependent &TP-ase modifications of
skeletal muscle and myocardium of hypokinetic rats
p033t 482-40707
Effect of immobilization on the ATPase activities
and Ca-uptake of sarcoplasmic retxculum in
different types of muscles
p0332 482-40708
Effect of immobilization of the excitatory
parameters of different type skeletal muscle
p0332 482-40710
Protein composition of mBNi containing 18S-40S
subribosomal particles in soleus muscle before
and after immobilization
p0335 482-40742
Regulation of glycogenolysis in human muscle at
rest and during exercise
p0376 A82-44144
Influence of exercise intensity and duration on
biochemical adaptations in skeletal muscle
p0417 182-47378
The effects of Li, Bb, and temperature on the
binding of Na and K by glycerinated frog muscle
fibers
p0419 A82-48206
Cathepsin activity of skeletal muscle and
myocardia myofibrils after exposure to
weightlessness and accelerations
pOI24 H82-16714
Activity of some enzymes of carbonhydrate
metabolism in rat skeletal muscles after space
flight
p0132 H82-17834
[infrastructure of blood vessels and muscle fibers
of rat skeletal muscles after flights aboard
Cosmos-605 and Cosmos-782 biosatellites
p0063 H82-17835
Muscle, motor cortex, cerebellar nuclear, and
spindle afferent during slow bold-ramp-hold
position-tracking movements of the monkey's wrist
p0135 H82-17854
Amino acids of femoral guadriceps of rats
following flight aboard the Cosmos-936
biosatellite
p0271 N82-25766
An ergometer for concentric and eccentric muscular
contraction
[AD-A111061] p0295 H82-26971
Influence of fiber type composition and capillary
density on onset of blood lactate accumulation
[AD-AIH038] p0296 N82-26973
Testosterone enhances C-14 2-deoxyglucose uptake
by striated muscle sex hormones and muscle
[NASA-CR-169101 ] p0352 N82-28986




Clinical results on thymectomy in patients with
myopathy in relation to the degree of muscular
weakness
p0113 482-21755
The effects of left hand fatigue on right hand
performance
p0147 A82-22970
Cumulative fatigue over long periods caused by
localized muscular movements
p0160 A82-24502
Heart contractility at pressure loads induced by
ischemia of exercised muscle in hunans
p0169 A82-24916
Effect of muscle glycogen content on glucose
uptake following exercise
p0169 682-24921
Physiological effects of low levels of vibration
combined witn local muscular exercise in the
cutting of semiprecious stones
p0187 482-25701
Bespiratory muscle fatigue after marathon running
p0229 A82-29552
Age characteristics of fatigue during local
muscular vork in hnaans
p0238 A82-31487
Effect of pH on sensation and vastus lateralis
electromyogram during cycling exercise
p0256 A82-32835
Exercise performance after ventilatory work
P0286 482-36037
Muscle weakness following dynamic exercise in humans
p0290 A82-37929
The effect of certain characteristics of work
motions on the tolerance of hand muscles to
static exertions
p0311 482-38568
The conditions attending muscular strain in work
involving only a few types of movements
p0311 482-38569
Physiological mechanisms of adaptation of rat
skeletal muscles to weightlessness and similar
functional requirements
p0330 482-40689
Belationship between muscle Q02 and fatigue during
repeated isokinetic contractions respiratory
capacities
p0340 482-41216
Optimal use of electrophysiological indicators of
muscular effort and fatigue
p0248 H82-23I34
Sparing effect of chronic high-altitude exposure
on muscle glycogen utilization during exercise
[AD-A1110631 p0295 H82-26969
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Management by means of muscular activity under
unloaded conditions
p0028 482-15712
4 modified kinetic model of muscular contraction
p0054 A82-16818
A transsynaptic autoradiographic study of the
pathways controlling the extraocular eye
muscles, using /I-124/B-IIb Tetanus toxin fragment
p0065 A82-17441
Alterations in responses to drugs of atria from
white rats acclimated to hypobaric hypoxia
P0089 A82-19497
The role of extracellular 02 and C02 tensions in
membrane mechanisms of cerebral arterial smooth
muscle regulation
p0090 482-19747
The influence of muscular work on the vestigial
effects of cold acclimation
p0090 482-19749
Contractile dysfunction of vascular wall smooth
muscle under emotional nociceptive stress
p0094 A82-20322
Investigation of recurrent inhibition in the human
spinal cord during static skeletal muscle activity
p0094 482-20330
Pulse rate evaluation of the relative
physiological intensity of aerobic muscular work
p0094 482-20331
The economy of muscular work during unfused tetanus
P0109 482-21701
Effect of calcium on the temporal characteristics
of muscle contraction
p0109 A82-21708
Study of the electrical activity of the
extraocnlar muscles
p0112 482-21731
Hucleic acid and protein metabolism in cardiac
muscle
p0115 482-21772
The effect of the prolonged administration of
sodium hydroxybntyrate on the physical work
capacity and muscle tissue state of rats
pOIIS 482-21779
Types of spontaneous discharges in muscle receptors
p0116 482-21789
Analysis of the effects of isoprenaline on the
energy consumption of .skeletal muscle
p0150 482-23169
Energy-dependent transport of Ca/2*/ and lipid
peroxidation in sarcoplasmatic reticular muscle
membranes in hypokinetic rats
pOISI 482-23258
Control of the number of discharges of individual
motor units in skeletal muscles as a test of
coordination in athletes
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p0154 182-23282
Seasonal differences in the adaptive changes of
the thermal effect of muscle contraction
p0157 182-23647
The phase structure in the process by which a
system of motions is formed in gyanasts
p0158 !82-->4482
The importance of carboanhydrase in regulating the
acid-base equilibrium daring muscular activity
pOISS 182-24485
Effects of high ambient temperature on athlete
adaptation to muscular activity
p0188 182-25706
The permeability of the lymphatic vessels of the
muscles of the npper extremities in vibration
sickness
p0190 482-25801
Oxygen, carbon dioxide and the calcium control of
relaxation mechanisms in cerebral artery smooth
muscles
pOI96 182-26754
The role of calcium in the activity of the smooth
muscles of the pulmonary veins
p0196 182-26756
Changes in contractile protein composition and
properties following space flight
p0199 182-27728
The possible role of hydrogen bonds in the
mechanism of muscular contraction
p0200 182-27734
Model of a 'two-headed' myosin cross-bridge and
the possibility of its motion in skeletal muscles
p0200 182-27735
The accuracy of laser diffraction measurements of
sarcomere lengths in contracting muscles
p0200 182-27737
Electromyographic pattern of muscular activity
during pushing-off and methods for its directed
correction in young ski-jumpers on a trampoline
p0203 182-27776
The possibility of maintaining the temperature and
work capacity of the extremities
p0206 132-27806
Chylomicron triglyceride metabolism in resting and
exercising fed dogs
p0229 182-29551
Changes in the peroxide metabolism of
weight-lifters and vrestlers under the
conditions of systematic muscular activity
p0239 182-31505
Calculation of the isochromatics and isoclinics of
the cornea
p0241 182-31530
The Ha/+/-induced release of Ca/2V from the
sarcoplasmic reticulnm during the excitation of
phasic muscle fibers
p0243 182-31599
Effect of training on beta-adrenergic receptor
• number in rat heart
p0255 182-32828
Effects of acute cold exposure on muscle amino
acid and protein in rats
p0256 182-32840
The determination of the equivalent biomechanical
characteristics of the ankle joint auscles by
vibration tests
p0260 182-33760
Investigation of the functional state of the
central nervous system and the motor apparatus
for various regimes of rest and physical exercise
p0279 182-35668





Buscle weakness following dynamic exercise in humans
p0290 182-37929
Proof of the existence of Ca/2+/-induced
structural changes in stems of myosin-containing
filaments of vertebrate skeletal muscles
p0312 182-38599
Current problems concerning the vestibnlo-ocnlar
interaction
p0317 182-39416
Respiratory movements of the facial muscles and
respiratory resistance
p0322 182-40456
Changes of intracellnlar rest potential and the
length of isolated muscle under different loads
p0324 182-40480
Bnnning in circles track radius effects on
human running speed
p0327 182-40661
Cardiovascular responses to isometric exercise
during simulated zero gravity
p0327 182-40662
Study of contractile properties and composition of
myofibrillar proteins of skeletal muscles in the
Cosmos-1129 experiment
pD33l 182-40701
Variability of physiological properties of rat
skeletal muscles at different gravity levels
P0331 182-40702
The effects of human growth hormone adunistration
on the functional status of rat atrophied muscle
following immobilization
p0332 182-40715
The effect of hypokinesis and hypoxia on the
function of muscles
P0335 182-40739
Validation of a new method for studying the
effects of vibration on the primate spine
p0338 182-40768
Hindlimb immobilization - Length-tension and
contractile properties of skeletal muscle
p0340 182-41209
Belationship between muscle QO2 and fatigue during
repeated isokinetic contractions respiratory
capacities
p0340 182-41216
1 new hypothesis for the mechanism of muscle
contraction
p034l 182-41334
Dynamics of the brain electric activity in
patients with cerebral insults under the effect
of muscle stimulation with sinusoidal modulated
currents
p0343 182-41477
In investigation of the mechanical meaning of the
surface electromyogram French thesis
P0365 182-42078
Circulation and energetics of forearm muscles in man
p0367 182-42604
Physiological mechanisms determining the
mechanical work of breathing for different types
of muscular activity
P0371 182-43237
The relationship between postural components and
voluntary movement
p0372 182-43239
Thermogenesis and muscle activity during the
adaptation to cold Bussian book
p0372 182-43610
The interrelationship between the pressor response
and energy metabolism during isometric nuscle
contractions
p0373 182-43636
The role of the extrapolation and dynamic
stereotype in the mechanism of the formation and
improvement of adegnate motor coordination
p0374 182-43651
The metabolic mechanisms of several types of
muscle atrophy during muscle inactivity
p0413 182-46879
Daily in vivo nenromuscular stimulation effects on
immobilized rat hindlimb muscles
p0419 182-47390
The morphological characteristics of the terminal
respiratory bronchioles and the arteries
accompanying them during individually graded
muscular activity
p0420 182-48220
Electron microscopical and histochemical studies
on the transverse striated muscles of birds
after prolonged hypokinesis
[M1S1-TH-76717] p0012 B82-I1759
Benefits of detailed models of muscle activation
and mechanics
p0046 H82-13713
Hetabolic processis in rat skeletal muscles after
flight aboard Cosmos-936
P0132 H82-17833
Muscle, motor cortex, cerebellar nuclear, and
spindle afferent daring slow hold-ramp-hold
position-tracking movements of the monkey's wrist
p0135 H82-17854
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The efficiency coefficient of the rat heart and
muscular system after physical training and
hypokinesia
[HASA-TH-76843] p0245 K82-22868
Condition of rats connective tissue daring
long-term hypokinesia and in recovery period
p0350 H82-28969
Bole of the thyroid gland daring adaptation of
skeletal muscles to increased motor activity
[HASA-TH-76871] p0384 N82-30884
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Pathophysiology of motor functions in prolonged
manned space flights
p0058 A82-16945
Evaluation of manual and suboaxiiaal static muscle
exertions
p0088 482-19223
Bioenorgetic characteristics of various kinds of
physical loads
p0095 A82-20334
The effect of two years' training of aerobic power
and auscle strength in sale and feaale cadets
pOIOT 182-21678
Clinical results on thymectomy in patients vith
myopathy in relation to the degree of muscular
weakness
p0113 182-21755
A strength and anthropometric comparison of young
men and women examined for work station design
p0139 482-22907
Regulation of blood supply in the extremities
during exercise in women
pOIS8 182-24479
Energy supply characteristics and blood protein
and electrolyte content during submaximal
muscular activity in bicyclists
pOISS 182-24488
Method for the determination of muscle
cross-sectional area and deroato-adipose layer
thickness using ultrasonic scanning
p0204 A82-27778
The strength-endurance relationship in skeletal
muscle - Its application to helmet design
p02ll A82-28484
Muscle weakness following dynamic exercise in humans
p0290 182-37929
The effect of inotropic factors on the
postexercise characteristics of the heart
p0322 482-40451
Atrophy of rat skeletal muscles in simulated
weightlessness
p0335 482-10738
Nenromusznlar adaptation in human theuar muscles
following strength training and immobilization
p0340 482-11213
Morphological criteria for diagnosing pathologies
of the thymus with myasthenia
p0369 482-42633
Regulation of calcium current and calcium activity
in heart cells
p0137 H82-17870
Isokinetic, isometric, and isotonic strength
relationships
[&D-&1II039] p0295 H82-26972
Control of muscle activity in unloaded conditions
[HASA-TM-76883] p0390 H82-30927
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The dynamics of muscular relaxation following
unfused tetanases of different durations
p0109 182-21707
Study of the electrical activity of the
extraocular muscles
p0112 A82-21731
Effects of muscle vibration and joint oscillation
on human motor mechanisms
p0259 482-33753
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Increased hemoglobin-oxygen affinity does not
decrease skeletal muscle oxygen consumption
p0006 482-11154
The effects of hypokinesia on the spectral
characteristics of free amino acids in the
skeletal muscles and the blood
p007l A82-1866I
Investigation of recurrent inhibition in the human
spinal cord during static skeletal muscle activity
p0094 A82-20330
Characteristics and patterns of the individual
development of male and female rats in the light
of the energy rule of skeletal muscles
p O I I I 482-21721
Decussations in the human muscular system
p0114 A82-21762
An electron microscope study of hyperplasia in
fibers of the skeletal auscles of athletes
pOI14 482-21764
The source of separative regeneration in skeletal
muscle tissue
pOI 14 482-21768
LDH isoenzyme spectrum in intact and denervated
skeletal muscles of rats of various age during
cold adaptation
p0117 482-21798
Enzymatic capacities of skeletal muscle - Effects
of different types of training
pOI2l 482-22248
Analysis of the effects of isoprenaline on the
energy consumption of skeletal muscle
pOISO 482-23169
The effects of cutting or of stretching skeletal
muscle in vitro on the rates of protein
synthesis and degradation
pOISO 482-23244
Energy-dependent transport of Ca/2<Y and lipid
peroxidation in sarcoplasmatic reticular muscle
membranes in hypokinetic lats
p015l A82-23258
Control of the number of discharges of individual
motor units in skeletal muscles as a test of
coordination in athletes
p0154 482-23282
The influence of physical stress on the dynamics
of work capacity and electrical activity of
skeletal muscles in the course of an entire day
pOI54 482-23284
Horphometric analysis of ultrastructural changes
in the skeletal muscles during physical exercise
in acute and chronic experiments
p0163 482-24549
Ultrastructural changes in skeletal muscle fibers
under the influence of acute physical exercise
pO 189 482-25717
Recovery tine course in contractile function of
fast and slow skeletal muscle after hindlimb
immobilization
p0197 482-26816
Changes in contractile protein composition and
properties fallowing space flight
p0199 482-27728
Study of the viscosity of free and protein-bound
membrane lipids
pOI99 482-27732
Model of a 'two-headed1 uyosin cross-bridge and
the possibility of its motion in skeletal muscles
p0200 482-27735
Begeneration of skeletal muscle after mechanical'
trauma in reptiles
p0203 482-27767
Effect of sodium fluoroacetate on oxygen
consumption in rat and cat liver tissue and
skeletal muscles
p0206 482-27808
Effects of reduced motor activity and water
regimen on the growth of animals and their
skeletal musculature
p0228 482-29440
The role of protein phosphorylation in neutral and
hormonal control of cellular activity
P0234 482-30766
Adaptation of skeletal and cardiac muscle to





Dynamics of changes in animal bod; mass and
skeletal musculature under conditions of
hypokinesia
p0241 482-31533
Effect of limb immobilization on skeletal muscle
p0255 A82-32826
Effect of base oscillations on the human skeletal
muscle and joint forces in a standing posture
p0259 A82-33754
The effect of denervation and tendotomy on
oxidative phosphorylation in skeletal muscles of
the rabbit and the resistance of phosphorylation
to uncoupling agents
p0307 A82-38171
Proof of the existence of Ca/2*/-induced
structural changes in stems of myosin-containing




X-ray study of loaded skeletal portions in the
upper extremities of athletes engaging in karate
p0325 482-40490
Physiological mechanisms of adaptation of rat
skeletal muscles to weightlessness and similar
functional requirements
p0330 482-40689
Body composition of rats flown aboard Cosmos-1129
p0330 A82-40695
Results of morphological investigations aboard
biosatellites Cosmos
p0330 A82-40697
Study of contractile properties and composition of
myofibrillar proteins of skeletal muscles in the
Cosmos-1129 experiment
p033l A82-40701
Variibility of physiological properties of rat
skeletal muscles at different gravity levels
p0331 A82-40702
Plasticity of fast and slow muscle myofibrillar
proteins in model experiments simulating
weightlessness
P0332 A82-40709
Effect of immobilization on the nonhistone protein
composition in different types of skeletal muscles
p0332 A82-407II
Immobilization effects upon aerobic and anaerobic
metabolism of the skeletal muscles
p0332 A82-40712
Atrophy of rat skeletal muscles in simulated
weightlessness
p0335 A82-40738
Results of biosatellite studies of
gravity-dependent changes in the
muscnlo-skeletal system of mammals
p0336 A82-40751
Adaptation of the rat skeleton to weightlessness
and its physiological mechanisms - Results of
animal experiments aboard the Cosmos-1129
biosatellite
p0336 A82-40753
Hindlimb immobilization - Length-tension and
contractile properties of skeletal muscle
p0340 A82-41209
Dyosatellocytes and cambial properties of skeletal
and muscular tissue
p0342 482-41469
Skeletal abnormalities in rats induced by
simulated weightlessness
p0345 A82-41548
The effect of drugs altering the exchange of cAHP
on the bioelectrogenesis of skeletal auscles
p0374 A82-43653
Effects of beta-adrenergic receptor blockade on
glycogenolysis during exercise
p0374 A82-44133
A critical value for 02 transport in the rat
p0375 A82-44141
The relationship between the formation of ATP that
is stimulated by insulin and the effect of
insulin on the accuonlation of creatine in
cytoplasmic-membrane-enriched particles from rat
skeletal muscles
p0413 482-06880
Influence of exercise intensity and duration on
biochemical adaptations in skeletal muscle
p0417 A82-47378
In vivo lencine oxidation at rest and during two
intensities of exercise
P0418 A82-47388
3uantitation of tissue loss during prolonged space
flight
[HASA-CB-167460] p0033 H82-12752
Applications of nuclear technignes for in vivo
body composition studies at Brookhaven National
Laboratory
[OE81-029922] p0083 H82-15772
Heasurements of intra and extracellular water
spaces and electrolyte concentrations in human
skeletal muscle
pOISO 082-19829
Body composition data from the rat subjects of
Cosmos 1129 experiment K-316
[HASA-CB-168678] p02 13 H82-20832
Development of the carbon fibre polysulphone
toggle for ligament repair operations
[CSIfi-HE-1709] p0246 H82-22881
Anatomic perspective of the female athlete: An
approach to ausculoskeletal profiling of women
in sports
[AD-A110630] p0298 882-26992
Effect of high ambient temperature on carbohydrate
metabolism in rat liver and skeletal muscles
p035l H82-28975
Anatomy of the spine
p0359 B82-29871
The role of antagonist coactivation in the control
of natural movement
p0382 882-30867
Bole of the thyroid gland during adaptation of
skeletal muscles to increased motor activity
[HASA-TH-76871] p0384 H82-30884
Chromatin of rat brain neurons and nucleic acids
of muscles as related to localization of
decimeter waves during exercise
p0387 H82-30908
The effect of disuse on fast and slow skeletal
muscle
P0430 H82-33997
A dynamic model of the cervical spine and head
CAD-AI14887] p0432 H82-34008
BOIaGEIS
Hutagens and carcinogens - Occurrence and role
during chemical and biological evolution
p0106 A82-20975
The circadian rhythm of the sensitivity of the
chromosome apparatus of mice to the mntagenic
effect of measles
p0323 A82-40462
The induction of reversions to prototrophy in
Escherichia coli cells under the influence of
neutrons and gamma radiation
p0404 A82-45777
Different aodiflability of point and structural
radiation mutations in eukaryotes under
radioprotective agents
P04I2 A82-46864
Hicrobiologically-mediated mntagenic activity of
crude oil
CPB82-I0513I] pOI23 N82-16702
Lack of induction of single-strand breaks in




A nathematical method for the enumeration of
doublet codes in genetic coding theory
pOI03 A82-20953
The effectiveness of using various radioprotective
agents for protecting the genital cells of male
mice from the genetic effects of radiation. I -
Investigation of the yield of dominant lethal
nutations in postsperaatogonial cells
p0155 A82-23289
Investigation of the radio-protective effect of
cystamine on a model of thermally induced
prophage lambda
p027B A82-35659
The effect of long-wave ultraviolet radiation on
cyclophosphamide-induced levels of chromosome
aberrations in the bone marrow cells of mice
p0310 482-38556
Different nodiflability of point and structural





Possible mechanism for chemical induction of
chromosome aberrations in male meiotic and
postmeiotic germ cells of mice
CDE8 1-03 1999] p0123 H82- 16700




The electrocardiographic diagnosis of myocardial
infarction in the presence of ventricular
conduction defects - A new attempt to solve an
old problem
pOOOe A82-11199
Ihe ergome trie determination of myocardial reserves
p0052 482-16805
The prognostic value of the central heoodynamic
parameters in patients with acute myocardial
infarction
p0164 482-24553
TMO dimensional echocardiographic detection of
intraatrial masses
pOI69 482-25136
Computer analysis of tests involving physical stress
in cardiology
p0190 482-25807
The prognostic significance of
electrocardiotopogram parameters in macrofocal
myocardial infarction
p0204 182-27783
The effect of decimeter naves on the functional
state of the cardiovascular system, and some
biochemical and immunological indices of
patients with myocardial infarction in the
recovery phase
p0239 482-31512
Hyoglobinemia as a criterion for the early
diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction
/literature review/
p0259 482-33726
The effect of nitroglycerine on the functional
state of the left ventricle in patients with
acute myocardial infarction according to
ultrasonic studies of the heart
p0279 482-35679
The pharmocokinetic characteristics of trimecain
as compared to lidocain in patients vith
myocardial infarction
p0280 482-35682
Nechanisms of .the development of hypersensitivity
to strophanthin in experimental myocardial
infarction and its pharmacological correction
p0280 482-35683
Enzymes that detoxify active forms of oxygen and
lipoperoxide in experimental ischemia and
myocardial infarction
p0308 482-38540
The potential of radionuclide diagnosis of acute
myocardial infarction
p0341 482-41458
Functional properties of T-lymphocytes in patients
with acute myocardial infarction
p0341 482-41459
Characteristics of night sleep disorders in the
case of myocardial infarction according to
polygraphic data
p0344 482-41491
4n evaluation of the informativeness of EKG
parameters in diagnosing a myocardial infarction
of the back wall of the left ventricle
p0344 482-41493
4 comparison of echo- and kinetocardiographic
indicators of the myocardial contractility of
the left ventricle in patients suffering from
various forms of ischeaic heart disease
p0344 482-41496
The rate at which exogeneons hydrocortisone is
eliminated from peripheral blood flow in
patients suffering from an acute myocardial
infarction
p0344 482-41498
Changes in the transaminase activity and several
biochemical blood values in the acute period of
experimental myocardial infarction in monkeys
p0366 482-42172
Immuno-enzymological comparisons in the
differential diagnosis of various myocardial
lesions
p0409 482-46704
The hypophysial-thyroid system in the coarse of a
complicated and an uncomplicated myocardial
infarction
p0410 482-46718
The results of the exercise test and further
outcomes in patients with chronic ischemic heart
disease
p0410 482-46720
Graded physical-exercise loads in the period right
after myocardial infarction
p0411 482-46722
The activities of the dehydrogenases of the Krebs
cycle and the enzymes of tissue respiration
during myocardial necrosis in stress-impaired rats
p0413 482-46881
Mortality in acute myocardial infarction as
function of geomagnetic field activity in Yerevan
p0134 H82-17852




Endurance training in the rat. I - Hyocardial
mechanics and biochemistry
p0006 482-11155
Effect of exhaustive exercise on myocardial
performance
pOOIB 482-13228
Damage and repair of heart muscle ON4 daring
emotional-pain stress
p0055 482-16822
The temperature dependence of the kinetics of
isometric myocardium relaxation
p0090 482-19748
Cellular mechanisms of the Frank-Starling phenomenon
p0107 482-21456
Effect of cooling of the rhythoo-inotropic ratio
in a pathologically altered myocardium
p0112 482-21740
Clinical results on thymectomy in patients with
myopathy in relation to the degree of muscular
weakness
p0113 482-21755
Nucleic acid and protein metabolism in cardiac
muscle
p0115 482-21772
The dynamics and physiological importance of the
activation of the gamma-amino-butyric acid
system in the brain and cardiac muscle under
pain and emotional stress
p0117 482-21808
Horphofunctional changes in the rabbit myocardium
during chronic solar thermal overheating
pOI61 482-24516
Pathological anatomy and ultrastructnre of the
heart /Combined morphological investigation of
the general pathological process in the
myocardium/ Bussian book
pOI94 482-26525
adaptation of skeletal and cardiac muscle to
elevated motor activity in hypo- and athyreotic
rats
p0241 482-31527
Preventing disturbances to the structure of DH4 in
the cardiac muscle from emotional-nociceptive
stress by blocking beta-adrenoreceptors and the
peroxidation of lipids
p0241 482-31528
Effects of creatine phosphate on action potential
duration and myocardial contractile force in the
frog under hypoxia
p0241 482-31532
Effect of training on beta-adrenergic receptor
number in rat heart
p0255 482-32828
Becent developments in assessing the myocardial
dystrophy encountered in athletes as a
consequence of chronic physical overexertion
p0280 482-35680
Study of BH4 synthesis rate and DN4 content in the
myocardium of new-born rats during adaptation to
high-altitude hypoxia
P0308 482-38537
Two phases of the inotropic effect of adrenaline -
The calcium dependence
p0309 482-38549
Dltrastrnctnral gnalitative and quantitative
evaluation of cytoplasmatic structures of heart
muscle of cats living aboard biospntnik Kosmos 936
4-235
HIOBLECIBIC POTEHTI&LS SOBJBCI I8DEX
p0330 A82-40694
Ba/+/-K/+/ dependent ATP-ase modifications of
skeletal muscle and myocardium of hypokinetic cats
p0331 482-40707
rhe ultrastructore of the myocardium in the
restorative period following aorto-coronary
shunting in patients with chronic ischemic heart
disease
p0343 AS2-41484
The effect of diethylaoine analog of ethmozine on
the functional condition of myocardium /Clinical
and experimental study/
p0343 482-411(88
The coronary vessels and the contractile apparatus
of the myocardium in immune heart damage
/Histochemical and ultrastructnral studies/
p0367 682-42605
Effect of dosed physical loading on biological
oxidation and bioenergy in liver and myocardium
p0370 &8 2-430 46
Internal stresses and contractility of myocardium
p0372 A82-43513
the mechanism of the activating effect of
anti-cardiac antibodies on the electrical and
contractile activity of nyocardial cells
p0374 482-43665
Metabolism of the myocardium in the case of
ischemia /Bevieu of the literature/
p0409 682-46702
The altrastructural bases of cardiac insufficiency
p0409 A82-46703
The effect of myocardial ischemia on the
phospholipid content of heart tissue and
mitochondria
p04!3 A82-46884
The resistance and capacity function of the
vessels of the small intestine and the
filtration and absorption relations during
short-term myocardial ischemia in cats
p0420 682-48213
Algorithms for imaging myocardial blood flow using
X-ray computed tomography
pQ039 H82-13661
Lipid spectrum of the myocardium of white rats
exposed to hypoxic hypoxia
p0126 H82-16724
nyocardial protein fractions and enzymatic
activity thereof in experimental rats flovn
aboard Cosmos-936 biosatellite
pOI32 H82-17832
Features of metabolic disturbances in rat
myocardium under effect of alternating magnetic
fields of different parameters
p0134 082-17846
Effects of experimental stationary magnetic field
on metabolism of some ions in blood and myocardium
p0267 H82-24822
Catecholamines and enzymes of their metabolism in
rat myocardium after flight aboard the
Cosmos-936 biosatellite
p0350 S82-28966
Specificity of nltrastructural changes in rat
cardiomyocytes after local gamma-irradiation and
hypokinesia
- [BASA-TH-76853] p0384 B82-30882
Seismocardiographic evaluation of contractile
function of the myocardium of hypokinetic rats
p0394 H82-31902
Epinephrine and norepinephrine concentrations in
rat cardiac ventricles and atria after flight
aboard Cosmos-1 129 biosatellite
p0397 B82-3I9I9
BIOELECTRIC POTBHTIalS






Byoglobinemia as a criterion for the early





The age-related changes of biochemical and
biomechanical parameters of unman sclera in




Hap interpretation and geographic orientation
during nap-of-the-earth flight
p0144 482-22945
Development and inflight testing of a multi-media








Coipnter-aided analysis of the effect of the
initial narcosis on the central hemodynamics
p0117 482-21797
The nature of autonoaic effects produced by
sombrevin during narcosis
P0187 482-25693
Possible impairment of respiratory regulation




The effects of narcotic analgesics on animal
sensitivity to hypoxia
p0093 482-20316
4 comparative evaluation of the hemodynamic






HT TEBHIM4L COBFIGUBED 7EBICLE PBOGB6H
NT VIKIHG B6BS PBOGBAH
Design, development, and verification of Life
Sciences experiments
pOOOS 482-12538
U.S. biological experiments in space
p0056 482-16930
Dnited States and Soviet Life Sciences factors in
long-duration space flights
p0277 482-35638
Animal models for simulating weightlessness
p0336 A82-40749






Hausogenic properties of various dynamic and
static force environments in space
p0358 A82-16938











Horizontal conflict resolution maneuvers with a
cockpit display of traffic information
p0041 B82-1367I
Separation monitoring with four types of






Complex physiological-hygienic characteristics of
a new work-rest regime for seamen
pOH3 A82-21748
Operational perforaanee measures for air combat -
Development and application
p0145 A82-22959
Improving the medical care of navy personnel
pO155 A82-23301
The prevention of dysadaptive changes in sailors
at sea
4-236
SUBJECT ISDEX BEBVOOS SYSTBS
p0259 482-33728
Affections of the upper respiratory tracts in
transport-fleet sailors and the prophylaxis of
these affections on long voyages
p028l A82-35696
Levels of physiological reserves of sailors
working a 10-hour shift
p0368 482-12618
aedical research of naval personnel
[BNP-3/81] p0249 H82-23977
IEAB FIELDS
in enpirical relationship for electromagnetic
energy absorption in man for near-field exposure
conditions
p0018 A82-13175
Absorption characteristics of prolate spheroidal








Interstellar molecules and the origin of life
p0098 A82-20902
Organo-siliceous biomolecules and the infrared
spectrum of the Trapezium nebula
p0404 A82-46182
HECK (ABiTOHI)
Patterns of vestibular and neck responses and
their interaction - & comparison between cat
cortical neurons and human psychophysi.es
p0067 A82-17456
Responses of vestibulospinal neurons to neck and
macular vestibular inputs in the presence or
absence of the paleocerebellum
p0067 A82-17U57
nystagmus, gaze shift, and self-motion perception
during sinusoidal head and neck rotation
p0069 A82-17473
The strength-endurance relationship in skeletal
muscle - Its application to helmet design
p0211 A82-28484
Anatomy of the spine
p0359 H82-2987I
Clinical examination of spinal injuries
p0360 H82-29882
Research on the development of a statistical






The effect of positive and negative ions of air on
the content of catecholamines in the brain and
adrenal glands
P0287 A82-36690
Subjective response to negative air ion exposure
p0321 A82-40446
BBODIHIOfl LASERS
Biophysical fundamentals and instrumentation for





Synthesis of adnamycin-coupled polyglntaraldehyde






The effect of the intravenous injection of




The sensitivity of the retinal nerve fibre layer
to elevated intraocular pressure and graded
hypoxia in the cat
p0025 A82-15475
Beurotrophic factor - Characterization and partial
purification
p0026 A82-15698
Phasic components of frog semicircular canal
P0063 482-17430
Heuronal interaction between ipsilateral medial
and lateral vestibnlar nuclei
p0064 A82-17436
Beticnlovestibnlar organization participating in_
generation of horizontal fast eye movement
p0065 A82-17439
LDB isoenzyae spectrum in intact and denervated
skeletal muscles of rats of various age during
cold adaptation
P01I7 A82-21798
Electroacupunctnre in the complex treatment of
trifacial neuralgia '
p0203 A82-27775
Kainic acid as a tool in brain research
p0278 A82-35662
Brain hypoxia and control of breathing - Bole of
the vagi '
p0290 A82-37928
The effect of denervation and tendotomy on
oxidative phosphorylation in skeletal muscles of
the rabbit and the resistance of phosphorylation
to uncoupling agents
p0307 A82-3817I
The nicrocirculatory bed of the lungs after an
effect exerted on the right vagus nerve
p0325 A82-40497
The role of intestinal nerves in the nutrient
induced intestinal hyperenia
P0137 B82-17869
Pathomorphological reactions of cerebrocortical
neural elements to alternating magnetic field
p0266 B82-24820
Implantable electrical device
t SUSA-CiSE-GSC-12560-1] p035B H8J-29863
BEBVOOS SlSTBH
BT AFFEBEBT HEBVOUS SYSTEHS
BT AOTOBOHIC NEBVOOS SYSIEH
BT BBAIN
BT BRAIN STEfl











NT PEBIPHEB&L NEBVODS SYSTEM
BT SPIRAL COBD
BT SPINE
BT SYHPATHETIC BEB700S STSTEB
NT SYNAPSES
NT THALAHOS
The effect of dipilodor, diazepam, pipolphen, and
their combinations on the vasonotor reflex and
respiration
P0189 A82-2572I
The nervous regulation of the liquid state of the
blood and its coagulation
p0263 A82-34697
An electron-microscopic study of the brain of the
fruit fly, Drosophila aelanogaster, exposed to
high-LET krypton /Kr-84/ particle radiation
p0287 A82-36320
Transcutaneons electrical peripheral nerve
stimulation: Implications for neural control
mechanisms
p0032 N82-12749
Functional structure and dynamics of the human
nervous system
p0043 N82-13692
Studies in in vivo electrochemistry
P0075 N82-14793
A comparison of the antimuscarinic properties of
aprophen vith those of some other
anticholinergic drugs
CMRL-R-794] p0221 N82-21877
Oltrastructural changes in central nervous system
cells induced by arboviruses
p0265 N82-24807
Epidemiology feasibility study: Effects of noise
on the cardiovascular system: Appendix B:
Annotated bibliography. Literature. The




Epidemiology feasibility study: Effects of noise
on the cardiovascular system. appendix C:
Beview of non—noise related research of
cardiovascular disease
[PB82-147778J p0301 H82-27976
OSSB report: Life sciences. Effects of
nonionizing electromagnetic radiation, no. 6
[JPBS-81300] p0386 H82-30899
Distinctions of nervous system reactions to














Evaluation of vestibnlar function in flight
personnel vith chronic diseases during stable
remission
p0307 A82-38179
The use of electrovacunm therapy in certain
diseases of the peripheral nervons system
p0343 A82-41478
HBOBOGLIA




Stenoses of the carotid artery and disorders of
the cerebral circulation /clinical and
angiographic comparisons/
p020l A82-27752
Otoneurological symptoms and syndroaes Russian
book
P03I7 482-39286
Functional conditions of the brain and cerebral
pathology
p0369 A82-42634
Functional means for the regulation of heart
rhythm during burst stimulation of the vagus
nerves
p0373 482-43632





Structural changes in motor neurons during hind
limb immobilization
p0027 A82-15707
Investigation of recurrent inhibition in the human
spinal cord during static skeletal muscle activity
p0094 482-20330
Control of the number of discharges of individual
motor units in skeletal muscles as a test of
coordination in athletes
p01S4 A82-23282
Guinea pig soleus and gastrocnemius
electromyograms at varying speeds, grades, and
loads
p0169 A82-24922
Expenditure of energy and the state of the
neuromnscular system in athletes who use
low-calorie diets to control their weight
p0187 482-25688
Current problems concerning the vestibulo-ocnlar
interaction
p0317 482-39116
Nenromuscnlar adaptation in human thenar muscles
following strength training and immobilization
p0340 482-41213
Heurophysiological mechanisms of the compensation
of motor disturbances in the presence of lesions
of the pyramid system /An electromyographic
analysis/
p0369 A82-42635
The role of the integrity of the central synaptic
and direct influences in the regulation of
hemodynaaics
p0373 A82-43628
Daily in vivo nenromnscalar stimulation effects on
immobilized rat hindlimb muscles
p04!9 A82-47390
Computational problems in antoregressive moving
average (ABBA) models
p0044 S82-13698
Bodel simulation studies to clarify the effect on
saccadic eye movements of initial condition
velocities set by the Vestibnlar Ocular Beflex
(VOB)
p0046 N82-13712
Benefits of detailed models of muscle activation
and mechanics
pOO«6 H82-13713
Optimal use of electrophysiological indicators of





Nucleic acid and protein concentrations in rat
raphe nuclei neurons and gliocytes during
complete sleep deprivation in the cylindrical
tretbahn
p0024 A82-15352
Structural changes in motor nenrons during hind
limb immobilization
p0027 A82-15707
Benronal interaction between ipsilateral medial
and lateral vestibnlar nuclei
p0064 482-17436
The ascending tract of Oeiters1 and horizontal gaze
maintenance during head movement via nenrons
x p0064 482-17437
Nonlinear characteristics of single neurons in the
vestibnlar nuclei
p0064 A82- 17438
Beticulovestibular organization participating in
generation of horizontal fast eye movement
.p0065 482-17439
Horizontal eye movement signals in second-order
vestibnlar nuclei nenrons in the cat
p0065 A82-17440
Some thoughts about the three nenrons in the >
vestibnlar ocular reflex
p0065 A82-17442
Cat medial pontine nenrons in vestibular nystagmus
p0065 A82-17443
Visual-vestibular interaction in vestibnlar
nenrons - Functional pathway organization
p0066 482-174';6
Neural activity in the nucleus reticnlaris
tegmenti pontis in the monkey related to eye
movements and visual stimulation
p0066 A82-17447
Patterns of vestibular and neck responses and
their interaction - A comparison between cat
cortical neurons and human psychophysics
p0067 A82-17456
Besponses of vestibnlospinal neurons to neck and
macnlar vestibular inputs in the presence or
absence of the paleocerebellum
p0067 A82-17457
The role of the dentate nucleus and y-group in the
generation of vertical smooth eye movements
p0068 A82-17462
Vestibular responses of nenrons in the feline
anterior snprasylvian gyrus and their
interaction with responses to aconstic and
facial stimuli
p0092 A82-20309
The myenteric plexus - Basic principles of
modeling nenronal organization
p0095 A82-20337
Filtration properties of receptive fields of
visual-cortex nenrons
P0107 A82-21470
A histochemical investigation of the microvascular
effectors regulating the supply of blood to the
cerebral cortex
p0112 482-21744
Acute experimental emotional stress in rabbits
/physiological and cytochemical aspects/
p0119 482-21825
The sensitivity of silent and spontaneously active
cat cerebral cortex nenrons to anoxia
p0195 A82-26751
/H-3/-noradrenaline release potentiated in a





Some mechanisms of central inhibition
p0209 182-28456
The effect of decimeter waves and sinusoidal
modulated currents on the nuclear DH1 content of
cerebral nerve cells /Experimental study/
p0239 182-31509




Oltrastractural changes in the brains of rats
subjected to acute emotional stress
p0310 182-38558
Ion currents through a neuron membrane during the
injection of cyclic nucleotides
p0312 182-38588
neurons in cat visual cortex tuned to the
direction of motion in depth - Effect of
positional disparity
P03I8 182-39434
Spatial organization of the vestibnlar influences
on the cerebellar fastigial neurons of cats
p0320 182-40312
Changes in neurons of the spinal cord and spinal
ganglia under hypokinesia /neuromorphological
and histochemical investigation/
p0325 182-40494
The influence of afferent visual impulses on the
morphological and biochemical parameters of the
development of the neurons of the visual, motor,
and parietal cerebral cortices
p0369 182-42636
The mechanism of action of laser radiation on the
somatic membranes of neurons
pOalO 182-46707
The reactions of the cat auditory cortex neurons
to the electrical stimulation of nerve fibers
which innervate the receptor cells of different
parts of the organ of Corti in the cochlea
p0411 182-46725
Electrode unit for testing human H reflex
p0127 N82-16728
The interaction of Purkinje cells, capillaries and
glia in the cerebellar cortex of normal and
hypokinetic cats
[NlSl-ra-76882] p0382 H82-30873
Biogenic monoamime content of the ganglia in the
autonomic nervous system of rabbits during acute
experimental emotional stress
[N1S1-IH-76900] p0383 H82-30875
Chromatin of rat brain neurons and nucleic acids
of muscles as related to localization of
decimeter waves during exercise
p0387 N82-30908
BN1 accumulation in the body of neurons as an
indicator of their functional deafferentation
[HlSl-m-76850] p0389 H82-30922
In automated optical display system for visual
physiology experiments
[1D-11I6499] p0431 N82-34004




Heurophysiological bases for the effects of trace
elements Russian book
p0007 182-12223
The influence of scopolamine on the formation and
fixation of temporary connections in rats with
altered brain serotonin levels
p0026 182-15701
The effects of hyperventilation on BEG
alpha-rhythm depression induced by a suggested
visual representation
p0052 182-16801
Possible model representations of the
neurophysiological mechanisms for the analysis
of the direction and speed of a moving visual
object
p0053 182-16807
Cat medial pontine neurons in vestibnlar nystagmus
p0065 182-17443
Is transmission between the vestibnlar type I hair
cell and its primary afferent chemical
p0065 182-17444
Circnlarvection - Psychophysics and single-unit
recordings in the monkey vestibnlar effects
of rotation
p0066 182-17449
Visual mossy fiber inputs to the flocculus of the
monkey
P0068 182-17464
(lossy fiber activation of the cerebellar flocculus
from the visual system
P0068 182-17465
1 hypothetical explanation for periodic
alternating nystagmus • Instability in the
optokinetic-vestibular system
p0069 182-17474
The healthy and the diseased human brain
Russian book
p0087 182-18872
The myenteric plexus - Basic principles of
modeling neuronal organization
p0095 182-20337
The structural and functional organization of the
ventrolateral nucleus of the thalamus
p0107 182-21455
Filtration properties of receptive fields of
visual-cortex neurons
p0107 182-21470
The circadian rhythm of activity of adrenergic
nerve fibers in the dura mater of rats
pOI 12 182-21743
Heuronal-glial alterations in the cerebral cortex
of animals under the influence of white noise
pOI 14 182-21769
Comparative neurophysiological characteristics of
cold and caudate tremors
pOIIS 182-21790
Respiratory regulation Russian Book
pOI39 182-22400
Theories of vigilance - 1 modern perspective
p0146 182-22964
Reactive changes in autonomic synapses upon
freguency electrostimulation
p0152 182-23263
Technigue for the self-stimulation of subcortical
structures in immobilized rats based on
biofeedback
pO!55 182-23290
Henrohnmoral regulation of microcirculation in
ischemic illness
p0159 182-24493
Neuromorphological evidence of individual
differences in human vision
p0159 182-24500
The functional state of the segmental apparatus of
the spinal cord in humans during local work
after a short period of rest
POI60 182-24501
analysis of the electrographic correlates of
thought activity
p0165 182-24832
Experience with the application of the method of
evoked potentials in psychophysical studies
p0168 182-24908
analysis of operator speed by means of
neurophysiological methods
p0168 182-24909
Dltrastructnral organization of II and 1IV zone
projections of the cat auditory cortex to the
posterior collicnli of the tecturn opticnm
p0189 182-25718
neurophysiological basis for determining the
biological significance of acoustic stimuli
pOI89 182-25719
Nutrients that modify brain function
p0189 182-25722
General characteristics of the development of the
body's reaction to eiternal stimuli
p0201 182-27747





/H-3/-noradrenaline release potentiated in a
clonal nerve cell line by low-intensity pulsed
magnetic fields
p0207 182-28099
Some neurophysiological correlates of visual
perception
p0209 182-28455
The effect of decimeter waves and sinusoidal
modulated currents on the nuclear OKI content of




Local cerebral glucose utilization in non-rapid
eye movement sleep
p0264 A82-34831
Kainic acid as a tool in brain research
p0278 482-35662
Onega potential: Quantitative index of states of
brain and organisn structures. I - The
physiological significance of the Onega
potential when it is recorded froa deep
structures and fron the scalp
p0282 482-35834
The inpnlse activity of neurons in the nodose
ganglion during acute hemodynamic and
respiratory disorders
p0309 A82-38546
A net hod of evaluating the functional state of the
central nervous system of a person performing work
p0311 482-38579
Spatial organization of the vestibular influences
on the cerebellar fastigial neurons of cats
p0320 482-40312
Central nervous dysfunctions after near-miss
accidents in diving
p0321 482-40443
The correlations of the central nervous system and
thyroid functions in conditions of chronic
enotional stress
p0322 482-40453
Statistical analysis of nearonal impulse activity
in the diencephalon during
innobilization-produced emotional stress in rats
p0323 482-40467
Changes in neurons of the spinal cord and spinal
ganglia under hypoKinesia /neuromorphological
and histochemical investigation/
p0325 482-40494
4ge changes in the cerebral cortex of humans and
cats /4 comparative electron-microscopical
investigation/
P0325 482-40496
Higher integrative systems of the brain
Bussian book
p0326 482-40642
Heurochenical mechanisms of learning and memory
Bussian book
p0326 482-40646
Optimizing conditions for athletic activity with
an allowance made for neurodynamic peculiarities
/using bicycle sports as a model/
p0344 482-41503
Individual features in the organization of the
human endocrinal system
p0369 482-42631
Beurophysiological mechanisms of the compensation
of motor disturbances in the presence of lesions
of the pyramid system /An electromyographic
analysis/
p0369 482-42635
Threshold aodels of spatial vision
p0371 482-43230
The morphology of the connections of the cortical
vestibular zone Bussian book
p0372 482-43611
Phase analysis of dynamics of galvanic skin
responses in man
p0357 H82-29861
Heurochemical background and approaches in the
understanding of motion sickness
[H4S4-CB-3569] p0358 H82-29865
OSSB report: Life sciences. Effects of
nonionizing electromagnetic radiation, no. 6
CJPBS-81300] p0386 N82-30899
Hechanism of biological effects of magnetic fields
P0387 882-30903
Formation of systemic adaptation reactions in
static magnetic fields
p0387 H82-30904
Possible use of aagnetobiological effects ic
nenrosnrgery
p0387 H82-30905




Hodels of a functional lapse in one hemisphere and
of the neuropharmocological effects on the deep
structures of the brain
p0094 482-20325





Correlation of behavioral rest-activity phases and
the characteristics of the spatial organization
of cortical potentials in the case of
experimental neurosis
pOI55 482-23291
Clinical characteristics of neurotic disorders in
feaale long-distance telephone operators
p0187 482-25697
The tolerance to physical loads in women daring




Similar genes for a mitochondrial STPase subunit
in the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes of
Henrospora crassa
P03I4 482-38698
Preliminary characterization of persisting
circadian rhythms during space flight:
Neurospora as a model system
p0174 B82-18266
BEOBOTBABSBITTEBS
Neurotrophic factor - Characterization and partial
purification
p0026 482-15698
Effects of the diet on brain function
p0058 482-16942
Bechanisms for the regulation of the intracellular
calcium distribution
P0115 482-21774
Nenrotransmitter mechanisms in the nucleus
accumbens septi and related regions in the ra*
brain
CHDBE/POBL-81/1001] p0031 B82-12738
Beurotransmitter function in the basal ganglia





Cadmium analysis in vivo neutron activation
analysis, tissues
[F04-C-40126-i4(C3) ] pOOlD B82-107I5
Applications of unclear technigues for in vivo










Absence of the additive effect in the combined
irradiation of Crepis capillaris seeds and
seedlings by gamna rays and neutrons
pOIII 482-21723
Beutron radiation dosimetry in high altitude
flight personnel
p032t 482-40444
The induction of reversions to prototrophy in
Escherichia coli cells under the influence of
neutrons and gamma radiation
p0404 482-45777
The nonadditive effects of neutron and gamoa
radiation on Ehrlich ascites tumor cells
p0411 482-46857
OSSB report: Life sciences biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 13
[JPBS-79639] p0082 B82-15763
BBDIBOB SOOBCES













SUBJECT I1DBI SOBLE GASES
BBBTOg-BAPHSOB HETBOD
A guasi-Nevton procedare for identifying








Binding of nickel /II/ to 5-prime-nucleoside
monophospbates and related compounds role in
origin of life
p0257 482-33278
Biological availability of nickel arsenides:
Toxic effects of particulate Ni5As2
[DB82-000580] p0391 S82-30932
BICOTIH1MIDB
The dynamics of the amount and several aspects of




Finger temperature after a finger-cooling test -
Influence of air temperature and smoking
p0256 182-32833
SIGHT
Effect of different runway sizes on pilot




Operational performance measures for carrier
landing - Development and application
p0146 A82-22960
Development and inflight testing of a multi-media
course for instructing navigation for night
nap-of-the-earth flight
pOI46 A82-2296I
Fuselage lights as a cause factor of vertigo in
night formation flight - Perceiving pattern of
fuselage light
p0227 482-28925
Landing airplanes, detecting traffic, and the dark
fozos experiments on pilot visual
misperception in darkness accommodation
p0406 482-46265
MIGHT ?XSIOH
The effects of age and ametropia on the dark focus
of visual accommodation
pOI»2 A82-22929
FATE LOW III - Interior lighting reconfiguration
for night lighting and night vision goggle
compatibility
p0405 A82-46261
Prevalence of astigmatism among aviators and its
limiting effect upon visual performance with the





Beference book for the Nitrogen Industry Worker,
volume 2 producing nitric acid and fertilizers
[AD-1113749] p0303 N82-27991
HITBILES
The Strecker synthesis in the primitive ocean
chemical evolution
p0099 A82-209I9
The polymerization products of
alpha-aminopropionitrile - The component
separation using cation-exchange resin
pOIOI A82-20934
The radiolysis of aqueous propionitrile -









Nitrogen supply system based on hydrazine
dissociation
[1SME P1PEH 81-ENAS-27] p0004 482-10914
Central venous bubbles and mixed venous nitrogen
in goats following decompression
p0019 A82-13234
The self-stimulation response in cats in a
nitrogen-oxygen medium under elevated pressure
P0024 A82-15351
Influence of 15-day alimentary starvation on human
tolerance to the breathing of pure nitrogen
P0027 182-15710
Ammo acids derivatives synthesis from nitrogen,
carbon and water by electric discharges
p0090 A82-20018
Preprototype nitrogen supply subsystem development
[ NASA-CR-166192] p0084 N82-15780
Genetic engineering possibilities for CELSS: 1
bibliography and summary of techniques
[NASA-CB-166306] p0219 N82-20876
Preprototype nitrogen supply subsystem development
[81S1-CB-166379] p0427 N82-32989
Development of nitrogen sensor for determination
























Bates of fixation by lightning of carbon and
nitrogen in possible primitive atmospheres
p0090 182-20016
Nitrogen compounds in carbonaceous meteorites - 1
reassessment
p0098 182-20909
Basic nitrogen-heterocyclic compounds in the
Hnrchison meteorite
p0209 A82-28284
Nitrogen compound levels in tissues of rat




Effects of short-term intermittent air pollutants
on incidence and severity of acute respiratory
disease: Data collection and guality assurance
[PB82-I29479] p0223 N82-21887
NITBOGEB BETIBOLISH
Features of metabolic disturbances in rat
myocardium under effect of alternating magnetic
fields of different parameters
pOI34 N82-17846
Metabolic changes in eiperinental animals as
indicators of biological effects of 50 Hz
electromagnetic fields
p0266 N82-24821
Nitrogen compound levels in tissues of rat







The effect of nitroglycerine on the functional
state of the left ventricle in patients with
acute myocardial infarction according to
ultrasonic studies of the heart
p0279 A82-35679
•ITBOUS OXIDES
Possible impairment of respiratory regulation
under hyperbaric nitrogen narcosis
p0349 N82-28964
8MB




BOCTOBNAL VABIATIOHS SOEJECT INDEX
HOCIDBBAL ViBIiHOHS
Dynamics of plant physiological activity daring a








NI JET 1IHCB4FT NOISE
The reliability of flight personnel daring the
operation of the Hi-4 helicopter
p0087 A82-19014
The effects of noise - A review on baaan
performance of complex tasks
pOIUI A82-22921
Influence of interactions of hearing and vibratory
sensations on the masking effect
p015! A82-23254
Noise and sense of hearing
p0080 N82-15747
Potential for interaction of low-level impulse and
continuous noise
[ A D - A I 0 9 4 3 0 ] p0222 N82-21883
Epidemiology feasibility study: Effects of noise
on the cardiovascular system
[PB82-ia7752] p0301 N82-27974
Epidemiology feasibility study: Effects of noise
on the cardiovascular system: Appendix B:
Annotated bibliography. Literature. The
effects of noise on the cardiovascular system
[PB82-I47760] p030l N82-27975
Epidemiology feasibility stady: Effects of noise
on the cardiovascular system. Appendix C:
Beview of non-noise related research of
cardiovascular disease
[PB82-I47778] p0301 H82-27976











State of the hearing function in diesel locomotive
crewmen
p0280 A82-35688
The landing signal officer - Auditory aspects
of aircraft carrier flight operations
p0284 A82-35910
Pathamorphological investigation of the mechanism
of cochlear damage caused by noise
p03!6 &82-3924I
Early clinical manifestations of vibration-noise
pathology in miners of Donets Basin
p0368 482-42616
Damage risk criteria for impulse noise
industrial deafness
[IZF-1980-26] p0035 H82-1277I
Beport on a visit to Canada of the 10-17 Hay 1980
Second International Symposium on Personal
Hearing Protection in Industry affects of
acoustic trauma
[BAE-TH-FS-377] p0225 H82-2I900
The effect of noise-induced hearing loss on the
ability to understand speech
[IZF-1981-11] p0273 N82-25783
Becommendations to avoid hearing damage during
firing of the a 198, FH70, H71 and FB77 toned
horvitzers
[IZF-1981-13] p0273 N82-25784
Statistical examination of hearing loss due to
gunfire noise and industrial noise:
Consequences for screening audionetry vith fixed
frequencies
[IZF-1981-20] p0273 H82-25785




Aircraft noise and speech communication
interference in JASDF air traffic control room
p0025 A82-15518
Cochlear analysis of sound intensity and some
mechanisms of auditory sensations
pOl 16 A82-2I792
Prediction of shifts in the radiation resistance
of animals under the influence of various factors
pOI54 A82-23288
The change in certain parameters of operator
activity under the influence of alcohol
pOI61 A82-24S13
Performance effects of noise intensity,
psychological set, and task type and complexity
p0237 A82-31389
Clinical features of the effect of factory noise
as a function of its type and spectral
characteristics
p0240 482-31519
A preliminary study on noise induced hearing loss
in serving aircrew of Indian Air Force
p0253 A82-32289
Bistoenzymological changes in experimental animals
exposed to variable noise
p0311 A82-38577
Alterations of histochemical organization in the
organ of Corti under the influence of chronic
noise
p0316 A82-39242
Experimental stady of the combined effect of noise
and acetone
p0368 A82-42612
The effect of general vibration combined with
intermittent noise on the human auditory function
p0368 482-112615
A physiological justification of allowable noise
levels in work involving heavy physical labor
under nervous stress
p0368 A82-42617
A study of the effects of fluctuation frequency on
adverse reactions to noise
[HPL-AC-97] p0224 882-21892
Becommendations to avoid hearing damage during




Methods for diagnosing hearing loss in workers
exposed to high noise levels in accordance vith
state standards
p0116 A82-21793
A study of the acoustic reflex as elicited by
selected environmental noise stimuli
pOI35 N82-17858
BOISE BETBHS
An investigation of the status of bone conduction




Hygienic standards for industrial noise
pOIIE A82-2I794
Clinical-physiological characterization of the
auditory-analyzer function of workers of various
occupations at the aikhailovskii concentration
mill
pOI60 A82-24503
Sole indices of the functional physiological state
of inspectors at a thermal pover plant
p016l A82-24515
The effects of noise on the physiological
condition of blood leucocytes
P0163 A82-24544
Boise and sense of hearing
pOOSO N82-15747
Han's adaptive reactions to acoustic parameters of
isolated habitats
p0271 N82-25773
Detailed research plan: Cardiovascular effects of
noise
[PB82-163379] p0391 N82-30934








Aircraft noise and speech communication




The effects of microphones and facemasks on LPC
vocoder performance
tlD-1107908] P0129 H82-16744
Beport on a visit to Canada of the 10-17 Hay 1980
Second International Symposium on Personal
Hearing Protection in Industry affects of
acoustic trauma
[BlE-TS-FS-377] P0225 N82-21900




Clinical features of the effect of factory noise
as a function of its type and spectral
characteristics
p0240 482-31519
attributing macroscopic fluctuations in aqueous
solutions of proteins and other substances to





Damage risk criteria for impulse noise
industrial deafness
[IZF-1980-26] p0035 H82-12771
Temporal integration of acoustic power for
interrupted stimuli at suprathreshold levels
p0135 H82-17856
4 study of the acoustic reflex as elicited by
selected environmental noise stimuli
p0135 H82-17858




Noise and vibration effects on vestibular and
visual functions in teenagers
p0113 182-21747
Physiological-hygienic substantiation of
admissible noise level in school rooms in a hot
climate
p0113 182-21749
Features of tbe reaction to noise of the spinal
capillaries of white rats
p0114 482-21767
Investigation of noise sickness
pOI59 £82-24494
1 basis for the optimal duration of work breaks in
the presence of noise of various intensities
during the course of a work shift
p0160 182-24510
Evaluation of the information content of the
clinical signs and the probability of noise
sickness
p0160 482-211511
4 comparative study of the effects of constant and
intermittent noise on the acoustic analyzer
p0163 A82-24543
Evaluation of certain indices used in experimental
and field conditions to detect the effects of
noise
pOISS 482-25703
Effect of white noise on the auditory cortex
ultrastructure in rats
p0188 182-25711
Effects of whole-body vibration and noise on the
toxicity and risk parameters of chemical
substances
P0191 182-25814
Effects of acoustic stress on rat sensorimotor
cortex morphology
p0202 182-27765
1 comparison of models to predict annoyance
reactions to noise from mixed sources
p0227 182-29168
Individual sensitivity to noise
P0240 182-31521
Noise and annoyance - 1 new methodology
P0289 182-37187
Achievements and possibilities in the research
being carried out to protect workers in the 11th
five-year plan from noise and vibration
p0311 182-38573
The combined effect of carbon monoxide and
total-body vibration on the organism
p0324 182-40475
Tritium oxide distribution and excretion kinetics
in the exposure of animals to noise
P0342 182-41463
The incorporation of P-32 into various sections of
the brain upon exposure to intermittent noise of
low intensity
p0342 182-41467
Effects of impulse noise on human beings: 1 pilot
study on annoyance ratings in the laboratory
[IZF-1981-9] p0267 H82-24825
Epidemiology feasibility study: Effects of noise
on the cardiovascular system
[PB82-147752] p0301 N82-27974
Epidemiology feasibility study: Effects of noise
on the cardiovascular system: Ippendix B:
Innotated bibliography. Literature. The
effects' of noise on the cardiovascular system
[PB82-147760] p0301 H82-27975
Epidemiology feasibility study: Effects of noise
on the cardiovascular system. Ippendix C:






Intercomparison of techniques for the non-invasive
measurement of bane mass
[DE81-029921] p0013 H82-11773
NOHBLECTBOLYTES
Facilitated diffusion of small non-electrolytes in
the human red blood cell
pOI35 N82-17855
•OBEQOILIBBIOB CONDITIONS




Non-linear effects connected with the spatial
vibrations of biomechanical systems
p0260 182-33763
Sensitivity analysis as an aid in modelling and
control of (poorly-defined) ecological systems
closed ecological systems
[N1S1-CB-166308] p0224 N82-21895
1 design methodology for nonlinear systems
containing parameter uncertainty: Application





The influence of a constant magnetic field on the
epileptogenic foci in the hippocampus of rabbits
p0323 182-40466
NOB1DBEH1LIHE
Functional condition of the rat sympato-adrenal
system during emotional and noclceptive stress
p0095 182-20335
Ictivation of snccinate dehydrogeaation in rat
liver by noradrenalin, clNP and acute cooling
p0112 182-21734
Changes in tbe level of catecholamines in the
noradrenaline-synthesizing structures of the rat
brain following immobilization
p0202 182-27764
/H-3/-noradrenaline release potentiated in a
clonal nerve cell line by low-intensity pulsed
magnetic fields
p0207 182-28099
Norepinephrine and enzymes of synthesis and
degradation thereof in the rat hypothalamus




Plasma norepinephrine response to exercise before
and after training in humans
pOOOS 182-11152
Free and conjugated catecholamines and metabolites
in cat urine after hypoxia
p0168 182-24913
Modification of training-induced responses by
repeated norepinephrine injections in rats
p0375 182-44142
Norepinephrine and enzymes of synthesis and
degradation thereof in the rat hypothalamus




BOBB4L DEBSITY FDBCTIOHS SUBJECT IHDEI
Stationary magnetic fields and reticolac
influences on adrenergic and cholinergic systems
p0126 H82-16725
Biogenic monoamime content of the ganglia in the
autonomic nervous system of rabbits daring acute
experimental emotional stress
[HASA-TB-76900] p0383 H82-30875
Epinephrine and norepinephrine concentrations in












Bhinopneumometric indicators daring repeated
antiorthostatic ezposares
p0029 A82-15719
Investigations of the vascular reactions or the
nasal mucous menbraoes of cosmonauts
p0419 A82-47576
Belationship between microflora and imoanity of







BOCLBAB ELECTBIC POSEB 6E8EBAIIOH
HI HOCLEAB POREB PLAHTS
HOCIBAB EZPLOSIOH EFFECT
Aircrev ionizing doses from radioactive dust cloud





HBB-imagery - A nev method of biophysical
investigation
p0200 182-27715
BBB imaging in medicine
p0231 482-29574
Ihe temperature dependence of the H-1 HBB spectrum
of hydrated collagen
p0313 A82-386I1
The chemical basis for the origin of the genetic
code and the process of protein synthesis
[HASA-CB-168748] p0220 B82-21868
Spin imaging equipment for small animal experiments
CISBH-95I-41-0420-I] p0293 B82-26951




OSSE report. Life sciences: Biomedical and






Badiation physics, biophysics and radiation biology
[DE8 1-025259] p0009 H82-10704
HOCLEAB POIBB PLAHTS
Baman factors and safety in nuclear power plant
operation
p0182 B82- 19843









Some computer applications and digital image









Dse of nuclear resonant scattering of Gamma rays







Blood serum nuclease activity in healthy persons
and patients with various hematological diseases
pOIIS 482-21813
BDCLEATIOB






The effects of space flight factors on the stress
reaction of the nuclear nucleic acids in the rat
liver
p0007 A82-12279
Are there structural analogies between amino acids
and nucleic acids
p0020 A82-13840
Nucleic acid and protein concentrations in rat
raphe nuclei neurons and gliocytes daring
complete sleep deprivation in the cylindrical
tretbahn
p0024 A82-15352
DNA and BNA synthesis in the isolated nuclei of
rat skeletal muscle fibers daring hypokinesia
p0024 A82-15353
A theory of the origin of life
p0091 A82-20023
Seduction of thionucleosides - A prebiotic pathway
to deoxyribonucleosides
pOlOO A82-20928
The dynamics of protein and nucleic acid content
in rat raphe nucleus cells after total
deprivation of sleep /in a rotating cylinder/
and selective deprivation of its paradoxical phase
pOUO A82-2I7I8
A model for protocellular coordination of nucleic
acid and protein syntheses
p0195 482-26583
The current status of BEH theory Random
Evolutionary Hits in biological molecular
evolution
p0208 482-28231
Distribution of nucleolar nucleic acids in
Purkinje cells under vestibular stimulation and
immobilization of rats
p0262 482-34686
Effects of space flight factors and artificial
gravity on deoxyribonucleoprotein in lymphoid
organs of rats
p0333 A82-40723
DBA and BNA synthesis in isolated nuclei of rat
skeletal muscles during hypodynamia >
[NASA-1B-76875] p0385 H82-30888
Chromatin of rat brain neurons and nucleic acids
of muscles as related to localization of
decimeter waves during exercise
p0387 H82-30908
Effects of +G sub x acceleration and adentron on







Bednction of thionacleosides - & prebiotic pathway
to deoxyribonncleosides
pOlOO A82-20928
Binding of nickel /II/ to 5-prime-nucleoside









SOBJECT IBDEX SOTHITIOHll BEQOIBBMEHTS
1 vocking hypothesis on the interdependent genesis
of nucleotide bases, protein amino acids, and
primitive genetic code
P0020 482-13839
Polymerization of serine gnanylate in the presence
of nontfflocillonite
p0102 182-20940
Evolving nacleotide binding surfaces
p0103 182-20954
Summary of evidence for an anticodonic basis for
the origin of the genetic code
p0104 482-20958
DNA-protein complex from an extreme halophile - 1
histone-like protein in archaebacteria
pOIOS 182-20970
Comparative bioseguence metrics molecular
evolution
p0208 482-28230
Binding of nickel /II/ to 5-prime-nacleoside
monophosphates and related compounds role in
origin of life
p0257 182-33278
Oligonucleotide formation catalyzed by
monouucleotide matrices
p0258 182-33284
Effect of thymalin on the systea of cyclic
nacleotides in the mouse spleen
p0262 182-34679
Ambiguity and the evolution of the genetic code
p0305 182-38120
The concentration of adenyl nucleotides and
creatine phosphate in the cerebral hemispheres
during different manifestations of stress
p0310 182-38560
Ion currents through a neuron membrane during the
injection of cyclic nucleotides
P03I2 182-38588
Similar genes for a nitochondrial ITPase subunit
in the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes of
Neurospora crassa
p0314 182-38698
Ligation of oligonucleotides by pyrimidine dimers
- 1 missing 'link* in the origin of life
p0317 182-39423
The content of clMP and cGHP in brain tissues
during adaptation to ischemia
p0320 182-40310
Molecular basis for the genetic code
p0339 182-41195
Cyclic nucleotides in tissues during long-term
hypokinesia
CN1S4-TM-76726] pOOII N82-11757
Changes in rat tissue deoxyribonncleoprotein and



























NT COHPUT1TION1L FLUID D7.N1HICS
NT DIFFERENCE EQ01TIOHS
NT ERROR 1N1LYSIS
NT FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY
NT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
NT MONTE C1BLO METHOD
NT NEITON-B1PHSON METHOD
Numerical methods for inferring evolutionary trees
[DE82-002295] p0248 N82-23971
NOMEBIC1L COHTROL
Bobot vith sense of touch
p006! 182-17133
Evaluating operator performance on automated
tactical systems
pOIHO 182-22908
Scheduling of parallel computation for a
computer-controlled mechanical manipulator
p0231 182-29672
lutomated visual field screening in the flying
Dutch population
p0408 182-46535
Initiation into the utilization of programmable
industrial robots: Grafcet graphic
engineering language
p0076 N82-14805
Methods for linking item parameters
[1D-1I05509] p0084 N82-I5779
NDTITIOB
Initiation of nutation in sunflower hypocotyls
P0333 482-40724






Treatment of CELSS and PCELSS waste to produce
nutrients for plant growth Controlled
Ecological Life Support Systems and Partially
Controlled Ecological Life Support Systems
[1SME PIPER 81-EN1S-I9] pD003 482-10907
Nutrients that modify brain function
P0139 182-25722
The role of intestinal nerves in the nutrient
induced intestinal hyperemia
p0137 N82-17869
CELSS scenario analysis: Breakeven calculations
[N1S4-CR-166319] p0250 N82-23982
•OTBITIOH
Effects of the diet on brain function
p0058 182-16942
The condition of several metabolic processes in
operators
pOI59 182-24491





Specialized acidophilic products for the
nourishment of athletes
p02«0 482-31514
The efficiency of the training of young athletes
when vitamins and trace elements are included in
their diet '
p0263 182-34693
The influence of a deficit of vitamins on immunity
/I review of the literature/
p0344 182-41504
Dynamic of nutritional status during simulation of
long-term aircraft flights
p0215 N82-20846
Application of Guided Inquiry System Technique
(GIST) to Controlled Ecological Life Support
Systems (CELSS)
[N1S1-CB-I66312] p0247 N82-22886
Nutritional and cultural aspects of plant species
selection for a controlled ecological life
support system
(NISl-CB-166324] p0250 N82-23985
Diet of crew in Salyut-6 orbital station
p0269 N82-25756
Biological value and shelf life of cultured dairy
products in the diet of cosmonauts
p0270 N82-25759
Effect of hypokinesia on man's nutritional status
p0270 N82-25760
Evaluation of engineering foods for Controlled




Influence of 15-day alimentary starvation on human
tolerance to the breathing of pure nitrogen
D0027 182-15710




HILOB BESIBS SOBJECt IBDBX
Hutrition and athletics
p0238 &82-3I502
The energy requirements of railway-bridge assemblers
p0240 A82-3I515
Energy requirements of workers at an oil field in
western Siberia
p0324 A82-40481
The role of nutrition in the changes of energy
metabolism daring stress
p032« A82-40482
Physical activity and human requirements for






In-flight diets and quantitative adequacy thereof
to pilot expenditure
p0130 H82-17813
Diet of crevs of three main expeditions aboard
Salyut-6 orbital station
p0130 B82-17815
Experimental study of high density foods for the
Space Operations Center
p0248 H82-23109
Plant diversity to support humans in a CELSS
ground based demonstrator
[HASA-CR-168918] p0268 H82-24833
Insects: A nutritional alternative
[HASA-CH-169056J p0298 882-26988
Plant diversity to support humans in a CELSS
ground-based demonstrator
[HiSi-CB-166357] p0303 H82-27988
USSR report. Space biology and aerospace
medicine, volume 16, no. 3, Hay - June 1982
[ JPBS-81197] p0347 H82-28949
Hetabolic distinctions related to intake of
low-calorie 'survival* rations consisting only
of readily assimilated carbohydrates
p0348 H82-289S3
aineral separation and recycle in a Controlled






Sigma-movement and Signa-nystagmns - A new tool to
investigate the gaze-pursuit system and
visual-movement perception in man and monkey
p0066 A82-17450
Telocity storage, nystagmus, and visual-vestibular
interactions in hnnans
p0067 A82-17460
nystagmus, gaze shift, and self-notion perception
during sinusoidal head and neck rotation
p0069 A82-17473
Effect of frontal-eye-field lesion on eye-head




Nystagmometry of optovestibular interaction
p0349 M82-28962




Hicrobial life in cold saline environments
p0106 A82-20974
OBLIQUEBBSS
Conditioned tilt naming - A modified absolute








BT EABTH OBSEBVATIOHS (FBOH SPACE)
HI VISDAL OBSERVATION






Psychophysical characteristics of perception and
bioelectric activity of the brain daring




Evidence relating subjective contours and
interpretations involving occlusion
[AD-A103925] pOOlO B82-10712








Genesis of ammo acids in the primeval sea -
Formation of amino acids from sugars and ammonia
in a modified sea medium
pOlOO &82-20925
OCEAB tBEBHAL EBEBGI COBVEBSIOB
OTEC biofouling, corrosion, and materials study
from a moored platform at Pnnta Tuna, Puerto Bico
[DE82-007037] p0347 B82-28947
Technical assessment of the prevention of
micro-fouling on OTEC heat-transfer surfaces
through the use of ultraviolet radiation
(DE82-005489]
 P0356 B82-29850
OTEC-I power system test program: Biofouling and
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p0283 A82-35907
Baroreflex regulation of hemodynamics under
ortbostatic effects /an investigation Kith a
mathematical model/
p0306 A82-38162
Orthostatic tests during cosmonaut selection
p0316 A82-38854
Changes in blood volume and response to
vaso-active drugs in horizontally casted primates
p0327 A82-40657
A new rat model for studies of hypokinesia and
antiorthostasis
p0331 &82-40706
Drthostatic tolerance and exercise response before
and after 7 days simulated weightlessness
p0334 A82-40731
Postural control related to the different tilting
body positions
p0334 A82-U0732
Analysis of transient cardiovascular response to
ortbostatic stress using noninvasive lethods
p0335 482-40740
Antiorthostatic hypokinesia and circulation in the
rat
p0335 482-40741
Suspension restraint - Induced hypokinesia and
antiorthostasis as a simulation of weightlessness
p0336 482-40744
The effect of body position and the administration
of a diuretic on the water-salt status and the
activity of the kidneys
p0372 482-43238
Question of redistribution of blood in orthostatic
position
pOI23 1182-16705
Jugular, right atrial pressure and cerebral
hemodynamics of healthy man submitted to
postural tests
p0131 N82-17825
Venous pressure as an indicator of circulating
blood volume
p0272 M82-25777
Regulation of cerebral circulation in erect position
p0348 882-28957
Percutaneous measurement of partial oxygen tension
and local blood flow in man during orthostatic
test
p0395 N82-31904
effects of prior physical exertion on tolerance to
hypoxia, orthostatic stress, and physical fatigue
[AD-4114741] p0432 N82-34009
OS CI Hi I JOBS
HI SELF OSCILLATIOH
An analytical approach for predicting pilot
induced oscillations
p0043 N82-13688
Influence of display and control compatibility on
pilot-induced oscillations
[H&SA-TP-1936] p0076 1182-14804
Effects on biological systems of electromagnetic
oscillations in millimeter range of wavelengths
pOI34 H82-17849
OSCILLATOBS
HI CATHODE BAI TUBES
OSHOSIS
Polyamines and plant stress - Activation of
pntrescine biosynthesis by osmotic shock
p0376 A82-44450






Badiographic evidence of disuse osteoporosis in
the monkey /H. nemestrina/
p0198 A82-26924
Skeletal abnormalities in rats induced by
simulated weightlessness
p0345 A82-41548
Osteoporosis in unsupported extremities
p0350 H82-28970
OTOLAHIBGOLOGI '
Some characteristics of the aerial evacuation of
the sick and otorhinolaryngologically injured
p0028 A82-15711
The functional condition of the ampullar apparatus
in Heniere's disease
p0092 A82-20308
Deontology in the practice of otorhinolarynqology
p0093 A82-20312
Vestibular dysfunctions in caisson workers
subjected to a combination of occupational hazards
p0187 A82-25689
Characteristics of pharmacotherapeutic
complications in otolaryngology /Review of the
literature/
p0369 A82-42628
Ear-nose-throat electrodiagnostic device for
determining the rheobase of human mucosa and skin
p0369 A82-42629
OTOLIIH OBGiHS
The otolith reflex and space perception in
cosmonauts
p0028 A82-15717
Investigation of the otolith apparatus in clinical
practice
pQ053 A82-16812
Hausogenic properties of various dynamic and
static force environments in space
p0058 A82-16938
Physiological mechanisms of the nystagmus produced
by rotations about an earth-horizontal axis
P0213 A82-17431
Dynamic characteristics of the otolithic
oculomotor system
p0064 A82-17433
Binocular connterrolling in humans with unilateral
labyrinthectomy and in normal controls
p0064 A82-17434
Ocular torsion on earth and in weightlessness
P0064 A82-17435
Hicrodisc gel electrophoresis in sodium dodecyl
sulfate of organic material from rat otoconial
complexes
p0070 A82-17482
Ocular torsion in the cat after lesions of the
interstitial nucleus of Cajal
P0070 A82-17484
Human orientation in space
C A I A A PAPEB 82-0422] p007i 482-17940
Investigation of the otolitbic membrane of the
utricle of the guinea pig
p0091 A82-2030I
A study in motion sickness - Saccular hair cells
in the adult bullfrog
p0416 A82-47280
DSSB report. Life sciences biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 12
[JPBS-79338] p0012 N82-11762
Otolithic reflex and space perception function of
cosmonauts
p0012 1182-11764
Measurements of vestibular function
p0180 1182-19826




The frequency of vestibular impairments in chronic
purulent medial otitis
p0029 A82-15718
Beissner's membrane and the spiral ligament in
normal rats and those treated with ethacrynic acid
p0055 A82-16833
Temporal bone characteristics in Heniere's disease
p0070 A82-1748I
Evaluation of the information content of the
clinical signs and the probability of noise
sickness
p0160 A82-24511
Significance of the rehydration rate of the inner
ear in the choice of method of surgical
intervention in the endolymphatic system in
Heniere's disease
P0261 A82-34473
Hormone levels in the blood of patients with
Heniere's disease and cochleovestibulopathies
p0262 A82-34475
Characteristics of brain electric activity in














Horphometrical investigations on the reproductive
activity of the ovaries in rats subjected to
immobilization and to motion activity
(HASA-TB-7683I] p0220 H82-21867
OXIDASE
Brain monoamine oxidase activity daring cold
adaptation and under the combined effects of
cold and hyperbaric oxygenation
p0090 482-19746
The effect of Ion temperature on the activity and
substrate specificity of monoamioe oxidases in
rat brain mitochondria
p0112 A82-21735
Snccinate dehydrogenase and cytochrome oxidase





net oxidation as a waste treatment in closed systems
[ASBE PAPBB 81-EN&S-22] p0003 482-10910
Clay-mediated reactions of HCN oligomers - The
effect of the oxidation state of the clay
p0099 A82-209I7
Formation of energy rich phosphate in Fenton's
reaction for prebiotic conditions
pOtOO 482-20922
Physical model of the initial stages of energy
transformation during oxidative phosphorylation
pOZOO A82-27738
Phosphorylating oxidation daring changes in
physiological condition
p0202 A82-27762
Change in protein-lipid interactions upon the
peroxide oxidation of blood serum lipoproteins
p0228 A82-29447
Bechanism for fluctuations in cell cycle duration
p0241 A82-3I529
The effect of denervation and tendotomy on
oxidative phosphorylation in skeletal muscles of
the rabbit and the resistance of phosphorylation
to uncoupling agents
p0307 482-38171
Chemical evolution. XL - Clay-mediated oxidation
jf diaminomaleonitrile
p0339 482-11196
Effect of dosed physical loading on biological
oxidation and bioenergy in liver and myocardium
p0370 A82-43046
The role of endogenous substances in creating a
background of enhanced resistance to
radioactivity. XIII - The effect of various
radiation protective agents on lipid peroxidation
ppUOU 482-45785
The possible mechanisms of lipid peroxidation in
rat liver daring the recovery period after
mechanical asphyxia
P0413 482-46883
Preparation and analysis of standardized waste




Hen data on reverse electron transport in the
respiratory chains of yeast mitochondria - The
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Experimental studies on the survival capacity in
the sealed environment. Ill
p0025 A82- 15515
Helanoidin polymers as possible oxygen sinks in
the pre-biotic oceans
pOlOO 482-20921
The use of oxygen as the test gas in the
determination of the closing volume of
respiratory ducts
P01I7 A82-21801
Theoretical analysis of optimal P50 for
maximizing oxygen unloading in hypoxia
p0230 A82-29568
The damaging effects of light on the retina - The
role of singlet oxygen and lipid peroxides
p0232 A82-29817
Oxygen toxicity and lung collagenons protein
[AD-4104702] p0033 H82-12756
Distinctions of regeneration of confined
atmosphere by means of photosynthesis of
unicellular algae
p0125 H82-16720
Cognitive performance, sleep quality and mood
daring deep oxy-heliuD diving
CBHP-1/81] p0389 H82-30920
OIIGBH BBEATHIBG
The self-stimulation response in cats in a
nitrogen-oxygen medium under elevated pressure
p0024 A82-15351
Determination of oxygen content in air on the
basis of meterological parameters /pressure,
temperature, and moisture/ in order to predict
the hypoxic effect of the atmosphere
pD162 A82-24534




Increased hemoglobin-oxygen affinity does not
decrease skeletal muscle oxygen consumption
p0006 482-11154
Betabolism and thermoregnlation during stages of
sleep in humans exposed to heat and cold
p0006 482-11157
Brain mocoamine oxidase activity during cold
adaptation and under the combined effects of
cold and hyperbaric oxygenation
pOQ93 482-19746
The role of extracellular 02 and CO2 tensions in
membrane mechanisms of cerebral arterial smooth
muscle regulation
p0090 A82-19747
Elevation of hypoxia resistance with the use of
gntimine
p0093 A82-20319
Pulse rate evaluation of the relative
physiological intensity of aerobic muscular work
P0094 482-20331
The effect of two years' training of aerobic power
and muscle strength in male and female cadets
pOI07 482-21678
Oxygen transport in dogs native to high altitudes
during exercise
pOIIO 482-21719
Dynamics of aerobic work capacity and changes in
the functional stability of the oxygen-supply
mechanism and hypophysical adrenocortical system
in skiers
p0187 282-25696
Characteristics of oxygen metabolism in patients
vith chronic ischemic heart disease during
physical exercise
p0190 A82-25806
Complex technique for studying the oxygen regimen
and hemodynamics of the oral mncosa under hypoxia
p0204 482-27789
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SD6JEC1 I8DBX OXYGEH SUPPLY BQOIPHBHI
Effect of sodium fluoroacetate on oxygen
consumption in rat and cat liver tissue and
skeletal ouscles
p0206 &82-27S08
Determination of the anaerobic threshold by a
noninvasive field test in runners
p0229 A82-29558
Delayed kinetics of respitratory gas exchange in
the transition from prior exercise
p0230 482-29561
Comparative physiological responses to exercise
stress
p0231 482-29571
Changes of the oxygen transport function of the
blood and some netabolic values in patients with
hypertension and chronic ischenic heart diseases
daring ecgoaetric exercise
p0279 482-35666
Seasonal variations of human cardiorespiratory
indices in the north
p0282 482-35838
Bohr effect and slope of the oxygen dissociation
curve after physical training
p0285 482-36032
Circadian changes in resting heart rate and body
temperature, maximal oxygen consumption and
perceived exertion
p0308 482-38268
The flavin-dependent consumption of oxygen in
mitochondria under illumination
P03I2 482-38589
Betabolic and cardiovascular adaptations in
trained hypophysectomized rats
p0340 482-41215
4 critical value for 02 transport in the rat
p0375 482-44141
The radiation sensitivity of animals exposed to a
modified gas environment. IT - 4 comparative
study of the effect of the respiration of pure
oxygen at normal pressures on the proliferating
activity of heoopoietic tissues and epithelial
cells of the small intenstine
p0404 482-45783
Oxygen exposure and extrapulmonary respiratory
tract ciliogenesis in adult male rats
P04I7 482-47340
Haxiaal cardiac function in sedentary normal men
and women - Comparison of age-related changes
P04I7 482-47376
In vivo leocine oxidation at rest and during two
intensities of exercise
p0418 482-47388
The physiological effect of lov-air-pressure anoxia
pOOBO H82-15748
The efficiency coefficient of the rat heart and
muscular system after physical training and
hypokinesia
[N4S4-TH-76843] p0245 B82-22868
The effects of varying exercise intensities and
durations on plasma high density













The accuracy of ventnri masks at altitude
p032l 482-40445





Oxygen deficiency in tissues and their blood supply
p0020 482-13700
The classification of hypoxic conditions
p0027 482-15708
Peroxidation of lipids in the liver and lungs of
rats during prolonged adaptation to the cold
P01I2 482-21736
Effects of pyrroxane and methylapogalantamine on
cerebral blood circulation and oxygen regime
P0115 482-21776
The energy supply of serotonin inactivation
processes in the lungs
p0186 482-25680
Characteristics of oxygen metabolism in patients
with chronic ischeaic heart disease during
physical exercise
pOI90 482-25806
Ventilation and acid-base eguilibrinm for upper
body and lower body exercise
p02IO 482-28482
Changes in the peroxide metabolism of
weight-lifters and wrestlers under the
conditions of systematic muscular activity
p0239 482-31505
Comparative study of the gas-transport
characteristics of models of an
extraerythrocytic oxygen carrier
p0262 482-34680
Change in plasma C4NP and catecholamines in men
subjected to the same relative amount of
physical work stress
p0284 482-35912
Exercise performance after ventilatory work
p0286 482-36037
Beactions of'0-18 exchange in the myosin systems
of skeletal, cardiac, and smooth muscles
p0313 482-38614
The participation of the lymphatic system ia the
resistance of an organisi to hypoxia
p0319 482-39793
Immobilization effects upon aerobic and anaerobic
metabolism of the skeletal muscles
p0332 482-40712
Relationship between muscle Q02 and fatigue during
repeated isokinetic contractions respiratory
capacities
p034Q 482-41216
Effect of dosed physical loading on biological
oxidation and bioenergy in liver and myocardium
p0370 482-43046
The superoxide radical and superoxide dismutase in
the free radical theory of ageing /Beview/
p0412 482-46876
Effects of various countermeasures against the
adverse effects of weightlessness on central
circulation in the healthy man
p0416 482-47331





Effects of low-intensity electromagnetic fields on
human and animal erythrocytes
p0351 N82-28974
Intracutaneous partial oxygen pressure (p02 sub
ic) in man during short-term space flights:
Results of joint USSE-GDR space flight
p0363 N82-30278
Respiratory adaptation to acute metabolic acidosis
in goats with ablated carotid bodies
[4D-4116657] - p0428 H82-33984
Oxygen transport to human tissues
[4D-4 115904] p0432 H82-34007
02IGEH PBODDCTIOH
Development status of a preprototype water
electrolysis subsystem
[4SHE P4PEB 81-EH4S-9] p0002 482-10897
4 new concept in life support systems - The NGL
molecular sieve oxygen generator
. p0156 482-23370





Oxygen generation subsystem for spacecraft
[4SHE P4PEB 81-EH4S-40] p0004 482-10925
O.S. Havy molecular sieve on-board oxygen
generation system - 4n update
p0024 482-14973
Check your oxygen oxygen supply equipment and
aircraft safety
p0073 482-18736
4 new concept in life support systems - The NGL
molecular sieve oxygen generator
p0156 482-23370
The effect of morphological adaptation of personal
flight equipment on the performance of oxygen
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OXT6BH SYSTBHS SDBJBCT IHDEX
systeas
p0408 £82-46312
BecomBended guidelines for oxygen self-rescuers.
Volume 1: Underground coal oining
[PB81-225872] p0015 H82-11782




0 OXYGBH SUPPLY EQOIPHEHT
OIISEH TBBSIOH
NT HYPOXEHI1
Steady-state vascular responses to graded bypoxia
in isolated lungs of five species
pOOIS A82-13231
The oxygen regioe of the huaan organism under
conditions of eitreae hypobaric hypoxia
p0027 &82-15709
Oxygen tension in albino rat abdominal cavity
organs in normo- and byperoxybaria
p0060 182-16969
variability of oxygen affinity of blood - Hunan
subjects native to bigb altutude
p0088 482-19493
The measurement' of oxygen and carbon dioxide
partial pressures in tissues by the gas depot
nethod
p0093 482-20318
1 combined method for the study of tissue
respiration under conditions corresponding to
natural gas homeostasis
P0093 A82-2032I
oxygen supply of the nuscle tissue in patients
with chronic ischemic heart disease during
graded physical loads
p0159 182-24496
High altitude and the oxygen dissociation carve of
hemoglobin Modifications in inter-heme
cooperativity
p0167 182-24844
Dynamics of brain cell oxygen tension and
electrical activity in the norm and in hypoxia
pOI86 182-25678
instrumentation simultaneously measuring carbon
dioxide excretion and oxygen uptake in humans
using titration methods
p0197 182-26819
Determination of the anaerobic threshold by a
uoninvasive field test in runners
p0229 182-29558
Hicrocirculation and oxygen tension in the rat
brain cortex during hemorrhagic shock
p0262 182-34683
Effects of high-G on ventilation/perfusion in the
domestic fovl
p0328 182-40672
1 guantitative analysis of transcntaneous oxygen
measurement
P0217 1182-20862
Determination of oxygen tension in the
subcutaneous tissue of cosmonauts daring the
Salyut-6 mission
[BlSl-fn-76793] p0217 H82-20864
percutaneous measurement of partial oxygen tension






Reactions of O-18 exchange in the ayosiu systems
of skeletal, cardiac, and smooth muscles
p0313 182-38614
Measurement of energy expenditure in humans by
doubly labeled water method
p04!8 182-47389
OIY6EH1TIOH
Variability of oxygen affinity of blood - Huaan
subjects native to high altntude
pOOSS 182-19493
The blood plasma protein spectrum of dogs under
treatment for hypoxia uith the membrane
oxygenator Sever-OHB
pOI52 182-23264
Effects of hyperbaric oxygenation on homocarnosine
metabolism in the brains of rabbits of various
ages
p0240 182-31526
Prevention of heart function abnornalities during
reoxygenation after ischemia by adaptation to
altitude hypoxia
p0322 182-40455
Study of the kinetics of oxygen saturation of
flaorocarbon emulsions blood substitutes
[ISSS-0077-5606] pOI78 H82-198IO
Enhanced benzoapyrene metabolism in hamster




Bigh altitude and the oxygen dissociation curve of




Cooets and the photochemistry of the paleoatmosphece
P0097 182-20866
Effects of long-term exposure to low levels of
ozone - 1 review
p0107 182-21676
Variation in plant response to ozone: &
conceptual model of physiological events
[DE81-029692] pOI23 H82-16701
Health effects of carbon monoxide and ozone
[PB82-114265] pO 137 N82-17866
Determination of the effects of material from
alternate energy sources on the upper
respiratory tract clearance mechanism. Part 1:
In vitro exposure to particulate pollutants.
Part 2: In vivo exposure to ozone
[PB82-I17037] p0178 H82-19811
Cabin ozone and tropopause definition
p0220 N82-2115I
Development and persistence of adaptation to ozone
exposure in ozone-sensitive Southern California
residents
[PB82-125899] p0223 N82-21889




Ozone exposure and pulmonary metabolic effects of
mediators and hormones
[PBS 1-222408] p0014 N82-11779








Potential applications of computer-assisted





Preventing disturbances to the structure of DH1 in
the cardiac mascle from emotional-nociceptive
stress by blocking beta-adrenoreceptors and the
peroxidation of lipids
p024l 182-31528




Lipid peroxidation and retinal damage under stress
p0262 182-34682
Functional condition of the heart mitochondria in
the dynamics of emotional and pain stress
p0344 182-41500
Transcntaneons electrical peripheral nerve
stimulation: Implications for neural control
nechanisms
P0032 H82-12749
Hen approaches to treatment of chronic pain: 1
review of multidisciplinary pain clinics and
pain centers
[PB81-240913] p0083 1182-15778









The cole of central gray matter in the activation




in evaluation of engineering contcol technology
foe spray painting
[PB81-243123] p0085 NB2-15789
Settlement of foaling organisms at the JITIBE
North Barnard Island caft site
[MBL-TH-450] p0220 N82-21870




Oltraviolet selection pressure in the Pcephanecozoic
ancient microorganism survival
pOIOS 482-20969
Emergence and radiation of multicellular organisms
p0148 482-22992




The mass extinctions of the late Hesozoic




Some potential blood flow experiments for space
[08-3490-1720] p0402 H82-32068
PARABOLIC FLIGHT
Ocular torsion on earth and in weightlessness
p0064 »82-17435
Rapid perceptual adaptation to high




The physiological response of antbropometrically
selected female military personnel to the test
parachuting environment
p0023 A82-14957
in investigation of ripcord pull force capability
of male and female skydivers for ripcords
located on the left main lift veb at chest level
p0024 A82-14959
Physiopathology and pathology of spinal ailments
in aerospace medicine






System to measure head motion daring parachute
opening shock
[41 AS PAPEB 81-2517] p0021 482-13314
Theories of the pathogenesis of fractures of the
spine
p0359 H82-29874
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NT ELECTBOH PARAMAGNETIC BESOHANCE
PARAHETEB IDEHTIFICATIOH
A quasi-Newton procedure for identifying
pilot-related parameters of the optimal control
model
p0044 082-13694
A data collection scheme for identification of
parameters in a driver model
p0044 H82-13696
Investigation of correlations between chemical





Methods for linking item parameters
[AD-A105509] p0084 H82-15779









Arterial C02 response to Ion levels of inspired
C02 in awake beagle dogs
p0197 A82-268I5
Theoretical analysis of optimal P50 for
maximizing oxygen unloading in hypoxia
p0230 A82-29568
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The radiobiological effect of alpha-emitting
radionuclides incorporated in the lungs. I - The






Hyocardial perfusion scintigraphy using a new












A measurement of the size distribution of
lipoproteins in the plasma of human blood
P03I3 A82-38603























Determination of the effects of material from
alternate energy sources on the upper
respiratory tract clearance mechanism. Part 1:
In vitro exposure to particnlate pollutants.
Part 2: In vivo exposure to ozone
rPB82-117037] p0178 N82-19811
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PABTICDLATB S&BELIHG SUBJECT IBDEX
PAHIICOLiTE SiBPLIBG
Carcinogenic effects of coal-conversion materials
[DE81-028108] p0076 H82-I4803
PABTITIOHS {H4THEHATICS)
Geometrical considerations in the separation of
biological particles by affinity partitioning
p0402 N82-32069
PASSAGEi&IS
Prosthetic occlusive device toe an internal
passageway
[H4S4-C4SE-BFS-2 5640-1] p0294 H82-26962
P4SSEHGEB AIBCBAFT
HI H-53 HELICOPTER
The nature and rate of occurrence of medical
emergencies on board Air France aircraft
p0314 482-38841
Psychological investigation of pilot behavior
daring integration of control systems in the
cockpit of passenger airliners German thesis
p0326 482-40560
PASSBNGBBS
Setting hygienic standards to be applied to
environmental standards pertaining to the
rolling stock of railroads and subway systems
p0311 482-38578








Surgical treatment of recurrent frontal sinus
bacotrauma - 4 case report
p0073 132-18743
Cardiovascular origins of heatstroke
pathophysiology - 4n anesthetized rat model
pOIOS 482-21687
Emotional stress as a factor in cardiovascular
disorders
p0117 482-21796
Pathogenesis and prevention of the hypoxic
contraction of the heart
p016<t 482-24552
Connection of motor regimen with morbidity in
workers
pOI87 482-25695
Clinical characteristics of neurotic disorders in
female long-distance telephone operators
pOI87 482-25697
Coagolopathy in miners with vibration sickness
pOI88 482-25704
The role of stress in the pathogenesis of ischemic
heart disease
P0279 482-35677
The detection of premorbid states and
cardiovascular diseases during medical
examinations of seamen
p0309 482-38553
Pathamorphological investigation of the mechanism
of cochlear damage caused by noise
p03!6 482-39241
Echocardiographic characterization of heart
hypertension
p03!9 482-40307
The toxic properties of rabbit and dog sera under
controlled hyperthermia
p0322 482-40458
Application of laser therapy to patients with
osteoarthrosis deformans
p0343 482-41475
Functional conditions of the brain and cerebral
pathology
p0369 482-42634
Comparative analysis of the biological effects of
electromagnetic radiation. II - Eye damage.
Cataractogenesis
p0371 482-43222
Immune complexes and atherosclerosis
p04IO 482-46714
The sympathico-adrenal and the hypophysial-adrenal
systems in the pathogenesis of the post-ischemic
syndrome
p0410 482-46717
Prevention of staphylococcal infections during
space flights
pOI30 H82-I7818




Bypoxic vasoconstriction and fluid filtration in
pig lungs
pOOIS £82-13226
Harmful effects of temperature under conditions of
elevated pressure in a helium-oxygen environment
p0027 482-15706
Prevention of hypoxic heart damage by the use of
oxypyridine-class antioxidants
p0055 482-16821
Horphology of experimental pnenmoconiosis arising
from the effects of lunar soil
p0055 482-16824
The effects of heat stress on the morphogenetic
potencies of the nephron epithelium
p0055 482-16825
Physiology and pathology of respiration and means
of correcting oxygen deficiencies in an organism
/Heeting of the Interdepartmental Commission on
the Coordination of Studies in Medicine of the
4cademy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR and the
Ministry of Health of the Ukrainian SSR/
p0092 482-20303
Changes in the posture of healthy rats after the
intracranial introduction of brain extracts from
animals with experimental vestibnlopathy
pOISI 682-23257
Phosphorylating oxidation during changes in
physiological condition
p0202 482-27762
An analysis of the risk of human cardiac damage
during +Gz stress - 4 review
p025l 482-32001
The pathophysiology, presentation, and triage of
altitude-related decompression sickness
associated with hypobaric chamber operation
P0253 4.82-32012
Possibility of evaluating radiation injury to skin
on the basis of changes in its functional state
p0278 482-35655
Kechanisras of the development of hypersensitivity
to strophanthin in experimental myocardial
infarction and its pharmacological correction
p0280 482-35683
Horphological and functional factors contributing
to a hypertonic heart
p0310 482-38557
Delayed effects of the internal irradiation of
endocrine system in female rats
p0311 482-38582
Early clinical manifestations of vibration-noise
pathology in miners of Donets Basin
p0368 482-42616
Comparative analysis of the biological effects of
electromagnetic radiation. II - Eye damage.
Cataractogenesis
p0371 482-43222
Hechanisas of the damaging effect of light on
retinal photoreceptors
p0371 482-43233
Betabolism of the myocardium in the case of
ischemia /Beviev of the literature/
p0409 482-46702
Hinor peptides under normal and pathological
conditions
p0420 482-48214
The sequence of the pathomorphological reactions




An investigation of the ultrasound hemolysis of
normal and pathological erythrocytes
p0419 &82-48204
PATIEHTS
Physical and physiological features of long-range
flight and its impact on patients
p0087 482-19012
Besults of the treatment of patients with chronic
bronchitis at health resorts in contrasting
climatic zones during different seasons
P0192 482-25825
Bemodynanics and external respiration in patients




Diagnosis and organization of the therapy of
patients vith disorders of blood circulation in
the brain
p0310 482-38559
The effect of potassiun orotate on the metabolism
of certain vitamins in patients vith fractures
of the long tubular bones
p03IO A82-38563
Intrahemispherical relations of EEC slov-vave
components in patients with local brain lesions
p0324 482-401)72
the significance of the bicycle ergoueter test for
evaluating the work capacity in patients vith
hypertension
p0324 482-40477











Principles of feature integration in visual
perception
p0055 A82-16892
Is recognition accuracy really impaired when the
target is repeated in the display
p0056 182-16893
Item recognition as a Performance Evaluation Test
for Environmental Eesearch
p0143 A82-22934
Finding a needle in a haystack when you've never
seen a needle - A human factors analysis of SETI
p0144 A82-22950
Bivariate response distributions in visual
detection and discrimination
p0144 A82-22951
Recognition of VDU presented colors by color
defective observers Visual Display Unit
p0146 A82-22966
A model of human decisionmaking in multiple
process monitoring situations
p023t 482-2967)
Recognition of thermal images - Effects of
scan-line density and signal-to-noise ratio
p0254 A82-32529
I he roles of axes of symmetry in orientation
illusions
p0259 A82-33749
Simulation of tvo forms of eye motion and its
possible implication for the automatic
recognition of three-dimensional objects
p0277 A82-34965
A procedure for the analysis of nystagmus and
other eye movements
p028U A82-359I1
Perceptual discriminability as a basis for
selecting graphic symbols
p0289 A82-37186
A computational theory of visual surface
interpolation
CAD-AI0392I] pOOlO V82-10710
The efficiency of detecting tribar patterns
modulated in random dot density
[IZF-1980-25] p0036 H82-12779
Structure of the knowledge base for an expert
labeling system
p0047 H82-13723
Performance tests for repeated measures: Horan
and computer batteries
[AD-AHS068] p0392 N82-30941
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Activation of lipid peroxidation during stress in
Ban, evaluated according to the content of
pentane in expired air
p0367 A82-42600
PBiTOBABBITAL SODIOB
Alterations in responses to drugs of atria from




Effect of polynucleotides on the dimerization of
glycine abiological protein synthesis in
primitive earth conditions
p002t A82-13843
Parameters of the interaction of bradykinin vith
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a new work-rest regime for seamen
p0113 A82-21748
Predicting the potentials of young swimmers based
on clinical and physiological data
P01I8 482-21814
Certain characteristics of the physiological basis
of work-rest regimes for rolling mill operators
POI60 A82-24506
Some indices of the functional physiological state
of inspectors at a thermal power plant
pOI6l 482-24515
Characteristics of the functional state of health
p0161 A82-24520
Physiological and hygienic characteristics of the
work of open-hearth steel smelters
pOI87 A82-25700
Physiological, hygienic and psychological
questions in the adaptation of sailors to
conditions of year-round arctic navigation
p0206 A82-27805
Evaluation of human operator reliability according
to physiological data
p0236 A82-31155
Bethod for improving the reliability of the
recognition and classification of worker
physiological condition in problems of work
physiology
P0236 482-31156
Problems of human biology in Polish polar research
p0251 482-31837
Sympathetic and parasympathetic cardiac control in
athletes and nonathletes at rest
p0286 A82-36041
Diurnal dynamics of the indicators of the capacity
for physical work and of physiological functions
p0342 482-41460
Telemetry methods for monitoring physiological
parameters
p0345 482-41551




SUBJECT IHDBZ PHYSIOLOGICAL BESPOHSES
I he content of the luteinizing hormone in the
hypothalamus depending on the physiological
condition of rats
p0412 482-46877
Sensitivity analysis of physiological factors in
space habitat design
[I»F PAPEB 82-179] p0414 A82-46975
Presentation of 'echography' experiment for







Evaluation of abnormal exercise electrocardiogram
in apparently healthy subjects - Labile
repolarization /ST-T/ abnormalities as a cause
of false positive responses
pOOOl 482-10631
Variations in normal electrocardiographic response
to treadmill testing
pOOOl &82-10632
Glucocorticoid receptors and metabolic
disturbances in the liver and heart during
immobilization
p0002 A82-10750
Frequency analysis of EEG in rats during the
preconvulsive period of 02 poisoning
pOOOS 182-11029
Body fluid and hematologic changes in the toad
exposed to 18 h of simulated high altitude
pOOOS A82-11151
Factors determining temporal pattern of isobaric
supersaturation in tissue blood gas
transport models of bubble production
p0006 482-11153
The significance of the respiratory minute volume
iniex in the evaluation of vestibular stability
p0006 482-11697
I he effects of space flight factors on the stress
reaction of the nuclear nucleic acids in the rat
liver
p0007 A82-12279
The effect of adrenergic substances on cardiac
activity and brain electrical activity in the
rabbit under hypoxia
p0007 A82-12299
Changes in the heat resistance of rats under
various regimes of cold adaptation
p0018 &82-12952
Effect of exhaustive exercise on myocardial
performance
p0018 482-13228
Effects of rib cage or abdominal restriction on
lung mechanics
pOOIS 482-13229
Steady-state vascular responses to graded hypoxia
in isolated lungs of five species
p0018 A82- 13231
Pulmonary injury in rats following continuous
exposure to 60X 02 for 7 days
p0019 482-13232
&CTH and cortisol responses to hypoxia in dogs
p0019 A82-13235
Artificial hypobiosis as a stable functional state
of reduced vital activity
p0020 A82-13699
Diurnal variation in vigilance efficiency
p0022 A82- 14275
Cardiovascular responses to mixed static and
dynamic exercise
p0022 A82-14803
The physiological response of anthropometrically
selected female military personnel to the test
parachuting environment
p0023 A82-14957
The self-stimulation response in cats in a
nitrogen-oxygen medium under elevated pressure
p0024 A82-15351
Nucleic acid and protein concentrations in rat
raphe nuclei neurons and gliocytes during
complete sleep deprivation in the cylindrical
tretbahn
p0024 A82-15352
DN4 ind BHA synthesis in the isolated nuclei of
rat skeletal muscle fibers during hypokinesia
p0024 A82-15353
Performance changes during exposure to »Gz stress
p0025 A82-15517
EEG-correlates of training in the voluntary
control of heart rate in man
p0026 A82-15703
Dynamics of plant physiological activity during a
light interruption of the dark period of the day
p0027 A82-15705
The oxygen regime of the human organism under
conditions of extreme hypobaric hypoxia
p0027 A82-15709
The nature of induced EEG activity in the
alpha-rhythm range
p002B A82-15713
Mechanisms of temporal discrimination in the
visual analyzer
P3028 A82-15714
Functional characteristics of the pilot
hypothalamus-hypophysis-adrenal cortex system
p0049 A82-16275
The reorganization of EEG structure during
adaptation to the Antarctic
P0053 A82-16810
Investigation of physiological compensation
processes following the surgical destruction of
the labyrinth
p0053 A82-16811
Damage and repair of heart muscle DNA during
emotional-pain stress
P0055 A82-16822
An overview of the endocrine and metabolic changes
in manned space flight
p0057 A82-16935
The effects of operator activity on the diurnal
rhythm of physiological functions
p0061 A82-17142
Vestibular and oculomotor physiology; Proceedings
of the International fleeting. New York., NY,
September 22-25, 1980
p0063 A82-17426
Directional sensitivity of individual vertebrate
hair cells to controlled deflection of their
hair bundles in frog vestibules
p0063 A82-17427
Phasic components of frog semicircular canal
p0063 A82-17430
Physiological mechanisms of the nystagmus produced
by rotations about an earth-horizontal axis
p0213 A82-17431
Effects of gravity on rotatory nystagmus in monkeys
P0213 A82- 17432
Dynamic characteristics of the otolithic
oculomotor system
p0064 A82-17433
Nonlinear characteristics of single neurons in the
vestibular nuclei
p0064 A82-17438
Some thoughts about the three neurons in the
vestibular ocular reflex
p0065 A82-17442
Cat medial pontine neurons in vestibular nystagmus
p0065 A82-17443
Vestibular habituation in man and monkey during
sinusoidal rotation
p0066 A82-17453
Patterns of vestibular and neck responses and
their interaction - A comparison between cat
cortical neurons and human psychophysics
p0067 A82-17456
Early directional influence of visual motion cues
on postural control in the falling monkey
p0067 A82-17459
Human vertical fusional response under open and
closed loop stimulation to predictable and
unpredictable disparity presentations
p0071 A82-17571
Effects of vasopressin administration on diuresis
of water immersion in normal humans
pOOBB A82-19491
Orthostatic fluid-electrolyte and endocrine
responses in fainters and nonfainters
pOOSB A82-19492
Variability of oxygen affinity of blood - Human
subjects native to high altutude
p0088 A82-19493
Alterations in responses to drugs of atria from
white rats acclimated to hypobaric hypoxia
p0089 A82-19497
A-277
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Vestibular responses of neurons in the feline
anterior snprasyivian gyrus and their
interaction with responses to acoustic and
facial stimuli
p0092 A82-20309
Special and clinical physiology of hypouc states
p0093 682-20317
Contractile dysfunction of vascular vail smooth
muscle under emotional nociceptive stress
p0094 A82-20322
The significance of airflow resistance to changes
in responses to increasing hypercapnia
p0094 182-20327
Parameters of the interaction of bradykinin with
cardiovascular system receptors
p0095 A82-20332
Functional condition of the rat synpato-adrenal
system during emotional and nociceptive stress
p0095 A82-20335
Regional distribution of cardiac output in
nnanesthetized baboons during +Gz stress with
and without an anti-G suit
pOIOS S82-2I68I
Acceleration induced voltage variations in the
electrocardiogram during exhaustive simulated
aerial combat maneuvering
pOIOS A82-21683
Adaptation to high-altitude hypozia at different
ambient temperatures /before and during
adaptation/
pOIIO A82-21715
netaboli: change in test animals as an indicator
of the biological effect of an electromagnetic
field having a freguency of SO Hz
p0114 A82-217S8
The morphology of the lungs of dogs whose movement
is completely restricted
pOII4 A82-21765
Features of the reaction to noise of the spinal
capillaries of white rats
pOII4 A82-21767
Lysosomes under conditions of stress
pOIIU A82-21770
Adaptogenic effect of mebicar during emotional
stress, exercise, and hypoxia
pOIIS A82-2I780
The effect of cholinomimetics on the development
of hypothermia
pOIIS A82-21781
Ihe effects of emotional activation on the spatial
synchronization of human brain biopotentials
pOI16 A82-21785
Coordination of processes in the hierarchic
structure of the visual analyzer
pOI16 A82-2I788
Types of spontaneous discharges in muscle receptors
pOI16 482-2 1789
Acute experimental emotional stress in rabbits
/physiological and cytochemical aspects/
pOH9 A82-2182S
Compirative study of several physiological
parameters in the evaluation of functional
condition in nurses
pOII9 A82-2I826
Erythrocyte indices during a competitive marathon
p0120 A82-21932
Enzymatic capacities of skeletal muscle - Effects
of different types of training
pOI2l A82-22248
In vitro Ca-45/*+/ uptake and exchange by
otoconial complexes in high and low K/+/Ha/+/
fluids
pOI2l A82-22249
Perception and performance in the heat
p0143 A82-22940
Changes in the activity of monoaminergic systems
of the brain under conditions of adaptation to
high altitude
p<M49 &82-2314Q
Phase characteristics of the response of the
hypophysal-adrenal system under high-altitude
conditions
pOISO 482-23166
Ihe effects of cutting or of stretching skeletal
muscle in vitro on the rates of protein
synthesis and degradation
pOISO 482-23244
Phase phenomena in the vestibular analyzer -
Vestibnlar recruituent
pOISI A82-232S6
The use of correlation analysis for the detection
of signs of changes in the physiological
condition of workers exposed to vibration
pOI60 A82-24509
Horphofnnctional changes in the rabbit myocardium
during chronic solar thermal overheating
p0161 A82-24S16
Chronobiological aspects in the science of health
resorts and physiotherapy
p0162 A82-24536
Individual variability in reaction norms and
population adaptation tadpole growth in
various environments
POI62 A82-24537
The effects of noise on the physiological
condition of blood leucocytes
p0163 A82-24544
Horphometric analysis of nltrastructnral changes
in the skeletal muscles during physical exercise
in acute and chronic experiments
p0163 A82-24S49
A mechanism for the stimulation of the immune
response under the influence of high ambient
temperature
pOI64 A82-24557
The biological significance of physiological
hypoxemia
p0164 A82-24558
Autonomous, biotechnological means for the
continuous monitoring and correction of
physiological systems
pOI65 A82-24834
Han in weightlessness - Physiological problems,
clinical aspects, prevention and protection
pOI67 482-24846
Objective sensometrics on the basis of the
alpha-rhythm block reaction
P016B A82-24907
Ventilatory responses at rest and during exercise
in marathon runners
p0169 A82-24919
Current gnestions in the problem of flight crew
fatigue
pOI70 A82-25188
Systemic mechanisms of emotional stress
Bussian book
p0170 A82-25231
Corrective saccades - Effect of shifting the
saccade goal
p0185 A82-25647
Intraretinal' recordings of slow electrical
responses to steady illumination in monkey -
Isolation of receptor responses and the origin
of the light peak
P0185 A82-25649
The influence of the seasonal factor and the
intensity of work on the basic physiological
functions of agricultural workers
P0186 A82-2568S
A bicycle-ergometer evaluation of the physical
adjustment made by patients after an inner
mitral commissurotomy
p0187 A82-25690
Clinical and epidemiologic analysis of ischemia
EKG responses to physical exercise in males
POI88 A82-25707
The significance of chemoreceptor stimuli for the
rate of switch-on and switch-off of the
respiratory response to physical exercise
p0188 A82-25713
Beflexometry as an additional method of
investigating hypoactivity in the thyroid gland
P0190 A82-25802
The permeability of the lymphatic vessels of the
muscles of the upper extremities in vibration
sickness
pOI90 A82-25804
Physiological, biochemical, and performance
responses to a 24-hour crash diet
POI92 A82-26229
The diving response in clinical medicine
pOI94 A82-26241
The physiology and hygiene of the individual
protection of man from the cold Russian book
P0194 A82-26522
Some physiological mechanises for the effects of
the hypothalanus on erythron
p0196 A82-26753
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Effect of breathing patterns on the perceived
magnitude of added loads to breathing
p0197 682-26813
Ventilatory adaptations to resistive loading
during wakefulness and non-HEfl sleep
p0197 482-26814
arterial CO2 response to low levels oi inspired
C02 in avake beagle dogs
p0197 682-26815
General characteristics of the development of the
body's reaction to external stimuli
p0201 482-27747
Phosphorylating oxidation during changes in
physiological condition
p0202 482-27762
Trace reactions and the ambient temperature
organism, organ and tissue thermoregulatory
reactions
p0209 482-28454
Some mechanisms of central inhibition
P0209 482-28456
The contribution of V. N. chernigovskii to the
development of diving physiology and medicine
p02IO A82-28457
Ventilation and acid-base equilibrium for upper
body and loner body exercise
p0210 682-28482
The medical and public health challenge of space
p0228 482-29266
Respiratory muscle fatigue after marathon running
p0229 482-29552
Acclimatization to dry heat - active men vs.
active noman
p0229 482-29553
Effect of acid-base status on the kinetics of the
ventilatory response to moderate exercise
p0230 482-29564
Body fluid and hematologic adjustments during
resting cold acclimation in rhesus monkey
p0230 482-29565
adjustments in metabolic heat production by
squirrel monkeys exposed to aicrouaves
p0230 482-29569
Belation of changes in autonomic reactions to the
effectiveness of mental activity under
conditions of emotional stress
p0236 482-31 158
in approach to the determination of the reflex
reactions of cardiac rhythm
p0237 482-31162
Reflection of individual characteristics of human
and animal higher nervous activity in the nature




Ihe biological and therapeutic effect of microwaves
p0239 482-31506
The state of vegetative functions with
hypertension under the action of decimetric
waves on the region of the brain /Experimental
stady/
p0239 482-31508
Dynamics of changes in animal body mass and
skeletal musculature under conditions of
hypokinesia '
p0241 482-31533
Electrophysiological studies of the
a'iditory-receptor function in the case of the
v bined injection of kanamycin and lasix
p0242 482-31537
Invest_j it.ion of the sensitivity of the vestibular
appp-.Mtos to galvanic-current stimulation
p0242 482-31541
Functional-morphological characteristics of
microvessels of the rat livar under kypokinesia
p0242 S82-3I545
Homen at altitude - Cardiovascular responses to
hypoxia
p0252 482-32009
Sex differences in cardiac responses to successive
apnea periods
p0252 482-32011
Central and peripheral inputs in sweating
regulation during thermal transients
p0255 482-32830
acute hypervolemia, cardiac performance, and
aerobic power during exercise
p0256 482-32836
Dynamics of cardiac, respiratory, and metabolic
function in men in response to step work load
p0256 482-32837
Increases in plasma beta-endorphin/beta-lipotropin
immunoreactivity after treadmill running in humans
P0256 482-32839
Effect of aerobic conditioning on cardiovascular
response to isometric exercise
p0256 482-32841
Modern problems of vibrations in the systems 'man-
machine-environment1
p0259 482-33752
Dynamic modeling and vibratory response of human
subjects in heave mode
P0260 482-33761
vibration defence of mm - Questions of modeling
p0260 482-33764
Bare cases of serious disturbances in cardiac
rhythm during a hypoxic functional test
p0280 482-35684
Classification of vestibular disorders as a
function of the phase of the disease and the
degree of vestibular compensation
p0280 682-35691
Physiological adaptations and maintenance of
vegetative honeostasis
p0281 482-35826
Human adaptation in arid regions
p0281 482-35828
Stages of the adaptation of human lungs in
conditions of the Far Horth
p0282 482-35829
The bioenergetics of erythrocytes in inhabitants
of the North
p0282 482-35831
Evaluation of the functional state existing ir. the
adaptation to high-altitude conditions
p0282 482-35836
Seasonal variations of human cardiorespiratory
indices in the North
p0282 482-35838
Dependence of reactions of the organism to
extremal factors on initial state
p0282 482-35839
Bate of change of physiological functions as an
index of the degree of adaptation
p0283 482-35840
Postural stability during slow-onset and
rapid-onset hypoxia
p0283 682-35906
6 procedure for the analysis of nystagmus and
other eye movements
p0284 482-35911
Splanchnic vasoconstriction in heat-stressed men -
Bole of renin-angiotensin system
p0285 482-36028
Parameters of ventilatory and gas exchange
dynamics during exercise
p0285 482-36031





Brain extracellular fluid pH and blood flow during
isocapnic and hypocapnic hypoxia
p0290 482-37930
Early reaction of the henopoietic organs depending
on the condition of the peripheral H-cholinergic
systems
p0307 482-38168
Physiological and hygienic analysis of the
response of young truck drivers to their work load
p03H 682-38567
Field sensitivity of the 'red' mechanism derived
from primate local electroretinogram
p0318 682-39431
approaches to the study of the
hypothalamus-pituitary gland relationship
p0319 482-39569
The physiological mechanisms of the arousal
response in animals under conditions of hypobiosis
p0320 482-40311
The changes in the concentration of free ammo
acids in muscles daring exercise
p0320 482-40314
6ntiaotion-sickness efficacy of scopolamine 12 and
72 hours after transderoal administration
p0320 682-40437
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Task categorization and the limits of human
performance in extreme heat
p0321 A82-40439
Ihecfflocegalation and the menstrual cycle
p0321 A82-40441
The effect of hyperactivation of the anterior
amygdaloid nacleas on heart activity daring
states of altered reactivity
p0322 A82-40454
Characteristics of human auditory evoked
potentials during the lateralization of a
•moving' auditory image
p0323 482-40465
The anti-stress role of the gamma-aninobntyric
acid system of the brain
p0323 A82-40468
The effect of the electrical stimulation of
afferent pathways on neurons in septal slices
p0323 A82-40469
Participation of the prefrontal cortex in delayed
spatial choice and differentiation of time
intervals in rhesus monkeys
p0323 A82-40470
Age changes in the cerebral cortex of hamans and
cats /& comparative electron-microscopical
investigation/
p0325 482-40496
The early reaction of the hemopoietic organs to
stress, depending on the condition of the
peripheral H-cholinergic systems
p0325 A82-40499
The effect of products erythrocyte destruction on
immnnological processes
p0325 482-40500
Computer simulations of postural change, water
immersion and bedrest - &n integrative approach
for understanding the spaceflight response
p0327 A82-40659
Beceptors signaling gravity orientation in an insect
p0328 A82-40668
Effects of high-G on ventilation/perfusion in the
domestic fowl
p0328 A82-40672
A new rat model for studies of hypokinesia and
antiorthostasis
p033t A82-40706
Effect of immobilization of the excitatory
parameters of different type skeletal muscle
p0332 A82-40710
Alterations in beat loss and heat production
mechanisms in rat exposed to hypergravic fields
p0333 482-40718
Antonomic reactions in labyrinthectomized rabbits
during centrifuge acceleration
p0333 A82-40720
International Onion of Physiological Sciences,
Annual fleeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria,
September 29-October 2, 1981, Proceedings
p033S A82-40734
Analysis of transient cardiovascular response to
orthostatic stress using noninvasive methods
p0335 A82-40740
Suspension restraint - Induced hypokinesia and
antiorthostasis as a simulation of weightlessness
p0336 A82-40744
Besults of investigations of weightlessness
effects during prolonged manned space flights
onboard Salynt-6
p0336 &82-40750
Hechanisns of the effects of weightlessness on the
motor system of man
p0336 482-40752
Cardiac and cerebral vascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses in man
p0337 A82-40765
Response of rat body composition to simultaneous
exercise and centrifngation at 3.tig
p0338 A82-40766
Temperature and behavioral responses of squirrel
monkeys to 2Gz acceleration
p0338 A82-40774
Ventilatory and heart rate responses to hypoxia
and hypercapnia during sleep in adults
p0339 482-41206
Application of laser therapy to patients with
osteoarthrosis deformaos
p0343 A82-41475
Immnnological reactions to lipoproteins and
heparin in young men with a hereditary tendency
to atherosclerosis
p0343 A82-4I487
The use of biochemical monitoring methods in the
ergometry of patients with atherosclerosis
p0344 A82-41494
An on-line procedure for the extraction of
acoustically evoked potentials from the
electroencephalogram German thesis
p0365 A82-41688
Subjective response to whole-body vibration - The
effects of posture
P0370 A82-4283I
Individual features of the vegetative regulation
of body functions during the adaptation of
sailors in the tropics
p0370 A82-42996
Brain-stem auditory evoked potentials in persons
with normal hearing
p0371 A82-43234
Electrocardiographic correlates of emotional stress
P0371 A82-43236
Physiological mechanisms determining the
mechanical work of breathing for different types
of ouscular activity
P037I A82-43237
Thernogenesis and muscle activity during the
adaptation to cold Bussian book
p0372 A82-43610
The mechanisms of the development of the
cardiogenic vagosympathetic reflexes
p0373 A82-43631
Functional means for the regulation of heart
rhythm daring burst stimulation of the vagus
nerves
p0373 A82-43632
Variability in human response to whole-body
vibration - The effects of instructions
p0374 A82-43675
Aortic body chemoreceptor responses to dopamine,
haloperidol, and pargyline
p0375 A82-44136
Hormone response of normal and intermittent
cold-preadapted humans to continuous cold
P0375 A82-44137
Factors inducing periodic breathing in humans - A
general model
p037S A82-44I40
Protein kinase activity in liver of
heat-acclimated hamsters
p3376 A82-4414S
Effect of heat stress on cutaneous vascular
responses to the initiation of exercise
p0376 A82-44146
Steady state visual evoked potentials in the alert
primate
p0403 A82-45673
The early reactions of cells to ionizing radiation
and their role in protection and sensitization
Bussian book
p0404 A82-45772
The use of echocardiography for the evaluation of
flight fitness of pilots with cardio-vascnlar
anomalies in reference to four cases
p0407 A82-46309
Serna ferritin increases during deep saturation
dives
p0409 A82-46537
The nltrastructoral bases of cardiac insufficiency
p0409 A82-46703
The reactions of the cat auditory cortex neurons
to the electrical stimulation of nerve fibers
which innervate the receptor cells of different
parts of the organ of Corti in the cochlea
p041l A82-46725
Chromosome aberrations in myelocaryocytes caused
by the chronic action of tritium oxide at
various dose rates
p04ll 482-46856
Current views of anaphylaxis as one of the forms
of manifestation of the body's reactivity
p0413 A82-4689I
Side effects of cardiovascular drugs on the eye
p04!4 A82-46898
Human endocrine responses to acceleration stress
p0416 A82-47333




SOBJKCT IHOEX PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS
Influence of exercise intensity and duration on
biochemical adaptations in skeletal nuscle
p0417 182-47378
Cerebrovascular responses to C02 after inhibition
of sympathetic activity
p04!8 482-17380
Effects of salicylate and 2,4-dinitrophenol on
respiration and metabolism
p0418 182-47386
Daily in vivo neuromuscular stimulation effects on
immobilized rat bindlimb muscles
p0419 182-47390
The role of skin temperature in the control of
sweating in man
p0009 H82-10708
Gastrointestinal allergy in the experimental
animal: The use of radioiodinated serum albumin
in the assessment of new drags
[I1E1-B-2067-F] P0031 N82-12741
Sweating responses of men and women daring
exercise in humid and dry heat
P0032 H82-12745
Influence of sine, and random, whole-body
vibration on visual acuity
[BBVG-FBHT-79-17] p0038 N82-13653
The effect of cold and the cold prevention
p0081 N82-15755
Human auditory brainstem electric responses to
binaural and monaural stimuli
pOI36 N82-17861
Cardiovascular responses to isometric exercise in
sitting and lying position
pOISO N82-19823
Cardiovascular reactions to tilt and lower body
positive pressure (LBPP)
pOISO N82-19825
The evaluation of studies of flight personnel of
the German Lufthansa on the question of stress
daring flights on the short European routes
[N1S1-TM-76660] p0299 N82-27963
Long bone and joint response to mechanical loading
[1D-11II551] p0300 882-27969
Proceedings of the Sixteenth Innual Conference on
Manual Control
[N1S1-CB-I69243] p0379 H82-30833










Plasma norepinephrine response to exercise before
and after training in humans
pOOOS 182-11152
Endurance training in the rat. II - Performance of
isolated and intact heart
p0006 182-11156
Ihe application of a combined passive orthostatic
test in the flight medical examination
p0020 182-13550
Gamma facilities for radiobiological
investigations /Design and experimental results/
Bussian book
p0022 132-14674
The physiological response of anthropometrically
selected female military personnel to the test
parachuting environment
p0023 182-14957
Investigation of the otolith apparatus in clinical
practice
p0053 182-16812
Pulmonary diffusing capacity under conditions of
restricted motor activity
p0061 182-17140
The effects of bicycle ergometer exercise on
plasma aoino acid contents in athletes
p0062 182-17145
Plasna erythropoietins during training for
hyperoxic conditions
p0062 182-17147
Neural activity in the nucleus reticularis
tegmenti pontis in the monkey related to eye
movements and visual stimulation
p0066 182-17447
Unilateral habituation of vestibulo-ocular
responses in the cat
p0067 482-17454
Aftereffects of vestibnlar and optokinetic
stimulation and their interaction
p0067 182-17461
The brain-stem projection to the cerebellar
flocculus relevant to optokinetic responses in
cats
p0068 182-17463
Orthostatic fluid-electrolyte and endocrine
responses in fainters and nonfainters
p0088 182-19492
Icute experimental emotional stress in rabbits in
a modulated electromagnetic field
p0092 182-20307
Difference between eye closure and visual
stabilization in the control of posture in man
pOlOB A82-21686
Neuronal-glial alterations in the cerebral cortex
of animals under the influence of white noise
p0114 182-21769
The state of the vegetative functions daring sleep
p0114 182-21771
Phase V of the single-breath washout test
pOI 19 182-21928
analysis of the effects of isoprenaline on the
energy consumption of skeletal muscle
p0150 182-23169
1 method for the study of the pharmacodynamics of
antianginal drugs with the use of repeated
exercise tests
pOI52 182-23266
Cybernetic analysis of cardiac rhythm during a
graded exercise test in Salyut-6 crew members
pOI53 482-23273
Control of the number of discharges of individual
motor units in skeletal muscles as a test of
coordination in athletes
p0154 182-23282
Regulation of blood supply in the extremities
during exercise in women
p0158 182-24479
This strange cochlea laboratory investigations
p0163 182-24540
Beta-acetylglucosaminidase and alpha-manuosidase
activity in the blood serum of healthy people of
different blood groups
POI64 482-24556
The role of proprioceptive afferentation in
maintaining the equilibrium of unstable
mechanical systems
p0166 182-24838
Factor calculation of the test variables in use by
the legal medicine institutes of the Italian Jir
Force
pOI67 182-24847
Thermoregulation and morbidity in coal miners
pOI9l 182-25815
Development of the hypothesis of the system
quantization of behavior with reference to human
work activity monotonous conveyor-belt task
p0205 182-27798
Multiplication noise in the human visual system at
threshold. I - Quantum fluctuations and minimum
detectable energy
P0207 182-28114
The information content of indicators of cerebral
vascular responses to adequate influences
p0210 182-28459
Ose of an active orthostatic test in aeromedical
examinations
p0233 182-30028
Effects of hyperbaric oxygenation on homocarnosine
metabolism in the brains of rabbits of various
ages
P0240 182-31526
Hemodynamic response during combined tilt
table-isometric exercise test and +5z
acceleration tolerance
p0251 182-31832
Stress testing and coronary artery disease - Study
of 140 cases on tread mill
P0253 182-32288
The prognostic value of the glucose tolerance test
p0263 482-34698
Bare cases of serious disturbances in cardiac




aorphological and functional factors contributing
to a hypertonic heart
P0310 482-38557
The effect of certain characteristics of work
notions on the tolerance of hand muscles to
static exertions
p0311 482-38568
Detection/discrimination in the long-wavelength
pathways human color vision tests
P03I8 A82-39439
The gradualness of the reaction of the
pituitary-adrenocortical systen to activating
and inhibiting signals
P0320 A82-40315
Trace reactions of the frog tissue netaboliso on
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Heat resistant protective hand covering
[HASA-CASE-HSC-20261-1 ] p0426 N82-32985
Heat resistant protective hand covering
[HASA-CASE-HSC-20261-2] p0426 H82-32986
POLICHLOBIHAIED BIPHBIILS
lexicological characteristics of polychlorinated
diphenyls /Beviev of the non-Soviet literature/
pOllO 482-46708
POLIETHBB BBSIHS
Properties of multiphase polyarethane systems
p0423 N82-32962
POLIBTHYLEHES
The sabchronic inhalation toxicity of polyethylene
glycol 200 in the rat and mouse
[AD-A110668] p0293 H82-26956
POLTHEB CHBHISTBT
Helanoidin polymers as possible oxygen sinks in
the pre-biotic oceans
pOlOO A82-20921
The polymerization products of
alpba-aminopropionitrile - The component
separation using cation-exchange resin
pOIOl A82-20934
Thermodynanic parameters characterizing
interaction between polymer-absorbed liqand
molecules
p0313 482-38609
Evaluation of left ventricular assist device pump
bladders cast from ion-sputtered
polytetrafluorethylene mandrels
[HASA-CB-167904]' p0209 N82-23976







Terrestrial evolution of polymerization of amino
acids - Heat to ATP
pOIOl 482-20937
On the polycondensation of anino acid adenylates
on nontmorillonites
p0102 &82-20939
Polymerization of serine guanylate in the presence
of montmorillonite
p0102 482-20940
Environmental conditions for the formation of
marigranales and kinetic studies on the formation
chemical evolution of amino acids in sea
medium
pOI02 A82-20942




Potentiometric titration behavior of polyamino
acids prepared by thermal polycondensation
P0102 A82-20938
POLIBOCLBAB ORGANIC COBPODBDS




Effect of polynucleotides on the dimerization of
glycine abiological protein synthesis in
primitive earth conditions
P0021 A82-138D3
Origin of translation - The hypothesis of
permanently attached adaptors proposed
prebiotic amino acid synthesis
p0091 A82-20022
Oligonacleotide formation catalyzed by
mononacleotide matrices
p0258 A82-33284
Polynucleotide replication coupled to protein
synthesis A possible mechanism for the origin of
life
p0305 482-38119
Enhanced benzoapyrene metabolism in hamster




A model for the enantiomeric enrichment of
polypeptides on the primitive earth
p0090 A82-20020
Secondary structures of polypeptides as
evolutionary groHing points
p0104 A82-20962
Search for primitive replicative properties on
early polypeptides
p0104 482-20963
in investigation of the biological activity of
chalones separated from normal livers and from
livers that are being regenerated
p0112 A82-21742
Hodeling of the synthesis of peptide-like
compounds in the primeval lithosphere of the earth
p0149 A82-23136
Formation of peptides from amino acids by single
or multiple additions of ATP to suspensions of
nacleoproteinoid microparticles
P0195 A82-26597
Begulation of the functional activity of stem
cells which are the precursors of
A-288
SOBJECT ISDBI POSTOHB
granulomonopoiesis by polypeptide thyme and
bone narrow factors
p0262 482-31684
Polynucleotide replication coupled to protein
synthesis & possible nechanisn for the origin of
life
p0305 482-38119
Evolution of early mechanisms of translation of
genetic information into polypeptides
p0341 482-4 1324
Clinical physiology of the
renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system
p0179 »82-19820







Thermal test of flying helmet for two different




Evaluation of left ventricular assist device pump




Properties of multiphase polyorethane systems
p0423 N82-32962
POPOL4TIOH THEOBI











Molecular complexes of amino acids vith porphyries
as possible precursors of pigment-protein systems
p0020 482-13841
Porphyrin-liKe compounds genesis under simulated
abiotic conditions
pOlOO 482-20926
The mechanism of the interaction of the triplet




Autonomous biotechnological means for the
continuous monitoring and correction of
physiological systems
p0165 482-24834
4 respirator for training in conditions of
changeable respiratory mixture
p0324 482-40485
Portable medical status and treatment system
[N4S4-CR-167496] p0136 H82- 17862
POBI4BLE LIFE SOPPOBT SYSTEHS
4 study of personal physiological protection
equipment for a vorld record balloon ascent
p0408 482-46311
The effect of morphological adaptation of personal




Final-position of a single degree-of-freedom
tendon arm
p0185 482-25619
Neurons ir. cat visual cortex tuned to the
direction of motion in depth - Effect of
positional disparity •
p0318 482-39434
Retinal location and visual localization during
pursuit eye movement
p0318 482-39436
Cardiovascular reflexes daring upright position
p0179 N82-19821
Orienting and exploratory behavior of gray rat in
open field. Zoopsychological analysis
p0352 N82-28981
Diffusion mediated localization on membrane surfaces
[H4S4-CB-166386] p0393 N82-31888
POSITION EBBOBS
Design and validation of a tracking test for




The effect of positive and negative ions of air on








Evaluative studies in nuclear medicine research.
Emission-computed tomography assessment
[DE8 1-030 168] p0076 1182-14801
POSTFLIGHf 4H4LISIS
Relation betveen sensoric and motoric function of





STS-2 Induced Environment Contamination Monitor
(IECU): Quick-look report
CN4S4-TM-82457] p0177 N82-18870
Hission operation report. Space Shuttle program:
STS-4 postflight medical operations report
[N4S4-TH-84854] p0431 N82-34001
POSTHISSION 4H4LISIS (SP4CECB4PT)
Hission operation report: Space Shuttle program.
STS-2 postflight medical operations
CS4S4-rfl-8«135J p0175 K82-18858
POSTOBB
Postnrography of ataxia induced by Coriolis- and
Purkinje-effects
p0108 482-21684
Difference betveen eye closure and visual
stabilization in the control of posture in man
p0108 482-21686
Changes in the posture of healthy rats after the
intracranial introduction of brain extracts from
animals vith experimental vestibulopathy
p0151 482-23257
The role of propriaceptive afferentation in
maintaining the equilibrium of unstable
mechanical systems
p0166 482-24838
Hethod for the analysis of pilot postural behavior
based on head-up - head-dovn simulations
p0171 482-25494
Impairment of orthostatic posture regulation in
boxers following closed craniocerebral injury
p0188 482-25710
Effect of upper body posture on forced inspiration
and expiration
p0229 482-29559
Postural vertigo as a specific symptom of
Heniere's disease
p0280 482-35690
Postural stability during slow-onset and
rapid-onset hypoxia
p0283 482-35906
Effect of postural changes on minute ventilation,
functional residual capacity and pulmonary N2
clearance
p0327 482-40660
Postural control related to the different tilting
body positions
p0334 482-40732
Subjective response to vhole-body vibration - The
effects of posture
p0370 482-42831
The effect of body position and the administration
of a diuretic on the vater-salt status and the
activity of the kidneys
p0372 482-43238
The relationship betveen postural components and
voluntary movement
p0372 482-43239
The first joint Franco-Soviet manned flight - The
posture experiment
[IAF P4PEB 82-183] p0377 482-44689
Positions, movements and eguilibrium of rats after
flights aboard biosatellites
4-289










Advanced Bicrobial check Valve development for
Space Shuttle
[ASBB PAPER 81-ENAS-45] pOOOS 482-10929






Space navigation life guarantees
pOOBI N82-15759
Hygisnic principles of ongoing monitoring of
quality of recycled water during space flights
P0125 N82-167I7
Mission operation report: Space Shuttle program.
STS-2 postflight medical operations
[NASA-TM-84135] pO 175 B82- 18858
Influence of level of mineralization of
desalinated, high quality water of the




Eadiometric determination of potassium content in
athletes
pOI 19 A82-21822
Changes in blood sodium and potassium
concentrations during emotional stress induced
by nociceptive stimuli in rats
pOI64 A82-21550
ATPase activity and the potassium ion permeability
of erythrocyte membranes in the presence of
serotonin and radiation
p0324 A82-40479
Chronic central vascular expansion induces
bypokalemia in conscious primates
P0333 A82-40719
The effects of Li, fib, and temperature on the
binding of Na and K by glycerinated frog muscle
fibers
p0419 A82-48206
Effects of experimental stationary magnetic field
on metabolism of some ions in blood and myocardium
p0267 N82-24822
Osteoporosis m unsupported extremities
P0350 N82-28970
POTASSIUM CHLOBI0ES
The effects of an agneous potassium loading test
on kidney function
p0094 A82-20329
The effect of hyperactivation of the anterior
amygdaloid nucleus on heart activity during









Potentioaetric titration behavior of polyamino







Phylogenetic sequence of metabolic pathways in
Precambrian cellular life
pOIOS A82-20967
Organic Batter in meteorites and Precambrian rocks
- Clues about the origin and development of
living systems
p0121 A82-21988






The effect of aonovalent cations on the ATPase
activity and snperprecipitation of actonyosin
p03t<l 482-38615
PREDICTION ABALISIS TECHNIQUES
A statistical examination of three approaches for
predicting motion sickness incidence
pOIOS 482-21685
Introduction prognosis and its methodological
aspects plant growth in new habitats
pOIII 482-21722
The dynamics of forming a prediction system in
goal-directed behavior
pOIII 482-21730
Human predictive ability in univocally determined
situations for normal and pathological states
pOI62 A82-24532
A Monte Carlo study of the use of auxiliary
information in the developent of an impact
acceleration injury prediction model
CAD-A 105463] p0033 H82-12755
Subjective confidence in forecasts
[AD-A109730] p0223 N82-21890
A model based technique for predicting pilot
opinion ratings for large commercial transports
p0380 N82-30846
An analytical prediction of pilot ratings






Validation of predictive tests and countermeasnres
for space motion sickness
p0077 N82-15719
An evaluation of localized sweating rates for
predicting total body sweating rates
[AD-A111902] p0300 H82-27968
Preflight examination results used to forecast












Storage stability and improvement of intermediate



























Evidence for the involvement of central alpha2
mechanisms in intrathoracic volume
expansion-induced diuresis - A study with
clonidine and propranolol
p0210 A82-28481
Positive pressure breathing as a means of
preventing adverse reactions to antiorthostatic
A-290








The heart rate of aspirant air pilots in a
hypobaric chamber
[IZF-1979-35] p0035 N82-I2770
Comparative antihypoxic efficacy of pressure
chamber conditioning and fasting of man
p0127 H82-16729
Antihypoxic efficacy of intermittent mode of
pressure chamber conditioning of man
p<M3! B82-17827
Comparative evaluation of pressure chamber




Evaluation of man's endurance of local pressure to
the head and objective assessment of hygienic
specifications for protective helmets
P0124 N82-I6710
Torso experienced aerodynamic forces experienced
during ejection
[ AD-A098942] p0267 N82-24823
PBESSOBE EFFECTS
The self-stimulation response in cats in a
nitrogen-oxygen medium under elevated pressure
p0024 A82-15351
The sensitivity of the retinal nerve fibre layer
to elevated intraocular pressure and graded
hypoxia in the cat
p0025 A82-I5475
Evaluation of natural convection under hyperbaric
conditions
p0029 A82-15720
Baroreflex regulation of hemodynamics under





Hemodynamic effects of lover body positive pressure
pOISO B82-19824










The measurement of oxygen and carbon dioxide
partial pressures in tissues by the gas depot
method
p0093 A82-20318




Damage risk criteria for impulse noise
industrial deafness
[IZF-1980-26] ! p0035 N82-12771
PBBSSOBE BEDOCTION
NT EXPLOSIVE DECOHPBESSIOH
Check your oxygen oxygen supply equipment and|
aircraft safety
p0073 A82-18736








Begional distribution of 'cardiac output in
unanesthetized baboons during +Gz stress with
and without an anti-G suit '
pOIOS A82-21681
A study of personal physiological protection
equipment for a world record balloon ascent
p0408 A82-46311
Han's adaptation to weightlessness and low weight *
P0080 N82-15746
Pressure suit joint analyzer
[ NASA-CASE-ABC-113l«-I] p0298 H82-26987
Pnlnonary function measures before and after










Han's adaptive reactions to acoustic parameters of
isolated habitats
p0271 B82-25773












Validation of a new method for studying the
effects of vibration on the primate spine
p0338 A82-40768
Behavioral studies following ionizing radiation
exposures: A data ba'se
[AD-A1 15825] p0423 N82-32965
PBIBITIVE EABTH ATHOSPHEBE
Hydrazines and carbohydrazides produced from
oxidized carbon in earth's primitive environment
p0021 A82-14197
Bates of fixation by lightning of carbon and
nitrogen in possible primitive atmospheres
7>0090 A82-20016
Amino acids derivatives synthesis from nitrogen,
carbon and water by electric discharges
p0090 A82-20018
A theory of the origin of life
p0091 A82-20023
Comets and the photochemistry of the paleoatmosphere
p0097 A82-20866
Organic chemical evolution of reducing model of
the atmosphere of the primitive earth - Bole of
0V light and electric discharges
p0099 A82-20912
Far DV photolysis of nethane-water gaseous
mixtures and the prebiotic synthesis of aldehydes
P0099 A82-20913
Photolysis of CH4-NB3 mixtures and PH3 as models
for the photochemical transformations on the
primitive earth and Jupiter
p0099 A82-20914
Abiotic synthesis of phosphoric esters of
nonosaccharides according to the 'cold model1
pOlOO A82-20923
The role of analytical procedures in the formation
of biochemicals from experiments simulating the
chemical evolution of primeval earth
pOlOO A82-20927
Cyanamide mediated syntheses of leu, ala, and phe
peptides under plausible primitive earth
conditions
pOIOI A82-20931
Chemical evolution of model systems of primeval
earth periphery and thernal polymerisation of
aqueous solutions of cyanides
pOIOI A82-20933
The cold theory of the origins of life -
Assumptions for the theory and experimental
evidence
pOIOI A82-20935
The appearance of protobiopolymers and
protomembranes in accordance with the 'cold
theory' of the origins of life
pOIOI A82-20936
Hembrane lipids and the origin of life
p0102 A82-20943





Hutagens and carcinogens - Occurrence and role
daring chemical and biological evolution
pOI06 A82-20975
Atmospheres and evolution of microbial life on
earth
pOI48 A82-22981
Constraints on earl; life by earth's accretional
and preaccretional development
p0148 482-22986
Organic synthesis from reducing models of the
atmosphere of the primitive earth »ith 07 light
and electric discharges
p0257 A82-33282
Synthesis of phosphatidylcholine under possible
priaitive earth conditions
p0258 A82-33285
Formation of cyanate and carbamyl phosphate by
electric discharges of node! primitive gas
p0305 A82-38116
Prebioti: organic matter - Passible pathnays for





lime-sharing manual control and memory search:
The joint effects of input and output modality
competition, priorities and control order
[AD-AT08721] p0176 H82-18867
PSI?SCY








NT NOBHSL DEHSITI FOHCTIOHS
PBOBABILITI IHEOBI
Optimization of astronaut operator activity and
systems of semiautomatic control of manned
spacecraft on the basis of probabilistic criteria
pOOSO 482-167 I!
Choosing among alternatives with uncertain
outcomes: Effect of prior curing and estimation
requirements
[AD-A106143] p0128 B82-16739
Probabilistic methodology for estimating radiation
induced cancer risk
[DE82-OOI474] p0398 N82-31929
A model of subjective probabilities from small
groups
p0439 1182-34054
Application of optimal control principles to




Investigation by means of a fluorescent probe of
changes in cellular membranes of fibroblasts of





Pilot workload: A survey of operational problems
[&D-4107758] p0129 H82-16745
Application of Guided Inguiry System Technique




BT CBEI PBOCEDDBES (INFLIGHT)
HT FIHITB ELEHEHT HETHOD
Hedical emergencies on board an airliner -
Procedures vhen a doctor is on board
p0315 A82-38844
Hedical emergencies on board airliners -
Procedures in the absence of a doctor
P0315 A82-388H5
Application of Guided Ingniry System Technique(GIST) to Controlled Ecological Life Support
systems (CELSS)
[NASH-CB-166312] p0247 H82-22886
Improved procedures training through use of aids
developed from learning guidelines
[AO-A113109] p0391 H82-30939




Some potential blood flov experiments for space
[OR-3490-1720] p0402 H82-32068
PBOCESS COHTBOL (IHDDSIBI)
H u m a n control and regulation tasks
P0037 S82-12787
PBODDCI DEVELOPBEHT
The role of the test pilot in flight tests
p0372 A82-43329
Ergonomic considerations in product design and
evaluation product adaptation to man and his
real needs and abilities




A study of interactive control scheduling and
economic assessment for robotic systems
(HASA-CB-168652] p0219 N82-20878
PBODOCTIVIIY
Logistics support productivity improvement
p0366 482-42196














Investigation of the general fitness of the
progeny of irradiated animals. Ill - The
resistance of mice to irradiation, hypoxia,
endotoxin, and physical stress
P0278 A82-35652
The effect of the intravenous infection of
neptunium-237 oxalate on the gonads of rats and
on their progeny
P0412 A82-46871
The generation function as a biologically
significant parameter for the hygienic
normatization of a Ion-frequency electric field
p0412 882-46872
PBOGHOSIS
The possibility of using mathematical methods for
predicting the results of the surgical treatment
of patients with vasorenal hypertension
P0109 A82-21709
Biological methods for predicting the
effectiveness of psychopharmacotherapy applied
to patients vith schizophrenia /Review/
p0155 A82-23297
The prognostic value of the central hemodynamic
parameters in patients vith acute myocardial
infarction
p0164 A82-24553
The prognostic significance of
electrocardiotopograo parameters in macrofocal
myocardial infarction
p0204 A82-27783
The prognostic value of the glucose tolerance test
p0263 A82-34698
PBOGBAUHED IHSTBOCTION










HT HIGH LE7EL L4NGD4GES
SAINT, a digital simulation language for the study
of manned systems
p0287 482-36957
IBTDOS: A computer code for estimating internal
radiation dose using recommendations of the
International Commission on Badiological
A-292
SUBJECT IHDBI PROTECTIVE CLOTHIHG
Protection
[DE82-000507] p0075 N82-14799
The representation of knowledge: Pask's L sab p
artificial intelligence
p0274 H82-25793
Intelligent tutoring for programming tasks: Using
plan analysis to generate better hints
[AD-AM4020] p0302 N82-27983
Eule-based programming for human-computer
interface specification
[AD-A1 13036] p0355 N82-29007
PROGRAMS
NT APOLLO PROJECT





NT TERMINAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE PBOGBAM
NT U.S.S.E. SPACE PROGRAM
PiOJECT PLANNING
Guidelines for man-machine interface design
[VTT-BB-23/81] p0225 N82-21906
PIOJECT SETI
Finding a needle in a haystack when you've never
seen a needle - A human factors analysis of SETI
pOI44 A82-22950
Project OASIS: The design of a signal detector






Absorption characteristics of prolate spheroidal




Problem of accelerations in aviation medicine
p0347 N82-28950
PROPELLABT DECOMPOSITION
Nitrogen supply system based on nydrazine
dissociation




Effect of synthesized propeller vibration on




The cole of natriuresis in the prophylactic effect
of adaptation to hypoxia in the case of
hereditary hypertension
pOIIO A82-21712
Jse of botanical and vitamin preparations in the
prevention of gastric ulcers induced in rats by
immobilization, noise and vibration
pOISO A82-23175
Phenytoin - Ineffective against acute mountain
sickness
pOI92 A82-26231
Beta adrenergic blocking agents to control
hypertension in aviation personnel
p0211 A82-28490
Hays to improve therapeutic and prophylactic
assistance to water-transport workers
p0240 482-31516
Industrial hygiene and the prophylaxis of
occupational diseases in work with lasers
Russian book
p0258 A82-33394
Affections of the upper respiratory tracts in
transport-fleet sailors and the prophylaxis of
these affections on long voyages
p0281 A82-35696
Health advice for aircrew on refugee flights
p0284 A82-35915
Notion sickness, its prevention and treatment
Russian book
p0289 A82-3697I
Use of the thermovision method in the prophylactic
examination of polar workers
p0310 A82-38565
Aeromedical considerations of malaria prophylaxis
with mefloguine hydrochloride
P0409 482-46536
Therapeutic-prophylactic measures in regard to eye
diseases among flight personnel
p0409 A82-46697
An examination of the feasibility of administering





Some contributions of touch, pressure and
kinesthesis to human spatial orientation and
oculomotor control
p0024 A82-15280
Nystagmus, gaze shift, and self-motion perception
during sinusoidal head and neck rotation
p0069 A82-17473
The role of propriaceptive afferentation in
maintaining the equilibrium of unstable
mechanical systems
pO 166 A82-24838
Identification of the adaptive feedback of the




Cardiorespiratory responses and handgrip isometric
component for various wheelchair propulsion
systems
pOOII N82-10718
Project STEAMER: 6. Advanced computer-aided





The effect of synaptically active drugs on the
hyperthermic effect of prostaglandin E2 in rats
p0112 A82-21741
Dynamics of changes in the prostaglandin content
of the brain tissue under cervical sympathectomy
and circulatory hypoxia
p0262 A82-34677
Prostoglandins and regulation of cerebral
circulation under conditions of the altered
gaseous composition of the blood
p0310 H82-38561
The influence of prostaglandins and
polyunsaturated fatty acids on the
corticosteroid metabolism of normal and
spontaneously hypertensive rats
p0366 A82-42174
Plasma prostaglandins, reuin, and catecholamines
at rest and during exercise in hypertensive humans
p3418 A82-47382
PROSTHETIC DEVICES
Systemic mechanisms of homeostasis
p0317 A82-394I7
The feasibility of miniaturizing the versatile
portable speech prosthesis: A market survey of
commercial products
f NASA-CB-168611] pO 181 N82-19838
Research and development of a versatile portable
speech prosthesis
[NASA-CB-168741] p0224 N82-21897
Prosthetic occlusive device for an internal
passageway








Holographic laser visor mock-up
[AD-A112422] p0303 N82-27990
Theoretical and practical aspects of using
acoustic repellants to scare birds. Part 1:
Interspecificity and geographic (regional)
distinctions of acoustic repellants
p0357 N82-29858








PROTECTIVE COATINGS SOBJBCT IHOEX
The physiology and hygiene of the individual
protection of nan from the cold Russian book
p0194 A82-26522
The possibility of maintaining the temperature and
work capacity of the extremities
p0206 &82-27806
Auxiliary cooling - Comparison of air-cooled vs.
Hater-cooled vests in hot-dry and hot-vet
environments
p0321 A82-40440
Anti-exposure technology identification for
mission specific operational requirements
[AD-A105070] p0036 H82-1278"
Zipper rear closure endurance testing
[AD-AI04732] p0037 N82-12785
Anthropometric sizing systems for Army women's
field clothing
[AD-AI02I04] p0048 882-13724
Human body reaction to vibration
pOOSO H82-15743
Evaluation of chemical protective facelets and
comparison of four prototpyes
[IZF-1980-15] p0084 H82- 15784




Evaluation of the NEC overgarments manufactured by
Seyntex Belgium chemical warfare
[PML-1980-33] p0225 B82-21905
Study of protective mask type 33
[FOA-C-40134-C2] p0247 N82-22888
Safe Hearing times for impermeable chemical
protective clothing
[IZF-1980-11] p0250 N82-23986
Cold Heather goggles. 1: Optical evaluation
[AD-A111333] p0274 N82-25794




Effectiveness of five vater-cooled undergarments
in reducing heat stress of vehicle operating in
a hot vet or hot dry environment
[4D-AI07I05] p0299 N82-26994
Development of a microclimate cooling system for
combat vehicles
[AD-A112017] p0303 N82-27989
Development of the helicopter crewman jacket
[AD-A115635] p0427 N82-32992
Effectiveness of ice (water) packets vests in
reducing heat stress
[AD-A117864] p0434 N82-34021
Cold weather goggles. Part 3: Resistance to
fogging
[AD-A115898] p0443 N82-34078
Bicroclimate cooling for combat vehicle crewmen
[AD-A117156] p0443 N82-34083
PiOTECTIVE COiTIHGS






Could the biochemical metabolism be different
p0106 A82-20976
Some indicators of protein metabolism in
erythrocytes during radiation sickness and
following cystamine injection
pOllI A82-21724
Nucleic acid and protein metabolism in cardiac
muscle
p0115 A82-21772
The ultrastructare of the liver sinusoids of mice
under conditions of acute stress - Horphometric
study
p01!6 A82-21782
Increased excretion of area and
N/tau/-methylhistidine by rats and humans after
a boat of exercise
p0119 A82-2I927
The effects of cutting or of stretching skeletal
muscle in vitro on the rates of protein
synthesis and degradation
pOISO 182-23244
Energy supply characteristics and blood protein
and electrolyte content daring submaximal
muscular activity in bicyclists
p0158 A82-24488
Isotopic analysis of lencine and urea metabolism
in exercising humans
pOI69 A82-24923
Change in protein-lipid interactions upon the
peroxide oxidation of blood serum lipoproteins
p0228 A82-29447
Study of the simultaneous effects of hormones and
radioprotectors in the exposure of animals to
ionizing radiation
p0234 A82-30032
The role of protein phosphorylation in neutral and
hormonal control of cellular activity
p0234 A82-30766
Effects of acute cold exposure on muscle amino
acid and protein in rats
p0256 A82-32840
Acridine orange inhibition of the ATPase activity
of myosin and its fragments
p0313 A82-38613
Reactions of 0-18 exchange in the myosin systems
of skeletal, cardiac, and smooth muscles
p0313 A82-38614
The effect of monovalent cations on the ATPase
activity and superprecipitation of actomyosin
p0314 A82-38615
Neurochemical mechanisms of learning and memory
Russian book
p0326 482-40646
Effect of prolonged veightlessness on certain
aspects of brain metabolism of the rat
p0331 A82-40699
Effect of immobilization on the nonhistone protein
composition in different types of skeletal muscles
p0332 A82-40711
Effects of space flight factors and artificial
gravity on deoxyribonucleoprotein in lymphoid
organs of rats
p0333 &82-40723
Leucine and urea metabolism in acute human cold
exposure
p0340 A82-412II
Circulation and energetics of forearm muscles in man
p0367 A82-42604
The effect of a physiological load on the exchange
and phosphorylation of cell membrane proteins in
the brain of rats
p0374 A82-43654
Protein kinase activity in liver of
heat-acclimated hamsters
p0376 A82-44145
The metabolic mechanisms of several types of
muscle atrophy dating muscle inactivity
p0413 A82-46879
The effect of cholestyramine on the metabolism of
lipoproteins in the blood of rats
p0413 A82-46887
In vivo leucine oxidation at rest and during two
intensities of exercise
p0418 A82-47388
Cathepsin activity of skeletal muscle and
myocardia myofibrils after exposure to
veightlessness and accelerations
p0124 N82-16714
Amino acid metabolism during prolonged intake of
dehydrated foods and simulation of some space
flight factors
p0130 N82-17816
Effect of space flights of different duration on
energy metabolism of human erythrocytes
p0130 N82-17817
Rat amino acid composition after flight aboard
Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0132 N82-17831
Nyocardial protein fractions and enzymatic
activity thereof in experimental rats flovn
aboard Cosaos-936 biosatellite
p0132 H82-17832
Blood fibrinogen as related to immersion in vater
for seven days and short-term space flight
p0133 H82-17836
Deoxyribonucleoprotein and nucleic acid content of
rat tissues after flight aboard Cosmos-936
biosatellite
P0397 N82-31921
Viscosity dependence of the rates of diffasional
processes
[NASA-CR-166394] p0428 N82-33982






Impaired surfactant phospholipid metabolism in
hyperoxic ooase lungs '
p0018 A82-13230
Constant AHP synthesis in aqueous solution by
electric discharges simulating primitive
earth conditions
p0021 A82- 13842
Effect of polynucleotides on the dinerization of
glycine abiological protein synthesis in
primitive earth conditions
p0021 482-13843
Origin of translation - The hypothesis of
permanently attached adaptors proposed
prebiotic amino acid synthesis
p009l A82-20022
4 theory of the origin of life
p0091 A8 2-200 23
Synthesis and degradation of amino acids by
contact glow discharge electrolysis, a possible
route for prebiotic formation of bio*organic '
compounds
pOIQO S82-2092U
Genesis of amino acids in the primeval sea -
formation of amino acids from sugars and anmonia
in a modified sea medium
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Bate of uptake of carbon monoxide at different
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In automated, indirect assessment of cardiac
output during rest and exercise
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Dse of acetylene rebreathing method for measuring
cardiac output during physiological and clinical
studies
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Glucocorticoid receptors and metabolic
disturbances in the liver and heart during
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Beta-adrenergic receptors in humans
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Parameters of the interaction of bradykinin with
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Filtration properties of receptive fields of
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Types of spontaneous discharges in muscle receptors
pOI 16 182-21789
The state of alpha 1- and beta 1-adrenergic
reactions upon cold acclimatization
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Some neurophysiological correlates of visual
perception
p0209 182-28455
Structural features of the receptor cells of the
saccular macula of the common frog
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Sensing of the proton potential /Delta mu H/ in
Halobacterium halobium
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Early reaction of the hemopoietic organs depending
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noxse
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irradiation as detected by electron microscopy
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Pulmonary stretch receptor discharge patterns in
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The reactions of the cat auditory cortex neurons
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The structural-functional characteristics of the
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Glucocorticoid receptors and metabolic
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- A case study
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Complex technique for studying the oxygen regimen
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Cervix-to-rectum measuring device in a radiation
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daring 30-day experiments
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Summary of experiments onboard Soviet biosatellites
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Effect of physical fitness and training on
physiological responses to hypogravity
p0057 A82-16933
Nausogenic properties of various dynamic and
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Turnbull Lecture/
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Lockheed involvement in Shuttle life sciences
flight experiments
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Research opportunities and limitations of
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p0326 A82-40653
Lou-G simulation in mammalian research
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Human lymphocyte activation is depressed at low-g
and enhanced at high-g
p0327 482-140658
Cardiovascular responses to isometric exercise
during simulated zero gravity
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Horphometric analysis of rat muscle fibers
following space flight and hypogravity
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Belation between physiological effects of
gravitational forces and that of magnetic forces
P0334 482-40730
Belation between physiological effects of
gravitational forces and that of magnetic
forces. II
p0338 A82-4077I
Response of cultured cells to hyper- and hypogravity
p0338 A82-40773
Anthropometric program analysis of reach and body
movement
p0248 N82-23124
Third decade of space biology
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Organic chemical evolution of reducing model of
the atmosphere of the primitive earth - Bole of
DV light and electric discharges
p0099 A82-20912
Photoassisted carbon dioxide reduction and
formation of twoand three-carbon compounds
prebiological photosynthesis
pOlOO A82-20920
Reduction of thionucleosides - 4 prebiotic pathway
to deoxyribonucleosides
pOlOO 482-20928
Linear dichroism of absorption changes upon the
photorednction of pheopbytin in oriented
preparations of photosystem II
P0228 A82-29442
Effects of reversible manganese extraction on the
light reactions of photosystem II preparations
p0231 A82-29816
Organic synthesis from reducing models of the
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Unilateral habituation of vestibnio-ocniar
responses in the cat
p0067 A82-17454
Dynamics of vestibule-ocular, vestibulocollic, and
cecvicocollic reflexes
p0067 A82-17458
Summated circulatory responses of thermal and
baroreflexes in hunans
p0120 482-21933
Characteristics of the lifting reflex in albino
rats following prolonged space flight /Effects
of weightlessness and artificial gravity/
p0152 482-23262
Beflexometry as an additional method of
investigating hypoactivity in the thyroid gland
p0190 682-25802
Begulation of heart rhythm in depressor baroreflex
p0190 A82-25812
Effects of muscle vibration and joint oscillation
on human motor mechanisms
p0259 A82-33753
Effects of horizontal body casting on the
baroreceptor reflex control of heart rate
p0285 A82-36033
The protective role of the forebrain with respect
to pathological cardiac reflexes
p0309 A82-38543
Current problems concerning the vestibulo-ocular
interaction
P03I7 A82-39416
The participation of the hypothalamus in the
regulation of parasympathetic cardiac reflexes
in unanesthetized cats
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A method for the objective evaluation of
vestibulo-cardiac reflexes
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Otolithic reflex and space perception function of
cosmonauts
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Hodel simulation studies to clarify the effect on
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Cardiovascular reflexes during upright position
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Measurements of vestibular function
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Electrometric investigation of hunan gustatory
analyzer under normal conditions and in
simulated weightlessness
p0357 H82-29859
Significance of minute volume parameters to
evaluation of vestibular stability
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A software package for evaluating the
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An industrial hygiene evaluation of aircraft
refueling inside closed aircraft shelters at
elevated ambient temperatures
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Begenerable life support for the space station - A
technology status summary
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The role of C02 in the mechanism of the reparative
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study/
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Regeneration of skeletal muscle after mechanical
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Implantable electrical device
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Changes in peripheral circulation of limbs during
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A computer linear regression model to determine
ventilatory anaerobic threshold
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Several new features of the comparison of cell
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The temperature dependence of the kinetics of
isometric myocardium relaxation
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The dynamics of muscular relaxation following
nnfused tetanuses of different durations
p0109 A82-21707
Effect of calcium on the temporal characteristics
of muscle contraction
p0109 A82-21708
Oxygen, carbon dioxide and the calcium control of
relaxation mechanisms in cerebral artery smooth
muscles
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Chylomicron triglyceride metabolism in resting and
exercising fed dogs
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Investigation of behaviorally modified rats for
use in explosives detection systems
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Design and validation of a tracking test for
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issues
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tradeoffs for undersea teleoanipalator
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Ban/machine interface development for the BEHOTEX
concept
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Identification of cognitive factors related to
remote work perforaance using closed circuit IV
displays
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Proceedings of the Sixteenth Annual Conference on
Hanaal Control
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Evaluation of Smart sensor displays for






Supervisory control: Problems, theory and
experiment for application to human-computer
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Remote manipulators in industry and space
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Research issues in implementing remote presence in
teleoperator control
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Ban/machine interface development for the BEBOTEZ
concept
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Identification of cognitive factors related to
remote work performance using closed circuit TV
displays
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Bnlti-axis manual controllers: A state-of-the-art
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Design and development of a six degree of freedom
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Remote Medical Diagnosis System (BHDS) Advanced
Development Bodel (ADB) laboratory test results
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remote manipulation
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Laser induced fluoroescence from algae: Results
of a ship-borne field test
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Image orientation for BPV ground station crev
p0319 A82-39743
BESOTELT PILOTED VESICLES
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evaluation
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Flight parameters and observer performance in BPV
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on kidney function
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renal failure
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and on aerobic metabolic rate
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Ion regulating function of human kidneys during
long-term space flights and in model studies
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Benin-angiotensin-aldosterone system and
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The effect of the intravenous injection of
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activity of the ovaries in rats subjected to
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Hemodynamics and external respiration in patients
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Sex differences in cardiac responses to successive
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Thermoregulatory influences on common carotid
blood flow in the dog
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The effect of helium on gas exchange and tissue
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Carcinogenic effects of coal-conversion materials
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Inhalation studies with benzene in rats. Part A:
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p0266 N82-24815
Inhalation studies with benzene in rats. Part B:
Immunological data
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Inhalation studies with halothane in female rats.
Part A: Toxicological data
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Inhalation study with halothane in female rats.
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Ihe subchronic inhalation toxicity of polyethylene
glycol 200 in the rat and moose
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Human external respiration and gas exchange in
acute period of adaptation to immersion in vater
p0349 H82-28959
Investigation on the carcinogenic effect of
trichlorethylene by inhalation and mechanisms of
metabolic bioactivation
[BHFT-FB-H4-82-007] p039J H82-30933
Toxicological tests on trifluoromonobromomethane
freon inhalation
[DEIC-T-6663] p0424 H82-32970
Respiratory adaptation to acute metabolic acidosis
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in apparatus for the measurement of pulmonary
function in nnanesthetized small animals
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Morphology of experimental pnenmoconiosis arising
from the effects of lunar soil
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Changes in microcirculatory flov vith respiratory
insufficiency
p0094 482-20323
Morbidity involving a temporary loss of work
capacity among drivers of automotive passenger
vehicles
p0161 482-24522
Features of biorhythms for patients with chronic
nonspecific pulmonary diseases during adaptation
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Thermoregolation and morbidity in coal miners
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The impulse activity of neurons in the nodose
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Ihe use of hyperoxic mixtures for the diagnosis of
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Effects of short-term intermittent air pollutants
on incidence and severity of acute respiratory
disease: Data collection and quality assurance
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Fluid distribution in progressive pulmonary edema:
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lung mechanics
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The state of the air-blood barrier in hyperoxia
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The circadian organization of the circulatory and
respiratory systems of 4ntarctic workers
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Breath-by-breath measurement of true alveolar gas
exchange
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Physiology and pathology of respiration and means
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the Coordination of Studies in Hedicine of the
academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSB and the
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Special and clinical physiology of hypoxic states
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4 combined method for the study of tissue
respiration under conditions corresponding to
natural gas homeostasis
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The significance of airflow resistance to changes
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Bespiration of brain synaptosomes under conditions
of depolarization in rats deprived of paradoxal
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Pulmonary shunting and its regulation
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The effect of blood pressure in the pulmonary
artery on gas exchange in functionally
heterogeneous lungs
p0112 482-21738
The use of oxygen as the test gas in the
determination of the closing volume of
respiratory ducts
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in asymmetrical model of the airways of the dog lung
P0119 482-21926
Phase V of the single-breath washout test
p0119 482-21928
Pulmonary gas exchange during altered density gas
breathing
p0120 482-21935
Cardiac output increase and gas exchange at start
of exercise
P0120 482-21936
Respiratory regulation Bnssian Book
p0139 482-22400
Effects of gravitational atelectases on the
expiratory closure of respiratory tracts
p0152 482-23260
The significance of chemoreceptor stimuli for the
rate of switch-on and switch-off of the
respiratory response to physical exercise
p0188 482-25713
Cardiorespiratory assessment of 24-hour crash-diet
effects on altitude, »Gz, and fatigue tolerances
p0192 482-26228
Phosphorylating oxidation during changes in
physiological condition
p0202 482-27762
The determination of overall physical endurance in
athletes
p0204 482-27781
Physiological criteria and methods for increasing
the effectiveness of correction of hypoxic states
p0205 482-27797
Bespiratory muscle fatigue after marathon running
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Bespiratory mechanics of a small carnivore - The
ferret
p0229 482-29554
Effect of upper body posture on forced inspiration
and expiration
p0229 482-29559
Delayed kinetics of respitratory gas exchange in
the transition from prior exercise
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Effect of acid-base status on the kinetics of the
ventilatory response to moderate exercise
P0230 482-29564
So effect of naloxone on hypoxia-indnced
ventilatory depression in adults
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Comparative characteristics of respiratory and
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The ventilation-perfusion relation in residents of
the Arctic coast of the north-east DSS6
p0236 £82-31154
£ comparative characterization of hemodynaaics and
respiration under static and dynamic loads
p0238 882-31503
Sechanical properties of rat lung daring prolonged
hypercapnia
p0255 182-32831
Stages of the adaptation of human lungs in
conditions of the Far North
P0282 182-35829
Regional changes of pulmonary functions in
inhabitants of the North ;
p0282 £82-35830
Parameters of ventilatory and gas exchange
dynamics during exercise
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Comparison of human vocal cord movements during
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The thermal pulsation method in the study of
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The cause of high-altitude acute pulmonary edema
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Effect of postural changes on minute ventilation,
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clearance
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Activation of lipid peroxidation during stress in
nan, evaluated according to the content of
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Physiological mechanisms determining the
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Hyperoxia inhibits stimulated superoxide release
by rat alveolar macrophages
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Effect of ventilatory drive on the perceived
magnitude of added loads to breathing
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The morphological characteristics of the terminal
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Cardiorespiratory responses and handgrip isometric
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aitochondrial respiration under stress
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The effect of dipilodor, diazepam, pipolphen, and
their combinations on the vasomotor reflex and
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Hociulation of human sinus node function by
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Arterial CO2 response to low levels of inspired
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Bate of change of physiological functions as an
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Effects of glycogen depletion and pedaling speed
on 'anaerobic threshold*
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control during gravitational load in man
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and hypercapnia during sleep in adults
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Results of studies of pulmonary ventilation in
cosmonauts during the period of acute adaptation
to weightlessness
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Possible impairment of respiratory regulation
under hyperbaric nitrogen narcosis
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Significance of minute volume parameters to
evaluation of vestibnlar stability
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Dual physiological rate measurement instrument
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The significance of chemoreceptor stimuli for the
rate of switch-on and switch-off of the
respiratory response to physical exercise
pOISB £82-25713
The diving response in clinical medicine
p0194 £82-26241
Effect of breathing patterns on the perceived
magnitude of added loads to breathing
p0197 £82-26813
Ventilatory adaptations to resistive loading




The voluntary regulation of heart rate
p0236 182-31161
An approach to the determination of the reflex
reactions of cardiac rhythm
p0237 £82-31162
Bespiratory moveoents of the facial muscles and
respiratory resistance
p0322 £82-40456
Factors inducing periodic breathing in humans - £
general model
p0375 £82-44140
£ hereditary defect in the sensitivity to hypoxia






The significance of the respiratory minute volume
index in the evaluation of vestibular stability
p0006 £82-11697
The state of the vegetative functions during sleep
p0114 £82-21771
The biological significance of physiological
hypoxemia
p0164 182-24558
The nature of autonomic effects produced by
sombrevin during narcosis
p0187 £82-25693





New data on reverse electron transport in the
respiratory chains of yeast mitochondria - The
induction of reverse transport by exogenous N£D-H
p0228 £82-29445
Ige characteristics of fatigue during local
muscular work in humans
p0238 £82-31487
Seasonal variations of human cardiorespiratory
indices in the North
p0282 £82-35838
Computer simulation of respiratory control system
p037l £82-43145
Oxygen exposure and extrapnlmonary respiratory
tract ciliogenesis in adult male rats
p0417 £82-47340
New approaches to guantitating the pulmonary
effects on inhaled pollutants
[PBS 1-222382] p0014 N82-11778
£-319
BESPOHSE BIAS SOBJECT IBDEX
Oxygen tozicity and lung collagenons protein
[AD-A104702] p0033 H82-I2756
Deposition of aerosol particles in the human
respiratory tract
p0039 H82-13659
Evaluation of short-tern bioassays to predict





Determination of the effects of material from
alternate energy sources on the npper
respiratory tract clearance mechanism. Part 1:
In vitro exposure to particnlate pollutants.
Part 2: In vivo exposure to ozone
[PB82-1I7037] pOI78 H82-198 11








An evaluation of alphanumeric, graphic, and color
information displays
pOOIV 482-12871
Item recognition as a Performance Evaluation Test
for Environmental Research
p0143 A82-22934
Identification of the adaptive feedback of the











Natural resistance of the organisms of seamen
during postcruise rest
p0093 £82-20311
Hemodynamics and external respiration in patients
with bronchial asthma at rest and during ezercise
p0205 A82-27791
Cardiac rhythm regulation at rest and daring
orthostasis
p0236 582-31160
Changes in psychophysiological functions of flight
personnel under various regimes of active rest
p0238 A82-3I49U
An automated, indirect assessment of cardiac
output during rest and ezercise
p0285 A82-36030
Superficial shell insulation in resting and
exercising men in cold water
P0285 182-36034
Sympathetic and parasympathetiz cardiac control in
athletes and nonathletes at rest
p0286 &82-36041
Circadian changes in resting heart rate and body
temperature, maximal oxygen consumption and
perceived exertion
P0308 A82-38268
Hemodynaoic response to converting enzyme
inhibition at rest and exercise in humans
p0375 A82-44I35
Begulation of glycogenolysis in human muscle at
rest and during exercise
p0376 A82-44144
Plasma prostaglandins, renin, and catecholamanes
at rest and during ezercise in hypertensive humans
p0418 A82-47382







Anesthesia, surgical aid and resuscitation in
manned space missions
p0059 A82-16950
The use of inosine during resuscitation for the
prevention of post-resuscitation circulatory
insufficiency
p0420 A82-48215






Convergence-divergence with extended practice -
Three applications human psychomotor task
correlation with ezternal measures
p0143 A82-22938
Evidence relating subjective contours and
interpretations involving occlusion
[AD-A103925] pOOlO N82-10712
Time and infornation model of human fieoory
Organization
pOOI2 882-I 1763
Ability differences and cognitive mapping skill
[SD-ft 106389] pOI28 N82-I674I
RBTICOLOCYTES
Methodological aspects of testing erythrocyte
balance by counting incubated reticulocytes
p0350 N82-28972
BETIHA
Peripheral chorioretinal lesions and aeronautical
flight personnel Conseguences for fitness
pOOOB A82-12315
The sensitivity of the retinal nerve fibre layer
to elevated intraocular pressure and graded
hypozia in the cat
p0025 A82-15475
Analysis of retinal work in the discrimination of
a contour signal
p0054 582-16819
Sigma-movement and Sigma-nystagmus - & new tool to
investigate the gaze-pursuit system and
visual-movement perception in man and monkey
p0066 482-17450
Corrective saccades - Effect of shifting the
saccade goal
p0185 A82-25647
Intraretinal recordings of slow electrical
responses to steady illumination in monkey -
Isolation of receptor responses and the origin
of the light peak
p0185 A82-25649
Reception of retinol in rat retinas - Various
molecular forms
POI87 A82-25687
The damaging effects of light on the retina - The
role of singlet ozygen and lipid pecozides
p0232 A82-298I7
Lipid perozidation and retinal damage under stress
p0262 A82-34682
Bechanisms of the damaging effect of light on
retinal photoreceptors
p0371 A82-43233
Spectral sensitivity of the peripheral retina to
large and small stimuli
p0403 A82-45675
Ultrasonic scanning in the diagnosis of
retinoblastomas
p0410 A82-46710
Laser retinometry for cataracts
pOUlO A82-467I 1
The significance of the changes in the
chorioretinal structures for the mechanism of






The effects of age and ametropia on the dark focus
of visual accommodation
pOI42 A82-22929
Selective visual adaptation and the feature model
pOI68 482-24906
Effects of high-frequency ultrasound on adaptive
changes in cell resistance
p0242 A82-31546
The constancy of stereoscopic depth perception
[AD-at11484] p0302 N82-27984
BETIHAL IMAGES




SUBJECT IBDEX BBIIHH (BIOLOGY)
Natural retinal inage notion - Origin and change
p0066 482-17452
Besponses of vestibnlospinal Deacons to neck and
macular vestibular inputs in the presence or
absence of the paleocerebellum
p0067 182-17457
Directional plasticity of the vestibule-ocular
reflex in the cat
p0068 482-17467
Low-level laser light effects - Long-term effects
on visual acuity of behaviorally trained
monkeys
p0140 A82-22913
Changes in spectral acuity following laser
irradiation
p0140 482-22914
Fading of stabilized retinal images
p0207 A82-2B116





Byperacuity and interpolation by the visual pathways
p037l 482-1*3100
Factors determining the characteristics of the
perception of stabilized retinal images
p0371 A82-43232
Detection of amblyopia utilizing generated retinal
reflexes
[NAS4-CB-161944] p0127 H82-16732
Purkinje image eyetracking: I market survey
[NASA-CB-166338] p0272 N82-25779
BETI8BHE












Phasic energy analysis of rheoencephalograms in
the detection of the decompensation of cerebral
hemodynamics
pOII3 A82-21754
Additional criteria of cerebral hemodynaaic
disorders limiting physical loads in patients
with hypertension
p0159 A82-24495
Bheoencephalographic signs of inadequate cerebral
blood supply in incipient cerebrovascular
insufficiency
p0201 A82-27755
System for automatic analysis of rheoencephalograms
p0396 H82-31916
BHEOLOSI
Expansion of the experimental possibilities of
evaluating cardiac output by means of integral
rheography using a high-pass filter
p0185 A82-25677
Characteristics of the blood rheology, platelet
function, and hemodynamics in patients with
ischemic heart disease during extended
hypokinesia following amputations of the limbs
p0410 A82-46721
BBEOHETBBS
Phase analysis of peripheral systemic circulation
by a rheographic method
pO!61 A82-24518
BBEOHATIC DISEASES










The nature of induced BEG activity in the
alpha-rhythm range
p0028 A82-15713
Potential for the use of biorhythm structures for
the prognosis of the coarse of a disease
p0028 A82-15715
Concerning the rationalization of the work and
rest schedule of cosmonauts
p0052 A82-16724
The effects of hyperventilation on EEG
alpha-rhythm depression induced by a suggested
visual representation
P0052 A82-16801
The reorganization of EEG structure during
adaptation to the Antarctic
p0053 &82-16810
Characteristics of indicators of cardiac rhythm in
the norm and in mental maladjustment
P0062 A82-17144
The dynamics of cardiac rhythm parameters during
work under various loads by air traffic
controllers
P0062 A82-I7I46
The effect of motor activity on the development of
cardiac arrhythmias in experimental emotional
stress
pOIIO A82-21713
Disturbances in biological rhythms as a result of
a conflict of incompatible stimuli
pO I I I A82-21720
Seasonal rhythm of the immune reactivity and heart
tolerance to physical load in patients with
ischemic heart disease
P0117 A82-21802
Phase characteristics of the response of the
hypophysal-adrenal system under high-altitude
conditions
pOISO 482-23166
A sino-auricular block with Samoilov-Wenkeback
periods - Diagnosis with the aid of an automated
analysis of the structure of heart rhythms and
clinical assessment
P0153 A82-23270
The statistical structure of EEG rhythm
interaction and individual features of brain
autoregulatiou mechanisms
p0157 A82-23643
Circadian and seasonal rhythms in plasma androgen
levels in the rhesus macaque monkey
p0161 A82-24525
Features of biorhythns for patients with chronic
nonspecific pulmonary diseases during adaptation
to the climato-geographic conditions of the Crimea
P0162 A82-24535
Chronobiological aspects in the science of health
resorts and physiotherapy
P0162 A82-24536
Regulation of heart rhythm in depressor baroreflex
p0190 A82-25812
Effects of physical factors in the environments on
the diurnal and seasonal periodicity of
bronchial asthma attacks
p0205 A82-27795
Evidence for a biological clock
p0234 A82-30301
The relation between cardiac and respiratory
rhythms as a function of the state of the
geomagnetic field
p0236 A82-31153
Cardiac rhythm regulation at rest and during
orthostasis
p0236 482-31160
An approach to the determination of the reflex
reactions of cardiac rhythm
p0237 A82-31162
Hormonal mechanisms of seasonal rhythms in rats
p0240 A82-31518
The formation in human ontogeny of the ability to
reproduce a given rhythm
p0240 A82-31523
Eight-hour rhythm of autonooic regulation
p0242 A82-31542
Bare cases of serious disturbances in cardiac
rhythm during a hypoxic functional test
P0280 A82-35684
The contraction, regulation, and functional role
of lymph vessels
p0367 A82-42603
A coeposite assessment of heart rhythm regulation
daring dosed functional loads
p0373 482-43637
4-321
BIBOHOCLEIC iCIDS SUBJECT IBDEX
A systems analysis of the maturation of sleep
using a semi-Harkov model
p0039 H82-13658
Effect of transmeridional flights on biorhythm of
zone fornation by Streptomyces levoris
p0124 H82-16711
Phenomena of fluctuation of human reaction to
antiorthostatic position
p0125 N82-I6721
Cerebral henispheric activity and automonic
nervous function
p0137 H82-17868
Stress and biological rhytbas
p0213 H82-20837
BIBONtJCLEJC ACIDS
Origin of translation - The hypothesis of
permanently attached adaptors proposed
prebiotic amino acid synthesis
p0091 £82-20022
Origin and evolution of the genetic code
pOI03 S82-20955
Evolutionary processes of the genetic code
p0104 482-20957
Primitive transfer BHA and origin of Darwinian
system
pOI04 A82-20959
Nucleic acid and protein metabolism in cardiac
muscle
pOIIS A82-21772
Transfer BNA and the origin of protein synthesis
p0148 482-22991
The content of BNA in structures of the autonoaic
nervous system of rabbits under acute emotional
stress
p0202 482-27759
Molecular relationships between closely related
strains and species of nematodes
p0208 A82-28228
Taxonomic relations between archaebacteria
including 6 novel genera examined by cross
hybridization of DMAs and I6S rBNAs
p0257 A82-33276
Polynucleotide replication coupled to protein
synthesis A possible mechanises for the origin of
life
p0305 482-38119
Effects of cAHP accumulation activators on certain
stages of genome expression in cells upon acute
radiation damage to the organism. Ill
Comparative study of the properties of BNA
synthesized in a system of isolated liver and
spleen cell nuclei from irradiated rats and
animals having been treated with serotonin prior
to irradiation
p0306 A82-38157
The synthesis of nuclear and oitochondrial DNA and
BNA, and the synthesis of heme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow during the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
p0307 A82-38I69
BNA-content distribution of cells from the normal
and atherosclerotic human aorta
p0308 482-38535
Study of BHA synthesis rate and DMA content in the
myocardium of new-born rats during adaptation to
high-altitude hypoxia
p0308 A82-38537
The dynamics of guantitative changes of BNA in rat
cerebellum Purkinje cells in different
functional states
p0308 A82-38538
The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondrial DNA and
BNA, and the synthesis of hene and globin in
rabbit bone marrow during the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
p0325 482-10501
Protein composition of mBNA containing 18S-40S
subribosomal particles in soleus anscle before
and after immobilization
p0335 482-107142
flolecular basis for the genetic code
p0339 A82-4II95
The influence of activators of cABP accumulation
on individual stages of genome expression in
animal cells in the presence of acute ionizing
radiation. IV - A study of the cytosol factors
controlling the transcription and release of BNA
from the nuclei in irradiated animals and in
conditions of the action of the radioprotective
agent serotonin
p0404 A82-45776
The oolecnlar mechanisms of the interphase death
of lymphoid cells. V - Determination of the
lifespan of nuclear and polysomal BNA in
irradiated thymocytes
p0412 A82-46867
Molecular events basic to cellular radiation
response
[DE8I-027898] p0014 N82-11776
Spectrophotoietric studies on the BNA structure in
E.coli ribosomes. Part 1: Fundamentals of
ultraviolet spectrophotooetry of nuclei acids
[ISS-B-80/2-PT-1] p0078 N82-15734
Spectrophotoietric studies of the BNA structure in
E.coli ribosoies. Part 2: Influence of ions
and proteins on the BHA secondary structure
[ISS-B-80/3-PT-2] p0079 N82-15735
Holecalar events basic to cellular radiation
response
[DE8I-029813] p022l N82-21875
Indices of the rat central nervous system
metabolism during 36- and 60-day hypokinesia
[NASA-TB-76870] p0384 H82-30883
BNA accumulation in the body of neurons as an
indicator of their functional deafferentation
[NASA-Tfl-76850] p0389 N82-30922
Beaction to hypokinesia and hyperkinesia of
somatochrome neurons in the motor zone of the
cerebral cortex in rabbits
[NASA-TB-76885] p0390 N82-30925
Changes in rat tissue deoxyribonncleoprotein and






Vibration and comfort. I - Translational seat
vibration
P0370 A82-42829
vibration and comfort. II - Botational seat
vibration
p0370 A82-42830
An evaluation of helicopter noise and vibration
ride qualities criteria
[HASA-TH-83251] pOI37 N82-1787 1
BIBBAHH INTE6BAL
D HEASOBE AND ISTESBATION
BISE
Effects of whole-body vibration and noise on the
toxicity and risk parameters of chemical
substances
p0191 A82-25814
A test for the prediction of risk-taking attitude
in operators
p0322 A82-40449
Damage risk criteria for impulse noise
industrial deafness
[IZF-1980-26] p0035 N82-12771
Overview of a procedure for human-reliability
analysis
[DE81-030816) p0392 N82-30947






Articulated hands - Force control and kinematic
issues
pOOIB A82-13I10
Automatic planning of manipulator transfer aoveaents
P0025 A82-15391
An approach to algorithms for processing data from
the visual sensor of an integrated robot
P0026 A82-15681
Bobot with sense of touch
P0061 A82-17133
Biped walking - Hoiel problems of dynamics and
control
p0087 A82-18977
Development of an integrated walking robot
p0087 A82-18988
Scheduling of parallel coopntation for a
computer-controlled mechanical manipulator
p0231 A82-29672
Simulation of two forms of eye motion and its
possible implication for the automatic
A-322
SUBJECT IBOBZ S1CC1DIC BIB BOVBBBBTS
recognition of three-dimensional objects
p0277 162-34965
Bobotics: Problems and prospects
p032t 182-40473
Remote manipulators in industry and space
p01»15 182-47273
Artificial intelligence - Utilization in advanced
space missions
pOtIS 482-47278
Initiation into the utilization of programmable
industrial robots: Grafcet graphic
engineering language
p0076 H82-14805
Humanization of working places in the foundry by
use of an automatic fettling equipment
[BBFT-FB-HA-81-001] p0084 H82-15781
1 study of interactive control scheduling and
economic assessment foe robotic systems
[SISi-CB-168652] p0219 882-20878
In overview of artificial intelligence and
robotics. Volume 2: Bobotics
[81SI-CB-168727] p022« H82-21896
Control of a direct-drive arm
[ID-ll 14969] p0362 882-29903
Experimental evaluation of the concept of
supervisory manipulation
p0382 882-30869
Human factors and robotics: Current status and
future prospects
[1D-1I15042] p0392 B82-30945




Toxic hazards research unit
[1D-1110587] p0272 882-25780
BOCKBT PBOPBLLED SLEDS
Occidents in centrifuges and experiments (ejection







apparent instrument horizon deflection during and
immediately following rolling maneuvers
pOl»16 182-47335








The evaluation of information display on the basis










Biomedical aspects of artificial gravity
P0059 182-16951
Dynamics of vestibulo-ocular, vestibnlocollic, and
cervicocollic reflexes
p0067 182-17458
aftereffects of vestibular and optokinetic
stimulation and their interaction
p0067 182-17461
The nse of nondamping sinusoidal rotation in the
study of vestibular function
p0280 182-35692




The effect of visual-vestibular conflict on the
latency of steady-state visually induced
subjective rotation
P0019 182-13422
Physiological mechanisms of the nystagmus produced
by rotations about an earth-horizontal axis
P0213 182-17431
Effects of gravity on rotatory nystagmus in monkeys
p0213 A82-17432
Bystaqmus, gaze shift, and self-motion perception
during sinusoidal head and neck rotation
p0069 182-17473
Hethod of recording rotatory eye reflexes
p0126 882-16727









D BEHOTELI PILOTED VEHICLES
BOBIDIOB COHPOOBDS
The effects of Li, Bb. and temperature on the




BT I8STBOHEBT FLIGHT BOLES
BOBBIBG
Erythrocyte indices daring a competitive marathon
p0120 182-21932
Core temperature, heart rate and sweatsuits
p0143' 182-22942
Ventilatory responses at rest and during exercise
in marathon runners
p0169 A82-24919
Bespiratory muscle fatigue after marathon running
p0229 182-29552
Determination of the anaerobic threshold by a
noninvasive field test in runners
p0229 182-29558
Effect of upper body posture on forced inspiration
and expiration
p0229 182-29559
Variation of the biomechanical characteristics of
an 800-m run under the influence of fatigue
,,0279 182-35671
Discriminative bioaechanical characteristics in
middle-distance running
p0279 182-35672
Increasing the efficiency of running on the basis
of learning algorithms and information tools
p0324 182-40488




Effect of different runway sizes on pilot











Evaluation of abnormal exercise electrocardiogram
in apparently healthy sabjects - Labile
repolarization /SI-T/ abnormalities as a cause
of false positive responses
pOOOt 182-10631
S1BITIEB BE1CTIOB
Development of an advanced Sabatier C02 reduction
subsystem
[1SHB PIPES 81-EB1S-I1] p0002 182-10899
S1CC1DIC BIB HOVEHEBTS
Vestibular influence upon head-eye coordination
p0069 182-17470
The interaction between accuracy of gaze with and
without head movements in patients with
cerebellar ataxia
p0069 182-17472
Dissociation of the eyes in saccadic movement
P0070 182-17479
Different effects involved in the interaction of




Differences in eye movement data recorded by
electro-oculography and corneal reflection
techniques
p0088 482-192211
Study of the electrical activity of the
extraocular muscles
p0112 182-21731
Corrective saccades - Effect of shifting the
saccade goal
p0185 A82-25647
Perception of suprathreshold stimuli during
saccadic eye movement
p0235 A82-30870
Brain mechanisms of visual attention
p0253 A82-32075
Global visual processing for saccadic eye movements
P03I8 A82-39435
Pilot scanning patterns while viewing cockpit
displays of traffic information
p0046 N82-I3710
Hodel simulation studies to clarify the effect on
saccadic eye movements of initial condition










Beview of health and safety aspects of video
display terminals
[CBC-TN-712-E] pOJ79 H82-19816







Holographic laser eye protection
p0024 A82-I497I
Thermal test of flying helmet for two different
types of impact protection devices - Nylon sling
and polystyrene liner
p0025 A82-15519
Nonauditory effects of high intensity noise on
ground crews at a naval air station
[AD-A108996] p018l N82-19834
SAFETY FACTOBS
An investigation of ripcord pull force capability
of male and female skydivers for ripcords
located on the left main lift web at chest level
p0024 A82-14959
Evaluation of safety of decompression from the
critical volume of gas bubbles formed in the
organism
pOIIO A82-21717
Problems of the development of life support and
safety assurance system for space crews
p0198 482-27518
Setting safety standards for ionizing radiation
p03il A82-38580
The psychology and safety of weightlessness
[IAF PAPER 82-252] p0415 A82-47004
Conspicaity of observation posts at the air weapon
firing ranges on the Vliehors and the Noordvaarder
[IZF-1979-33-E] p0035 H82-12774
Beview of literature and regulation relating to
thoracic impact tolerance and injury criteria
[PB82-108697 ] p0128 H82-16736
Study of chlorine dioxide and its metabolites in man
[PB82-I09356] p0175 H82-18863
Study of protective mask type 33
[FOA-C-40134-C2] p0247 H82-22888
SAFETY MANAGEMENT
Objectives and structure of a radiation safety
service in medical institutions
p0155 A82-23298
Human factors and aviation safety - A program of
research on human factors in aviation
p0405 482-46253








Hicrobial life in cold saline environments
P0106 A82-20974
SALYDI SPACE STATION
Salyut 6 medical monitoring techniques
p0006 482-11924
Principal results of medical studies carried out
during long-term manned flights in the Salyut
6-Soyuz-Progress orbital complex
p0198 482-27512
Seventy-five days in space technical and
medico-biological experiments
p0203 A82-27773
A day off in space
p0281 A82-35698
Psychophysiological performance examination
onboard the orbital complex Salynt-Soyuz
[IAF PAPEB 82-171] p0377 A82-44686
The first joint Franco-Soviet manned flight - The
posture experiment
[IAF PAPEB 82-183] p0377 A82-44689
The echography - Doppler experiment on Salyut 7
to monitor cardiac function and
cardiovascular circulation by ultrasonic means
[IAF PAPER 82-23]
 P0414 482-46916
DSSB Space Life Sciences Digest
[NASA-TM-84080] p0076 H82-15708
Status of space biomedical programs
pOI29 H82-17239




Electron paramagnetic resonance assignment: An
analysis of methods used for biological samples
[ISS-T-82/2] p0393 N82-31889
SAHPLES
NT HABS SDBFACE SAMPLES
SAHPLING
NI PABTICDLATE SAHPLING
Method and apparatus for detecting coliform
organisms
[NASA-CASE-ABC-11322-1] p0031 N82-12739
Life sciences passive 3N2 freezer thermal
performance test
[HASA-CB-167546] p0178 N82-19809












Human-machine interface issues in the









NT COSMOS 782 SATELLITE
NT COSMOS 936 SATELLITE
NT COSMOS 1129 SATELLITE
NT ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS
NT OBBITAL BOBKSBOPS
NT SOLAB POKES SATELLITES
SAITOOTH RAVBFOBHS
Teiporal sensitivities to sguare-wave gratings,
sawtooth-wave gratings and their fundamentals -
Bore evidence for multiple spatial frequency
channels in human vision
P03I8 A82-39437
SCALE (BATIO)








Gravitational scale effects moving organism
performance as function of gravity and size
p0326 482-D0650
SC&LB BODBLS
Models and mockups as design aids, revision A
[AD-A109511] p0219 N82-20881
Conceptual ergonomics: Early detection of field
of vision restrictions by Beans of ergoscopy
photography of scale models through endoscopes
[DBIC-T-6253] p0225 H82-2I899
Hicrogravity as an additional tool for research in
huoan physiology: Simulation on ground;




Scaling of perceived optical distortion




Two-D results on human operator perception
p004<; N82-13697
SCANBEHS
NT FLZING SPOT SCANNERS
NT ULTRASONIC SCANNERS
Quantification of pilot workload via instrument scan
[NASA-CB-169238] p0362 N82-29900
SCANNING
Towards an internal model in pilot training in
cognitive analysis of instrument scanning
p0407 A82-46276
Pilot scanning patterns while viewing cockpit
displays of traffic information
p0046 N82-13710
Recognition experiments with thermal images. Part












Bobility aid for the blind
[NASA-CR-168731] p0224 N82-21894
SCBEDDLES
Botating shift work schedules that disrupt sleep
are improved by applying circadian principles
p0308 482-38325
SCBEDOLISG
NT PBEDICTION 4N4LYSIS TECHNIQUES
Scheduling of parallel computation for a
computer-controlled mechanical manipulator
p0231 &S2-29672
4 study of interactive control scheduling and
economic assessment for robotic systems
[HASA-CR-168652] p0219 N82-20878
Aircraft and crew scheduling during airlift
operations
[AD-A114114] p0355 N82-29011






The use of linear models for EEG analysis
p0094 A82-20326
Biological methods for predicting the
effectiveness of psychopharmacotherapy applied








Byocardial perfusion scintigraphy using a new





Huaan reaction to low frequency motion:




Deep-sea bacteria - Isolation in the absence of
decompression
p0255 A82-32800
Patterns of bacterioplinkton growth in the sea
p0217 N82-20860
Technical assessment of the prevention of
micro-fouling on OTEC heat-transfer surfaces
through the use of ultraviolet radiation
[DE82-005489] p0356 N82-29850
OTEC-1 power system test program: Biofonling and
corrosion monitoring on OTEC-1
[DE82-007035] p0356 N82-2985I
SEABCH FOB EXTRATERRESTRIAL INTELLIGENCE
0 PROJECT SETI
SEARCHING
The interaction between the edge effect and target
conspicuity in visual search
p0017 A82-12874
Distraction in visual search
[IZF-1981-7] D0268 N82-24830
Search tines in two-dimensional tables
[IZF-1981-10] p0268 N82-24832








Effect of the Circutone seat on hemodynauic,
subjective and thermal responses during
prolonged sitting
p0147 A82-22969
Effect of the Circutone seat on hemodynamic,
subjective, and thermal responses to prolonged
sitting
p0321 &82-40442
Vibration and comfort. I - Translational seat
vibration
p0370 A82-42829














State of the endocrine glands in hypodynamia (A
review of the literature)
[HASA-TB-76906] p0390 N82-30926
SECULAR PEBTOBBATION
U LONG TERB EFFECTS
SEEDS
Absence of the additive effect in the combined
irradiation of Crepis capillaris seeds and
seedlings by gamaa rays and neutrons
pOIII A82-21723
The nse of a phytochrome-dependent reaction to








Impact of an asteroid or comet in the ocean and
extinction of terrestrial life
fNASA-CB-169086] p0293 H82-26955
SEISBOCABDIOGBAPHI
Seiseocardiographic evaluation of contractile
function of the myocardium of hypokinetic rats
p0394 H82-31902
SEIZUBES
Follow-up of 14 abnormal electroencephalograms in
A-325
SBLECTIOB SOBJECI IBDEI






The condition of the endocrine system of the




Mechanisms of cadmium absorption in rats
[PB82-108184] p0123 B82-16703
SELF DBPLOTIHG SPACE STATIONS
0 SPACE STATIOBS
SELF HA8EDVEBIB6 OBITS
The design of extravehicular propulsion units
pOOSI A82-I6716
SELF OBGABIZIHS SYSTBHS
Coupling to solar energy: Sensitized










The self-stimulation response in cats in a
nitrogen-oxygen median under elevated pressure
p0024 482-15351
Technique for the self-stimulation of subcortical
structures in immobilized rats based on
biofeedback
pOISS 482-23290






Eye-nuscle geometry and compensatory eye movements
in lateral-eyed and frontal-eyed animals
p0063 A82-17429
Phasic components of frog semicircular canal
p0063 &82-17430
Physiological mechanisms of the nystagmus produced
by rotations about an earth-horizontal axis
p0213 A82-17431
The ascending tract of Deiters1 and horizontal gaze
maintenance during head movement via neurons
p0064 482-17437
Nonlinear characteristics of single neurons in the
vestibular nuclei
p0064 A82-17438
Human orientation in space
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0422] p007 1 A82-17940
The relation between the spontaneous activity and
the dynamic characteristics of the primary
afferents of the frog lateral semicircular canal
p0157 A82-23645
A study in motion sickness - Saccular hair cells
in the adult bullfrog
P04I6 A82-47280
SEHICOHDDCTOB DEVICES








































Gastrointestinal allergy in the experimental
animal: The use of radioiodinated sernm albumin
in the assessment of new drugs
[IAEA-B-2067-F] p0031 B82-12741
Quantification of psychoaconstic tuning curve
sharpness: An analysis of frequency resolution
in children and adults
pOI35 B82-17857
Sensitivity analysis as an aid in modelling and
control of (poorly-defined) ecological systems
closed ecological systems
[BASA-CB-166308] p0224 H82-21895




Effect of sensitization on development of stress





Pathophysiology of motor functions in prolonged
manned space flights
p0058 A82-16945
Testibnlar and oculomotor physiology; Proceedings
of the International Meeting, Hew York, si.
September 22-25, 1980
p0063 A82-17426
Visually induced self-motion sensation adapts
rapidly to left-right reversal of vision
p0067 A82-17455
The effect of the motor activity regime on the
development, conservation, and regeneration of
defensive conditioned reflexes in rats
p0092 482-20305
A systems analysis of human motor reactions in
various modes of operation of goal-directed
behavioral acts
pOIII A82-21729
Perception and performance in the heat
p0143 A82-22940
Bivariate response distributions in visual
detection and discrimination
P0144 A82-22951
Characteristics of cerebral somato-sensory evoked
potentials under various conditions for the
formation of simple motor reactions
P0165 482-24830
The effects of a flashing light on the spectral
composition of brain biopotentials and the
biomechanical effectiveness of balancing
p0166 A82-24837
The role of proprioceptive afferentation in
maintaining the equilibrium of unstable
mechanical systems
p0166 A82-24838
Analysis of operator speed by means of
nenrophysiological methods
p0168 A82-24909
Effects of emotional stress in bus drivers
p0191 A82-25819
Effects of acoustic stress on rat sensorinotor
cortex morphology
p0202 A82-27765
Adaptation in motion perception - Alteration of
motion evoked by ocular pursuit
p0237 482-31412
Central nervous system reactivity in the image of
the visual evoked potential and the
perceptual-motor performance of pilots and
A-326
SUBJECT IHDEI SBSSOBI STIBOUTIOB
cosmonaut candidates under conditions of sleep
deprivation
p0251 A82-31831
Investigation of the functional state of the
central nervous system and the motor apparatus
for various regimes of rest and physical exercise
p0279 482-35668
analysis of human movements for workplace design
p0288 182-36966
The cortical regulation of human motion
Russian book
P03I6 682-39283
Rapid perceptual adaptation to high
gravitoinertial force levels Evidence for
context-specific adaptation
p0320 182-40436
State of adaptation in patients with hypertension
p0324 482-40476
Belation between sensoric and motoric function of
Bistar rats after space flight by biosatellite
Cosmos 1129
p0335 482-40737
Bechanisms of the effects of weightlessness on the
motor system of man
p0336 482-40752
The dynamics of certain psychophysiological
indicators under the cumulative effect of
Coriolis accelerations
p0370 A82-42995
The role of the extrapolation and dynamic
stereotype in the mechanism of the formation and
improvement of adeguate motor coordination
p037U A82-43651
Identification of the adaptive feedback of the
human motor system using the response difference
met hod
p0033 H82-12754
Huscle, motor cortex, cerebellar nuclear, and
spindle afferent during slow hold-ramp-hold
position-tracking movements of the monkey's wrist
p0135 H82-17854
Identification of the adaptive feedback of the
human motor system using the Response Difference
Net hod (RDM)
[BTHD-134] p0176 882-18869
Neuraphysiological characteristics of sensorimotor
cortex of rats submitted to early motor
deprivation and conditioning
p0271 N82-25770
Local serial correlation in behavioral states in
the mouse
[AD-A111021] p0294 N82-26959




an approach to algorithms for processing data from
the visual sensor of an integrated robot
p0026 482-15681
Evaluation of Smart sensor displays for
multidimensional precision control of space
shuttle remote manipulator
p0382 N82-30870
Evaluation of SH4HT sensor displays for




The response of the microstrnctnre of the cerebral
snbcommisnral organ to a change in light cycle
pOISO 482-23173
Labyrinth plugging as a model of suspended
vestibular sensory input
p0333 482-40721
Nenrophysiological characteristics of sensoriootor
cortex of rats submitted to early motor
deprivation and conditioning
p0271 N82-25770
B8& accumulation in the body of neurons as an




Study of the discrimination capacity of the
auditory analyzer in flight personnel
p007l 482- 18523
Hathematical models of detection and discrimination
in psychophysics
p0167 482-24903
Bass estimation and discrimination during brief
periods of zero gravity
p0281 482-35769
Bass discrimination during weightlessness
p0174 N82- 18264
SBBSOBI FEEDBACK
Trouble shooting pattern of emergency through
instruments by jet-pilots. II
p0026 482-15521
Botion sickness due to vision reversal - Its
absence in stroboscopic light
p0066 482-1745 I
The role of biofeedback in the adaptive regulation
of pathological bioelectric brain activity
p0094 482-20328
The persistence of a visual dominance effect in a
telemanipulator task: a comparison between
visual and electrotactile feedback
p0041 H82-13677
Identification of the adaptive feedback of the
human motor system using the Response Difference
Bethod (BOB)


















Bow important are changes in body weight for mass
perception
pOOSB A82- 16944
Directional sensitivity of individual vertebrate
hair cells to controlled deflection of their
hair bundles in frog vestibules
p0063 A82-17427
Phasic components of frog semicircular canal
p0063 AS2-17430
Psychophysical studies of perception and memory
Russian book
p0167 A82-24901
Problems of the psychic reflection of the
properties of the objective world on the
sensory-perception level
p0167 482-24902
Dynamic approach to the analysis of the signal
detection process in psychophysics
POI68 482-24905
Objective sensometrics on the basis of the
alpha-rhythm block reaction
pOI68 482-24907
Experience with the application of the method of
evoked potentials in psychophysical studies
pOI68 A82-24908
Effect of pB on sensation and vastns lateralis
electromyograo during cycling exercise
p0256 A82-32835
Effect of ventilatory drive on the perceived
magnitude of added loads to breathing
p0418 A82-47383
Evidence relating subjective contours and
interpretations involving occlusion
t 40-4 103925] pOO 10 H82- 10712
Equation counting and the interpretation of
sensory data
[AD-4103924] pOO 10 N82-107I3
Electrometric characteristics of man's
gastrolingnal reflex
P0272 N82-25778




Effects of gravity on rotatory nystagmus in aonkeys
p0213 A82-17432
Effect of frontal-eye-field lesion on eye-head




Disturbances in biological rhythms as a result of
a conflict of incompatible stimuli
pOlll 482-21720
4 systems analysis of human motor reactions in
various nodes of operation of goal-directed
behavioral acts
p O l l l A82-2I729
Scales of subjective intensities and judgment
processes
p0167 482-24904
Selective visual adaptation and the feature model
pOI68 482-24906
Experience with the application of the method of
evoked potentials in psychophysical studies
p0168 482-24908
The significance of chemoreceptor stinuli for the
rate of snitch-on and switch-off of the
respiratory response to physical exercise
p(M88 &82-25713
General characteristics of the development of the
body's reaction to external stimuli
p0201 482-27747
Some mechanisms of central inhibition
p0209 482-28456
Vegetative reactions to the administration of
atropine and propranolol in rats that exhibit














The influence of scopolamine on the formation and
fixation of temporary connections in rats with
altered brain serotonin levels
p0026 482-15701
The effects of serotonin on shivering thermogenesis
p0157 482-23646
The energy supply of serotonin inactivation
processes in the lungs
p0186 482-25680
Experimental model with a supplementary source of
endogenous serotonin
p0241 482-31534
Effects of cAHP accumulation activators on certain
stages of genome expression in cells upon acute
radiation damage to the organism. Ill
Comparative study of the properties of RHA
synthesized in a system of isolated liver and
spleen cell nuclei from irradiated rats and
animals having been treated with serotonin prior
to irradiation
p0306 482-38157
The effect of serotonin on the development of
acute hyperthermia in rats
p0311 482-38583
Serotonin content of peripheral organs and tissues
in rats under normal conditions and under stress
daring postnatal development
p0311 482-38584
ATPase activity and the potassium ion permeability
of erythrocyte membranes in the presence of
serotonin and radiation
p0324 482-40479
The influence of activators of cAHP accumulation
on individual stages of genome expression in
animal cells in the presence of acute ionizing
radiation. IV - 4 study of the cytosol factors
controlling the transcription and release of BNA
from the nuclei in irradiated animals and in
conditions of the action of the radioprotective
agent serotonin
p0404 A82-45776
Serotonin and histamine metabolism in cosmonauts
p0217 H82-20858
SBBOHS
The effects of daily blood sampling on creatine
pbosphokinase, aspartate aminotransferase and
alanine aminotransferase activities in the blood
serum of the monkey
p0118 482-21811
Blood serum nuclease activity in healthy persons
and patients vith various hematological diseases
p0118 482-21813
The fatty acid composition of blood serum from
intact rats and rats adapted to hypoxia under
the conditions of acute hypoxia
p0161 482-24523
The isoenzyme spectrum of serum lactate
dehydrogenase as a function of age in healthy
individuals
pOI64 482-24554
Effects of vitamin P on the enzyme spectrum of the
blood serum of irradiated animals
pOI64 482-24560
The therapeutic application of heteroloqous serum
globulin against the acnte radiation sickness of
mice
P018S 482-25684
Change in protein-lipid interactions upon the
peroxide oxidation of blood serum lipoproteins
P022B 482-29447
Bapid diagnostic systems - 4 principle for
diagnostic preparations and an analysis of the
rapid systems for disease-causing
microorganisms
P0243 482-31548
Features of the reaction of the blood serum of a
healthy person with epidermis
p0262 482-34678
The participation of the lymphatic system in the
resistance of an organism to hypoxia
P0319 482-39793
The toxic properties of rabbit and dog sera under
controlled hyperthermia
p0322 482-40458
Serum and urinary cation changes on acnte
induction to high altitude /3200 and 3771 metres/
p0417 482-47339
SEBVICE LIFE
Life sciences passive 5N2 freezer thermal
performance test




Final-position of a single degree-of-freedom
tendon arm
p0185 482-25619
Evaluation of Smart sensor displays for




Ban/machine interface development for the BEHOTEX
concept
P0042 N82-13678








Testosterone enhances C-14 2-deoxyglucose uptake
by striated muscle sex hormones and muscle
[NASA-CB-16910 I] P0352 N82-28986
SEX FACTOR
The effect of two years' training of aerobic power
and muscle strength in male and female cadets
p0107 482-21678
Characteristics and patterns of the individual
development of male and female rats in the light
of the energy rule of skeletal muscles
pOlll 482-21721
4 strength and anthropometric comparison of young
men and women examined for work station design
POI39 482-22907
Sex differences in cardiac responses to successive
apnea periods
P0252 A82-32011
Sex as a moderator variable in the selection and
training of persons for a skilled task
p0406 A82-46271
The content of the luteinizing hormone in the




SDBJECT IBDEI SIGNAL PROCESSING
Haximal cardiac function in sedentary nornal men
and vonen - Comparison of age-related changes
p0417 A82-47376
Determination of efficient methods of lift by






















The biological effects of repeated blasts
[AO-AI131I3] p0353 N82-28990
SHELLFISHES
Biochemical, physiological and ecological aspects
of ammonium regeneration by narine crustaceans
p0177 B82-19808
SHELTERS
An industrial hygiene evaluation of aircraft









HT BALLISTIC HISSILE SOBflABINES
HT NOCLE&B POHEBED SHIPS
NT SOBHABIHES
The vork capacity of sailors under conditions of
varying work-rest cycles
p0071 482-18521
A statistical examination of three approaches for
predicting motion sickness incidence
p0108 682-21685
In the struggle for the health of sailors
p0233 A82-30026
The organization of blood transfusions and blood
substitutes on board snips at sea
P0233 A82-30029
dental hygiene of sailors Bussian book
p0372 A62-43602
The influence of ship motion of manual control
skills
p0045 H82-13703
Plan of action and milestones for Havy combustion
tozicity
[AD-A105623] p0075 N82-14796




Conparative neurophysiological characteristics of
cold and caudate tremors
p0116 A82-21790
The effects of serotonin on shivering theraogenesis
p0157 A82-23646
Seasonal differences in the adaptive changes of
the thermal effect of muscle contraction
pOJ57 A82-23647
Thermal insulation and shivering threshold in
Greek sponge divers
p0229 A82-29555




Free aaino acid concentrations in the livers of
animals subjected to certain extremal factors
p0072 A82- 18662
Basic principles of hypoxia control during shock
p0185 482-25676
Effects of traumatic shock on cytogenetic
processes in the epithelial cells of the cornea
and tongue and the bone marrow cells of albino
rats
p0262 A82-34676
Bicrocircnlation and oxygen tension in the rat
brain cortex during hemorrhagic shock
p0262 A82-34683
Disturbances in the carbohydrate metabolism in
shock. 3: Experimental heoorrhagic shock and
some shock models. Review of the literature
tHBL-1980-10] p0249 H82-23975
The effects of some drugs on the survival of rats
in various stages of hemorrhagic shock
[HBL- 1981-7} p0269 H82-25753
Survey of the experimental shock research
performed at the Hedical Biological Laboratory





















Some characteristics of the aerial evacuation of
the sick and otorhinolarynqologically injured
T p0028 A82-15711
Dse of a constant nagnetic field for the treatment
of vibration sickness
p0205 A82-27796
Etiological aspects of in-flight discomforts
p0232 A82-29989
The nature and rate of occurrence of medical
emergencies on board Air France aircraft
p0314 A82-38841
Hedical emergencies in flight - Pathogenic aspects
P03I5 A82-38843
The age-related features of the incidence of
sickness for female workers in the main branches
of the clothing industry
p0414 A82-46894












Hathematical model of a human operator detecting a
signal on a noise background
p0119 A82-21893
Bivariate response distributions in visual
detection and discrimination
p0144 A82-22951
Hathematical models of detection and discrimination
in psychophysics
p0167 A82-24903
Dynamic approach to the analysis of the signal
detection process in psychophysics
p0168 A82-24905
SIGNAL DETECTORS
Project OASIS: The design of a signal detector





Functional model of the conversion of stationary
signals in the auditory analyzer
p0109 A82-21703
A-329
SIGH4L BECEPTIOH SOBJECT IHDBX
Effects of video bandwidth compression processing
on operator performance in the Hini-flPV system
p0145 A82-22957
Evaluation of synthesized voi:a approach calloats
/STHCALL/
p0289 582-36967
The effects of nicrophones and facemasks on LPC
vocoder performance
[AD-A107908] pOI29 N82-16744





SIGNAL TO BOISE RATIOS
Mathematical model of a human operator detecting a
signal on a noise background
pOI19 A82-21893
Recognition of thermal images - Effects of
scan-line density and signal-to-noise ratio
p0254 482-32529
Recognition experiments with thermal images. Part
















Rheoencephalographic signs of inadequate cerebral
blood supply in incipient cerebrovascnlar
insufficiency
p020l A82-27755
Influential factors of negative effects in the
isolated and confined environment
p0277 A82-35641
Classification of vestibnlar disorders as a
function of the phase of the disease and the
degree of vestibular compensation
p0280 A82-3S691
The detection of premorbid states and
cardiovascular diseases during medical
examinations of seamen
P0309 A82-38553
Otoneurological symptoms and syndromes Russian
book
P03I7 A82-39286
Early clinical manifestations of vibration-noise
pathology in miners of Donets Basin
p0368 A82-42616
Classification of pathological states of the
stato-kinetic /vestibular/ analyzer
p0369 A82-42630
Medical monitoring and therapy of space motion
sickness
[IAF PAPER 82-169] p0377 A82-44684
Toxicity of carbon monoxide, hydrogen cyanide and
low oxygen
p0404 A82-46200
The relationship of motion sickness susceptibility
to learned autonooic control for symptom
suppression
p0417 A82-47338














HT ORGAHIC SILICON COHPOOHDS
HT SILICON DIOXIDE
HT ZEOLITES
Toxicity of silicon compounds
[DE82-014245] p0434 H82-34022
SILICOH DIOXIDE
The radiolysis and radioracemization of anino

























NT SPACECRAFT CABIH SIMULATORS
HT TRAINING SIHOLATOBS
NT VERTICAL HOTIOH SIMULATORS




Changes in the human visually evoked cortical
potential in response to chromatic modulation of
a sinusoidal grating
p0314 A82-38795
Influence of sine, and random, whole-body
vibration on visual acuity
[BMVG-FBBT-79-17] p0038 N82-13653
Acceleration measures and motion sickness incidence
[AD-A107996] p0127 H82-16734




Surgical treatment of recurrent frontal sinus







Effect of the Circatone seat on hemodynamic,
subjective and thermal responses during
prolonged sitting
PD147 A82-22969
Hemodynamic responses in orthostasis following 5
hours of sitting
pfl 192 A82-26232
Some problems of identification and modelling of
the human body
p0260 A82-33762
Effect of the Circutone seat on hemodynamic,
subjective, and thermal responses to prolonged
sitting
p0321 482-40442
Postural control related to the different tilting
body positions
p0334 A82-40732
Vibration and coifort. Ill - Translational
vibration of the feet and back, IV - Application
of experimental results
p0374 A82-43674
Motion sickness incidence induced by complex
periodic waveforms
p0416 A82-47336
Cardiovascular responses to isometric exercise in
sitting and lying position
pOISO H82-19823
Transnission of sinusoidally changing vertical
specific force to the heads of seated men





Evaluation of object size upon viewing through an
aperture
p0237 A82-3I163
Effect of different runway sizes on pilot
performance during simulated night landing
approaches
p0252 &82-32008
Spectral sensitivity of the peripheral retina to
large and snail stimuli
p0403 A82-45675
SIZE DETEBHIHATION
The effects of binocular and motion-generated
information on the perception of depth and height
p0019 A82-13423












Innervation of skin glands of the hedgehog
/Erinaceus europaeus/ and its histochemical
changes induced by hibernation
p0170 »82-25244
Method for the determination of muscle
cross-sectional area and deraato-adipose layer
thickness using ultrasonic scanning
p0204 A82-27778
Possibility of evaluating radiation injury to skin
on the basis of changes in its functional state
p0278 A82-35655
i The determination of capillary resistance
p0279 A82-35667
The histochemistry of enzymes in specific -skin
glands of the European hedgehog /Erinaceus
europeaus/ during hibernation
p0319 A82-39792
Ultrasonic determination of thermodynamic
threshold parameters for irreversible cutaneous
burns
p0339 482-11122
The effects of the direction of attention on the
transmission of cutaneous information French
thesis
p0366 482-42083
Ear-nose-throat electrodiagnostic device for
determining the rheobase of human mucosa and skin
p0369 482-42629
The influence of beard, beard-stubble and age
wrinkles on the adjustment of protective masks
[FOA-A-40034-C2/A2/B2] pOOH N82-10722
Mechanical impedance of the human outer ear
[HAB-LIB-TBANS-2065] p0013 N82-11767
An examination of the feasibility of administering
prophylactic pyridostigmine by the percutaneous
route
[HBL-TN-449] p022I H82-21878
Toxic hazards research unit
[AD-A110587] p0272 N82-25780
SKIN GRAFTS
USSB Report. Life sciences: Biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 14
fJPBS-79973] p0265 N82-24806




Optimization of medicinal electrophoresis
enhancement of cutaneous penetration
p0343 482-41472
SKIN TEHPEBATOBE (BIOLOGI)
Thermoregulatory responses to local convective and
radiative cooling
p0017 482-12951
The age characteristics of physical thermoregulation
p0053 A82-16808
Characteristics of skin function in sailors in the
tropics
p0170 A82-25189
Central and peripheral inputs in sweating
regulation during thermal transients
p0255 &82-32830
Finger temperature after a finger-cooling test -
Influence of air temperature and smoking
p0256 A82-32833
Superficial shell insulation in resting and
exercising men in cold water
p0285 A82-36034
Use of the thermovision method in the prophylactic
examination of polar workers
p0310 A82-38565
Skin temperature and thermal comfort in
weightlessness
p0334 482-40726
Thermal pulsation - Techniques, demonstration, and
clinical application
p0343 A82-41474
An examination of heat exchanges in man -
Establishment of a reference technique for
measuring average cutaneous temperatures using
infrared therooaetry French thesis
p0365 482-42080
Effect of heat stress on cutaneous vascular
responses to the initiation of exercise
P0376 A82-44146
The role of skin temperature in the control of
sweating in man
p0009 N82-10708
The effects of cold- and exercise-induced
alterations in skin and core temperature on
substrate mobilization and utilization
pOOll N82-10719




U.S. manned space flight: The first twenty years -




Analysis of evaporative water loss in the Skylab
astronauts
[NASA-CB-167462] pO 178 N82-198I4
Experimental study of high density foods for the
Space Operations Center
p0248 N82-23I09
Cardiovascnlar adaptations in weightlessness: The
influence of in-flight exercise programs on the
cardiovascular adjustments during weightlessness









Metabolism and thermoregnlation daring stages of
sleep in humans exposed to heat and cold
p0006 A82-11157
Hypozic arousal in intact and carotid
cheoodenervated sleeping cats
p0019 A82-13236
The influence of certain habitation conditions on
the physiological functions, work capacity, and
dream dynamics of man
pOOSI A82- 16720
Electroencephalographic correlates of the
differentiation between verbal stimuli daring
natural night sleep in humans
p0093 A82-20315
Bespiration of brain synaptosones under conditions
of depolarization in rats deprived of paradoxal
sleep
p0095 A82-20336
The state of the vegetative functions during sleep
pOI 14 A82-21771
Emotions, sleep, and health
p0117 A82-21804
The role of sleep in the adaptation system and in
the prognosis of psychological readiness of
athletes in competition
p0154 A82-23279
The effect of the beta-adrenergic blocker
propranolol and the tranguilizer seduxen on the
structure of natural sleep in the cat
p0157 A82-23644
Free and conjugated catecholamines and metabolites
in cat urine after hypoxia
i-331
SLEEP DEPBITATION SOBJBCT IBOEZ
p0168 482-24913
Diurnal rhythm of sleep and «akefalness in arctic
suslik /Citellns parryi/ daring summer season
p0192 182-25823
Effect of lov ambient teoperatares on
sleep-vakefulness periodicity in leaning
/Dicrostonyx torgaatas/
p0192 A82-25824
Ventilatory adaptations to resistive loading
during vakefnlness and non-BEH sleep
p0197 482-26814
Featores of the temporal organization of the
activated phase of sleep in frogs and turtles
p0240 A82-3I522
Theoretical conformational analysis of the
neuropeptide inducing delta sleep
p0241 482-31531
Human body clocks and the timing of sleep
p0253 A82-322I3
Local cerebral glucose utilization in non-rapid
eye movement sleep
p0264 A82-34831
Botating shift work schedules that disrupt sleep
are improved by applying circadian principles
p0308 482-38325
The thermal pulsation method in the study of
several physiological mechanisms of the brain stem
p0310 A82-38559
Ventilatory and heart rat'e responses to hypoxia
and hypercapnia during sleep in adults
p0339 482-41206
Sleep and motor activity: Stages of the ontogenic
evolution of the supraspinal motor control in
the human sleep cycle Bussian book
p0372 482-43607
factors inducing periodic breathing in humans - A
general model
p0375 482-44140
Sleep schedules and peak times of oral temperature
and alertness in morning and evening 'types'
pO<!03 482-45575
EEG changes in sleep upon emotional stress
p0421 A82-48225
A systems analysis of the maturation of sleep
using a semi-Barkov model
p0039 H82-13658
Local serial correlation in behavioral states in
the mouse
[AD-AI11021] p0294 H82-26959
Sleep, circadian cycles of physiological functions
and parameters of human vork capacity on first
day after changing from altered to usual
sleep-waking cycle
p0346 N82-28951
Cognitive performance, sleep quality and mood
daring deep oxy-helium diving
[BHP-1/81] p0389 1182-30920
A Trimix saturation dive to 660 meters: Studies
of cognitive performance, mood and sleep guality
[BPN-2/82] p0397 K82-31923
SLEEP DEPBIViTIOH
Nucleic acid and protein concentrations in rat
raphe nuclei neurons and gliocytes daring
complete sleep deprivation in the cylindrical
tretbahn
p0024 A82-15352
The dynamics of protein and nucleic acid content
in rat raphe nucleus cells after total
deprivation of sleep /in a rotating cylinder/
and selective deprivation of its paradoxical phase
pOIIO 482-21718
Sleep loss, recovery sleep, and military performance
p0207 482-28025
Psychotherapentic use of sleep deprivation in
treating insomnia produced by psychic soporific
dependence
p0242 A82-31543
Central nervous system reactivity in the image of
the visual evoked potential and the
perceptual-motor performance of pilots and
cosmonaut candidates under conditions of sleep
deprivation
p0251 A82-3I831
Characteristics of night sleep disorders in the
case of nyocardial infarction according to
polygraphic data
p0344 A82-41491
Effect of short-term sleep loss on breathing
p0417 A82-47379
Sleep deprivation ind exercise tolerance
[AD-A 113043] p0294 N82-26963
Sleep and vakefulness handbook for flight medical
officers






Legibility of smoke-obscured eiergency exit signs
pO 144 A82-22949
SHD (SABEOVEBING OBITS)
0 SELF HAMEOTEBIBG UNITS
SBELLEB TESTS
Visual acuity in color contrast on cathode ray




Psychological considerations in future space
missions
p0029 A82-15852
lell-being and privacy in space - Anticipating
conflicts of interest
p0030 482-15854
The physical activity of humans as a social and
biological problem
pOII4 A82-21760
The effects of social facilitation on vigilance
performance
p0146 A82-22963
Effects of attitudes on the performance of
supervisors
p0156 482-23310
Criteria for a healthy vay of life and
prereguisites for establishing it
p016l A82-24521
Relationship of personality factors and some
social habits to cardiovascular risk in
submariners
P0211 A82-28487
The level of group development as a factor
influencing the relation between group size and
snccessfulness
P0263 482-34689
From a man-machine system to a social-engineering
system
p0322 482-40447
The role of communications, socio-psychological,
and personality factors in the maintenance of
crev coordination
p0405 A82-46252
The human spirit in space long duration space
flight stress
p0416 482-47279
Analysis of sickness rates in West German
industry
[PHB-90097] p0247 N82-22882
Natural and social determination of human psyche
p0352 H82-28983
SOCIAL ISOLATION
The effects of social isolation on human functioning
p025l A82-31830
Behavioral and biological interactions with
confined microsocieties in a programmed
environment
p0277 482-35639
Influential factors of negative effects in the








The role of natrinresis in the prophylactic effect
of adaptation to hypoxia in the case of
hereditary hypertension
pOIIO 482-21712
Changes in blood sodium and potassium
concentrations daring emotional stress induced
by nociceptive stimuli in rats
p0164 482-24550
The Ha/*/-induced release of Ca/2+/ from the




SUBJECT IHDBZ SOOHD PROPAGATION
Nontbermal effect of nanosecond microwave pulses
on the transepithelial transport of sodium ions
P03I2 882-38586
Temperature characteristics of the
ouabain-insensitive sodium flax in frog muscles
p03!2 A82-38600
The effects of Li, Bb, and temperature on the
binding of Na and K by glycerinated frog muscle
fibers
pO<»19 482-18206
Effects of experimental stationary magnetic field
on metabolism of some ions in blood and myocardium
p0267 N82-24822
SODIUM AZIDBS
Lack of induction of single-strand breaks in




The role of aldosterone in the regulation of the
nater and salt balance in hot-shop workers of
the metallurgical industry
p015l A82-23251
Attenuation of blood pressure increases in Dahl
salt-sensitive rats by exercise
p0286 A82-36039
An investigation of the conformational stability
of immunoglobulin G in the monolayers at the
phase boundary between agueous solutions of HaCl
and octane
P03I3 &82-38607
The oxygen effect in E. coli cells. II - The role






Possible selective adsorption of enantioners by Ma-
montmorillonite
P0103 A82-20946
Effect of sodium fluoroacetate on oxygen
consumption in rat and cat liver tissue and
skeletal muscles
p0206 A82-27808
Properties of multiphase polyurethane systems
p0423 N82-32962
SODIOH SALICYLATES






Description/demonstration of BIODIN-80. A
software package for evaluating the
transmissibility between vehicle vibration and






Superior heat-transfer fluids for solar heating
and cooling applications. Besults of acute oral
toxicity determinations
[DE82-D03071 ] p0358 N82-29869
SOLAB ENEBGI CONVERSION
Coupling to solar energy: Sensitized
photoreactions - The primary source of self-
organization
pOIOS A82-20968
Solar bacterial biomass farm for space vehicles
p0261 A82-33895
SOLAB HEATING
Horphofunctional changes in the rabbit myocardium
during chronic solar thermal overheating
p0161 A82-2K516
Superior heat-transfer fluids for solar heating




Chronic exposure of a honey bee colony to 2.45 GHz
continuous wave microwaves
p0022 A82-14347
Survival, development, and teratology of honey bee
brood /Apis mellifera L./ following exposure to
2.45 GHz continuous wave radiation
pt>022 A82- 14348
SOLAB BADIATIOB
Plant response to solar ultraviolet radiation
POI95 A82-26582
Spectral character of sunlight modulates
photosynthesis of previtanin D3 and its
photoisomers in human skin
P0255 A82-32692




Are comets connected to the origin of life
p0096 A82-20865
The appearance of life in the universe
pOI57 A82-23981
SOLID ELECTBODES
Amino acids derivatives synthesis from nitrogen,
carbon and water by electric discharges
P0090 A82-20018
SOLID ELECTROLYTES
Development status of a preprototype water
electrolysis subsystem
[ASME FAPEB 81-ENAS-9] p0002 A82-I0897
SOLID STATE DEVICES































Measurements of tinnitus in transmission and
perceptive deafness
pOI67 A82-24845
Possibility of hearing loss from exposure to
interior aircraft noise
[AD-A116504] pQ424 N82-32973




Auditory depth perception - Localization of
nonmoving and moving sound sources
pOIII A82-2I727






Recommendations to avoid hearing damage during





The effect of ultrasound and phonophoresis of
ganglioblockers on the cardiovascular system in
patients with cervical osteochondrosis
P0343 A82-41476
Airborne ultrasound: Measurement and possible
adverse effects
[PBS 1-240459] p0083 N82-15775
A-333




Characteristics of the structure and functions of
the oiddle ear of lizards
pOU9 A82-21823
Thresholds of hearing by air conduction and by








NT JET AIBCHAFT NOISE
NT NOISE (SOUND)
Airborne ultrasound: Measurement and possible
adverse effects
[PB8I-240459] p0083 N82-I5775
Fornard masking of auditory nerve (N sub 1) and
braicstern responses (Wave T) in humans
pOI36 N82-17860
Theoretical and practical aspects of using
acoustic repellants to scare birds. Part 1:
Interspecificity and geographic (regional)








NT COSMOS 782 SATELLITE
111 COSMOS 936 SATELLITE
NT COSMOS 1129 SATELLITE




Effects of nltraviolet-fl irradiaaces on soybean.
IT - Leaf ontogeny as a factor in evaluating




The psychological selection of French astronauts
for a Franco-Soviet scientific space mission
pOI71 482-25198
Principal results of medical studies carried out
during long-term manned flights in the Salynt
6-Soyuz-Progress orbital complex
p0198 A82-27512
Status of space biomedical programs
p0129 N82-17239
SPACE
Norepinephrine and enzymes of synthesis and
degradation thereof in the rat hypothalaaus








Human factors of outer space production Book
p0029 A82-15851
Habitat requirements, design and options for
long duration space missions
p0030 A82-15855
Bationale for evaluating a closed food chain for
space habitats
p0030 A82-15857
Human roles in future space operations
pOOSO A82-16955
Sensitivity analysis of physiological factors in
space habitat design







Samma facilities for radiobiological
investigations /Design and ezperiaental results/
Russian book
p0022 A82-14674
Cardiovascular responses of the chronically
instrumented monkey during simulated space flight
p0328 A82-40670
Physiological responses to prolonged bed rest and
fluid immersion in man: A compendium of
research (1974 - 1980)
[BASA-TH-81324] p0174 N82-18854




NT VIKING BAHS PBOGBAB
Constraints on early life by earth's accretional
and preaccretional development
pOI48 A82-22986
Mechanical chemical and bio-hazards
space-probe related planet and earth
contaminations
p0316 A82-39159
Planetary atmospheres and the search for life
flAF PAPEB 82-268] p0378 A82-44708
Artificial intelligence - Utilization in advanced
space missions
p0415 A82-47278
The human role in space
[SASA-TM-82482] p0303 N82-27987
SPACE FLIGHT
NT LONG DOBATIOH SPACE FLIGHT
NT MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
NT VIKING DABS PBOGBAH
The activity of psychic models of hypogravity
during 30-day experiments
p0052 A82-16725
Hygienic principles of ongoing monitoring of
quality of recycled water during space flights
pO125 B82-16717
SPACE FLIGHT FEEDING
Dnconventional processes for food regeneration in
space - An overview
[ASME PAPEB 81-ENAS-35] p0004 A82-10921









Space navigation life guarantees
p0081 N82-10759
Diet of crews of three main expeditions aboard
Salyut-6 orbital station
pOI30 N8-.-17815
Amino acid metabolism during prolonged intake of
dehydrated foods and simulation of some space
flight factors
pOI'.O H82-17816
Experimental study of high density foodo for the
Space Operations Center
p02*8 N82-23109
CELSS scenario analysis: Breakeven calculations
[NASA-CB-166319] p0250 N82-23982
Nutritional and cultural aspects of plant species
selection for a controlled ecological life
support system
[ NASA-CB-166324] p0250 N82-23985
Plant diversity to support hr.nans in a CELSS
ground based demonstrator
[NASA-CB- 1689 18] p0268 N82-24833
Controlled Ecological Life Support System: Dse of
Higher Plants
[HASA-CP-2231] p0268 N82-24834
Controlled Ecological Life Support System:
Besearch and Developaent Guidelines
[NASA-CP-2232] p0268 N82-24835
DSSB report: Space biology and aerospace
aedicine, volume 16, no. 2, March - April 1982
[JPBS-80822] p0269 N82-25754
Diet of crew in Salyut-6 orbital station
P0269 S82-25756
Insects: A nutritional alternative
(NASA-CB-169056] p0298 N82-26988
Evaluation of engineering foods for closed
Ecological Life Support System (CELSS)
[NASA-CB-167626] p0354 N82-29003
Nutrition and food technology for a Controlled
Ecological Life Support System (CELSS)
A-334
SUBJECT ISDBX SPACE PLISHT SIBESS
[NASA-CB-167392] p0351 H82-29004
Evaluation of engineering foods for Controlled
Ecological Life Support Systems (CELSS)
[HASA-CB-166359] p0355 N82-29006
SPACE FLIGHT STEESS
The effects of space flight factors on the stress
reaction of the nuclear nucleic acids in the rat
liver
p0007 A82-12279
Future directions for selecting personnel
spacecrews for long duration space flight
p0030 A82-15853
Well-being and privacy in space - Anticipating
conflicts of interest
p0030 A82-15851
Certain theoretical features of astronaut
preparation
pOOSO A82-16705
The influence of certain habitation conditions on
the physiological functions, work capacity, and
dream dynamics of nan
pOOSI S82-16720
The effect of emotional stress on astronaut
activity in a radio-telegraphy system
pOOSI A82-16722
Comparative psychophysiological evaluation of the
effectiveness of psychic models of body hypo-
and hyperponderousness
p0052 A82-16723
Concerning the rationalization of the vork and
rest schedule of cosmonauts
p0052 682-16721
Psychophysiological safety control in
long-duration space flights
p0052 A82-16726
Basic environmental problems of man in space;
Proceedings of the Sixth International
Symposium, Bonn, Rest Germany, November 3-6, 1980
p0056 A82-16926
Summary of medical investigations in the O.S.S.B.
manned space missions
p0056 682-16928
Summary of experiments onboard Soviet biosatellites
p0056 A82-16929
Current views and future programs in
cardiovascular physiology in space
p0056 A82-16931
An overview of the endocrine and metabolic changes
in manned space flight
p0057 A82-16935
Ion regulatory function of the human kidney in
prolonged space flights
p0057 582-16936
Hausogenic properties of various dynamic and
static force environments in space
p0058 A82-16938
vestibnlar tests in the selection of cosmonauts
p0058 682-16911
Bone effects of space flight - Analysis by quantum
concept of bone remodelling
p0059 A82-169*7
Staying sane in space
p0089 A82-19743
Characteristics of the lifting reflex in albino
rats following prolonged space flight /Effects
of weightlessness and artificial gravity/
pOI52 A82-23262
Biological effects of space travel /The M. Bupert
Turnbnll Lecture/
p0157 482-23769
Ban in weightlessness - Physiological problems,
clinical aspects, prevention and protection
p0167 &82-21816
Investigation of the effects of space flight
factors on rat bone marrow cell chromosomes
p0170 A82-25321
Principal results of medical studies carried out
during long-tern manned flights in the Salyut
6-Soyuz-Progress orbital complex
p0198 A82-27512
Changes in contractile protein composition and
properties following space flight
pOI99 A82-27728
Effects of space flight factors at the cellular
level - Besults of the Cytos experiment
p02l I A82-28485
Changes of cardiac activity and regional cerebral
circulation under gravitational effects
simulated by antiorthostasis
p0239 A82-31513
Conditioned reflexes in albino rats during space
flight
p0240 A82-3I521
The use of a phytocbrone-dependent reaction to
assess the influence of space flight factors on
a plant organism
p0242 A82-31547
The effects of social isolation on human functioning
p0251 A82-31830
Sociological aspects of permanent manned occupancy
of space
p026l A82-33910
Influential factors of negative effects in the
isolated and confined environment
p0277 A82-35641
The effect of space flight factors on quiescent
nuclei of certain plant and animal test objects
p0290 A82-37372
Investigation of the cardiovascular system during
prolonged space flights on board the Salyut
space stations
p0317 A82-39129
Lov-G simulation in mammalian research
p0326 A82-10651
A new rat model simulating some aspects of space
flight
p0326 A82-10655
Computer simulations of postural change, water
immersion and bedrest - An integrative approach
for understanding the spaceflight response
p0327 A82-10659
Altered bone turnover during spaceflight
p0328 A82-40679
Effect of space flight on bone strength
p0329 A82-40680
International Dnion of Physiological Sciences,
Annual fleeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July
13-19, 1980, Proceedings
p0329 A82-40686
Aspects of cardiovascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses
p0329 482-10687
Adaptation to weightlessness and its physiological
mechanisms - Besults of animal experiments
aboard biosatellites
P0329 A82-10688
Physiological mechanisms of adaptation of rat
skeletal muscles to weightlessness and similar
functional requirements
p0330 A82-40689
Weightlessness effects on resistance and
reactivity of animals
p0330 A82-40690
Artificial gravity in space flight
p0330 A82-40691
Biorhythms of rats during and after space flight
p0330 A82-40692
Stress in space flight - Hetabolic aspects
p0330 A82-40696
Besnlts of morphological investigations aboard
biosatellites Cosmos
P0330 A82-40697
Effect of prolonged weightlessness on certain
aspects of brain metabolism of the rat
p0331 A82-40699
Effect of spaceflight on lymphocyte stimulation
p033l A82-40700
Horphometric analysis of rat muscle fibers
following space flight and hypogravity
p0331 A82-10703
Labyrinth plugging as a model of suspended
vestibular sensory input
p0333 A82-40721
Space flight effects upon plasma and tissue lipids
in rats
pt>333 A82-40722
Effects of space flight factors and artificial
gravity on deoxyribonucleoprotein in lymphoid
organs of rats
p0333 A82-40723
The reaction of simulated and true weightlessness
on digestive tract of rats
p0334 A82-40733
Belation between sensoric and motoric function of




SPICE FLIGHT TB&INIHG SUBJECT IHDBX
Involuntary and voluntary mechanisms foe
preventing cerebral ischeaia doe to positive
/Gz/ acceleration
p0336 A82-40717
Besults of investigations of weightlessness
effects during prolonged manned space flights
onboard Salyut-6
p0336 482-<t0750
Besults of biosatellite studies of
gravity-dependent changes in the
muscnlo-skeletal system of mammals
p033b A82-1I075I
Vestibular effects of water immersion and Clonidine
p0337 A82-40762
Evidence for arrested bone formation daring
spaceflight
p0338 A82-40767
Gravity only dependent receptor field of the
vestibular sensors Its significance in orbital
flight
- p0338 A82-40770
Medical monitoring and ^ therapy of space motion
sickness
[I&F PAPEB 82-169] p0377 A82-44684
Psychophysiological performance examination
onboard the orbital complex Salyot-Soyuz
[IAF P&PEB 82-171] p0377 A82-44686
Catecholamines and their enzymes in discrete brain
areas of rats after space flight on
biosatellites Cosmos
[IAF PAPEH 82-180] p0377 A82-44688
Hathematical modelling of physiological functions
in space flight
[IAF P&PEB 82-176] p0414 A82-4697U
A French primate stndy program for physiological
problems encountered in weightlessness
[IAF PAPEH 82-184] p0414 A82-46976
Besults of studies of pulmonary ventilation in
cosmonauts daring the period of acute adaptation
to weightlessness
[IAF PAPEB 82-431] p04!5 A82-4706I
The human spirit in space long duration space
flight stress
p0416 A82-47279
A stndy in motion sickness - Saccular hair cells
in the adult bullfrog
p0416 A82-47280
OSSB report. Life sciences biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 12
[JPBS-79338] p0012 H82-11762
Otolithic reflex and space perception function of
cosmonauts
p0012 N82-11764
A compendium of hypokinetic and hypodynamic animal
studies
[HASA-CB-3485] p0076 H82-15709
OSSB report: Space biology and aerospace
medicine, vol. 15, no. 5, Sep. - Oct. 1981
[JPBS-79346] pOI30 H82-I7812
Effect of space flights of different duration on
energy metabolism of human erythrocytes
p0130 H82-I7817
Hunan lipid metabolism during confinement in
pressure chamber
p0131 S82-17822
Oltrastrnctnre of blood vessels and muscle fibers
of rat skeletal muscles after flights aboard
Cosmos-605 and Cosmos-782 biosatellites
p0063 H82-17835
Blood fibrinogen as related to immersion in water
for seven days and short-term space flight
p0133 H82-17836
OSSB Beport: Space biology and aerospace
medicine, volume 16, no. I, January - February
1982
[JPBS-80323] p0213 N82-20834
Effect of radioprotective agents on reactivity to
space flight factors
p0213 H82-20835
Stress and biological rhythms
P02I3 H82-20837
Structural and functional properties, and energy
metabolism of erythrocytes daring space flights
varying in duration
p0214 N82-20841
Belationship between microflora and immunity of
cosmonauts carrying staphylococcus anrens in the
nasal cavity
p02!4 882-20803
Activity of some rat liver enzymes following
flight aboard Cosmos-936 biosatellite
PD2I6 N82-20854
OSSB report. Space biology and aerospace
medicine, volume 16, no. 3, Hay - June 1982
fJPBS-81197] p0347 B82-28949
Dynamics of left ventricular systolic phase
structure during lonq-term (140-185 days)
spaceflights
p0348 B82-28954
Biomedical research publications: 1980 - 1982
[HASA-CB-3587] p0356 N82-29848
Activity of rat adrenal mednla after flight aboard
Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0395 H82-31905
Stereological analysis of rat bone tissue after
flight aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0395 H82-3I906
Changes in rat tissue deoxyribonucleoprotein and




electrolyte metabolism in rat blood after flight
aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
P0397 H82-31918
Epinephrine and norepinephrine concentrations in
rat cardiac ventricles and atria after flight
aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
P0397 H82-31919
Bat blood plasma corticosterone after flight
aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0397 N82-31920
Deoxyribonucleoprotein and nucleic acid content of
rat tissues after flight aboard Cosmos-936
biosatellite
p0397 N82-1,1921
The advantage of tha lower body negative pressure
test in aerospace medicine
pOlOO N82-31942
Techniques for cariiovascular examination in human
centrifuges and the principal results obtained
pOUOO H82-31943
Cybernetic analysis of cardiac rhythm of Salyut-6
orbital station crew during graded exercise test
P0402 H82-32282








Selection and training of European astronauts
P0319 A82-39507
SPACE IHDOSTRIALIZATIOH
Habitat requirements, design and options for
long duration space missions
p0030 A82-15855
Human roles in future space operations
p0060 A82-16955
The medical and public health challenge of space
P0228 A82-29266





NT BANNED ORBITAL LABOBATOBIES
SPACE HilHIEHAHCE
Simulation of operator activity in a system for
the technical servicing of a space station
pOOSI A82-16717




Rorking in space Book
p0096 A82-20772
The assembly of large structures in space - An
evaluation of hardware configurations and




A regenerative life support system for Space
Operations Center /SOC/ A probable first flight
application
A-336
SUBJECT IHDBX SPACE SBOTTLES
[ A S H E PAPBB 81-EH&S-I2]
 P0002 A82-10900
Hunan factors of outer space production Book
p0029 182-15851
Psychological considerations in future space
missions
P0029 A82- 15852
Habitat requirements, design and options for
long duration space missions
p0030 182-15855
nutritional criteria for closed-loop space food
systems
p0030 182-15856
Summary of medical investigations in the U.S.S.E.
nanned space missions
p0056 A82-16928
Coping with space motion sickness in Spacelab
missions
p0058 182-16939
Anesthesia, surgical aid and resuscitation in
manned space missions
p0059 182-16950
1 new eye movement recording system for vestibular
research
[I4F P1PEB 82-173] pOUlU 182-46973
Nutritional and cultural aspects of plant species




Determination of the angular orientation of the
body of a walking machine
p0049 182-16288
Human orientation in space
[till PIPES 82-0122] p0071 182-179*0
How do He avoid confounding the direction ve are




The effects of binocular and notion-generated
information on the perception of depth and height
p0019 182-13423
T>.e otolith refler and space perception in
cosmonauts
p0028 182-15717
Auditory depth perception - Localization of
nonmoving and moving sound sources
pOIII 182-21727
Eyes and glass curtains - Visual accommodation,
the Mandelhanm effect, and apparent size
p0146 182-22967
The role of the vestibular analyzer in the spatial
analysis of gymnastic exercises
p0154 182-23283
Oculoparalytic illusion - Visual-field dependent
spatial mislocalizations by humans partially
paralyzed with curare
p0208 182-28250
Electrical stimulation of the exterior geniculate
body induces eye movements
p0229 182-29448
Contour curvature analysis - Hyperacuities in the
discrimination of detailed shape human
performance efficiency
p0235 182-30872
Visual depth sensitivities of various cues for
depth perception
p0238 182-31447
Beconstruction of spatial information in the human
visual system
p0264 182-34830
1 computational model of binocnlar depth perception
p0264 182-34834
Simulation ot tvo forms of eye motion and its
possible implication for the automatic
recognition of three-dimensional objects
p0277 182-34965
Locus of the stimulus to visual accommodation -
where in the world, or where in the eye
sources of visual perception errors
p0289 182-37184
Hyperacuity for luminance phase angle in the human
visual system
p0314 182-38799
Neurons in cat visual cortex tuned to the
direction of motion in depth - Effect of
positional disparity
p0318 182-39434
Contrast increment thresholds of rhesus monkeys
p0370 A82-43099
Threshold models of spatial vision
p0371 182-43230
Ibsence of depth processing in the large-frame
rod-and-frame effect human space perception
P0378 182-44823
Inhibition of the rod-and-frame effect by circular
contours human depth perception
P0378 182-44824
Cybernetics and car driving: Perspective
perception and the output vector of the system
to be controlled
fIZF-1980-19] p0036 H82-I2778
Visual problems in aviation and space navigation
pOOSI K82-15758
Besults of studies of cosmonauts' vestibnlar
function and spatial perception
P02I4 N82-20838
Correlation between individual distinctions of
functional asymmetry of cerebral hemispheres and
pilot performance
P0215 N82-20844
Influence of orientation method on quality of
pilot's spatial orientation
P0215 S82-20845
The constancy of stereoscopic depth perception
[1D-1111484] p0302 N82-27984
Distance estimation in projected photographs
visual estimates
fFOI-C-56031-H2] p0426 N82-32982
Optical flow and texture variables useful in
simulating self motion
[AD-1I 17016] p0443 N82-34081
SPACE PBOBES
NT VIKING M1BS PSOGB1H
SPACE PBOGBAHS
NT 1POLLO PROJECT
NT FBENCH SPICE PBOGB1MS
NT U.S.S.R. SPICE PROGRAM
Status of space bioniedical programs
P0129 N82-I72J9






Biological value and shelf life of cultured dairy
products in the diet of cosmonauts
p0270 N82-25759
SPACE SELF H1BEOVEBIBS OBITS
D SELF M1NEUVEBING ONITS
SPACE SBDTTLE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST 1
0 SPICE IB1NSPOBT1TION SYSTEM 1 PLIGHT
SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST 2
D SPICE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEH 2 FLIGHT
SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST 3
0 SPICE TBINSPOBTATION SYSTEM 3 PLIGHT
SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST 4
0 SPICE TBINSPOBTITION SYSTEM 4 PLIGHT
SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITEBS
Lightsirle atmospheric revitalization system for
Space shuttle Orbiter
[ASHE PAPER 81-EN1S-26] p0003 182-10913












Lockheed involvement in Shuttle life sciences
flight experiments
p0319 182-39541
Voice control of the space shuttle video system
p0047 N82-13719
Concept study of a life sciences payload element
(PLE) for the SL-D1 mission
[BHF1-FB-H-81-038] p0078 N82-15733
SPACE SHUTTLES
Advanced Hicrobial Check Valve development for
Space Shuttle
CISME PIPES 81-EN1S-45] pOOOS 182-10929
A-337
SP&CE STATIONS SUBJECT INDEX
ST3-2 Induced Environment Contamination Monitor
(IEC3) : Quick-look report
[NASA-rH-82457] p0177 N82-18870
Evaluation of SM&BT sensor displays for




NT OBBIT&L SP&C2 ST4TICNS
HI ORBITAL WORKSHOPS
NT S&LYUT SPACE STATION
Simulation of operator activity in a system for
the technical servicing of a space station
pOOSI 482-16717
Medical support and technology for long-duration
space missions
[IAF P4P£R 82-174] p0377 482-44687
SP&CE SOUS
Survival in space spacesuit development
p009l A82-20257
Space navigation life guarantees
pOOSI N82-15759




NT SPACE SHUTTLE OEBITEES
NT SPACE TBAMSPOBTATION SYSTEM
SP&CE TBANSPOETiTION STSTBH




SPACE TB&HSPOBT&TIOH SXSTEH FLIGHTS
NT SPACE TR4NSPOBT4TION SYSTEM 1 FLIGHT
NT SPACE TEANSPOBTATION SYSTEM 2 FLIGHT
ST SPACE TRANSPOBTATION SYSTEM 3 FLIGHT
NT SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM a FLIGHT
SP&CE TB&NSPOET&TION SYSTEM t FLIGHT
STS-1 medical report
[N4SA-TH-58240] p0076 N82-15711












Shuttle orbital medical system
p0077 N82-15718
Validation of predictive tests and counteroeasures




Biochemistry and endocrinology results
p0077 N82-15721
Hematological and immunological analyses
p0078 N82-15722










SP&CE TB&HSPOBT&TIOH SYSTEM 2 FLIGHT
Mission operation report: Space Shuttle program.




SP&CE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3 FLIGHT
STS-3 medical report
[HASA-TM-58247] p0423 N82-32961
SPACE TB&HSPOBT&TIOB SISTEH 4 FLIGHT
Mission operation report. Space Shuttle program:





Design, development, and verification of Life
Sciences experiments
pOOOS 482-12538
D.S. biological experiments in space
P0056 482-16930
Future investigations onboard Soviet biosatellites
of the Cosmos series
P0060 482-16954
Experimental biology and medicine in space
P0060 482-17123
Principal results of medical studies carried out
during long-term manned flights in the Salyut
6-Soyoz-Progress orbital complex
p0198 482-27512
Effects of space flight factors at the cellular
level - Besnlts of the Cytos experiment
p02H 482-28485
Biological experiments in space biology and
gravitation
p0254 A82-32349
Space biology and medicine
p0263 482-34695
The effect of space flight factors on quiescent
nuclei of certain plant and animal test objects
P0290 482-37372
Lockheed involvement in Shuttle life sciences
flight experiments
p0319 482-39541
Morphogenesis of a higher plant from cultured
cells and embryos in space
p0327 482-40666
Studies of specific hepatic enzymes involved in
the conversion of carbohydrates to lipids in
rats exposed to prolonged spaceflight aboard
Cosmos 1129
p0331 482-40698
Bone resorption and calcium absorption in rats
during spaceflight
p0331 482-40704
Bone growth in the rat mandible during space flight
p0331 482-40705
Space flight effects upon plasma and tissue lipids
in rats
p0333 482-40722
Skin temperature and thermal comfort in
weightlessness
p0334 482-40726
Results of biosatellite studies of
gravity-dependent changes in the
musculo-skeletal system of mammals
p0336 £82-40751
The first joint Franco-Soviet tanned flight - The
posture experiment
[I&F P&PEE 82-183] p0377 482-44689
The Biorack programme - & European contribution to
space biology
p0403 482-45179
4 new eye movement recording system for vestibular
research
flAF P4PBR 82-173] p0414 482-46973
Feasibility study (phase &) for a Life Science
Doable Back envisaged for the Spacelab mission 01
[BSFT-FB-»-81-037] p0078 H82-15732
Concept study of a life sciences payload element
(PLE) for the SL-D1 mission
fBMFT-FB-»-8l-038] p0078 H82-15733
Positions, movements and eguilibrium of rats after
flights aboard biosatellites
pOI24 N82-16713
Bat amino acid composition after flight aboard
Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
POI32 N82-17831
Hyocardial protein fractions and enzymatic
activity thereof in experimental rats flown
aboard Cosmos-936 biosatellite
p0132 N82-17832
Metabolic processis in rat skeletal muscles after
flight aboard Cosmos-936
p0132 B82-17833
4ctivity of some enzymes of carbonhydrate
metabolism in rat skeletal muscles after space
flight
p0132 B82-17834
Effects of rectilinear acceleration, optokinetic





SUBJECT IBDEI SPACECBAFT BODBLS
Vestibnlo-spinal reflex mechanisms
p0173 H82-18257
The influence of space flight on erytbrokinetics
in man
p0173 N82-18258
Measurement of central venous pressure and
determination of hormones in blood serum during
weightlessness
p0173 H82-18259
Effects of prolonged weightlessness on the humoral





Preliminary characterization of persisting
ciccadian rhythms during space flight:
Neurospora as a model system
pOI74 H82-18266





SIS-2 Induced Environment Contamination Monitor
(IECM): Quick-look report
[NaSA-m-82457] p0177 N82-18870
A comparison between acetylene and freon
rebreathing for measuring cardiac output during
exercise in space
p0181 082-19831
USSR Beport: Space biology and aerospace
medicine, volume 16, no. 1, January - February
1982
[JPHS-80323] p0213 N82-20834
Third decade of space biology
p0269 N82-25755
Initial audiometric investigations in an orbital
station
p0363 N82-30277
Changes in rat tissue deoxyribonucleoprotein and








Development status of a preprototype Hater
electrolysis subsystem
[ASME PAPEB 81-ENAS-9] p0002 A82-10897
Development of an advanced Sabatier CO2 reduction
subsystem
[ftSHE PAPEB 81-ENAS-lt] p0002 A82-10899
Lightside atmospheric revitalization system for
Space Shuttle Orbiter
[ASME P4PEB 8I-ESAS-26] p0003 A82-10913
Regenerable C02 collection for spacecraft
application
[ASME PAPEB 8I-EH4S-28] pOOOU A82-10915











Preprototype nitrogen supply subsystem development
[H4S4-CB-166192] p0084 H82-15780








Dangers of explosive decompression
pOOSO H82-15750
SPACECB&FT COHMUHICATIOH
Investigation of the functions of an astronaut





Bemote manipulators in industry and space
p0415 A82-47273
SPACECBAFI COBTAHIHAHON
Advanced Hicrobial Check Talve development for
Space Shuttle
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-EHAS-U5] pOOOS A82-10929
Shuttle toxicology
pOOTB H82-15726
STS-2 Induced Environment Contamination Monitor
(IECH) : Quick-look report
[NASA-TH-82457] pO 177 N82- 18870
SPACECBAFI COHTBOL
NT SATELLITE CONTBOL
Basic principles and methods for assuring the
eficiency of astronaut activity in flight
pOOSO A82-16702
Psychophysiological correlates of the control
activity of the astronaut
pOOSO A82-16707
Optimization of astronaut operator activity and
systems of semiautomatic control of manned
spacecraft on the basis of probabilistic criteria
pOOSO 482-16711
Investigation of the statistical characteristics
of astronaut operator activity directed towards
the control of a manned spacecraft
pOOSO 482-16712
Design and developaent of a six degree of freedom
hand controller
p0045 N82-13706
Six degree of freedom manual controls study report
[NASA-CB-167532] p0181 N82-19837
SPACECBAFT ENVIRONMENTS
Generic waste management requirements for a
controlled ecological life support system /CE1SS/
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-EN4S-23] p0003 482-10911
The CELSS program - in overview of its structure
and use of computer modelling
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-ENAS-36] pOOOU 482-10922
Oxygen generation subsystem for spacecraft
[ASME P4PEB 8I-EHAS-40] pOOOU A82-10925
Design and control strategies for CELSS -
Integrating mechanistic paradigms and biological
complexities
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-43] pOOOS A82-10927
Influential factors of negative effects in the
isolated and confined environment
p0277 482-35641
Methodological aspects of future cardiovascular
research in space
p0326 482-40652
Begenerable life support for the space station - 4
technology status summary
[IAF PAPEB 82-45] p0377 482-44658
Habitability support for manned missions of space
2000
[IAF PAPER 82-170] p0377 482-44685
Sensitivity analysis of physiological factors in
space habitat design
[I4F P&PEB 82-179] pO»14 482-46975
Environmental conditions of aviation and space
navigation
p0079 N82-15738
The relationship of body temperature to
environmental temperature
p0080 H82-15752




Influence on urea hydrolysis of typical microflora
of urine and pressurized habitats
p02!6 N82-20856
Optimal use of electrophysiological indicators of
muscular effort and fatigue
p0248 N82-23134






Simulation of operator activit, in a system for
the technical servicing of a space station
pOOSI A82-16717
4-339
SPACECBAFT HODOLES SDBJECI IHOBZ









Liqhtside atmospheric revitalization system for
Space Shuttle Orbiter
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-BNAS-26] p0003 182- 109 13
SPACECRAFT TBaCKIHG




Future directions for selecting personnel
spacecrews for long duration space flight
p0030 482-15853
Nutritional criteria for closed-loop space food
systems
p0030 482-15856
flematological and immunological changes during
space flight
p0057 A82-16937
Coping with space motion sickness in Spacelab
missions
p0058 482-16939
The role of HZE particles in space flight -
Results from spaceflight and ground-based
experiments
p0059 482-16949
Working in space Book
p0096 482-20772
Problems of the development of life support and
safety assurance system for space crews
p0198 482-27518
Sociological aspects of pernanent manned occupancy
of space
p0261 A82-33910
Habitability support for manned missions of space
2000
[IAF PAPEB 82-170] p0377 482-14685
Crew activities in space
p0031 H32-12129














Validation of predictive tests and counteneasnres




Biochemistry and endocrinology results
p0077 H82-15721
Hematological and immnnological analyses
p0078 H82-15722




Analysis of evaporative water loss in the Skylab
astronauts
[HASA-CB-167462] p0178 882-19814
Evaluation of materials proposed for use in space
flight
[HASA-CB-167537] p0178 B82-19815
Optimal use of electrophysiological indicators of




Bission operation report. Space Shuttle program:
STS-4 postflight medical operations report
[NASA-rfl-84854] pO»3l N82-3400I
SPACELAB
Coping with space motion sickness in Spacelab
missions
p0058 482-16939
The Biorack programme - A European-contribution to
space biology
p0403 A82-45179





HI POINIIHG COHTBOL SYSTEBS
Biological experiments in space biology and
gravitation
P0254 482-32349
Selection and training of European astronauts
p0319 A82-39507
A new, eye movement recording systeo for vestibular
research
[IAF PAPER 82-1731 p0414 A82-46973
A French primate study program for physiological
problems encountered in weightlessness
[IAF PAPEB 82-184] p0414 A82-46976
Feasibility study (phase A) for a Life Science
Double Back envisaged for the Spacelab mission D1
[BHFT-FB-W-81-037] p0078 N82-15732
Concept study of a life sciences payload element
(PLE) for the SL-DI mission
[BHFI-FB-W-81-038] p0078 N82-I5733





Mass discrimination during weightlessness
p O I 7 4 N82-18264
Nutation of Helianthns Annuus in a microgravity
environment
p0174 N82-I8265
Preliminary characterization of persisting
circadian rhythms during space flight:
Nenrospora as a nodel system
p017U H82-18266






»T AIBCBAFT 4PPB04CH SPACING
SPATIAL DISTHIBOTIOH
Mathematical model of the spatial distribution and
accumulation of assimilates in plants
p0026 A82-15702
Cytoarchitectronics of the epidermis and the
epidermal proliferative units /EPO/
p0325 482-40491
Effect of motion sweep duration and number of
stations upon interpolation in discontinuous
motion visual tracking motion perception
P0403 482-45674




Some nearophysiological correlates of visual
perception
p0209 482-23455
Temporal sensitivities to sguare-wave gratings,
sawtooth-wave gratings and their fundamentals -
Bore evidence for multiple spatial frequency










Development of the helicopter crewman jacket
C4D-A115635] pO«27 N82-32992
SPECIBEHS



















Organic and inorganic interpretations of the
Itactian OV-IB reflectance spectrum
p0106 482-21208
SPECTBAL SENSITIVIir
Psychophysical evidence for more than tno kinds of
cone in dichromatic color blindness
p0089 A82-19608
Lou-level laser light effects - Long-term effects
on visual acuity of behaviorally trained
monkeys
p0140 A82-22913
Changes in spectral acuity following laser
irradiation
p0140 482-22911
Comparison of flicker-photometric and
flicker-threshold spectral sensitivities while
the eye is adapted to colored backgrounds
p0208 A82-28I23
Color fusion under conditions of equal brightness
p0237 A82-31I64
Field sensitivity of the 'red1 mechanism derived
from primate local electroretinogram
p0318 482-3913!
Discrimination and detection thresholds - The
effect of observer criterion on the spatial
properties of chromatic and achromatic mechanisms
p0318 482-39438
Spectral sensitivity of the peripheral retina to
large and small stimuli
p0403 A82-45675
Long-term and progressive changes in Bhesns
spectral sensitivity after low-level coherent
light (514nm exposure) effects of laser
exposure on visual function
[40-4111639] p0347 N82-28946
SPECTB&L SIGNATURES
Spectral character of sunlight modulates
photosynthesis of previtamin 03 and its





Spectrophotometric studies on the BNft structure in
E.coli ribosomes. Part 1: Fundamentals of
ultraviolet spectrophotometry of nuclei acids
[ISS-R-80/2-PT-1 ] p0078 N82-15734
Spectrophotometric studies of the UNA structure in
E.coli ribosomes. Part 2: Influence of ions





Spectrophotometric studies on the BNA structure in
E.coli ribosomes. Part 1: Fundamentals of
ultraviolet spectrophotometry of nuclei acids
[ISS-B-80/2-PT-1 ] p0078 N82-15734
Spectrophotometric studies of the BNA structure in
E.coli ribosomes. Part 2: Influence of ions












Evaluation of synthesized voice approach callouts
/SYNCALL/
p0289 A82-36967
Ihe feasibility of miniaturizing the versatile
portable speech prosthesis: A market survey of
commercial products
[NASA-CR-168611] p0181 N82-19838










Aircraft noise and speech communication
interference in JASOF air traffic control room
p0025 482- 15518
Voice entry for reducing pilot workload
pOIII 482-22916
Voice control of the space shuttle video system
pOOU7 N82-I3719
The effects of microphones and facemasks on LPC
vocoder performance
[AD-A107908] p0129 N82-16744
Time-sharing manual control and memory search:
The joint effects of input and output modality
competition, priorities and control order
[AD-A108721] pOI76 M82-18867
The effect of noise-induced hearing loss on the
ability to understand speech
fIZF-1981-11] p02"'3 N82-25783
Objectives hierarchy for air intercept controller
prototype training system
[AD-A 110847] p0297 N82-26981
Effect of task duration on voice recognition
system performance
[AD-A107442] p0301 N82-27979
Effect of operator mental loading on voice
recognition system performance
[AD-A107477] p0301 N82-27980
The role of temporal overlap of visual and










Possible mechanism for chemical induction of
chromosome aberrations in male meiotic and





Logic-controlled occlusive cuff system











Betro-hyperflexion luxation - Mechanism of
cervical spinal cord contusion injury during
ejection seguence
pOOOS 482-11032
Structural changes in motor neurons during hind
limb immobilization
p0027 A82-15707
Investigation of recurrent inhibition in the human
spinal cord during static skeletal muscle activity
p0091 482-20330
Features of the reaction to noise of the spinal
capillaries of white rats
p0114 482-21767
The functional state of the segmental apparatus of
the spinal cord in humans during local work




Changes in neurons of the spinal cord and spinal





Physiopathology and pathology of spinal aliments
in aerospace medicine
[ AGABD-AG-250-FB] pOOll H82-10720





Validation of a new method for studying the
effects of vibration on the primate spine
p0338 A82-40768
A homeomorphic finite element model of impact head
injury
p0009 N82-10707
Significance of bone density to spinal trauma
related to pilot ejection
p02!5 M82-20849
Preliminary study of the effects of prolonged
acceleration on spinal dynamics of baboons. 1:
Acceleration. 2: Biomechanical analysis
[AD-A10t766] p0245 H82-22871
Fracture and viseoelastic characteristics of the
human cervical spine kinematics of the 3
actuator system
[AD-4110980] p0299 N82-27965
Finite element analysis of the visco-elastic
interaction of the annulus fibrosis and nucleus
pulposis vithin the human intervertegral joint
CAD-AIIII61] p0300 N82-2797I
Physiopathology and pathology of spinal injuries
in aerospace medicine
[ AGAED-A6-250 (EHG) ] p0359 H82-29870
Anatomy of the spine
p0359 N82-29871
Biomechanics of the spine
p0359 H82-29872
Spinal stresses in flight
p0359 H82-29873
Theories of the pathogenesis of fractures of the
spine
p0359 N82-2987U







Fractures of the spine in flight
p0360 N82-29880
Accidents in centrifuges and experiments (ejection
seat training toners, sleds)
p0360 N82-2988I
Clinical examination of spinal injuries
p0360 N82-29882
Radiology of spinal trauma in aviation medicine
p0360 N82-29883
Analytical study of traumatic lesions of C3-C7
p0360 N82-29884
Badiological study of fractures of Cl and C2
p0360 H92-29885
Seguelae of vertebral fractures and trauma
P0360 H82-29886
The cervical column of pilots of combat aircraft
p0361 N82-29888




Medico-legal aspect of spinal disorders in
aviation medicine
p0361 N82-29892
A dynamic model of the cervical spine and head
[AD-A114887] p0432 N82-34008
SPIROHETEBS
Digital spirometer for automatic pulmonary function
p0022 A82-14746
Rhinopneumometric indicators daring repeated
antiorthostatic exposures
p0029 482-15719
The value of spiroergography in the diagnosis of
the initial stage of cardiac insufficiency
p0233 A82-30030
SPLEEI
Hepato-splenic injury in aircraft accidents
p0072 A82-18735
The effects of immobilization of mice of various
radiation sensitivities and the shielding of
portions of their bone marrow on survival rate
and the formation of splenic colonies following
irradiation
p0152 A82-23265
Effect of thymalin on the system of cyclic
nucleotides in the mouse spleen
p0262 A82-34679
The induction of the formation of morphine-binding
spleen cells as a manifestation of the immune
response
p0413 A82-46888
Effect of single exposure to microwaves on
guantity and functional properties of T and B
lymphocytes of guinea pig and mouse spleen
p0388 H82-30913
SPBAYED COATIHGS
An evaluation of engineering control technology
for spray painting





Temporal sensitivities to sgnare-wave gratings,
sawtooth-wave gratings and their fundamentals -
Bore evidence for multiple spatial frequency





Superconducting magnetometry for cardiovascular










Empirical studies of procedural flaws, impasses,
and repairs in procedural skills
[AD-AM3791] p0302 N82-27981
STABILIZERS (AGEHTS)
Technigue for the aerobic cultivation of
microorganisms in water-in-oil emulsions
[NHC/CNE-TT-2031] p0428 N82-33980
STANDARDS
Setting hygienic standards to be applied to
environmental standards pertaining to the
rolling stock of railroads and subway systems
p0311 A82-38578
Setting safety standards for ionizing radiation
p0311 A82-38580
Health effects of carbon monoxide and ozone
[PB82-I14265] p0137 N82-17866
ihat is &LARA
[DE8 1-0308 14] p0353 N82-28995




The bactericidal activity of various clothing
fabrics and dressing materials
p0206 A82-2780I
Prevention of stapbylococcal infections daring
space flights
pOI30 H82-17818
Relationship between microflora and immunity of







Cybernetics and car driving: Perspective




Formation of systemic adaptation reactions in
static magnetic fields
p0387 B82-30904
Changes in transcapillary metabolism in patients
with chronic venous insufficiency of legs under









Investigation of recurrent inhibition in the human
spinal cord during static skeletal muscle activity
p009U &82-20330
A comparative characterization of hemodynamics and
respiration under static and dynamic loads
p0238 A82-3IS03
The effect of certain characteristics of work





UP CREH BOSK STATIONS
HI GROUND STATIONS
NT ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS
NT ORBITAL WORKSHOPS







NT MULIIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NT NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS
NT STATISTICAL CORRELATION
NT STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY
Evaluation of maximal and submaximal static muscle
exertions
p0088 A82-19223
Pulsars' timing noise and external disturbances -
Gravitational waves
A82-27519
Statistical optimization of interaction in
man-machine systems
p0208 A82-28218
Statistical techniques for instrument panel
arrangement
p0287 A82-36959
A model for the origin of life
p0339 682-41198
An investigation into pilot and system response to
critical in-flight events, volume 1
[NASA-CB-166243-VOL-1] pOOKO N82-13662
An investigation into pilot and system response to
critical in-flight events, volume 2
[NASA-CR-1662U3-VOL-2] pOOtO N82-13663
Statistical tools for determining fitness to fly
[AD-A108599] p0175 N82-18860
A statistical model of the controller functions of
the human temperature regulating system
P0248 N82-23972
Statistical examination of hearing loss due to
gunfire noise and industrial noise:
Consequences for screening audiometry with fixed
frequencies
[IZF-1981-20] p0273 H82-25785
A performance analysis study of a complex G field
experiment
p0380 N82-30852




The use of correlation analysis for the detection
of signs of changes in the physiological
condition of workers exposed to vibration
pOI60 482-21509
STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY
Detecting human operator impairment with a
psychomotor task
p0047 N82-13718








Statistical mechanics of biomembrane phase
transition. I - Excluded volume effects of lipid







The effect of visual-vestibular conflict on the
latency of steady-state visually induced
subjective rotation
p0019 A82-13422






Levels of steering control: Reproduction of
steering wheel movements
[IZF-1980-16] p0036 N82-12777
A data collection scheme for identification of
parameters in a driver model
p0044 N82-13696
Manual control analysis of drug effects on driving
performance
p0046 N82-13709
Stability analysis of automobile driver steering
control
p0047 N82-13717
The bench mining system: Progress in
two-dimensional simulation of steering
'characteristics
[BB-176] p0401 N82-31950
Levels of steering control: Reproduction of
steering-wheel movements
p044l N82-34071











Are there structural analogies between amino acids
and nucleic acids
p0020 182-13840
Resolution of underivatized ammo acids by high
pressure liquid chromatography, using chiral
eluants
p0102 A82-20944
Stereoselective interactions of small biological
molecules
p0102 A82-20945






System to measure head motion during parachute
opening shock
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2517] p002l 482-13914
The deterioration of the working efficiency of
stereophotogrammetrists and their professional
selection
p0410 182-46709











Perception of spatial features with stereoscopic
displays
[10-1110191] p0222 N82-21882
The constancy of stereoscopic depth perception
( 4D-4111484] p0302 N82-27984
Stereological analysis of rat bone tissue after





The microflora of the central Antarctica glacier
and control methods for the sterile isolation of












Testosterone enhances C-14 2-deoxyglncose uptake
by striated muscle sex hormones and muscle
[HASA-CR-169IOI] p0352 H82-28986
STIFFNESS
The determination of the equivalent biomechanical








Changes in the temporal parameters of visual
perception under the influence of psychostimulants
pOISI A82-23253
Temperature characteristics of the
ouabain-insensitive sodium flux in frog muscles
p0312 A82-38600
Stimulation of body weight increase and epiphyseal













A procedure for the analysis of nystagmus and
other eye movements
CAD-A112603] p0352 N82-28987
Responses to harmonic acceleration with varying
head positions




A neutral theory of biogenesis
p009l A82-20024
A stochastic model of a human operator in the
manual control of a dynamic system
p0229 A82-29469
Optimization of stochastic man-machine systems
p026I A82-33769




The variations in the content of histamine in the
tissues of the heart and stomach during the
excessive stimulation of the organism and the
influence of hexamethoninm on these variations
p0413 A82-46886
Effect of sensitization on development of stress
gastric ulcers in rats
[N&SA-TM-76868] p0385 H82-30892
Efficacy of cimetidin in the prevention of ulcer









Storage stability and improvement of intermediate
moisture foods, phase 5
[NASA-CH-167503] p0128 H82-16742
Comparative evaluation of antimicrobial activity
of some urine preservatives
pOI32 N82-17830
Biological value and shelf life of cultured dairy






Three-dimensional stress distribution in arteries:
Badial compression experiments of arterial wall;
stress concentration in lung near a cylindrical
cavity; finite element analysis of pleural




Lack of induction of single-strand breaks in






The dependence of the strategy by which a solution
is sought on the type of intellection
p0162 A82-24533
STRATIGBAPHY
Hass mortality and its environmental and










Effect of altitude exposure on induction of




Effect of transmeridional flights on biorhythm of
zone formation by Streptomyces levoris
P0124 N82-I67II
STBESS (BIOLOGT)
The effects of immobilization on the development
of experimental atherosclerosis in rabbits
p0054 A82- 16815
Biogenic monoaoine concentrations in autonomic
nervous system ganglia during acute experimental
emotional stress
pOOSU A82-16817
The effects of heat stress on the morphogenetic
potencies of the nephron epithelium
p0055 A 82-16825
Disturbances in biological rhythms as a result of
a conflict of incompatible stimuli
pOIII A82-21720
The effect of cold stress on the level and
activity of microsomal cytochrome p-450 in the
rat liver
pOI 12 A82-2I732




NT ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
NT CEHTRIFUGING STBESS
The effects of space flight factors on the stress
reaction of the nuclear nucleic acids in the rat
liver
p0007 A82-12279
The physiological response of anthropometrically
selected female military personnel to the test
parachuting environment
p0023 A82-14957
Removal by negative air ions of changes in
mitochondria! respiration under stress
p0028 A82-15716
The effects of immobilization stress on diacyl and
plasaogenic phospholipids in various organs and
tissues of the rat
p0052 A82-16802
The response of the hematic system of
adrenalectomized mice to stressor activity
p0054 A82-16814
A-344
SUBJECT IHDEI STEBSS (PHYSIOLOGY) COHTD
Damage and repair of heart muscle DBA during
enotional-pain stress
pOOSS 482-16822
Characteristics of loading hyporia
p0060 482-16968
Free ammo acid concentrations in the livers of
animals subjected to certain extremal factors
P0072 682-18662
Recent life change measurement in Canadian Forces
pilots
p0072 A82- 18733
Glycogen and nonspecific adaptation to cold
pOOSS &82-1914914
The influence of adaptation on the periodic effect
of hypozia on the poststress activation of the
primary immune response
p0093 482-20320
Microcirculation, tolerance to physical strain,
and certain homeostasis paraneters in patients
with angina pectoris
p009<l 482-203214
Functional condition of the rat sympato-adrenal
system during emotional and nociceptive stress
p0095 &82-20335
The effect of motor activity oa the development of
cardiac arrhythmias in experimental emotional
stress
pOllO 482-21713
Activation of the metabolism of the
gamma-iminobutyric acid system in the cerebral
hemispheres under various types of stress
pO!13 A82-21746
Echoencephalographic indices in patients vith
hypertensive disease under the effect of
functional loads
p0113 A82-21753
Changes in the structure and cellular composition
of the inguinal lymph nodes of white rats
subjected to static and dynamic stresses
p0114 A82-21761
Heuronal-glial alterations in the cerebral cortex
of animals under the influence of white noise
pOUK &82-21769
Lysosomes under conditions of stress
pOllU A82-21770
The effect of the prolonged administration of
sodium hydroxybutyrate on the physical work
capacity and muscle tissue state of rats
pOIIS A82-21779
Adaptogenic effect of mebicar during emotional
stress, exercise, and hypoxia
p0115 A82-21780
The ultrastrncture of the liver sinusoids of mice
under conditions of acute stress - Morphometric
study
p01l6 482-21782
The dynamics and physiological importance of the
activation of the gamma-amino-butyric acid
system in the brain and cardiac muscle under
pain and emotional stress
pOM7 482-21808
Mechanisms of adaptation to ergothermic hypoxemia
in athletes specializing in different sports
pOIIS A82-21820
Stress and immunity in athletes
p0118 482-21821
Dental performance impairment in heat stress
p0143 A82-22939
Morphological changes in the hematopoietic organs
of rats under the influence of adrenalin
pOISO 482-23167
Variation in catecholamine excretion in
adolescents under mountain conditions
pOISO A82-23174
Phase phenomena in the vestibnlar analyzer -
festibular recruitment
pOISl A82-23256
Biological rhythm aspects of adaptation mechanisms
p0153 A82-23277
The influence of physical stress on the dynamics
of vork capacity and electrical activity of
skeletal muscles in the course of an entire day
p015« A82-23284
Reaction of the blood system to single and double
exposure to a stress agent
pOI54 A82-23287
Criteria and the quantitative evaluation of human
disturbance tolerance external electrical
stivuli effects on athlete perfornance
p0158 A82-24478
A basis for the optimal duration of work breaks in
the presence of noise of various intensities
during the course of a work shift
p0160 482-24510
An evaluation of the total stress involved in
certain types of precision work
p0161 A82-24514
Effect of regulated muscular load on the
morphological and functional characteristics of
adrenal glands in dogs with experimental
hypocorticalism
pO!61 A82-24524
Changes in blood sodium and potassium
concentrations daring emotional stress induced
by nociceptive stimuli in rats
p0164 A82-24550
The typological systematization of adaptive
responses - Example of the antiorthostatic effect
p0165 482-24835
Characteristics of skin function in sailors in the
tropics
p0170 482-25189
Basis for the refinement of permissible levels of
local vibration
p0188 482-25702
Oltrastructnral changes in skeletal muscle fibers
under the influence of acute physical exercise
pOI89 A82-25717
The permeability of the lymphatic vessels of the
muscles of the upper extremities in vibration
sickness
p0190 482-25804
Kinetics of lipid peroxidation in cellular
organelle anoxia under different conditions
POI9D 482-25809
Damage to the Ca/2+/-transporting system in the
sarcoplasmic reticulnm of the heart during
emotional and nociceptive stress
p0190 482-25810
Effect of air ions on the ratio between direct and
reverse electron transport in mitochondria under
stress
p0199 482-27731
The participation of adrenergic mechanisms in
eicrocirculation changes under stress
p0202 482-27757
Contribution of the kallikrein-kinin system to
microcirculatiou disorders in the case of
immobilization stress
p0204 A82-27787
Suction-type EKG electrodes with a remote vacuum
pump for stress testing
p0205 A82-27800
Comprehensive evaluation of the human functional
state using ergometry
p0206 A82-27804
The information content of indicators of cerebral
vascular responses to adequate influences
P0210 A82-28459
Comparative physiological responses to exercise
stress
p0231 482-29571
The relationship between circadian and circanian
rhythms of some parameters of the heart
contractile function and vascular tension
p023l A82-29807
Changes in the peroxide metabolism of
weight-lifters and wrestlers under the
conditions of systematic muscular activity
p0239 482-31505
Specialized acidophilic products for the
nourishment of athletes
p0240 482-31514
Hormonal mechanisms of seasonal rhythms in rats
p0240 482-31518




An analysis of the risk of human cardiac damage
during +Gz stress - 4 review
p0251 482-32001
Stress testing and coronary artery disease - Study
of 140 cases on tread mill
p0253 482-32288
A longitudinal analysis of TH Index and
identification of period of acute heat stress
p0253 482-32290
4-3«5
SIBBSS (PHYSIOLOGY) COHID SUBJECT IHDEI
The effects of hypoxia on serial response time
p0254 A82-32390
Increases in plasma beta-endorphin/beta-lipotropin
immunoreactivity after treadmill running in humans
P0256 482-32839
Effect of base oscillations on the human skeletal
muscle and joint forces in a standing posture
p0259 482-33754
Effects of traumatic shock on cytogenetic
processes in the epithelial cells of the cornea
and tongue and the bone macron cells of albino
cats
p0262 482-34676
Investigation of the general fitness of the
progeny of iccadiated animals. Ill - The
resistance of mice to irradiation, hypoxia,
endotoxin, and physical stcess
p0278 A82-35652
Protective effect of a gaseous hypozic mixture
under the combined effect on the organism of
cadiation and physical stcess
p0278 482-35653
Early diagnosis of ovecstcain of the
cardiovascular system in athletes engaging in
cyclic focms of sport
p0278 482-35664
Becent developments in assessing the myocardial
dystrophy encountered in athletes as a
consequence of chronic physical overezertion
p0280 £82-35680
Strain' on the regulation systems as a condition of
successful adaptation to heat
p0282 A82-35837
Dependence of reactions of the organism to
extremal factors on initial state
p0282 &B2-35839
Measurement of cardiopalmonary performance during
acute exposure to a 2440-m equivalent atmosphere
p0283 482-35904
Effect of octhostatic stcess on exercise
performance after bedrest
p0283 A82-35907
Change in plasma C4HP and catecholamines in men
subjected to the same relative amount of
physical work stress
p0284 482-35912
Exercise performance after ventilatory work
p0286 482-36037
Huscle weakness following dynamic exercise in humans
p0290 432-37929
The characteristics of hemodynamic shifts under
physical stress at mountain elevations
p0307 482-38166
Early reaction of the hemopoietic organs depending
on the condition of the peripheral B-cholinergic
systems
p0307 482-38168
Migration kinetics of hemopoietic stem cells in
mice after severe mechanical trauma
p0309 482-38541
The cole of central gray matter in the activation
of antipain systems of the rat's brain under
stress
p0309 482-38547
Ths concentration of adenyl nucleotides and
cceatine phosphate in the cerebral hemispheres
during different manifestations of stress
p03IO 482-38560
4 method of evaluating the functional state of the
central nervous system of a person performing work
p0311 482-38579
The effect of serotonin on the development of
acute hyperthermia in cats
p0311 482-33583
Serotonin content of peripheral organs and tissues
in rats under normal conditions and undec stcess
dncing postnatal development
P03I1 482-38584
Physiological stresses linked to flight on airliners
p03!4 482-38842
Physiological stcesses in flying a sailplane
p0315 482-38850
The anti-stress cole of the gamma-aminobutyric
acid system of the brain
p0323 482-40468
The combined effect of carbon monoxide and
total-body vibration on the organism
p0324 482-40475
Changes of intcacellnlac cest potential and the
length of isolated muscle under different loads
p0324 482-40480
The cole of nntcition in the changes of enecgy
metabolism during stcess
p0324 482-40482
Physical activity and human requirements foe
enecgy and food substances
p0324 482-40487
X-ray study of loaded skeletal portions in the
upper extremities of athletes engaging in karate
p0325 482-40490
The early reaction of the hemopoietic ocgans to
stress, depending on the condition of the
peripheral H-cholinergic systems
p0325 482-40499
The effect of hypozic and hypobaric exercises on
the blood-brain barrier in rats
p0332 482-40713
Analysis of transient cardiovascular response to
orthostatic stress using noninvasive methods
p0335 482-40740
The use of biochemical monitoring methods in the
ergometry of patients with atherosclerosis
p0344 482-41494
Functional condition of the heart mitochondria in
the dynamics of emotional and pain stress
p0344 482-41500
The condition of the cardiovascular system in air
tcaffic contcollers according to data acguired
at the workplace
p0368 482-42614
A physiological justification of allowable noise
levels in work involving heavy physical labor
under nervous stress
P0368 A82-42617
Changes in the lymphoid organs of rats under the
effect of acute hypozia
p0368 A82-42623
Analysis of methods for evaluating thermal stress
effects on human beings
p0370 482-42994
Individual features of the vegetative regulation
of body functions during the adaptation of
sailors in the tropics
p0370 482-42996
Evaluation of the heaviness of physical work with
marked nervous-emotional stress
p0372 482-43240
Internal stresses and contractility of myocardium
p0372 482-43513
The effect of a physiological load on the exchange
and phosphocylation of cell membcane pcoteins in
the brain of rats
p0374 482-43654
Effect of heat stress on cutaneous vascular
responses to the initiation of exercise
p0376 482-44146
Head cooling and heat
p0376 482-44292
Possible adaptation to strong magnetic fields
by animals
[lAF PAPER 82-188] p0377 A82-44690
The increase in the endurance for static loads in
irradiated rats treated with gas hypoxic mixture
/GHH-10/, an anti-irradiation agent
pOUOU A82-45786
Prevention of stcess damage to the heact and its
hypoxic contcactore with the natural antioxidant
alpha-tocopherol
p0410 A82-46716
The activities of the dehydrogenases of the Krebs
cycle and the enzymes of tissue respiration
during myocardial necrosis in stress-impaired rats
p0413 482-46881
Pulmonary function in normal humans with execcise
and temperatore-humidity stcess
p0419 482-47391
Determination of efficient methods of lift by
conpacing trained and untrained male and female
lifters
CAD-A100349] p0038 1182-13650
Fatigue in Flight Inspection Field Office (FIFO)
flight crews
[AD-A106791] p0127 H82-16733
Stress and biological rhythms
p0213 If82-20837
F/FB-111 ejection experience (1967-1980). Part I:
Evaluation and recommendations
A-346
SUBJECT IBDEI STBESS (PSYCHOLOGY)
[AD-A1IOI99] p0222 H82-21879
Becording basic climatic parameters and their
processing into integrated heat stress indices
[DBIC-T-6292] P0223 H82-21885
Epidemiology feasibility study: Effects of noise
on the cardiovascular system
[PB82-147752] pt>30 I N82-27974
Epidemiology feasibility study: Effects of noise
on the cardiovascular system: Appendix ,B:
Annotated bibliography. Literature. The
effects of noise on the cardiovascular system
[PB82-147760] p0301 N82-27975
Epidemiology feasibility study: Effects of noise
on the cardiovascular system. Appendix C:
Review of non-noise related research of
cardiovascular disease
[PB82-147778] ' p0301 H82-27976
Role of hormonal compounds in regulation of
electrolyte metabolism in the presence of
emotional stress
p0348 N82-28952
Slov waves of cardiac rhythm in healthy man under
different conditions ,
p0348 882-28955
Physiological studies of heat stress acclimation
during a specific exercise regimen
[AD-A111897] p0353 H82-28991
Task analysis and the ability reguirenents of
tasks: Collected papers
[AD-AIIII8I] p0354 N82-29000
Hypo-and hyperglycemia in rats: Effects on the
ability to work in the heat
[AD-A1II711] p0356 H82-29849
Significance of minute volume parameters to
evaluation of vestibalar stability
p0357 H82-29860
Phase analysis of dynamics of galvanic skin
responses in man
p0357 H82-29861
Influence of stress on the blood system reaction
in adrenalectomized mice
[HiSA-TM-76902] p0383 H82-30877
Effect of mebicar on animals under extreme
conditions
[HASA-TH-76851] p0383 H82-30879
Reaction of the blood system to single and double
effect of a stress agent
[NiSA-m-76866] p0383 H82-30880
Activation of the cerebral gba-ergic inhibiting
system in stress
[HASA-TH-76867] p0384 N82-30881
Catecholamines in the blood plasma of August and
Histar rats during emotional stress
[N&SA-T8-768721 p0384 N82-30885
Changes of blood plasma renin activity in August
and Histar rats under emotional stress
[NASA-IH-76873] p0384 H82-30886
Glucocorticoid receptors and metabolic
disturbances in the (rat) liver and heart during
immobilization
[ HASA-TH-76874 ] p0384 N82-30887
Genetic and individual differences in
cardiovascular disturbances of rats during
experimental emotional stress
[SASA-TH-76911] p0385 H82-30890
Effect of immobilization stress on diacyl- and
plasmalogen-derivatives of phospholipids in
various rat organs and tissues
[NASA-TH-76852] p0385 882-3089 I
Effect of sensitization on development of stress
gastric ulcers in rats
[HASA-IH-76868] p0385 H82-30892
Specific cytoplasmic glucocorticoid receptors of
rat liver under conditions of immobilization
stress
[HASA-TH-76863] p0385 N82-30893
Specific cytoplasmic glncocorticoid receptors of
the rat liver during immobilization stress
[HASA-TH-76869] p0385 H82-30894
Efficacy of cimetidin in the prevention of ulcer
formation in the stomach during immobilization
stress
[HASA-TH-76864] p0389 M82-30923
The role of the hypophysis in early reaction of
uemopoietic organs to stress
[HASA-TH-76865] p0390 H82-3092U
Detailed research plan: Cardiovascular effects of
noise
[PB82-163379) p039I N82-30934
Stress, anxiety, and cognitive interference:
Beactions to tests
[AD-A 113564] p0435 H82-34031
SIBESS (PSYCHOLOGY)
Instructor pilot teaching behavior and student
pilot stress in flight training
pOOOS A82-11028
Damage and repair of heart muscle DBA during
emotional-pain stress
p0055 A82-16822
Informational need of emotional stress effect
on operator performance of visual tasks
p0058 A82- 16943
Recent life change measurement in Canadian Forces
pilots
p0072 A82-18733
Staying sane in space
p0089 A82-19743
Acute experimental emotional stress in rabbits in
a modulated electromagnetic field
p0092 &82-20307
The influence of adaptation on the periodic effect
of hypoxia on the poststress activation of the
primary immune response
p0093 A82-20320
Contractile dysfunction of vascular vail smooth
muscle under emotional nociceptive 'Stress
p0094 A82-20322
Functional condition of the rat sympato-adrenal
system during emotional and nociceptive stress
P0095 A82-20335
Change in the nature of the psychotropic effect on
the emotional reactivity and behavior in stress
situations depending on the state of the
catecholaminergic systems of the brain
p0112 A82-2I739
Activation of the metabolism of the
gaama-aminobutyric acid system in the cerebral
hemispheres under various types of stress
P0113 A82-21746
Adaptogenic effect of mebicar during emotional
stress, exercise, and hypoxia
pOIIS A82-21780
EEG evaluation of mental stress
P0116 A82-21784
Emotions, sleep, and health
P0117 482-21801
The dynamics and physiological importance of the
activation of the gaoma-amino-butyric acid
system in the brain and cardiac muscle under
pain and emotional stress
p0117 A82-21808
Acute experimental emotional stress in rabbits
/physiological and cytochenical aspects/
p0119 A82-21825
The effects of noise - A review on human
performance of complex tasks
p0141 482-22921
Horphological changes in the bematopoietic organs
of rats under the influence of adrenalin
P015D A82-23167
Genetic and individual differences in
cardiovascular disturbances in rats during
experimental emotional stress
p0153 A82-23278
An evaluation of the total stress involved in
certain types of precision vork
P0161 A87-24514
Establishing methods of investigating individual
characteristics of making decisions in
situations of conflict
P0162 A82-24528
Psychophysiological characteristics of the fatigue
state based on activation indicators
p0162 A82-24529
Correlation of the stress protective and
antonomotropic effects of mebicar
P0164 A82-24559
Systemic mechanisms of emotional stress
Bussian book
p0170 A82-25231
Effects of emotional stress in bus drivers
POI91 A82-25819
An introduction to disaster - Some considerations
of a psychological nature
p0193 A82-26236
Serial personality evaluations of repatriated U.S.
Air Force southeast Asia FOIs
p0193 A82-26237
i-347
STHESS &H&LISIS SUBJECT IHDEI
The content of BH4 in structures of the antonomic
nervous system of rabbits under acute emotional
stress
p0202 482-27759
Effects of microwaves on acupuncture points under
conditions of acute emotional stress in rabbits
p0202 482-27763
Changes in the level of catecholamines in the
nocadrenaline-synthesizing structures of the rat
brain following immobilization
p0202 482-27764
Hicroionophoretic analysis of the chemical
sensitivity of neurons of the medial thalamus
and ventromedial hypothalamus to acetylcholine
in the case of immobilization-prodneed emotional
stress in rats
p0203 482-27770
Incidence of ischemic heart disease and arterial
hypertension in sedentary workers
P0205 482-27793
Self-stimulation response as an anti-stress factor
in anioaIs
p0205 482-27799
Relation of changes in antonomic reactions to the
effectiveness of mental activity under
conditions of emotional stress
p0236 482-31158
Preventing disturbances to the structure of DH4 in
the cardiac muscle from emotional-nociceptive
stress by blocking beta-adrenoreceptors and the
perozidation of lipids
p02<H 482-31528
Lipid peroxidation and retinal damage under stress
p0262 482-34682
The role of stress in the pathogenesis of ischemic
heart disease
p0279 482-35677
The effect of threat on psychonotor and
intellectual performance depending on
characteristics of temperament
p0287 482-36691
The effect of repeated episodes of emotional
stress on heart activity and the content of
monoamines in the heart
p0307 482-38163
The influence of the GABA-receptor blocker
bicuculline on the effects of fenibnt and diazepam
p0308 482-38539
Oltrastrnctnral changes in the brains of rats
subjected to acute emotional stress
p0310 482-38558
adapting a scale for measuring competition anxiety
p0322 482-40450
4 factor of resistance to emotional stress in the
brain of rats
p0322 482-40452
The correlations of the central nervous system and
thyroid functions in conditions of chronic
emotional stress
p0322 482-40453
Statistical analysis of neuronal impulse activity
in the diencephalon during
immobilization-produced emotional stress in rats
p0323 482-40467
The anti-stress role of the gamma-aninobntyric
acid system of the brain
p0323 482-40468
Psychic stress in athletic activity
p0325 482-40489
activation of lipid perozidation during stress in
man, evaluated according to the content of
pentane in expired air
p0367 482-42600
Emotional stress and hypokinesia in the
origination of cardiac disorders and
hypertensive states
p0367 482-42608
4 systems analysis of individual vascular
reactions in animals under experimentally
induced emotional stress
p0367 482-42610
4 physiological justification of allowable noise
levels in work involving heavy physical labor
under nervous stress
p0368 482-42617
Electrocardiographic correlates of enotional stress
p0371 482-43236
Evaluation of the heaviness of physical work with
marked nervous-emotional stress
p0372 482-43240
The mechanisms of hypertensive responses during
emotional stress
p0373 482-43630
4 composite assessment of heart rhythm regulation
during dosed functional loads
p0373 482-43637
Individual differences in multi-task response
strategies
p0407 482-46273
EEC changes in sleep upon emotional stress
p0421 482-48225
Catecholamine levels in fit and nonfit males when
exposed to an emotional stress
pOI78 H82-19813
Stress, information processing and diving
[IZF-1981-4] p0268 H82-24829
Effect of operator mental loading on voice
recognition system performance
[4D-4107477J p030l S82-27980
Task analysis and the ability requirements of
tasks: Collected papers
[4D-4111181] p0354 H82-29000
Biogenic monoamime content of the ganglia in the
autonomic nervous system of rabbits during acute
experimental emotional stress
(H4S4-TM-76900] p0383 H82-30875
Activation of the cerebral gba-ergic inhibiting
system in stress
[H4S4-TH-76867] p0384 H82-30881
Emotional stress as a factor in cardiovascular
disturbances
[H4S4-TB-76910] p0385 H82-30889
Genetic and individual differences in




Does heat acclimation lower the rate of metabolism





Three-dimensional stress distribution in arteries:
Badial compression experiments of arterial wall;
stress concentration in lung near a cylindrical
cavity; finite element analysis of pleural
surface pressure distribution in dog's lung
during electrophrenic stimulation
p0032 N82-12750






Three-dimensional stress distribution in arteries:
Badial compression experiments of arterial wall;
stress concentration in lung near a cylindrical
cavity; finite element analysis of pleural











Localization of adeninnncleotides in striated
fibers of skeletal muscles
p0200 482-27733
STBOBOSCOPES
Motion sickness dua to vision reversal - Its
absence in stroboscopic light
P0066 482-17451
STBOCTOB4L 4H4LTSIS
HT STB4IH EHEBGI HETBODS
S4DT/S4IHT simulation technigne Structural
Analysis Design Technique/System Analysis of




articulated hands - Force control and kinematic
issues
4-348
SDBJECT IHDKX SOLPOB COHPOOBDS
pOOIS 482-13110
SADT/SAIHT simalation techniqae Structural
analysis Design Technique/System Analysis of
Integrated Network of Tasks for aan-machine
systems
p0022 A82-14677
Habitat requirements, design and options for
long duration space missions
P0030 482-15855
STBOCTUBAL EHGINBBBIB6






Ban under vibration: Suffering and protection
Book
P0259 182-33751
4 survey of vibration control methods
p026l 482-33768
Optiaization of stochastic man-machine systems
p0261 482-33769
Description/demonstration of BIODYN-80. 4
software package for evaluating the
transmissibility between vehicle vibration and




0 SPICE TBAHSPOBTATION SYSTEM
STS-1
0 SP4CE TRANSPOBTATION SISTEH 1 FLIGHT
SIS-2
0 SP4CE TB4NSPOHT4TION SYSTEM 2 FLIGHT
SIS-3
0 SP4CE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM 3 FLIGHT
STS-4
D SPACE TBANSPOBT4TIOH SYSTEB 4 FLIGHT
STDDEBTS
The effect of two years' training of aerobic power
and muscle strength in male and female cadets
p0107 482-21678
Development of an automatic data bank for aanaging
physical education of students
P0118 482-21816
Intelligent tutoring for programming tasks: Using
plan analysis to generate better hints
[iD-4111020] p0302 H82-27983
Instructor's role in individualized training: 4











NT BALLISTIC MISSILE SOBH4BINES
Relationship of personality factors and some
social habits to cardiovascular risk in
submariners
p0211 482-28487
4 human being in the sea. Part 2: Development
trends in submarine technology diving
apparatus, rescue technigues, marine resources
[F04-C-58008-H3-PT-2] pOOlO N82-I0714
A model for the submarine depthkeeping team
p0043 N82-13689
Position paper: The toxic effects of chronic
exposure to low levels of carbon dioxide
fAD-A115053] p0390 N82-30930





4 human being in the sea. Part 2: Development
trends in submarine technology diving
apparatus, rescue technigues, marine resources
CFOA-C-58008-H3-PT-2] pOO 10 N82-107III
SDBHEBGIHG
Investigation of astronaut activity under
conditions of the hydrosimulation of
weightlessness
pOOSl 482-16713
Testibular effects of water immersion and Clonidine
p0337 482-40762
ADH suppression under immersion combined with
dehydration antidiuretic hormone secretion
P0339 482-40776
Cardiovascular effects of simulated zero-gravity
in humans
[IAF P4PEB 82-189] pO«14 482-46977
Physiological responses to prolonged bed rest and
fluid immersion in man: A compendium of
research (1974 - 1980)
[HASA-TH-81324] pOnil N82-18854
Endurance of *Gz G forces by middle-aged people
before and after 7-day immersion
p0349 N82-28958
Human external respiration and gas exchange in
acute period of adaptation to immersion in water
p0349 N82-28959
Influence of the diving response and submersion on
the breath-holding time in man
p0430 N82-33998
SDBHILLIHEIBB BATES
Athermal snbmillimeter-microvave biological effects
p0198 482-26865
SOBSTBATES
The effects of cold- and exercise-induced
alterations in skin and core temperature on
substrate mobilization and utilization
pOOII 1182-10719




Empirical studies of procedural flaws, impasses,





Low temperature tests of rescue breathing apparatus
[PB82-172727] p0444 N82-34086
SOCTIOH
On the active part played by the heart in the








Primordial transport of sugars and amino acids via
Schiff bases role in the origin of an early
protocell
P0021 A82-13844
Genesis of amino acids in the primeval sea -
Formation of amino acids from sugars and ammonia









Hicrodisc gel electrophoresis in sodium dodecyl




Properties of multiphase polyurethane systems
P0423 N82-32962
SDLFONES
Development of the carbon fibre polysulphone
toggle for ligament repair operations
[CSIB-ME-1709] p0246 N82-22881
SDLFOB
















The effect of several pharmacologically active
substances on the transformation of cystamine in
mouse tissues and sulfur-containing
antiradiation drag metabolism
p0278 482-35654
Study of the relation between the number of
sulfhydryl groups and the level of lipid
antioxidant activity in the organs of individual
animals of different species
p0306 482-38153




Diurnal rhythm of sleep and wakefulness in arctic








Meteorological radar as source of SHF
electromagnetic field energy and problems of
environmental hygiene
p0388 H82-30911
Effects of superhiqh frequency electromagnetic





Factors determining temporal pattern of isobaric
supersaturation in tissue blood gas









Postural control related to the different tilting
body positions
p0334 482-40732
Cardiovascular responses to isometric exercise in
sitting and lying position
pOISO N82- 19823
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
BT CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
BT EflEBGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS
NT GHOOND OPERATIONAL SOPPOBT SYSTEM
NT GROUND SOPPOBT SYSTEMS
NT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
NT PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
SDBF4CE FINISHING
Mitigation of biofonling using coatings
[DE8I-027900] p0038 N82-13647










An investigation of the conformational stability
of immunoglobulin G in the monolayers at the




Evaluation of left ventricular assist device pump





SDBF4CE 10 AIB MISSILES
NT PATBIOT MISSILE
Modeling human target acquisition in ground-to-air
weapon systems
p0379 N82-30836








Nl NUCLEAR POHEBED SHIPS
NT SOCKET PROPELLED SLEDS
NT TANKS (COMBAT VEHICLES)
NT TRACKED VEHICLES
NT BALKING MACHINES
Norbidity involving a temporary loss of work




Air embolism - Possible role of surfactant on
recoapression
p0120 A82-21931
The condition of pulmonary surfactant and the
ultrastructnre of the blood-air barrier in acute
hypoxia
P0151 482-23259
Pulmonary oxygen toxicity - Possible role of




Aphakia in the flier - Its consequences and
correction
pOOOS 482-12316
Anesthesia, surgical aid and resuscitation in
manned space missions
p0059 482-16950
Surgical treatment of recurrent frontal sinus
barotrauaa - A case report
p0073 A82-18743
The possibility of using mathematical methods for
predicting the results of the surgical treatment
of patients with vasorenal hypertension
pOI09 A82-2I709
Stereotactic biopsy of brain tumors based on
computerized tomography
pOI65 482-24561
4 bicycle-ergometer evaluation of the physical
adjustment made by patients after an inner
mitral commissurotomy
p0187 482-25690
The significance of the pulmonary gas-exchange
response in physical exercise testing for the
evaluation of the effectiveness of mitral
commissurotomy
P0190 482-25805
Mechanisms for the adaptive and trophic effects of
the sympathetic nervous system on cerebral
vessels and tissue
p0210 482-28458
Foreign body extraction from the left
ptergopalatine fossa under fluoroscope control
p0242 482-31539
Dynamics of changes in the prostaglandin content
of the brain tissue under cervical sympathectomy
and circulatory hypoxia
p0262 A82-34677
The effect of denervation and tendotomy on
oxidative phosphorylation in skeletal muscles of
the rabbit and the resistance of phosphorylation
to uncoupling agents
p0307 A82-38171
Sword and scalpel laser surgery
p0310 A82-38564
The nltrastrncture of the myocardium in the
restorative period following aorto-coronary





Clinical aspects of the effects of an"alternating
magnetic field on post-operation complications
in eye
p0414 482-46897
Development of the carbon fibre polysulphone










The airline pilot's view of flight deck workload:
4 preliminary study using a questionnaire
[B&E-1M-FS(B)-U65] p0400 NR2-31945
SOBVIV4L
Experimental studies on the survival capacity in
the sealed environment. Ill
p0025 482-15515
Ihe survival of dogs irradiated with lethal doses
of gamma radiation under conditions of chemical
radioprotection and subsequent therapy
p0234 482-30033
Effect of the combined administration of
antibiotic-resistant bifidobacteria and the
corresponding antibiotics on the survival of
irradiated mice
p0311 482-38581
Ihe effect of gamma irradiation on the survival
rate of Artemia salina /L/
pOOl I 482-46861
Ihe effects of some drugs on the survival of rats
in various stages of hemorrhagic shock
[MBL-1981-7] p0269 N82-25753
SUBVIV4L EQDIPHBHT
Operator indoctrination during introduction of nev
or modified aviation life support systems /4LSS/
p0291 482-37968
Metabolic distinctions related to intake of
Ion-calorie 'survival1 rations consisting only





4 new rat model simulating some aspects of space
flight
p0326 482-40655
Suspension restraint - Induced hypokinesia and
antiorthostasis as a simulation of weightlessness
p0336 482-40744
4nimal models for simulating weightlessness
p0336 482-40749
SDSPEHDIHG (MIXIHG)
Changes of the aggregation and orientation
structure of blood in pulsating flow
p0095 482-20333
SiE4I
Effect of blood volume on sweating rate and body
fluids in exercising humans
p0089 482-19495
Characteristics of skin function in sailors in the
tropics
p0170 482-25189
Heat-activated sweat gland densities detected
through macrophotography in lean and obese men
exposed to a warm, humid environment
p0246 H82-22876
SiE4T COOLIHS






Predicting the potentials of young swimmers based
on clinical and physiological data
p0118 482-21814
Relation between physiological effects of
gravitational forces and that of magnetic forces
p0334 482-40730
SilHE
Ihe biological effects of repeated blasts
[4D-4I13I13] p0353 N82-28990
SYMBIOSIS
The evolntion of blue-greens and the origins of
chloroplasts
pOlOS 482-20971
Evolution of the rhodospirillaceae and
mitochondria - 4 view based on sequence data
pOIOS 482-20972
Symbiosis in cell evolution: Life and its
environment on the early earth Book
p0207 482-28113
SYMBOLS
Findings from a study of tactical symbology for
fighter aircraft displays
p0139 482-22903
Legibility of smoke-obscured emergency exit signs
p0144 482-22949








Functional condition of the rat sympato-adrenal
system during emotional and nociceptive stress
p0095 482-20335
The myenteric plexus - Basic principles of
modeling neuronal organization
P0095 482-20337
Beactive changes in autonomic synapses upon
frequency electrostimulation
p0152 482-23263
Mechanisms for the adaptive and trophic effects of
the sympathetic nervous system on cerebral
vessels and tissue
p02IO 482-28458
Mechanism for the change in pulmonary blood volume
upon the stimulation of the vagosympathetic trunk
p0231 482-29698
Dynamics of changes in the prostaglandin content
of the brain tissue under cervical sympathectomy
and circulatory hypoxia
p0262 482-34677
Sympathetic and parasympathetic cardiac control in
athletes and nonathletes at rest
p0286 482-36041
The effectiveness of neurohumoral influences on
pulmonary circulation
p0367 482-42607
Ihe mechanisms of the development of the
cardiogeuic vagosympathetic reflexes
p0373 482-43631
Cerebrovascular responses to C02 after inhibition
of sympathetic activity
p0418 482-47380






The influence of psychological and somatic factors
on the symptomatics of hypertension
p0344 482-41492
SYMPTOMS
0 SIGHS 4ND SYMPTOMS
SYI4PSES
Is transmission between the vestibular type I hair
cell and its primary afferent chemical
p0065 482-17444
Piribedil-induced anti-hypoxic protection in rats
p0073 482-18738
The effect of synaptically active drugs on the
hyperthermic effect of prostaglandin E2 in rats
p0112 482-21741
Beactive changes in autonomic synapses upon
frequency electrostimulation
p0152 482-23263
Oltrastrnctural changes in the brains of rats
subjected to acute emotional stress
p0310 482-38558
Stereological analysis of internenronal contacts
in the cerebral cortex of rats during the
posthypoxic period
P0368 482-42622
Henrotransmitter function in the basal ganglia
after acute and chronic ethanol treatment
[40-4103744] p0038 H82-13649
SYHCHBOIISM
The effects of emotional activation on the spatial
synchronization of human brain biopotentials
p0116 482-21785
Cardiorespiratory responses and handgrip isometric









Orthostatic fluid-electrolyte and endocrine





0 SIGNS ABB SYHPTOHS
SYHIAX
NT HORDS (LANGUAGE)
SAH: & configurable experimental text editor for




Abiotic organic synthesis in space
p0098 482-20910
Formation of prebiotic precursors fron model
reducing atmospheres Bole of hydrogen escape
p0099 A82-20911
The Strecker synthesis in the primitive ocean
chemical evolution
p0099 482-20919
Helanoidin polymers as possible oxygen sinks in
the pre-biotic oceans
pOlOO 482-20921
Abiotic synthesis of phosphoric esters of
monosaccharides according to the 'cold model'
pOlOO A82-20923
Porphyrin-like compounds genesis under simulated
abiotic conditions
pOlOO 482-20926
HCN oligonerization - Isolation and preliminary
characterization of a new precursor of adenine
pOIOI 482-20930
Selective acylability of aaino acids by
non-enzymic model reactions of biochemical
transacylations
p0104 A82-20965
Modeling of the synthesis of peptide-like
compounds in the primeval lithosphere of the earth
p01U9 482-23136
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P0092 A82-20303
Chronobiological aspects in the science of health
resorts and physiotherapy
p0162 A82-24536
Combined rehabilitative and therapeutic measures
in space medicine
P0163 A82-24547
Bain trends in combatting oxygen hunger
pO!86 482-25686
Results of the treatment of patients with chronic
bronchitis at health resorts in contrasting
climatic zones daring different seasons
pOI92 A82-25825
Hays to improve therapeutic and prophylactic
assistance to water-transport workers
p0240 A82-31516
Industrial hygiene and the prophylaxis of
occupational diseases in work with lasers
Russian book
p0258 A82-3339H
The diagnosis and treatment of heart-rhythm
disorders - The role of intracardial
electrophysiological investigation
p0279 A82-35676
notion sickness, its prevention and treatment
Russian book
p0289 A82-36971
Diagnosis and organization of the therapy of
patients with disorders of blood circulation in
the brain
p0310 A82-38554
Occult bacterial persistence and resistance to
colonization after antibiotic therapy
p0323 A82-40460
Optimization of medicinal electrophoresis
enhancement of cutaneous penetration
p0343 A82-41472
The use of an audio-frequency magnetic field in
certain diseases
p0343 A82-41473
Thermal pulsation - Techniques, demonstration, and
clinical application
p0343 A82-41474
The effect of ultrasound and phonophoresis of
ganglioblockers on the cardiovascular system in
patients vith cervical osteochondrosis
p0343 A82-41476
Dynamics of the brain electric activity in
patients with cerebral insults under the effect
of muscle stimulation vith sinusoidal modulated
currents
P0343 A82-41477
The use of electrovacnnm therapy in certain
diseases of the peripheral nervous system
p0343 A82-41478
Electrical stimulation of the urinary bladder
following radical surgery for cancer of the rectum
p0343 A82-41479
Characteristics of pharmacotherapeutic
complications in otolaryngology /Review of the
literature/
p0369 A82-42628
Therapeutic-prophylactic measures in regard to eye




USS8 Report. Life sciences: Biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 14
[JPBS-79973] P0265 N82-24806
Pigskin xenografts in treatment of patients vith
extensive barns
P0265 N82-24808
COB famed rehabilitation and therapeutic measures
in space medicine
P0102 N82-32283
Hyperthecmia heating apparatus cancer therapy
[NASA-CASE-NPO-14549-2] P0430 N82-33996
IHBBBAL ABSOBPIION
The thermal response of a human in the near-zone
of a resonant thin-Hire antenna
P0121 482-22206




Thermal test of flying helmet for two different
types of impact protection devices - Nylon sling
and polystyrene liner
p0025 A82-15519
dental performance impairment in heat stress
p0143 A82-22939
Horphofunctional changes in the rabbit myocardium
daring chronic solar thermal overheating
p0161 182-24516
A longitudinal analysis of TB Index and
identification of period of acute heat stress
p0253 A82-32290
Head-temperature effects on physiology, comfort,
and performance during hyperthermia
p0283 182-35901
The effectiveness of perspiration in a hot
environment
p0307 482-38178
Skin temperature and thermal comfort in
weightlessness
p0334 482-40726
Methods of human adaptation to heat
p0370 182-42993
Analysis of methods for evaluating thermal stress
effects on human beings
p0370 A82-42994
The effect of head cooling on deep body





1 heat transfer analysis of scald injury






The theory of radiometric contact measurements of




Auxiliary cooling - Comparison of air-cooled vs.




Thermal insulation and shivering threshold in
Greek sponge divers
p0229 A82-29555





Becognition of thermal images - Effects of
scan-line density and signal-to-noise ratio
p0254 A82-32529
Use of the thermovision method in the prophylactic
examination of polar workers
p03IO A82-38565
Becognition experiments vith thermal images. Fart
2: Effect of raster frequency raster
scanned images
[IZF-1980-14] p0273 H82-25788
Becognition experiments with thermal images. Part
3: Effect of contrast rendition
(IZF-1981-5J p0274 N82-25789
THEBBAL POLLOTIOH
Some indices of the functional physiological state
of inspectors at a thermal power plant
p0161 482-24515
Is the CH4, B2 and CO venting from submarine
hydrothermal systens produced by thermophilic
bacteria
p0317 482-39422






Evaluation of natural convection under hyperbaric
conditions
p0029 482-15720
Study of the radiopcotective effectiveness of an
hypoxic gas mixture during combined radiation
and thermal injuries to rats
p0306 482-38159
THEBHAL RADIATION
Becognition experiments with thermal images, part
4: Effect of signal to noise ratio
fIZF-l981-8J s p0268 H82-2483)
THEB8AL BESISTANCB
Beat resistant protective hand covering
(NASA-CASE-HSC-20261-1] p0426 H82-32985
Beat resistant protective band covering
[NASA-CASE-HSC-20261-2] p0426 N82-32986
THBBHAL SHOCK




Principles of enzyme stabilization -
Polyacrylamide-gel-iBJBObilized trypsin and
chymotrypsin vith high catalytic activity at
elevated temperatures
p0228 A82-29446
The effect of urea and heat on the activity of




Therooregulatory responses ID the rat to exercise
in the heat following prolonged heat exposure
p0197 482-26818
THEBBALIZATION (EHBBGY ABSOBPTIOB)




Portable medical status and treatment system
[F4S4-CB-167496] p0136 H82-17862
THERBOCHEHISTRY
Bates of fixation by lightning of carbon and
nitrogen in possible primitive atmospheres
p0090 A82-20016
THEBBODYNAHIC COOPLIHG
Coupling to solar energy: Sensitized









interaction between polymer-absorbed ligand
molecules
p0313 482-38609
Ultrasonic determination of thermodynamic

























Betabolism of the theraophilic hydrogenous
bacterium Pseadononas thermophila K-2
p0317 482-39427
TBBBSOPHILIC PLAHTS
HT BLOB GBEEN ALGAE
Is the CB4, H2 and CO venting from submarine












Betabolism and thermoregulation daring stages of
sleep in humans exposed to heat and cold
p0006 482-11157
Thermoregulatory responses to local convective and
radiative cooling
p0017 482-12951
Changes in the heat resistance of rats under
various regimes of cold adaptation
P0018 482-12952
Am and leg intravascular temperatures of men
during submaximal exercise
pOOIS 482-13227
The age characteristics of physical thermorequiation
p0053 482-16808
Some characteristics of thermal adaptation in
snail laboratory animals
p0060 482-16971
Enhanced heat production in physically restrained
rats in hypoxia
p0089 482-19496
The influence of muscular work on the vestigial
effects of cold acclimation
p0090 482-19749
Body temperature changes during the practice of g
Turn-mo yoga
p0106 482-21213
The effect of synaptically active drags on the
hyperthermic effect of prostaglandin E2 in rats
pOI12 482-21741
Application of a predictive core temperature model
to heat stress experimentation
p0143 482-22941
The effects of serotonin on shivering thermogenesis
p0157 482-23646
The regulation of body temperature during physical
work
p0166 482-24836
Strain difference in thermoregulation of rats
surviving extreme heat
p0169 A82-24920
Thernoregulation and morbidity in coal miners
P0191 482-25815
Ihe physiology and hygiene of the individual
protection of man from the cold Russian book
p0194 482-26522
Iherooregulatory responses in the rat to exercise
in the heat following prolonged heat exposure
p0197 482-26818
The possibility of maintaining the temperature and
work capacity of the extremities
p0206 482-27806
Trace reactions and the ambient temperature
organism, organ and tissue therooregulatory
reactions
p0209 482-28454
Adaptive changes in cats after long-term exposure
to various temperatures
p0230 482-29563
adjustments in metabolic heat production by
squirrel monkeys exposed to microwaves
p0230 482-29569
Onder the hot sun human heat acclimatization
in deserts
p0234 482-30303
Thermoregulatory influences on common carotid
blood flow in the dog
p0255 482-32829
Central and peripheral inputs in sweating
regulation during thermal transients
P0255 482-32830
Human adaptation in arid regions
P0281 482-35828
Strain on the regulation systems as a condition of
successful adaptation to heat
P0282 482-35837
Splanchnic vasoconstriction in heat-stressed men -
Bole of renin-angiotensin system
p0285 482-36028
Superficial shell insulation in resting and
exercising men in cold water
p0285 482-36034
The thermal pulsation method in the study of
several physiological mechanisms of the brain stem
p0310 482-38559
The effect of serotonin on the development of
acute hyperthermia in rats
P0311 A82-38583
Trace reactions of the frog tissue metabolism on
changes of ambient temperature in the frog Bana
ridibunda Pall
p0320 A82-40316
Thermoregulation and the menstrual cycle
p032l 482-40441
Centrifuge high-g effects on temperature
regulation in unanesthetized rats
p0328 482-40671
Alterations in heat loss and heat production
mechanisms in rat exposed to hypergravic fields
p0333 482-40718
Temperature and behavioral responses of squirrel
monkeys to 2Gz acceleration
p0338 482-40774
Effect of heating rate on evaporative heat loss in
the microwave-exposed mouse
P0340 482-41208
In vivo and in vitro characteristics of eccrine
sweating in patas and rhesus monkeys
p0340 482-41214
Methods of human adaptation to heat
p0370 482-42993
Thermogenesis and muscle activity daring the
adaptation to cold Bnssian book
p0372 482-43610
Hormone response of normal and intermittent
cold-preadapted humans to continuous cold
p0375 482-44137
The effect of head cooling on deep body
temperature and thermal comfort in man
p0417 482-47341
Cutaneous vascular response to exercise and acute
hypoxia
p0418 482-47385











Ihe effect of potassium orotate on the metabolism
of certain vitamins in patients with fractures
of the long tubular bones
P0310 482-38563
Vitamin C, B sub 1 and B sub 6 excretion in urine
daring 182-day antiorthostatic hypokinesia
p0131 H82-17824
THICKBESS
Hethod for the determination of muscle
cross-sectional area and dermato-adipose layer
thickness using ultrasonic scanning
p0204 482-27778
TBIB FILHS
Bole of interfacial water and water in thin films
in the origin of life
pOI48 482-22980
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Ficst aid for thorax trannas: Thorax drainage
through suction - Eeport on 25 cases
P0087 482-19016
Evidence foe the involvement of central alpha2
mechanisms in intrathoracic volume
expansion-induced diuresis - 4 study Kith
clonidine and propranolol
P0210 482-28481
Review of literature and regulation relating to





Ihe cadiobiological effect of alpha-emitting
radionuclides incorporated in the longs. I - The










Autoaatic planning of nanipulator transfer movements
P0025 482-15391
Bobot vith sense of touch
p0061 482-17133
Determining the instantaneous direction of motion
from optical flow generated by a curvilinearly
moving observer
[4D-4109566] p0218 H82-20874




Dynamic approach to the analysis of the signal
detection process in psychophysics
p0168 482-24905
Bultiplication noise in the human visual system at
threshold. I - Quantum fluctuations and minimum
detectable energy
p0207 482-28114
Comparison of flicker-photometric and
flicker-threshold spectral sensitivities while
the eye is adapted to colored backgrounds
p0208 A82-28123
Perception of snprathreshold stimuli during
saccadic eye movement
p0235 A82-30870
Evidence for transient luminance and
guasi-sustained color mechanisms in human
vision
p0235 A82-30871
Contour curvature analysis - Byperacuities in the
discrimination of detailed shape human
performance efficiency
p0235 482-30872
Visual depth sensitivities of various cues for
depth perception
p0238 182-3 Kit?
Electrooetric studies of the human gustatory
analyzer in healthy persons and in the
simulation of weightlessness
p0242 182-31538
Auditory perception of radio-freguency
electromagnetic fields
p028l A82-358I1
Effects of reference lines on displacement
thresholds at various durations of movement
in human visual perception
p0314 482-38797
Application of xylite for the detection of
labyrinthine hydrops
p0316 A82-39243
Temporal sensitivities to square-nave gratings,
sawtooth-wave gratings and their fundamentals -
Bore evidence for multiple spatial frequency
channels in human vision
P03I8 A82-39437
Discrimination and detection thresholds - The
effect of observer criterion on the spatial
properties of chromatic and achromatic mechanisms
p0318 A82-39438
An absolute threshold in psychoacoustics
p0322 A82-40448
Contrast increment thresholds of rhesus monkeys
P0370 A82-43099
Threshold models of spatial vision
P037I A82-43230
Effect of motion sweep duration and number of
stations upon interpolation in discontinuous
motion visual tracking notion perception
p0403 A82-45674
Spectral sensitivity of the peripheral retina to
large and small stimuli
p0403 A82-45675
Thresholds of hearing by air conduction and by
bone conduction under different masking conditions
[BPL-AC-100]
 P0034 N82-12768
How to display digital SONAB signals. Some
primary threshold measurements
[IZF-1979-16] p0035 M82-12773
The efficiency of detecting tribar patterns
modulated in random dot density
[IZF-1980-25] p0036 N82-12779
Temporal integration of acoustic power for
interrupted stimuli at suprathreshold levels
p0135 H82-17856
Effect of caloric stimulation of vestibnlar system
on hearing
p0349 N82-28963
Determining visual acuity thresholds: A




Participation of the hypophyseal-adrenal cortex




Lipid levels in the bone marrow megakaryocytes and
tbrombocytes of healthy people
p0164 A82-24555
Blectron-histochemical and functional evaluation
of the effects of aspirin on the thrombocytes of




Limitations of echocardiographic techniques in
evaluation of left atrial masses
pOI69 A82-25I35




Polyploidization delay in rat hepatocytes under
liver growth inhibition by hypokinesia
[HASA-TH-76515] p0075 H82- 14794
TBIBOS GLABD
Clinical results on thymectomy in patients with
myopathy in relation to the degree of muscular
weakness
p0113 482-21755
Effect of thymalin on the system of cyclic
nucleotides in the mouse spleen
P0262 482-34679
Begulation of the functional activity of stem
cells which are the precursors of
grannloBonopoiesis by polypeptj.de thymic and
bone marrow factors
p0262 A82-34684
Structural changes of the thymus of irradiated
animals that were also subjected to heat trauma
p0278 482-35651
Changes in the relations of pyrimidine blocks in
DH4 of the hematopoietic system immediately
following gamma irradiation of the animal
p0306 482-38152
Experimental and clinical study of a new
immnnoregulatory preparation - thymalin
p0307 A82-38177
florphological criteria for diagnosing pathologies
of the thymus with myasthenia
p0369 A82-42633
The activity of ribosephosphate pyrophosphokinase
in the thymus and liver of irradiated mice
p0404 482-45779
The molecular mechanisms of the interphase death
of lymphoid cells. v - Determination of the
lifespan of nuclear and polysomal BN4 in
4-361
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irradiated thymocytes
p0412 482-116867
Cell dynamics in the lymphoid organs daring
long-term administration of tritium oxide in
varying doses
p0412 482-06869
State of the endocrine glands in hypodynamia (&
review of the literature)
[BASA-TH-76906] p0390 H82-30926
IHIBOIO GLAND
Thyroid and hypophysial thyrotropic function in
athletes during bicycle ergometer exercise
pOI89 482-257 16
Reflexometry as an additional method of
investigating hypoactivity in the thyroid gland
p019Q 482-25802
adaptation of skeletal and cardiac muscle to
elevated actor activity in hypo- and athyreotic
rats
P0241 &82-31527
The correlations of the central nervous system and
thyroid functions in conditions of chronic
emotional stress
p0322 682-101(53
The hypophysial-thyroid system in the course of a
complicated and an uncomplicated nyocardial
infarction
p0410 482-46718
Bole of the thyroid gland during adaptation of
skeletal muscles to increased motor activity
tNASA-TM-76871 ] p0384 N82-30884
State of the endocrine glands in hypodynamia (4
review of the literature)
[NASA-m-76906] p0390 H82-30926
4 technique for long-term measurements of thyroid
function in beagle dogs using iodine 125
[FOA-A-59003-H3] p0393 H82-31890
Morphological distinctions of Hacaca rhesus monkey




Altitude-induced changes in plasma thyroxine,
3,5,3 prime- triiodothyronine, and thyrotropin in
rats
p0340 482-11207
The effect of leienkephalin and thyrosine on the
lymphatic and blood microvessels
p03UI| A82-41490
TIBIA
Badiographic evidence of disuse osteoporosis in
the monkey /«. nemestrina/
pOI98 A82-26924
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Comparison of impedance ventricular function
indices with systolic time intervals
p0023 482-14806
An investigation of the visual observations nade
by cosmonauts under experimental and actual
conditions
p0156 A82- 23305
Sex differences in cardiac responses to successive
apnea periods
P0252 482-32011
Strain on the regulation systens as a condition of
successful adaptation to heat
p0282 A82-35837
Bohr effect and slope of the oxygen dissociation
curve after physical training
p0285 A82-36032
Attenuation of blood pressure increases in Oahl
salt-sensitive rats by exercise
p0286 482-36039
Effect of habitual exercise on left ventricular
response to exercise
p0286 482-36040
Temporal sensitivities to sguare-wave gratings,
sawtooth-wave gratings and their fundamentals -
Hore evidence for multiple spatial frequency
channels in human vision
p0318 482-39437
Antimotion-sickness efficacy of scopolanine 12 and
72 hours after transdermal administration
p0320 482-40437




Effect of counting and tracking on verbal and
production methods of time estimation
p0380 H82-30845
Effect of counting and tracking on verbal and
production methods of tine estimation
p0438 N82-34049
TIHE FORCTIOHS
Effects of whole and partial body exposure to dry
heat on certain performance measures
[AD-A100o05] p0246 N82-22880
TIHE LAG
Effect of calcium on the temporal characteristics
of muscle contraction
P0109 A82-21708
Hodifications in systolic tine intervals induced
by the transition to weightlessness
p017t 482-25495
The stability of a model with time lag, with the
phytoplankton-phosphorous system considered as
an example
p0420 482-48209
4 comparison of control modes for time-delayed
remote manipulation
p0382 S82-30868




Heasureaent of systolic time intervals by
electrical plethysmography Validation with
invasive and noninvasive methods
p0073 482-18742
Onset and offset of brain events as indices of
mental chronometry
p0165 482-24800
Pulsars' timing noise and external disturbances -
Gravitational waves
482-27519
Effect of counting and tracking on verbal and
production methods of time estimation
p0380 H82-30845
TIHE OPTIH1L CONTROL




The importance of pauses during work with
vibrating tools
p0187 A82-25698
Features of the temporal organization of the
activated phase of sleep in frogs and turtles
P0240 A82-31522
The effects of hypoxia on serial response tine
p0254 A82-32390
Pilot model hypothesis testing
p0438 H82-34047
Effects of higher order control systems on




Computational problems in antoregressive moving
average (ABHA) models
p0044 N82-13698
Deternining the instantaneous direction of motion
from optical flow generated by a curvilinearly
moving observer
(AD-A109566] p02IS H82-20874
Hodeling of human operator dynamics in simple




On the training of the sharing skills - in
»-362
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attention viewpoint
p0141 182-22925
The effect of stimulus-central processing-response












Factors determining temporal pattern of isobaric
snpersatnration in tissue blood gas
transport models of babble production
pOOOS 482-11153
Increased hemoglobin-oxygen affinity does not
decrease skeletal muscle oxygen consumption
p0006 182-11154
Interaction of electromagnetic fields vith
biological bodies
p0006 482-11539
Oxygen deficiency in tissues and their blood supply
p0020 A82-13700
The measurement of oxygen and carbon dioxide
partial pressures in tissues by the gas depot
method
p0093 A82-20318
4 combined method for the study of tissue
respiration under conditions corresponding to
natural gas homeostasis
p0093 &82-20321
Heasurement of radio frequency permittivity of
biological tissues with an open-ended coaxial
line. I
p0097 482-20891
Measurement of radio freguency permittivity of
biological tissues with an open-ended coaxial
line. II - Experimental results
P0097 482-20892
& mathematical model of cell populations with stem
cells
p0109 A82-21702
Evaluation of safety of decompression from the
critical volume of gas bubbles formed in the
organism
pOIIO £82-21717
Age morphofunctional characteristics of chromaffin
tissue in the celiac nodes, both in the norm and
Kith hypokinesia
p0114 482-21766
The source of reparative regeneration in skeletal
muscle tissue
pOlla A82-21768
The role of C02 in the mechanism of the reparative
regeneration of bone tissue /a radioisotopic
study/
p0117 &82-21800
Tissue hypoxia and its correction Russian book
p0168 A82-24910
Hematopoietic tissue development in Japanese guail
embryogenesis
p0201 A82-27748





The biological and therapeutic effect of microwaves
p0239 A82-31506
Velocity and attenuation of sound in arterial
tissues
p0254 A82-32423
The effect of helium on gas exchange and tissue
respiration
p0307 A82-38165
Uistoenzymological changes in experimental animals
exposed to variable noise
p03ll 482-38577
Serotonin content of peripheral organs and tissues
in rats under normal conditions and under stress
daring postnatal development
p0311 A82-38584
The content of cAHP and cGHP in brain tissues
daring adaptation to ischemia
p0320 482-40310
Trace reactions of the frog tissue metabolism on
changes of ambient temperature in the frog Eana
ridibunda Pall
p0320 482-40316
Space flight effects upon plasma and tissue lipids
in rats
P0333 A82-40722
The assimilation of vitamin C in seamen during
voyages at high latitudes
p0342 482-41465
Myosatellocytes and cambial properties of skeletal
and muscular tissue
p0342 A82-41469
Principles of the definition and classification of
tissues
p0368 A82-42620
The topography of elements of the cardiac
conduction system
p0369 A82-42625
An investigation of the postirradiation dynamics
of lymphopoiesis using a mathematical model
p0404 A82-45778
The radiation sensitivity of animals exposed to a
modified gas environment. IV - A comparative
study of the effect of the respiration of pure
oxygen at normal pressures on the proliferating
activity of hemopoietic tissues and epithelial
cells of the snail intenstine
p0404 A82-45783
The age-related changes of biochemical and
biomechanical parameters of human sclera in
normal and myopic individuals
p04IO A82-467I3
The activities of the dehydrogenases of the Krebs
cycle and the enzymes of tissue respiration
daring myocardial necrosis in stress-impaired rats
p0413 A82-46881
A model of monomeric tissue growth
p0419 482-48203
Historico-epistemological analysis of the concept
of 'tissue*
p0420 A82-48218
The structural-functional characteristics of the
bush-like interoceptors in the initial period of
anoxia
p0421 A82-48223
Cadmium analysis in vivo neutron activation
analysis, tissues
(FOA-C-noi26-W»(C3) ] pOOlO B82-10715
Altered tissue reactivity and interactions between
chemicals
[DE81-023189] POOI4 N82-II777
Qaantitation of tissue loss during prolonged space
flight
[NASA-CB-167460] p0033 N82-12752
The measurements of fluid shifts and of the tissue
compliance along body axis in man
[BHFT-FB-B-80-011] p0039 N82-13654
Inborn anemias in mice
[DB81-029128] p0075 H82-I4795
Snccinate dehydrogenase and cytochrome oxidase
activity in tissues of rats submitted to
long-term hypokinesia
P0126 H82-16723
Oltrastructure of blood vessels and muscle fibers
of rat skeletal muscles after flights aboard
Cosmos-605 and Cosaos-782 biosatellites
p0063 H82-17835
Biophysical fundamentals and instrumentation for
the endovesical Hd:TAS-laser application
tumor therapy
[aBB-OA-581-81-0] p0133 N82-17843
Heasurements of intra and extracellular water
spaces and electrolyte concentrations in human
skeletal muscle
pOI80 H82-19829
Determination of oxygen tension in the
subcutaneous tissue of cosmonauts during the
Salyut-6 mission
[NASA-TB-76793] p0217 H82-20864
Investigation of radiofregnency radiation effects
on excitable tissues
[AO-A109813] p022l N82-21873
Mineral phase and protein matrix of rat osseous
tissue following flight aboard the Cosmos-1129
biosatellite
p027l H82-25769




Nitrogen compound levels in tissues of cat
cerebral hemispheres and cerebellum after flight
aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0350 H82-28967
Stimulating effect of exposure of rat sternum to
variable magnetic field on antibody production
in the spleen
p0386 H82-30900
Distribution of heat in biological tissues under
influence of DBF electromagnetic fields for
tumor treatment
p0388 H82-30909
Stereological analysis of rat bone tissue after
flight aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0395 H82-31906
Deoxyribonncleoprotein and nucleic acid content of
rat tissues after flight aboard Cosmos-936
biasatellite
p0397 H82-3192I
Bioelectric fields: Their sources, nature and
purpose
p0429 N82-3399I
Development of nitrogen sensor for determination
of PM(2) in bod; tissues
[AD-At 16607] p043t H82-31005
Oxygen transport to human tissues
[AD-A115904] p0432 H82-34007
TITB&TIOH
Potentioaetric titration behavior of polyamino





Evaluation of the antioxidant system of the body
p0188 182-25709
Prevention of stress damage to the heart and its












General characteristics of the development of the
body's reaction to external stimuli
p0201 A82-27747
Sensitivity analysis of physiological factors in
space habitat design
[IAF PAPEB 82-179] p04!4 A82-46975
Damage risk criteria for impulse noise
industrial deafness
[IZF-1980-26] p0035 H82-12771
Antihypoxic efficacy of intermittent mode of
pressure chamber conditioning of man
p0131 H82-17827
Female and male size, strength and performance: A
review of current literature
[AD-A109270] p0218 H82-20868
Beport on a visit to Canada of the 10-17 Hay 1980
Second International Symposium on Personal
Hearing protection in Industry affects of
acoustic trauma
[BAE-TB-FS-377] p0225 H82-21900
Effects of combination of antibiotic-resistant
bifidobacteria and corresponding antibiotics of
survival of irradiated mice
p0430 H82-33990
TOHOGBAPHI
Temporal bone characteristics in Deniere's disease
p0070 482-17481
Stereotactic biopsy of brain tumors based on
computerized tomography
p0165 A82-21561
Iterative ceconstruction-reprojection - An
algorithm for limited data cardiac-computer
tomography
p0257 A82-32879
Algorithms for imaging oyocardial blood flow using
I-ray computed tomography
p0039 H82-13661
Evaluative studies in nuclear medicine research.
Enission~compnted tomography assessment
CDB81-030168] p0076 H82-1480 I
Emission computed tomography: The single photon
approach
[PB82-131285] p0297 H82-26980








Evolution of technological species development
of tool use
pOI49 A82-22994
Effects of vibrating tools on the peripheral
vessels and the peripheral nervous system in














Pressure suit joint analyzer
[HASA-CASE-ABC-11314-1] p0298 H82-26987
TOBQOEBS




Ocular torsion on earth and in weightlessness
p0064 A82-17435
Dynamic response of vertebral elements response of
the intervertebral joint to torsion
CAD-A1I5125] p0433 H82-34016
TOBSIOHAL STBESS
Analysis of vertebral stress distributions and
ejection-related injury mechanisms
[AD-A098639] p0246 H82-22879









Some contributions of touch, pressure and
kinesthesis to human spatial orientation and
oculomotor control
p0024 A82-15280













Bazards of chemicals used in agricultural aviation
- A review
pOOOS A82-11026
Extra-erythrocytic hemoglobin and iron-bearing
hemoglobin destruction products - A system for
the amplification of the toxic effects of
hyperoxia
pOQ52 A82- 16803
The radio protectiveness of cystamine injected
intramuscularly in mice
p0404 A82-45781
Carbon/graphite fibers: Environmental exposures
and potential health implications
[PB81-229692] p0014 N82-11780
Betabolism summaries of selected halogenated
organic compounds in human and environmental
media, a literature survey: First update
A-364
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[PBS 1-2328 II ] p0039 H82-13655
Flan of action and milestones for Navy combustion
toxicity
[&D-&105623] p0075 N82-I4796




Health effects of carbon monoxide and ozone
[PB82-114265] p0137 H82-17866
Hydrogen cyanide health effects
[PB82-1 16039] p0176 N82-18864
Ammonia health effects
[PB82-116047] p0176 H82-18865
Determination of the effects of material from
alternate energy sources on the upper
respiratory tract clearance mechanism. Fart 1:
In vitro exposure to participate pollutants.
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exposure
p0340 482-11211
Influence on urea hydrolysis of typical microflora
of urine and pressurized habitats
P0216 N82-20856
Hetabolic changes in experimental animals as




Serum and urinary cation changes on acute
induction to high altitude /3200 and 3771 metres/
p0417 A82-47339
DBIBATIOI
Electrical stimulation of the urinary bladder
following radical surgery for cancer of the rectum
p0343 A82-41479
OBISE
The effect of acetazolamide on the proteinuria of
altitude
p0073 A82-18739
Bhythms of electrolytes and hydroxyproline
excretion in urine of rats after three weeks of
weightlessness - Biosatellite Cosmos-1129
p0330 A82-40693
lexicological and hygienic aspects of improving
additional purification of water reclaimed from
urine
p0125 N82-16718
Comparative evaluation of antimicrobial activity
of some urine preservatives
pOI32 N82-17830
Influence on urea hydrolysis of typical microflora
of urine and pressurized habitats
p0216 N82-20856
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Design criteria for decision aids - The users
perspective
p0140 A82-22912
Development of a methodology for assessing aircrew
workloads
[AD-AI 14364] p0355 N82-29010
OTEROS
Cervix-to-rectum measuring device in a radiation












The effect of a dysentery divaccine as a
therapeutic agent for experimental radiation











The pathophysiology, presentation, and triage of
altitude-related decompression sickness
associated with hypobaric chamber operation
p0253 A82-32012
VaCOOH EFFECTS
Mechanism of the effects of vacuum on microorganisms
pOI64 A82-2455I
Ihe use of electrovacnnm therapy in certain
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Prosthetic occlusive device foe an internal
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Oxygen deficiency in tissues and their blood supply
p0020 A82-13700
Contractile dysfunction of vascular vail snooth
muscle under emotional nociceptive stress
p0094 A82-20322
The differential diagnosis of peripheral vasomotor
impairments of vibrational and nonvibrational
origin
pOISO 462-21507
Seasonal vascular tension variations in patients
with cerebral circulatory disorders under the
conditions of an arid zone
pOI89 A82-25715
Hathematical modeling of microhemodynamics in the
resistant part of the regional vascular bed
p0205 A82-27790
Functional diagrams of flov and volume for the
dog's lung
p0230 A82-29567
Evidence for diminished sensitivity of the hamster
pulmonary vascnlatnre to hypozia
p0285 S82-36035
Chronic central vascular expansion induces
hypoXalemia in conscious primates
p0333 482-40719
Short term gravity effects on volume homeostasis
in man Assessment of transvascolar fluid shifts
after graded tilt
p0337 A82-40760
A systems analysis of individual vascular
reactions in animals under experimentally
induced emotional stress
p0367 482-12610
An experimental study of the human blood-cerebral
barrier using scanning electron microscopy
p0369 482-12638
The compensatory reactions following focal




vegetative-vascular and visceral paroxysms
pOIIO A82-<I6706
Investigations of the vascular reactions or the
nasal mucous membranes of cosmonauts
pO»19 482-47576
Changes in transcapillary metabolism in patients
with chronic venous insufficiency of legs under
influence of static magnetic fields
P0387 1)82-30907
VASOCOHSTBICTIOB
Eypoxic vasoconstriction and fluid filtration in
pig longs
pOOIS 482-13226
Steady-state vascular responses to graded hypoxia
in isolated lungs of five species
P0018 A82-13231
Splanchnic vasoconstriction in heat-stressed men -
Bole of renin-angiotensin system
p0285 482-36028
An improved apparatus for venous occlusion
plethysmography
p0309 482-38548
The contraction, regulation, and functional role
of lymph vessels
p0367 482-42603
The coronary vessels and the contractile apparatus
of the myocardium in immune heart damage
/Histochemical and nltrastructnral studies/
p0367 A82-42605
Bypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction and the size of
hypoxic compartment
P0375 A82-44I38
Effect of heat stress on cutaneous vascular




Bemodynamic responses to methoxamine in
exercise-conditioned and aorta-constricted rats
P0230 AB2-29562
The effect of several pharmacologically active
substances on the transformation of cystamine in
mouse tissues and sulfur-containing
antiradiation drug metabolism
P0278 482-35654
Changes in blood volume and response to
vaso-active drugs in horizontally casted primates
p0327 482-40657




Steady-state vascular responses to graded hypozia
in isolated lungs of five species
pOOIS 482-13231
Changes in regional and central hemodynamics
during the treatment of hypertensive patients
with obsidan, apressin and their combination
p0153 482-23271
Mechanise for the change in pulmonary blood volume
upon the stimulation of the vagosympathetic trunk
p023l 482-29698
The interrelationship of the function of the blood
kallikrein-kinin system with the main parameters
of central hemodynamics during hypertension
p0366 482-42175
Effect of heat stress on cutaneous vascular
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The use of a phytochrome-dependent reaction to
assess the influence of space flight factors on
a plant organism
p0212 482-31517
Cytogenetic effect of 5-fluoro-2desoxy aridine in
the G2 phase on intact and X-irradiated crepis
capillaris L cells
p0323 162-401(61
Gravitational scale effects moving organism
performance as function of gravity and size
p0326 482-10650




The effects of systemic arterial and venous
pressures on blood volume in the cerebral vessels
p0196 i82-26755
The role of calcium in the activity of the smooth
muscles of the pulmonary veins
p0196 A82-26756
Induced venous pooling and cardiorespiratory
responses to exercise after bed rest
p0256 182-32842
The response of the venous vails in the








Effects of motivation on car-following
p0441 N82-34070
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In vivo recording of blood velocity profiles and




Tentilatory adaptations to resistive loading
during vakefulness and non-REH sleep
p0197 182-26814
Respiratory and inert gas exchange during
high-freguency ventilation
p0197 182-26817
No effect of naloxone on hypoxia-induced
ventilatory depression in adults
p0230 &82-29S66
Acid-base, metabolic, and ventilatory responses to
repeated bouts of exercise
p0341 482-11219
Development of a microclimate cooling system for
combat vehicles
[AD-4112017] p0303 H82-27989




The accuracy of ventnri masks at altitude
p0321 182-40445
TBBBIL COMMUNICATION
lirccaft noise and speech communication
interference in J1SDF air traffic control room
p0025 182-15518
Electroencephalographic correlates of the
differentiation betveen verbal stimuli during
natural night sleep in humans
p0093 182-20315
The role of communications, socio-psychological,






Mechanism of vertebral fracture in the F/FB-111
ejection experience
p0252 182-32004
Peculiarities of the relief of the trabecular
surface of the spongy substance of the human
vertebrae
p0325 182-40492
Preliminary study of the effects of prolonged
acceleration on spinal dynamics of baboons. 1:
Acceleration. 2: Biomechanical analysis
[10-1101766] p0245 N82-22871
Analysis of vertebral stress distributions and
ejection-related injury mechanisms
[&D-1098639] p0246 N82-22879
Dynamic response of vertebral elements response of
the intervertebral joint to torsion
[AD-A115125] p0433 N82-34016
TEBTEBB1L COLOHN
Inatomy of the spine
P0359 N82-29871



























Proof of the existence of Ca/2*/-induced
structural changes in stems of myosin-containing
filaments of vertebrate skeletal muscles
p0312 482-38599
TEBTICiL MOTION
Some problems of identification and modelling of
the human body
p0260 182-33762
Motion sickness incidence induced by complex
periodic waveforms
p0416 182-U7336
Transmission of sinusoidally changing vertical
specific force to the heads of seated men
measured in a flight simulator
[TTH-LB-319] p0183 N82-19847
TEBTICiL BOTIOH SIMOL1TOBS
Performance degradation during 18 Hz vertical
sinusoidal vibrations
pOUOB 482-46313






Evidence for a boundary effect in roll vection
p0212 482-28500
Regulation of cerebral circulation in erect position
p0348 N82-28957
TEBTICIL PERCEPTION
The role of the dentate nucleus and y-group in the
generation of vertical smooth eye movements
p0068 482-17462
Human vertical fusional response under open and
closed loop stimulation to predictable and
unpredictable disparity presentations
P0071 482-17571
Receptors signaling gravity orientation in an insect
p0328 182-40668
Dynamic measurement of human vertical fusional
response
p0039 H82- 13660
Psychological aspects of aerospace orientation
p0265 N82-24258
Preparation of labyrinthectonied animals for
flight aboard Cosuos-936 biosatellite
p0350 N82-2897I
VERTIGO
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Fuselage lights as a cause factor of vertigo in
night formation flight - Perceiving pattern of
fuselage light
P0227 482-28925






The significance of the respiratory minute volume
index in the evaluation of vestibular stability
P0006 482-11697
The otolith reflex and space perception in
cosmonauts
p0028 &82-15717
The differential diagnosis of an asymmetrical
trend in vestibular responses in peripheral and
central hemispheric lesions
p0054 482-16813
Vestibular and oculomotor physiology; Proceedings
of the International fleeting, New York, HI,
September 22-25, 1980
p0063 482-171*26
Physiological mechanisms of the nystagmus produced
by rotations about an earth-horizontal axis
P02I3 482-17431
Effects of gravity on rotatory nystagmus in monkeys
p02!3 482-17432
Cat medial pontine neurons in vestibular nystagmus
p0065 682-17443
Vestibular habituation in man and monkey during
sinusoidal rotation
p0066 482-17453
Input-output activity of the primate flocculus
during visnal-vestibnlar interaction
p0068 482-17466
Directional plasticity of the vestibulo-ocnlar
reflex in the cat
p0068 682-17467
The 'Error' signals subserving adaptive gain
control in the primate vestibnlo-ocnlar reflex
p0068 A82-17468
Active head rotations and eye-head coordination
p0068 482-17469
Vestibular influence upon head-eye coordination
p0069 &82-17470
4 hypothetical explanation for periodic
alternating nystagmus - Instability in the
optokinetic-vestibular system
p0069 482- 17474
Hodifications of vestibular nystagmus produced by
fixation of visual and nonvisnal targets
p0069 »82-17477
Different effects involved in the interaction of
saccades and the vestibulo-ocular reflex
p0070 482-17480
The functional condition of the ampullar apparatus
in Heniere's disease
p0092 &82-20308
The latency of circular vection during different
accelerations of the optokinetic stimulus
pOI57 482-24031
Vestibular dysfunctions in caisson workers
subjected to a combination of occupational hazards
p0187 682-25689
Ihe effect of convergence on the vestibulo-ocnlar
reflex and implications for perceived movement
p0235 482-30873
6 caloric vestibnlar test using air
p0262 482-34474
The use of nondamping sinusoidal rotation in the
study of vestibular function
P0280 482-35692
Characteristics of brain electric activity in
different otoneurologic syndromes Hith
vestibular asymmetry
p0280 682-35693
Evaluation of vestibular function in 'flight
personnel vith chronic diseases during stable
remission
p0307 682-38179
Otonenrological symptoms and syndromes Russian
book
p0317 682-39286
:nrrent problems concerning the vestibulo-ocnlar
interaction
p0317 682-39416
The vestibnlo-ocnlar reflex in Ban during
voluntary head oscillation under three visual
conditions
P04I6 682-47334
6pparent instrument horizon deflection during and
immediately following rolling maneuvers
p0416 482-47335
Influence of a visual display and frequency of
whole-body angular oscillation on incidence of
motion sickness
p0416 482-47337
6 method for the objective evaluation of
vestibule-cardiac reflexes
p0419 482-47575
Method of recording rotatory eye reflexes
p0126 H82-16727
'" ^ Significance of vestibnlar asymmetry to genesis of
"' vestibnlar dysfunction
- •' • p0215 H82-20850
Optokinetic factors and development of seasickness
symptoms'
p0215 H82-2085I
Hystagmometry of optovestibular interaction
p0349 H82-28962
4 general pnrpose data acgnisition and analysis
system for nystagmus and related data
[N4S4-CB-167704] p0389 H82-30919




The significance of the respiratory minute volume
index in the evaluation of ve&tibular stability
p0006 682-11697
The effect of visnal-vestibular conflict on the
latency of steady-state visually induced
subjective rotation
p0019 482-13422
The differential diagnosis of an asymmetrical
trend in vestibular responses in peripheral and
'central hemispheric lesions
P0054 482-16813
U.S. manned space flight: The first twenty years -
A biomedical status report
p0056 482-16927
Status of vestibular function after prolonged
bedrest
p0058 682-16940
Vestibular tests in the selection of cosmonauts
p0058 482-16941
Nenronal interaction between ipsilateral medial
and lateral vestibnlar nuclei
p0064 482-17436
The ascending tract of Deiters1 and horizontal gaze
maintenance during head movement via neurons
p0064 682-17437
nonlinear characteristics of single neurons in the
vestibular nuclei
p0064 682-17438
Circnlarvection - Psychophysics and single-unit
recordings in the monkey vestibular effects
of rotation
p0066 682-17449
Vestibular habituation in man and monkey during
sinusoidal rotation
p0066 682-17453
The role of the dentate nucleus and y-gronp in the
generation of vertical smooth eye movements
p0068 682-17462
Input-output activity of the primate flocculus
during visual-vestibular interaction
p0068 682-17466
.Effect of frontal-eye-field lesion on eye-head
coordination in sgnirrel monkeys
1
 • p0069 682-17475
Vestibnlar responses of neurons in the feline
anterior snprasylvian gyrns and their
interaction with responses to acoustic and
facial stimuli
p0092 682-20309
Postnrography of ataxia induced by Coriolis- and
Purkinje-effects
pOIOS 682-21684
Hoise and vibration effects on vestibnlar and
visual functions in teenagers
p0113 182-21747
Characteristics of the lifting reflex in albino
rats following prolonged space flight /Effects




The latency of circular vection during different
accelerations of the optokinetic stimulus
pOI57 482-21031
Conditioned feeding suppression in rats produced
by cross-coupled and simple motions
pOI92 482-26230
Investigation of the sensitivity of the vestibnlar
apparatus to galvanic-current stiaulation
p0242 A82-3I541
& caloric vestibular test using air
p0262 A82-34474
The use of trenthalno in acute vestibalocochlear
disorders in patients with meningococcal infection
p0280 A82-35689
Evaluation of vestibnlar function in flight
personnel with chronic diseases during stable
remission
p0307 482-38179
The dynamics of quantitative changes of BN& in rat
cerebellum Purkinje cells in different
functional states
p0308 A82-38538
Vestibular screening of cosmonauts
p0316 A82-38853
Labyrinth plugging as a model of suspended
vestibular sensory input
p0333 A82-40721
Vestibular effects of water immersion and Clonidine
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Gravity only dependent receptor field of the
vestibular sensors Its significance in orbital
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& new eye movement recording system for vestibnlar
research
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Otolithic reflex and space perception function of
cosmonauts
p0012 N82-I1764
Validation of predictive tests and counterneasnres
for space motion sickness
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Method of recording rotatory eye reflexes
pOI26 1182- 16727
Effects of rectilinear acceleration, optokinetic






Gesults of studies of cosmonauts' vestibular
function and spatial perception
p0214 N82-20838
Effect of caloric stimulation of vestibnlar system
on hearing
p03«9 H82-28963
A procedure for the analysis of nystagmus and
other eye movements
[40-4112603] p0352 N82-28987
Significance of minute volume parameters to
evaluation of vestibular stability
p0357 H82-29860
VESTIBULES
Some contributions of touch, pressure and
kinesthesis to human spatial orientation and
oculomotor control
p0024 A82-15280
The frequency of vestibular impairments in chronic
purulent medial otitis
p0029 482-15718
Beissner's membrane and the spiral ligament in
normal rats and those treated with ethacrynic acid
pOOSS A82-16833
Directional sensitivity of individual vertebrate
hair cells to controlled deflection of their
hair bundles in frog vestibules
p0063 482-17427
Phasic components of frog semicircular canal
p0063 A82-17430
Beticulovestibular organization participating in
generation of horizontal fast eye movement
p0065 A82-17439
Horizontal eye movement signals in second-order
vestibnlar nuclei neurons in the cat
p0065 A82-17440
Some thoughts about the three neurons in the
vestibular ocular reflex
p0065 A82-17442
Is transmission between the vestibular type I hair
cell and its primary afferent chemical
p0065 A82-17444
Visual-vestibular interaction in vestibular
neurons - Functional pathway organization
p0066 A82-17446
Neural activity in the nucleus reticularis
tegmenti pontis in the monkey related to eye
movements and visual stimulation
p0066 A82-17447
Visnal-vestibnlar interactions in visual cortical
cells in the cat
p0066 A82-17448
Natural retinal image motion - Origin and change
p0066 A82-17452
Unilateral habituation of vestibule-ocular
responses in the cat
p0067 A82-17454
Patterns of vestibular and neck responses and
their interaction - A comparison between cat
cortical neurons and human psychophysics
P0067 A82-17456
Besponses of vestibulospinal neurons to neck and
macular vestibular inputs in the presence or
absence of the paleocerebellum
p0067 A82-17457
Dynamics of vestibalo-ocular, vestibulocollic, and
cervicocollic reflexes
p0067 A82-17458
Aftereffects of vestibular and optokinetic
stimulation and their interaction
p0067 A82-17461
Investigation of the otolithic membrane of the
utricle of the guinea pig
p0091 A82-20301
Trial on the use of stabilography in the medical
supervision of boxers
p0118 482-21817
Effect of the functional properties of the
vestibular analyzer on the effectiveness of
instruction in gymnastics
pOllB 482-21819
Vestibulovascular responses in inner ear dysfunction
pOISI A82-23255
Phase phenomena in the vestibular analyzer -
Vestibular recruitment
pOISI A82-23256
Changes in the posture of healthy rats after the
intracranial introduction of brain extracts from
animals with experimental vestibulopathy
pOISI A82-23257
The role of the vestibular analyzer in the spatial
analysis of gymnastic exercises
p0154 A82-23283
Hormone levels in the blood of patients with
Heniere's disease and cochleovestibulopathies
p0262 A82-34475
Distribution of nucleolar nucleic acids in
Purkinje cells under vestibular stimulation and
imnobilization of rats
p0262 A82-34686
Classification of vestibnlar disorders as a
function of the phase of the disease and the
degree of vestibular compensation
p0280 A82-35691
Caloric methods for stimulation of the vestibular
apparatus /Survey of the literature/
p0281 A82-35697
Spatial organization of the vestibular influences
on the cerebellar fastigial neurons of cats
p0320 A82-40312
Afferent associative and commissural projections
of the cortical vestibnlar zone VI of cats
p0325 A82-40495
Gravity sensing system formation in tadpoles /Bana
temporaria/ developed in weightlessness simulation
p0337 A82-40759
Classification of pathological states of the
state-kinetic /vestibnlar/ analyzer
p0369 482-42630
The morphology of the connections of the cortical
vestibnlar zone Russian book
p0372 A82-43611
Heasarements of vestibular function
pOISO 882-19826





Effect of caloric stimulation of vestibular system
on hearing
p0349 H82-28963
Preparation of labyrinthectomied aniuals for
flight aboard Cosmos-936 biosatellite
p0350 H82-28971




Auxiliary cooling - Comparison of air-cooled vs.
Mater-cooled vests in hot-dry and hot-vet
environments
p0321 482-40440
Auxiliary cooling: Comparison of air-cooled








Human body reaction to vibration
pOOSO H82-15743
An evaluation of helicopter noise and vibration
ride qualities criteria
[HlSA-m-83251] p0137 B82-17871
Physiological and hygienic rating of transport
helicopter vibration damper
p0215 H82-20848






The effectiveness of vibration damping at the
working positions on open-pit excavators at the
Kursk magnetic anomaly
P0187 A82-25699
Han under vibration: Suffering and protection
Book
p0259 A82-33751
& survey of vibration control methods
p0261 A82-33768




The reliability of flight personnel daring the
operation of the Hi-4 helicopter
p0087 £82-19014
Functional characteristics of receptors connected
with sustaining the flight of the roach
Peciplaneta Americana L
pOIIO A82-21716
Noise and vibration effects on vestibnlar and
visual functions in teenagers
p01!3 A82-2I747
Use of botanical and vitamin preparations in the
prevention of gastric ulcers induced in rats by
immobilization, noise and vibration
pOISO A82-23175
Vibration sensitivity of workers in the main
occupations of shipbuilding
pOISS A82-23299
Comparison of some technical methods for the
evaluation of whole-body vibration
p0156 A82-23400
Certain neurohoraonal and blood-coagulation
changes in the case of early symptoms of
vibration-related pathology in miners
p0160 A82-24504
Ihe differential diagnosis of peripheral vasomotor
impairments of vibrational and nonvibrational
origin
pOieO A82-24507
The use of correlation analysis for the detection
of signs of changes in the physiological
condition of workers exposed to vibration
p0160 A82-24S09
Basis for the refinement of permissible levels of
local vibration
p0188 &82-25702
The permeability of the lymphatic vessels of the
muscles of the upper extremities in vibration
sickness
pOI90 A82-25804
Effects of whole-body vibration and noise on the
toxicity and risk parameters of chemical
substances
pOI9l 482-25814
Ose of a constant magnetic field for the treatment
of vibration sickness
P0205 A82-27796
Discomfort judgments of translational and angular
whole-body vibrations
p0252 A82-32006
Ban under vibration: Suffering and protection
Book
p0259 A82-33751
Bodern problems of vibrations in the systems 'Ban-
machine-environment '
P0259 A82-33752
Effects of muscle vibration and joint oscillation
on human motor mechanisms
p0259 A82-33753
Hechanoreceptor systems of the organism from the
viewpoint of vibrational biomechanics
p0259 A82-33755
Immediate effects of vibration transmitted to the
hand
p0260 A82-33756
Basic principles for hygienic rating of industrial
whole-body vibration in the U.S.S.R.
p0260 A82-33757
Effects of vibrating tools on the peripheral
vessels and the peripheral nervous system in
workers of an iron foundry - Preventive
suggestions
p0260 482-33758
Comparative analysis of human and subhuman
operator performance in a control loop
p0260 A82-33759
Dynamic modeling and vibratory response of human
subjects in heave mode
p0260 482-33761
Some problems of identification and modelling of
the human body
p0260 482-33762
Non-linear effects connected with the spatial
vibrations of biooecbanical systems
p0260 A82-33763
Vibration defence of man - Questions of modeling
p0260 A82-33764
Automatic system for study and measurement of
vibration parameters affecting human body
P0260 482-33765
Critical assessment of common methods to determine
vibrational stress of hand-arm system
p0260 482-33766
On the measuring of contact forces between human
body and equipment
P0261 A82-33767
Vibration machines and man
p0261 482-33770
State of the hearing function in diesel locomotive
crewmen
p0280 482-35688
Achievements and possibilities in the research
being carried out to protect workers in the 11th
five-year plan from noise and vibration
p03ll 482-38573
The combined effect of carbon monoxide and
total-body vibration on the organism
pt>324 482-40475
Vibration and decompression gas bubbles
p0334 482-40729
Validation of a new method for studying the
effects of vibration on the primate spine
P0338 482-40768
The effect of general vibration combined with
intermittent noise on the human auditory function
p0368 482-42615
Early clinical manifestations of vibration-noise
pathology in miners of Donets Basin
p0368 482-42616
Studies directed toward improving hygienic
standards pertaining to total-body vibration
resulting fron heavy moving equipment
p0368 A82-426I9
Vibration and comfort. I - Translational seat
vibration
p0370 482-42829
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Subjective response to whole-body vibration - The
effects of posture
F>0370 A82-4283I
Vibration and comfort. Ill - Translatioual
vibration of the feet and back. IT - Application
of experimental results
p0374 A82-43674
Variability in haaan response to whole-bod;
vibration - The effects of instructions
p037H A82-43675
Sinusoidal and random whole-body vibration -
Comparative effects on visual performance
p0408 A82-46534
The vestibnlo-ocnlar reflex in Ban during
voluntary head oscillation under three visual
conditions
p0416 A82-47334
Influence of a visual display and frequency of
whole-body angular oscillation on incidence of
motion sickness
p0416 A82-47337
Transmission of vibrations in the human
extremities under vibrational loading
Russian book
p0421 &82-48250
Influence of sine, and random, whole-body
vibration on visual acuity
[BBTG-FBHT-79-17] p0038 H82-13653
Physiological and hygienic evaluation of vibration
in the cockpit of a cargo helicopter
p0124 N82-16709
Tibration and assessment of this flight factor by
pilots
p0351 H82-28976
A software package for evaluating the
transmissibility between vehicle vibration and
motions of hands (in controls), limb, head and
eyes
p0380 082-30853
Dynamics of functional state oC heavy transport
helicopter pilots in the course of flight shift
p0394 H82-31900
Effect of synthesized propeller vibration on
passenger annoyance in a turboprop interior
noise environment
CNiSi-TN-84515] . pOaOO N82-31944
VIBBATIOH ISOLATOBS
Han under vibration: Suffering and protection
Book
p0259 A82-337S1
Modern problems of vibrations in the systems 'man-
machine- environment'
p0259 A82-33752
Effects of vibrating tools on the peripheral
vessels and the peripheral nervous system in
workers of an iron foundry - Preventive
suggestions
p0260 A82-33758
Tibration defence of man - Questions of modeling
p0260 A82-33764
A survey of vibration control methods
p026l 482-33768
VIBBATIOH HEASOBEBBBT
Comparison of some technical methods for the
evaluation of whole-body vibration
p0156 A82-23400
Automatic system for study and measurement of
vibration parameters affecting human body
p0260 A82-33765
Critical assessment of common methods to determine
vibrational stress of hand-arm system
p0260 A82-33766
VIBBATIOH BODE
Dynamic modeling and vibratory response of human
subjects in heave mode
p0260 A82-33761
VIBBATIOH PBBCBPTIOH
Influence of interactions of hearing and vibratory
sensations on the masking effect
pOISI 482-23254
Comparison of some technical methods for the
evaluation of whole-body vibration
p0156 A82-23400
The relation between the spontaneous activity and
the dynamic characteristics of the primary
afferents of the frog lateral semicircular canal
p0157 A82-23645
The importance of pauses during work with
vibrating tools
pO 187 A82-25698
The effectiveness of vibration damping at the
working positions on open-pit excavators at the
Kursk magnetic anomaly
P0187 A82-25699
Physiological effects of low levels of vibration
combined with local muscular exercise in the
cutting of semiprecious stones
P0187 A82-2570I
Coagnlopathy in miners with vibration sickness
p0188 A82-25704
Use of a constant magnetic field for the treatment
of vibration sickness
p0205 A82-27796
Immediate effects af vibration transmitted to the
hand
p0260 A82-33756
State of the hearing function in diesel locomotive
crewmen
p0280 A82-35688
Early clinical manifestations of vibration-noise
pathology in miners of Donets Basin
p0368 A82-42616
Studies directed toward improving hygienic
standards pertaining to total-body vibration
resulting from heavy moving equipment
p0363 A82-42619
Subjective response to whole-body vibration - The
effects of posture
p0370 A82-42831
Transmission of vibrations in the human
extremities under vibrational loading
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P0047 N82-13719
VOICE OftTa PROCESSING




Analysis of volatile metabolites in biological
fluids as indicators of prodromal disease
condition
[ NASA-CR-167513] pOI75 N82-I8859
VOLCANOES
New data on abiogenic synthesis of prebiological







NT BOD? VOLUME (BIOLOGI)
The use of oxygen as the test gas in the
determination of the closing volume of
respiratory ducts
p0117 482-21801
Mechanical properties of the lungs during
acclimatization to altitude
p0284 A82-36027
Effects of acute plasma volume expansion on
altering exercise heat performance
[AD-A110558] p0296 N82-26975
VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS
The importance of volumetric and anthropmetric




Diurnal rhythm of sleep and vakefnlness in arctic
suslik /Citellus parryi/ during summer season
pOI92 A82-25823
Effect of low ambient temperatures on
sleep-wakefulness periodicity in lemming
/Dicrostonyx torgnatus/
p0192 A82-25824
Ventilatory adaptations to resistive loading
during wakefnlness and non-REH sleep
p0197 A82-26814
Local serial correlation in behavioral states in
the mouse
[AD-A111021] p0294 N82-26959
Sleep and wakefulness handbook for flight medical
officers
[AGARD-AG-270(E) ] p0300 H82-27972
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HALKIHG HACHIBES SDBJECI IHDEI
BALKING HACBIHBS
Determination of the angular orientation of the
body of a Balking aachine
p0049 A82-16288
Biped walking - Hodel problems of dynamics and
control
p0087 A82-18977
Development of an integrated walking robot
p0087 S82-18988
Control of a walking machine with almost














Possible use of house £1; larvae for utilization
of organic waste in biological life-support
systems
P0125 H82-16719
Absorbent product and articles made therefrom
[ N4SA-CASE-HSC-18223-2] p0294 H32-26960
BASTE IftBlIUBX
Treatment of CELSS and PCELSS waste to produce
nutrients for plant growth Controlled
Ecological Life Support Systems and Partially
Controlled Ecological Life Support Systems
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-19] p0003 482-10907
The potential role of aerobic biological waste
treatment in regenerative life support systems
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EH4S-20] p0003 A82-10908
Ion-exchange chromatography separation applied to
mineral recycle in closed systems
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EH4S-21] p0003 A82-10909
Ret oxidation as a waste treatment in closed systems
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EH&S-22] p0003 482-10910
Seneric waste management requirements for a
controlled ecological life support system /CELSS/
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-23] p0003 482-10911
Trends in space life support
p0059 A82-16953




Application of improved technology to a
preprototype vapor compression distillation
/VCD/ water recovery subsystem
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-10] p0002 A82-10898
Preprototype Vapor Compression Distillation
Subsystem development
[ASHE PAPEB 81-ENAS-25] p0003 A82-10912
RASIE BA.TEB
Preprototype Vapor Compression Distillation
Subsystem development













Development status of a preprototype water
electrolysis subsystem
[ASHF. PAPEB 8I-EHAS-9] p0002 A82-10897
Liquid water on a planet over cosmic periods
p0098 A82-20907
Bole of interfacial water and water in thin films
in the origin of life
pOtae A82-22980
Hechanism of the natural oscillations of water
metabolism in plants
P0200 A82-27742
Hicrobiologically-mediated mntageaic activity of
crude oil
[PB82-10513I] pOI23 H82-16702
Technique for the aerobic cultivation of
microorganisms in water-in-oil emulsions
[HBC/CHB-TT-2031] p0128 H82-33980
BATEB BALAHCE
The role of aldosterone in the regulation of the
water and salt balance in hot-shop workers of
the metallurgical industry
pO!51 A82-23251
t new rat model for studies of hypokinesia and
antiorthostasis
p0331 482-1)0706
The effect of body position and the administration
of a diuretic on the water-salt status and the
activity of the kidneys
p0372 A82-43238
The sequence of the pathomorphological reactions
to the effect of an alternating magnetic field
pO<»20 482-48222
Skylab water balance analysis
[HASi-CB-167461] p0033 N82-12753
Measurements of intra and extracellular water




Effects of reduced motor activity and water
regimen on the growth of animals and their
skeletal musculature
p0228 482-29440
Measurement of energy expenditure in humans by












Analysis of evaporative water loss in the Skylab
astronauts
[HASA-CB- 167462] pO 178 H82-I9814
BATBB POLLUTION
Mission operation report: Space Shuttle program.
STS-2 postflight medical operations
[HASA-TH-84135] p0175 H82-18858






Method and apparatus for detecting colifocm
organisms
[HASA-CASE-ABC-11322-1) p003l H82-12739
Hygienic principles of ongoing monitoring of
quality of recycled water during space flights
POI25 H82-167I7
Toxicological and hygienic aspects of improving




Application of improved technology to a
preprototype vapor compression distillation
/VCD/ water recovery subsystem
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-10] p0002 A82-10898
Preprototype Vapor Compression Distillation
Subsystem development
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-25] p0003 482-10912
Advanced Hicrobial Check Valve development for
Space Shuttle
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-45] p0005 A82-10929
Toxicological and hygienic aspects of improving
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A study of the mechanism governing the different
types of behavior exhibited by the spiral













A procedure for the analysis of nystagmus and
other eye movements
p0284 A82-359I1




Waveguide technique for the calibration of
miniature inplantable electric-field probes for
use in microwave-bioeffects studies
p0097 A82-20893
WAVELENGTHS
Detection/discrimination in the long-wavelength
pathways human color vision tests
p03!6 A82-39439
iEAPOH SXSTEBS
HI GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPOET S1STES
A self-contained, man-borne biomedical
instrumentation system in the flight testing of
naval weapons systems
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2403] p002l A82-13890
The semi-automatic instructional system of
B-52 weapon system trainers
p009S A82-20539
Evaluating operator performance on automated
tactical systems
p0140 482-22908
A gunner model for an AAA tracking task with
interrupted observations
p0379 N82-30835
Modeling human target acquisition in ground-to-air
weapon systems
p0379 N82-30836
Application of optimal control principles to
describe the supervisory control behavior of &AA
crew members
p0381 H82-30864
Application of optimal control principles to






Aerial combat simulation in the 0.S. Air Force
p0369 A82-42794
BEAB TESTS
Fabrication and wear test of a continuous
fiber/particulate composite total surface hip
replacement




Separation monitoring with four types of













Bass estimation and discrimination during brief
periods of zero gravity
p0281 A82-35769









Heighting of aptitude components based on
differences in technical school difficulty
[AO-A 102045] p0048 H82-13725
HEIGHTLESSNESS
Conparative psychophysiological evaluation of the
effectiveness of psychic models of body hypo-
and hyperponderonsness
p0052 A82-16723
The activity of psychic models of hypogravity
during 30-day experiments
p0052 A82-16725
Simulation of human reactions under extreme
conditions
p0057 A82-16934
Status of vestibular function after prolonged
bedrest
pOOSB A82-16940
Pathophysiology of motor functions in prolonged
manned space flights
p0058 A82-16945
Ocular torsion on earth and in weightlessness
p0064 A82-17435
Characteristics of the lifting reflex in albino
rats following prolonged space flight /Effects
of weightlessness and artificial gravity/
p0152 A82-23262
Ban in weightlessness - Physiological problems,
clinical aspects, prevention and protection
p0167 A82-24846
Bodifications in systolic time intervals induced
by the transition to weightlessness
pOI71 A82-25495
For a prolonged stay in space
p0234 A82-30298
Biological experiments in space biology and
gravitation
p0254 A82-32349
Blood circulation in weightlessness
p0281 A82-35700
Investigation of the cardiovascular system during
prolonged space flights on board the Salyut
space stations
p0317 A82-39429
Bethodological aspects of future cardiovascular
research in space
p0326 A82-40652
Borphogenesis of a higher plant from cultured
cells and embryos in space
p0327 A82-40666
Adaptation to weightlessness and its physiological
mechanisms - Besults of animal experiments
aboard biosatellites
p0329 A82-40688
Physiological mechanisms of adaptation of rat
skeletal muscles to weightlessness and similar
functional requirements
p0330 A82-40689
Weightlessness effects on resistance and
reactivity of animals
p0330 A82-40690
Artificial gravity in space flight
p033E> A82-4069I
Bhythms of electrolytes and hydroxyproline
excretion in urine of rats after three weeks of
weightlessness - Biosatellite Cosmos-1129
p0330 A82-40693
Body composition of rats flown aboard Cosmos-1129
p0330 A82-40695
Stress in space flight - Metabolic aspects
p0330 A82-40696
A-38S
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Results of morphological investigations aboard
biosatellites Cosmos
p0330 482-40697
Studies of specific hepatic enzymes involved in
the conversion of carbohydrates to lipids in
cats exposed to prolonged spaceflight aboard
Cosmos 1129
p0331 482-Q0698
Effect of prolonged weightlessness on certain
aspects of brain metabolism of the rat
p033l 182-40699
Study of contractile properties and composition of
nyofibrillar proteins of skeletal muscles in the
Cosmos-1129 experiment
p033l 482-40701
Bone resorption and calcium absorption in rats
during spaceflight
p0331 482-40704
Bone growth in the rat mandible daring space flight
p033l 482-40705
Skin temperature and thermal comfort in
weightlessness
p0334 482-40726
Besults of investigations of weightlessness
effects during prolonged manned space flights
onboard Salyut-6
p0336 482-40750
BesQlts of biosatellite studies of
gravity-dependent changes in the
musculo-skeletal system of mammals
p0336 482-40751
Hechanisms of the effects of weightlessness on the
motor system of man
p0336 482-40752
Adaptation of the rat skeleton to weightlessness
and its physiological mechanisms - Results of
animal experiments aboard the Cosmos-1129
biosatellite
p0336 482-40753
Suppression of osteoblast differentiation daring
weightlessness
p0337 482-40756
Hedical monitoring and therapy of space motion
sickness
[I4F P4PEB 82-1691 p0377 482-44684
Catecholamines and their enzymes in discrete brain
areas of rats after space flight on
biosatellites Cosmos
[I&F P4PEB 82-180] p0377 482-44688
The Biorack programme - 4 European contribution to
space biology
p0403 482-45179
Hathematical modelling of physiological functions
in space flight
[I4F P4PEB 82-176] p0414 482-46974
The psychology and safety of weightlessness
[I4F P4PEB 82-252] p0415 482-47004
Besults of studies of pulmonary ventilation in
cosmonauts daring the period of acute adaptation
to weightlessness
[I4F P4PEH 82-431] p0415 482-47061
The effect of microgravitatiou on the reproduction
rhythm of plant cells
p0415 482-47063
Presentation of 'echography1 experiment for
monitoring human cardiovascular system under
zero-gravity
p0415 482-47065
Effects of various countermeasures against the
adverse effects of weightlessness on central
circulation in the healthy man
p0416 482-47331
4 compendium of hypokinetic and hypodynamic animal
studies
[H4S4-CE-3485] p0076 H82-15709
The effects of rotation and oscillation: Serial
sickness
pOOSO N82-15744
Han's adaptation to weightlessness and low weight
pOOSO H82-15746
Cathepsin activity of skeletal muscle and
myocardia myofibrils after exposure to
weightlessness and accelerations
pOI24 H82-16714
Cytokinetic evaluation of erythropoiesis during
long-term orbital flights
p0125 H82-16715
Status of space biotnedical programs
p0129 N82-17239
Effects of rectilinear acceleration, optokinetic




The influence of space flight on erythrokinetics
in man
pOI73 N82-18258
Measurement of central venous pressure and
determination of hormones in blood serun during
weightlessness
p0173 H82-18259
Effects of prolonged weightlessness on the humoral
imaane response of humans
p0173 N82-18260





Hass discrimination during weightlessness
p0174 H82-18264
Natation of Helianthas 4nnaas in a microgravity
environment
p0174 H82- 18265
Human cardiovascular adaptation to zero gravity
symposium proceedings, Copenhagen, 20-21
4pr. 1981
[ES4-SP-I033] p O I 7 9 H82-19817
Current views and future programs in
cardiovascular physiology in space
plethysaography
p0179 B82-19818
Adaptation to zero gravity as simulated by
head-down tilt
pOI79 1182-19819
Clinical physiology of the
renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system
p0179 H82-19820
Voluae regulating hormones and their role in the
cardiovascular adaptation to zero gravity
pOI79 H82-19822
Cerebral hemodynamics at zero gravity
pOIBO N82-19827
Body composition data from the rat subjects of
Cosmos 1129 experiment K-316
[N4S4-CB-168678] p02!3 H82-20832
Besults of studies of cosmonauts' vestibular
function and spatial perception
p0214 H82-20838
Ion regulating function of human kidneys daring
long-term space flights and in model studies
p0214 H82-20840
Significance of vestibalar asymmetry to genesis of
vestibular dysfunction
P02I5 H82-20850
Catecholamine content of rat blood after flight
aboard Cosmos-936 biosatellites
p0216 H82-20855
Cardiovascular adaptations in weightlessness: The
influence of in-flight exercise programs on the
cardiovascular adjustments daring weightlessness
and upon returning to Earth
p0248 H82-23110
Cliuicophysiological changes in man daring
long-term antiorthostatic hypokinesia
p0270 H82-25761
Some physiological and biochemical features of
cells of carrot gall developed in weightlessness
p0270 H82-25764
Functional state of rat gastrointestinal tract
organs following flight in Cosmos-1129
biosatellite
p0271 H82-25765
4>ino acids of femoral guadriceps of rats
following flight aboard the Cosaos-936
biosatellite
p0271 H82-25766
Plasma and tissue lipids of rats following flight
aboard Cosmos-936 biosatellite
p0271 H82-25767
Plasma and tissue lipids of rats following flight
aboard the Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0271 H82-25768
Tenons pressure as an indicator of circulating
blood volume
p0272 H82-25777
Preparation of labyrinthectomied animals for
flight aboard Cosmos-936 biosatellite "
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p0350 H82-2897I
Bethodological aspects of testing erythrocyte
balance by counting incabated reticulocytes
p0350 H82-28972
Neurocheuical background and approaches in the
understanding of motion sickness
[HASA-CB-3569] p0358 H82-29865
Medical-biological investigations under space
conditions: Present and future significance
p0362 H82-30275
Intracntineous partial oxygen pressure (p02 sub
ic) in oan during short-tern space flights:
Results of joint OSSB-GDB space flight
p0363 N82-30278
Activity of rat adrenal medula after flight aboard
cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0395 H82-31905
Changes in rat tissue deozyribonncleoprotein and
nucleic acids following flight aboard
Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0395 H82-31907
Bat blood plasma corticosterone after flight
aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0397 S82-31920
The advantage of the lover body negative pressure
test in aerospace medicine
p0400 H82-3I942
HBI6HTLBSSHBSS SIBOLATIOH
Bhinopneumometric indicators -luring repeated
antiorthostatic exposures
p0029 482-15719
Investigation of astronaut activity under
conditions of the hydrosimulation of
weightlessness
pOOSl A82- 16713
The effects of horizontal body casting on blood
volume, drug responsiveness, and *Gz tolerance
in the rhesus monkey
pOIOS 482-21682
Chacujes of cardiac activity and regional cerebral
circulation under gravitational effects
simulated by antiorthostasis
P0239 482-31513
Electrons trie studies of the human gustatory
analyzer in healthy persons and in the
simulation of weightlessness
p0242 482-31538
Cull morphological, ontogenic, and genetic
reactions to 0-g simulation and hyper-g
p0253 482-321514
tlass estimation and discrimination during brief
periods of zero gravity
p028l A82-35769
Effects of horizontal body casting on the
b&roreceptor reflex control of heart rate
p0285 482-36033
aitHostatic tests during cosmonaut selection
P03I6 A82-38854
As if in weightlessness simulation through
hypnosis
p0324 A82-40474
Study of high-g effects in animals
p0326 A82-U065I
Research opportunities and limitations of
protracted hypogravity simulations for plant
gcavitational physiology
p0326 A82-40653
Lou-3 simulation in mammalian research
p0326 482-40654
4 new rat model simulating some aspects of space
flight
p0326 A82-406S5
affects of a weightlessness simulation on the
velocity curves measured by Doppler sonography
at the level of the carotid system
p0327 482-40656
Cardiovascular responses to isometric exercise
during simulated zero gravity
p0327 482-40662
Effect of simulated weightlessness on energy
metabolism in the rat
p0328 A82-40677
Influences of horizontal hypokinesia on
performance and circadian physiological rhythms
in female humans
p0329 182-40682
Plasticity of fast and slov muscle myofibrillar
proteins in model experiments simulating
weightlessness
p0332 482-40709
Chronic central vascular expansion induces
hypokalemia in conscious primates
p0333 A82-40719
Changes of periodic protoplasmic movements on the
fast clinostat
p0334 A82-40725
Orthostatic tolerance and exercise response before
and after 7 days simulated weightlessness
p0334 482-40731
The reaction of simulated and true weightlessness
on digestive tract of rats
p0334 &82-40733
Belevance of aldosterone on circulatory, renal and
blood reactions during simulated weightlessness
and on aerobic metabolic rate
p0335 482-40736
Atrophy of rat skeletal muscles in simulated
weightlessness
p0335 A82-40738
Effects of prolonged bedrest in antiorthostatic
position on rCBF measured by !33Xe inhalation
technique - Effects of clonidine regional
Cerebral Blood Flow
p0335 A82-40743
Suspension restraint - Induced hypokinesia and
antiorthostasis as a simulation of weightlessness
p0336 &82-40744
Bestraint of animals in space research
p0336 482-40748
Animal models for simulating weightlessness
P0336 482-40749
Gravity sensing system formation in tadpoles /Sana
temporaria/ developed in weightlessness simulation
p0337 A82-40759
Vestibnlar effects of water immersion and Clonidine
p0337 A82-40762
The effect of Clonidine on peripheral vasomotor
reactions during simulated zero gravity
p0337 A82-40763
Cardiovascular effects of Clonidine during 20
hours head down tilt /-5 deg/
p0337 A82-40764
ADH suppression under immersion combined with
dehydration antidiuretic hormone secretion
p0339 A82-40776
Skeletal abnormalities in rats induced by
simulated weightlessness
p0345 482-41548
A French primate study program for physiological
problems encountered in weightlessness
[IAF PAPEB 82-184] p0414 482-46976
Cardiovascular effects of sinulated zero-gravity
in humans
[IAF PAPEB 82-189] p0414 A82-46977
Combined effect of simulated weightlessness and
accelerations on energy metabolism enzymes
p0131 H82-17820
Physiological responses to prolonged bed rest and
fluid immersion in man: & compendium of
research (1974 - 1980)
tHASA-TH-81324] pO174 H82-18854
Adaptation to zero gravity as simulated by
head-down tilt
p0179 N82-19819
Positive pressure breathing as a means of
preventing adverse reactions to antiorthostatic
position
p0214 H82-20842
Hicrogravity as an additional tool for research in
human physiology: Sioulation on ground;
exposure to weightlessness; development of
multi-user facilities
[ESA-BB-09] p0247 H82-22883
Endurance of *Gz G forces by middle-aged people
before and after 7-day immersion
p0349 N82-28958
Efficacy of kavinton in prevention of motion
sickness
p0349 H82-28961
Electrometric investigation of human gustatory




Studies on the flight medical aspects of the
German Lufthansa non-stop route from Frankfurt










Cardiorespiratory responses and handgrip isometric
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Henronal-glial alterations in the cerebral cortex
of animals under the influence of white noise
P01I4 882-21769
Effect of white noise on the auditory cortex
ultra struct are in rats
pOI88 482-25711
Effects of acoustic stress on rat sensorimotor
cortex morphology
p0202 A82-27765
The incorporation of P-32 into various sections of
the brain upon exposure to intermittent noise of
low intensity
p0342 A82-41467
4 study of the acoustic reflex as elicited by











Canopy induced displacement evaluation visual
displacement of targets for fighter aircraft
pOI45 482-22958
Eyes and glass curtains - Visual accommodation,







Increase in jammed word intelligibility due to
training of listeners
p0193 A82-26235




Botating shift work schedules that disrupt sleep
are improved by applying circadian principles
p0308 A82-38325
Bork paradigms in human factors research
p0182 H82-19844
BOBK CAPACITY
Simulation of operator activity in a systea for
the technical servicing of a space station
pOOSI A82-16717
The influence of certain habitation conditions on
the physiological functions, work capacity, and
dream dynamics of man
p0051 482-16720
Psychophysiological safety control in
long-duration space flights
p0052 A82- 16726
Changes in Hageman factor system indicators during
human adaptation to intense physical loading
p0054 482-16816
The work capacity of sailors under conditions of
varying work-rest cycles
p0071 A82-18524
Evaluation of maximal and subnaxinal static muscle
exertions
pOOBS A82-19223
EEC description algorithm for use in clinical
practice and studies of work capacity
p0092 482-20304
Functional condition and work capacity under
mountain conditions
P0093 A82-20313
Borking in space Book
p0096 A82-20772
The effect of the prolonged administration of
sodium hydroxybntyrate on the physical work
capacity and muscle tissue state of rats
p0115 A82-21779
EEC evaluation of mental stress
pOII6 482-21784
Evaluation of the functional state of the
cardiovascular system in patients with ischemic
heart disease with reference to the nature of
their occupational activity
pOI 17 A82-21803
Physical health of truck drivers in the open-pit
mining industry of the far north
P0117 482-21805
The influence of physical stress on the dynamics
of work capacity and electrical activity of
skeletal muscles in the course of an entire day
pOI54 A82-23284
Criteria and the quantitative evaluation of human
disturbance tolerance external electrical
stimuli effects on athlete performance
P0158 A82-24478
The condition of several metabolic processes ID
operators
p0159 A82-24491
Cumulative fatigue over long periods caused by
, localized muscular movements
p0160 A82-24502
Physiological and hygienic evaluation of the work
of female tower crane operators
pOI60 A82-24512
The change in certain parameters of operator
activity under the influence of alcohol
P0161 482-21)513
An evaluation of the total stress involved in
certain types of precision work
p0161 A82-24514
Characteristics of the functional state of health
P0161 482-24520
Morbidity involving a temporary loss of work
capacity among drivers of automotive passenger
vehicles
p0161 A82-24522
Psychophysiological characteristics of the fatigue
state based on activation indicators
p0162 A82-24529
The influence of the seasonal factor and the
intensity of work on the basic physiological
functions of agricultural workers
P0186 482-25685
A bicycle-ergometer evaluation of the physical
adjustment made by patients after an inner
mitral commissurotomy
p0187 A82-25690
Connection of motor regimen with morbidity in
workers
P0187 A82-25695
Dynamics of aerobic work capacity and changes in
the functional stability of the oxygen-supply
mechanisa and hypophrsical adrenocortical system
in skiers
p0187 A82-25696
Basis for the refinement of permissible levels of
local vibration
p0188 A82-25702
The effect of the circadian rhythm of
physiological functions on the mental work
capacity of operators
p0203 482-27769
Daily rhythms of physiological functions during
shift work
p0203 A82-27771
Effects of increased carbohydrate resources on
aerobic work capacity /Carbohydrate loading
method/
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'p0203 182-27777
The possibility of maintaining the temperature and
work capacity of the extremities
p0206 182-27806
The functional reserves of athletes
p0239 182-31504
Psychosomatic self-regulation - in effective
method for sustaining pilot work capacity during
a prolonged flight
p0259 182-33727
The prevention of dysadaptive changes in sailors
at sea
p0259 182-33728
rest for the study of the efficiency of the
tactile-motor analyzer
p0263 182-34691
Discriminative biooechanical characteristics m
middle-distance running
p0279 182-35672
Psychophysiological analysis of periodic
oscillations of performance quality within the
limits of a work cycle
p0282 182-35833
Fatigue and the adaptive possibilities of the
organism during work
p0282 182-35835
Evaluation of the functional state existing in the
adaptation to high-altitude conditions
p0282 182-35836





Some characteristics of the diurnal rhythm of
physiological functions of sailors in the tropics
p0308 182-38180
1 study of temporary absences from work arising
from disorders of the circulatory system
p0310 182-38555
Achievements and possibilities in the research
being carried out to protect workers in the 1 ltd
five-year plan from noise and vibration
p0311 182-38573
1 method of evaluating the functional state of the
central nervous system of a person performing work
p0311 182-38579
The significance of the bicycle ergometer test for
evaluating the work capacity in patients with
hypertension
p0324 182-40477
Physical activity and human reguirements for
energy and food substances
p0324 182-40487
Diurnal dynamics of the indicators of the capacity
for physical work and of physiological functions
p0342 182-41460
Levels of physiological reserves of sailors
working a 10-hour shift
p0368 182-42618
Hays to increase the work capacity of persons
subjected to prolonged sensory overloads
p0409 182-46696
The deterioration of the working efficiency of
stereophotogrammetrists and their professional
selection
p0410 182-46709
The health condition of apparently healthy workers
at oil-processing plants
p0414 182-46893
The age-related features of the incidence of
sickness for female workers in the main branches
of the clothing industry
p0414 182-46894
Some features of evaluation of work capacity and
fatigue in helicopter pilots
p0215 H82-20847
Problem of accelerations in aviation medicine
p0347 N82-28950
Sleep, circadian cycles of physiological functions
and parameters of human work capacity on first
day after changing from altered to usual
sleep-waking cycle
p0348 882-28951
On models and methods for performance measurement
[1D-&113578] p0354 N82-28998
flight crewmember workload evaluation
[1D-AI14167] p0356 H82-290 12
SOBK-BEST CIC1B
Hork and rest on nuclear submarines
p002l 182-14274
The influence of certain habitation conditions on
the physiological functions, work capacity, and
drean dynamics of man
P3051 S82-16720
Concerning the rationalization of the work and
rest schedule of cosmonauts
p0052 182-16724
The work capacity of sailors under conditions of
varying work-rest cycles
p0071 182-18524
Complex physiological-hygienic characteristics of
a new work-rest regime for seamen
p0113 182-21748
Correlation of behavioral rest-activity phases and
the characteristics of the spatial organization
of cortical potentials in the case of
experimental neurosis
p0155 182-23291
The work capacity of seamen under an altered
schedule of work and rest
P0155 182-23302
The functional state of the segmental apparatus of
the spinal cord in humans during local work
after a short period of rest
pOI60 182-24501
Certain characteristics of the physiological basis
of work-rest regimes for rolling mill operators
p0160 182-24506
1 basis for the optimal duration of work breaks in
the presence of noise of various intensities
during the course of a work shift
p0160 182-24510
The importance of pauses during vork with
vibrating tools
p0187 182-25698
Daily rhythms of physiological functions during
shift work
p0203 182-27771
Sleep loss, recovery sleep, and military perfornance
p0207 182-28025
Investigation of the functional state of the
central nervous system and the motor apparatus
for various regimes of rest and physical exercise
p0279 182-35668
1 day off in space
P0281 182-35698
Levels of physiological reserves of sailors
working a 10-hour shift
P0368 182-42618
Hission operation report: Space Shuttle program.
STS-2 postflight medical operations
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p0417 182-17339
OK&OE. H.
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Impact of an asteroid or comet in the ocean and
extinction of terrestrial life
[HASA-CB-169086] p0293 H82-26955
OKHOTSIHSKII, D. E.
Development of an integrated walking robot
p0087 482-18988
OKIBAHi, H.
A protective function of the coacervates against
DV light on the primitive earth
p0403 682-15592
OEOB, E. B.
Removal by negative air ions of changes in
mitochondrial respiration under stress
p0028 A82-15716
Effect of air ions on the ratio between direct and
reverse electron transport in mitochondria under
stress
p0199 482-27731
OK OB, B. S. •




Bonification of training-induced responses by
repeated norepinephrine injections in rats
p0375 482-44142
OKSSAH, P. H.
Spin imaging equipment for small animal experiments
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OKOBO, J.








The effect of prolonged practice of pursuit eye
movement
p0157 482-21030
Three stimuli for visual motion perception compared
p0370 482-42900
OLEDZKI, 4.
Ran under vibration: Suffering and protection
p0259 482-33751




Population mechanisms of adapting to extreme
environmental conditions /with Clethrionomys
qlareolus Schreb considered as an example/
p0187 482-25692
OLBSEB, J.
Cerebral hemodynamics at zero gravity
P0180 H82-19827
OLIBSEB, a. D.




Some questions open to discussion in clinical
labyrinthology
P0280 482-35694




41gal culture studies related to a Closed
Ecological Life Support System (CELSS)
[N4S4-CE-166375] p0392 H82-30913
OLSOH, C. B.
4 theory of the origin of life
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OLSSON, I.
Aspects of the body's defence mechanisms as
protection against biological agents
[DRIC-T-6433] p0223 H82-21886
OLZAK, L. A.




Ocular torsion on earth and in weightlessness
p0064 482-17435
Visually induced self-motion sensation adapts
rapidly to left-right reversal of vision
P0067 482-17455
Dynamics of subjective discomfort in motion
sickness as measured with a magnitude estimation
method
p0321 482-40438
Medical monitoring and therapy of space motion
sickness
[I4F P4PEB 82-169] p0377 482-41681
OB4B, D. B.




Pulmonary injury in rats following continuous
exposure to 60% 02 for 7 days
P0019 482-13232
OBEILL, B. 0.
Computational problems in autoregressive moving
average (ABBA) models
p0044 H82-13698
Modeling of human operator dynamics in simple
manual control utilizing time series analysis
P0379 H82-30834
Modeling of human operator dynamics in simple
manual control utilizing time series analysis
P0436 H82-34038
OSISKO, B. L.
Wet oxidation as a waste treatment in closed systems
[ASBE P4PEB 81-EHAS-22] p0003 482-10910
OBO, B.
Performance changes during exposure to +Gz stress
p0025 482-15517
OBOBI, G.
Spectrophotometric studies on the BHA structure in
E.coli ribosomes. Part I: Fundamentals of
ultraviolet spectrophotometry of nuclei acids
[ISS-B-80/2-PT-I] p0078 H82-15734
Spectrophotometric studies of the BHA structure in
E.coli ribosomes. Part 2: Influence of ions
and proteins on the BHA secondary structure
[ISS-B-80/3-PI-2] p0079 H82-15735
OHOZAIi, A.
Performance changes during exposure to +Gz stress
p0025 A82-155J7
OPABIHA, D. 14.
Prediction of shifts in the radiation resistance
of animals under the influence of various factors
B-125
OPEISHKO, A. A. PEBSOBAL iOIBOB IBDBX
p0154 482-23288
OPBISHKO, A. A.
Design of automated systeas for control of
technological processes in large scale




Changes of the catecholanine level in
epinephnne-synthesizing oblongatal structures
of rats, reacting differently to prolonged
single immbolization
pOISS 482-23296
Changes in the level of catecholamines in the




Catecholamines in the blood plasma of August and
iistar rats during emotional stress
[NASA-TH-76872] p0384 H82-30885
Changes of blood plasma renin activity in August
and Ristar rats under emotional stress
[NiSA-TH-76873] p0384 H82-30886
OBABSKII, I. E.
Seasonal rhythm of the immune reactivity and heart
tolerance to physical load in patients with
ischemic heart disease
pOII7 A82-21802
Chronobiological aspects in the science of health
resorts and physiotherapy
p0162 482-21536
Optimization of medicinal electrophoresis
p0343 482-41472
OB&f, E. J.




Seasonal vascular tension variations in patients
with cerebral circulatory disorders under the
conditions of an arid zone
pOI89 A82-25715
OBBAH. A.
Critical assessment of common methods to determine
vibrational stress of hand-arm system
p0260 A82-33766
OBBETSOVA, T. T.
Effect of dosed physical loading on plasma and
liver lipids and lipoproteins in rats
p0370 482-13045
Effect of dosed physical loading on biological
oxidation and bioenergy in liver and myocardium
p0370 482-43046
OBEKBOV, A. H.
BNA-content distribution of cells from the normal
and atherosclerotic human aorta
p0308 A82-38535
OBEH. A.
Cardiac output increase and gas exchange at start
of exercise
p0120 A82-21936
Effect of acid-base status on the kinetics of the
ventilatory response to moderate exercise
p0230 482-29564
OBBBBEBG, J. B.
Binding of nickel /II/ to 5-prime-nucleoside
monophosphates and related compounds
p0257 A82-33278
OB6EL, L. E.
Template-directed synthesis of oligognanylic acids
- Hetal ion catalysis
pOIOI A82-20932
OBL07, I. V.
The relation betveen the spontaneous activity and
the dynamic characteristics of the primary
afferents of the frog lateral semicircular canal
pOI57 A82-236U5
OBLOT, L. L.
Bemodynamics and external respiration in patients
with bronchial asthma at rest and during exercise
p0205 A82-27791
Bole of hormonal compounds in regulation of




Activation of lipid peroxidation during stress in
man, evaluated according to the content of
pentane in expired air
p0367 A82-42600
OBLOT, B. S.




Interpretation of Viking biology experiments
p037l 482-43221
OBLOT, S. B.




Peculiarities of the middle ear structure in




The role of the energy transport system in changes
of the contractile function of the heart in the




The effect of inotropic factors on the
postexercise characteristics of the heart
p0322 A82-40451
Analysis of load characteristics and development
of neti indicators of cardiac function
p0367 A82-42606
OBO, J.
Could life have evolved in cometary nuclei
p0091 A82-20025
Cometary material and the origins of life on earth
p0097 A82-20867
Cyanamide mediated syntheses of leu, ala, and phe
peptides under plausible primitive earth
conditions
pOIOI 482-20931
Nembrane lipids and the origin of life
p0102 482-2091*3
Nntagens and carcinogens - Occurrence and role
during chemical and biological evolution
p0106 482-20975




Effects of vitamin P on the enzyme spectrum of the
blood serum of irradiated animals
p0164 A82-24560
OBB, G. i.




nodeling of human operator dynamics in simple
manual control utilizing time series analysis
P0379 B82-30834
Hodeling of human operator dynamics in simple
manual control utilizing tine series analysis
P0436 H82-34038
OSAHA, T.
in experimental study of human pilot's scanning
behavior
P0379 H82-30841




Byocardial perfusion scintigraphy using a new
technique, the mash chamber
[DE81-027995] p0083 H82-15773
OSCAI, L. B.
Lipoprotein lipase hydrolyzes endogenous
triacylglycerols in muscle of exercised rats
p0230 A82-29570
OSHIMA, I.
OHA-protein complex from an. extreme halophile - A
histone-like protein in archaebacteria
p0105 A82-20970
OSIHSKAIA, L. S.
The influence of the seasonal factor and the
intensity of work on the basic physiological
functions of agricultural vorkers
POI86 A82-25685
OSIPOT, G. I.
The deterioration of the vorking efficiency of
B-126
PEBSOHAL AOTBOB IHDEI PADDLE, B. H.




Immune complexes and atherosclerosis
pOiHO A82-46714
OSIPO?, ¥. V.
Properties of stable dissipative structures in
mathematical models of morphogenesis
P0200 A82-27741
OSIPOV1, B. A.








Change in protein-lipid interactions upon the
peroxide oxidation of blood serum lipoproteins
p0228 A82-29447
OSTAPK07ICH, V. E.
Methods for diagnosing hearing loss in workers








Ihe interaction of actin with phosphorylase kinase
p0228 482-29134
OSTBOVSKilA, B. S.




Ihe effect of piracetam on the body's resistance
to hypoxia
p0115 A82-2I777
Ihe effect of the prolonged administration of
sodium hydroxybutyrate on the physical work
capacity and muscle tissue state of rats
pOIIS A82-2I779
Adaptogenic effect of mebicar during emotional
stress, exercise, and hypoxia
pOIIS A82-21780
Mechanism for the antihypoxic effects of depakin
p0202 A82-27761
OSTBOVSKH, H. A.
Bhodopsin aggregation under the damaging effects
of light on the photoreceptor membranes
p0109 A82-21705
Photodamage to the rhodopsin molecule - SH-group
oxidation
POI53 A82-23275












Concept study of a life sciences payload element
(PLE) for the SL-D1 mission
[B8FT-FB-H-81-038] p0078 H82-15733
OTTALEVI, A.
Exploration of cardiovascular function in subjects
exposed to plus Gz accelerations in a human
centrifuge by new noninvasive techniques
P0166 A82-24839
OITLBCZ, ».
Ihe effect of hypoxic and hypobaric exercises on
the blood-brain barrier in rats
P0332 A82-40713
Of10, E.
Comparative study of several physiological








Determination of oxygen content in air on the
basis of meterological parameters /pressure,
temperature, and moisture/ in order to predict
the hypoxic effect of the atmosphere
P0162 A82-24534
OVAKIBO7, V. G.
Hygienic standards for industrial noise
p0116 A82-21794
Investigation of the sensitivity of the vestibular
apparatus to galvanic-current stimulation
p0242 A82-31541
OVCHABEHKO, E. P.
Ihe effect of the intravenous injection of







Cellular and molecular bases of local immunity
pOIIS A82-21773
OWES, D. B.
Functional optical invariants - A new methodology
for aviation research
P0406 A82-46267
Fractional rates of change as functional optical
invariants
p0406 A82-46268




Planetary atmospheres and the search for life
CIAF P4PBE 82-268] p0378 A82-44708
OISLEY, C. J.




Alterations in heat loss and heat production
mechanisms in rat exposed to hypergravic fields
p0333 A82-40718
Besponse of rat body composition to simultaneous
exercise and centrifugation at 3.14g
p0338 A82-40766
OZEBOVA, 0. Y.
Percutaneous measurement of partial oxygen tension




Electrical stimulation of the urinary bladder
following radical surgery for cancer of the rectum
p03«3 A82-41479
OZOKYO, G. I.
Changes in regional and central hemodynamics
during the treatment of hypertensive patients
with obsidan, apressin and their combination
pOI53 A82-23271
OZOLIH, P. P.
Begulation of blooi supply in the extremities
during exercise in women
P01S8 A82-24479
PACE, H.
Gravity, and metabolic scale effects in mammals
p0286 482-36319
Cardiovascular responses of the chronically
instrumented monkey during simulated space flight
p0328 A82-40670
Body composition of rats flown aboard Cosmos-1129
p0330 A82-40695
Body composition data from the rat subjects of
Cosmos 1129 experiment K-316
[NASA-CB- 168678] p0213 H82-20832
PADALKIH, V. p.
A method for the determination of the
antimicrobial activity of clothing fabrics
p0206 A82-27803
PADDLE, B. H.
A comparison of the antimuscarinic properties of
aprophen with those of some other
anticholinergic drugs
B-127
P4ECBT-BOBORITZ, H. PBBSOB4L 4UTBOB IBDBX
[UBL-B-794] P0221 H82-21877
P4BCHT-BOBOBITZ, B.




Circulation and energetics of forearm muscles in nan
p0367 482-42604
The inte-relationship between the pressor response




Human factors of an BPV ground control station
p0319 482-39749
PilKIH, O. Z.




Change in plasma C4HP and catecholamines in men




lexicological and hygienic aspects of improving








Hetabolism and thermoregulation daring stages of
sleep in humans exposed to heat and cold
p0006 482-11157
P4LCHDH, V. T.
Investigation of physiological compensation
processes following the surgical destruction of
the labyrinth
p0053 482-16811
Significance of the rehydration rate of the inner
ear in the choice of method of surgical
intervention in the endolymphatic system in
Heniere's disease
p0261 482-34473
Application of zylite for the detection of
labyrinthine hydrops
p03!6 482-39243
P4LL4, B. L., JB.
4 belt transfer analysis of scald injury
[PB81-238503] p0083 H82-15777
P4LB, J.




Horizontal conflict resolution maneuvers with a
cockpit display of traffic information
p0041 H82-13671
Separation monitoring with four types of




In-trail following during profile descents with a
cockpit display of traffic information
p0405 482-46260
P4LTSB7, ID. P.
Industrial hygiene and the prophylaxis of
occupational diseases in work with lasers
p0258 482-33394
Studies directed toward improving hygienic
standards pertaining to total-body vibration
resulting from heavy moving equipment
p0368 482-42619
P4BCBEBSO, 4. L.




The superoxide radical and saperoxide dismutase in
the free radical theory of ageing /Beview/
p0412 482-46876
P4ICBEBKO, 7. S.
Positive pressure breathing as a means of




Sparing effect of chronic high-altitude exposure
on muscle glycogen utilization
p0229 482-29556
Auxiliary cooling - Comparison of air-cooled vs.
water-cooled vests in hot-dry and hot-wet
environments
p0321 482-40440
4uxiliary cooling: Comparison of air-cooled
versus water cooled vests in hot-dry and hot-wet
environments
[4D-4110554] p0275 1182-25797
Differentiated ratings of perceived exertion are
influenced by high altitude exposure
[40-4111075] p0295 B82-26967
Cardio-respiratory physical training in water and
on land
[4D-4111064] p0295 N82-26968
Sparing effect of chronic high-altitude exposure
on muscle glycogen utilization during exercise
[40-4111063] ' p0295 H82-26969
Perception of effort daring isometric contractions
as related to heart rate and blood pressure
responses
[40-4111033] p0296 H82-26974
Effects on heat tolerance of physical training in
water and on land
[40-4110556] p0296 H82-26976
Does heat acclimation lower the rate of metabolism
elicited by muscular exercise
[40-4110555] p0296 H82-26977
Determination of maximal aerobic power daring
apper body exercise
[40-4111712] p0358 H82-29866
Prolonged self-paced hard physical exercise
comparing trained and untrained men
[40-4116608] p0431 H82-34006




Performance test objectivity: 4 comparison of




The role of the vestibnlar analyzer in the spatial
analysis of gymnastic exercises
p0154 482-23283
P48G, K. D.
Organic and inorganic interpretations of the
Martian 07-ZB reflectance spectrum
p0106 482-21208
P4HG, L. B.
Bradykinin-induced increase in pulmonary vascular
permeability in hypoxic sheep
p0169 482-24918
P4IIB, L. B.
lysosomes under conditions of stress
p0114 482-21770








Bucleic acid and protein concentrations in rat
raphe nuclei neurons and gliocytes during
complete sleep deprivation in the cylindrical
tretbahn
p0024 482-15352
The dynamics of protein and nucleic acid content
in rat raphe nucleus cells after total
deprivation of sleep /in a rotating cylinder/
and selective deprivation of its paradoxical phase
pOIIO 482-21718
Indices of the rat central nervous system
metabolism daring 36- and 60-day hypokinesia
[B4S4-TB-76870] p0384 H82-30883
P4BO?KO, 6. 14.
The determination of the equivalent biomechanical
characteristics of the ankle joint muscles by
vibration tests
p0260 482-33760





Beactions of 0-18 exchange in the myosin systems
of 'skeletal, cardiac, and smooth nuscles
\ p0313 482-38614
PABTEV. T\ P.
Effects, of +G sab x acceleration and adeutron on




Critical assessment of common methods to determine
vibratioaal stress of hand-arm system
' ' p0260 682-33766
PAPAGIAHIS, a: o.
Liquid water on a planet over cosmic periods
p0098 182-20907
PABAS, P. ,
Emission computed tomography: The single photon
approach '-,
[ PB82-13I285] p0297 H82-26980
PAfi4SOB4fl4S, B. '
Detection and recognition - Concurrent processes
in perception
', p0170 A82-25I62
Physiological assessment of operator workload
during manualitracking. 1: Papillary responses
\ p0041 H82-13670
P&BPENOV, A. S.
Characteristics of the blood rheology, platelet
function, and hemodynanics in patients with
iscrhemic heart disease daring extended
hypokinesia following amputations of the limbs
p0410 A82-46721
PABFEBOV, 6. P.
Cellular aspects of gravitational biology
p0336 A82-40754
Third decade of space biology
p0269 H82-25755
PiBFEBOVA, E. V.
in investigation of the biological activity of
chalones separated from normal livers and from
livers that are being regenerated
p0112 A82-21742
PABFEHOVA. H. S.
A measurement of the size distribution of
lipoproteios in the plasma of human blood
p0313 A82-38603
PABFITT, A. G.
An evaluation of the Himrod Maritime Crev Trainer
- & case study
p0227 A82-29255
PABFITT, A. H.
Bone effects of space flight - Analysis by quantum
concept of bone remodelling
p0059 A82-16947
PARK, B. K.
Effect of heat stress on cutaneous vascular
responses to the initiation of exercise
p0376 A82-44146
PABKBB, G. A.
Badioqenic changes in the behavior and physiology
of the spontaneously hypertensive rat - Evidence




Development of nitrogen sensor for determination
of PH(2) in body tissues
[AD-At 16607] p0431 H82-34005
PABKBOBEHKO, I. H.
Investigation by means of a fluorescent probe of
changes in cellular membranes of fibroblasts of




Physiological criteria and methods for increasing
the effectiveness of correction of hypoxic states
p0205 A82-27797
PABBBLL, B. J.
Regional distribution of cardiac output in
unanesthetized baboons during +Gz stress with
and without an anti-G suit
p0108 A82-21681
PABSOHS, B. H.





Vibration and comfort. I - Translational seat
vibration
p0370 482-42829
Vibration and comfort. II - Botational seat
vibration
p0370 A82-42830
Vibration and comfort. Ill - Translational




Superior heat-transfer fluids foe solar heating





A possible explanation for the fluctuations in
reflectivity exhibited by bilayer liped
membranes excitei during electrostciction
p0313 A82-38602
PASBA, H. A.
Effects of higher order control systems on




Change in the cyto=hemical indicators of




Oltrastructural changes in central nervous system
cells induced by arbovirases
p0265 N82-24807
PASBOOIJ, C. K.
Human control and regulation tasks
P0037 K82-12787
PASQOET, J.
Cosmic ray measurements on hoard the Concorde
/results after four years/
p0171 A82-25500
The nature and rate of occurrence of medical
emergencies on board Air France aircraft
p0314 A82-38841
PASIOKHOV, V. V.
Effects of ascorbi: acid on the elevation of human
cold tolerance
P0233 A82-30027
Analysis of methods for evaluating thermal stress
p0370 A82-42994
P&STOSBEHKOV, L. V.




Presentation of 'echography1 experiment
p0415 482-47065
PATEL, i. D.




Body fluid and hematologic changes in the toad
exposed to 48 h of simulated hiqh altitude
pOOOS A82-11151
PAIBIH. I. A.
The effect of drugs altering the exchange of CAMP
on the bioelectragenesis of skeletal muscles
p0374 A82-U3653
PAtlEBSOB-iLIBH, P.




An ergometer for concentric and eccentric muscular
contraction
[AD-AI 11061 ] p0295 H82-2697I
PAOL, B. A.








Cold weather goggles. 1: Optical evaluation
t AD-A111333] p0274 H82-25794
B-129
PAOLSOH, L. D. PEESOH1L ADTBOB IHOEI
PAOLSOH, L. 0.
DSSB Space Life Sciences Digest, volume 1, DO. 1
[HASA-CR-164781] p0009 N82-10700
USSB Space Life Sciences Digest, volume 2, no.1
[HASA-CR-164782] p0009 H82-10701
DSSB Space Life Sciences Digest, volume 2, no. 2
CBASA-CB-164783] p0009 H82-10702
P4DSE. H.
Sigma-movement and Sigma-nystagmus - A ne« tool to
investigate the gaze-pursuit system and
visual-movement perception in nan and monkey
p0066 A82-174SO
PA7LIASB7ILI. G. I.
The effect of monovalent cations on the ATPase
activity and superprecipitation of actoayosin
p0314 A82-38615
PA?LIDCHBBKO, 7. B.




The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondria! DBA and
BNA, and the synthesis of heme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow during the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
p0307 A82-38169
Ihe synthesis of nuclear and mitochondria! DHA and
BNA, and the synthesis of heme and globin in




Osteoporosis in unsupported extremities
p0350 H82-28970
P47L07A, 7. I.
Functional condition of the rat sympato-adrenal
system during emotional and nociceptive stress
p0095 A82-20335
Activation of the metabolism of the
gamma-aminobntyric acid system in the cerebral
hemispheres under various types of stress
p0113 A82-2I746
The dynamics and physiological importance of the
activation of the gamma-amino-butyric acid
system in the brain and cardiac muscle under
pain and emotional stress
P0117 A82-21808




Ihe radiobiological effect of alpha-emitting
radionuclides incorporated in the lungs. I - The




Abiogenic synthesis of the peptide bond. II
p0317 A82-39426
Abiogenic synthesis of the peptide bond. I
P0318 482-39448
PAIHE, D. B.












Seasonal differences in the adaptive changes of
the thermal effect of muscle contraction
p0157 482-23647
PEAKE, H. D.
Steady-state vascular responses to graded hypoxia
in isolated lungs of five species
p0018 A82- 13231
PEABSOHS, K. S.




Functional state of rat gastrointestinal tract




Analysis of the effects of isoprenaline on the
energy consumption of skeletal muscle
p0150 482-23169
PELEKH07, P. '
A day off in space
p0281 182-35698
PEB6, P.
Pnpillometry, a bioengineering overview
p004f N82-13711
PEBE07, H. A.




The participation af the lymphatic system in the
resistance of an organism to hypoxia
P0319 A82-39793
PBBTLaHD, A. P.
Finding the illaminant direction
p0207 482-28117
PEOPLES, A. G.
The accuracy of venturi masks at altitude
p0321 482-40445
PEPPEB, B. L.
Female and male size, strength and performance: 4
review of current literature
[AD-AI09270] p0218 H82-20868
PEBCH-HIELSEH, K.








The significance of the changes in the
chorioretinal structures for the mechanism of




The effect of physical training on the lipid and
lipoprotein metabolism in people of various ages
p0114 482-21757
PEBLHOtTEB, A. L.
Human vertical fusional response under open and
closed loop stimulation to predictable and
unpredictable disparity presentations
p0071 482-17571




Plasma norepinephrine response to exercise before
and after training in humans
pOOOS 482-11152
PEEOV, 10. B.
The relationship between cardiac and motor
components of a conditioned reflex upon the




Plasma norepinephrine response to exercise before
and after training in humans
pOOOS A82-11152
PEBBI, G. F.
Evaluation of abnormal exercise electrocardiogram
in apparently healthy subjects - Labile
repolarization /SI-I/ abnormalities as a canse
of false positive responses
pOOOl A82-10631
PEBBI, I. C.








Hgnnnodepressive and immunostimulatory effects of




PEBSOgAL AOTHOB ISDEI PBiriGBBB, K.
PEBSOB, L. H.. JB.




Stersological analysis of rat bone tissue after
fliqht aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
v p0395 H82-31906
PBSHE7A. H.,T.
Effect of dosed physical loading on biological
oxidation and bioenergy in liver and myocardium
\ p0370 482-43046
PESHKOVA, B. G.
The effect^ of ionizing radiation on glntathione
peroxidase activity in rat tissues
< p040U 482-45780
PBSKOVSKII. K.y P.
Ihe voluntary regulation of heart rate
P0236 482-31161
PESLIB, B.




4 French primate study program for physiological
problems encountered in weightlessness
[IAF P4PER 82-184] p0414 482-46976
PBSSEHBOFEB, B.
Analysis of transient cardiovascular response to
orthostatic stress using noninvasive methods
p0335 482-40740
PETEBSEN, C. C.
Life-cycle costing of life support equipment
[40-4116404] p0401 H82-31948
PETBBSEH, G. B.
UocoQventional processes for food regeneration in
space - An overview
[ A S H E P A P E R 81-ENAS-35] p0004 482-10921
PETEBSHEIS, H.












4 floate Carlo study of the use of auxiliary
information in the developent of an impact
acceleration injury prediction model
[4D-4105463] p0033 H82-12755
PETICOLAS, J. D.
Simple geometric algorithms to aid in clearance
management for robotic mechanisms
p0042 N82-13680
PETIHA, V. P.
Toncological and hygienic aspects of improving




The importance of volumetric and anthropmetric
techniques in the measurement of lean body mass
p0007 482-12313
PBIOIAH, I. H.
Setting safety standards for ionizing radiation
p0311 482-38580
PBTBEHKO, B. B.
The differential diagnosis of peripheral vasomotor




Ihe effects of a flashing light on the spectral
composition of brain biopotentials and the
blomechanical effectiveness of balancing
p0166 682-24837




Incidence of ischemic heart disease and arterial
hypertension in sedentary workers
p0205 482-27793
PBTBBSCO, A.
Ha/+/-K/+/ dependent ATP-ase modifications of
skeletal nuscle and myocardium of hypokinetic rats
P0331 482-40707
PBIBOFSKI, j. s.
Digital spirometer for autonatic pulmonary function
p0022 482-14746
Cardiovascular responses to mixed static and
dynamic exercise
p0022 482-14803
Ventilation and acid-base eguilibriun for upper
body and lower body exercise
p0210 482-28482
Ihe strength-endurance relationship in skeletal
muscle - Its application to helnet design
p0211 482-28484
PBTBOSOVi. I. A.




Effects of novodrine and physical exercise on




Electcon-histochemical and functional evaluation
of the effects of aspirin on the thrombocytes of








The assimilation of vitamin C in seamen during
voyages at high latitudes
P0342 482-41465
PETBOVA-BASLAKOVA, L. 5.
4 measurement of the size distribution of
lipoproteins in the plasma of human blood
P03I3 482-38603
PEIBOV4, B. I.
Vestibulovascular responses in inner ear dysfunction
pOISI 482-23255
PETBOVA, H. T.
Biogenic monoamine concentrations in autonomic
nervous system ganglia during acute experimental
emotional stress
P0054 482-16817
Acute experimental emotional stress in rabbits in
a modulated electromagnetic field
P0092 482-20307
Acute experimental emotional stress in rabbits
/physiological and cytochemical aspects/
pOI19 482-21825
Biogenic monoamime content of the ganglia in the




Decussations in the human muscular system
P0114 A82-21762
PETBOVA, S. P.
Cytogenetic analysis of peripheral blood




The role of CO2 in the mechanism of the reparative




Functional state of rat gastrointestinal tract




Changes in the human visually evoked cortical








PETTSOLD, P. PEESOHiL &OIHOB IBDBX
PETISOLD, P.








Sechinorsceptor systems of the organism from the
viewpoint of vibrational bioaechanics
p0259 182-33755
PETIBEK, P.
The survival of dogs irradiated with lethal doses
of gamma radiation under conditions of chemical
radioprotection and subsequent therapy
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of zone formation by streptomyces levoris
p012t N82-16711
Simulation of some of man's movements in
different gravity fields
PD12U N32-16712
Positions, movements and equilibrium of rats
after flights aboard biosatellites
p012U N82-16713
Cathepsin activity of skeletal muscle and
myocardia myofibrils after exposure to
waightlessness and accelerations
p012U H82-1671U
rytokinetic evaluation of erythropoiesis luring
long-term orbital flights
p012^ K32-16715
Horepinephrine and enzymes of synthesis and
degradation thereof in tbe rat hypothalamas
following flight aboard tha Cosmos-936
biosatellite
p012S N82-16716
Hygienic principles of ongoing monitoring of
guality of recycle! water during space flights
p0125 N32-16717
Toxicological and hygienic aspects of improving
additional purification of vatar reclaiieJ
from urine
P0125 N82-16718
Possible use of house fly larvae for utilization
of organic waste in biological life-support
systems
pOI25 S82-16719
Distinctions of regeneration of confined
atmosphere by means of photosynthesis of
unicellular algae
p012S S82-16720
Phenomena of fluctuation of human reaction to
antiorthostatic position
p0125 N82-16721
Results of study of hamodynamics and phase
structure of the cardiac cycle during
functional test with lower body negative
pressure during 110-day Salyut-6 station flight
pD126 182-16722
Succinate dehydrogenase and cytochrome oxidase
activity in tissues of rats submitted to
long-term hypokinesia
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p0126 K82-16723
Lipid spectrum of tha myocardium of white cats
exposed to hypoxic hypoxia
p0126 H82-16724
Stationary magnetic fields and reticnlar
influences on adrensrgic and cholinergic systeos
p0126 H82-16725
Clinical distinctions of radiation sickness Hith
exposure of different pacts of the human body
to radiation
p0126 H82-16726
lethod of recording rotatory efe reflexas
p0126 H82-16727
Electrode unit for testing honan H reflex
pOI27 H82-16728
Comparative antibypoxic efficacy of pressure
chamber conditioning and fasting of man
p0127 H82-16729
Condition of mecingeal nervous system daring
repeated exposure to transverse accelerations
pOI27 H82-16730
Status of space biomedical programs
p0129 H82-17239
USSR report: Space biology and aerospace
medicine, vol. 15, no. 5, Sap. - Oct. 1981
[ JPBS-79346] pOI30 B82-17812
In-flight diets and guantitative adequacy
thereof to pilot expenditure
p013D 882-17813
Effect of stationary magnetic field on the
endocrine system
pOI30 H82- 1781U
Diet of crews of three main expeditions aboard
Salyut-6 orbital station
p0130 R82-17815
imina arid metabolism daring pralDnged intake of
dehydrated foods and simulation of some space
flight factors
p013D S82-17816
Effact of space flights of different duration on
energy metabolism of human erythrocytes
pOI3D H82-I78I7
Prevention of staphylococcal infections during
space flights
p0133 H82-17818
Human adrenosympathetic system daring immersion
in water
p0130 H82-17819
Combined effect of simulated weightlessness and
accelerations on energy metabolism enzymes
p0131 H82-17820
Cardiac output and cardiac cycle phase structure
of pilots daring flights
pOI31 N82-17821
Hunan lipid metabolism during confinement in
pressure chamber
p013l H82-17822
Vitamin C, B sub 1 and B sab 6 excretion in
urine during 182-day antiorthastatic hypokinesia
p0131 N82-17824
Jugular, right atrial pressure and cerebral
hemodynamics of healthy man submitted to
postural tests
pOI3l H82-17825
Effects of embient parameters on man
p0131 H82-17826
&ntihypoxic efficacy of intermittent mode of
pressure chamber conditioning of man
p0131 H82-17827
Informativeness of ultrasonic Dopplec
cardiography in evaluation of coronary
circulation
p0132 H82-17828
&qe related distinctions of cosionaats regional
hemodynamics
p0132 N82-17829
Conparative evaluation of antnicrobial activity
of some urine preservatives
p0132 N82-17830
Bat amiuo acid composition after flight aboard
Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0132 U82-17831
Hyocacdial protein fractions and enzymatic
activity thereof in experimental rats flown
aboard Cosmos-936 biosatellite
p0132 H82-17832
Hetabolic processis in rat skeletal mascles
after flight aboard Cosnos-936
p0132 882-17833
Jctivity of some enzymes of carbonhydrate
metabolism in rat skeletal muscles after space
flight
p0132 H82-17834
Oltrastrnctnre of blood vessels and muscle
fibers of rat skeletal muscles after flights
aboard Cosmos-605 and Cosmos-782 biosatellites
pD063 882-17835
Blood fibrinogen as related to immersion in
water for seven days and short-term space flight
p0133 H82-17836
JathoJ of assessing individual resistance of
rats to hypoxic hypoxia
pOI33 H82-I7337
OSSB report: Life sciences effects of
nonionizing electromagnetic radiation, no. 4
iJP8S-79780] P3I34 S82-17844
Effect of commercial freguency electromagnetic
field on aodrogen function of rat tests
pOI34 N82-I7845
Features of metabolic disturbances in rat
myocardium under effect of alternating
•agnetic fields of Jiffarent parameters
pD13t| N82-178U6
Influence of electroiagnetic waves in millineter
band on inductoprotein synthesis of
penicillinase by staphylococcus aureus
p013i| "82-17947
effects on biological systais of alectrouagneti:
oscillations in millimeter range of wavelengths
P0134 V82-17349
Current problems of radiDbiology of
electromagnetic radiation of radio-freguency
range
p0134 N82-I7850
Particular features of conditioned
electroflefensive raflex in white rats 30
background af constant magnetic field
P0134 N82-17851
Ijrtality in acute myocardial infarction as
function of geomagnetic field activity in
lerevan
p313» S82-I7352
Effect of hypageomagnetic fiald on activity Df
sone cerebral enzyies
p0135 882-17353
DSS8 Beport: Space biology and aerospace
medicine, volme 16, no. 1, January - February
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[JP8S-80323] p02!3 S82-20834
Effect of radioprotective agents on reactivity
to space flight factors
p0213 N82-20835
Stress and biological rhythms
p3213 882-20837
Results of studies of cosmonauts' vestibnlar
function and spatial perception
pD2IU S82-20338
Probability of caisson disease after pressure
drop from 840 to 308 mm Bg
p0214 H82-20939
Ion regulating function of human kidneys during
long-term space flights and in model studies
p02!4 882-20840
Structural and functional properties, and energy
metabolism of erythrocytes during space
flights varying in duration
p0214 N82-20841
Positive pressure breathing as a means of
preventing adverse reactions to
antiorthostatic position
P0214 H82-20842
•talationship between oicroflora and immunity of
cosnonaats carrying staphylococcns aureus in
the nasal cavity
p02!4 S82-20843
Correlation between individual distinctions of
functional asymmetry of cerebral hemispheres
and pilot performance
p0215 H82-20844
Influence of orientation method on guality of
pilot's spatial orientation
P0215 882-20345
Dynamic of nutritional status during simulation
of long-term aircraft flights
p0215 882-20846
Some features of evaluation of work capacity and
fatique in helicopter pilots
p0215 882-20847
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Physiological and hygienic rating of transport
helicopter vibration damper
P02I5 N82-208U8
Significance of bone density to spinal trauma
related to pilot ejection
p0215 H82-208U9
Significance of vestibalar asymmetry to genesis
of vestibular dysfunction
p0215 N82-20850
Optokinetic factors and development of
seasickness symptoms
P0215 H82-20851
Human tolerance of rotation at different levels
of hypergravity
p0216 N82-20852
Conparative evaluation of pressure chamber
conditioning and man's adaptation to hypoxia
at high altitude
P02I6 H82-20853
activity of some rat liver enzymes following
flight aboard cosmos-936 biosatellite
p0216 N82-2085M
:atecholamine content of rat blood after flight
aboard Cosmos-936 biosatellites
P0216 N82-20855
Influence on urea hydrolysis of typical
microflora of urine and pressurized habitats
p0216 082-20856
Hematogical lesions as a function of dosage of
long-term radiation
p02!6 N82-20857
Serotonin and histamine metabolism in cosmonauts
p0217 N82-20858
First all-Onion symposium on Problems of
Evaluating and forecasting Han's Functional
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P02I7 N82-20859
Psychological aspects of aerospace orientation
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Bltrastructural changes in central nervous
systen cells induced by arbovirnses
p0265 N82-2U807
Pigskin xanografts in treatment of patients with
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p0265 N82-24808
Support role of aviation physicians
p0265 N82-2U839
Biotropic parameters of magnetic fields
p0265 N82-248IO
Postradntion recovery of human bone marrow and
morphological dynamics of undifferentiated
cell pool
p0265 N82-2U8M
OSSR Report. Life sciences: Effects of
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Pathomorphological reactions of cerebrocortical
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p0266 N82-24820
Metabolic changes in experimental animals as
indicators of biological effects of 50 Hz
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p0266 H82-24821
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field on metabolism of some ions in blood and
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OSSR report: Space biology and aerospace
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Third decade of space biology
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Diet of crew in Salyut-6 orbital station
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Effect of US-day flight on blood amino acid
content in the crew of Salyut-5
p0270 N82-25757
State of digestive system following long-term
space flights
p0270 N82-25758
Biological value and shelf life of cultured
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p0270 N82-25760
:linicophysiological changes in man during
long-term antiorthostatic hypokinesia
p0270 H82-25761
Effects of I alpha-hydroxycholecalciferol and
different amounts of phosphorus in food
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calcium metabolism in hypokinetic rats
p0270 N82-25762
Influence of level of mineralization of
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Some physiological and biochemical features of
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p0270 H82-2576*
Functional state of rat gastrointestinal tract
organs following flight in Cosmos-1129
biosatellite
p0271 N82-25765
Amino acids of femoral guadriceps of rats
following flight aboard the Cosmos-936
biosatellite
p027l N82-25766
Plasma and tissue lipids of rats following
flight aboard Cosmos-936 biosatellite
p027l N82-25767
Plasma and tissue lipids of rats following
flight aboard the Cosmos-1129 biosatellits
p0271 N82-25768
Jineral phase and protein matrix of rat osseons




sensorimotor cortex of rats submitted to early
motor deprivation and conditioning
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flan's adaptive reactions to acoustic paraueters
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parameters of healthy man
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Sols of polarization and resonance in assessing
the biological effects of electromagnetic
radiation
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?2nous pressure as an indicator of circulating
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Electrometric characteristics of man's
gastrolingual reflex
p0272 N82-25778
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Problem of accelerations in aviation medicine
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Sleep, circadian cycles of physiological
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Role of hormonal compounds in regulation of
electrolyte metabolism in the presence of
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Dynamics of left ventricular systolic phase
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Slow waves of cardiac rhythm in healthy nan
under different conditions
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physical clocks
p03«8 N82-28956
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3Qman external respiration and gas exchange in
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sickness
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Possible impairment of respiratory regulation
under hyperbaric nitrogen narcosis
p03M9 H82-28964
Bitotic activity and volame of epithelial cell
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Catecholamines and enzymes of their metabolism
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Hitrogen compound levels in tissues of rat
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Condition of rats connective tissue during
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Effect of high ambient temperature on
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3SSR report. Life sciences biooedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 16
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Sicroorganisms used to monitor environmental
pollution
p0351 H82-28978
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biology of peptide and protein bioregulators
reviewed
p0351 H82-28979
Cultivation of insects as new branch of
entomology - industrial entooolDgy
p0351 N82-28980
Orienting and exploratory behavior of gray rat
in open field. Zoopsychological analysis
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Microelectronic electrode probe for testing
brain electrical activity
p0352 H82-28982
natural and social deternination of human psyche
p0352 H82-28983
DSsa report. Life sciences. Bionedical and
behaviaral sciences, no. 17
[ JPBS-81U19] p0356 B82-29853
Attenuation of radioprotective effects of acute
hypoxii on animals adapted to high altitudes
p0357 H82-29855
Cytogenetic analysis of peripheral blood
lymphocytes of individuals exposed to low
doses of ionizing radiation
p0357 H82-29856
OSSS report. Life sciences. Biaoedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 13
[JPBS-81428] p0357 S82-298S7
Theoretical and practical aspects of nsici
acoustic repellauts to scare birds. Part 1:
Interspecificity ml geographic (regional)
distinctions of acoustic repellants
P0357 H82-29353
Electronetric investigation of human gustatory
analyzer under normal conditions and in
simulated weightlessness
P0357 H82-29859
Significance of ninnte volame parameters to
evaluation of vestibular stability
P0357 S82-29860
Phase analysis of dynamics of galvanic skin
responses in man
P0357 HB2-29861
Sedical-biological investigations under space
conditions: Present and future significance
P0362 H82-30275
Twenty years of manned spice flight from tha
viewpoint of space medicine
P0362 N82-30276
Initial andiometcic investigations in an orbital
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P0363 N82-30277
latracutaneous partial oxygen pressure (p32 sub
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P0363 N82-30278
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nonionizing electromagnetic radiation, no. 6
[JPBS-3130D] P0386 882-30899
Stimulating effect of exposure of rat sternuo to
variable magnetic field on antibody production
in the spleen
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Status and prospects of research on biological
and therapeutic effects of magnetic fields
P0386 N82-30901
Distinctions of nervous systsm rsactions to
artificially intensified magnetic fielSs
P0387 S82-30902
Sechanism of biological effects of magnetic fields
p0387 082-30903
Formation of systemic adaptation reactions in
static magnetic fields
P0387 H82-3090»
Possible use of nagnetobiological effects in
neurosurgery
P0387 N82-30905
Changes in peripheral circulation of limbs
daring bone regeneration under influence of
low-fregaency magnetic fields
P0387 882-30906
Changes in transcapillary metabolism in oatients
with chronic venous insafficiency of legs
under influence of static magnetic fields
P0387 N82-30907
Chroaatin of rat brain neurons and nucleic acids
of muscles as related to localization of
deciaeter waves daring exercise
P0387 N82-30908
Distribution af heat in biological tissues under
influence of DBF electromagnetic fields
P0388 H82-30909
Effects of low-freguancy (50 Hz) electric fields
on animals of different ages
p0388 N82-30910
Heteorological radar as source of SHF
electromagnetic field energy and probleis 3f
environmental hygiene
P0388 H82-30911
Effects of microwave radiation on mouse
hemopoietic stem cells and on animal
resistance to ionizing radiation
P0388 S82-30912
Effect of single exposura to microwaves oa
gaaotity and functional properties of T and B
lymphocytes of guinea pig and mouse spleen
PD388 H82-30913
Sain directions of Soviet research on biological
effects of microwave radiation
P0388 S82-3091U
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Effects of saperbigh frequency electromagnetic
fields on animals of different ages
P0389 H82-30916
USSR report. Life sciences: Biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 19
raPRS-31442] P039I H82-30935
New aspects of functional system theory
P0391 N82-30936
Plastic properties of activation as prime
component in systemic organization of
purposeful behavioral acts
p0391 B82-30937
Systemic mechanisms of human subconscious activity
p0391 N82-30938
USSR report: Space Biology and Aeraspace
Medicine, volume 16, no. 4, July - August 1982
[JPRS-81599] p0393 H82-31892
Hain directions and principles of psychological
expertise of cosmonauts
P0393 N82-31893
Anesthesia, surgery and resuscitation during
manned spaceflights
P0393 H82-31890
Regional hemodynamic changes after spaceflights
lasting up to eight days
p039« H82-31895
Effect of optokinetic stimulation on operator's
functional state and professional work capacity
p0394 N82-31896
DehyJration therapy for subjects exposed to
simulated spaceflight conditions
p0394 N82-31897
Dynamics of functional state of heavy transport
helicopter pilots in the course of flight shift
p0394 N82-31900
Controlography used for integral assessment of
mental nock capacity
p039» N82-31901
Seismocardiographic evaluation of contractile
function of the myocardium of hypokinetic rats
p0394 H82-31902
Horphology and coagulant function of human blood
system during long exposure to low ammonia
concentrations in a sealed environment
p039» 1182-31903
Percutaneous measurement of partial oxygen
tension and local blood flow in man during
orthostatic test
p0395 082-31904
Activity of rat adrenal medula after flight
aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0395 N82-31905
Stereological analysis of rat bone tissue after
flight aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0395 N82-31906
Changes in rat tissue deoxyribonncleoprotein and
nucleic acids following flight aboard
Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0395 H82-31907
Borphological distinctions of Hacaca rhesus
monkey thyroid under normal and various types
of hypokinetic conditions
p0395 N82-31908
Effects of *G sub x acceleration and adeutron on
nuclei acid content and other parameters of
mouse peripheral blood
p0395 H82-31909
Significance of magnetic field parameters to
change in evoked bioelectric activity of the
brain
p0395 H82-31910
Cytogenetic effects of high-energy charged
particles
p0396 H82-3I911
Cytogenetic effects of heavy charged particles
of galactic cosmic radiation in experiments
aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0396 H82-319I2
Measurement of vestibular.asymmetry in rotation
tests
p0396 H82-31913
Comparative evauation of infornativeness of
three corrected orthogonal leads and twelve
conventional EKG leads in conducting
functional tests
p0396 N82-31914
Diagnostic use of enzymatic test in experiments
on monkeys
p0396 N82-31915
System for automatic analysis of
rheoencephalograms
p0396 B82-31916
Prefliqbt exanination results used to forecast




electrolyte metabolism in rat blood after
flight aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0397 HS2-319I8
Epinephrine and norepinephrine concentrations in
rat cardiac ventricles and atria after flight
aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
p0397 N82-31919
Bat blood plasma corticosterone after flight
aboard Cosoas-t 129 biosatellite
p0397 H82-31920
Deaxyribonucleoprotein and nucleic acid content
of rat tissues after flight aboard Cosios-936
biosatellite
p0397 H82-31921
Cybernetic analysis of cardiac rhythm of
Salynt-6 orbital station crew during graded
exercise test
pOH02 N82-32282
Combined rehabilitation and therapeutic measures
in space medicine
pOi>02 H82-322B3
Cooperative effort suggested for research on
extraterrestrial life
pO"02 N82-32284
Optical fiber multiple sensor for gripping
complex objects
pOU02 B82-32298
USSR Report: Life sciences. Bionedical and
behavioral sciences <
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Dew data on metabolism and action mechanism of
mycotoxins
pO»29 H82-33989
Design of automated systems for control of
technological processes in large scale
microbiological industry with use of
microprocesors
pOU29 K82-33990
Bioelectric fields: Their sources, nature and
purpose
p0429 S82-33991
Effect of local vibration on divers working
under water
p0429 B82-33992
Structural changes in plasia membrane under
influence of ionizing radiation
pOU30 B82-33993
Effects of combination of antibiotic-resistant
bifidobacteria and corresponding antibiotics
of survival of irradiated nice
p0430 H82-33994
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Analytical detection of organic species by means
of laser-induced multiphoton ionization
p0038 B82- 13646
KEBIOCKI STATE 0»I»., FBAHKFOBX.
Cardiovascular adaptations in weightlessness:
The influence of in-flight exercise programs
on the cardiovascular adjustments during
weightlessness and upon returning to Earth
p02«8 N82-231IO




A practical ultrasonic pletfaysmograph '
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Response of the cardiovascular system to
vibration and combined stresses
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Dynamic response of vertebral elements response
of the intervertebral joint to torsion
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Clinical physiology of the
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Techniques for cardiovascular examination in
human centrifuges and the principal results
obtained
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heat exchangers
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CALIF.
Domestic swine in physiological research. 3:
Blood gas and acid-base values of arterial and
veuous blood from young anesthetized pigs
maintained under steady-state ventilator;
conditions
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Long-term and progressive changes in Rhesus
spectral sensitivity after low-level coherent
light (514nm exposure)
[SB-ill 1639] p0347 H82-28946
:orceal endothelium after infrared laser
exposure. Evaluation of techniques to study
corneal lesions
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Comparison of rhesus and human spectral dynamic
visual acuity
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Subsystem development
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application
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Oxygen generation subsystem for spacecraft
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subsystem
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p0408 482-146413
Sensitivity analysis of physiological factors in
space habitat design
[IAF PAPEB 82-179] p0414 A82-46975
The relationship of motion sickness
susceptibility to learned antonomic control
for symptom suppression
P0417 A82-47338




COBPOHATB SOOHCE IHDBX •ATI01AL &EBOIIOTICS AHD SPACE ADBIHISTBATIOB. COBTD
Pilot estimates of glidepath and aia point
during simulated landing approaches
[HASA-Tn-81325] p0035 H82-12772
Subjective eating scales as a workload
pOOQO H82-13669
Horizontal conflict resolution maneuvers kith a
cockpit display of traffic infornation
pOOHI H82-1367 I
An analytical approach foe predicting pilot
induced oscillations
\ p0043 H82-13688
The role of manipulator characteristics in
selecting the Ideal effective vehicle
p0045 N82-1370U
Pilot scanning patterns while viewing cockpit
displays of traffic infornation
p0046 H82-13710
Physiological responses to prolonged bed rest
and fluid immersion in nan: 4 compendium of
research (1974 - 1980)
[HASA-TH-81324] p0174 H82-18854
Life in the Universe
[HASA-CP-2156] p0220 N82-20884
Project OiSIS: The design of a signal detector
for'the search for extraterrestrial intelligence
[BASA-TH-64738] p0250 H82-23987
Controlled ecological life support system -
biological problems
[NASA-CP-2233] p0268 B82-24836
Pressure suit joint analyzer
[SASA-CASE-ABC-11314-1] p0298 K82-26987
Pursuit tracking and higher levels of skill
development in the human pilot
p0379 N82-30839
Stimulation of body veight increase and




Sixteenth Annual Conference on Hanual Control
[BASA-TH-84273] p0436 N82-34037
Effect of counting and tracking on verbal and
production methods of time estimation
p0438 H82-34049
Evaluation of a trajectory command concept for
manual control of carrier approaches and
landings
p0440 H82-34060
Separation monitoring with four types of
predictors on a cockpit display of traffic
information
p0440 H82-34063
A comparison of control modes for time-delayed
remote manipulation
p0442 B82-34072
BATIOHAL iEBOBAOTICS AHD SPACE ADHIBISIBATIOB.
GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GHBEiBBLT. BO.
Comets - Chemistry and chemical evolution
p02S7 682-33280
Human-machine interface issues in the
Hultisatellite Operations Control Center-1
(HSOCC-1)
[MASA-IN-83826] p0138 S82-17875
Cerrix-to-rectao measuring device in a radiation
applicator for use in the treatment of
cervical cancer
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12081-2) p0246 B82-22875




HATIOBAL AEBOSiOTICS ASD SPACE AOHIBISTBATIOg.
L7.HDOI B. JOHHSOB SPACE CEBTBB. HOOSTOB. IBZ.
Development status of a preprototype water
electrolysis subsystem
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-9J p0002 A82-10897
Application of improved technology to a
preprototype vapor compression distillation
/VCD/ water recovery subsystem[ASHE PAPEfi 81-EHAS-IOJ p0002 A82-IOS98
Development of an advanced Sabatier C02
reduction subsystem
[ASHE PAPEfi 81-EHAS-11] p0002 A82-10899
Preprototype Vapor Compression Distillation
Subsystem development
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-25] p0003 682-10912
Begenerable C02 collection for spacecraft
application
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-28] p0004 482-10915
Advanced Hicrobial Check Valve development
[ASHB PAPEB 81-EH4S-45] pOOOS A82- 10929
O.S. manned space flight: The first twenty years
- A biomedical status report
p0056 A82-16927
An overview of the endocrine and metabolic
changes in Banned space flight
p0057 A82-16935
Hass estimation and discrimination during brief
periods of zero gravity
P028I A82-35769
Heasnrement of cardiopulmonary performance
during acute exposure to a 2440-m egnivalent
atmosphere
p0283 A82-35904
Investigation of the combined effects of bedrest
and mild hypoxia
p0283 A82-359D5
Computer simulations of postural change, water
immersion and bedrest - An integrative
approach for understanding the spaceflight
response
p0327 A82-40659
Dynamics of weight loss during prolonged
spaceflight
p0328 A82-40673
Hedical support and technology for long-duration
space missions
[IAP PAPEB 82-174] p0377 A82-44687
A study in motion sickness - Saccular hair cells
in the adult bullfrog
p0416 482-47280
Logic-controlled occlusive cuff system
[BASA-CASE-HSC-14836-1] p0013 »82-11770
Crew activities in space
p003l B82- 12129
















Shuttle orbital medical system
P0077 H82-157I8
Validation of predictive tests and




Biochemistry and endocrinology results
P0077 H82-15721
Hematological and immunological analyses
p0078 H82-15722





















Evaluation of Smart sensor displays for




NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADHIHISTBATION. CORPORATE SOURCE IHDEX
STS-3 medical report
[HASA-TH-58247] p0423 H82-32961
Dual physiological rate measurement instruoent
[NASA-CASE-HSC-20078-1 ] p0424 H82-32971
Heat resistant protective hand covering
[NASA-CASE-HSC-2026I-I] p0426 H82-32985
Heat resistant protective hand covering
[HASA-CASE-HSC-20261-2] p0426 H82-32986
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS ABD SPACE ADHIBISTBATIOB. JOHH
F. KEHHEDI SPACE CEHTEB, COCOA BEACH, FLA.
Hedical support and technology for long-duration
space missions
[IAF PAPER 82-174] p0377 A82-44687
•AflOBAL iBBOHABTICS AND SPACE AOHIBISIBAIIOH.
LAHGLEY RESBABCB CEHTBB, HAHPTOB, VA.
Visual scanning behavior and nental vorkload in
aircraft pilots
p0073 A82-18741
Comets and the photochemistry of the
paleoatmosphere
p0097 A82-20866
A program for assessing pilot mental state in
flight simulators
[AIAA PAPEE 82-0257] pOI2l A82-22078
Hhat do pilots see in displays
p0139 A82-22906
flethane flux in the Great Dismal Svaap
p0290 A82-37423
Ultrasonic determination of themodynamic
threshold parameters for irreversible
cutaneous burns
p0339 A82-41122
Influence of display and control compatibility
on pilot-induced oscillations
[BASA-TP-1936] p0076 N82-14804
An evaluation of helicopter noise and vibration
ride gualities criteria
[UAS&-TH-83251 ] p0137 H82-1787I





FHP study of pilot workload. Qualification of
vorkload via instrument scan
[HASA-CB-169254] p0392 H82-30944
Effect of synthesized propeller vibration on
passenger annoyance in a turboprop interior
noise environment
[NASA-TH-84515] p0400 H82-31944
An assessment of PERT as a technique for
schedule planning and control
[HASA-TH-83265] p0428 N82-33981
A model-based technique for predicting pilot
opinion ratings for large commercial transports
p0438 N82-34050
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AHO SPACE ADHIBISTHATIOH.
LEilS RESEARCH CEHTEB, CLBVBLA1D. OHIO.
Veiling glare reduction methods compared for
ophthalmic applications
p0019 A82-13289
Fabrication and wear test of a continuous
fiber/particnlate composite total surface hip
replacement
[ASLE PBEPHIHT 81-LC-2D-1] p007l A82-18402




HAIIOBAL AEBOHAOTICS AID SPACE ADBIKSTBATIOH.
HARSBALL SPACE FLIGHT CEBTEB, HDHTSVILLB, ALA.
STS-2 Induced Environment Contamination Honitor
(IECB): Quick-look report
[BASA-IH-82457] p0177 882-18870
Prosthetic occlusive device for an internal
passageway
[HASA-CASE-HFS-25640-1] p0294 B82-26962
The human role in space
CHASA-ia-82482] p0303 H82-27987
Space telescope neutral buoyancy simulations:
The first two years
[BASA-IH-82485] p0392 B82-30942




NATIOHAL AEROSPACE LAB.. AHSTBRDAB (IBTHBBLAHDS).
A model of the human observer and decision maker
p0046 H82-13714
The effect of visual information on the manual
approach and landing
[HLR-TH-80055-D] pOISl H82-19836
The effect of visual information on the manual
approach and landing
p0379 H82-30837
The effect of visual information on the manual
approach and landing
p0437 H82-34041
•ATIOHAL AEROSPACE LAB., TOKYO (JAPAN).
An analytical prediction of pilot ratings
utilizing human pilot model
p0380 H82-30847
in analytical prediction of pilot ratings
utilizing human pilot model
p0438 H82-34051
HATIOBAL BIOHEOICAL RESEARCH FODBOATIOB,
•ASBIHGTOB, D. C.
Phylogenetic sequence of metabolic pathways in
Precambrian cellular life
pOIOS A82-20967
The evolution of blue-greens and the origins of
chloroplasts
pOIOS A82-20971
Evolution of the rhodospirillaceae and
mitochondria - A view based on sequence data
pOIOS A82-20972
BATIOBAL BDBEAD OF STANDARDS, HASHIBGXOH, D.C.
A heat transfer analysis of scald injury
[PB81-238503] p0083 H82-15777
An overview of artificial intelligence and
robotics. Volume 2: Robotics
fNASA-CR-168727] p0224 N82-21896
An overview of expert systems
[NASA-CR-169197] p0362 B82-29899
X-ray measurements and protection, 1913-1964:
The role of the National Bureau of Standards
and the national radiological organization
[PB82-165036] p0425 S82-32977
Tables of energy-deposition distributions in
water phantoms irradiated by
poict-monodirectional electron beams vitk
energies from 1 to 60 SeV, and applications to
broad beams
[PB82-178716] p0434 H82-34023
HATIOBAL IBST. FOR HETALLDBGY, RABDBORG (SOOTH
AFRICA) .
The organizing of conferences
[PB82-142696] p0347 S82-28948
BATIOBAL IHST. FOR OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY ABO HEALTH,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Carbon/graphite fibers: Environmental exposures
and potential health implications
[PB81-229692] p0014 N82-11780
An evaluation of engineering control technology
for spray painting
[PB81-243I23] p0085 »82-15789
BATIOBAL IHST. OF POLAR RESEARCH, TOKYO (JAPAH).
Organic analysis of the Antarctic carbonaceous
chondrites
p0098 A82-20908
HATIOBAL IHST. OB DRUG ABUSE, ROCKVILLE, HD.
Sew approaches to treatment of chronic pain: A
review of mnltidisciplinary pain clinics and
pain centers
[PB81-240913] p0083 882-15778
BATIOBAL HECHABICAL EBGIBEERIBG RESEARCH IBST.,
PRETORIA (SOOTH AFRICA).
Development of the carbon fibre polysulphone
toggle for ligament repair operations
[CSIR-HE-1709] p0246 N82-22881
HATIOBAL PHYSICAL LAB., TEODIHGTOB (EBGLABD).
Thresholds of hearing by air conduction and by
bone conduction under different masking
conditions
[BPL-AC-100] p0034 H82-12768
An investigation of the status of bone
conduction audiometer calibration in the
National Health Service
[BPL-AC-101] p0034 N82-12769
A study of the effects of fluctuation frequency
on adverse reactions to noise
[HPL-AC-97] p0224 N82-21892
BATIOBAL RESEARCH IBST. FOB BATHEHATICAL SCIENCES,
PRETORIA (SOOTH AFRICA).




COBPOBATE SODBCE ISDBS SSS BABPSHIBB OBIV.«
rhe inverse dynamics of three-dimensional
hominoid notion
[CSIB-S»ISK-24] p0247 H82-22887
SAVit AEEOSPACE HEDICAL IHST., PEHSACOL&. FLA.
& procedure for the analysis of nystagmus and
other eye movements
[AD-A112603] p0352 N82-28987
H A V & L AEBOSPACE BEDICAL BESEiBCH LAB.. PEHSACOLA.
FLA.
doping vith space motion sickness in Spacelab
missions
p0058 A82-16939
Bapid perceptual adaptation to high
gravitoinertial force levels Evidence for
context-specific adaptation
p0320 A82-40436
intimotion-sickness efficacy of scopolamine 12
and 72 hours after transdermal administration
p0320 182-40437
Determining visual acuity thresholds: &
simulation study of stimulus presentation
strategies
[AD-AII182I] p0353 B82-28992
Airsickness during Naval flight officer
training: Advanced Sguadron VT86-BIO (new
syllabus)
[AD-A114685] p0432 B82-340I1
BAVit »IB DBVELOPHENT CEHTEB, HABHIBSIEB. Pi.
Anti-exposure technology identification for
mission specific operational reguirements
[AD-A105070] p0036 N82-12784
The intelligent use of intelligent systems:
Problems in engineering man/machine symbiosis
p0037 B82-13058
The beginnings of aeromedical acceleration
research
[AD-AI11048] p0296 N82-26978
Simulation of the motion of the center of mass
of an occupant under ejection accelerations
[AO-AII3806] p0352 N82-28989
Pulmonary function measures before and after
exposure of human subjects to +G(z) and +G(x)
acceleration loads
[AD-AI 14652] p0390 082-30928
Development of the helicopter crewman jacket
[AD-A115635] p0427 H82-32992
Blue Flight Coverall Program
[AD-AI16856] p0443 N82-34082
BAVAL AIR TEST CEBTEB, P&TOXBBT BIVEB. HO.
Evaluation of a pilot workload assessment device
to test alternate display formats and control
handling qualities
p0037 B82-13062
HAV&L BIODXHAHICS LAB., HE! OBLEABS, LA.
Determination of efficient methods of lift by
comparing trained and untrained male and
female lifters
[AD-A100349] p0038 N82- 13650
Task analysis and the ability requirements of
tasks: Collected papers
[AD-A1II181] p0354 B82-29000
Biomechanical analysis of tasks involving manual
materials handling
[AD-AI13955] p0355 H82-29009
Performance tests for repeated measures: Koran
and computer batteries
[AD-A115068] p0392 B82-3094I
Bepeated measures of human performance: A bag
of research tools
[AD-AI13954] p0444 N82-34084
HAV&L COASTAL SISTEHS CENTEB. PABAHA CHI, FLA.
Carbon dioxide absorption characteristics of
high performance Sodasorb at 1 atmosphere
[AD-AI07488] p0298 H82-26989
NAVAL COBSIBOCIIOH BATTALIOB CEBTEB, POBT HDEHEHB,
CALIF.
Biodynamic data bank feasibility study
[AD-A117921] p0434 N82-31(020
HAV&L HEALTH BESEABCH CEHTBB, SAH DIEGO, CALIF.
Nonauditory effects of high intensity noise on
ground crews at a naval air station
[AD-A108996] pOISI H82-19834
An EEG predictor of performance decrement in a
vigilance task
[AD-AI16960] p0433 B82-34014
BAV&L OCEAN SISTEHS CEBTEB, SAB DIEGO. CALIF.
8emote Medical Diagnosis System BUDS design
review meeting minutes
[AD-A104555] p0013 B82-11772




Bodels and mockups as design aids, revision A
[AD-A109511] p0219 N82-2088I
Bemote Hedical Diagnosis System (BHDS) Advanced
Development Hodel (ADD) laboratory test results
[AD-AI14073] p0432 M82-34012
BAVAL POSIGBADOATE SCHOOL, HOHTEBBT, CALIF.
An evaluation of the effectiveness of color
coded tactical symbology applied to military
maps
[AD-A109675] p0218 N82-20872
Local serial correlation in behavioral states in
the mouse
[ A D - A 1 1 1 0 2 1 ] p0294 M82-26959
Effect of task duration on voice recognition
system performance
[AD-A107442] p030 I N82-27979
Effect of operator mental loading on voice
recognition system performance
[AD-A107477] p0301 N82-27980
•AVAL SOBBABIBE BASE, HEB LOHDOH, CONH.
Cold weather goggles. Part 3: Resistance to
fogging
[AD-A115898] p0443 H82-34078
BAVAL SDBHABIBE HEDICAL BESEABCH LAB., GBOTOB, COBN.
Cold weather goggles. 1: Optical evaluation
[AD-A111333] p0274 N82-25794
Cold weather goggles. 2: Performance evaluation
[AD-A114067] p0355 K82-29008
Position paper: The toxic effects of chronic
exposure to low levels of carbon dioxide
[AD-A115053] p0390 N82-30930
BAVAL TBAIHING ABALISIS ABD EVALOATIOH GBODP,
OBLABDO, FLA.
Improved procedures training through use of aids
developed from learning guidelines
[AD-A113109] p0391 B82-30939
BAVAL IBAIHIBG EQOIPHEBI CEBTEB, OBLAHDO, FLA.
Performance measurement and navy's Tactical
Aircrew Training System
[AD-A110669] p0273 N82-25786
HAVI PEBSOBBEL BESEABCH ABD DEVELOPHEBT CEHTEB, SAN
DIEGO, CALIF.
Human factors in system development: Status and
evaluation
p0182 N82-19841
Human factors for the future: Trends and
speculations
pOI82 N82-19815
Computer-Managed Instruction in Navy Technical
training: An attitudinal survey
[&D-A109664] p0218 N82-20871
Operator performance on two office data entry
system testbeds: Preliminary analyses
[AD-AI 11535] p0274 1.82-25795
Performance test objectivity: A comparison of
rater accuracy and reliability using three
observation forms
[AD-A111077] p0301 B82-27977
3n models and methods for performance measurement
[AD-A113578] p0354 S82-28998
Instructor's role in individualized training: A
survey of two computer managed courses
[AD-ATNI9I7] p0361 »82-29894
IEDEBLAHDS IHST. VOOB PBAEVENTIEVE GEZOHDHEIDSZOBG
THO, LEIDBH.
Human control and regulation tasks
p0037 N82-12787
BEIHEBLABDS OBGABIZATIOB FOB APPLIED SCIENTIFIC
BBSEABCH IBO. DELFT.
Inventory of medical technological research in
the Netherlands
p0034 N82-12767
BEI HAHPSHIBE OBIV., DOBHAH.
The CELSS program - AD overview of its structure
and use of computer modelling
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-ENAS-36] p0004 A82-10922
A chamber design for closed ecological systems
research
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-37] p0004 A82-10923
Design and control strategies for CELSS -
Integrating mechanistic paradigms and
biological complexities
[ A S H E PAPEB 8I-ENAS-43] pOOOS A82-10927
An approach to the mathematical modelling of a
controlled ecological life support system[NASA-CB-166331] p0250 H82-23984
C-23
HEi HEIICO STATE OHIV., CORPORATE SOURCE IBDEI
HEI BEXICO STATE DHIV., LAS CBOCES.
Structures of memory for critical flight
information
[ A D - A 1 1 6 5 I O ] p0435 H82-34028
IEI MEXICO OHIV., ALBDQOEBQOB.
Supervisory control of remote nauipulation: A
preliminary evaluation
p0041 H82-13675
HOBfH CABOLIHA AGRICULTURAL ADD TBCHHICAL STATE
OHIV.. GBEEHSBOBO.
A computer aided workstation assesor for crew
operations - WOSTAS
[AD-AII6045] p0443 B62-34079
HOBTB CABOLIHA DHIV.. CHAPEL HILL.
Hew approaches to guantitating the pulmonary
effects on inhaled pollutants
C PBS 1-222382] p0014 H82- 11778
Studies in erythropoiesis: The influence of the
glycocalyx of the red cell membrane
[DE81-030668] p0033 H82-12760
Studies on structure and function relationship
in fibrinogen
p0135 B82-17859
BOBIBEASTEBH CHIV., BOSTOH, flASS.
Linguistic and human performance considerations
in the design of an anticipatory coaounication
aid
p0039 B82-13657
HOBIHBOP COBP., HAHTHOBHE, CALIF.
Crev workload prediction study
[AD-A1II948] p0298 B82-26991
BOBIHHESrEBH OHIV., EVAISIOH, ILL.
Dynamic measurement of human vertical fnsional
response
p0039 882-13660
Sourcebook of temporal factors affecting
information transfer from visual displays
[AD-AI09907] p0222 N82-2I880
Analysis of vertebral stress distributions and
ejection-related injury mechanisms
[JD-A098639] p0246 N82-22879
A dynamic model of the cervical spine and head
[AD-AII4887] p0132 B82-34008
HOBREGIAH DEFEBCE BESEABCH ESTABLISHHEHT, KJELLEE.
Neuratransmitter mechanisms in the nucleus
accumbens septi and related regions in the rat
brain
[HDBE/POBL-81/1001] p0031 H82-12738
OAK BID5E ASSOCIATED OBIVEBSITIBS. TBHH.
Identification of cognitive factors related to
remote work performance using closed circuit
TV displays
p0042 H82-13679
OAK BIDGE NATIOHAL LAB.. TEHH.
DAHTAB: A program to combine airborne
radionuclide environmental exposure data with
dosimetric and health effects data to generate
tabulations of predicted health impacts
[DE81-030434] p0014 H82-11774
Altered tissue reactivity and interactions
between chemicals
[DE81-023I89] p0014 H82-11777
Overview of the biomedical and environmental
programs at the Oak Bidge Bational Laboratory
[DE81-027864] p0034 H82-12765
Health and safety research division
[DE8 1-026088] p0038 H82- 13652
Han/machine interface development for the
BEMOTEX concept
p0042 H82-13678
IHTDOS: A computer code for estimating internal
radiation dose using recommendations ot the
International Commission on Badiological
Protection
[DE82-000507] p0075 H82-14799
Possible mechanism for chemical induction of
chromosome aberrations in male meiotic and
postmeiotic germ cells of mice
[DE81-03I999] p0123 H82-16700
Variation in plant response to ozone: A
conceptual model of physiological events
[DE81-029692] pOI23 H82-I6701




Probabilistic methodology for estimating
radiation induced cancer risk
[DB82-001474] p0398 B82-31929
lavestigation of correlations between chemical
parameters of metal ions and acute toxicity in
nice and Drosophila
fDE82-001451] p0423 H82-32966
Enhanced benzoapyrene metabolism in hamster
embryonic cells exposed in culture to
fossil-synfnel products
[DE82-002904] p0424 H82-32967
OCBABAOTICS IHC.. AHBAPOLIS, HD.




30-line, real-time determinations of
breath-to-breath gas exchange
p0181 H82-19832
OFFICE OF HAVAL BESBABCH, LOBDOB (EBGLAHD).
Fifth International Biodeterioration Symposium
[AD-A109858] p0213 N82-20833
The biological effects of nonionizing radiation
[AD-A11I898] p0300 H82-27970
OBIO STAXE OHIV., COLOHBDS.
A comparison of tracking with visual and
kinesthetic-tactual displays
p0405 A82-46258
A study of decision-making behavior of aircraft
pilots deviating froa a planned flight
pO<»06 A82-46262
An analysis of aircrew procedural compliance
p0406 A82-46263
Cardiorespiratory responses and handgrip
isometric component for various wheelchair
propulsion systems
pOOII N82-10718
in investigation into pilot and system response
to critical in-flight events. Volume 1:
Executive summary
(HASA-CB-164993] , p0036 M82-12782
in investigation into pilot and system response
to critical in-flight events. Volume 2:
Appendix
[BASA-CH-164994] p0036 H82-12783
in investigation into pilot and system response
to critical in-flight events, volume I
[HASA-CB-166243-VOL-1] p0040 H82-I3662
in investigation into pilot and system response
to critical in-flight events, volume 2
[BASA-CE-166243-VOL-2] p0040 H82-13663
Bolecular interactions of high energy fuels and
jet fuels with oncogenic viruses and
endogenous viruses
[AD-A108377] p0174 B82-18855
Study of chlorine dioxide and its metabolites in
man
[PB82-109356] pOI75 BB2-18863
Chemical and molecular biological aspects
alkylhydrazine-induced carcinogenesis in human
cells in vitro
[AD-A109088] pOISI N82-19833
Long bone and joint response to mechanical loading
CAD-A111551] p0300 B82-27969
Combined discrete network continuous control
modelling of operator behavior
p0381 B82-30861
Combined discrete network. Continuous control
modelling of operator behavior
p0440 B82-34064




Interaction of gravitic and mechanical stimuli
in tropic and nastic responses in beans
p0327 A82-40665
Quantification of psychoacoustic tuning curve
sharpness: An analysis of freguency
resolution in children and adults
P0135 B82-17857
Human auditory brainstem electric responses to
binanral and monaural stimuli
P0136 B82-17861
OKLAHOMA STATE OHIV., STILLiiTEB.
aicrobial ecology of extreme environments:




COBPOEiTE SOOBCE IHDBX BESEABCH IHSI. OF NATIONAL OEFBHCE,
OKLAHOMA OHIV., OKLAHOMA CIII.
The effects of horizontal bod; casting on blood
volume, drug responsiveness, and »Gz tolerance
in the rhesus Donkey
pOlOS 482-21682
Effects of horizontal bod; casting on the
baroreceptor reflex control of heart rate
p0285 182-36033
Changes in blood volume and response to
vaso-active drags in horizontally casted
primates
p0327 A82-40657
OLD DOBIHIOH OHIV., BOBFOLK. VA.
Comets and the photochemistry of the
paleoataosphere
p0097 482-20866
Methane flux in the Great Dismal Swamp
p0290 A82-37423
ONSALA SPACE OBSEBVATOBI (SWEDEN).
Comets and the origin of life
p0098 482-20905
OPEBATIOBS BESE1BCB, ISC., BEXBESDA, BD.
A model for the submarine depthkeeping team
p0043 N82-13689
OBLOC, KETTEEING. OBIO.
1 systems approach for crev station design and
evaluation
[AD-AII5663] p04<l3 N82-34080
PACIFIC NOBTHBEST L4B., BICHL1ND, HASH.
Problems in evaluating health effects of
occupational and environmental exposures
[DE81-028140] p0083 N82-15774
PABIS-VAL DE M1BBE DHIV., CBETEIL (FBABCE) .
Possible role of phosphine in chemical evolution
p0099 182-20915
Photoassisted carbon dioxide reduction and
formation of tHOand three-carbon compounds
pOlOO 182-20920
P6BIS Til (FBABCE).
Activities of the Institute for Besearch in
Molecular Biology
p0424 H82-32969
P1BIS XII OHIV., EVBI (FB1HCE).
The persistence of a visual dominance effect in
a telemanipulator task: 1 comparison between
visual and electrotactile feedback
p004l S82-J3677
PEHHSILV1HI1 STATE OHIV., OHITEBSITY PABK.
Airway gas mixing during rest and bicycle exercise
pOOU H82-I1768
Sweating responses of men and women during
exercise in humid and dry heat
p0032 N82-12745
Close-range cine-photogrammetry: A generalized
technique for guantifying gross human motion
p0036 H82-12781
Heat-activated sweat gland densities detected
through macrophotography in lean and obese men





Nutation of Helianthns Annuus in a microgravity
environment
p0174 H82-18265
PBBCEPTBOHICS, IBC., IOODL1BD HILLS, CALIF.
Decision aids for airborne intercept operations
in advanced aircrafts
pOO«2 H82-13683
la experimental evaluation of tactical
symbol-design features
[AD-A115895] p0427 H82-32993
HBIES Human Besources Test and Evaluation
System. Volume 1: lest procedures
[AD-A115594] p0435 B82-34029
HBIES Hunan Besources Test and Evaluation
System. Volume 2: Supplement
[AD-1115595] p0435 B82-34030
PITISBOBGH DHIV.,
Empirical studies of procedural flaws, impasses,
and repairs in procedural skills
[AD-A11379I] p0302 882-27981
PBIBCETOB UNIV.. B. J.
Pilot opinions of sampling effects in
lateral-directional control
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